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PREFACE 

If we speak of God as the Supreme, Who is above absolutely everyone and everything 
known and unknown to us, we must agree that there can be only one God. Therefore God, or the 
Absolute Truth, is the common and main link of the whole creation. Nonetheless, and although God 
is One, we must also agree that being the Supreme, God can also manifest as many, or in the way, 
shape and form that may be most pleasant or unpleasant. In other words, any sincere student of a truly 
scientific path of knowledge about God, must learn that the Absolute Truth is everything and much 
above anything that such student may have ever known or imagined. Therefore, a true conclusion of 
advanced knowledge of God must be that not only is God one, but also that God manifests as many. 
Only under this knowledge and conclusion, a perspective student of the Absolute Truth could then 
understand the deep purport behind polytheism, since the existence of various 'gods' cannot be other 
than different manifestations from the exclusive source, which is the same and only Supreme God. 
Nonetheless, the most particular path of knowledge that explain in detail all such manifestations or 
incarnations, in a most convincing and authoritative description, can be found in the vast Vedas and 
Vaishnava literature. 

The revealed scriptures of mankind have several purposes. All bona tide sacred texts declare 
that God will be always besides His devotees and somehow will chastise His enemies or miscreants. 
All scriptures offer different kinds of references on how to follow and achieve knowledge about God. 
According to the different traits of a region, populace or culture, God descends or either sends one or 
more of His various agents. Therefore, God reveals different types of scriptures as guidance to uplift 
a particular group of people. 

The historical religious legacy widely recognized to understand, and finally love God, contain 
scriptures of various tenors, such as the Bhagavat-gita, the Bible, the teachings of Lord Buddha, and 
the Koran. Nevertheless, the most extensive information about the Supreme is to be found in the 
Vedas and Vaishnava literature with its philosophical foundation on the Bhagavat-gita. 

Vaishnava literature demonstrates that amongst the different arid infinite incarnations of 
God, the most munificent is Sri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu, the combined incarnation of Sri Radha and 
Sri Krishna Besides satisfying His several reasons to incarnate, Sri Chaitanya revealed the greatest 
philosophical, psychological and theological conception for mankind to understand the innermost 
qualities of God. Through the teachings of the followers of Sri Chaitanya, Sri Krishna in Vrindavan is 
revealed as the Personal Identity of Love. The most impressive evidence of the magnitude of Sri 
Chaitanya's causeless mercy is that He appeared during this most degraded age, known as Kali-yuga, 
with the most magnanimous gift ofltnowledge that no other incarnation could offer, the service to the 
Divine Couple Sri Radha-Krishna in the most intimate way possible-Manjari-bhava. 

The following verse composed by His intimate devotee Srila Rupa Goswami Prabhupada, in 
glorification of the Golden Avatar Sri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu, reflects such position: 

namo maha vadaniaya 
krishna prema pradayate 

krishnaya krishnachaitanya 
namine gaura tvise namah 

"I offer my most humble obeisances to Sri Gaura, known as Sri Krishna Chaitanya, who is 
Krishna Himself and is the most magnanimous incarnation of God, who has come to deliver everybody 
in this dark age of Kali by freely distributing love for Krishna." 
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Someone may question, why Sri Gaura or Gauranga is the most magnanimous incarnation of 
God since all incarnations of God also come to protect and deliver His devotees? The answer is that 
Sri Gauranga is ultimately the most magnanimous because He has descended in the lowest age of 
mankind, not only to deliver God's devotees, but also to reveal the most elevated and intimate 
knowledge of God's personality; thus unveiling the highest form of Divine Love. By revealing in 
detail the service to the male and female aspects of the Absolute Truth-Sri Radha and Sri Krishna
in the most esoteric and intimate devotional mood, Sri Chaitanya has surpassed any revelation or 
knowledge about God offered to mankind by any previous avatar.

Lord Gauranga's incarnation as a bhakta established the exemplar activities of a devotee of 
God. However, one of the characteristics of God's agents is that they accept all kind of hardships 
according to time, place and circumstance to deliver the fallen. The devotees of God are many, and 
they all serve the same purpose of rescuing the conditioned souls from the material existence. Therefore, 
the intimate associates of the Supreme Identity of Godhead-the Divine Trilogy, Sri Sri Radha
Krishna and Sri Gauranga-are extremely rare since they are equally or even more merciful than the 
Lord Himself. 

History has recorded that after having rescued the true teachings of Sri Chaitanya from 
unscrupulous practices, the great Vaishnava devotee Srila Bhaktivinoda Thakura desired to spread 
such divine knowledge to the complete world. Under the visionary spirit of his pure devotion, 
Bhaktivinoda Thakura was eager to extend Sri Chaitanya's gift to the rest of mankind, most particularly 
in the English language. The Vedas inform that in the present dark age of Kali, the populace becomes 
extremely insensitive, thus prompting humanity to materialistic pursuits. Srila Bhaktivinoda Thakura 
could foresee that the whole world would be enchanted and engulfed by the constant contemplation 
of money and sense gratification. Somehow he also understood that the English language would 
become prominent around the world. 

English has become the most popular language in politics and business transactions. However, 
it is a language of limited capability and grammatical depth, particularly when attempting to describe 
the most refined sentiments. If compared with the academically accepted mother of all languages, 
Sanskrit, then the grammar of English falls short of describing the most refined sentiments and 
relationships regarding Godhead. Sanskrit is more complete and complex as a language than Greek, 
for instance. It has more cases is more complete in semantic terms also. Studying the ending of 
different cases and conjugations, tenses, persons, etc., anyone can see that they are more clear and 
distinctive in Sanskrit. 

Because archaic English is no longer practiced, English does not offer a stronger perception 
for refined verbal exchanges amongst family members and relationships in general. This can be 
substantiated by the fact that English grammar does not discriminate in how to refer to a social senior, 
junior or equal, since all are addressed as 'you', as is also done when one addresses a pet animal. 
Indeed, another observation regarding a strong egotistic characteristic found in English is that it is the 
only language that uses the first person 'I' in capital letters. Any writer that composes religious or 
devotional poetry in English is therefore entitled to use capital letters while using the second person, 
'You', while exclusively addressing God; therefore, at least grammatically, placing himself in the 
same level as God. 

In Volume No. 4, Vol. XXVIII, June 1930, page I, of this collection, Srila Bhaktisiddhanta 
Goswami published an article by Sri Bishwesswar Das, entitled The Study of the English Language.

A short paragraph of such article mentions "The study of English or any worldly language is sure to 
lead to catastrophe unless directed to the higher purpose. 
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But a not wholly unfounded charge is also brought against the study of English. A Nationalist 
would say that the study of the English language disabuses men's minds of all ancient ideas and 
beliefs. In matters of religion, in matters relating to our highest interests the cultivation of the English 
language is hence calculated to a certain extent to make us losers rather than gainers. There is no gain
saying the fact that a thorough mastery of the English language need be no bar to the requirements of 
spiritual life the nature of which can hardly be suspected by one who is ignorant of the higher purpose. 
Nevertheless the charge is true that the materialistic tendency of the English language makes it more 
or less skeptical of religion." 

English was the language that Srila Bhaktivinoda Thakura identified as the most popular 
and fluent amongst learned people of his time. He began spreading the message of Sri Chaitanya in 
English in 1896 by sending his treatise Chaitanya Mahaprabhu-His Life and Precepts to the McGill 
University of Canada and also to England. His son, Srila Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati, had closely seen 
his father's eagerness to give knowledge of Sri Gaura to the Western world. He then received the 
divine inspiration to pursue his father's task and begun the English publication of The Hannonist 

magazine, which was previously published by his father in Bengali and known as Sajjana-tosani. A 
foreword by Srila Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati Goswami Prabhupada explaining the full meaning of 
The Hannonist's original Sanskrit title can be read on Volume No. 1, Vol. XXV- June 1927, page 2. 

After Srila Bhaktisiddhanta Prabhupada's departure from this world, another great devotee 
undertook the divine task of spreading the message of Gauranga in English; this was Srila A.C. 
Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada. All learned Vaishnavas have concluded that Srila A.C. 
Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada has bestowed his blessings upon all the world's preachers of the 
teachings of Sri Chaitanya by opening the path for all to spread the message in English. Also through 
the agency of his beloved disciples after his physical departure from this world in 1977, Srila 
Prabhupada has induced the preaching of many of his senior and junior god brothers, as well as their 
disciples. Many of them were dedicated devotees, who knew him personally, nonetheless never before 
they had even imagined an attempt to speak the English language, neither to travel around the globe 
as they now have. In actually, their broad English publishing experience begun with Srila A.C. 
Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada's expansions in the form of his beloved disciples. 

Although Srila A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami has published so many Vaishnava literatures in 
English, it would be a great distraction to forget the wishes of both Srila Bhaktisiddhanta Prabhupada 
and SrilaA.C. BhaktivedantaPrabhupada that the aspirant devotees of the world would one day learn 
Sanskrit and Bengali, and be able to read the Lord's pastimes as written by the Six Goswamis of 
Vrindavana and their descendants. At least, the sincere followers of Sri Gauranga should constantly 
remember that the wishes of Srila Bhaktivinoda Thakur, Srila Bhaktisiddhanta Swami and Srila A.C. 
BhaktivedantaSwami to spread the message of Sri Gauranga in the English language was indicative 
of their concern for the most needy of this materialistic age. 

The vast literature written by the Vaishnava sages describing the most intimate and deep 
relationships with God was composed in Sanskrit and Bengali, thus grammatically exposing the different 
levels and trans-psychological moods of loving relationships. On the other hand, the grammatical 
nature of the English language promotes a casual connotation in all relationships, particularly towards 
seniors and consequently towards God. Although the archaic English utilized in proper terms of 
addressing persons according to their particular individuality and hierarchy is not practiced any longer. 
In this present age of degradation, politics and business rule the world, and the main language for 
such activities is English. However, due to its broad influence in all levels of understanding it is meant 
to lead the awareness of the Gauriya (from Gaura) culture all over the planet. On the contrary, if 
persons with the knowledge of more refined languages like· Sanskrit and its derivatives, believe that 
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they deserve more consideration since they can relate with God better grammatically, they surely will 
fall prey to false pride and lack of spiritual realization. 

Several devotees have expressed their desire to understand more the spirit of Srila 
Bhaktisiddhanta Prabhupada's preaching ways and activities. Through this collection of magazines, 
which was the main venue for his propaganda in English, they will be exposed to his preaching mood 
and historical activities. A deep sense of compassion for the conditioned souls was the spirit that 
pervaded Srila Bhaktivinoda Thakura's life. The same spirit is also found in Srila Bhaktisiddhanta 
Saraswati Prabhupada and Srila A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada's canvassing missions. 

Therefore, history records the exalted position of the Niiyananda-shakti-avesha-avatara, 
the empowered incarnation from Nityananda Prabhu, the eternal companion of Sri Chaitanya, known 
as Srila A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Srila Prabhupada. Srila Prabhupada could see the true nature of 
the soul as an eternal servant of God whatever the present state of material conditioning. As the very 
Supreme Person Sri Gauranga showered His magnanimity by opening free access for the lowest of 
mankind to the most confidential form of love for God, Srila Prabhupada's magnanimity spread the 
non-sectarian Universal Religion of Love of Lord Chaitanya. Actually, the magnanimity of Srila 
Prabhupada is unparalleled by reason of his deliverance of the lowest of mankind, but also the 
mayavadis (impersonalists), sunyavadis (voidists), as well as the declared patanavadis (anti- 
personalists). 

Srila Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati Goswami Prabhupada spread his Holy mission all over 
India and countries of Europe through the agency of his institution, the Sri Gaudiya Math. He received 
criticisms from most of the caste goswami class of his time, because of his offering brahminical 
initiation to persons not begotten of Brahmin families. In the same spirit of his spiritual master, Srila 
A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada also broke open the treasure of free devotional service to the 
rest of the world through his International Society for Krishna Consciousness, ISKCON. Thus, Srila 
Prabhupada introduced the aspirant devotees to the process of Vaishnavism and how to worship the 
Lord on the altar. By offering his followers due training to begin the understanding of the deepness of 
Vaishnava philosophy, and then free access to worship on the altar, cooking for the Lord, and distribute 
Vaishnava literature, whether in India or elsewhere in this world, Srila A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami 
Prabhupada also knew how to harmonize the teachings of Sri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu according to 
time, place and circumstance. Ultimately, Srila Prabhupada can also be recognized as the most prolific 
harmonizer, the true harmonist of Sri Gaura's teachings around the planet. 

Radharamana Sadhu 
August 2005 - Laguna de los Labradores 
Galeana - Nuevo Leon - Mexico 



INTRODUCTION 

It seems miraculous that the rare and dilapidated copies of The Harmonist magazine are 
now brought to life again with the publication of this collection. This complete collection is printed 
at the Radha Press in New Delhi. Radha Press has already a historic relevance for innumerable 
Gaudiya Vaishnavas, the followers of the incarnation of God known as Sri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu, 
Who appeared in Gauda Desh, West Bengal, India in 1486 AD. On this same printing press, my 
spiritual master, the v/orXd-acharya, Srila A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada, printed his first 
English versions of Srimad Bhagavatam (The Sweet Pastimes of Lord Sri Krishna), and his Rack to 
Godhead Magazine, before departing to the USA in 1965. The Gaudiya Vaishnava philosophy has 
now spread throughout the entire world, most particularly because of the impetus given by Srila A.C. 
Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada, the foundzr-acharya of the International Society for Krishna 
Consciousness. 

Previous to this edition, a number of new magazines using the name The Harmonist have 
appeared in the Eastern and the Western world. Therefore, in the mood of Srila A.C. Bhaktivedanta 
Swami, who named his translation of the Bhagavad-gita as the 'Bhagavat-gita As It Is', we have 
decided to name this reprint as The Harmonist As It Is to indicate that this publication is of the 
original magazines. Actually, this effort is the first exact replica of the original publications. 

The original versions in Bengali were known as Sajjana Toshani and were first published in 
1879 by SrilaBhaktivinodaThakur, the spiritualpreceptor of Srila Bhaktisiddhanta. After the departure 
of Srila Bhaktivinoda Thakur in 1914, Srila Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati, the spiritual master of Srila 
Bhaktivedanta Swami, established a printing press and began his preaching mission, known as the 
Sri Gaudiya Math. 

The monthly publication of The Harmonist magazine began in June of 1927 in Kolkata, 
Bengal, India, under the direction of Srila Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati Goswami Prabhupada. The 
foreword of the first English edition reads as follows "The Sajjana-toshani made her first appearance 
in the year 1879 in the modest form of a Bengali spiritual monthly edited by Thakur Bhaktivinoda. 
The paper remained under his editorship for seventeen years. She was later made over to the present 
editor who conducted the paper 'till she attained her twenty-fourth year of publication." 

Srila Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati started the English version of the same publication in June 
of 1927 continuing until June 1936, before his departure from this world on January 1, 1937. He 
continued in Roman numerals the sequential order of the original Bengali editions; thus, the English 
version began as Volume XXV and ended as Volume XXXII. The full collection of The Harmonist 
comprises eight volumes, and each volume contains twelve monthly magazines. To better facilitate 
the readers' reference, we have decided to designate each volume of The Harmonist A^ It Is from 
No.l to No.8. In brackets the readers will also find the Roman numerals of the original Bengali 
edition. To facilitate a comprehensive and easy reference to the main subjects contained in the 
magazines, we have compiled a simple index to each volume. The same general index was then 
compiled for the complete collection, which was printed as a separate booklet. 

The general index addresses essential philosophical topics, such as jiva-tattva, guru-tattva, 
Krishna-tattva, rasa-tattva, the history of the Vedic and Gaudiya Vaishnava tradition, Vaishnava 
Literature, comparative religion, Vaishnava behavior and etiquette, historical events, articles on social, 
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economical and political issues, and divine poetry. 

General Index - 21 pages. 
No. I (Vol XXV, June 1927 - May 1928) - 430 pages. 
No. 2 (Vol XXVI, June 1928 - May 1929) - 382 pages. 
No. 3 (Vol XXVII, June 1929 - May 1930) - 432 pages. 
No. 4 (Vol XXVIII, June 1930 - May-June 1931) - 434 pages. 
No. 5 (Vol XXEX, July 1931 - June 1932) - 470 pages. 
No. 6 (Vol XXX, July 1932 - June 1933) - 436 pages. 
No. 7 (Vol XXXI, Sept 1934 - July 1935) - 582 pages. 
No. 8 (Vol XXXII, Sept 1935 - June 1936) - 558 pages. 

The only original and most complete collection of The Harmonist magazine has been under 
my care since December of 1991. The search and collection of the sometimes very dilapidated 
magazines was the painstaking and tireless task of my godbrother Sripad Bhaktiprajnana Bharati 
Maharaja, who began collecting the editions around 1975. During 1987, while we met in Sri 
Vrindavana Dhama, he requested me to take care of such an important treasure of the Gaudiya 
Vaishnava community. 

Because of various circumstances I took possession of the complete collection only on 
1991, recovering it from the house of a Vrajavasi and placing it in my residence at Vaishnava Khanda 
of Radharamana Mandira. Since then, many god brothers came to know about it, but in spite of 
several suggestions and requests, somehow none could actually come forward to promote or facilitate 
the printing. While holding a web site for a couple of years since 2001,1 advertised the upcoming 
publication of The Harmonist and requested contributions to such an end. However, although receiving 
feedback from several interested devotees, no practical or financial commitment manifested. 

Finally, after so many years of expectation, Divine Providence allowed me to produce the 
necessary finances to reprint the entire collection as it actually is. The publishing of The Harmonist 
As It Is is therefore an exact photographic reproduction of each page of such important and historic 
legacy of the Gaudiya Vaishnavas and indeed students of religion around the world. 

The Harmonist\s the reservoir of all clear conclusions of the predecessor acharyas, regarding 
the most important philosophical subjects any aspirant devotee should know. Furthermore, this 
collection establishes the veracity of the English translations of important Vaishnava literature, such 
as Jaiva-Dharma and Chaitanya Bhagavata, since it contains partial translations supervised and 
sanctioned by Srila Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati Goswami Prabhupada himself. 

This collection contains articles that establish perfect guidelines to practice life as a 
brahmachari (celibate student), grihastha (married responsibilities), vanaprastha (practical 
preparation for the goal of life) and sannyasi (full-time contemplation of the Divine Reality). The 
readers will also find spiritual guidelines on how to behave in society in general through various 
articles on social, economical, educational and political subjects. Although these articles were written 
70 years ago, they still maintain an amazing actuality. 

The publishing of this historic literature serves as a unique transcendental reference for all 
Gauriya Vaishnavas and all willing to learn about bhakti. pure devotion to the Supreme Lord. This 
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publication is meant to re-ignite Gauriya culture around the globe and is dedicated to all sincere 
devotees of Sri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu. 

I offer my heartfelt thanks to Sripad Raddhanti Dasa (Juan Pigna), who selflessly came 
forward with assistance and financial support to help in printing this important collection. 

Radharamana Sadhu 
(Ricardo Antonio Palleres) 
Ananda Krishna Van, Radha Nivas 
Sunrakh Road, Madhuvan Colony. 
Sri Vrindavan Dham, U.P. 291121, India 

November 5, 2005: The twenty-eighth anniversary of the disappearance of Jagat-guru Srila A.C. 
Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada, Founder-Acharya of the International Society for Krishna 
Consciousness 
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SRILA SACHIDANANDA BHAKTIVENODA THAKURA 

Srila Bhaktivinoda Thakur was the third son of Ananda-chandra and Jagat-mohini Devi 
He was bom in September 2, 1838 and received the name Kedaranath, which is a name of Lord 
Shiva. His parents lived in the Nadia District, West Bengal, in the ancient city of Bimagar 
(Ulagram). His father was a generous landlord of great wealth, and was considered second after 
the king of Nadia. 

Kedaranath studied in the elemental school that was founded by his grandmother. At 
six years old he could read the Ramayana and Mahabharata with great zeal, although his short 
age, Kedamath could understand the meaning of these ancient Sanskrit epics. Later on he moved 
to an English school in Krishnanagar opened by the king of Nadia. Due to the sudden death of 
his two older brothers due to cholera, Kedaranath had to finish his studies and return to Bimagar. 

In 1850 Kedaranath was 12 years old and his mother arranged his marriage with a girl 
of 7 years older than him. Although they only lived under the same roof until they were adults, 
this Vedic tradition sometimes wonders the Western outlook of married life. Nonetheless, it has 
a deep psychological and social meaning, since the family descendants always feel guided and 
protected by their parents. 

Since 1881 Kedaranath Sachidananda Das started his Vaishnava journal Sajjana-tosani, 
dedicated to spread the divine teachings of Sri Chaitanya through all comers of Bengal. The 
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of London published the following commentary about him: 
"Under the title Sri Gauranga-lila-smarana-mangala-sttotram, "The renokwn Vaishnava Sri 
Kedaranath Bhaktivinoda M.R.A.S. has published a Sanskrit poem about the life and teachings 
of Sri Chaitanya. It is accompanied by a commentary, also in Sanskrit, where he broadly elucidates 
the subject. Contains an introduction of sixty-three pages in English where precisely describes 
in detail the doctrines teach by Sri Chaitanya. His posture, specially opposed to that of the 
Shankara and Adwaita Vedantists, is broadly explained. The small volume will broader our 
knowledge about this great reformer. Therefore we express our thanks to Bhaktivinoda for offering 
us the English and Sanskrit versions instead of Bengali, since it would have been hidden to 
European students of India's religious life." 

During the year 1896 on a pioneer spirit, Srila Bhaktivinoda Thakura sent the teachings 
of Sri Chaitanya towards Occident, beyond India's frontiers. This small book that he wrote in 
Sanskrit was entitled Sri Gauranga-lila-smarana-strotam. Its Preface in English was entitled: 
Chaitanya Mahaprabhu, His Life and Precepts. It also contained a commentary of Srila Sitikantha 
Vachaspati, a well-known Pandit of Nadia. Copies of the book were sent to the library of the 
McGill University in Canada, the library of the Asian Real Society of London and several other 
academic institutions. Although a small treatise, it was admired by writers and thinkers of Occident. 
The learned European R.W. Frazer commented: "Have pass already five hundred years since Sri 
Chaitanya spread the faith in Krishna's delivering grace throughout Earth. Nonetheless, until the 
present day, the same spirit that inspired Sri Chaitanya continues living amongst his followers. 
On a interesting narrative about the life and precepts of Sri Chaitanya, published by His devote 
and old follower Sri Kedaranath Datta Bhaktivinoda, we have read how this spirit keeps intact 
its vitality in the midst of the changes sweeping the all world. 

In 1914, during the disappearance day of Sri Gadadhara Pandit, Thakura Bhaktivinoda 
enter the eternal pastimes of Gaura-Gadadhara and Radha-Madhava. 



Sri Srimad Sachidananda Thakur Bhaktivinode 
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SRILA BHAKTISIDDHANTA SARASVATI GOSWAMI PRABHUPADA 

Srila Bhaktisiddhanta Sarasvati was bom in the holy pilgrimage place of Jagannatha 
Puri to Srila Bhaktivinoda Thakura, the great Vaishnava acharya in the line of succession coming 
from Sri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu. Although employed as a government magistrate, Srila 
Bhaktivinoda worked tirelessly to establish the teachings of Lord Chaitanya in India. He 
envisioned a worldwide spiritual movement and prayed for a son to help him achieve his dream. 

On February 6, 1874, in the sacred pilgrimage town of Jagannath Puri, where Srila 
Bhaktivinoda Thakura served as superintendent of the famous Jagannatha temple, Srila 
Bhaktisiddhanta appeared in this world. He was given the name Bimala Prasada. At the age of 
seven, Bimala Prasada had memorized the more than seven hundred Sanskrit verses of the 
Bhagavad-gita and could speak illuminating commentaries upon them. Srila Bhaktivinoda 
Thakura, the author of many important books and other writings on Gaudiya Vaisnava philosophy, 
trained his son in printing and proofreading. 

By the time he was twenty-five years old, Bimala Prasada had acquired an impressive 
reputation as a scholar of Sanskrit, mathematics, and astronomy. His astronomical treatise, Surya- 
siddhanta, won him the title Siddhanta Sarasvati in recognition of his immense learning. In 
1905, following the advice of his father, Siddhanta Sarasvati accepted spiritual initiation from 
Srila Gaurakishora Dasa Babaji. Although Srila Gaurakishora Dasa Babaji was illiterate, he was 
renowned throughout the continent as a great saint and Vaishnava acharya. Siddhanta Sarasvati, 
although a great scholar, exhibited humility and dedication in the presence of Srila Gaurakishora. 
Satisfied with such humility and dedication of his highly educated disciple, Srila Gaurakishora 
gave Siddhanta Sarasvati his full blessings and requested him to "preach the Absolute Truth and 
keep aside all other work." Upon the disappearance of Srila Bhaktivinoda Thakura in 1914, 
Siddhanta Sarasvati became editor of his father's spiritual journal, Sajjana-tosani, and founded 
the Bhagawat Press for the publication of Gaudiya Vaishnava literature. In 1918 Siddhanta 
Sarasvati accepted the renounced order of spiritual life, assuming the title Srila Bhaktisiddhanta 
Sarasvati Goswami Maharaja. For purposes of propagating Gaudiya Vaishnavism throughout 
India, he organized the Gaudiya Math, with sixty-four branches throughout the country. The 
headquarters of his mission, the Chaitanya Gaudiya Math, is located in Sridhama Mayapura, the 
birthplace of Sri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu. 

Srila Bhaktisiddhanta adjusted ancient traditions to conform to technological and social conditions 
of the twentieth century. He considered the printing press a most effective means of spreading 
this message throughout the world and was himself the author of many important translations, 
commentaries, and philosophical essays. He was the first spiritual teacher in this line to allow 
his renounced preachers (sannyasis) to wear Western clothes and travel in modem conveyances 
rather that on foot. Throughout the 1930s, Srila Bhaktisiddhanta expanded and increased his 
missionary work and succeeded in reestablishing Gaudiya Vaishnavism as the leading force in 
Indian spiritual life. 

On January 1, 1937, Srila Bhaktisiddhanta Sarasvati Thakura passed from this world. 



Sri Srimad Bhakti Siddhanta Saraswati 
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A.C. BHAKTIVEDANTA SWAMI SRILA PRABHUPADA 

Srila A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami was bom Abhay Charan De on nandotsava, a day 
after the appearance of Sri Krishna in 1896. Significantly, it was the same year in which Srila 
Thakur Bhaktivinoda, the pioneer of the Hare Krishna Movement, begun the mission to spread 
the message of Lord Chaitanya in the West through his essay Chaitanya Mahaprabhu—His Life 
and Precepts. Abhay Charan's father, Gaura Mohan De, was a pure devotee of Radha-Krishna 
and offered his child small deities to play with. As an adult, Abhay Charan worshipped the same 
deities. Gaura Mohan taught his son through his own example on how to worship the deities, 
and also encouraged him to observe the festival of Jagannath and to play mridanga. 

Some particulars about his father's constant desire that his son would become a devotee 
of Srimate Radharani is that A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami revealed a special connection with Her 
intimate assistant Sri Rupa Manjari (Srila Rupa Goswami Prabhupada). Srila Prabhupada was 
initiated in 1933 at the Sree Rupa Gaudiya Math, Allahabad, and he planned his worldwide 
mission and prepared the first translations and commentaries of his Srimad Bhagavatam in 
English at his residence at Sri Radha-Damodara Temple. From his kitchen's window he used to 
meditate and receive inspiration from the leader of the sampradaya Sri Rupa Goswami 
Prabhupada, who most obviously was his most intimate guide. 

During a walk at Sri Radha Kunda, Srila Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati Prabhupada confided 
him this instruction "If you ever get any money, print books", and Bhaktivedanta Swami 
Prabhupada accomplished his guru's order marvelously. Although he built a beutifull center of 
active devotional service in Vrindavan known as the Krishna-Balarama Mandir, and started a 
city in Mayapur, Bengal, he never deviated from the order of his spiritual master to print and 
distrubute Vaishnava literature. 

A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami lived an exemplar life throughout his permanence on this 
world. As a historical figure, who pioneered world preaching tours circumambulating the planet 
fourteen times, he remains the perfect guide for all ashrams of life since he practiced all four in 
total perfection. He also invited his dear and intimate god brothers on different ashrams to join 
his mission and published their articles in his Back to Godhead Magazine. He is the first Gaudiya 
Vaishnava that has published and distributed millions of books around the planet on the principles 
and philosophy of Krishna consciousness. This task was accomplished with the assistance of 
thousand of dedicated disciples and grand disciples around the world through the agency of his 
International Society for Krishna Consciousness, ISKCON. Therefore, Srila Prabhupada became 
recognized as a shakti-avesha avatara, or an empowered incarnation of the Lord, through the 
sanction of scriptural definition and the assertion of learned and highly respected devotees of the 
sampradaya. 

Srila Prabhupada engaged everybody in book distribution, exposing them to the effects 
of transcendental revelations, which are in the same level as performing the congregational 
chanting of the Holy Names. He became un-manifested from the mundane view after leaving 
his body in the Samadhi-mandir at his Krishna-Balarama Mandir in Vrindavan on Nov. 14th, 
1977. To the spiritually awakened, Srila Prabhupada continues to live in the spiritual realm in 
his eternal kama-rupa sidha-deha. 



Sri Srimad A.C. Bhaktivedanla Swami 
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Foreworkd 

ALL GLORY TO THE DIVINE MASTER | 
AND s 

1 THE SUPREME LORD SREE KR1SHNA-CHA1TANYA | 

'PHB Harmonist is now ready to ap- 

* proach the seekers of Absolute Truth, 

and specially persons who have got 

an aptitude to promote their devotional 

culture also, in her twenty-sixth year 

of publication. This Journal made her 

appearance long ago, though in Bengali, 

to create an inquisitive field among her 

readers who like to discern their con- 

nection with the transcendental world, 

although their bearing was limited to 

the horizon of mundane activity. The 

different leading ideas of religion may 

be arrayed to three varieties namely— 

(1) ever-shifting longing for ameli(arat- 

■ing the present predicament, (2) seek- 

ing eternal rest by dismissing the 

three-fold locations of observer, observed 

and observation with a view of ignoring 

a personality of the cosmic fountain- 

head, ,(3) regaining the perpetual 

position in the corporate spiritual king- 

dom, evading wrong temporary interest 

that tempts in misguiding to lord over 

the phenomenal existence. We can 

classify the schools of religionists avid 

philosophers in one of these three speci- 

fications. Apart from polytheistic view, 

we have different faces of Monism in 

Deity, both in the forms of personality 

and impersonality. Sometimes the 

impersonal forms terminate in pure 

atheism and sometimes to other mnlti- 

farious speculations. In India and 

abroad we find hundreds of mental 

speculationists who show their irregular 

dance to carry the impressions of in- 

nocent people who follow them to a 
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deatigMion unknown. Their emulations 

can never be considered firtJTtful unless 

they positively assert something for our 

present acquisition. Ptofesaors who 

are apt to describe the different limbs 

of personal God are decidedly misled 

to restrict their hallucinative adventures 

to temporary objects of nature. The 

Harmonist though an advocate of the 

devotional thought has in her scope 

the determination of saving the read- 

ers from plunging into sensual efforts 

and as such she is often found, to re- 

mind her readers not to confound the 

Divine personality within the material 

range of visual inspection. Generous 

readers, we believe, have marked the 

distinction between the conceptions of 

enjoying the universal phenomena and 

submitting oneself to the ever-existing, 

infinitely extended, inexplicable Object 

of devotion. We do not know how far 

we have succeeded in placing the true 

aspects of a region where we have no 

access at present on the table ot our 

espected judges, but they can easily 

admit that our attempts are sincere 

when we undertook the translations 

of some original works left to us by 

the devotional sages in other languages 

specially meant to diffuse the veiled 

truth underlying the natural phe. 

nomeua. Appreciations reached us 

from different quarters which have 

no doubt encouraged us to continue 

the progress of the Journal for the 

benefit of those who are not conver- 

sants iu the indigenous languages of 

India. We have dealt on different 

current topics that may lead to en- 

lighten our readers on special views of 

devotional life. 

Thakur Bhaktivinode. 

JT is not possible to understand Thakur 

Bhaktivinode . by dissociating him 

from Sri Chaitanya and His most illus- 

trious followers and associates. He did 

not set up as an Incarnation of God. He 

led to all external appearence the ordi- 

nary life of a householder. He did not 

claim any originality for himself in his 

writings nor did he establish any new 

doctrine or practice. He only walked 

with a loyal heart iu the pathr which 

has been followed by all former devo- 

tees and which is laid down in the holy 

Scriptures, the meaning of which was 

made clear by the teachings and practice 

of Sri Chaitanya and His associates. His 

career is, therefore, perfectly simple in 

its purpose. ThakurBhaktivinode wrote 

as he lived. In his books he tried to 

convey what according to Sri Chaitanya 
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is the real meaning of the eternal reli- 

gion that has come down to us in the 

records of the Scriptures through the 

chain of preceptors. There would have 

been no necessitj for the appearance of 

Sri Chaitanya if the Scriptures bad not 

been grossly misunderstood. There 

would have been no necessity for the life- 

work of Thakur Bhaktivinode if the life 

and teachings of Sri Chaitanya and His 

associates had not been misunderstood 

and misstated. The position of Sri Chai- 

tanya and His associates in regard to our 

ancient Scriptures and of Thakur Bhakti- 

vinode as their loyal follower, need not 

wound the susceptibilities of any reader 

who is not specifiically opposed to our 

ancient Scriptures. Thakilr Bhakti- 

yinode's attitude should also appeal to 

all exact thinkers as being at best 

definite and free from ambiguity of 

method or object. Accordingly the 

works of Thakur Bhaktivinode can be 

profitably considered only by those who 

at best tentatively admit the validity of 

his general position. The scientifically 

critical attitude need not start on, or 

proceed with, the study of a subject 

with previously formed prejudices. We 

wonld, therefore, ask those who may 

study the works of Thakur Bhakti. 

vinode in "the original not to form any 

cbnbliision on a large and un.familiar 

suhjeot. before they have accorded him a 

pitoent hearing really free from bias. 

In the pages of the Harmonist we have 

been trying to re-state. what Thakur 

Bhaktivinode has told us in a compre- 

hensive manner and from, his, own';e-& 

perience as a pure devotee-of God,"in 

his numerous works. 

The krad heart of Thakur Bhakti- 

vinode felt keenly for; the sufferings of 

man and like a competent physician 

was not satisfied till it could find out 

the very root of the disease that afflict- 

ed humanity all over the world. Once 

convinced of the nature of the disease 

and of the method of its real and per- 

manent cure he at once adopted the 

only way of helping others out of their 

misery by preaching those principles 

and practising them himself in order to 

be able to realise from actual personal 

experience the truth that he was to 

preach. 

Thakur Bhaktivinode became con- 

vinced as the result of un^biased study 

of the works of the associates of Sri 

Chaitanya and the old Scriptures 

following the method laid down in 

those works that the words of Sri 

Chaitanya were nothing but the same 

language that he could hear God Him, 

self always speaking to his own heart. 

He has proclaimed this in no uncertain 

words in his writings declaring Sri 

Chaitanya to be no other than the 

teacher Who is ever present in the heart 

of everybody and constantly admoni- 

shing him from within. He pleads with 

pathetic earnestness that all may un- 

reservedly believe in this statement 

which he makes from his own personal 
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experience and which is confirmed by 

all the Scriptures he had studied. By 

listening to the voice from within he 

believed that all will be bound to argue 

with him some day that the only way 

of bringing about real harmony in this 

world is that of chanting together the 

Holy Name in the manner that has 

been taught by Sri Chaitanya. His 

philanthropy was hot confined to sect, 

creed or country. His kindness ex. 

tended unstintedly to the whole of 

animate and seemingly inanimate na. 

ture. He was confident that all reli- 

gions will one day admit the supreme 

necessity of chanting the Holy Name 

and range themselves under the ban- 

ner of Sri Chaitanya. 

Turning to his own countrymen he 

implored them to have faith in the old 

institution of varnasrama and to set 

about its re-establishment in a pure 

form. He has told us that the varna. 

srama institution is eminently fitted for 

the spiritual purpose and is superior 

to any other system that is to be found 

in this world. Its true significance was 

missed when it degenerated into a here, 

ditary affair. This degeneracy which 

characterizes the caste system need not 

blind us to the merits of the real 

institution. It is the only machinery 

that is capable of purifying the heart of 

the people en masse ; and all true 

patriots should think over this matter 

with an unbiased mind to be fully con- 

vinced of the immediate and impera- 

tive necessity of its , re-establishment. 

All the problems of this country and 

of humanity awaiting solution can be 

settled by India if it simply re-occupies 

its spiritual position as featured by the 

varnasrama institution. All of us can 

obtain the necessary enlightenment on 

the subject from the teachings of Sri 

Chaitanya and His associates as elabo- 

rated, we may add, with this special 

object in view, in the writings of 

Thakur Bhaktivinode. 

Thakur Bhaktivinode does not under 

estimate work or knowledge. He 

on1- warns us against work or know- 

ledge divorced from relation to Hod. 

He condemns non-work and non-know- 

ledge which cut at the very basis of 

life. He is an advocate of the most 

strenuous , work and of knowledge in 

every form on condition that theysare 

pursued with a mind really alive to its 

relationship with God for the purpose 

of serving God therewith. It is Sri 

Chaitanya alone who can enlighten us 

about this relationship of the jiva with 

God. We must, therefore, most atten. 

tively listen to what He has to >«af 'oo 

the subject. We must not jump to a de. 

finition of the /cirtan of the Holy Name 

without hearing from the lips of devo- 

tees who alone are truely un-biased in 

this matter what the kirtan that is 

proclaimed by Sri Chaitanya as the 

worship of this age of discord really 

means and how it is related to' work 

and knowledge. As,a matter of fact it is 
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Only by chanting the Holy Name in the 

manner laid down by Sri Chaitanya in 

conformity with the teaching of the 

whole body of the Scriptures that we 

eah be aroused to the true knowledge of 

our relationship with God which is es- 

sential in the pursuit of word and know, 

ledge,without which it is not possible to 

maintain our life in this world, in a way 

that is not inconsistent with the highest 

purpose of life viz. the service of God. 

To those who are opposed to organis- 

ed sect in any form Thakur Bhakti- 

vino.le says that the so-called nonsect- 

arians also form a sect of their own. It 

is necessary to follow and obey the 

devotees of God. This is possible only 

within,an organisation. It is not possible 

to lead a holy life by avoiding associa- 

tion with the devotees. The chnrch offers 

a society of the good consciously pursu- 

ing a common spiritual purpose in place 

of one made up mostly of bad people 

who have no such purpose. The 

society of devotees is indispensable. 

By opposing this not liberalism or non- 

sectarianism but the anarchical, disrup. 

tive, egotistic sentiment alone is display- 

ed. Instead of directing one's energy 

against principle of association, without 

which life in this world is impossible it 

would be really profitable if we would 

seriously endeavour to purify the society 

and make it conform to the true princi. 

pies. The Sampradaya or church thus 

Understood requires to be preserved and 

..not abolished. 

Purity within the congregation 

will be secured by all its members 

abstraining on principle from sitting up 

as a preacher of religion without previ- 

ous regular discipleship under a true 

devotee of God qualifying to such 

service. No one should preach the 

religion the truth of which he does not 

realise by his own practice. Those 

who in imitation of the example of 

certain great devotees betake pre- 

maturely to a life of solitary devotion 

are less useful to society than those who 

set about preaching what they have 

learnt from sadhus and themselves 

actually practise the same in their own 

lives. 

Thakur Bhaktivinode draws our 

particular attention to those text of the 

Scriptures that condemn trade in the 

name of religion. No one must on any 

account try to earn his livelihood by 

selling the Word.of God. There are a 

hundred and one legitimate means of 

maintaining one's family approved by 

the Scriptures that should be adopted 

for the purpose. It is denounced by the 

Scriptures as an offence against God 

Himself to become a preacher on hire. 

Most of the worst evils of all current 

religion are traceable to this source. The 

paid readers of the Bhagabat should be 

persuaded to adopt some other method 

of earning their livelihood. The abuse 

of diversion of religious endowments to 

secular purposes including the main, 

tainance of the family of the preacher is 
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strongly condemned by onr Scriptures 

and must be prevented by legislation, 

if necessary, as the very first step in 

the direction of reform of religion in 

this country and elsewhere. It is these 

vested interests that have been the 

agents of religious corruptions in the 

past and are the official opponents of 

their removal at present The same 

remarks applies to the mercenary gurus 

and dealers in manfras. The process 

is un-scriptural and there is according 

to the same authority, not only no 

possibility of any benefit either to the 

person who practises such a trade or 

to one who submits to receive the 

mantram as a marketable commodity, 

but on the contrary it constitutes a 

positive offence against the Divinity, 

and is, therefore, extremely harmful to 

such guru and d;sciple. 

These are also several other impor- 

tant points to which we have to attend 

if we want to preserve the purity of 

communal worship. Those who occupy 

the pulpit must not deviate from the 

true principles of the religion and 

indulge in promulgating the concoc- 

tions of their imaginations. No one is 

fit to be a teacher of religion who is 

not really free from all taint of any 

ambition for popular applause or 'self- 

conceit. 

Thakur Bhaktivinode warns every- 

body to be extremely cautious in the 

election of the spiritual guide. The 

preceptor must be fit in every way to 

instruct oae in the true principles of 

religion. The preceptor who initiates 

is to be implicitly obeyed and cannot 

be discarded except for two definite 

reasons viz. (I) if the disciple at the 

time of choice of preceptor "fwiled to 

choose as his guru one who is ignorant 

of the principles of religion and is not a 

Vaisnava, i e. a true devotee of the 

Absolute, such a guru has to be discard, 

ed for the reason that be is of no prac- 

tical help ; and (2) if the preceptor 

although he happened to be a Vaisnava 

and well-versed in the principles of 

religon at the time when initiation was 

received from him, subsequently be- 

comes a professor of illusionist doctrines 

or a hater of Vaisnavas such a guru 

should also be discarded.: 

Thakur Bhaktivinode lays special 

stress on the avoidance of all association 

with un-godly persons. These un-godly 

persons fall broadly in two classes 'vie. 

(I) those who are carnally addicted to 

women and (S) those who are without 

devotion for Krishna. There will be 

absolutely no spiritual progress if such 

aloofness is not strictly maintained 

despite the adoption of every other 

process that is recommended by the 

Scriptures. 

The central topic of Thakur Bhakti- 

vinode's teaching, in strict conformity 

with that of Sri Chaitanya, is the 

supreme importance, nay the absolute 

necessity in this age, of worship by 

the method of taking the Holy Name. 
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Thakur Bhaktivinode's special contribu- 

tion to this all important subject is his 

detailed treatment of every variety of 

offence that has to be carefully avoided 

if the Name has to be taken in the 

proper manner, He ascribes the present 

corruptions of the Vaisnava church 

which professes to follow the teaching 

of Sri Chaitanya mainly to mis-under- 

standing of this cardinal subject. The 

Name coupled with offence is produc- 

tive of perdition. The whole subject is 

minutely treated in very simple langu- 

age in his Sri Rarunama-chintamani 

which is a unique work in the whole 

range of literature and deserves to be 

translated into every language of the 

world. 

Thakur Bhaktivinode most strongly 

opposes the blasphemous practice of 

the public singing of the devotional 

amorous hymns by impious persons, 

and on the authority of the Scriptures, 

condemns also those who encourage 

such practice by submitting to listen 

to such songs. 

Thakur Bhaktivinode considers it 

essential that the spiritual varnasrama 

institution should be re established in 

this country and elsewhere for the beni- 

fit of people in general as the status of 

a Vaishnava is not attainable by any 

except the spiritual Brahman. The 

Vaishnava is, however, above varna 

and asrama which are again quite dif. 

ferent from 'caste' in as much as the 

former serve a purely spiritual purpose 

while the latter is a product of history 

and embodies purely distinctions of 

social grades based on birth. 

Thakur Bhaktivinode distinguishes 

true humility from the caricature of 

it that ordinarily passes under its name. 

The humanity of the Vaishnava consists 

in carrying out the precepts of his 

religion without minding any vvordly 

discomfort or dishonour to himself. He 

is prepared to give due worldly honour 

to everybody without having any 

interest of his own in such matters for 

their own sake ; but he never defers 

to the judgment of any worldly person 

in the matter of the religion. He is 

as tender as he is firm ; but this is 

realisable only by one who himself 

possesses single-hearted devotion to 

Krishna. In preaching the true religion 

from door to door, despite of all manner 

of apparent personal discouragement 

and hardship, with a heart that over- 

flowed with infinite kindness for suffer- 

ing humanity without distinction of 

caste, creed or colour. Thakur Bhakti- 

vinode set the ideal to his followers of 

true phdanthropy that brings no evil 

in its train. 



Seekers of Popularity versus Seekers of the Truth 

I HAVE read with a kind of interest bordering 
on the tragic a most remarkable article 

bearing the title Lokapriyata O Satyanusan- 
dhan which may be rendered as 'Seekers of 

Popularity versus seekers of the Truth,' the 
title that has been adopted as the heading of 
this communication. The article appeared in 
two successive issues of the weekly Bengali 
journal the Gaudiya, the principal organ of the 
Gaudiya Mission, in its issues of the igth and 
26th May respectively. That article has not 
received the attention that is its due for the 
reason that in Bengal there is at present a 
dearth of both the genuine religious sentiment 
as well as the modern democratic spirit. Had 
the article been ' written in any European 
language it would most likely have forced itself 
on the attention of thoughtful publicists, if not 
for its religion, af any rate for its un-compro- 
mising attitude of antagonism to the modern 
democratic ideal in the form it is winning the 
practical acceptance of the present generation 
in most civilized countries of the world. 

The issue raised by the above-named article 
may be put thus. 'Is the Truth attainable by 
the universal suffrage of the people of this 
world ? If it is not attainable by such method 
why has it been adopted, why also is it so strong- 
ly recommended, by such a very large number 
of the most cultured persons of this generation, 
for the purpose ?' A public meeting has to be 
called to pronounce its verdict on every ques- 
tion that affects the ordinary life of the people. 
Endorsed by such an assembly an 'interest' 
becomes a public interest ; opposed by 'a public 
meeting' the genuineness of an issue becomes 
at once a matter of grave suspicion 'to the 
public.' In proportion to the degree of 'public 
support' that is received by a proposition the 

'suspicion' of the public regarding its 'genuine- 
ness' is 'cleared up' and they can accordingly 
extend to it this 'active sympathy'. It is the 
duty of 'the leaders' to push this process of 
classification of all important issues. The tribu- 
nal of public opinion alone is entitled to pass 
the verdict that can be accepted as 'genuine' 
and impartiar. Any issue that cannot stand 
this crucial and 'open' test must wait outside 
the hallowed circle of active public sympathy 
and should be deservedly looked upon with 
the gravest suspicion. 

But who are to bring all important Issues 
to the one anvil ? Is it the duty of the leaders 
or of those persons who are convinced of their 
justice and truth ? If it be the latter can they 
get up a public propaganda on the requisite 
scale without the help of the former ? Why 
also should the public take them seriously at 
all ? There are so many more urgent calls on 
the attention of the modern public. Every 
proposal to the public shculd, therefore, come 
in a business-like form or, in other words, 
through the leaders. These leaders will practi- 
cally settle what is to be put before the public 
for its serious consideration After a ptoposi 
tion has been thus 'regularly' put to the public 
it is bound to win the active sympathy- of the 
masses by reason of the 'innate power' that 
truth always possesses of impressing itself op 
the minds of the generality of the people no 
appreciable number of whom can - have any 
interest in being perversely hostile to the truth 
for the reason that it happens to be the truth. 
This is the well-earned reward of those staunch 
adherents of the truth who undergo all this 
unselfish exertion for securing the acceptance 
by the public of the truth for the general well- 
being. This at any rate offers the most perfect 
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of all practicable methods of settling popular 
issues, arid, even if it falls short of the ideal, 
there is no alternative but to accept it tentative- 
ly for what it is worth till the discovery of some 
OtheV method that is better or at least equally 
satisfactory. 

The assumptions underlying this popular 
philosophy of modern democracy has been 
subjected to a searching analysis from the point 
of view of the truth in the article referred to 
above. That analysis discloses the following 
state of affairs. 

The public is made up of individuals. There 
can be no public opinion which is un-accept- 
able to a numerical majority of individuals 
forming a group, a community or mankind. 
The acceptance of a proposition by the indivi- 
dual is, therefore, the basis of the general 
acceptance unless, indeed, the general public 
wave its right of considering the pros and cons 
through reliance on its leaders or for want of 
the faculty of reason. There can be no 
qualitative difference between public and pri- 
vate opinion in the sense that the former is 
true while the latter is liable to error because the 
one happens to be based upon the other. If 
such opinion originates from an individual or 
individuals who are themselves free from all 
liability to error and is subsequently endorsed 
by the public it still derives its truth not from 
the fact of such endorsement but from the purity 
of its original source. Thus we come back to 
the individual or individuals responsible for a 
proposition in order to avoid being prejudiced 
in judging of its truth or, falsity by the wholly 
extraneous factor in the shape of the nightmare 
of its endorsement by public opinion. 

We cannot, therefore, completely, or even 
for a moment, shake off the individual. By 
this masked vicious circle of argument we are 
conducted to the heaven of the voice of God 
viz. the voice of the people from the purgatory 
of the opiqion of the individual, for whose 

2 

opinion the democrat especially in this gene- 
ration has such an undisguised contempt, 
through the magical process of a number of 
public meetings organised by the selfless exer- 
tions of a few (?) seekers (?) after the truth (?) 
which by the way cannot be known to or 
admitted by any individual on account of his 
personal prejudices and selfish interests. A 
community of tigers can by such process be 
raised to the level of the gentle lamb and the 
democratically organised society of individual 
apes be made to develope the highest zeal of 
the purest philanthropy and both of them 
forget respectively the un-tameable ferocity and 
the native turn for mischief of their unfor- 
tunate individual brethern in their 'pri731®' 
capacities. The individuals also need not 
despair in as much as 'the pure stream that 
pours incessantly from this unpolluted source 
provided with such divine prescience within the 
'body-politic' itself by the democratic society is 
bound naturally to exercise a constant and 
effective cleansing influence on the character 

of its individual members.' Qr in other words, 
the individual apes will turn into tigers and 
all distinction obliterated in the ideal state that 
will be automatically brought about by the 
working of the democratic machinery. It has 
the same logical cogency as is possessed by the 
argument that filth is changed into honey by 
the mere mechanical accumulation and mani- 
pulation of filth. 

As a matter of fact it is the character of the 
average individual that determines the public 
opinion of a democratically organised com- 
munity. The average man of this world, and 
for the matter of that the average member of 
every species of animals, seeks both as private 
individuals and as members of a community, 
only the direct or indirect gratification of his 
own sensuous appetites. The public opinion 
of a democratic society based on the opinions 
of the aggregate of its individual member, in 
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proportion as such organisation is perfected, 
is bound to embody this general principle with 
greater fulness and clearness. When the ideal 
of democracy has been realised only such pro- 
posals as carry in them any prospect of the 
gratification of the senses of its members will 
receive the 'active' support of such community. 
This true psychology of the masses is exploited 
deliberately by all successful public men for 
their own private sensuous gratification. This 
is the truth regarding the philosophy of the 
lifeless numerical or democratic principle. It 
is the virus carried from the source pollution 
to other parts of the body by the fly that gloats 
over the process. 

The force of the above observations is not 
lessened by the enumeration of the names of all 
the distinguished persons that are ordinarily 
paraded in the forefront of such proposals to 
furnish such foreign aristocratic support, to an 
insubstantial structure. But these distinguished 
men would lose their distinction the very mom- 
ent they proved untrue to their salt. They have 
gained their distinction by success in pandering 
to the sensuous gratification of their bretheren. 
How else can such people be grateful to them ? 
Let us take a very ambiguous looking case viz. 
that of a person who has attained distinction by 
scientific research but refused all titles and riches 
for himself. His discovery is appreciated by the 
people because it either directly provides them 
with a new means of sensuous gratification or 
does so indirectly by the prevention or amelior- 
ation of worldly misery either physical or mental. 
He himself seeks the satisfactions of being the 
benefactor of mankind by helping them in thus 
gratifying their senses, the satisfaction in his 
case taking the mental form based on the 
sensuous. All real analysis brings us by the 
pitiless force of impartial logic to the economic 
value which governs the whole physical and 
mental world. The tangibility and strength of 
the modern European civilization consist in its 
clear realization and un-flinching pursuit of this 

ideal. Modern philanthropy is the impulse,' 
prompted by the reaction of sentimental and the 
pre-science of calculating selfishness for the 
dissemination of the direct and indirect means 

for the sensuous gratification of the largest 
number of men and women who may not pos- 
sess a sufficiency of it. Such philanthropy alone, 
such science alone, can expect the active sup- 
port of a community composed of individuals 
who want nothing else except of the means of 
gratification of their senses. 

Religion is used similarly by those who 
really want to catch the popular applause. 
What such persons have to prove is that all the 
benefits promised by religion are nothing but 
a stronger and an eternal foundation on which 
the most permanent structure of sensuous grati- 
fication, to which the other sciences cater so im- 
perfectly, can be most successfully reared. If 
you want social or political or any sort worldly 
betterment all you have to do is to betake 
yourself to religion and the thing will be auto- 
matically secured. It will give you all those 
things that you desire. "Believe implicitly in 
this. Look at me. Have I not been successful 
in making the two ends meet ? Follow, there- 
fore, my example." Have those preachers of the 
religion ever looked "a certain measure" of 
popular support in any age or century ? 
Should such support be considered therefore, as 
the conclusive proof of the truth of theii profes- 
sions ? 

Now look at another picture. It is a matter 
of historical knowledge that the crucifixion of 
Jesus Christ was demanded by public opinion to 
which the weak-kneed Pilate succumbed against 
his own convictions. Muhammad was ferocious- 
ly persecuted by the public of his day. Sri 
Chaitanya avoided the determined persecution 
of the elite of the most cultured city of that age 
by renunciation of home and society and by a 
voluntary exile. And this is true of all other 
preachers of the true religion. All of them 
instead of having any public support in this 
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day were objects of special public detestation. 
The subsequent reaction of public opinion in 
their favour was equally deceptive and brought 
about by persons who exploited their sufferings 
for winning public fame for themselves by pres- 
enting in the , name of the martyrs an attenua- 
ted form of the true religion which could be 
recognised as helpful to the worldly ambitions 
of the generality of the people. 

The mass is never likely to be converted 
to the true faith. Such conversion is a strictly 
individual affair. Real converts to the true 
faith have always been extraordinarily few and 
none of them found it possible to mix with the 
people of this world on terms of real intimacy 
because their tastes and aspirations were an 
uncompromising denial of all economic values 
which form the one basis on which is founded 
the discordant hypocritical unity of the civilized 
communities of every age which are more 
savage in reality than the unlettered barbarians 
who possess no covering for their naked bodies 
and whose frank animalism has no artistic 01 
philosophic apetopics or watchdogs of the 

'liberty' of the un-restrained pursuit of sensuous 
gratihcation in the form of the fourth estate of 
the realm of Pluto, viz. the modern newspaper. 

One cannot serve both God and mammon. 
It is only those who seek- the real Truth for 
Its own sake that can have any 'active' sym- 
pathy for those who 'serve Krishna by giving 
up all sensuous desire for the objects of this 
world in obedience to the command of the holy 
Scriptures and by so doing are relieved from 
every other form of obligation either to the 
gods, the rishis or the pitris that is to say the 
so-called ordinary 'obligations' of the society i 
that only lives unto itself. All these worldly 
obligations they have to forego because they 
stand directly in the way of serving the real 
Truth which is no other than God Himself. 
And God, the Absolute Truth, rewards them 
by bestowing on them not any of those things 
that men of this world covet because all those 
have no charm for them, but—Himself, by 
submitting to be won by their really unselfish 
devotion to Himself for the sake of Himself. 

Pro Bono Puhlico. 

The Supreme Lord Sri Krishna-Chaitanya 

(Gontinued from P. 279, May, 1928.) 

yiVHEN Sri Chaitanya came to learn 

from the lips of the towns-people, 

who were in a great dismay about 

the occurrence of the khol being broken. 

He became indignant and told them to 

continue the kirtan in every house with 

full vigour. But as the people were 

very much afraid of the proclamation 

of the Kazi He decided to lead a pro- 

pessional kirtan of all the citizens to the 

door of the Kazi's house to reassure the 

people. Three huge kirtan-^roceasiona 

of all the citizens, each of whom carried 

two lighted torches, were accordingly 

formed on that ever memorable evening 

and made their way to the residence 

of the Kazi, who hid himself inside his 

house on its approach. But the people 

made the Kazi come out. Whereupon 

Sri Chaitanya had a long conversation 
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with the Kazi on the subject of the 

practice of Islamic religion. The Kazi 

was silenced by the argument of Sri 

Ghaitanya and admitted the insufih- 

ciency of the scriptures on which he 

had relied. He further confessed to Sri 

Chaitanya that he had been put into a 

great fear by a series of most extra- 

ordinary occurrences. After he had 

returned from the house of the citizen, 

whose 'hJwV he caused to be broken, 

in the night he was all but killed by a 

most terrible form with human body 

and the face of a lion which sprang 

upon him and grinding its teeth threat- 

ened to tear up his heart and kill his 

whole family for his offence of having 

broken the mridanga. The Kazi showed 

Sri Chaitanya the very marks of the 

lion's paw on his breast in corroboration 

S, his statement. He also described the 

experience of the peon whom he had 

sent to forbid kirtan. That man com. 

plained that his face was struck by a 

meteor-like substance which burnt his 

beard and scarred his cheeks. The man 

also reported that from the moment that 

he had told the Hindus that they should 

not shout 'Hari, Hari', as the words 

meant 'I steal, I steal' and it would prove 

their purpose of stealing other people's 

property, his lips had been automati- 

cally uttering 'Hari, Hari' against his 

own inclination. The Kazi also said 

that complaints had been made to him 

by a number of Hindus charging Sri 

Chaitanya with practices that were new 

and contrary to their religion and likely 

to destroy it if they were not, stopped ; 

that the loud kirtan in and out of season 

broke the peace of the town and pre- 

vented their sleep ; that it was against, 

their religion to utter with a loud voice 

the mantra of the Name of God ; that, 

therefore, as ruler of the place, the 

Kazi should order Sri Chaitanya to 

leave the town. Sri Chaitanya was 

delighted on hearing the words 'Hari', 

'Krishna', 'Narayan' from the mouth 

of the Kazi and told him tbat all his 

ills had left him as he had uttered those 

holy Names of God. The Kazi then 

touched the feet of Sri Chaitanya and 

prayed for devotion to His feet. Sri 

Chaitanya then begged this as alms 

from the Kazi that there might be no 

further molestation of kirtan at Nava. 

dwip. The Kazi -promised that he 

would leave an order to his family and 

descendants that none of them must 

offer any opposition to kirtm at any 

time in the future. Even to this day at 

Sri Mayapur on the occasion of the 

annual perambulation of Sridham the 

descendants of the Kazi have always 

willingly joined in the kirtan of Krishna. 

One night while Sri'Chaitanya was 

chanting the kirtan of Hari with his 

companions in the yard of Sribash, a 

son of Sribash chanced to breathe his 

last. Sribash ordered the fetnales of 

thfe house not to make any noise or 

other demonstration of their grief as it 

might interfere With the joy of Sri 
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•Chaitanya in the ehanting of hirtan. 

After the kirtan was finished Sri Chai- 

tanya learnt of what had happened and 

expressed His regret that the news of 

,ib had been kept from Him for such a 

long time. He then made the dead 

child tell the bereaved family the truth 

regarding what had happened to him 

and this relieved them of all grief on 

his account. Sri Chaitanya said to 

Sribash, 'The son that was once yours 

has left you ; but Myself and Nitya- 

nanda are your eternal Sons. We can 

never leave you*. 

A certain tailor who lived close to 

Sribash's house and sewed the clothes 

of Sribash was charmed by witnessing 

with faith the dance of Sri Chaitanya. 

Thereupon the Lord showed that for- 

tunate tailor His own Form ; the tailor 

smitten with holy love at once began 

to dance crying 'I have seen, 1 have 

seen'. 

One night the Lord took part in a 

dramatic exhibition of certain sacred 

episodes at the house of Chandra-Sekhar 

Aeharyya. Sri Chaitanya Himself ap- 

peared in the garb of Rukmini, and Sri 

Advaita, Sri Nityananda, Sribash, Sri 

Haridas and other devotees put on 

dresses in keeping with other parts. 

This was the first theatrical perform- 

ance staged in Bengal. Sri Chaitanya 

Math, the source of the numerous 

Maths that are the centers of propa- 

ganda of the movement of un-alloyed 

devotion in the present age, stands on 

the site of the house of Chandra-Sekhar 

Acharyya. 

One day a Brahman woman having 

touched the feet of the Lord on the 

conclusion of kirtan, Sri Chaitanya, 

as Teacher of the world, in order to 

warn those so-called Sahajiyas who 

follow sensuous inclinations, threw Him. 

self into the Ganges to do away with 

His body for allowing itself to be touch, 

ed by a woman, but was rescued by 

the exertions of Nityananda, Haridas 

and other devotees. 

On a certain day as Sri Goursundar, 

the embodiment of grief at separation 

from Krishna, was articulating the 

word 'gopi' 'with a heart broken with 

the pang of separation, a student, a 

scoffer of God, happened by accident 

to come to the presence of the Lord 

and intruded with the remark, 'Why are 

you repeating in vain the word 'gopi' 

which is the name of a woman, instead 

of taking the Name of Krishna ? The 

Lord hearing this began to blame 

Krishna in the mood of the gopi. The 

luckless student showing no disposition 

to catch the sense of His words the 

Lord, in His exclusive mood, as milk- 

maid of Braja, taking the student to 

be a partisan of Krishna, ran after him 

stick in hand with an appearance of 

anger threatening to beat him. The 

student fled outright. On hearing of 

this the so-called Brahmans, addicted 

to mechanical ceremonials for gaining 

worldly ends and wholly averse to God, 
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in their infatuation, began to conspire 

for beating the Lord Himself. In order 

to reclaim those professors, students, 

religionists, elevationists, ascetics and 

.other impious persons from the offence 

of their inveterate hostility against 

Vishnu and Vaishnavas, the Lord now 

wished to accept the fourth asrama, that 

of sannyas, which in the estimation of 

the society of those worldly people 

conferred on a sannyasin the status of 

the teacher of even those who were 

proud of being the possessors of the 

highest varna and social position. If 

He accepted sannyas all would, there- 

fore, bow to Him as a sannyasin. By 

such deference to Him even those 

Brahraans who vilified Him might be 

aroused to the impropriety of such con- 

duct. Having formed this decision, 

on the last day of the north-ward 

course of the sun of the bright fortnight 

of the month of Magh, in the closing 

hours of the wintry night, Sri Chai- 

tanya, having just completed the 

twenty-fourth year of His pastimes, left 

the home of His father and having 

swum the Granges at the point that has 

since been called the 'unkind-bathing 

ghat' {nidayar ghat), arrived at Katwa. 

There Sn Chaitanya showed His m6rcy 

to Keshav Bharati under the guise of 

receiving back the same mantra of 

sannyas from him which He Himself 

first spoke into his ear, and also re, 

ceived the staff of sannyas. Inspired 

by Sri Chaitanya Keshav Bharati de- 

clared 'Sri Krishna Chaitanya' as the 

Name which the Lord was to bear 

thence-forward as a sannyasin. The 

explanation that Bharati offered for his 

choice of the Name was that Sri 

Chaitanya would arouse the spiritual 

conscionsness of the inert world by the 

Icirtan of Krishna. By the desire of Sri 

Chaitanya Chandra-Sekhar Acharyya 

performed, on His behalf, the neces- 

sary rites that had to be gone through 

on the occasion. The shaving of the 

head was finished amidst the cries of 

His devotees towards the close of a day 

which had been spent in constant 

hirlan. On the next day Sri Krishna 

Chaitanya started on his wanderings 

in Bohr chanting all the way the song 

in quest of the Infinite that has such 

a strange power of inclining the 

hearer to the paths of devotion, of - the 

mendicant of Avanti, which we find in 

the Bhagabat. (To be continued.) 



The Special Characteristics of the Acharyya 

[ By Prop. Nishi Kanta Sanyal, m. a., ] 

CContinued from P.-234, March, 1928.) 

'PHE power of the mercy of Sri 

Chaitanya Deva has opened up 

a Vast store-house of considerations re- 

garding philanthropy or kindness to 

others so unique in character that they 

have literally transported us to quite 

a new age in the very midst of the 

old. Sri Chaitanya-Chandra's own 

words are these—'Let him who has 

been born as man in this land of 

.Bharata do good to others after realis- 

ing the significance of such birth.' 

The power of the mercy of Sri Chai- 

tanya Deva becoming manifest in this 

age has caused to be thrown open the 

portals of an eternal mansion-house 

of never-ceasing hospitality opposite 

the row of shops of so-called charity 

that are straitly squeezed each within 

the narrow enclosure of its parti- 

cular vendor. This immense man- 

sion-house of perfectly open-handed 

charity instead of doing harm to jiva 

in the guise of temporary kindness 

makes a free gift to him of the right of 

offering as bounteously to others of the 

deliciously cool shade of the purpose, 

tree of eternal well-being and its ripe 

fruitage. This philanthropy does not 

-limit its kindness to this gross and 

subtle physical body but extends its 

anxious concern to the soul. It is the 

function of this non.harm-producing 

kindness to arouse in every one the 

consciousness of one's own eternal 

nature by destroying ignorance, the 

root of the disease to which he has been 

subject from time immemorial. The 

Jcirtan of Krishna, Who draws to Him- 

self the minds of all jivas of the three 

worlds, the surging ocean of Divine 

pastimes, the Embodiment of the elixir 

of infinite deliciousness, is alone the 

only food given away freely that causes 

the ocean of bliss thus to swell and over- 

flow, and the water that bathes the feet 

of Krishna and the feet of those who 

belong to Krishna, the Divinity waited 

upon by all His manifest powers, is the 

only drink offered which has the quality 

of quenching the otherwise insatiable 

worldly thirst and infuse life and vigour 

into spiritual striving. 

The words of the song of the great 

Muni, Alabandru Srimad Jamuna- 

charyya, hav^ been rendered by Sril^, 

Kaviraj Goswamin in the following 

manner, 'we actually witness the visible 

manifestations of the manifold display 

of the Divine Power, supernatural acts. 
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supernatural indicatioris. The race of 

disbelievers do not see them although 

they are enacted before their eyes, as 

the owl does not see the light of 

the Sun'. 

In this age of speculative and so- 

called 'spiritual' explanations the rea- 

der is requested to be on his guard 

against mis understanding such expres- 

sions as 'visible manifestation of the 

Divine Power' 'super-natural acts and 

supernatural indications'. He should 

not suppose them to mean either the 

quackeries of the hallucinative imagi- 

nation, the performances of the magi- 

cian or the illusive powers of the per- 

vert Yogi, etc. etc. As a matter of fact 

in this particular instance these mani- 

festations, acts and indications are 

nothing but fhose activities and prea- 

chings so obviously beneficial to the 

world that are issuing in a bounteous 

stream from this transcendental Ach- 

aryya. Those practices and preachings 

are not something that astonishes, 

bewilders or deceives the people like 

the deeds of the magician. It is merely 

the pure samkirtanam ( chanting to- 

gether in company the kirtan ) of 

Krishna. 

This kirtan of Krishna is the only 

weapon, that never fails, possessed by 

the Teachers sent by God. Those who 

are able to understand this are alone 

endowed with goodness of judgment, all 

the rest are of a perverted under- 

standing. This has been put into the 

language of the soul by those who 

realised fts significande. 'Nityananda 

and AdVaita, the two commanders, at 

the head of an army of follovirers the 

foremost of whom is Sribash, are cons' 

tantly on the move chanting the kirtan 

in company. The standards of Nitya- 

nanda-Rai trample down all the atheists. 

The evil-minded pashandis scatter in a 

fright at the very sound of the thund er- 

ing voice of the Acharyya. Sri Krishna- 

Ohaitanya has instituted the chanting 

of the Name of God in company. He 

is worthy of all praise who serves God 

by the sacrifice of the samkirtan. Such 

a person alone possesses a sound judg- 

ment, all the others are of a perverted 

understanding. Of all sacrifices thei 

sacrifice of the Name of Krishna is the 

one that is alone essential. 

Sriman Mahaprabhu, Sri Danaodar 

Swarup, Sri Rai Ramananda, Sri Nitya- 

nanda Prabhu, Sri Haridas Thakur, the 

Six Goswamins, Sri Bakreswar Pandit 

Prabhu, Sri Krishnadas Kaviraj Go- 

swamin Prabhu, Sri Srinibash Acharyya, 

Sri Narottam Thakur, Sri Shyama- 

nandadeva Thakur, Srimad Rasikar 

nanda, Murari Prabhu and after them, 

Sri Biswanath Chakravarti Thakur, ,Sri 

Baladeva Vidyabhusan Prabhu and their 

sueeessors are the teachers of the age^-r- 

the world teachers. The supernatural 

deeds and super-human indications that 

these teachers have manifested, the 

ideal of practice and preaching Itbat 

they have held up before the world, ahe 
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not an artificial and a strange path, 

neither is it something that is diligently 

concocted, nor is it the use of any 

physical or brutal force. It is not the 

endeavour of the heroic man of action, 

the brandishing of the sword, the dis- 

play of the powers of the pervert Yogi 

or the delusive art of the magician. It 

is merely the practice and preaching 

of the exceedingly easy, simple, natural, 

eternal, old religion of all the servants 

of God, viz. the pure samkirtan of 

Krishna. 

The worship of the Holy Name, or 

the Divine Logos or mmkirtan by the 

scriptural method for the purpose of 

brimjing about the descent of the 

Ima^e of the Divine Logos, Sri Radha. 

Govinda, has been adopted by all of 

them by common consent as the only 

means of effecting the real good of 

the world. 

They have not considered as effica- 

cious any of the methods that have been 

imagined, made, or newly discovered 

by any mortals. The devotion to God 

that bears the name of hirtan alone 

possesses the highest potency. It is 

possible to conquer the world with this 

supernatural rveapon. This conquest is 

no ordinary conquest. It is not a con- 

quest that remains effective only for a 

\1 

few days. -It is not the conquest of 

the body or mind of men. It is the 

supreme victory. By this method it 

is not man only but the souls of all 

the jivas of all the worlds can be 

won. The soul of the jiva cannot 

be conquered by any worldly wea- 

pons. It can be conquered only 

by the supernatural, un.ambignous 

hirtan of Krishna. The victory over 

the body and mind that lasts only for 

a few days has nn value unless the 

soul is won. The paths of material 

activity, of yoga, of the pursuit of the 

Brahman as un.differentiated know, 

ledge, can, indeed, lead to the conquest 

of the body and the mind, but the soul 

can be conquered only by the greatest 

of all weapons viz.. the power of the 

hirtan of Krishna Who^s the Soul of 

all souls. He alone is fit to occupy 

the seat of the world.teacher, the seat 

of the Acharyya of. the Age, who has 

adopted as his only weapon the un- 

alloyed hirtan of Krishna. He alone 

possesses the strength to unfurl the 

banner of victory of Sri Krishna Chai- 

tanya Who instituted the samhirfan, 

and proclaim to the four quarters the 

trumpet-call of the mercy of Sri 

Chaitanya. 

(To he continued.) 

THE SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ACHARYYA 
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f Continued from P. 285, May, 1928.) 

92 In this manner Misra with sublime 
patience approaching the Lord through 

knowledge 
By slow degrees quieted the faculties of 

the mind. 

93 In this manner did Biswarup go out of 
his home 

Whose body is the same as Nityananda's 
own proper self. 

94 Who listens to the sannyas of Prabhu 
Biswarup 

Attains devotion to Krishna and is freed 
from the noose of fruitive works. 

95 Hearing the sannyas of Biswarup all the 
devotees 

With mingled joy and sorrow thus cons- 
tantly thought within themselves, 

96 'Krishna has robbed us of the only place 
Where it was possible to talk about 

Krishna, 

97 'We also will not remain here any longer, 
we will go into the forest. 

Where we shall not see the faces of these 
sinful people. 

9S! 'How bear the suffering of the words of 
the pasandis ! 

AH the people are constantly given to the 
un-righteous course ! 

99 'In no one's mouth hear such Name as 
Krishna 

All the world are in the agony of death 
being drowned in false pleasures. 

too If it is explained no one takes the path 
of Krishna 

But on the contrary even ridicules. 

101 'But serving Krishna what has been, your 
happiness ? 

You get your food by begging, this further 
increases your misery.' 

102 'It is not proper to live in the society of 
such people.' 

All of them breathed long-drawn sighs of 
•grief saying 'Let us go into the forest.' 

103 The generous Advaita consoled, th^m ^ 
. 'AH of you will assuredly obtain the 

supreme bliss 

104 T feel greatly rejoiced in my heart 
The thought comes to me 'Krishna- 

Chandra has appeared.' 

105- 'Let us all sing Krishna with the greatest 
joy. 

You will see Krishna in this very place 
and in a few days ; 

106 'Krishna will sport in you,r company ;— 
If this comes about Advaita is a true 

servant of Krishna, 

107 'Such high favour as is hardly obtained jjy 
Suka or Prahlad 

Will be thfe lot of even the servant of, you 
: all.' 

108 Hearing those exceedingly honeyed wor^s 
of Advaita 

The devotees cried aloiid 'Hari' with the 
greatest joy. 

109 With a thundering voice all the devotees 
shouted the name of Hari 

And the faculties of their minds were 
steeped in bliss. 
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no Sri Gaursunder was at play with the 
children, 

Hearing the sound of 'Had' He went into 
the house. 

in 'What brings Thee here, Darling 1'— 
asked the devotees. 

The Lord made the response, 'Why did 
ye call Me ?' 

112 Saying this the Lord sped into the midst 
of the children. 

No one recognised by the force of His 
illusive power. 

113 Since when Viswarup left home 
The Lord became quiet for a time. 

114 He was constantly at the side of His 
parents 

That the father and mother might forget 
their sorrow. 

115 Holding Himself aloof from play the Lord 
minded only His books 

And never left off even for the fraction 
of a moment. 

116 After the Lord read up a Sutra* 
He puzzled all the boys over it. 

117 Beholding such extraordinary cleverness 
all admired. 

'All praise to the father and mother of 
such a family', they said. 

118 Much delighted the people informed 'Misra, 
You have gained the reward of your good 

acts by having such a Darling. 

119 'There does not exist in all the three 
worlds 

another child with such good sense ; 
He will surpass Brihaspati in learning. 

120 'He can construe everything as soon as 
He hears ; 

His puzzles no one can un-riddle'. 

•Fo'mula, a brief statement. 

The mother rejoiced litlening to this 
report of the goodness of her Son ; 

On the contrary Misra fell greatly de- 
pressed in his mind. 

The worthy Jagannath Misra observed 
to Sachi, 

'This Son also will not remain in the family. 

'Viswarup, too, after studying all the 
Scriptures in this fashion 

Came to know that this world is not 
true at all. 

'Realising the true meaning of all the 
Scriptures Viswarup, steady of purpose, 

Quitted this transitory world. 

'If He, too acquires the knowledge of 
all the Scriptures 

He will also go away leaving behind all 
pleasures of the world. 

'This Son is verily the life of us both ; 
If we do not see Him it will be the death 

of both. 

'Therefore He need not read any more. 
Let my Nimai be a dunce remaining at 

home.' 

Said Sachi, 'By what will He live if He 
be a fool ? 

No one will ever give His daughter to 
one who is so stupid. 

Misra said, 'Thou art a simple daughter 
of a Brahman. 

Krishna is Slayer, Lord, Support and 
Protector of all. 

'The Lord of the world maintains the 
world. 

Who told you that learning maintains 
any body,' 

'Whether one be a fool or a pandit he 
needs must have the maiden 

That Krishna ordains, whatever she be. 
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132 'Family, learning and such other matters 
are but minor indications ; 

It is Krishna Who maintains all and is 
the strength of all. 

133 'Thou may'st see this directly in my own 
case ; 

Why is it that there is no food in my 
house despite all my learning, 

134 'While the door-step of the man who 
cannot properly tell even his alphabet 

Is thronged with thousands of pandits ? 
This thou canst easily see for thyself. 

135 'Therefore, it is neither learning nor such 
other things that provide maintenance. 

It is Krishna alone who nourishes and 
maintains all.— 

136 '//ow can death without pain and life 
without want. 

Betide one who has never worshipped 
the feet of Govinda f 

137 'Death with an easy mind and a life free 
from want 

Can be had only by serving Krishna 
and neither by learning nor wealth. 

138 'Save by the grace of Krishna there 
is no deliverance from sorrow 

Despite of learning, birth, or wealth 
that is counted by the crore. 

139 'Krishna perchance chooses to afflict 
with some great malady the very person 

In whose house there is the very best 
of enjoyments. 

140 'He is thus consumed with grief being 
unable to enjoy 

Such a person I deem more unhappy 
than one who owns nothing. 

141 'By this know that to have a thing 
does not avail. 

Touching everyone the command of 
Krishna alone holds good. 

'Therefore, have no anxiety for thy Son. 
Krishna alone will maintain the Boy, I say. 

'As long as there is life in my body 
He will not suffer the least sorrow. 

'Have not all of us Krishna as our 
Protector ? 

Is there anxiety for one whose mother 
even is as loyal as thyself ? 

T tell thee He does not require to read 
further ; 

Let my Son being ignorant only remain 
at home. 

Saying this the worthy Wisra called 
unto his Son, 

'Harken, Darling', said Misra, 'this is 
what I have to say. 

'For Thee there is no more reading from 
to-day ; 

There is my oath if You do otherwise 
in this matter. 

'Dearest, I shall give Thee what-so-ever 
Thou mayst want ; 

Remaining at home do Thou live in 
perfect weal'. 

So saying the Misra went off to other work 
Lord Bisvambhar was deprived of any 

further chance of study. 

Sri Gauianga-rai is Himself the old 
eternal religion. 

He did not disobey His father's command 
and gave up going to school. 

The Lord was grieved at heart for this 
break of the joy of study. 

He relapsed into His wayward ways 
in the company of the children. 

He did not mind whether it was 
another's house or His own. 

But smashed all things that came in 
His way and did great damage. 
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153 The Lord would not return home 
even after dusk 

For whole nights He played in divers 
ways with the children. 

j54 Covering up the body with a piece of 
blanket, with one other boy, 

The Lord went about in the likeness of 
a bull for fun ; 

155 And when by day He chanced to espy a 
clump of plantain trees in a house, 

In the guise of the bull broke it up 
during the night. 

156 The inmates of the house would lament 
thinking it was the bull ; 

He would bolt with the boys so soon as 
the master awoke. 

157 He would bind fast from outside the doors 
of another's house, 

So the owner could not come out to 
answer e'en the call of nature. 

158 'Hallo, who binds our door 1' they would 
exclaim much perplexed ; 

And as soon as the master was astir 
the Lord decamped. 

159 In this manner all night and day the 
Lord of the gods 

Played constantly in the company of the 
children. 

160 "However wayward the deeds that the Lord 
Viswanibhar perpetrated 

The Misra ever maintained un-perturbed 
silence. 

161 One day after the Misra had gone out on 
business 

The Lord being angry for the reason 
that He was not allowed to read 

162 Sat Himself down on a pile of discarded 
earthen pots 

That had been used in cooking the offer- 
ing of meals for Vishnu. 

163 This is a very deep subject, so listen 
with undivided attention ; 

By hearing it devotion to Krishna is 
matured. 

164 Making a throne for Himself of all 
those refuse earthen pots 

And being seated thereon Gaur with 
His beautiful face went on laughing. 

165 The soot from the side of the pots 
blackened every limb of Gaur : 

As if a charming figure of gold was 
besmeared with perfumed paste. 

166 The children conveyed the tidings to 
Sachi,— 

'Nimai is seated on the pile of pots". 

167 The mother saw for herself as she reached 
the spot and exclaimed with sorrow, 

'My dear in such place it is not proper to sit 

168 'Those are refuse cooking-pots ; one 
needs must bathe if he touch them. 

It is strange Thou art ignorant of this 
at Thy age'. 

169 The lord said, 'you never allow me to read. 
How may a Brahman who is a dunce 

know right and wrong ? 

170 'I am ignorant and don't know what are 
good and bad places. 

My knowledge of all places is one and un- 
divided. 

171 So saying He began to laugh seated on the 
throne of refuse pots. 

Presently the Lord lapsed in to the mood 
of Dattat reya. 

172 The mother said, 'Thou sitt'st in a foul 
place. 

By what method will Thou be cleansed of 
impurity ? 

173 The Lord replied, 'Mother, you are very 
childish, 

I never dwell in any impure place. 
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74 'The place where I am is full of all 
holiness ; 

There abide the Ganges and all the sacred 
streams. 

75 'My purity or impurity is a fancy of the 
imagination. 

Consider well whether any offence is ever 
possible in the Creator. 

76 'Admitting a thing to be impure in the 
opinion of the Scriptures or of the people. 

Can such impurity exist after it is touched 
even by Myself ? 

77 * There has also never been any occasion 
for impurity with regard to these pots 

In which even thyself cooked the offering 
intended for Vishnu. 

78 'The uteinsils used in cooking for Vishnu 
can never be polluted. 

By the touch of those pots other places are 
sanctified. 

79 'Whence it follows that I can by no means 
be in any impure place. 

The purity of all things being due to My 
touch. 

180 The Lord laughed in the mood of a clild 
having thus declared the whole truth. 

Yet by the influence of His illusory power 
no one understood. 

181 All laughed on hearing these words of the 
Child 

And Sachi said, 'come away from that 
place, Thou needs must bathe.' 

183 The Lord would not move and kept His 
seat. 

Sachi was insistent, 'Be quick, lest father 
comes, to know'. 

183 The Lord said, 'If I am not allowed to 
read ! 

Then be sure th?t 1 will never come dpwn I 

184 All the people spoke-ill of the mother of 
the Lord 

Saying 'why, indeed, do you not allow 
Him to read ? 

185 'One undertakes with all care to educate 
his son. 

What rare fortune it is when the Child , 
Himself is so anxious to read. 

186 What enemy has given you this precious 
piece of advice 

To keep the Boy at home in order to 
make Him a dunce ? 

187 Tn this matter no iota of blamp attaches 
to the Child. 

'Do Thou come down, Darling Nimai,' said 
they, 

188 'If Thou art not given the chance to read 
even from this very day, 

Thep shouldst tl ou do all sort of mischief 
in right earnest. 

189 The Lord did not come down but 
continued to laugh seated at that place 

And those people of pious deeds floated 
in the mid-ocean of happiness. 

190 Catching hold of Him herself the mother 
at last brought down the Child ; 

Gaur Chandra laughed like the dark stone 
scattering light. 

191 The Lord told the Truth after the manner 
of Dattatreya, 

No one understood by the strength of the 
illusory power of the Vishnu. 

193 Taking Him along Sachi of excellent deeds 
made Him bathe 

When Misra, possessed of a superior order 
of mind, appea red. 

193 Sachi related to Misra all that had 
happened. 

That the Boy felt grieved at heart being 
unable to read. 
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194 The others said, 'Misra, you are admittedly 
of a generous disposition, 

By whose advice you disallowed your Boy 
to read ? 

195 'Whatever Krishna Chandra ordains must 
come true. 

Giving up all anxiety bravely allow your 
Son to read. 

196 Luckily the Boy Himself is eager for study. 
So on an auspicious day invest Him with 

the holy thread in a suitable'manner.' 

197 Misra said, 'You are the best of friends ; 
What you have said are even as my own 

words.' 

198 All people noted that all the deeds 
of the Child were extraordinary 

And felt astonished ; but no one realised 
its meaning. 

199 Now and then some who were exception- 
ally fortunate. 

Had already declared to Jagannath Misra— 

200 'This Boy is never a mortal Child ; 
Cherish Him in your heart with all 

tenderness.' 

201 The Lord ever sports in this hidden 
manner. 

In His own yard played the Beloved Lord 
of Vaikuntha. 

202 By command of His father the Lord 
resumed His studies. 

And the Supreme Lord was most highly 
delighted at this. 

03 Sri Krishna-Chaitanya is the Life of 
Nityananda-Chand 

At whose twin feet sings Brindabandas. 

Here ends chapter seventh entitled 'the narrative of the sannyas of Sri Biswarup and 
other matters' in part First of the Sri Chaitanya Bhagabat. 

Q To be continued) 

Taking Refuge in God ( sfaTCHTnffl ) 

(Continued from P. 280, May, 1928.) 

[ XIX ] 

1 I have surrendered my all at Thy feet; 

I have thrown myself on Thy household. 

Thou, the Supreme Lord, as Thy dog 

May Thou accept me. 

2 Chaining me close to Thee Thou wilt maintain me ; 

I shall lie at Thy door-step. 

"Who is opposed to Thee I will not allow to enter 

I will ever keep htm out-side the bounds. 
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3 What is left over of the favour of the refuse of Thy meals 

After being honoured by Thy own, 

Will be my food every day ; 

On it I will feed with the greatest joy. 

4 Sitting up or lying down, on Thy feet 

I will meditate without a pause : 

And dancing hie to Thee with joy 

Whenever Thou calTst. 

5 I never will think for my own nourishment ; 

I will ever cherish love. 

Bhaktivinode elects Thee 

As his Protector. 

[ xx ] 

1 Thou, Son of the Lord of Braja, art the Sovran paramount over all rulers. 

Creation and dissolution in the world take place in accordance with Thy 
will. 

2 In accordance with Thy will Brahma creates. 

According to Thy will Vishnu maintains. 

3 Siva destroys according to Thy will. 

Thy illusory power builds the prison in accordance with Thy will. 

4 Thy will is the cause of the birth and death of the Jivas, 

Prosperity and ruin, joy and sorrow. 

5 Fettered by Thy illusory power the Jiva vainly turns about in the meshes 

It can do nothing without Thy will. of hope ; 

6 Thou art, indeed, the Protector and Maintainer of myself. 

I have no other hope except Thy feet, 

7 Leaving all dependence on my own strength and contrivance 

I now live in reliance on Thy will; 

Bhakatiyinode is most humble and desires nothing. 

He lives and dies in accordance with Thy will. 

(To he continued,) 
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The Temple of Jagannath at Puri 

[ By Thakur Bhaktivinode on September 15, 1871. ] 

THERE is not a Hindu who has not heard 

the name of this temple. The old and 
the young, the male and the female, the Rajah 
and the ryot, and the weak and the stout, all 
visit this temple out of a religious curiosity. 
Three hundred ahd one miles South-West of 
the Vice-Regal palace at Calcutta, stands this 
famous temple close to the seashore affording 
an object for a telescopic observation to the 
new-comer on board the ship bound for Bengal 1 
It stands on a platform measuring 20 cubits 
in height from the level of water. The platform 
itself is 375 cubits by 400 cubits made of huge 
stones cemented with a mortar composed of 
lime and sand. The temple itself is 92 cubits 
in height of a structure purely Indian. The 
pilgrim sees its towering head from the distance 
of 7 miles where the shrewed Panda takes a 
rupee" from him by shewing him the holy 
Chakra. This temple was erected by Raja 
Ananga Bhimdeb about 800 years ago in place 

4 

of another one, then in a state of delapidation. 
In old accounts we find this temple styled Nila- 
dri or the blue kill. From this it appears that 
the former temple which was probably raised 
by the emigrating Rajah Indradyumna was a 
blue or dark coloured one. Otherwise we can- 
not account for the name Nilachala unless we 
take it for granted that the name was after 
the Nilgiri Hills, a small range which runs 
through this Province from one end to the 
other. The Utkalakh inda in the Puranas, the 
Niladri Mahodadhis and the Mat/a Punjee (an 
account regularly kept by the temple officers) 
declare that Jagannath is a very ancient institu- 
tion amongst the Hindus. Whatever may be 
the value of the authorities quoted, we are 
inclined to believe that Puri was considered 
sacred even at the time when the Puranas 
were written, because we find in Wilson's copy 
of the Vishnu Purana that one Kandu Rishi 
resorted to a place called Purushottama for the 
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purpose of divine contemplation. At all events 
Rajah Indradyumna, to whom the whole affair 
is generally ascribed, lived a long lime before 
Rajah Vikramaditya, the cotemporary of Augus- 
tus Ceasar of Rome. We are sure, that Puri 
is not so old as Benares and Gaya, of which 
repeated mention is made in all the Puranas 
and the Mahabharata, yet it is not a place of 
recent origin created after the commencement 
of the Christian Era. We cannot believe that 
the institution originated in pure stupidity of 
the religious sentiment; ; for we can not but ob- 
serve a great deal of wisdom in the man with 

whom the idea of Jagannath first originated. 
We do not profess to belong to any of the sects 
of religion under the sun, because we believe 
the absolute Faith, founded upon instinctive 
love of God natural in all human souls. There 
are two great sects of religion all over the 
world who fight with each other without any 
advantage whatever. One of them holds that 
it is absolutely necessary to believe that God 
is without any form whatever and believers in 
the form are but ; idolatrous. The other class 
maintains that God has out of kindness shewn 
His form to the pious in order to be worshipped 
by them. Both of them are wrong, because both 
of them fight on a purely material point. The most 
unsectarian view on the point is, that God is 
neither a form nor a formless object but is purely 
spiritual. Matter alone can embrace the idea 
of form ; consequently all positive and nega- 
tive assertions with regard to it must naturally 
be material. Those who worship the form and 
those who describe God as formless, are both 
idolatrous and superstitious, and consequently 
can never form an idea of the spiritual Deity. 
Sectarians of the same class are expected to 
hate each other, but those, who have nothing 
in common with them, have no reason for 
hatred. We therefore can not like the fanatics 
of the formless class consider all idols as unsacred 
and hold the worship of a formless Deity 

( identifying Him with something like space 
and eternity) to be the natural worship of 
God. We go so far as to maintain that the 
worshipper of the spiritual God in an idol is 

infinitely superior to a mere believer in a 
formless existence who considers that form- 
lessness is one of the attributes of the Spirit. 
Spirit is not exactly the opposite of matter, but 
it is certainly something different from it. It 
is difficult indeed to decide what is the exact 
relation of the Spirit to matter, space and time, 
and it is not given to us to know. It would 
indeed be the height of error to conceive that 
all the opposite qualities of matter, space and 
time are in Spirit. Hence we must look to 
some other attributes for Spirit. Love and 
wisdom are certainly spiritual attributes which 

are not opposite qualities of matter. Man must 
be wise and love God. This is the religion of 
the soul. All debates about the essence of God 
{e. g. God is formless or with a form) are but 
sectarian. Now we allow men to love God 
wisely i. e., spiritually while their eyes are on an 
idol as well as while they are cotemplating an 
Infinite thing like the space. When the soul 
worships, the mind also finds an employment. 
The mind can never conceive of anything that 
is not material. It is therefore exceedingly 
difficult for man in his present state to seperate 
himself from idolatory. What man is obliged to 
do, is his lot and hence we must put off the 
meaning of idolatory to some other process. We 
therefore conclude that he that worships the 
idol as God (whether the idol he formlessness 
or form) is idolatrous, but he that worships the 
spirit in wise love (however near he may be 
to an idol of form or of no-form) is a worshipper 
of the Spirit. But we go further to tolerate 
all these' classes if they be sincere. God accepts 
the worship of all those who worship their 
highest ideal, whether it be form, formlessness 
or spirit, and it is under some regular processes 
that the idea of God becomes purer and purer in 
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every soul and not by fits and starts. That man 
has no heart for his brother and consequently 
for God also, who sneers at the highest ideal of 
another behind him as idolatrous. A war against 
the idol worshippers either in words or action 
ft not a crusade but a fit of rash, loveless and 
ambitious fanaticism of a very unphilanthropic 
character. We therefore, with all our due 
attempts at the spiritual reformation of our 
erring brothers, tolerate all classes of idolatory 
from the worshippers of formlessness to the 
worshippers of man, or matter as God. We are 
opposed to the atheists alone who live and enjoy 
for themselves. Those who are anxious for the 
blessings of God are our brothers in faith, what- 
ever error there may be in their ideas and forms 
of worship. Love of God, however misdirected 
it may be, does by force of its own natural 
strength, rise higher and higher in the scale of 
spiritual progress Its want is the degradation 
of the soul alone. Those who do not love God 
has an opposite course from us and are objects 
of pity with all classes of theisls. God, save 
them ! 

We were led to these remarks by a desire 
to shew that we are candid examiners of the 
institution of Jagannath without that hatred 
to the idolatrous (who are not prepared to un- 
derstand the philosophy of Purushottam Tatwa) 
which is perceivable in the short sighted and 
rash reformers of our country. The system of 
Jagannath is viewed in two different ways. The 
superstitious and the ignorant take it a system 
of idolatory by worshipping the idols in the 
temple as God Almighty appearing in the shape 
of a carved wood for the salvation of the Urias. 
But the Saragrahi Vaishnavas find the idols 
as emblems of some eternal truth which has 
been explained in the Vedanta Sptras of 
Vyasa. Within the temple compound there 
are several smaller temples in which ate to be 
found the idols of Bimala, Shiva)' Ganeshd' and 
Surya: The big, towering temple of Jagannath 

stands in the middle of the compound. Those 
who have examined the system of Hindu 
Theoktgy with a philosophic eye, are well 
aware that there are five different forms of 
faith comprised therein. The first form of faith 
is Shaktaism or the worship of itature as God. 
The second is the worship of Surya or the sun 
which is identified with heat ; the only active 
element in lifeless matter. The third teaches 
one to worship the Spirit in its most unsatis- 
factory form of development in the lower ani- 
mals. > In this form, the elephant-man or 
Ganesha is the object of worship. Man is the 
object of worship in the fourth stage of Hindu- 
ism. The soul, well developed as it is in the 
man, is worshipped in Shiva in whom the 
human soul is said to be observed after sal- 
vation I In the fifth stage alone, the Infinite 
God distinct from the human soul, is perceived 
and worshipped, Here commences Vaishnavism. 
In these five stages are shewn the whole history 
of Hindu Theology, nay, the whole history of 
Theology in general. All sorts of creeds that 
have come to existence since the creation of 
man, are included in these five stages. Name 
any system of faith that man has discovered 
and we will find no difficulty in classing it with 
any one of the five, viz. Materialism, Element- 
alism, Fetichism, Man worship and God worship. 

This is summing up of all systems of faith 
philosophically and not instructing people to 
believe in any one of them except the last. The 
visitor of the temple of Jagannath will find a 
similar display of these systems in their proper 
places. Consequently we find the temple of 
Jagannath in the middle of the compound, and 
our remarks will now relate to Jagannath ex- 
clusively. 

We have several times entered the shrine of 
Jagannath, and, approaching the sandal bolts, 
have observed in the middle room an elevated 
seat on which stand four diflferent forms viz. 
Jagannath, Balaram, Subhadra and Sudarsana. 
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According to the Vedanla God is one without 
a second but He has inhnite energies and attri- 
butes which are not fully known to man." But 
then man perceives only three energies in God, 
because he has no other corresponding sides to 
understand the other powers. From one of the 
energies proceeds matter in all its different forms 
and properties and this energy is styled Maya 
ShaklioiQoA. From the second energy, pro- 

ceeds all spiritual creation, in all its relations 
and phases. This power is entitled the Jiva 
Shakti of Go i. The third energy perceivable 
by man is the energy of Will, which is called 
Chit Shakti. God moving . in creation is what 
is meant by this infinite energy. Jagannath is 
the emblem of God having no other form than 
the eyes and the hands. They mean to shew 
that God sees and knows and creates Balarama 
is sourse of Jiva Shakti of God j Shubhadra, the 
Maya Shaktiy and Sudarsana is the energy of 
Will. We cannot form any idea of God seperaled 
that the from all ideas of these energies and 
hence it is worship of Jagannath depends upon 
the collection of these four forms on the same 
pltilform. Here we see God analyzed in the shape 
of forms for the sake of those who want to con- 
ceive of Him It is the same thing to see Jagan- 
nath as to study the Vedanta in all its branches. 
The temple and its institution appear to me to 
be a book for those who can read it, to the 
foolish the institution is certainly useless except 
as a means of reminding the Deity who created 
the world. 

There is one more thing in the temple which 
explains the philosophical superiority of Jagan- 
nath over all other Hindu institutions. We 
mean the Mahaprasad system Rice dedicated 
to Jagannath is sold in Bazar to all pilgrims. 
Brahmins and the Khettries, Vaishnavas and the 
Shaktas, the Sanyasis and the Qrihastas all 
accept it without any hesitation whatever. 
Brahminical aristocracy has no rule in the 

temple. This shows that when people get wise, 
they need not obey the foolish dictates of the 
Brahmins which are mainly intended for those 
who are unable to chalk out ways for themselves. 
When man admits the superiority of love to 
God to all other systems of rule and ethics, he 
is not bound to work according to the Shastras 
intended for a lower order of men. The common 
bonds of the inferior Dharma Shastras of Manu 
and Jagnyabalkya have no influence on the free 
Vaishnavas who are God's own soldiers in the 
crusade against evil. The system of Mahaprasada 
is not only emblematic of the superior life of the 
Vaishnavas, but it is a part of worships which ordi- 
nary theists cannot fully understand. The ordi- 
nary men are too much inclined to preserve 
the superiority of the Reason over the intuitive 
feelings of man to the God of Love. We must 
now proceed to show with healthy arguments 
that our intuitive feelings want us to offer every- 
thing we eat to the God of our heart, 

W.e must first examine the arguments of the 
antagonist. The Rationalist holds that God 
is infinite and without .wants, and consequently 
it is foolish to offer eatables to such a Being. 
It is sacrilege to offer created things to the 
creator and thereby to degrade the Divinity of 
God into humanity, riie^e are reasonable argu- 
ments indeed, and one who has heard them 
will be certainly inclined to declare to others 
'■'down with the Mahaprasada" These conclu- 
sions, however reasonable, are dry and des- 
tructive. They tend to separate us from all 
connections with God in the form of worship. 
When you say, that the Infinite wants nothing, 
you forbid all contemplation and prayer. The 
Infinite does not want your grateful expressions 
or, in other words, flattery. Utter a word to the 
Unconditioned and you are sure to degrade Him 
into a conditioned Being. Hymns, prayers and 
sermons are all over ! Shut the temple door 
and the church gates, because our Rationalist 
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has advised you to do so ! Believe a creating 
principle and you have done your duty ! Oil ! 
What a shame ! What a dreadful fall I Theists, 
beware of these degrading principles I 

Now the Rationalist appears in another 
shape and admits prayers, sermons, psalms and 
church goings, saying that these things are 
wanted for the improvement of the soul, but 
God does not want them at all. We are glad 
that the Rationalist has come towards us and 
will make further approaches in course of time. 
Yes, the progressive Rationalist has admitted a 
very broad principle in Theology f. e., whatever 
we do towards God is for our own benefit and 
not for the benefit of God, Who is not in want 
of any such thing. But the Rationalist is a 
Rationalist still and will continue to be so, 
as long as he will seek self interest. We know 
for certain that Religion promises to give eter- 
nal felicity to man and it is impossible to 
conceive of any Religion which has not at its 
bottom self-interest. This view, however, smells 
of Utilitarianism and can never claim to be 
Theistic. We must love God for Gorts sake 
however unreasonable our action may be. Our 
love must be without any object whatever that 
concerns ourselves. This love must be a natural 
emotion to the Deity as our Lover without 
inference or experience. Salvation dear as it 
is, should not be the object of this love ; what 
then about other shapes of felicity ? "Love to 
God" is its own reward. Salvation as a con- 
comitant consequence, must be a hand-maid of 
Love, but we must not look on it as its main 
object. If the Rationalist be prepared to believe 
this, he becomes a Theist of the Vaishnava 
class ; but the mere assuming of the name is of 
no consequence. Though we are fully aware 
that the unconditioned has no conditions what- 
ever, yet our holy and sweet principle of love 
takes a quite different view of the matter. 
Reason says one thing but love prescribes its 
contrary. Reason tells me that God has no 
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sorrow, but the Love sees God in tears for those of 
His sons that are misled to evil. Reason tells 
me that the strict laws of God reward and 
punish me in a cold manner but Love reveals 
that God slackens His laws to the Repentent 
and loving Soul 1 Reason tells me that with 
all his improvements, man will never touch 
the absolute God ; but Love preaches that on 
the conversion of the soul into a state of 
spiritual womanhood, God, unconflitioned as 
He is, accepts an eternal marriage with the 
conditioned sonl of man | Reason tells me that 
God is in Infinite space and time, but Love 
describes that the all beautiful God is sitting before 
us like a respected relative and enjoying all 
the pleasures of society. As a father in his 
amusements with his young children, God is 
spreading all sorts of delicious food all over 
the earth and expecting that His sons would 
gather them for their own benefit ; but the 
loving children out of their holy and unmixed 
love, gather all the scattered blessings and, 
without the exercise of reason in consequence 
of a strong feeling of love, offer all the blessings 
to the father whom they love more than their 
lives. The Father again, in reply to their kind 
feelings, gives back the blessings to the children 
atul tells them these kindlier words. "O ! My 
children 1 These are blessings intended for 
thee 1 Out of your natural love you bring 
them to me for my enjoyment ; but 1 have 
naturally no wants to supply. But then I have 
accepted that part of your offering which 
corresponds with me viz. your unmixed love and 
disinterested affections for which alone I am ex- 
ceedingly anxious. Take back these sweet things 
and enjoy them 1" This process of disinterest- 
ed love, which dry reason can never brook, 
sanctifies the food we lake, and leaves us to 
harmless enjoyment for all the days of our 
natural life ! This is a system of sincere wor- 
ship which Theists of a higher class alone can 
act upon. We can not express the joy we 
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often felt when we took the holy Mahaprasada 
in the temple I The holiness we attach to it 
is its sweetness and often pray that all men 
may enjoy it. 

To the Saragrahi Vaishnava, the temple 
has such thrilling charms which the ordinary 
Rationalist can never understand ! We do not 
mean to say that Reason is a foolish principle. 
On the contrary we do not find better admirers 
of Reason than our humble selves. We hold 
that man's superiority amongst all created 
beings consists in man's possessing the noble 
gift of Reason. What we maintain is this, that 
independent of this noble principle there is 
another higher gift in man which goes by the 
name of Love. Reason helps Love to maintain 
its proper bounds in the Spiritual world. Love 
often tends to degrade itself by exercising its 
functions on objects other than God and converts 
itself into lust for woman, wine, meat and 
gold. Here Reason advises her to rise higher 
till she reaches her proper sphere above Thus 
we find that the object of Reason is to help 
Love and not to create it. Reason may be 
properly styled as the servant of Love and 
must always be subject to her in all her hopes, 
aspirations and holy work. The Rationalist 
on the contrary considers Reason as all in all ! 
This is a degradation of humanity ! The pro- 
gressive Rationalist, on the other hand, believes 
in the principle of love, but attempts to make 
her the maid-servant of Reason 1 This is 
another error ! He makes spiritual love some- 
times a prisoner in the Jails of Reason I Love 
wants to soar on her spiritual wings to a realm 
where the Jailor ( Reason ) cannot go and the 
latter is sure to tie up her wings for fear lest 
she goes to an unworthy place ! Love utters 
sounds of a spiritual character peculiar to her- 
self, but Reason, having no previous experience 
of it, mistakes it for a disease and administers 
medicines for her cure I! Thus it is that the 
natural strength of the Queen of our Soul is 

cripple 1 by artificial administrations of the dry 
principle of Reason and she rests in us as if a 
bird taken in a cage | Oh ! What a havoc 
doth Reason commit by abuse of his power I 
Oh ! Shamj to the Rationalist 1 God, help 
the man !! Theists take care of those amongst 
you who mix with you only by assuming the 
name of TheLt but are in fact Rationalists of 
a very dry character. They are divisible into 
two classes viz. the designing and the dupe. 
The designing Theist is he who is in fact a 
Rationalist but by assuming the name of a 
Theist wants to degrade the sincere by his bad 
inlluence. He that calls himself a Theist in 
order to get rid of the name of a Rationalist 
but still holds Love in subjection to Reason is 
a dupe because he is unable to find out his own 
position The sincere Theist should however 
take care of both of them and preserve tb?- 
sovereignty of Love over Reason and his com- 
rades. We will now show that others, who have 
allowed their Love to degrade without caring 
for the proper instructions of Reason on the 
other hand, havegonedown to-gross idolatory and 
superstition. The Temple of Jagannath is under 
the superintendence of the local Rajah of Puri 
whom the foolish men worship as an incarnation 
of the Deity. Under his superintendence there 
are 36 classes of servants attache! to the temple 
who are styled the Chhalrisha NiyOga. There 
are about 6o families of Pandas who make the 
Pujas. There are seven hundred families ofChheri- 
dars or orderlies of the temple. There are six 
hundred families of cJm (Soopakars) ot cooks 
in the temple. It is needless h;re to enumerate 
all these classes of servants. Several Pandas, 
Pariharis, Pashupals and Suars send their 
servants to different parts of India to collect pil- 
grims to the temple. These agents or Gomasthas 
( as tliey are called ) visit the gentlemen of the 
places they go to and give some sweetmeat Maha- 
prasad proposing that they are ready to take pil- 

grims to Puri under their care. By this means, the 
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agents collect a large number of souls (amongst 
whom the greatest number are women of an ad- 
vanced age) and march on with the sound of 
Haribol. We must admit that the Pandas and their 
Gomasthas (generally of theKayestha class) take 
a gfeat deal of trouble for the sake of their pil- 
grims and sometimes advance money for their 
expenses on the road. The Bengal generally 
visit Puri at the Snana Jattra and the Ratha 
Jattra festivals but the up-country men come to 
Puri at all times in the year. When the pil- 
grims arrive at Puri the Panda, whose agent 
brought them, visits them with some Maha- 
prasada near the Narendra Tank at the approach 
of the town. The pilgrims see Jagannath on 
the very day that they arrive and perform the 
ceremony of Ranch a Tirtha on the following 
day or day after that. By Pancha Tirtha is meant 
the business of bathing in the Tanks of Markan- 
deya and Indradyoomna and in the sea and, 
after performing Sradha in those three places, 
seeing the emblems of Jagannath and Balarama 
in the temple. The Panda all along keeps 
silent, but on the last day he is sure to take 
every thing that the pilgrim has and sometimes 
to take a bond for an amount according to the 
circumstances of the pilgrim. That day the 
Panda with all his usual gravity takes the pil- 
grim to an elevated roof in the northern part of 

the temple called Koili Baikoontha and there 

utters his Mahabakya and Shnfala in order to 
persuade the pilgrim to pay whatever he or she 
has with him or her. Thus the pilgrim returns 
to his native place without anything but 
a patara of sweetmeat Mahaprosada and 
a few slips of Jagannath's likeness in rude 
paintings I 

In fact the temple servants, one, and all, 
are not a bit better than Brahmnical priests 
who deal with the next world as a means of 
gain. They are rude in the extreme and quite 
ignorant of Hindu Theology. They never 
attempt to teach or learn, but often rove in 
quest of money. Most of them are fond of 
drinking a liquor prepared from Bhang and 
hence they have (nearly all of them) a swelling 
of their legs sometimes coming up to the stage 
of the disease called elephantisis. With all 
their gains, the temple-servants can never store 
wealth, because they are very careless. Besides 
the temple they generally keep a place called an 
Akhrj. where they meet together for the purpose 
of drinking Bhang and seeing the dance of 
young boys clad in the dress of females 1 We 
will try to give you an account of all the Akhras 
in Puri in my next paper, and as this paper 
has become much longer than we at first intend- 
ed, we take leave of you for the present. 

The Self-less Workers of the Sri Gaudiya Math of Calcutta. 

( By Sj. Bisweswar Das, b. a., Head Master Santipur ) 

ELL has it been said that "we live in 

deeds, not years, in thoughts, not 
bteaths." But as length of years is no proper 
test of the length of Hfe, so the mere numerical 
strength of deeds or the varied possession of 
thoughts does not constitute true life. Deeds 

and thoughts, to be worth the names, should 
be such as would benefit the world at large and 
leave their marks "on the sands of time." It 
therefore follows that our so-called, vaunted 
good deeds, however high-sounding and far- 
reaching they may be, are little better than 
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''laboured nothings," unless they break the 
bounds of the narrow circle of personality and 
selfishness and extend to all communities, irres- 

pective of caste, creed and colour. Unfortu- 
nately, however, in this age of hard and practi- 
cal living, only a few of us can afford to be 
serviceable to mankind in general, on any large 
and extensive scale. Most of us complain of 
the insufficiency of either means or time or 
energy or of the three together. Of these three 
essentials, even when we have enough and to 
spare, we often want the "one thing needful"— 
the will. Does then every man in this selfish 
world care only for number one, his own sweet 
self ? Is it then, a wholly selfish world we live 
in ? Does the iron age reign supreme in our 
midst, so that for men, to have any spark of 
piety left in them is an impossibility ? No, 
we believe otherwise. 

To the seeing eye and hearing ear, there 
still appear men who make it their business 
to work silently and unobtrusively for the good 
of their felljw-creatures, "from morn to noon" 
and "from noon to dewy eve". Their golden 
deeds are the outcome of no selfish or sordid 
motives. They care neither for "the bubble 
reputation," nor the gratitude of the world 
they so earnestly serve. Yet none watches 
the doings of these humble and unostentatious 
workers but the all seeing Lord Sree-Krishna 
who carefully records even our "little, nameless, 
unremembered acts of kindness and love" and 
rewards each of us according to his desert. 
People take no notice of these men, nor have 
they any possible means of knowing and 
remembering their worth. 

It has been very truely observed that virtue, 
like vice acts through contagion, by witness- 
ing and even hearing of virtuous deeds, we 
cannot fail to be virtuously disposed. Every 
true benefactor of mankind should, therefore, 

hold it to be his bounden duty to record and, 
if possible, to proclaim to the world all the 

good things that are performed before his eyes 
or within his hearing, always bearing in mind 
that "good, the mDre com nunicated, the more 
abundant igrows." It is thus that we can serve 
our Lord Sree Krishna and when the time 
approaches for going to our long home,'we 
may leave this earth with the sweet consolation 
that we have not lived in vain. 

The above remarks mainly refer to the 
selfless workers of the Sree Gaudiya Math of 
Calcutta. We have been watching their laud- 
able doings for sometime and feel it to be our 
imperative duty to proclaim their good deeds 
to the world at large. Having torn themselves 
away from the bosoms of their families, bidding 
adieu to all worldly prospects and prosperities, 
leaving aside all cares for pelf, position and 
power, these self-less workers have enthusiasti- 
cally dedicated themselves to the feet of the 
Lord Sree Krishna. Knowing full well that 
the serving of God is the serving of humanity 
they have whole-heartedly devoted themselves 
to the highest good of their fellow-men and 
under the wise and tactful guidance of their 
great spiritual Guide are preaching the doctrines 
of true and pure divine love in every creek 
and corner of Bengal or for the matter of that, 
in every important centre of the whole Indian 
Peninsula. 

It is not for us to attempt to gauge the 
success of their manifold doings or to form 
even a correct estimate of the value of theit^ 
numerous noble performances. It is, however, 
a pity that none of our Calcutta papers has so 
far been fully alive to the importance of pub- 
lishing their virtuous deeds and lives with a 
yiew to the ultimate good of mankind. On the 
other hand, we notice, with deep regret, that 
some of the dailies and weeklies write or pub- 
lish scurrilous articles trying to misconstrue or 
willfully belittle the unselfish doings of the 
venerable spiritual head of the aforesaid Math. 
Human spite can indeed go no farther. 
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If those who are the professed leaders of thought 
and the trusted teachers of the public, I mean 
the Editors of Newspapers and Periodicals, are 
oblivious of their ordinary duties or are wilfully 
ignorant of the most glaring truths,^—truths 
a% clear as noon-iay, then Newspapers and 
Periodicals cannot indeed serve any useful pur- 
pose in this world. To vent one's spleen in 
season and out of season, to feed fat the grudge 
that one bears, without any cause whatever, 
towards another, and to shamelessly fight and 
quarrel like the sorry pariah dogs are by no 
means the true functions of Newspapers and 
Magazines, the Editors and conductors where 
of are the professed and recognised teachers 

of the public. Without enlarging more upon 
this point, I beg leave to conclude this article 
by reminding those connected with Newspapers 
and Periodicals of the wise counsel which 
Cardinal Wolsey is represented by the greatest 
English poet to have administered to Cromwell : 

"Love thyself last ; Cherish those hearts 
that hate thee, 

Corruption wins not more than honesty, 
Still in thy right hand carry gentle peace, 
To silence envious tongues. Be just 

and fear not. 
Let all the ends thou aim'st at, be 

thy country's, 
Thy God's and truth's" 

A Lecture in 

'Time—22nd Kartic, 

J HAVE no capacity to tend to the feet 

of the denizens of this holy place. 

Yet by the grace of Sree Gour Snndar 

and urged by your good wishes, I stand 

here to speak only if I may thereby 

serve the servants of Sree Gauranaa. 

Indeed if we can truly serve the 

feet of the devotees of Sree Ganranga, 

by whose graceful glance alone all de- 

sires, hopes and aims in life are easily 

fulfilled, then that will be a crowning 

achievement. 

We are proud of our ego. We are 

either given to judge sinful and pious 

acts or think how we can lord it over 

others by acquiring power. These are 

5 

: Brindaban 

Friday, Afternoon. 

all base self-glorifications. But one de- 

voted to Gauranga says that all desires 

actuating every object from the pillar 

to the highest being (Brahma), all labour 

for worldly possessions, all longing for 

enjoyment and every kind of renun- 

ciation after satiety, are all pseudo- 

existent and evanescent e., subject to 

change and time. When we lose any. 

thing so acquired life seems to be 

vacant and useless. Rut it is quite 

futile to try to straighten the tail of a 

dog.—such being the end of all enjoy- 

ments in the fourteen spheres, All 

pleasures acquired as the fruits of 

wordly work are transitory. 
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Carried away by sense-perceptions 

of eye, ear, touch, taste and sound we 

turn into ego-worshippers. In this state 

the pure activity of the soul lies dorm- 

ant. Then wo also desire the pleasure 

in heaven. And when such ide is are 

strong in us we err by identifying our- 

selves with this mind which thus seems 

to be the enjoyer of the things of this 

world. This propensity for selfish en. 

joyment deadens the pure function of 

the Soul. 

But the Soul knows that Sree Krishna 

is the One Absolute Truth. 

Sree Narayana is the embodiment of 

His Majesty, Narayana though is the 

ultimate source of the Absolute Truth, 

Krishna's transcendent designation, form, 

qualities, and sportive activities ( oStet ) 

excel Narayana's Majesty by His 

display of sweetening Beauty. In 

Krishna the fullest majesty is mellow- 

ed by the most delicious sweetness 
( JTP4T ) which predominates. When 

we do not know all these and forget our 

true selves we cannot understand the 

activities of a Vaisnava and the trans- 

cendental truth underlying such ac- 

tivities, and so give ourselves up to 

wordly enmity and friendship, taking 

things transitory and illusory as eternal 

and real. 

Secondly, Krishna is completely all- 

cognisant. Material objects are not self- 

conscious. God is ever existent. It is, 

indeed, through mistake that we con- 

sider ourselves as Brahman. It is 

only then that such useless arguments 

for the efacement of all super-sensuous 

diversity or variety in Absolute Truth, 

take hold of us. The function of the 

spirit is clogged and our minds run 

after worldly enjoyment. The mate- 

rialised mind thinks that sensual 

enjoyment is obtained at Krishna's feet. 

But at the feet of Krishna everything 

is spiritual and so not an object for the 

gratification of our senses. When truth 

is obscured in us carried away by egois- 

tic tendencies we take things material 

as of the spirit, 

Krishna is bliss. In Him dwells 

perfect joy—He is the embodiment of 

it. Sensual knowledge or joy is not 

perfect ;—there-in all our longings are 

not realised. Under the spell of sense, 

perceptions we imagine that there might 

be unalloyed happiness in ego.worship 

or in the haibalya state of Patanjali. 

All seeking after joy is the function 

of the soul. When the desire for joy 

wakes up in our minds we commit a 

blunder in running after worldly objects 

and enjoyment. It is only when we 

receive a spiritual sight of Krishna, 

that we understand that His service 

must T necessity, be the sole aim in 

life. As long as we thus hanker after 

our own pleasures we try to enjoy 

the world through the senses and are 

given to hollow argumentation. But 

this world is not made for our enjoy- 

ment. When spiritual bliss will appear 

in us like the incessant flow of oil then 
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shall wo be truly tied to the feet of 

Krishna. 

Such Numerical variety as that of 

one two and three exists only in world- 

ly diversity. This diversity acquires a 

certain inexpressible sameness in the 

world of spirit. Then we can appreciate 

that Krishna alone is the eternal Truth 

Absolute. When the very existence 

of Truth and sensiency in our own 

selves become solely relative to Him 

only then we are established in our 

real normal state. 

At present many false meanings 

have been imported into the word de- 

votion. Regard for one's parents, 

loyalty to man, obedience to the teacher, 

etc. pass as Bhakti, But the root 

means 'to serve.' If we do not clearly 

judge as to what must be the medium 

of that service then it is sure to be 

misapplied. As Chaitanya Chandra- 

mrita sings. 

•kiqs: 

■id'AH-S 1 ^ iTO II 

This is the quarrelling age. The 

senses, which are our enemies, are now 

very powerful ; and crores of thorns 

choke the path of pure Bhakti, I am 

quite at a loss to know what 1 shall do 

or where I shall go unless Chaitanya 

Chandra shows mercy unto me. 

We live in the Kaliyuga—this is an 

figO of strife. So it happens that the self- 

luminous path of pure devotion is com- 

pletely covered up wi'h millions of 

thorns in the shape of foolish argument- 

ations and wordy wranglings. In the>e 

circumstances it is absolutely impo-sible 

to have the knowledge of pure devotion 

without the mercy of Cliaitanya 

Chandra. Sree Chaitanya Chandra is 

Krishna Himself. Ho is the God-head. 

We cannot know God by the exertions 

of our somes. As the Katha Upanishad 

says ;— 

IT Wcm JraSFfa 55WT1 

«T ftspTT «T qi|fTT | 

sretiq ancTTr H 

The knowledge about the all- 

embiacing Over oul cannot be attained 

ei her through reasonino-, argumen- 

tations or hearing the Yedas ; only to 

him does He manifest His person whom 

He accept-. 

God-head is eternal. We cannot 

attain to Him unless we realise He is 

bliss Himself. One confined within his 

psychic range in a hundred ways, can. 

not kn-nv what Go 1 is and so accepts 

things other than God as objects of his 

worship. Unable to understand the 

true subject and object of enjoyment, 

as well as the nature of enjoyment itself 

he imagines the world as created to 

afford him every kind of pleasure. This 

materialised mind strives only after sel- 

fish enjoyment. By this fleshy form we 

cannot serve Krishna. It is possible 
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only in spirit. The atomic theory of the 

world knows nothing of that service. 

In the variety of His manifesta- 

tions Absolute Truth Himself is to be 

determined from Narayana. In Krishna 

exists Narayana Who is His Majestic 

form. Baladeva is the manifestation 

of His Self. He is the all-pervading 

Over-soul. With the revelation of 

the function of supreme knowledge in 

our soul, we come to know that Krishna 

is the Absolute Truth. He is also 

perfect bliss, reverence does not stand 

in His way. Intimate service cannot 

be rendered if one is actuated by re- 

verence. Yet Krishna is the eternal 

object of the devotees' whole-hearted 

service. But He is to be served with 

the ever-existent senses of the soul. We 

cannot serve Him through imagination 

or sentiment. Super-sensuous know- 

ledge of our relation with Him is essen- 

tial. There is no.body whom I can call 

my own except one who is solely de! 

voted to Krishna. Krishna alone is the 

one object of my service. This faith is 

the one glory of the Vaisnava. This is 

the supreme necessity of life. Material 

fame full of the idea of selfish enjoyment 

is never desirable. 

Time is running short. The time 

for the evening wave-offering cere, 

mony is drawing nigh. I must no 

longer encroach upon your time of 

service. If it be Krishna's wiah I shall 

again try to serve you. A thousand 

obeisances at the feet of the devotees 

of Krishna. 

The Special Characteristics of the Acharyya 

[ By Prof. Nrsni Kanta Sanyal, m.'a., ] 

(Gontinued from P. 17, June, 1928.) 

IT was only with the object of effect- 

ing the descent everywhere of this 

• un-alloyed Mr tan of Krishna or the 

Image of the Divine Logos Sri Radha- 

Govinda that Sri Gaursundar, the crest- 

jewel of all the Acharyyas, the trans, 

cendental Truth Itself, manifested the 

lila of the simultaneous practice and 

preaching of the Word of God. If we 

try to understand with a patient mind 

the practice and preaching of Sri Gaur. 

sundar and His followers, buttressed on 

the Mrtan of Krishna, for giving away 

freely to all the World the spiritually 

sportive Divine Pair, the Image of the 

Divine Logos, we notice that all of 

them in their performances as Acharyyas 

exhibited the ideal of two distinct 
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methods of preaching that were con. 

sidered to be suitable for all people, both 

the illiterate and the highly educated, 

irrespective of varna, asrama, age, sex 

or race. 

The first of these methods is that 

which was adopted by the group of 

preachers to which belong the six Go. 

swamins viz. Sri Rupa etc. who, while 

practising discriminative asceticism, ern. 

ployed themselves in the composition of 

a number of devotional works and by 

such means served to bring about the 

descent of the Image of the Divine 

Logos. These books establish the 

superiority, over all other forms of wor- 

ship, of the loving service of the spiri- 

tually sportive Divine Pair, Sri Radha- 

Govinda, Who are the Objects of the 

eternal worship of all They refute the 

fallacious theories of atheists that are 

opposed to such devoti m. Guy have 

made feis:b[e the establishment of 

Vaishnava, daiva or theistic social order 

by the codification of the spiritual 

Smritis. These Acharyyas identified 

and restored the neglected holy sites 

and the worship in them of Vishnu 

which had fallen into abeyance and 

rescued from oblivion the ancient scrip- 

tural works. They also set up Maths and 

Temples as places of constant service of 

the Brahman in the form of the Word. 

Sri Rupa Goswamin was authorized 

by Sri Chaitanya Deva to treat the sub. 

ject of devotion, lit with the brilliance of 

the most exquisite deliciousness, in his 

works viz. the Bhaktirasamritasindhu 

and the Ujjvala, having Himself taught 

him the splendour of His own devo. 

tion and thereby formally recognising 

him as the premier Acharyya of the 

principle of devotion who is to be obey- 

ed by tho whole community of His ser- 

vants. Previously to this Sri Chaitayna 

Deva had illustrated by listening from 

Sri Ramananda Rai to very similar 

teaching the process of spiritual 

practice thereby vindicating the glory of 

the good preceptor who is constantly 

and actively engaged in carrying out 

the wishes of Sri Radha.Govinda, and 

also the extreme difficulty of finding 

such preceptor. Sri Raghunath Go. 

svvamin, the follower of Sri Rupa, wms 

similary declared the Acharyya of the 

object of devotion to G )d ; '^ri Jiva 

Goswamin was made the Acharyya oi 

our relationship with God and als > of 

regulated devotion ; Sri taghunath 

Bhatta Goswamin was made the Acharya 

as regards the study of the Bhagabat 

and Sri Gopal Bhatta the Acharyya of 

Vishnavite Smriti. 

The second method of propaganda 

took the form of door to door preaching 

in pursuance of the practice of wander- 

ing Teachers ( ). To the group 

that followed this method belonged Sri 

NityananJa, Thakur Haridas, Sri Bakres- 

war Panditland other preachers. They 

set the example of the ideal of non-evil- 

producing kindness in the form of culti- 

vating constant devotion to the Brah. 
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man as the Word, which brings about 

the destruction of the opinions of the 

atheists which are, as it were, the seed 

of nescience that causes aversion 

to God, awakens every man to his own 

proper nature pursuing the function of 

a Brahman i. e. of one who really knows 

the Brahman, who is deserving of 

universal reverence as the master to be 

obeyed by the whole world, and, ex- 

hibiting the endeavour of effecting 

happiness by the constant exercise of 

their voice at a high pitch in order to 

spread the thirst for the service of the 

Holy Name,—the expression of Sri 

Radha.Govinda which is identical with 

the thing expressed,—above, below and 

in all the ten directions of the universe. 

In the rob of a I'ridandi Gosvvamin, 

Srila Probodhananda Saraswati, the un- 

declared friend of Sri Rupa, has demons- 

trated the ideal of this form of preaching 

in his work the 'Sri Chaitanyachand ra. 

mrita' and 'Sri Radharasasudhanidhi'. 

Subsequently Srila Krishnadas Kaviraj 

Goswarain Prabhu in his Sri Chaitanya 

Charitamrita has elaborated this form 

of service viz. this worship of the 'Word 

Divine' conformably to the teaching of 

Sri Rupa. After him the three Prabhus 

.Sri Srinibash, Sri Narottam and Sri 

Shyamansnda spread among the people 

in general this form of the worship of 

the holy Image of God, the Object of 

expression, as taught by Sri Rupa, even 

more strikingly by the method of 

dance, song and music than by compo- 

sition of literary works. The two 

Prabhus Srila Yiswanath Chakrvarti 

Thakur and Sri Baladeva Yidyabhusan, 

by reverting to the method of ex- 

pounding the principles of devotion in 

their books, upheld the form of service 

of Hari by dance, song and music as 

practised by their preceptors. As a 

matter of fact it was when by reason 

of the abuse!of dance, song and music, 

this method of the Divine service 

degenerated into the dissipation of art 

and stupidity that these two Acharyyas 

revealed the teaching of Sri Rupa by 

opening the sealed eyes of the people 

by the publication of a yreat variety 

of original dissertations as also the 

older Scriptures embodying the true 

principles, in support of the school of 

pure devotion. 

The next two centuries constitute 

the Dark Age of Gauda. A black cur- 

tain was drawn across the front of the 

stage on which had been played the 

Divine drama of the Rise of the Moon 

of Sri Chaitanya. The most astound, 

ing vagaries of the Arch-Enchantress — 

Maya were now depicted on this dark 

screen and served to delude and amuse 

the sensuous minds of the spectators. 

Foul subjects set forth by ill-assorted 

airs and long drawn tunes were exhibit, 

ed as the samkirtan of Krishna, The 

gross and ugly lure of worldly subjects 

and selfish enjoyment was offered and 

accepted as the object of life, in place 

of the sublime teachings of Sri Rupa, 
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In place of true religion that as- 

sures every well-being was offered a 

system that was most cunningly de- 

vised by its manufactures to secure for 

thjemselves an easy abundance of the 

good things of this worlcL The practice 

of trade in the convenient garb of a 

sadhu was passed off as the service of 

God that neither extorts nor desires any 

earthly remuneration as its return. The 

hearing and the chanting of the Name 

of Hari was simulated for the purpose 

of deceiving people and for widening 

the scope of the operation of sinful 

propensities. The remit was soon evi- 

dent. The hollow form of the claims 

of birth soon failed to have any terrors 

for the educated classes. The works 

of the six Goswamis and the truths 

established and promulgated by Sriman 

Mahaprabhu were stowed away with 

scant regard as the contents of sealed 

boxes and moth-eaten piles, or were 

contemptuously handled as merchandise 

of commerce by trades-men Any. 

thing of the nature of the rationale of 

devotion had no existence anywhere. 

The free speculations of the human 

mind or even license was regarded as 

religion. As the result of the mecha- 

nical- imitation of the highest ideal, 

the source of the religion, there soon 

sprang up the noxious sects of anl, 

baul, Icartabhaja, nera-neri, etc., etc., 

bent upon passing off as the real reli- 

gion its perverted and highly-condemn- 

ed shadow and thereby proclaiming as 

the religion of the Vaishnavas some- 

thing which stank in the nostrils of and 

was spat upon by even the ordinary 

godless moral people. Men were all 

the more emboldened to commit sinful 

acts by the assurance that the holy 

Name had power to absolve from sin. 

They cherished the false ego and its 

earthly possessions, indulged in the 

denunciation of the true devotees, re- 

garded the minor gods as independent 

deities and imagined that the worship 

of the holy Name of God was equal, 

or even inferior, to the system of morals 

in the forms of worldly activities and 

secular knowledge. It was an age of 

the caricature of the Brahman ideal 

and gave rise to the class of so-called 

Brahmans who assiduously imitated the 

external conduct of the highest sadhus 

who cherish no malice Against any 

body. New Avatars were manufactured 

in this world in imitation of Sriman 

Mahaprabhu, the Real Truth,—whose 

doings were like the antics of the 

sparrow that aspired to dance in emula- 

tion of the graceful performance of the 

k'tanjan. There was a most stre uious 

attempt to mix up the spiritual and 

the material by magicians who advo- 

cated the reconciliation of all differ- 

ences ; and lured by the bait of this 

promise of harmony, that had as much 

reality as is possessed by the aerial 

flowers, all the people borne along on 

the current of masked atheism sank 

deeper and deeper into the bottomless 
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abyss of the deadly ocean of intangible 

abstraction. Numberless men and wo- 

men hailed as religion and liberalism 

such temporary excitement for the 

commission of useless suicide. Another 

class of people caught in tiie murderous 

jaws of the demoness of foreign culture, 

manners and customs and bad system 

of education, set themselves to impro- 

vise a variety of novel creeds. Under 

the dominating influence of this im- 

ported impulse a few raised the cry of 

a new latitudinarianism ; some pro- 

claimed the character of Krishna as 

the type of obscenity ; some judged 

Mahaprabhu as having been guilty of 

transgressing against the law of duty 

and even considered that He was of an 

unsound mind ; while others out of pity 

condescended to recognise Mahaprabhu 

as having passessed a personality that 

would certainly mark Him out as a man 

among ten of the people of this world. 

Some refused to bestow their serious consi- 

deration on the Vaishnava religion re- 

garding it as the glorification of senti- 

mentality, stupidity and immorality. 

There were found persons who declared 

the Vaishnava religion to be the worship 

of man, idoiatry or even as the worshipi 

of the Devil. Some proved Vaisnavism 

to be the perversion either of Buddhism 

or of the Samkhya philosophy. Some 

affected to view it as a petty creed, 

limited to an exclusive body of people, 

made by small persons,—under the im. 

pression that the ordinary activities 

of the mind and the body constitute 

the eternal and universal religion. 

Some actually tried to strangle to death 

the religion of the Vaishnavas imagin- 

ing that the Vaishnava religion which 

professes the reality of the supreme 

spiritual harmony was opposed to the 

principle of comprehension and to 

varnasrama dharma. It was while 

this darkness brooded over the realm 

of Gauda that Thaknr Sri Bhaktivinode 

set to work to terminate this long night 

of terrible gloom and inauy:urate a 

white auspicious dawn in the circle of 

Navadwip. (To be continued.) 

The Supreme Lord I 

( Continued from 

TT FTBR wandering about the country 

in this exclusive mood for three 

day^ Sri Krislma-Chaitanya now a 

sannyasi came in sight of the Ganges 

opposite Santipur having been conduct- 

ed thither by the clever management of 

ri Krishna-Chaitanya 

14, June. 1928.) 

Priibhu Nityananda. On beholding'the 

Ganges Sri Ciiaitanya took the river 

to be the Yamuna and accordingly 

recited a hymn of praise to Yamuna and 

supposed that He was in the neighbour- 

hood of Sri Brindaban. Sri Advaita 
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Prabhu now crossei over from Santipur 

in a boat in order to convey Sri Chai- 

tanya to his house. The siglit of Adva'ta 

recalled Sri Chaitanya to external con- 

sciousness and He was induced to ac- 

company Sri Advaita Prabhu to his 

Santipur residence. Sri Advaita Prabhu 

made Seeta Devi prepare a great variety 

of eatables and offered them first to Sri 

Graursundar and Sri Nityananda. Sri 

Chaitanya asked Sri Haridas and Sri 

Mukunda to sit at meal with Himself 

but they preferred to take their meal 

after Sri Chaitanya had finished eat- 

ing. Sri Advaita Prabhu along with 

Sri Haridas and Sri Mukunda then 

partook of the'portion of the meal that 

remained in the dish after if had been 

lasted by Sri Graursundar. 

The entire population of Santipur 

began to pour in a continuous stream 

»o obtain a sight of the holy feet of 

Sri Chaitanya. There was samhirtan 

with dancing in the evening when Sri 

Chaitanya manifested simultaneously 

the eight satiioic perturbations as 

Mukunda began the kirtan. His mother, 

Sri Sachi Devi, arrived in a dola the 

next morning with a very large number 

of devotees from Navadwip Sachi Devi 

had thus an opportnnity of seeing her 

Son once again. Sri Chaitanya stopped 

for ten days at the house of Advaita. 

While th^re He consoled Sachi Devi, 

performed kirtan in the company of 

the devotees of Navadwip and accepted 

daily the food that was cooked by Sachi 

6 

Devi with her own hands. In order 

to teach them the conduct that is pro. 

per for a sannyasl Sri Chaitanya told 

the people of Navadwip that it was not 

the duty of one after acceptance of 

sannyas to stay in his native place 

amidst his friends and relatives. Mother 

Sachi on hearing of this ju Iged it to be 

pmper that Sri Graursundar must do 

what He considered to be His duty and 

accordingly asked Him to reside at 

Nilachal ( Puri ). Sri Chaitanya then 

took leave of the devotees of Nava- 

dwip and of His mother and asked them 

to devote all the time of their lives 

to the holy Name of Krishna and 

Krishna-talk. 

Sri Chaitanya started on His journey 

to Sri Purusottim ( Puri ), by the road 

that led past Chhatrabhog in the com- 

pany of Nityananda, Mukunda, Jagada- 

nanda and Damodar. After visiting 

Briddhamantreswar Sree Krishna- 

Chaitanya crossed the frontiers into the 

kingdom of Utka1. The party moved on 

along the road to Puri, Sri Chaitanya 

chanting joyously the kirtan of Krishna 

with His associates, obtaining their food 

by begging in the wayside villages. 

Journeying in this manner Sri Chai- 

tanya reached the village of Remuna 

where He beheld Sri Gopinath and 

narrated to His devotees the story of 

Madhabendra Puri and Ksheer-chom 

(stealer of a sweet-preparation of milk) 

Gopinath as told to Himself by Sri 

Iswara Puri. The Lord exhibited the 
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state of delirium under the anxieties 

of separation from the Beloved on recit- 

ing the dftha. of Madhabendra Puri 

'wrfir ^ !' He stopped for that 

night at Remuna and resumed the 

journey to Puri the next morning. 

Sri Chaitanya arrived at the town 

of Cuttack by way of Jajpur, At 

Cuttack Ho saw Sri Sakshi Gopal and 

listened to the story of Gopal from the 

mouth of Sri Nityananda. From Cuttack 

He proceeded to Bhubaneswar and 

there saw the God Siva, the protecting 

Deity of the holy realm of Sri Jagan. 

nath Deva. After this the Lord paid a 

flying visit to Kamalpur on the Bhargi 

to have a sight of Kapoteswara Siva, 

tt was while He went up into the shrine 

leaving Hi's ascetic's staff in the keep- 

ing of Nityananda that the latter deli- 

berately broke it into three pieces and 

threw them into the Bhargi. Bv this O », 
act Sri Nityananda made it known that 

it was not necessary for God Himself 

to carry the staff or other symbols rf 

regulation of oneself in as much God 

is His own Master. Sri Chaitanya was 

angry at this to warn against misunder- 

standing of the actiou.'of Nityananda, 

Because although it is not necessary 

for Gxl or even a paramahansa Vaish- 

nava to submit to any penal regula- 

tion there was not the least chance 

of well-being for the novice on the 

path of spiritual effort who was still 

subject to worldly impulses if such 

a pet son .chose to act in such free 

manner in lieu of submitting the mind, 

body and speech to the strictest penal 

regulations. 

When Sri Chaitanya reached the 

Athamnala (the eighteen sluice-gates) 

a small bridge on the Puri road at the 

entrance of the holy city of Sri Jagan. 

nath Deva, He gave vent to His anger 

at the loss of His staff and in this mood 

of external indignation proceeded un. 

attended by any one to the Temple of 

Jagannath asking all His companions 

to stay behind. Sri Chaitanya made 

a violent movement to embrace Jagan- 

nath the instant He caught sight of 

Him. This was followed by the mani- 

festation of all the signs of mahabhava 

(superior love) all over His body. Sarva- 

bhauma Bhattacharya who happened 

to be present in the Temple at the t me 

chanced to notice His condition and 

intervened to prevent any rough treat, 

raent by ihe parichhas. Sarvabhauma 

was very much struck by the sight of 

the unique perturbations that were 

wrought in Sri Chaitanya by holy love 

and finding that the return of normal 

consciousness was being delayed had 

Him conveyed with care to his own re- 

sidence on the shoulders of men. 

(To be continued.) 



Sree Sree Chaitanya Bhagabat 

(Continued from P. 28, Juno, 1928.) 

CHAPTER Vlll 
SummaryIn this Chapter are narrated the ceremony of the investment of Nimai with the 

sacrificial thread. His stjdies under Ganeadas Pandit, the dream of Jagannath Misra in which he beheld the 
renunciation and other activities of Viswambhar in the future, the departure of Misra from this World and 
other matters. 

On an auspicious day and in an auspicions moment Sri Gaurmndar duly went through the purificatory 
ceremony of inVe.traent with the holv thread. On this occasion He performed the Ula of Sri vamana by 
begging for alms'from the people. He then began His studies under Gangadas Pandit just as Sri Krishna 
received His schooling under Sandipani Muni. Gangadas Pan lit was highly delighted on making the 
discovery that the New-comer was the cleverest of all his p iplls The Boy took a special delight in putting 
putzling n lestloin of logic to the other students and when they failed to answer them He would offer the 
answers H raself to thnr satisfaction. After all had accepted His answers He would refute what He Himself 
had established and repeat the whole process many times over to their utter amazement. 

Nimai how led the life of an ideal Brahmacharin, bathed d ily in the h >ly stream of the Bhagirathl, 
worshipped Vishn u, offered water to the holy tu/nsi and ate the pi-axad of Vishnu (food which had been 
previously offered to Vishnu) and set Himself assiduody to studr and writing original annotations of the 
Sutras. The heart of Misra was gladdened by the ideal behaviour of his darling Son. 

This great happiness of Misra, however, did not last long. He had a most wonderful dream in which 
he saw Nimai clad in. the glorious garment of a sannyasi and surrounded by Advaitacharyya and other 
devotees, constantly uttering the Name of Kri-hna and laughing, dancing, crying all the time. Then Nimai 
appeared seated on the throne of Virhu in the act of receiving the homage of'all the g>ds. This w m 
followed by the vision of Namai followed by crores of devotees going through every town dancing and 
chanting the kirtan of Hari. Nimai was also seen proceeding along the road to Puri. 

ThUdream convinced Misra that the sannyas of Nimai was inevitableand filled him with the g eatest 
anxiety Sachi Devi took a different view and told Misra that Nimai would never leave home as He was so 
completely engrossed in His studies. Shortly after this Misra left this world. Sri Oaursundar wept long at 
the departure of His father from this world j ust as Sri Ramchandra lamented the departure of Dasarath. The 
Boy, however, consoled Sachi Devi with many sweet words telling her that He would give her what was 
attainable with difficulty by even Brahma and Siva.. 

Bat the Boy proved utterly ungovernable at times and did much wilful damage in the house In fits of 
waywardness Sachi Devi bore all His boyish freaks with the disposition of Vasoda of the cowheard settle- 
ment towards Krishna. In reply to the expostulations of Sachi on one of these occasions against such wilful 
damage of property which had actually reduced themselves to complete destitution Sri Gaursundar remarked, 
'that Krishna who happens to be the Supporter of the world is the only Maintainer of everybody. It it 
unnecessary for His servants to have any anxietv for their own sustenance'. With this He went off to His 
studies But when He returned home that day He gave His mother two tolas of gold saying that'Krishna 
had given the staff wherewith she might defray all expenses of the household'. Whenever there was real 
want Sri Gaursundar would in this way procure small quantities of gold to help the mother over the 
difficulty. He was always exceednigly busy with His studies and had not yet declared Himself, such was the 
ill luck of the world. 

The Chapter closes with a description of the grief 
in the world- 

i AH glory to Sri Gaursundar, Ocean 
of mercy ! 

Glory to the Moon of the home of Sachi 
and Jagannath ! 

a All glory to the life, of Nity ananda Swamp ! 
All glory to the propounder of the 

religion of Sankirlan ! 

3 All glory'to Gauranga with the company 
of His devotees! 

By listening to the story ;of Chaitanya 
devotion is 

of the Vishnavas for want of devotion to Krishna 

4 In this manner the Lord abode in the 
house ofJagannath 

In disguise so that none recognised. 

5 All varieties of children's games to be 
found in the world 

The Lord;playedwho has power to tell 
it all ? 

6 By the channel of the Veda they will 
manifest themselves in all the Puranas ; 

All fortunate persons will hear a little 
in due course. 
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7 Thus Gaur-Chandra abandoned Himself 
to the joys of childhood ; 

And now the time of wearing the 
sacrificial thread arrived. 

8 For the purpose of investing his Son 
with the holy thread 

The best of Misras invited to his house 
all his friends. 

9 They all gathered together with the 
greatest pleasure 

And each of them did such work 
as suited him. 

to The women offering 'joy' sang the praises 
of Krshna 

Dances played on the Mridanga, Sanai 
and flute. 

11 The Brahmans read the Veda, ministrels 
sang eulogies, 

Joy took a visible form in the house 
of Sachi. 

13 Sri Gaursunder was to put on the 
sacrificial thread 

So all the auspicious conjunctions hasten- 
ed to Sachi's house. 

13 In an auspicious month, day and moment 
Gauranga Sri Hari assumed the holy 

thread of sacrifice. 

14 As the beautiful thread adorned His 
charming figure 

Its subtle splendour encompassed the 
whole body. 

15 Loid Gaur Chandra now assumed the 
form of Vamana 

The sight augmented the supreme joy 
of every body. 

16 All beheld the wonderful blaze of the fiery 
Brahman quality 

No longer did any one think Him 
to be human. 

17 With staff in hand and a wallet across 
His shoulders 

The supreme Lord at the house of all His 
servants begged for alms. 

18 All gladly gave Him to the utmost of 
their power 

The women laughed as they put alms 
into the wallet of the Lord. 

19 The consorts of Brahma and Rudra in the 
guise of Brahman wives 

And all the loyal spouses of the munis. 

30 With joy beholding the Lord's Vamanalila 
Laughed as all of them repeatedly poured 

their alms into the wallet of the Lord. 

zi The Lord was also delighted in displaying 
the lila of the Vamana ; 

All these pastimes were played for the 
deliverance of the jiva 

22 All glory to Gaur Chandra in the form 
of Sri Vamana 

May Thou vouchsafe to the heart the gift 
of Thy twin feet ! 

23 Who listens to this assumption of the 
sacrifical thread by the Supreme Lord 

Obtains the refuge of the feet of 
Chaitanya-Chandra. 

24 In this manner the Lord of Vaikuntha 
in the home of Sachl 

Played luscious pastimes most carefully 
hid in the Vedas. 

25 Having thoroughly mastered the sense of 
all the scriptures at home 

The Lord now wished to study in the 
company of His devotees. 

26 In Nabadwip dwell Gangadas Pandit 
The crest-jewel of all the professors, 

Sandipani's own self. 
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3"] He was gifted with special knowledge of 
the science of Grammar, 

Under him the Lord was most anxious 
to study. 

38 The worthy Misra took the hint fom 
his Boy 

And make his way to the house of the 
Brahman Gangadas taking his Son 

with him. 

39 On seeing the Misra Gangadas stood up 
with respect 

And after embracing him seated him 
by his side. 

30 The Misra said, T give my Boy to you ; 
Be pleased to teach and impart Him 

the Truth 

31 Gangadas made the reply 'It is a great good 
fortune for me ; 

1 shall teach Him to the utmost of 
my power. 

32 Catching the sight of his Disciple 
Gangadas with the greatest joy 

Kept Him by his side as if He were 
his own son. 

33 Whatsoever Pandit Gangadas explained 
The Lord understood by hearing but once. 

34 He refuted all the explanations of His 
teacher 

And then re-established them. 

35 Among those thousands of students who 
read under their professors. 

There was no one who dared to blame 
the interpretations of Nimai. 

36 The teacher was highly pleased finding 
such wonderful intelligence. 

And honoured Him by awarding Him 
precedence over all the disciples, 

37 The Lord constantly put to test all 
those boys 

Who studied under Gangadas Pandit— 

38 Sri Murarigupta and another who bore 
the name of Kamalakanta, 

Krishnananda and others who were the 
heads of the body. 

39 The Lord probed them all by His hoaxes 
They all laughed at His tests, no one 

minded taking Him to be a child, 

40 In this manner after the day's reading 
and writing was done 

The Lord went oft" to bathe in the Ganges 
taking His companions with Him. 

41 In the town of Nabadwip there was no 
' end of students ; 

All of them at noon went to the Ganges 
for their bath after study ; 

43 And the thousands of pupils of every 
separate professor 

Engaged in mutual quarrels all the time. 

43 In years but a'child and of a restless 
disposition 

The Lord quarrelled with the students. 

44 Some said, 'your teacher, what does he 
understand ?' 

Some boasted,] 'I will teach you whose 
student I am 1* 

45 In this way by degrees it became a quarrel 
Next ensued throwing of water at one 

another and thereafter sand. 

46 Then theie was fighting in right earnest 
every one beating whom he could, 

And mud was employed as a legitimate 
missile of war, 

47 Some took prisoner their assailants in 
the name of the king, 

And some having thrashed their enemy 
slipped off across the Ganges, 

48 The students displayed such an 
immense activity 

That all the water of the Ganges was turn- 
ed into a thick mixture of sand and mud. 
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49 . The women were unable to till their 
pitchers with water, 

The Brahmans and worthy persons found 
it impossible to bathe. 

50 The Lord Biswambhar was exceedingly 
turbulent 

And. in this manner made His way to 
every separate bathing ghat, 

51 There was no end of students at every 
batliing place, 

And the Lord quarrelled with them 

at every ghat. 

52 The Lord swimming with the current 
made His way to all the ghats 

And at each bathing place played 
for an hour or so. 

53 Those who were reputed to belong to 
the class of superior students 

Intervened and asked what did they 
quarrel about ? 

54 Were thej examining one another to find 
out the intelligence of each ? 

Were they trying to lind out who knew 
His brittiy panji and tika correctly ? 

55 The Lord said, 'this is indeed, a grand 
proposal 1 

Let any body ask Me any questions that 
he likes' 

56 Some one said, 'why do you make such 
excessive boast ?' 

And the Lord retorted, 'Better ask any 
question that occurs to you.' 

57 That student put the question, 'construe 
the Sutra of the verbal root'. 

The Lord made reply, 'listen to Me 
closely as I explain'. 

58 The Lord God is possessed of all power, 
He offered the true explanation of the 

Sutra. 

59 Having listened to His explanation all 
praised. 

Then the Lord said, 'Now listen to the 
refutation of the explanation. 

60 He then found fault with every item in 
the explanations. 

And asked any among them who prossess- 
ed the ability to support them, 

61 All of them thought within themselves 
that it was most wonderful. 

The Lord said, 'Hear now I defend My 
explanation.' 

62 Once again in such manner did Gaur 
Chandra construe 

That it was excellent in every way and 
there was no defect anywhere 

63 All those who ranked as the best amohg 
the students, 

Every one of them, embraced Him to. 
express satisfaction. 

64 The students said, 'Thou niay'st jgo 
home today ; 

But must be also able to answer.whaf 
we ask to-morrow'. 

65 In this manner etery day in the water 
Of the Jahnavi 

The Lord of Vaikuntha did play pastimes 
that were mellowed by the exquisite 

taste of learning. 

66 For the purpose of this sport Brihaspati 
possesed of all knowledge 

Was born in Nabadwip with his disciples. 

67 The Lord played in the water of the 
Jahnavi every day, 

And for fun often crossed over to the 
opposite bank of the Ganges. 

68 The Ganges had of yore conceived 
many a wish 

witnessing in the Jamuna the sports of 
- Krishnachandra. 
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69 'Oh when shall myself be blessed with the 
good fortune of the Yamuna ! 

Constantly did Ganga speak these words. 

70 Although the Ganges is ever worshipped 
by Brahma, Siva and those under them 

Yet did she covet the state of the Yamuna. 

71 Sri Gaursunder is thfe purpose tree that 
fulfils every desire ; 

He fulfilled the desires of the Ganges 
all the time/ 

72 Having played in many a diverse way 
in the water of the Jahnavi' 

Gaurchandra returned home with 
high pleasure. 

73 After worshipping Sri Vishnu as laid 
down in the Scriptures 

And having duly offered water to the 
holy tulast\ He sat down'to His meal. 

74 No sooner did He finish His meal than 
the Lord 

Taking His books retired to a secluded 
corner. 

75 He prepared His own tippanis of the sutras\ 
The jewel of all the gods forgot every- 

thing by the taste of books. 

76 The high-souled Misra beholding all this 
swam in happiness 

And night and day was oblivious for joy 
of everything else. 

77 Gazing ever and anon on the face of his Son 
Every day Jagannath experienced delights 

that no wor is can discribe 

78 In such wise did the Misra drink the 
beauty of his Child 

That he realised union with the Divinity 
while he was still in this body. 

79 For Misra't external joys such as those of 
union with the Deity were as nothing. 

The Misra held as trivial the bliss of 
corporeal union with God and the like. 

Manifold obeisance at the feet of Jagan- 
nath Misra 

Whose Son is the Lord of the infinity of 
the worlds 

81 In this manner the best of the Misras at 
sight of his Son 

Floated cotinuously on the sea of 
happiness. 

82 The Lord surpassed the god of love in 

beauty ; 
The grace of every several limb of His 

was beyond all compare. 

83 Misra noted all this and the thought 
occurred to him 

'Some witch or demon might possess his 
Son.' 

84 For fear the" Misra made a surrender of 
his Son to Krishna, 

Lord Gaurchandra laughed as He 
overheard. 

85 The Misra said, 'Krishna, Thou art the 
protector of all, 

May Thou have Thy auspicious eye on 
ray Child. 

86 'In side the home of the preson who 
remembers Thy lotus feet 

No mishap ever makes it appearance. 

87 In all those evil places that are void of 
Thy remembrance 

There abide^witches, ghosts and the bad 
spirits. 

88 ' Where, in the sacrificial performances, the 
demnnscaring accou 'it of the Lord of 

devotees 
Is not listened to, there the evil spirits do 

abound.' 

89 'Thy servant, Lord, I am ; to whatsoever 
belongs to me 

May Thou extend Thy own protection as 
all those are Thine- 
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90 'Wherefore whatever form of mishap or 
misery there be 

May none of those ever come near my Son.' 

91 In this manner, constantly, with his whole 
heart and with uplifted hands, 

prayed Misra Jagannath for the Divine 
favour. 

9a It so chanced that on a certain day the 
worthy Misra had a dream 

Which dashed all this happiness and made 
him most wretched. 

93 On beholding the dream he made a 
prostrated obeisance reciting a prayer, 

Grant, O Govinda that Nimai may remain 
in my house. 

94 'This is the only boon I beg of Thee Krishna, 
That my Nimai may be a house-holder 

and stay in the family'. 

95 Sachi was very much surprised and asked, 
"Why do you thus all on a sudden pray 

for such boons ?" 
(To be continued.) 

Taking Refuge in God ( ) 

(Continued from P. 54, June, 1928.) 

[ XXI ] 

1 I have now understood that Thy feet, 0 Lord. 

Are ever full of the nectar that dispells all fear and sorrow. 

2 I have surrendered everything at Thy lotus feet : 

I have laid myself down, O Lord, under the shelter of Thy feet. 

8 Thy lotus feet, 0 Lord, be my protection. 

No other protector have I in this worldly sojourn. 

4 I know npw that I am Thy eternal servant ; 

The charge of my maintenance now belongs to Thee. 

5 In the life that was unsubmissive to Thee I suffered much sorrow. 

All my miseries are ended by gaining those holy feet of Thine. 

6 For gaining those feet Rama practised austerities. 

^ By obtaining Thy feet Siva attained his own well-being. 

7 Thy feet fulfilled all the desire of Brahma. 

Narad Muni clasped Thy feet to his heart. 

8 Thy feet that chase away all fear I hold on my head, 

And dance with the greatest joy and^sing the praises of Thy feet. 

9 From the perils of the worldly journey 

Thy feet will surely deliver Bhaktivinodp, 
(To he continued.) 
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^"^ThPiV^TUr^ rT^ qiT II 

3?JT ^ sistafsiqt^ sryiq^iH*^:,— 

^-niMd fea^ ar faafei- 

wn# f^iferi; ?! afla i 

sfjrt fer: jnirt 

s? 5^ 5^^ wR n 

sfrawr q^fefada^'Tccas^ qan^i- 

Icarjnf rat ^ fftqidf??, - 

fq^R^^qr srfq q^ 

fqar f^qxT^'qwrqiflf in 3.11 

[ I srfq qcrf: q^^T- 

f|w: m tg: fq?q^rqccqTarqr^% I cf^q 

afeqr sfmrqr ^Tcacclsfq ^ir ^rrra^; q^qq?: 

qq fq?TOcq: q g ^ cWTI '!^cq> fqcqRT- 

fafo Hca^q ecqr«R quPicfrrcqrfq" •M 

fqs^ HcqHccq^ |fq ^5^1 | ] 

qqr gqrqg^^ t^qq^:,— 

Hqr^ 3^q> fqqa>sq^qf ^tqfq g?jqrq: i 

gq" qqi q^qrq?qqt^Tq^q q^Tqfqfq qt^qr: n 

^T^^fqqT^gqj ^a^Tq^' fq^qqfq,— 

qqi q^q nz- 

ftrR ^qq^m^u 

[ ^qT sftqiqi q^^q SlT^^vTcW %fqg(T3" 

rra'^rac afqqr^q{% qq< qiqqqr^q^g ^qi 

q^q^fa^q qqffq I 5^ ^Tlfe^qiqq: 

%q^dq %qf^5tq s^sg sqrq^R | qq 

q«nq«i smmnRifq qf^qrfq i srqm^mqgTfq 

5? ^jqrqrfqfq, qqsvnqgvqr ^q 

^ ^q: I ] 



II k ik^h Iklklht^likL 

I Ikk fe ^ttmihkBkihzbL 

II ^Etkjit itiiii :lmik k 

I IB iBktt kJJklS ^iSklklfeh ikk 

—'fejhfcjb^ib 

ll pkiig bk IB ;kltU2hlS 

Bkk :iiiit£ SiaS 

I Sfeh blK»feH^I>libb.J^k 

kijJBk^ kjfclb |kh ^kk 

II tkj^Bbti bjkyfe^k kt^bts 

>hP4^£lBktt 1M1 a2 

I :iit|5Zife|kJtyikk>|kk 

kjbhb mh iibi 

—'kklfe 

fe^Bk ^Ualtikb taaBtrnte kkitib B|lfek 

n :kklkB :kkkB :k^ 

I B kk talCsS^Js^piikS^l£likS|Jsp£le 

- ^ItaS^tkS} Ib-'kik 

n EbBbiiaikkl ^ IB :kib£t£jilki 

I Ikl^iLkfeikLkl Iklit-^kjikjijS Ik 

—'tk^kliiS laaSKakj Ikb 

II ;klikk^BS^fcblh:-E^liSk5t :b<kjk]ls 

I :kl&lB :jfeh ih. tkbsS^k^k) Ibiiie 

— 'Sk^iib kkkilt feibj 

I k)% k^kllk ki]£kkbb:! kjbiik 

—'kBlgk Ikk 

i I :%h kjbj^klhkl^ 

k^B I fek^t^%Ib^k kiSkjkkk LibakaEkJ 

k^kkJis 'kJtikikkkifc^bSiiii klk^tSk^k 

fckkifi :Bkjkk% khkJffi .'kikklJl I] 

u^tukibiteklkb 

-hM>± IJ (hliilkM 

—'^febB^kklbk ^BibiSlbfeliBb <kk£ 

-Bjlkj, kikB Ibi^l k^k| tii 

I kJjl2tkjBhJk2ikkkk 'k^k^E 

yiklB k^ 'kdklk bjibjj fc^ml Ik ^kk 

—^JkkJb^iBJk Ikk 

[ I :£lkkb^r« kjhjii ^d^-ikife n&IB 

Ibibh jklb I I ^Blnl Hhbj»^BSkJkfc 

Bkbik jkJ.kiblfe^kJ.kbte klblbik^bJS b^kl^ 

■>lk-bj k^kitlLb^ iBKblB llfl^bik ihkB ] 

ll fitjl kM£k 

-IflJhis klfeikUhdik, tatlUbJ 

-kfeiJk Jaifebik jbbk 

—'k^klkiifeis kbbit i^biibibkB ikl^Utlk^ 

-itB kb IklDjii. k^kkk^kti k^fk 

II .'Sijk b^ik 

-ib^i i^MBks 

I i>it Uk klstt 'kkikkj 

kjlhtklkkkB :k k iiolk 

— '^bbjh^Sifi k ikk 

I kiBlbk kiiB kjkjl^ikk t§k iiL^Jki kB 

—'ikjki ^ejkh 

Ikk Skh II Jibil^b bh!bj bakibbaBSjil^ 

I :b^ kikihBBkj ktifi 

ti kjy2i<feikiys^timkka5Sik^ atob^ ^kt^kk 

I kll£biLi]b klbB IkiBB II^Bb llnbSifi 

:!i^ ] UnbikklSEtlk    



Sftctcc^4< 

^ IrR^qrfg^ |:g- 

qgr ^ uivsu 

[ sft'TT^rfirih srgq^q i 

^^qf^q^PTr^fq^ ^ flqfer i 

w qra^r^qffjq^— 

3TRq' riq: qfq^fftl ^sfergqr^ I 

vM sfiqiqi qf«f 

sqqf^sr ^T5ff gf^R^q fqjn^fqtf 

^q?- 
■o 

qrq^qr^n^n 

[ ^qr^q^qwrsi^R^ffrf ifr^q sftqRt 

5ats fijfirqcqsE^qT^ ^grfq^TqrPqqiT ^r^gfe: q? qcqrFHlgcqT- 

^rer^nqq^r ^ ^qcft^ro: q^q fqfqccqisfq- 

gcg^fq, srsit gf ^ ^qqmtgdq ^rfq ^a: ] 

qqr ^W flqqaT,— 

^rqqwffqfcarsq JHT^T qq | 

3T? cqt ^qqi^qt q>^?q*qTfq qr gq; II 

gqaj iftarqi qqq^fe:— 

^qqai a ^ 5 a fstq: i 

^ qqfrci g qr qaarr qfq ^ ag ^icqgg u 

agf%?Ta^q?q qiqqa^efq^^unfrqr 

qr?,— 

qqifqfat f| ^ w-' m-ii 

[ sftarat ^rcfarfqlgqa; ^^qr sqwf 

Tf^r ^q-q; ear eN aqr e*qq> qqfa I era;? 

q^Tif fqgtra fqaFa ^asqa ^carfq qa; i ] 

afl^ eTfe^qgq qqr,— 

a^qq aiaicq^cqgqTfqqta^raT^Tf^cqqa; i 

qsstqfaqfq,— 

tra^refqa qgqa^Teiqa qrg I 

qaqreiqa trrcqr q§rqa n 

smg,— 

a snq^ ai fqqfsr- 

fnq ^aRae qgq qj^a I 

3r5I> farq: s^qi^qa^q 

a gfqqr^ qet u 

qqPaq><jqa^: qi^qra; qtfaqiqqfa laqf? gaa* qratafaqf^,— 

war gfearjnrcqqi^qfa ^qifq ^gasq i ] 

aqr e qijstq^qf?,— 

q^T ea qfqqfa S^^qjqfqq, i 

qq qaffsgat qqr^aTq^gqreag it 

aqr f? qrae^qtqfaqf^ ,— 

aw a etqq efqa aqeifar: i 

at^ qatfaa^affa ^ ^ar^cqgat aar:« 

sftwitearfq^a qfe^eTgafe?qj??«t— 

qrq a^qfaar %fa afqqr i 

a eriqeq: afaarfa are 

qqrqra faaqtla gsg i 

sm e>q»> arfei qr: ?fa qrar 

ga: gaa^rqieqra^ ^ u 

aqr f? qistqfaq^,— 

aar ain qfaeq^ar 

q^aaf^aa ^inarq ng I 

qircqqiq: ecq^faaaife 

caig^at gar^ifq^a: qgr it 
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arfe^n; ^ ^ I 

vi ^ n 

arra^ 'TOT,- • 

i 

TOT g sftH^TTO^ TOR^f-J ^TOtrR,-- 

S^TOffU^pB ^^i^JT: | 

^tR^I ^TPT ^3wff^ TOTcRfft^ || 

nnr ^ ATTO^ f^rftq^ar gfei^TO,— 

gf%f?cqT5TOPI?T ^qir cqstfefn: | 

fq?^T»i?3 ^STTqqt t^q^T^T^ I 

fiRfg jftqTRt ^rqjqq' f| qqi ff^rlg;: |fq 

qf^rs:' qf? q^i^r 1^: TOcficqr- 

#it^rqTOgTf^gTt^T- 

wtq qq T-T m\ ^riq^sq- 

fH^: ll^o 11 

[ qqf ^qTrPofq" q^cRiRTq ^orjqr 

^rTTT I TO: '■K^--K fq^ijcq ^PP^^qr sftqT 

^TOfqqqTePKT TO^rftcTO: I jft^qTcR- 

qrgqfq^q qrare^ snqs^T^ q q fqsnro q irt 

q^^ntqiRqiT: q^q fcqTf? 5iq: i ] 

TOT f? gq^sRtqfqq^,— 

q q rpflRT ^rfir-mfq 

fqq^'ETccq: q:mqq qi^ qJTRiq, | 

q q ^ qqq qisai ^mi- 

^q^RRETcRfr'u^^ggfqqnri: n 

qqr^ 'qgqgq^,— 

qTRiq q: TORq^ TTORR; 

^^iRferrqq qq to i 

q^qiq^m^q ^qTcRfreg 

^fq ^rq sfq^l^Pq ortrt: U 

gftngmqq ^wr^qpq qkds^qi^ qrq- 

srgq^sq qqqr ^q> h qt 

5(^s?TOr q ^q>5RqTq?: I 

q^TSRccqi^q ^F^q: 

q^sfq qs^q? to ^wrq; n 

3ifqcq^4 qsRow 

qg qr»q fqqiTO ^fe^Tq?qqq?q fq^q- 

TOqif^wrqiTTq qftgqT qr jqfefeq^Tqiqf^- 

q^iqqqiiuiRRR^ gq^:,— 

qiqTOi^Tfq^gqqcft qq- 

q lly'ill 

[ qq Rrqiqra qr^q^ snfe: RTRT^ 

q?(q frorfRTfqjpg nl^fofq ^jq; i ^T g 

•qfgfinq^pqf q^r ^TcqT^pi- 

fq%RT i qTrq^rq^qr q?:RR?fqfi:Rnit Rq'c 

fqfiqqftRw qcqro qcf^qor qftoiqr Rqfq i 
®S 

qfq'Frq>qfqqr^ RqTTO^qgqcqT qf^qiro- 

R^q^q ^qR i 

Rsn^qq ^>f?q^^«qn 

qft: R5R; smqqff ^RTR; | 

srqt gqRmtsgdq 

STfTc^qr gqvRtRTRiftr^T: n ] 
(RTRfl; ) 
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Current Topics, 

E are glad to notice that the higher 

spirits of the human Society after 

due deliberation have deemed if fit to 

establish harmony by dismissing the 

idea of contending with each other. 

At last the numerous streams of in- 

humanity that have filled up the cavity 

of the bloodthirsty ocean are forcibly 

going to be stopped by the generous 

humanitarian agency. This is an acti- 

vity in the right direction to introduce 

the heavenly peace of love on mankind. 

The newspapers are flooded nowadays 

with the tidings of the future establish- 

ment of peace amongst belligerent 

nationalities. Misdirection of valour 

snd wrong ambition lead men's aspiring 

energy to unsympathetic tumults and 

the sequel proves to bar the future 

7 

progress of true concord and harmony. 

The several powers are signing a wider 

Magna Charta to settle their disputed 

matter in a more civilised way than 

to indulge themselves in gunshots. 

Civilization should no doubt prove to 

come to a settlement wherever any pre- 

judice prevails on a particular section 

of Grod's creation. Contending ideas 

might be opposing when they think 

that they have got the greater justi- 

fication in balancing their rights of the 

conflicting thoughts. It is needless to 

point out to the peace-loving higher feel- 

ings the prime necessity of putting a 

stop to violence and the conferers of 

the boon have rightly acted on this be- 

half. As an observer of harmony we 

woiild look forward to see the same 
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demeanour among the contending intel- 

ligence when they engage themselves 

to trouble one another as fish vendors of 

the Billings gate. 

People of different tastes are apt 

to talk fashionably about their own 

orthodoxy from their respective angles 

of vision, disregarding the subjective 

existence of the things observed ; but 

they ignore to realise the positions and 

circumstances in which they themselves 

are placed. Everyone cherishes right 

and left his own belief and sticks to 

his sequel of his stubbornness in action. 

As advocates of harmony, can we not 

entreat them to desist from their waging 

war against one another on differnt 

merits. The Empiricists have taught 

to view the worldly manifestations in a 

particular light and they are not ready 

to accept the theistic truth outside the 

range of the senses. The rneiinm of 

communication has been ordained us to 

sounds and words and whenever a sym- 

bolised message in the shape of sound is 

poured into our ear, we show an inclina. 

tion of testing the sound by the. process 

of conception with the help of four other 

sense-acquiring organs and this test 

iiistigates us to plunge into conflicts 

considering our position safe and well- 

guarded. In observing the spec fication 

of transcendental objects, we are com 

pletely overpowered by our old preju- 

dice of viewing the thing as mundane 

object. The transcend-mtal thing needs 

not a regulation from an empiricist who 

is apt to dwell upo i. the matter as one 

of the objects of phenomena. It is 

clear to everybody that a particular 

atmosphere has little value when it is 

considered from another sphere. If we 

neglect to distinguish sensuous from 

supersensuous manifestations we are apt 

to misunderstand our position in weigh- 

ing things supernatural. Furnished 

with the limited store-house of mundane 

knowledge one should avoid unpleasant 

discourse with a transcendentalist by 

dint of one's officious enterprise. 

The epistemologic mood when ig- 

nored is likely to bring dissension 

among parties intoxicated with their 

particular temperamental hobbies. The 

Harmonist would not find her way to 

agree with the heterogenous thoughts 

vocalised in the sentiments of a recent 

centenary celebrationist. The exoteric 

reviewer might have found his way to 

impress on the people the efficacy of 

congregated religious parties of hetero- 

dox views ; but an impartial observer 

may not subscribe to his opinion when 

he sees that such discordant hetero- 

genous mood stands in the way of the 

propagation of the Absolute Truth. 

The proselytising activity of the follow, 

ing of Sree Chaitanya Deva did not 

spare any loophole to contaminate the 

intellectual and social atmospheres of 
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the country, so it is quite needless that 

a proposer should be indulged in for- 

mulating a compound mixlure of differ- 

ent thoughts which are likely to adul- 

terate an Absolutist, that is, the un- 

interrupted idea of the true follower of 

the Yedas. The analogy of introducing 

some bu Iding materials into a palatable 

sauce may serve well to the misunder- 

stood when the Harmonist f dls to ap- 

preciate why the so.calle 1 well-wishers of 

the society take delight in assimilating 

undisputedly adulterated grease with 

water. Though the idea of preparing 

through stitching a garland of different 

flowers is unquestiouably laudable, and 

may prove to be acceptable to the modes 

ofTustful society, the Harmonist cannot 

possibly agree to the short-sighted policy 

when the Absolute Truth is going to be 

disfigured by the hasly attempts of' 

deceitful atheists. The Religion of the 

Absolutist cannot stand without true 

ethical principles when we find that 

leaders come out as louder platform 

speakers to conceal their immoral views 

in the girb of intelleciual feats. Such 

futile attempts on the part of incapable 

brains cannot hold good when critics 

come forward to scrutinise the ins and 

outs of their hearts full of spontaneous 

affinity towards their foul propensities. 

The Word of the Amnaya as the sole 

fundamental evidence 

"pHE heard transcendental sounds 

(Srutis ) received through the 

channel of eternal preceptorial succes- 

sion from Brahma creator of this physi- 

cal world, which bear the name of the 

knowledge of the Brahman (Brahma- 

vidya) are known as the Amnaya1. 

This science of the Brahman, as the 

basis of all sciemces, was taught by 

Brahma the primal god, creator and 

sustainer of this world, to Atharvan his 

first-born by which the Divine Persona- 

lity as Word which is identical with 

Truth, becomes known, along with the 

knowledge of the Truth2, 

From the breath of the Supreme 

Person, Iswara, have issued all the four 

Vedas, Itihas, Purana, Upanishad, sloka, 

sutra, anubyakhya. The Ramayana, the 

Mahabharata etc. are Itihasas. There are 

eighteen great Furanas with Srimad 

Bhagabata at their head, also eighteen 

Upa-Pura.nas (secondary Puranas), both 

of vyhich are denoted by the term 

Piuana. The word Upanishad is applied 

to the group of eleven Upanishads viz. 

X. Karika. 
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Isha, Kena, Katha, Prashna, etc. By 

sloka is meant the works made into 

verse by the Rishis in anustupa and 

other metres. The Sutra denotes the 

various aphorisms, embodying the 

meaning of the Veda, made by the 

principal practising teachers (Achary. 

yas) of the knowledge regarding the 

Truth. By the word anubyakhya is 

meant those explanatory works in the 

form of commentaries etc., that have 

been made by the ancient practising 

teachers with reference to those sutras. 

The whole of this is spoken of as the 

Amnaya. The primary meaning of the 

word Amnaya is Veda (knowledge) 

The Veda which is its own evidence 

is also the highest evidence. Its charac. 

ter as the evidence itself suffers by the 

adoption of derivative or secondary 

meanings of its words1. The evidence 

of the heard knowledge (srutii is the 

highest. The primary meaning of the 

Sruti is the evidence. What-so ever 

the word of the Veda says, which is its 

own evidence, is true. By the admission 

of secondary menning its quality of 

being its own evidence suffers abro- 

gation5. 

The works of the Goswamis such as 

the Snt sanlarbha ( the six discourses ) 

etc. and Sri Chaitanya.charitamrita 

belong to the class of anubyakhyas men. 

tioned above. Whence the Vedas, 

3. Brihadaranyaka 2—4—10. 
4. Sri Chaitanya Charitamrita Adi VII 132. 
5. Ibid, Madhya VI, 135 8c 137. 

Puranas, Itihas, Upanishad, Vedanta- 

sutra and the works such as the com- 

mentaries etc. of the Vaishnava 

Acharyyas, are all of them words of 

the authorities ( Aptabakya \ The 

special excellence of such authoritative 

words is thus noticed in the eleventh 

skandha of the Srimad Bhagabata 

(xi 14/3-7) : — 

'Sri Krishna said to Uddhava, 'The 

words known as the Vedas I spoke to 

Brahma in the beginning. Therein has 

been stated the principle of unalloyed 

devotion to My proper Self, which is 

the dharma (constituent function) of all 

jivas. The word known as the Veda 

is eternal. It being lost at the time of 

the complete absorption (pralaya) of 

this world I told it again clearly to 

Brahma at the time of creation Brahma 

communicated it to his sons Manii, 

etc. The devas, rishis and men—all of 

them—in due course received the word 

known as fhe Veda. Created beings 

an I their rulers have been differen- 

tiated from one another by reason of 

having obtained different natures pro. 

duced by the triple qualities viz. sattva, 

rajas and tamas. A great variety of 

opinions has been adumbrated which 

differ fiom one another as explanations 

of the word in accordance with this 

difference of nature. Those alone oh 

Uddhaba, who have received the true 

anubyakhyas etc. through the channel of 

the spiritual preceptors from Brahma, 
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profess the pure view. All the rest have 

become the s'avcs of various atheistical 

( paskanda ) opinions, by reason of 

holding different views.' 

We are thus em bled to learn de- 

finitely from the above that a com- 

munity bearing the n ,me of the Brahma- 

sarapr-tdaya has existed continuously 

ever since the time of creation. In 

this community the un-adulterated 

Word itself known as the Veda has 

preserved the Divine religion. The 

Word thus received through the 

channel of the spiritual preceptors is 

the Amnaya (3IT-51T-^5|^). Those who 

do not admit the Brahma.samprad^ya 

pointed to by such texts as 

agn etc., are the 

preachers of the atheistical views as has 

been said by God Himself in the pas. 

sage quoted above. Those, who while 

professing to belong to the sampradaya 

of Sri Krishna-chaitanya do not admit 

in private the established method of 

preceptorial succession are undoubtedly 

the secret emissaries of Kali (discord). 

However that may be, all persons of 

good fortune hold, as the highest of all 

evidence the Amnaya—the authoritative 

word received through the succession 

of spiritual preceptors. This is the 

first teaching of Sri Chaitanya. 

In his Tattvasandarbha (9 & 10) Sri 

Jiva Goswarai says, T have already indi. 

cated that relationship with God fSam- 

■kandha) conaista of the characteristics of 

Sri Krishna as the object of expression 

and the expression itself, that the means 

of attaining this r^laiionship (bidheija) 

consists of the elements of worship, 

and that the object ( prayojana ) of the 

practice of such method comprises the 

characteristics of love for the God-head. 

I shall now try to specify the evidence 

that establishes the above explanation 

of the three categories. Mm is by 

nature subject to the four-fold draw- 

backs in the form of error, etc., and are, 

therefore, unfit to get into touch with 

the inconceivable and supernatural 

entity. The evidence on which he relies, 

in the shape of direct perception by 

the senses etc. is always faulty. The 

Word of the Veda marked by tran- 

scendental utterance, the cause of the 

universal and supermundane knowledge 

received through the channel of a sue- 

cession of persons who are eternally 

pure spirits, is the one evidence that is 

available to a person who is ilesirous of 

understanding properly the entity that 

is located beyo.id all things, is the sup- 

port of all is inconceivable by all and is 

possessed of a nature that is altogether 

wonderful.' 

Sri Jiva Goswami has established that 

the Srimad Bhagabata is the highest 

of all evidence by determining the evi. 

dential nature of the words of the 

authorities and proving ihat all the 

Puranas possess this quality of authori* 

tativeness. The characteristics on which 
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he relies for establishing the superiority 

of the Bhagabata have led him to men- 

tion as authorities also Brahma, Narada, 

Vyasn and in their company Shukadeva 

and also the scriptures proved as 

authoritative by Sriman Madhvacharya 

the spiritual preceptor of Bijayadhvaja, 

Brahmatirtha, Vyasatirtha, etc, of a 

later period. From these statements it 

appears definitely that the Sri Brahma, 

samprtdaya is the undoubted pre- 

ceptorial channel of the servants of 

Sri Ohaitanya. In conformity with this 

Sri Kavikarnapur Goswami has firmly 

laid down the preceptorial line in his 

work 'Gauraganoddesa.dipika'. The 

author of the commentary on the 

Vedanta sutra, Sri Vidyabhusan, has 

also adopted the same succession. Those 

who deny this line of preceptors are 

the greatest enemies of the followers 

of the feet of Sri Ohaitanya There 

cannot be the least doubt of this. 

There is one special point which 

must not be overlooked in any discus- 

sion regarding the authoritative word. 

The words of the authorities are all of 

them the evidence of their own truth. 

In regard to them, therefore, there is 

no room for the adoption of secondary 

explanations. The meaning that is 

impressed on the mind directly on hear- 

ing the radiating sound-nucleus is the 

effect of the inherent quality of the 

sound itself ( abhi-dha-britti ). If we 

take the expression 'SW 

as soon as these words 

are hetrd the direct impression that 

is produced is that Sri Gaurchandra 

is no other than Sri Krishna-chandra 

Himself. Whereas the expression 

which directly means 'the 

village of cowherds in the Ganges,' 

does not yield any sense if we adopt 

the direct meaning of the words for 

which reason it beiomes necessary in 

this instance to take the help of the 

secondary meaning to obtain the correct 

explanation that the village of the 

cowherds stand on the bank of the 

Ganges and not in the stream. In res- 

pect of the words of the ;Veda there 

is no such necoessity for the adoption 

of the secondary meaning. The Ohhan. 

dogya (8 —13—1) says, SWCI 

3&3P59UB The word *5133' means 

the spiritual power of Sri Krishna, the 

power which ever belongs to Sri 

Krishna's proper Self. The direct mean, 

ing of the texf, therefore, is : 'I seek the 

refuge of the blissful state that is the 

essence of the spiritual power of God 

by submission to Sri Krishna ; and seek 

the refuge of Sri Krishna by submitting 

to -the condition that is the essence of 

the blissful spiritual power.' In a" 

much as the correct logical meaning of 

this Vedic text is obtainable by means 

of the direct meaning of the words why 

have we to adopt with Sri Sankara- 

charya the secondary meaning, viz. 

'Divinity that is present in the hearti 
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of the word Sliyaina' ? All those who 

are free from the bondage of this world 

spontaneously worship Sri Shyarna- 

sundar with His Divine consort. Th t 

is the real meaning of the Vedic text. 

Therefore, we find it stated in the 

Charitamrita that the character of the 

V eda as the evidence itself suffers by 

the adoption of the secondary meaning. 

There is a Variety of methods of ob- 

taining the secondary meaning, those 

methods have the technical names of 

'fs^ST' and atrafaaFrr' 

None of these are effective in the ascer- 

tainment of the transcendental entity. 

On the contrary they give rise to error 

if they are so used. Sri Sankaracharya 

has observed that the direct meaning 

of words gives no help in ascertaining 

principles that are of an indeter- 

minate character and for this reason, 

one has to find the meaning of the 

Veda by the secondary method of 

interpretation. Sri Gaudapurnananda 

Madhvacharyya has this specific objec- 

tion (Tattamuktavali sloka 22) to the 

view just stated. Tn considering the 

power of words it is a settled principle 

that there is no room for the secondary 

meaning when the direct meaning is 

adopted. Where is the necessity of any 

discussion about its boundary if the 

village itself has no existence ? Can a 

son be born without a father ? The issue 

may be put thus. If the direct mean- 

ing of words is found inapplicable in 

regard to transcendental entities how 

can the secondary meaning give any 

help in as much as it is by its nature 

the mere auxilliary of the direct mean- 

ing ? A wise man shouldJ therefore, 

try7 to find out the transcendental 

significance by the direct meaning of 

the words of the authorities and discard 

altogether the secondary interpre!ation. 

The whole position may be summed 

up as follows. Sri Chaitanya Chandra 

who appeared in Nabadwip in this Kali 

Age (Age of Discord) has rescued the 

beneficient religion born of the Veda by 

freeing it completely from the defects 

that had crept into it in course of time. 

He is the same spiritual, primal Poet 

who disseminated the eternal Word of 

the Veda in the heart of Brahma. The 

four-fold fault in the forms of deceit, 

hallucination, mistake due to defective 

sense organs and error of judgment, un- 

avoidably7 vitiates all the speculations of 

man. In the discussion of the Truth 

that is located beyond the reach of the 

senses the above four.fold fault cannot 

be avoided by even the greatest of 

scholars. Therefore, in regard to the 

transcendental entity the words of the 

Veda, which have not been made by 

any one, is the sole evidence. Other 

forms of evidence such as direct percep- 

tion, inference, analogy, history, etc. 

are sometimes of help but always in 

strict subordination to the evidence of 

the Word of God. 



The Bhagabat : Its Philosophy, its Ethics and its Theology. 

[ A Lecture by Thakur Bhaktivinode in 1869. ] 

Qentlemen, 
\Y 7E love to read a book which we never read 
** before. We are anxious to gather what- 

ever information is contained in it and with such 
acquirement our curiosity stops. This mode of 
study prevails amongst a great number of readers, 
who are great men in their own estimation as well 
as in the estimation of those, who are of their own 
stamp. In (act, most readers are mere repositories 
of (acts and statements made by other people. 
But this is not study. The student is to read the 
facts with a view to create, and not with the object 
of fruitless retention. Students like satellites should 
reflect whatever light they receive from authors 
and not imprison the (acts and thoughts just as the 
Magistrates imprison the convicts in the jail ! 
Thought is progressive. The author's thought must 
have progress in the reader in the shape of correc- 
tion or development. He is the best critic, who can 
shew the further development of an old thought ; 
but a mere denouncer is the enemy of progress and 
consequently of Nature. Begin anew, says the 
critic, because the old masonry does not answer 
at present. Let the old author be buried because 
his time is gone. These are shallow expressions. 
Progress certainly is the law of Nature and their 
must be corrections and developments with the 
progress of time. But progress means going further 
or rising higher. Now, if we are to follow our 
foolish critic, we are to go back to our former ter- 
minus and make a new race, and when we have 
run half the race, another critic of his stamp will 
cry out : "Begin anew, because the wrong road has 
been taken !" In this way our stupid critics will 
never allow us to go over the whole road and see 
what is in the other terminus I Thus the shallow 
critic and the fruitless reader are the two great 
enemies of progress. We must shun them. 

The true critic, on the other hand, advises us 
to preserve what we have already obtained, and 
to adjust our race from that point where we have 
arrived in the heat of our progress. He will never 
advise us to go back to the point whence we started, 
as he fully knows that in that case there will be 
a fruitless loss of our valuable time and labour. 
He will direct the adjustment of the angle of the 
race at the point where we are. This is also the 
characteristic of the useful student. He will read 
an old author and will find out his exact positi 
in the progress of thought. He will never propose 
to bum the book on the ground that it contains 
thoughts, which are useless. No thought is useless. 
Thoughts are means by which we attain our objects; 
The reader, who denounces a bad thought, does 
not know that a bad road is even capable of im- 
provement and conversion into a good one. One 
thought is a road leading to another. Thus the 
reader will find that one thought which is the object 

today will be the means of a further object to- 
morrow. Thoughts will necessarily continue to be 
an endless series of means and objects in the pro- 
gress of humanity. The great reformers will always 
assert that they have come out not to destroy the 
old law but to julfil it. Valmiki, Vyasa, Plato, 
Jesus, Mahomed. Confucius and Chaitanya Ma-j- 
prabhu assert the fact either expressly or by their 
conduct. 

The Bhagabat like all religious works and phil- 
osophical performances and writings of great men 
has suffered from the imprudent conduct of useles 
readers and stupid critics. The former have done 
so much injury to the work that they have surpassed 
the latter in their evil consequence. Men of bril- 
liant thoughts have passed by the Work in quest of 
truth and philosophy, but the prejudice which they 
imbibed from its useless readers and their conduct 
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prevented them from making a candid investigation. 
Not to say of other people, the great genius of Raja 
Ram Mohan Roy, the founder of the sect of 
Brahmoism, did not think if worth his while to study 
this ornament of the religious library. He crossed 
the gate of the Vedanl, as set up by the Mayabada 
construction of the designing Shankaracharya, the 
chosen enemy of the Jains, and chalked his way 
out to the Unitarian form of the Christian faith, 
Converted info an Indian appearance. Ram Mohan 
Roy Was an able man. He could not be satisfied 
with the theory of illusion contained in the Maya- 
hadi philosophy of Shankar. His heart was full 
of love to Nature. He saw through the eye of his 
mind that he could not believe in his identify with 
God. He ran furious from the bounds of Shankar 
to those of the Koran. There even he was not 
satisfied. He then studied the pre-eminently 
beautiful precepts and history of Jesus, first in the 
English translations and at last in the original Greek, 
and took shelter under the holy banners of the 
Jewish Reformer. But Ram Mohan Roy was 
also a patriot. He wanted to reform his country 
in the same way as he reformed himself. He knew 
if fully that truth does not belong exclusively to 
any individual man or to any nation or particular 
race. It belongs to God, and man whether in the 
Poles or on the Equator, has a right to claim if 
as the property of his Father. On these grounds 
he claimed the truths inculcated by the Western 
Saviour as also the property of himself and his 
countrymen, and thus he established the Samaja 
of the Brahmos independently of what was in his 
own country in the Beautiful Bhagabal.* His noble 
deeds will certainly procure him a high position 
in the history of reformers. But then, to speak 
the truth, he would have done more if he had 
commenced his work of reformation from the point 
where the last reformer in India left if. It is not 

•This is gathered from what Ram Mohan Roy 
told to the public in the prefaces to the three dis- 
sertations, which he wrote about the precepts of Jesus 

compiled by him from the Gospels and in answer 
Vo Dr. Marshman, the Serampore Missionary. 

our business to go further on this subject. Suffice 
it to say, that the Bhagabal did not attract the 
genius of Ram Mohan Roy. His thought, mighty 
though if was, unfortunately branched like the 
Ranigunje line of the Railway, from the barren 
station of Shankaracharya, and did not attempt to 
be an extension from the Delhi Terminus of the 
great Bhagabal reformer of Nadia. We do not 
doubt that the progress of time will correct the 
error, and by a further extension the branch line 
will lose itself somewhere in the main line of pro- 
gress. We expect these attempts in an abler re- 
former of the followe'rs of Ram Mohan Roy. 

The Bhagabal has suffered alike from shallow 
critics both Indian and outlandish. That book has 
been accursed and denounced by a great number 
of our young countrymen, who have scarcely read 
its contents and pondered over the philosophy on 
which it is founded. If is owing mostly to their 
imbibing an unfounded prejudice against it when 
they were in school. The Bhagabal, as a matter 
of course, has been held in derision by those 
teachers, who are generally of an inferior mind and 
intellect. This prejudice is not easily shaken when 
the student grows up unless he candidly studies 
the book and ruminates on the doctrines of Vaishna- 
bism. We are ourselves witness of the fact. When 
we Were in the college, reading the philosophical 
works of the West and exchanging thoughts with 
the thinkers of the day, we had a real hatred to- 
wards the Bhogabat. That great work looked 
like a repository of wicked and stupid ideas, scarce- 
ly adapted to the nineteenth century, and We 
hated to hear any arguments in its favour. With 
us then a volume of Channing, Parker, Emerson or 
Newman had more weight than the whole lots of 
the Vaishnab works. Greedily we poured over the 
various commentations of the Holy Bible and of the 
labours of the Taffwa Bodhini Sabha, containing 
extracts from the Upanishadi and the Vedanl, but 
no work of the Vaishnabs had any favour with us. 
But when we advanced in age and our religious 
sentiment received development, we turned out in 

8 
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a manner Unitarian in our belief and prayed, as 
Jesus prayed in the Garden. Accidentally, we fell in 
with a work about the Great Chaitanya, and on 
reading it with some attention in order to settle 
the historical position of that Mighty Genius of 
Nadia, we had the opportunity of gathering his 
explanations of Bhagabat, given to the wrangling 
Vedantist of the Benares School. The accidental 
study created in us a love for all the works which 
we find about our Eastern Saviour. We gathered 
with difficulties the famous Kurchas in Sanskrit, 
written by the disciples of Chaitanya. The ex- 
planations that we got of the T^hagabal from these 
sources, were of such a charming character that we 
procured a topy of the tBhagabal complete, and 
studied its texts (difficult of course to those who 
are not trained up in philosophical thoughts) with 
the assistance of the (ambus commentaries o( 
Shreedhar Swami. From such study it is that we 
have at least gathered the real doctrines o( the 
Vaishnabs. Oh 1 What a trouble to get rid of 
prejudices gathered in unripe years ! 

As far as we can understand, no enemy of 
Vaishnabism*vvill find any beauty in the ^Bhagabal. 

The true critic is a generous judge, void of pre- 
judices and party-spirit. One. who is at heart 
the follower of Mohamad, will certainly find the 
doctrines of the New Testament to be a forgery by 
the (alien angel. A Trinitarian Christian, on the 
other hand, will denounce the precepts of Mohamad 
as those of an ambitious reformer. The reason 
simply is, that the critic should be o( the same dis- 
position o( mind as that of the author, whose 
merits he is required to judge. Thoughts have 
different ways. One, who is trained up in the 
thoughts of the Unitarian Society or of the Vedanl 
of the Benares School, will scarcely find piety in 
the faith of the Vaishnabs. An ignorant Vaishnab, 
on the other hand, whose business it is to beg from 
door to door in the name of Nityananda will find 
no piety in the Christian. This is, because the 
Vaishnab does not think in the way in which the 
Christian thinks of his own religion. It may be, 

that both the Christian and the Vaishnab will 
utter the same sentiment, but they will never stop 
their fight with each other only because they have 
arrived at their common conclusion by different 
ways of thoughts Thus it is, that a great deal of 
ungenerousness enters into the arguments of the 
pious Christians when they pass their imperfect 
opinion on the religion o( the Vaishnabs. 

Subjects of philosophy and theology are like 
the peaks o( large towering and inaccessible moun- 
tains standing in the midst of our planet inviting 
attention and investigation. Thinkers and men of 
deep speculation take their observations through 
the instruments o( reason, and consciousness. But 
they take different points when they carry on their 
work. Ihese points are positions chalked out b 
the circumstances of their social and philosophical 
life, different as they are in the different parts of 
the world. Plato looked at the peak of the Spiri- 
tual question from the West and Vyasa made the 
observation from the East ; so Confucius did it 
from further East, and Schlegel, Spinoza, Kant 
and Goethe from further west. These observations 
were made at different times and by different 
means, but the conclusion is all the same in as much 
as the object of observation was one and the same. 
They all hunted after the Great Spirit the uncondi- 
tioned Soul of the Universe. They could not but 
get an insight into it. Their words and expressions 
are different, but their import is the same. They 
tried to find out the absolute religion and their 
labours were crowned with success, for God gives 
all that He has to His children if they want to 
have it. It requires a candid, generous, pious and 
holy heart to feel the beauties of their conclusions. 
Party-spirit—that great enemy of truth—will always 
baffle the attempt of the enquirer, who tries to 
gather truth from religious works o( their nations, 
and will make him believe that absolute truth is 
nowhere except in his old religious book. What 
better example could be adduced than the fact 
that the great philosopher o( Benares will find no 
truth in the universal brotherhood o( man and the 
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common fatherhood of God ? The philosopher, 
thinking in his own way of thought, can never see 
the beauty of the Christian faith. The way, in 
which Christ thought of his own father, was love 
absolute and so long as the philosopher will not 
adopt that way of thinking he will ever remain 
deprived of the absolute faith preached by the 
western Saviour. In a similar manner, the Christian 
needs adopt the way of thought which the Vedan- 
tist pursued, before he can love the conclusions of 
the philosopher. The critic, therefore, should have 
a comprehensive, good, generous, candid, impartial 
and a sympathetic soul- 

What sort of a thing is the Bhagahal, asks the 
European Gentleman, newly arrived in India. His 
companion tells him with a serene look, that the 
Bhagahal is a book, which his Oriya bearer daily 
reads in the evening to a number of hearers. It con- 
tains a jargon of unintelligible and savage literature 
of those men who paint their noses with some sort of 
earth or sandal, and wear beads all over their 
bodies in order to procure salvation for themselves. 
Another of his companions, who has travelled a 
little in the interior, would immediately contradict 
him and say that the Bhagahal is a Sanskrit work 
claimed by a sect of men, the Goswamis, who give 
Mantras, like the Popes of Italy, to the common 
people of Bengal, and pardon their sins on payment 
of gold enough to defray their social expenses. A 
third gentleman will repeat a third explanation. 
Young Bengal, chained up in English thoughts and 
ideas, and wholly ignorant of the Pre-Mohamedan 
history of his own country, will add one more 
explanation by saying that the Bhagahal is a book, 
containing an account of the life of Krishna, who was 
an ambitious and an immoral man ! This is all that 
he could gather from his grandmother while yet he 
did not go to school ! Thus the Great 'Bhagahal 
ever remains unknown to the foreigners like the ele- 
phant of the six blind who caught hold of the 
several parts of the body of the beast ! But Truth 
is eternal and is never injured but for a while by 

ignorance. 

The Bhagahal itself tells us what it is : — 

I 

51^ *TT5*T It 

"It is the fruit of the Tree of thought ( Vedas ) 
mixed with the nectar of the speech of Shookdeva. 
It is the temple of spiritual love ! O ! Men of Piety ! 
Drink deep this nectar of Bhagahal repeatedly till 
you are taken from this mortal frame." 

The Garooda Puran says, again 

sffagnraenfosi: i 

"The Bhagahal is composed of 18000 Slokas. 
It contains the best parts of the Vedas and the 
Vedanla. Whoever has tasted its sweet nectar, will 
never like to read any other religious book." 

Every thoughtful reader will certainly repeat this 
eulogy. The Bhagahal is pre-eminently the Book 
in India. Once enter into it, and you are transplant- 
ed, as it were, into the spiritual world where gross 
matter has no existence- The true follower of the 
Bhagahal is a spiritual man who has already cut his 

temporary connection with phenomenal nature, and 
has made himself the inhabitant of that region where 
God eternally exists and loves. This mighty work 
is founded upon inspiration and its superstructure 
is upon reflection- To the common reader it has no 
charms and is full of difficulty. We are, therefore, 
obliged to study it deeply through the assistance of 
such great commentators as Shreedhar Swami 
and the Divine Chaitanya and his contemporary 
followers. 

Now the great preacher of Nadia, who has been 
Deified by his talented followers, tells us that the 
Bhagahal is founded upon the four slokes which 

Vyasa received from Narada, the roost learned o( 
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the created beings. He tells us further that Brahma 
pierced through the whole universe of matter for 
years and years in quest of the final cause of the 
world but when he failed to find it abroad, he 
looked into the construction of his own spiritual 
nature, and there he heard the Universal Spirit 
speaking unto him, the following words :— 

srH & "TCrf !!&' l 

OTT II ^ 

i 

(I ^ 

qcSRft^rl q ^TcIT^ | 

rT^T^TrWTt RPH q«IIcnT: || « 

"Take, O Brahma ! I am giving you the know- 
ledge of my own self and of my relations and phases 
which is in itself difficult of access. You are a creat- 
ed being, so it is not easy for you to accept what I 
give you, but, then I kindly give you the power to 
accept, so you are at liberty to understand my 
essence, my ideas, my form, my property and my 
action together with their various relations with 
imperfect knowledge- I was in the beginning before 
all spiritual and temporal things were created, and 
after they have been created I am in them all in 
the shape of their existence and truthfulness, and 
when they will be all gone I shall remain full as I 
was and as I am. Whatever appears to be true 
without being a real fact itself, and whatever is not 
perceived though it is true in itself are subjects of 
my illusory energy of creation, such as, light and 
darkness in the material world."" 

It is difficult to explain the above in a short com- 
pass. ■ You must read the whole Bhagabat for its 
explanation. When the great Vyasa had effected 
the arrangements of the Vedas and the Upanhhadas 
the completion of the eighteen Pooranas with facts 

•Sree Chaitanya's lecture to Prakashananda Saras 
wati in Chaitanya Charitamrita. 

gathered from the recorded and umecorded tradi- 
tion of ages, and the composition of the Vedanl and 
the large Mahahharal, an epic poem of great cele- 
brity, he began to ruminate over his own theories 
and precepts, and found like Fauste of Geothe that 
he had up to that time gathered no real truth. He 
fell back into his own self and searched his own 
spiritual nature, and then it was that the above 
truth was communicated to him for his own good 
and the good of the world. The sage immediately 
perceived that his former works required superces- 
sion in as much as they did not contain the whole 
truth and nothing but the truth. In his new idea he 
got the development of his former idea of religion. 
He commenced the bhagabat in pursuance of this 
change. From this fact, our readers are expected 
to find out the position which the ^Bhagabal enjoys 
in the library of Hindu Theological works. 

The whole of this incomparable work teaches 
us, according to our Great Chaitanya, the three great 
truths which compose the absolute religion of man. 
Our' Nuddea Reformer calls from them Sambandha 

( ), yhidheya ( SlfvTqq ) and Prayojam 
(HqtSR) i* e the relation between the Creator and 
the created, the duty of man to God and the pros- 
pects of humanity. In these three words is summed 

up the whole ocean of human knowledge as far as it 
has been explored up to this era of human progress. 
These are the cardinal points of religion and the 
whole Bhagabat is, as we are taught by Chaitanya, 
an explanation both by precepts and example, of 
these three great points. 

In all its twelve Skandhas or divisions, the Bha- 
gabat teaches us that there is only one God without 
a second, who was full in Himself and is and will 
remain the same. Time and space, which pres- 
cribe conditions to created objects are much below 
His Supreme Spiritual nature, which is uncondi- 
tioned and absolute- Created objects are subject 
to the influence of time and space, which form the 
chief ingredients of that principle in creation which 
passes by the name of Maya. Maya is a thing which 
is not easily understood by us who are subject to it, 
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but God explains, as much as we can understand 
in our present constitution, this principle through 
our spiritual perception The hasty critic starts 
like an unbroken horse at the name of Maya and 
denounces it as a theory identical with that of 
Bishop Berkley. Be patient in your enquiry is our 
immediate reply. In the mind of God there were 
ideas of all that we perceive in eternal existence 
with him, or else God loses the epithet of omni- 
scient so learnedly applied to Him. The imperfect 
part of nature implying want proceeded also from 
certain of those ideas, and what, but a principle 
of Maya, eternally existing in God subject to His 
Omnipotence, could have a hand in the creation of 
the world as it is ? This is styled as the Maya 
Shakli of the Omnipresent God. Cavil as much as 
you can. This is a truth in relation to the created 
universe. This Maya intervenes between us and 
God as long as we are not spiritual, and when we 
are able to break olf her bonds, we, even in this 
mortal frame, learn to commune in our spiritual 
nature with the unconditioned and the absolute. 
No, Maya does not mean a false thing only, but it 
means concealment of eternal truth as well- The 
creation is not Maya itself but is subject to that 
principle. Certainly, the theory is idealistic but it 
has been degraded into foolishness by wrong ex- 
planations. The materialist laughs at the ideal 
theory saying, how could his body, water, air and 
earth be mere ideas without entity, and he laughs 
rightly when he takes Shankeracharyya's book in 
his hand as the butt end of his ridicule * The true 
idealist must be a dualist also. He must believe 
all that he perceives as nature created by God full 
of spiritual essence and relations, but he must not 

• The Padma Pooran thus puts the following 
expression into the mouth of Shiva, and Chaitanya 
puts great stress on this text in his denouncement of 
Shanker's Mayavada ; 

^ HlgrurefrnT II 

Maya philosophy is Boodhism in disguise and I 
(God of T^tnaGoona) have given expression to it in 
tbe shape of a Brahmin meaning Shankeracharya. 

believe that the outward appearance is the truth. 
The Bhagabat teaches that all that we healthily 
perceive is true, but its material appearance is trans- 
ient and illusory. The scandal of the ideal theory 
consists in its tendency to falsify nature, but the 
theory as explained in the Bhagabat makes nature 
true, if not eternally true as God and His ideas. 
What harm there can be if man believes in nature 
as spiritually true and that the physical relations and 
phases of society are purely spiritual ? 

No, it is not merely changing a name but it is a 
change in nature also. Nature is eternally spiritual 
but the intervention of Maya makes her gross and 
material. Man, in his progress attempts to shake 
off this gross idea, childish and foolish in its nature 
and by subduing the intervening principle of 
Maya, lives in continual union with God in his 
spiritual nature. The shaking off this bond is 
salvation of the human nature. The man who has 
got salvation will freely tell his brother that "if 
you want to see God, see me, and if you want to 
be one with God, you must follow me." The 
Bhagahul teaches us this relation between man and 
God, and we must all attain this knowledge- This 
sublime truth is the point where the materialist 
and the idealist must meet like brothers of the 
same school and this is the point to which all 
philosophy tends. 

This is called SambanJha Jnana 5n*f) 
of the Bhagabat, or, in other words, the knowledge 
of relations between the conditioned and the abso- 

lute. We must now attempt to explain the second 
great principle inculcated by the T^hagabat /• e- 
the principle of .duty. Man must spiritually worship 
his God. There are three ways, in which the 
Creator is worshipped by the created. 

'KRicSfn srarel n 

All theologists agree in maintaining that there 
is only one God without a second, but they disagree 
in giving a name to that God owing to the different 
modes of worship, which they adopt according to 
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the constitution of their mind. Some call Him by 
the name of ffiahma, some by the name of Para- 
malma and others by the name of (Qhagaroan. 
Those who worship God as infinitely great in the 
principle of admiration, call him by the name of 
tBrahmo. This mode is called Jnana or knowledge. 
Those who worship God as the Universal Soul in 
the principle of spiritual union with him, give him 
the name of Paramalma. This is Yog. Those 
who worship God as all in all with all their heart, 
body and strength, styles Him as {Bhagawan- 
This last principle is Bhakti. The book that pres- 
cribes the relation and worship of JJ/tagaiuan, pro- 
cures for itself the name of Bhagahal and the wor- 
shipper is also called by the same name."* 

Such is Bhagabal which is decidedly the Book 
for all classes of theists. If we worship God spiri- 
tually as all in all with our heart, mind, body and 
strength, we are all Bbagabalas and we lead a life 
of spiritualism, which neither the worshipper of 
Brahma, nor the Yogi uniting his soul with {Para- 
malma) the universal soul can obtain. The supe- 
riority of the Bhagabal consists in the uniting of all 
sorts of theislical worship into one excellent princi- 
ple in human nature, which passes by the name of 

Bhakti. This word has no equivalent in the Eng- 
lish language. Piety, devotion, resignation and 
spiritual love unalloyed with any sort of petition 
except in the way of repentance compose the highest 
principle of Bhakti The Bhagabal tells us to 
worship God in that great and invaluable principle, 
which is infinitely superior to human knowledge and 
the principle of Yog. 

Our short compass will not admit of an explana- 
tion of the principle of Bhakti beautifully rising 
from its first stage of application in the form of 
Brahmic worship in the shape of admiration which 
is styled the Shanla Rasa, to the fifth or the highest 
stage of absolute union in love with God, sweetly 
styled the MaJhura Rasa of Prem Bhakti A 
full explanation will take a big volume which it is 
not our object here to compose. Suffice it to say 
that the principle of Bhakti passes five distinct stages 
in the course of its development into its highest and 
purest form + Then again when it reaches the 
last form, it is susceptible of further progress from 
the stage of Prema (love) to that of Mahabhata, 
which is in fact a ' complete transition into the spiri- 
tual universe where God alone is the bridegroom of 
our soul. {To be continueJ. ) 

The Special Characteristics of the Acharyya 

(Continued from P. 40, Juhj, 1928.) 

'THAKUR Bhaktivinode, the great good of the whole world. He made the 

follower of Sri Rupa in fulfilment of current of the Mandakini of pure dovo- 

the heart's desire of Mahaprabhu, walk- tiou to flow again in this age of the dry 

ing closely in the footsteps of his master, desert of atheism by refuting in his 

also adopted the transcendental power works the riews opposed to devotion, 

of the Word aa the only sure and the by the performance of the hirtan of Hari 

greatest weapon for compassing the and prompting the real welfare of the 

•This explanation is gathered from what Chai- 
tanya said to Sanatan—wide Madhyakhanda, Chai- tThese five stages are called Sharito, Ikisya, 8akhya, 
tanya Charitamrita ' Batsalya and Madhura. 
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people by organised preachings from 

different 'market of the holy Name, 

( •0175^ ), by the restoration of forgotten 

holy sites and l»y his personal efforts 

after the ideal of all-time service 

of Hari. The perfect lucidity with 

which Thakur Bhaktivinode has made 

known to the world the message of the 

kirtan. of the holy Name and his detail- 

ed analysis of the subject are bound so 

immensely to benefit all jivas who like 

ourselves happen to be subject to per- 

version of judgment, intent on deceiv- 

ing, dispirited and devoid of all worth, 

that the full significance of the blessing 

cannot be realised by any except those 

who have actually been the recipients 

of it. 

To this Age the highest gift of 

Sri Gaursundar is the samkirtan (con- 

gregational chanting) of the Name of 

Hari which is nothing less ihan 'the 

treasure of the holy love of G-oloke. 

Those poverty-ridden children of the 

old story who failed to find out the 

treasures of their father after the 

most laborious search simply for not 

knowing definitely the spot where it 

lay buried, had not the least difficulty 

in securing their father's wealth to 

which they were the rightful heirs the 

moment that an extraordinarily merci. 

ful and omniscient sage, moved to pity 

by their miserable plight, acquainted 

them with the actual site ; in like 

manner Thakur Bhaktivinode, for 

the well-being of destitute, unworthy, 

erring jivas like ourselves, appearing 

on the scene of our miseries as the 

power of the non-harm.producing mercy 

of Sri Gaursundar revelling in diffus. 

ing the bliss of devotion ( ), 

playing the part of the cleaner of 

the 'market' of the holy Name, has 

swept clean the prickly thorns from off 

the path leading to the highest bequest 

of Sri Gaursundar in the shape of the 

treasure of the holy love of Goloka, 

Thakur Bhaktivinode's whole life 

was one arduous striving for turning 

the direction of the whole current of 

thought of this materialistic age back 

upon the inner self. The analytic 

method of his invaluable works bears 

eloquent testimony to his noble purpose, 

His disinterested kindness to jivas is 

without a parallel. There were very 

few people, indeed, who could recognise 

one full of such un-ambiguous kindness 

and in such immense measure. It 

is true that many persons resorted to 

him and also repeated their visits. But 

those who are really desirous of follow- 

ing in his footsteps are very, very rare, 

indeed. By adopting as his greatest 

weapon for this Age the kirtan of Hari, 

Thakur Sri Bhaktivinode has consoli- 

dated the foundations of the preaching 

of the Name and love of God. 

(To be continued.) 



The Supreme Lord Sri Krishna-Chaitanyd 

(Continued from P. 42, July, 1928.) 

rV"\E AN WHILE Sri Gopinath Acharya 

^ Sarbabhauraa's sister's husband 

met Sri Mukunda who was an old ac- 

quaint inee of his and fro'n him came to 

learn the tidings of the S0,nnyas of Sri 

Chaitanya and His arrival at Puri. 

The devotees now heard from the people 

of the condition of Sri Chaitanya and 

made their way to the house of Sarba- 

bhauraa. From Sarbabhauraa's house 

escor;ed by Sarbabhauraa's son Sri 

Chandaneswar they proceeded to the 

temple of Jagannath under Sri Nitya- 

nanda. The external consciousne s of 

Sri Chaitanya now manifested itself 

having been in abeyance for over nine 

hours, after the return of the devotees 

from their visit to Jagannath Whom 

they saw from a distance, Sarbabhauraa 

had hy this time been informed about 

Sri Chaitanya and nojv arranged for 

His stay at the house of the husband 

of bis mother's sister. 

Sri Gopinath Acharyya having as- 

serted that Sri Chaitanya was God Him- 

self there was a protracted discussion 

on the subject between himself on one 

side and Sarbabhauraa and his dis- 

ciples on the other. In course of this dis- 

cussion Sri Gopinath Acharyya demon, 

strated to Sarbabhauraa tbat the know- 

ledge regarding God which was self. 

manifest could not be attained except 

through the mercy of God Himself and 

was unattainable by worldly learning. 

When Sarbabhauraa next met Sri 

Chaitanya he asked Him to attend to 

a cou'se of lectures on the Vedanta 

which he would deliver for His benefit. 

As a Sannyasi, said Sarbabhauraa, it was 

also the duty of Sri Chaitanya to listen 

to the Vedanta. Sarbabhauraa used to 

teach the Vedanta even to the sannyasis 

so great was his reputation as a scholar. 

Sri Chaitanya agreed to Sarbabhauraa's 

proposal and listened to his dissertations 

for seven days without uttering a single 

word. On the eighth day Sarba- 

bhaura i asking the reason of His conti- 

nuous silence Sri Chaitanya replied that 

He understood clearly enough the mean- 

ing of the original sidras of Vyasa, but 

the commentary of Shankara which he 

followed obscured the natural and easy 

meaning of the Brahma sutra ; that the 

commentary of Shankar was really op. 

posed to the Vedanta and was, con. 

cocted with the deliberate purpose of 

misleading the atheists; that the position 

taken up by the Vedanta as to the rela- 

tion between the jiva and God was one 

of inconceivable simultaneous distinc- 

tion and identity ; and that the illu- 

sionists fmayavadis) were disguised athe- 
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is's. Sarbabhauma attempted to defend 

his own views, but was forced to confess 

his defeat and to admit the superiority 

of the arguments of his adversary. 

After this discussion Sarbabhauma 

requested Sri Chaitanya to explain one 

of the difficult slokas of the Bhagabata 

viz "anWlCIWa" etc. Sri Chaitanya ask- 

ed Sarbabhauma himself to explain it 

first. Sarbab'iauma made the utmost use 

of his unparalleled knowledge of the 

science of polemics to extract out of it 

nine different meanings. After this 

Sri Chaitanya without taking a single 

point from any of those nine varieties 

gave eighteen different explanations of 

the sa ne sloka. Sarbabhauma was fill- 

ed with the greatest admiration and 

begged for the refuge of the lo^us feet 

of the Supreme Lord. Sri Chaitanya 

was pleased with Sarbabhauma and 

manifested to him His four-armed 

Divine Form and thereafter the two- 

armed Form also. By this Divi.ie grace 

the true knowledge manifested itself 

in Sarbabhauma and he forthwith began 

to praise Sri Chaitanya in a hymn of a 

hundred slokas composed improptu. 

Gopinath and all the devotees were 

filled with great joy by witnessing this 

extraordinary mercy of the Lord towards 

Sarbabhauma. 

Shortly after this occurrence early 

one morning Sri Chaitanya Himself 

brought the Pakal prasad (cooked rice 

offered to Jagannath and allowed to 

stand overnight in water) of Sri Jngan- 

nath deva and handed it to Sarbjbhauma. 

Tne Bhattacharya took it imme liately 

although he had not yet performed his 

morning wash, all his smarla scruples 

having been completely removed by the 

grace of Sri Chaitanya. Yet another 

day Sarbabhauma having enquired as 

to what was the highest method of 

worship, the Lord told him to chant the 

holy Name. On another occasion Sarba- 

bhauma, now a most zealous devotee, 

having suggested to change the reading 

of one of the slokas of the Bhagabata 

and proposing to substitute in it the 

word 'bhakti pade' in place of 'mukti 

pade', Sri Chaitanya intervened and 

said that the sl dca of the Bhagabata 

required no change as the word'muk'i 

pada'meant'Sri Krishna'. All the people 

of Puri were amaze 1 by witnessing 

the Vaishnava zeal of Sarbabhauma and 

believed that Sri Chaitanya was really 

no other than Krishna Himself; and 

Kashi Misr i and many others surrender- 

ed themselves, body and soul, at the 

feet of the Lord. 

{To be continued) 



Who is a Brahmana ? 

A TEXT of the Veda quoted by Nilakantha in 
his annotation of the Mahabharata1 puts the 

following confession in the mouth of the Vedic rishis 

—'We do not know whether we are Brahmans or 
not-Brahmanas'. The clain of heredity which is the 
sole test novf-a-days is categorically disallowed by 
the Scriptures. The. Mahabharata " says, 'Birth, 
purificatory ritual, the study of the Vedas or descent, 
none of these make a Brahmana. The mental dis- 
position is necessary. Even one who may be a 
Shurfra by birth attains to the condition of a Brah- 

mana if he possesses the settled disposition that is 
characteristic of the Brahmana.' 

Thfe Bhagabata* has preserved the account of 
the origin of the varnasrama institution. In the 
Saiya \ uga all the people had the same varna 

which had the designation of hansa. The three 
Vedas ( v-iz. Rik, Yajus and Suman ) arose in 
the beginning of the Treta Age. After this arose 
the four varnas of Brahmana Kshatriya, Vatshva 
and Shudra. each order possessing its typical dis- 
position. 

Mankind4 is divided into four varnas according 
to their nature. Those who are eqable, self-con- 

trolled, austere, pure, contented, forgiving, sincere 
'intellectual, kind-hearted, Godly and truthful, are 
Brahmanas. The Kshairiyas, the next order, 

possess' the qualities of heroism, prowess, patience, 
energy, spirit of sacrifice, mastery over self, forgive- 
ness, magnanimity, cheerfulness and truthfullness. The 
special characteristics of the Vat shy a are devotion to 
the gods, the gui'udeva and the Supreme Lord, 
willingness to support and foster religion and pro- 
mote the satisfaction of wants and desires, faith in 
the Vedas, enterprise and skill. The Shudra nature 
exhibits the following traits viz. obedience to the 

1. Bana Parva 180-32. 
2. Aim. Parva 143/50, 51. 
3. Bhag. 11—17—10, 12, 13. 
4. Bhag. 7—11—21, 24. 

good, purity, loyalty in serving the master, perform- 
ance of sacrifice without the mantra, freedom from 
any desire to rob other people's wealth, truthfulness, 
a desire to protect the cattle and the Brahmanas. 
The Geela ' says that the division into four varnas 
is in accordance with the predom nating quality ( the 
qualities being sattva. rajas and lamas ). The 
Mahabharata6 in one passage says explicitly that a 
Brahmana is made by disposition alone. It is stated 
in the Sama Veda Sam hit a that Gautama on this 
principle permitted the npanayana ceremony, which 
admits one into the order, to Satyakama (or the 
reason ,that he possessed the distinctive Brahmana 

quality of sincerity. This is by no means the only 
instance of the kind that actually occurs in the 
Shastras. 

Any persons possessing the requisite qualities 
becomes a Brahmana after Vedic initiation. But in 

the Kali Vuga1 as persons born" of Brahmana par- 
entage resemble the Shudras they fail to obtain 
the necessary purification by the method of the 
Vedic ritual and can. be purified only by the 
method of the Pancharatra,—because all persons are 
enabled to attain to the condition of a Brahmana 
by the Satwata Pancharatric initiation 'just as bell- 
metal is changed into gold by a proper chemical 
process.'" The initiation is named diksha for the 
reason that it confers the transcendental knowledge 
and completely destroys all sinfulness.8 We are 1 

told expressly by the Brihadaranyakopanishad10 that 
'one who departs from this world after becoming 
acquainted with the Absolute Truth is alone 
Brahmana') 

5. Geeta 1:—4'. 
6. Mahabharata Bana Parva 215—(13-15). 
7. vide dictum of Vishnuyamala quoted in 

-H. Bh. V, 5—3. 
8. Tattvasagar quoted in H. Bh. V. 2—7. 
9. Vishnuyamala quoted in H. Bh, V. 2—7. 

10 Brihad—3 9—10 



Sree Sree Chaitanya BKagabat 

(Continued from P. 48, July, 1928.) 

Chapter VIII—( Cmtd. ). 

96 Misra said, 'I have seen a dream to-night, 
Asif Nimai has shaved off His hair. 

97 'He wore the garb of a sannyasi which was 
so wonderful that no words can describe it. 
And laughed, danced and cried always 

calling upon the Name of Krishna 

98 Advaita Acharyya and all the devotees 
Chanted the kirtan making a circle round 

Nimai. 

99 'At times Nimai sat on the couch of 
Vishnu 

And holding up His feet placed them on 
the heads of all. 

loo Four-faced, five-faced, thousand-faced 
beings 

All sang. 'Victory to the Darling of Sri 
Sachi.' 

lot, .'There was great joy as all chanted His 
Name on every side. 

Seeing all this 1 could not speak any words 
for fear. 

102 'Thereafler 1 saw that taking with Him 
crores and crores of people 

Nimai wandered about in every town 
dancing. 

103 'Millions of crores of people ran after 
Nimai ; 

All of them sang the Name of Hari which 
thrilled the Universe. 

104 'On all sides I heard nothing but singing 
of the praises of Nimai 

Going toward Nilachal in the company 
of all the devotees. 

105 'This dream has filled my mind with 
anxious thoughts 

And the fear lest our Son leave the world 
and become a samtyast'. 

iOi Said Sachi, 'It is after all oniy a dream, 
Gosain, 

Have no anxiety ; Nimai will certainly 
remain at home. 

107 'Nimai knows nothing except His books. 
The taste of study is all the religion He has'. 

108 Thus those two, of a most generous 
disposition, 

Had many a talk by reason of their affec- 
tion for their Son, 

109 Staying on for a short time longer in this 
manner the best of Misras 

Withdrew his eternal and pure form from 
the view of the people of this world. 

110 The Lord wept much at the departure 
of Misra 

Like Raghava at the disappearance of 
Dasarath. 

111 The loving attraction of Gaurchandra is 
irresistible ; 

Wherefore the life of the mother was 
preserved, 

112 It is sad to dilate on a great sorrow ; 
It is very pathetic and so I have been 

most brief. 

113 In this manner, in the jcompany of His 
mother, Gaur-Hari, 

Restraining Himself, remained scarcely 
manifest, 
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114 At sight of the fatherless condition of the 
lloy, mother Sachi 

Ceased to perform all work except tending 
her Son, 

115 It the mother did not sec Gaurchandra 
for half an hour 

Both of her eyes lost their vision and she 
became senseless, 

1 it The Lord also evinced constant love for 
His mother 

And soothed her hy cheering words— 

ti? 'Listen, mother, harbour no anxieties in 
your mind ; 

You have all if you have only Me. 

118 'Even that which is said to be obtainable 
with difficulty by Brahma and Siva 

I will procure for you with ease.' 

119 Sachi, loo, looking at the beautiful face 

125 The house, doors and windows were 
instantly smashed. 

He did not truubie about any damage to 
His own property. 

126 Yet Sachi promptly supplied whatever 
He demadned, 

And with the greatest care, out of aflfection 
for her Son. 

127 One day as the Lord was going out for 
bath in the Ganges 

He asked His mother for oil and amalaki— 

128 'Give Me also good garlands and sweet- 
scented sandal paste,— 

Therewith I want to worship the Ganges 
after bath.' 

129 Said the mother, 'Darling, listen to what 
1 say. 

If Thou wilt wait a little I shall fetch the 
garlands.' 

Lost even the memory of her body ; how 
could there be any sorrow ? 

120 By the mere recollection of Whom all 

desires are fulfilled— 
The Supreme Lord Himself was by her 

side as her Son. 

121 How could there be any sorrow in such 
as she ? 

The Lord made His mother as joy's own 
self. 

122 In this manner in the guise of a Brahman 

child at Navadwip 
Abode the Lord of Vaikuntha self-delighted. 

1 '3 Utter poverty wore a visible form in the 

house : 
But His commands were as magnificent 

as of the Lord of Lords, 

124 Whether a thing was or not in the house 
He recked but little. 

If He did not get it for the asking chaos 
was let loose. 

of Gaurchandra, jjq sooner did He catch her words that 

the garlands had to be fetched 
The Son of Sachi grew terrible like the god 

Rudra in His anger— 

131 'Will you then have to go out for the 
garlands ?'— 

With these words raging He entered the 
room. 

I3<: Under the influence of anger He smashed 
first of all 

The earthen pitchers filled with Ganges 
water, that were in the room. 

'33 With a stick in His hand He then broke 
All those earthen pots that contained oil, 

salt, gAet. 

134 Self-willed God then broke to pieces all 
those pots big and small 

That happened to be in the room,-' 

135 Oil, milk and^A«, husked rice, cotton, 
paddy, salt, 

Dried cakes of pulse and mudga—rolled 
on the floor. 
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136 Snatching away all the hanging shikns of rope 
The Lord tore them to pieces in His fit 

of rage. 

137 All the clothing and such other stuff that 
He found in the room 

He tore them to shreds with both hands. 

t38 When everything had been smashed and 
there remained nothing to break 

As a last resort the fury of the Lord was 
turned against the house. 

139 Pling the big stick with both hands 
the Lord showered blows on the rooms, 

No one thought it worth his life to forbid. 

140 After breaking up the house, doors and 
windows 

He cudgelled all the trees laying on with 
both hands. 

141 Still there was no abatement of His wrath ! 
He rained un numbered blows on the 

ground. 

142 Much alarmed Sachi had placed herself 
behind a corner of the house ; 

In her fear she almost hid herself. 

143 The Lord, the Establisher of religion,—the 
eternal religion itself,— 

Never raised His hand against His mother. 

144 He quite forgot Himself in the fury of His 
anger to which He chose also to give 

full vent, 
But yet He did not hurt His mother. 

145 Having smashed all things He at last came 
out into the yard 

And with an angry mind rolled on the 
ground. 

146 His golden body was enveloped in the 
sand ; And, strange though it may seem, 

Was a most beautiful sight,—so it 
were best left unsaid. 

147 Having rolled about on the earth for some 
time 

The Lord lay still. 

148 In that posture He glanced on the power 
that lulls God to sleep. 

The Lord of Vaikuntha lay on the Earth—• 

149 Who eternally reposes on the holy form 
of Sri Ananta, 

And Whose lotus feet are ever served by 
Lakshmi ! 

150 The Lord Who is sought by the four Vedas 
Slept in the yard of Sachi ' 

151 In the cavity of Whose single hair floats 
an infinite number of worlds,— 

Whose servant creates, maintains and 
destroys,— 

152 Whose qualities are contemplated with 
rapture by Brahma, Siva and the rest,— 

The Supreme Lord Himself slumbered on 
in the yard of Sachi ! 

153 In this manner the highest Lord, tasting 
the bliss of His own self, 

Slept and all the gods laughed and wept 
at the sight. 

154 Some time passed,—then Sachi Devi 
having procured the garlands 

And arranged all requisites for the worship 
of the Ganges, 

155 Softly touching the beautiful body of her 
Son with her hands, 

Wiping off the dust, tried to rouse Him 
from sleep— 

156 'Wake, arise, my Darling, look ! here are 
the garlands,— 

Betake Thyself to the Ganges and worship 
her even as Thou likest. 

157 'Thou hast done well, ray Dear, by 
breaking all things. 

Let those take away Thy ills.' 

158 Hearing these words of the mother 
Sri Gaursundar, 

Ashmed at heai t, went off to bathe. 
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59 Wliile Sachi, having first made clean all 
the rooms, 

Prepared to cook. 

6o Although the Lord often wrought such 
mischief 'T2 

Yet it caused no sorrow in the mind of 
Sachi. 

7 i The Lord laughed hearing these words 
of His mother. 

He said, 'Krishna nourishes, He will 
provide.' 

61 Just as the mani-f'old waywardnesses of 
Krishna 

Were borne by Yasoda in the settlement 
of cow-herds, 

62 All the mischievous pranks of Gauranga 
were borne 

Constantly, with like spirit, by mother 
Sachi 

63 How tell even the smallest part of the 
pastimes of God ? 

All His acts were utterly wayward like this. 

64 The mother bore them all with body, 
speech and mind. 

Sachi was as patient as the Earth herself. 

65 After some time, having bathed in the 
Ganges, 

The Lorti, ever full of sport returned 
home ; 

66 And, worshipping Vishnu and offering 
water to holy fa last, 

The Lord sal down to meal, 

67 The mind of the Lord became cheerful 
after meal. 

And He chewed betel with a smiling face. 

68 Then gently the mother began to speak — 
'For what purpose, Darling, didst Thou 

make all this mischief ? 

69 'The house, doors and windows, all things, 
belong to Thee. 

The loss is Thine. Does it affect me at all ? 

70 'I say this as Thou art going out 
for Thy studies. 

There is nothing in the house. What 
wilt Thou eat to-morrow ? 

Saying this and taking His books 
in his hand 

The Lord of the goddess of learning made 
off for study. 

173 Having spent some lime in the sweet 
taste of learning, 

When it was evening He repaired to the 
side of the Jahnavi. 

174 Stopping a while on the bank of 
the Jahnavi 

The Lord there-after returned home. 

175 He called His mother aside to a corner 
And put into her hands two lolas of 

pure gold. 

176 'Behold mother, Krishna has supplied this 
precious stuff. 

By changing it pay all expenses.' 

177 With these words the Lord went off to bed. 
Utterly amazed the mother thought 

within herself— 

178 'From where does He thus bring gold time 
and again ? 

I am afraid lest some worse trouble befall, 

179 'So soon as money gets scarce.dn the house 
He brings gold repeatedly in this manner. 

180 'Does He borrow,—or know some 
magical art ? 

Whose gold does He bring ?—and how 
does He get it ?' 

181 The mother was most generous and 
wholly free from all taint of greed. 

She felt many a misgiving even in 
procuring a change. 

182 'Show it to many different persons 
and then change' 

Such was the instruction of mother Sachi 
to her agent. 
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183 In this marwra: the Lord, the sovereign 
of all the perfect beings. 

Lived, concealing Himself, in the heart 
of Nabadwip. 

184 Never for a moment did tie ^uit His hold 
of books ; 

The God of love manifest, He studied 
in the company of stndents. 

185 The beautifulpointing upward 
adorned His forehead ; 

The head bore a profusion of curls 
that took captive the minds of all ; 

186 The sacred thread hang across the shoulder 
the em-bodiment of the fiery Brahman spirit, 

With His beautiful face overspread with 
smiles and with bland, exquisite teeth. 

187 And the wonder of the pair of those 
lotus eyes ! 

And the marvellous beauty of the cUth 
worn with the triple Kachchha ! 

188 His beauty fixed the gaze of all beholders. 
There was none who failed to' pay 

his homage of praise. 

189 So wonderfully did the Lord construe 
the texts, 

That the joy of the teacher exceeded 
all.bounds-- 

190 In the very "'midst of all his pupils, 
taking hold of Him with his own hands. 

The teacher made Him take the highest 
place. 

191 'My Dear,' he said, 'do Thou read 
attentively ; — 

I am sure, Thou wilt be the greatest of 
teachers.' 

192 The Lord repiied, '.Whom you bless, 
the position 

Of the Greatest of teachers is not at all 
difficult for Him to attain.' 

193 Whatever question Sri Gaursundar asked 
No student could answer. 

194 Thereupon Himself construed the sutra, 
And then refuted His own interpretation. 

195 And, when nobody was able to support 
the explanation, 

Himself established the same in the 

proper way. 

196 Whether at His bath, at meal, or 
or at His walks 

The Lord minded nothing but the Shastras 

19? Thus did the Lord pass the time in the 
sweet taste of learning 

And did not yet manifest Himself, such 
was the evil lot of the world. 

198 The whole world was void of devotion 
for Hari— 

There was nothing in it but evil society 
and wicked ways. 

199 They held high festivities in honour of 
sons and daughers in many diverse styles, 

And except the lusts of the body and family 
nothing else had a place in their thoughts. 

200' Finding all persons prefer false pleasures 
The community of the Vaislmavas felt 

sad in their hearts. 

201 The* entire company of the devotees crying 
.called upon Krishna, 

'Narayana', they prayed, 'have mercy on 
all these jivas. 

202 'Having got such a precious bddy they 
have yet no attachment for Krishna ! 

How long are they to suffer the miseries 
of their evil course ? 

303 'The human body which even the gods 
covet 

Is wasted in the vain pursuit of false 
pleasures 1 
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204 'They never perform the high festivals in 206 Thus did the devotees meditate the good 
honour of Krishna,— of all 

But earn death by their merry bouts on ^n(j salTg blessed praise of Krishna- 
weddings and such affairs:— chandra. 

205 'The ji'va, Lord, is Thine ; Thou art 
his Protector ; 207 Sri Krishna-chaitanya is the life of 

It is not meet for us to say, Thou being Nityananda-ehand 
the Father of all.' At Whose twin feet sings Brindabandas. 

Here ends Chapter Eighth entitled the departure of Misra to the other world' 
in Part First of Sri Chaitanya Bhagabat. ( To be continutd) 

Taking Refuge in God ( ) 

(Continued from P. 48, July, 1928.) 

[ XXII ] 

Whom Thou wilTst to slay Who can protect ? 

The three worlds are subject to Thy will. 

Brahma and all the gods Are Thy servants numberless. 

They all carry out Thy coraman is. 

In accordance with Thy will AH the planets constantly 

Shed 1 he gifts of their good and evil influences. 

Disease, sorrow, death, fear Obey Thy will. 

Thy command ever prevails. 

Fear of Thee makesjthe wind blow, 

And the Sun and the Moonland everything 

To perform each its allotted task. 

Thou art the Supreme Lord, 

Great beyond all things and the Goal Absolute. 

Thou hast Thy abode in the heart of Thy devotee. 

Eternally pure with every wish fulfilled 

Thy Name is Love for Thy devotees ; 

The eternal Lord of those that love only Thee. 

Whom Thou protect'st Who can slay? 

Thou art the Law unto all laws. 

At Thy feet, O Lord, Bhaktvinode, Thy servant. 

Has made his submission 

From all danger His Master will surely deliver him,— 

This faith he doth cherish. (To be continued.) 
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its:, a«R jfkr^:, m&$'. T^fsRl: '3*53' 

01 OS 

(^3m) 

STS^S^lhFTTfapiTHllH^lgJ^racrsHf^liWII 

^mrf^-ganBro^iTiTW swui^rbT^i^di 

St^TRTTOTO wKclQCV^f?! | IT^HAI^ ^73- 

sar^n^r^cnrntfa ^ n 

?TOT 37 sra^Thrfin^,— 

fensar^EiTa 3ST5 ^irt ^31 

3*77 — 

ij^bidcfd^il^n: a^fafg^ST: I 

3tf ^rd 3 STsf33 f^fd: 3^: 11 

3*77 g w^iw'i nfd I733anvi ( 1777733 ^3 

7J ^j-- 

S^tpi 3cHcfl<Jd 3 Mcl^d ^Icllft | 

affe^Kfirtinl m37 337717^ 337 33; II 

33i % 

337 3 IT7!3^3T3t, — 

33TS3^T S71>f?T: QTT^ ^*|7:7^7?7 I 

^331^3 9kW3 11 

337fs 7^373?,— 

^3^ STTT 7J0I33^ 33 3137 5^7337 | 

37^3 ^ 337I3t 3737^37 3<PtT % || 

31177^3 ^33 37S3T^ f57ft3 377%%,— 

"^3inT3J3ft7tqH'' 

33 ^f33!q^it3^^,— 

^3^333 !^733f3: ^7 33 3^373: I 

337 777773^ — 

373: ^Tf55t3PJinT^^S^d: ^7^7 | 

377775; ^7 ^37 ^03333^3^ 3cT: )) 

7:3333 3^1337 ^3^373^73^3 3c^ | 

3»353 377735151 ftfN) PK'37:: 11 

«ft3l!35RR337 — 

3137 3^315^7287 3^37 f3»3 5>JS3 | 



[ ^T: 

^3 'TT?# .YI%: SWrl; 

^ *1^3 fsjj 3IT5>— 

srf^ffasFrr %rRR ferr 

^ \\\\\\ 

[ 3TcRg ^cffRrac^ 5lfs^Tc^f^^r 

fesg nfer sref^cn 

^2^ 5»irc^f3iffl^rft5TS!i: I 

wrvKT^n srs%: ^ ^^ra^frrfcr sfarre- 

B^^l ] 

c?«ira STr^,— nS 

rWT % if^mt,— 

3T? flc^T Snf^HT | 

siT'nnT'^WT^: qgrwRt* ggfsgvur n 

rT^T ^ ¥imcT ^ftRSt^TR,— 

^r^fiicT^jTOi^T ^5?Tt ^ qc: grrrq; i 

STP^tT eftq ^TTI^rl R^rT^cq f^nqqiT || 

!*$%: 3^3 i 

q*n JTTngH qrfq^qrqq-,— 

STi.rf'i ^l^TTTq^q JIT«TqV I 

%1T q?T: ^ flnqTf^ra ^255%^: II 

q^r mEF^iq^Tnt n-TSf^ qRl 

ggiqiw,— 

c^M '-4 'qrq^ ^-RT cqqcTc^STrT SPT^ I 

rqqrPir^q^ ^fq cqqcW^t q ^TT^r || 

qpTT^irR^qqnri q^i^qcq ^nqfq,— 

qi q^Rg^rErqi ^roq- 

itfwwv \\^v\ 

[ ^T a5%: q^ q»:^^ swdc^i^i srg^- 

|P77»T7 ^q^^nrrqr^ q^qigrcs^qq^Mi 

^fr^q^qq^qr sjqfq i q^%q^ 31^1% JMO<,- 

cqjq ^f?q: I qqrq*^ qqr- 

STrTf3% ST^: | ] >• v» J 

qqr q»stq{qq%,— 

3^5T^^arora5ITqqvi»?ra: I 

•Adiqi,— 

^cq ^c*3 ?% 301T: 35%^WTqT: I 

%q»T^T g^iqi^t ^1 ^f^qqaiqR. II 

aiqqq dtqiqi «?%,— 

fqyjfqqqyvq^ ai^wl qfq gfelfq | 

^fq ^q ?qqT% ^ qR.'Stii: tiH^Rii: It 

qi^q%qf^,— 

a^q fqqi%3tq?q ^%q: | 

^rfgyqqflTq^q f%3q qfcfib®^ II 

1 

®raqq ^nqq^ ^fq^sqiqq,— 

aw ^ ^qq^qrfq dccdMf 55^1 1 

qf^Rc^i fa^q^q 3^: 315^^1: it 

q q"i5^- 

ii^^II 

[ ^IT 35%<HI^<dJqr q q^^q^ CRR- 

%^qcqic35% jqqsqq fq^BTqr^g^flTqqtiq 

I ] 

cWT % 3iqq^ qqq^vfq sw^^qi^ 3^3; 

^3qt:;— 

5P3raqq qqts?qqr%tRriyra<qf3q; 

^ q^n^T q arr^q^ ga%T qc^cq: i 

tsft qrfrg^i qqr fqfqqqt q* fqqqf gqr 

qrqr ^q lq<wf^ 11 



c!?TT sHRWtnm srfq s^qrf^ff 

5If%- 

[ tilo'WJ 9»(^|rH*^l!^ 'WT Jl'Jid: 

«til«^MC^ SWT"! rn^u^M^lT^N-cMH | ^5T- 

^igr^s^n «?Rwima^tfiT^f i ?jrjra I 

<?tl«l tlH »T | ] 

^Rirf^sN i 

^COMW^ "rir^Snlrn,— 

SWR sn§: 'JrftlWH, I 

[ ^ si^T: sft^TTt ^fygw^ff sn^rn:- 

5^t ^ra^cn »ra% i 35^ 

ftwits'ftw ^rt^f?! ggmtf 1 

yijifdflAT 3TT>7TT: | ] 

3?^ ^Iqajr «mn^ pt ^ smrwrfei,— 

Utaft fR: ^ | 

<3 gi53?fff?m: vnRoft 11 

f^sqt B^d: 3^: ^T ^TjJTWJ'd^ BIT: I 

erwrt BTTTT: B^RTfTTST: "K: l 

STTVIRMcTT 5TIRWsd^3l^ I 

?P7T 111 ^dtiiinft — 

3^ 1^!5- 

[ ^'S.'jftdifl 3T31^TT^ ^5T^ *3*1 ^ STTT*^: 

^firfd arra^R; srraRfilcTt- 

M^lrT I 51% $TT$d^^gf%5t^ ?f% 

yrrtfq arra^TTI; 1 cwr % 

5:^^ ^mhiRTH 

^3^5: 1 ] 

wt ^3tqf%qf^,— 

Ffq 55t% »T m fqi^JTrfer 

d rT^ c5r d WMl fq%{% | 

3%aVc«TT ar^JTTqifqqT^ 

^TtqirRifft J%^% n 

3RFq ^stqRrq^ — 

^SFrqiFc4F7 q^JrT^dci; 

crt<qPcl ^ir: | 

arfq ^ 5ftfild«5q%d 

snsi'KTq 11 

5fsr gq^qOqfsrqf^,— 

q^T^qiT^ qiT^t^Wl^ STTB^ 

f^g^J7Tqi5TI*-cM?)a: ^)di | 

cffg^rrdR? H 3^Tf«»r3§q; 

^ifiTBTf^l: «fK%q 11 

5513^ hwwrt ^Rg' 

*TT»q^,q^ %^qf% ST^ST: I 

•TT^T 3^ 

^if 5)dd< ^T f%BR?T II 

5wt 1% iftdnrt %?Rqi^qT%,— 

VmimciI w^cidJISTlMci | 

«^lc«3TTq% q>TJT: qiTFTrqfNffsRrSTTq^ II 

grt^n^Rr ^nwt^- ydki^f3f%yn: 1 

HiRra'siii^^i^ ^rkdiyicMwi^qfa 11 



sO^sHdlMuA 

«pn ntm^ri ypi^fe:.— 

3|ffl ^ 1% ?Icc^?!: i 

^>TT rftrrmt ^ sre^r^,— 

g^R fecrm I 

RR: ^ RrRfelTf^IRSl 

RcIT (ncinf^f II 

R RgraR^ ^ R wnft R TRII: I 

R I^lMri'^ rTSTR WIH RR II 

^TRtgRsgRfR^fegrqR — 

^ll%R RRt n^cll 

[ RR: g^fR^RRfRyamsftRTRt fRgfe- 

fR^tR^ 3flR1cRq??!TcRRWecRfRRRlR; RRfR I 

| R>FT RiTRTR ^P^iR^Hsifr? I 

fROR 5^RR|iRf^3?F^ yi^yRT." I ^3J 

RiRTlf^T Rf%R^ T^TR^ I ] 

37RRT RRRgfVRTRT^R f^RISJair^ RW7R — 

^TRTR i[2RTRT5 RRT^fTTRRR: RTTRR | 

^ RRR^fe® RP! gfeiRrcqt II 

%1-^IRTR, 55RR RTR RRW: #7§f^R; | 

RTR SSSiRTTO 5(l(PnHl^i^iifviRT4jfR || 

RRT RtRIRT,— 

ST^RifRflfR^T'RT RtESTRS^R^RT: I 

Mtithi: RiTRRth^ ial»<f RT^S^R^ || 

f*fRR R<R>^ gfR RT^IRRTcRR: I 

R»TR:a^RRT ^tR^HT^RRR cR^ || 

R^fsRiRTRSF^ Rt 3RT: ^^fRR^S^fR | 

sriTrf BrnT^R^Jf irnft R R^rrr n 

RRT R RTRRR SIRR^JR gRftRTRR,— 

fRR^; RRJ: RT: WJRRR RR RRcR^ I 

RRRt R^T^JRrfR^RT^ 11 

RRT RR^R^Tt f^RlRTT^ fjdlRIWTI^ — 

sft^RiJRR^'R RffRRRfR I 

STfRfiTRT R ^f^l^RR^T ^RT II 

RRT ^^155RTRT3J R^RI I 

^RRRR ^R>: TfRR^R R II 

RRR RR3T55I^R RBRI^RRT^?:: I 

R5 ^ sy^+Ri RT(R RIRrKiaiRRTRR: II 

RRT RtRTRT,— 

R^ STfRRT^R RfcT^R ^RRT I 

RR^fR^I R ^rTlHRWR^TR: II 

RRT RfRTRi,—■ 

RjjWiiuit ^T5^5 ^^5 RRfR 1 

RRRIRIM ^RJTRf R>f^RTt ^{R R^RR: tl 

RRT % R^RTRT, — 

Rf RT SPRRTRf^ ^TTRRTR; Rt RRR^ I 

RI^R: RRfefR R H^irHi ^JcSR: 11 

[ ^RR: ] 



5^5 

5^ ^ ^ TTIT r 

qfN rnn^ ^T^nfflf 

^1 ^ qrff grftqi IF7T t I ^31, 

^<TT, 5'*^—^ 

3lk STffrf^rR ^5T W t, fK«g TTSK 

S0! *ft t I ^5T t— 

Tnrafla II SRt 3^: | 

^hi^ ?;^r^ g^^rf •• qf gr^ n 

awi^ ^feg^wf Jisra; jpi 1 ft*, %^55 

•TTJT 5t^ 3I^n^ grfj 

y^qtvn H'T^r^; 3T*m ^cuncRi'^q^ Piftr- 

d^T.5$RT ^tK "MThf ^ | 

5^ gn^T ^n'epi 11 

"hK"!) ?5I gn^t IIH^M ^ i f^^- 

gnwiif ^5T|— 

tqiM^ ^ q3P^ ^TPIT S^II^S^qg | 

M^«*i)f?i tf^cq qiyqg tl 

srof^ gnsf «TR qn 

fi^mv^f ^n*! n^ti sit 1555 SHH 

q?t 1555 ifegiwf ftrTT t 1 

sftm^R^ SIR c!1 q^lGf'hl tiHW Snf^R ufe- 

IcJ-srWt n ^115 5ti!?: sri^ Rwf ^^iter 

isc ^ 11 »!^f, fiifg inT vi* 

15 3|t|^1 gMUcfl t fe, 1^1% ^T, 1155, 

im, 3^, ^f^r iitt i?f 

t:l ^ 5R> ^ fs^ aHWRf 511 1i"H 

l^qj ?jHI 5^ 5^ I 

r Hi 5^ n 

JFiiwm iftTR n?: 5R;T 11 flrncf n i^i 

t, ht— 

1 3CT5R; 1 1155^11^11 I 

fq?^l in fir^irirgiT^ u 

feiiq, 15 *ft Jfife t fi;, frra 

5^ SRir 37?rTcT ^51%, SSI5[T^, 315T5T^, IT 

in?: ?iiim feir sin sftin 

liein 5tc11 I UTirit aT5lfl55 ^ 3^ 

^wi 11151115 i^f, fng iktiut 

37^ g5iu> gin?^ ^ if ^ "imn I" is? 

1)?: 11 IKTI^ if ^1 fliir 11 ITITIT^ 

I^RTJI flPTT 1 15T 1 55ft ^ It ITIigij 

5t HT I 

111511 lit l^t iftIT ^ I 1^1 H ^1 

1^1 1»??1 ST^mi | I 5^SRt iftIT lit %155 

15t 311 ^ t. ^1^ 1T11«1 

fiiir m 11 inft to 1^1 iff n: i 

nt fi; 15 gn^Hr^ i»t 15 31% ^ir I, 

^155 3lc1T% 1311 lit 153 | I 

sit mil ^fyii fsmit 55?% 

31 ITO?: SUB |31 t, 113 % CJTT^ 1T*11T3 

flJC f5rd 3Tt^ 355 n it iff I 

1 niit ^Rt?: tRUt ?^ft t 37k 1 5T13 

set 1311% writ lit ?R5 m aitriri f 

lilt 5^ t, lilt 11^ t, IPfft 1T15I I, 31% 



fee ^fk 3TW e? sncrr i 

^ ^ fe^T ^— 

qe^^eff riq 

frfeirat fend i 

5^ ^rJTcT fe^ fsra ^ f?!?! 

^ ^rrre ^'jurr a 

^srafna1 ^ erq eta 

"ojei gT^fte ^rerfewcT vn^r i 

^RR smviT fqfg 

sife ^ qV Hciqm 11 

5^ qfe qir^f feqiq qftRjfe 

ark qitt ^qrq affqfe ^reqq ^ 11 qmr- 

?»q^ ift qic! ?t qqr t ? q^ ^ 

^gqe ft er^RT 11 ^rtj^rf^^f 

flf HHdi^ VTNtritr, 3Tt7TP^, ^Meffd qxq^q 

fq^mt qm^t aik ^Rrrtt mqrq^ sftqfe 

qra yr^ife^r ^ qqr~ 

fTOfirt fqqqTfaTrri qqm I 

q^i&q f^qfq ^q-qiq-feiRH^ n 

3??l^ 5ft qg^q fqq?TOf 3^ ft et f, qPTTl? 

fq it, sitqfe ^55 

fferm qftriq ft ^rrqq? t, sit ^ qfe^t 

•TTO qRdT ti 'W— 

^trRT^q fq^ykfqdlfjffT: i 

^kciifq fq^tq^eciqi^ftq f^«i}^<J n 

•TTR^^qrfq siftjfn fqfiq fk^nn^ i 

^qqrq q^qjf qiqi^rf f^jftrnr a (q^gerw) 

sqaf^ aiqk^q qvTTq^irat qm^txFr^ 

qg«q% ^ qrq ^ qqitr: rs ft arr^ |, 

gji It ^q ^ 3Rqwe qrr ftcf 11 | 

ffsftTiq f q^mnfe qiqt qq qrqi qq^- 

qToST feqrq qjfegq^ 8^T sfk «Ft| 

^qiq qff 11 ?efli qqnre qt qg% 

qf%q qiqqft q^t qffin qsft q| t, qm— 

^qtsra qr srife: qrqfqfeSt ^ i 

crtqcqjrf ^qof q qra^t qtq^t Sif: a 

ffr^ qmsf qifq^ffe qrq qun fsraqt 

jqfe t, ^rHt qTlqqfi? qrq q;^ qft ^ife q^f 

11 5^t qrq ft qif5^[nq!T gqq- 

qjq JTHT qqr t I 

fer qrq qrqq qrq qq qftqq wsfsthf^ 

qre qq^sf qtqq ?s?i i qefekq tqfeesr^j" 

qqfq 3fTifq^55 f^qfq ( fWJpnq ^qqqft 

qffqr qrqqqrTqqrrft RfTqg^ 

Rq arq^ «ftg^ q^R qft t - 

^d\qwiqi^q ^wfi^Tdifefqqhfqt 

wt: ^rqgf^qnr fgdeR fqmqqsftgqi^ i 

sTR^n^fyqf q qfqq^ ^yir^n^r^q 

^gicqqrqq q;c wt^qfer^r^qi^ n 

sft^qjr fe^sqiqt fq^i fqrfe ft snqi 

^ t stk fqqq qRi;q3ffet qfi-fRrrfife erqiq 

qft ^qjjqft'qq wx ^qr 11 fqe? qqqe 

^qfe q^Mtt f^^qtqtT ^55 fqvfeq ft jfiqi 

f qeft qqiR li^qiq qrtqqfm sttcwt «RT 

gjat fgqrfeq ft aTifn 11 fftqitqq ^ qfe 

fqmqw qvjqiT <iqq ftdT ^ i 3Rqq Hfth >» 
fejrqrr sftqqfrqr sTrq^qerj^qiT «i(si>t- 

qr^T t | STc^^ qf qf Jf 

I | 

qwrf qfe ft%t qqqrq^f dtR? ftqt |, 

qiqrf fq^qr^ ft^d JW^Tq^f fq^sira ftqi f | 



V*T #ajT ] 

^rf srk ^nmm flf ^ JI?! 11 

srt inrr t ^Tffr 11 

fe*3T I— 

wiHf^'drw^T: i 

S^tJpIW ^frTwfw^'T: I | 

t, g^T t, ITI?7Trft?T t> f^^T" 

grR t, snu ark ^ ^KH 

ar^jfrj; 3T^% ^HTJI 5(> ipi I 

frraflf fsigpitR 11 ^^^krngcjflf 

vft fe^T t— 

JfT^ ?rajj 3T?IcfR! I 

JTm tai ^ ^ 5!IT^ fffSclH: II 

«TW f^TT ^fe5FT% fJTff 37K | 

JTTH 5TT^r HWI II 

gn^ ^ra%,fiRT stfa afo ^ »i^t 

j^ft- 

E^'TTO 5ic|<?4H_ | 

^ rfl^ej Hl^cJ n%??«WT II 

EH^> ^ awn: 5?r?3fT^t cirq^i 

^rrarart^ jnif^g^R ^?fr?T55 

-dlfUIKfq^fflf atTSRf St^iq ?5n^R 

t. ?it vm^strn 11 3^ 

fir^r cke ^ ar^fiflf arra^i g>f 

3c^TT5% ?nq f^SFTH ¥IT^ 

ft-wc JTrn^fT 5R^ ^ gisti 

^SDl t I 

^K? ^ 3^ arar?: 5!^% 1 

HTS ITEmcl y; ^ f| 

«t»i f^itn swhr ^Tfli farsti?. 1 

55t^in% Efbrml; u 

^nr^jm^ ^u, ^T?I 

afir ^Rnn ^ dnrg E> sricn 11 

ang arrfl |; ^ R5K strm ^ gs* 

E^ 5iiT3?Rt RT^R ^ 11 gnsrrg R?E^ t— 

annr^T %*& mn f^rf, 

E'ETfei 1 

f%5551 ^RR iTFCR r?, 

ggR gRif^ „ 

aRtcj; groft g> 3m=ft |, ^ 

Ef STRT 1 sit RT^'lfr Rr^ RTR ^ ^ RR; 

g^ gi^RrfT t, Rfflt Ktm t, ESRT t, 

a^?: RRT ssrr stf RTC RI^T f ^r RRrrtr, 

3^ qfiR ^ E^f fitRTrT Et aRlt 

an:fg re ?or afia: rrott^ snr^^t 

qfgR RR: t 1 fiigfeferi Rmajft 

RRR^rn ^rt RIert RIT SHRTR 

PRRF | — 

RFR *.£1 RET g-few;, E^R RTR RRK I 

artRtREn:^ qtfsi^ R|R^ RRRR: 11 

( R=CtR^m ) 

?RT Ek RTR $, RTSIRflf RE fTTT | 

Eft R5tR Ek Et wr, RR) ^E ^qia: 11 

( ^TTRrt ) 

RR^ RTR aTR>55 f, RRRTH m ^R | 

'R'R R^r RJf rs ^ ^rEst ^tR n 

'RESlt 5IR2: RTR t, gt SR R^55 ^R | 

RIR fRRT fHR=RR f, RRRfR RR )] 

'( ^E^RTt ) 

fRdRf^I RTR f, RR RfR^% RHE | 

aTJPR RtR RE SirfR^, gpRTR W^ Rr^f II 

(^OIETR) 



wr3R am: vnw ^ yx*J \ 

«R 5?r t, ^T«T ^ II 

(IftR ) 

an aft an arfn^, nfn^ 5^ ^ t 

I^t n;! fn^n: %, g>f ^ nn «im 11 

Hjmft f^n ^n t, t m^f 1 

$5W f?R[i ^n^, 5^ gRw1! % w^'n 

( v^oft^ ) 

ar^ ^ nm t, n 5Tfn 1 

nm fngnr nrnnr, an% ?ra fn^m n 
(^nr^m) 

l^sn nf? an ann^, nm 1 

nra fen, a?n 5*ra 11 

() 

5^35 nV ^f>cj ftrdnfe nra i 

feRi fen gfefe^, ^^ETTm 11 

(tww) 

aftng ^ cnfe afen?, gt^f ^ rm 1 

fen sfenro nff g»5, afk fe>#fe nnn 11 
() 

^nf^i nm t, 5fe fe5^5* f 

gjcfe nn nil mr, ^wtk 11 

^rta ei^i ^iwraciT, fen fefe t arm 1 

nfi ^na fenr nmin 11 

(^Tra) 

^ra na n Ht fena n nsfe^ ^ 1 

ai?fefe 5feft st? nfenr? 11 

^ra n^ arlJ s?n, ^ ^n fen ^n 1 

^ri anar mrn^n an, njhn n aife nrrq n 

(^ra) 

nnnran jii&fe mn, afent sfenii nm 1 

fefefifen nrnn* sit na, anss ?fe ^fe nrm 11 

fa?T jjth iftfes? nat, nsm ^ni gfe nm 1 

nmni gn^ nnr, mfe n nn% am 11 

(nrna) 

nm anaf^i nat, %$ %% am 1 

a^n I? nnnai, arga ml! nm it 

mO faa n6, (a>) nm sfn^ am i 

nfa?r?:T m 5:^*!, (a!) na na nm ?2m 11 

5m m namm, an?? gnfe am 1 

nm al?! nr m, m? nm!?: am«m 11 

(ir^) 
nicmui gfenanlf, ^ fasfe^: anm 1 

mr arl nr ^cif, ^ma, ^Inf! am 11 

nKnm ^ tmn m?:, a?T ^ 1 

n^fjfe fe*?! ana^V, ?! nnt> fer n 
^ _ 

(HKintwrnr) 

n!fes?a! qfa m? nn ana sm^ i 

nima nan fen ga n|! a! a| fefemm 11 

qjan>! nmrfea afe si! q?T^ 1 

n?i«^f si! ga^fe' ^nar aanrn 11 

a?a nt mgcsra ni! a! an ^fa qt^ 1 

^<?ia "gftnm" feq 5a fern n aim 11 

() 
rant aifefe n?n fes, %n aq|! ?fenm 1 

3aa! nn n ana!, mfe femm mn 11 

an nm rfe an nfe, an nra fe?*a 1 

^fea! gn n^a 5^, fefei ^Rtfera 11 

sftfe mftfe gdn a! an nm ag an 1 

gaat m! $ na!, nrfe nsq qfenm 1; 

(^feia) 

[nma;] 

sftasmafewft 
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Sonhood of God-head. 

'"pHE Western savants will be startled 

when they come across the above 

heading. They are naturally trained 

up with the theistic idea of the 

Father-hood of God-head. They have 

practised the devotional culture of 

offering their active enterprise towards 

an object who at first sight proves to 

be venerable in every respect. To think 

in such a light is natural. In human 

society we find our parents nurturing 

their children from the beginning of 

their existence and they continue to do 

so till the latter stand on their own legs. 

Prom this illustration people may be 

likely to subscribe to the opinion of 

considering the object of their worship 

in the Father-hood of God-head. But 

there is some other loftier thought 

10 

that can convince them as well of the 

other counterpart as the true centre of 

devotion. If the epistemologic view of 

Bhakti is properly scrutinised, the idea 

of concentrating their devotion towards 

their Father may tend to target the 

very thing to their most loving child, 

ren. The three different ideas, that 

are prevailing among the enquirers of 

the next world in a theistic mood, will 

tell us the positions of elevationists, 

Salvationists and devotees. In other 

words, their respective systems may be 

branded as the medium of actors, of 

stupefiers of manifestation and of God. 

lovers. The elevationists are found 

to secure the fruition of their desires 

as they are in need of removing their 

manifold wants, but their proposition 
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would ffiil when they run fast. When 

such enterprisers are disgusted with 

their multifarious trade, they want 

to cut off all connection with their 

aspiring engine and they want an 

eternal peace for their final location. 

Here we find two different tracks that 

are trodden by Salvationists, via. (1) one 

of these surmises to have the final 

goal in nonspecification of material 

phenomena and (2) the other finds it 

prudent to target the termination in 

an unspecified object which has been 

congealed by extreme temperature. 

The latter wants to diffuse his plan by 

asking the people to follow him and 

to neglect the three different situations 

of observed, observation and observers. 

The third system of devotion has got 

a different denotation when the final 

end is taken into account which can 

only differentiate his position from 

the other two. The first two were 

engaged in ameliorating their condi. 

tion whereas the last one in view is 

apathetic to such misconceived selfish, 

ness. The former were busy to aggran- 

dise their ugly interests ; 'ugly'—be- 

cause wrongr, selfish motives are present 

in their attempts. But the latter from 

the very beginning and during his 

whole course clings tenaciously to the 

interests of the Personal Godhead, in- 

corporating his self with Him ; whereas 

the process of isolation is prominent 

in the former two. The Salvationists 

may question how they are guilty of 

advocating the principle of detachment 

when they are always attempting to 

merge with the Absolute Impersonality. 

The very idea of Impersonality is 

tantamount to innate impression of 

isolation from the true Personality of 

Godhead. The limited brain of an ele- 

vationist is never given an opportunity 

by a copper-plate inscription to target 

a supersensuous thing which he has 

not experienced by his so-called senses 

and decisions before ; moreover, he 

was simply driven by the phenomenal 

reasons that surround him, as he has 

been fully under the clutch of the 

Octopus Maya. But the case is different 

with a devotee when we scrutinise 

the relative position of the three 

impartially. 

The school of devotees may clearly 

be reached if we study it in reference 

to the comparative positions along with 

the other two. The first, viz. the 

Elevationists are. busy with their tem- 

poral activities ; whereas the other 

sections are ea^er to have an eternal 

resl. The latter thoughts have got 

their distinctive merits in imperson- 

ality and vague conception. The 

predilection of an impersonalist detests 

the devotee by assigning on him the 

evershifting mundane phenomena in 

the attempt to fix himself on the 

path of eternal personified standard ; 

but the God-lover is not likely to 

deviate from the loving Fountainhead- 

The devotee does not advise the sal. 
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vationist to give up his claim as a 

knower having been tempted and de- 

ceived by phantasmagoria of natural 

transitory phenomena. He does not 

advise him further to hanker after a 

hallucinative peace which may have 

no true existence as per his surmise. 

All that a Salvationist wants is to get 

rid of the unpleasantness offered to 

him by the defective atmosphere of 

Nature, so he need not be indulging in 

total abnegation of the eternal world 

behind the phenomena. The salvation, 

ist might be disappointed if he seeks 

the counsel of an elevatiouist who has 

had no more property beyond Nature. 

The best thing for a Salvationist is 

to seek the counsel of a devotee who 

has much to do with an atmosphere 

far off the speculative range of ani- 

mation which is strictly confined to 

things of three dimensions. The 

devotees . as well as the Salvationists 

do not confine their visual range within 

the horizon of phenomena. Limitations 

of time and space no doubt permit 

the human scope to conceive a person 

who creates time and space and oh. 

jects therein and can keep himself aloof 

from his created objects. Yet the 

Personality with His Almighty Power 

conceals Himself from the puppy 

brains of pedants rejecting the fertility 

of the poor designing brain. The 

devotees point out to the agnostics, 

sceptics and .atheists various clues of 

removing the clutch of the Octopus 

which has shackld them by the iron 

chains of defective, finite observation?. 

The unsettled conception of space and 

time, as of objects of more than three 

dimensions as well as of the meeting 

point of hyperbolic and parabolic curves 

of infinitessimal microscopic objects, 

of macroscope, is not in a position 

to appease our hunger of knowledge, 

though we may deceive ourselves with 

settled views in our present logic. 

Reason can prevail on atheists to solve 

the indeterminate unknown when they 

experience innumerable miseries in 

everyday life. They cannot deny the 

tangible fact of a supersensuous agent 

whom they can at the worst designate 

as a lifeless thing, but they can as well 

single Him out whenever they get 

sufficient light of the cosmic creation. 

The aphorisms of Vyasa have disclosed 

many a fact which can enlighten every 

rationalist in having clue of the tract 

through which he can proceed towards 

the personality. Here we find that 

the Salvationist and the devotee differ 

by their respective views. The former 

thinks it proper to designate this perso- 

nality to his hallucinative impersonal 

views as he cherishes unpardonable as- 

piration of monopolising the situation of 

Godhead in him ; but it proves to be 

ineffectual. Such illusory theory is 

not tenable by the school of devotion 
which is confident of the. Absolute 

Truth. The extreme idealist may run 

fast to compromise with the realistio 
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devotees, but the latter cannot agree 

with him when he confines his method 

of suggestion to mundane things only. 

Hitherto we have been dealing with 

the three different conceptions to reach 

three different goals, and in the course 

of comparison we have shown our pre- 

dilection to chalk out the path of devo. 

tion which will best serve us in the 

progress of our eternal life. The next 

thing we are to determine is the object 

of devotion. As rational men, we have 

shown the course of our taste to lie in the 

three directions. If we have confidence 

in a devotee we are naturally supposed 

to enquire, 'where does his destination 

terminate?' Our guide in devotion shows 

different apparels at different times to 

help us from our particular phase of 

love. When the object of love is fixed 

in the all-embracing figure of the Lov. 

ing, we naturally show our inattention 

to worldly phenomena that were guid- 

ing us in our human existence. The 

spontaneous attachment towards ephe. 

meral things requires a change in the 

guidance of a devotee ; so we, in order 

to follow our guide, should regulate, 

to adhere to his heart-felt injunctions, 

the direction as well as know the final 

point of our present mission. In the 

school of devotion we are taught to 

direct all our energy towards the in- 

finite Fountain-head of everything Who 

has attracted by His love all detachable 

elements which consider themselves to 

be a different integer instead of a part 

of the all-loving centre. Now we natur- 

ally ask our preceptor who has had 

experience of loving Him with all his 

heart the question of the name, size 

including the colour, His distinctive 

qualities, His parapharnalia and His 

exploits. The devotional absolutist in 

answer to our question delineates the 

different names, different colour and 

size, the distinc'ive features, qualitating 

Him for our comprehension, His dif- 

ferent locations, the whereabouts of 

His satelites and His different achieve- 

ments, in different atmosphere. Thes 

varieties should not puzzle us in tar- 

getting the absolute monopoly of the 

all-pervading spirit, namely the posi- 

tion of G-od-head. Language, circum 

stances and other similar barricades 

may. stand against our prosecution of 

the present studies, but with the aid and 

kindly help of the generous director we 

can tide over these petty difficulties 

which evil spirits might put in the form 

of counsels against making our actual 

progress towards the Spiritual Kingdom, 

Our present empiric atmosphere has. 

compelled us to take recourse to ana. 

logical attempts, but this analogy may 

either .help us or stand against our 

progress. Grod is one and without a 

second and this idea need not bar our 

access to innumerable simultaneous 

transcedental figures in Him. As our 

object of investigation was not accepted 

as a finite sensuous object we should 

refrain from showing a misdirecte 
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activity with our present acquisitional 

intelligence. If we do not disturb our 

attention in thoughts detrimental to 

our cause we are sure to strengthen 

our position in admitting ourselves to 

the undisputed region transcendent. 

Here we are to adopt the process of 

the descending order of the Absolute 

Truth and not to make an irregular 

move towards diverse finite things. If 

we are relieved by proper instruction 

not to meddle with sensuous objects we 

have taken the longest journey to ap- 

proach the Absolute Truth in Person. 

Our dire experience of this dusty 

atmosphere leads us to submit ourselves 

to offer reverence to the powerful 

great and to persons of whom we beg 

for something. With this idea we 

make a division of things we come 

across in a scale of graduations. When 

we point out one side of a rod we 

ignore the specification of the other 

extremity; the intermediate gap is mea- 

sured by graduated metre. The two 

extreme points are named and their 

directions, size; colour, attributions, 

neighbouring values and efficacy are 

also defined. In the present case the 

object of worship and veneration bar 

us at the first sight to consider the 

object in a different mood. In the 

infinite existence of God-head it is 

natural to accept Him as the greatest 

object of veneration, but this adoration 

when macroscopically enlarged is 

metamorphosed into a transcendental 

predicament which may be called the 

Ocean of love. In other words, love 

when disfigured and contaminated by 

unhealthy dirts, is worded in hundred 

different styles. Love devoid of con- 

fidence gives the result of less loving 

activity from the proper. Want of 

love is found in different shapes in the 

worldly tie which is but a misnomer 

of the transcendental word, love. When 

the integer is scrutinised diverse fract- 

ional parts or distinctive impressions 

are offered by the same integral stand- 

ard. The different fractions are in- 

corporated in the integer by ties which 

go by the name of tie of love, i he 

idea of absolute monism is confined in 

an idealist and that idealist cannot 

keep up his dogma when a stern realist 

examines his monistic thought. Idea- 

listic monism shows the result of dis- 

tinctive and differentiative monism in 

analytical standard. We are speaking 

of ties just now which are called the 

tying potency of the All-loving to- 

wards His loved millions. If we are 

not sanguine to investigate the All- 

loving and His perpetual faculty we 

will be at a loss to approach Him pro- 

perly. His transcendental existence, 

His love and His loved —all have got 

the indispensable existence of love, and 

this is to be singled out from varieties 

of phenomena and of transcendental 

manifestation. The mundane pheno- 

mena have got some distinctive quality 

by which we can give a direction of 
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eternal manifestation that lies behind 

the material world in an inexplicable 

condition. The rupturous condition 

of the pessimistic view is remedied by 

his opposite school by the tie which 

goes by the name of love. Whenever 

we miss this tie our existive corporation 

fails to trace out our connection with 

the infinite absolute Truth. We cannot 

call this to have a chaotic fountain, 

head. 

All-loving centre attracts His com- 

rades lying on the circumference, 

and these circumferences, due to the 

elongation of the radii, are situated at 

their respective disfances, and hence 

this is called "Goloka" or the trans- 

cendental circular Region. "Goloka" 

is eternal and ever-manifested, where- 

as "Bhuloka" is created and ever- 

changing. The changes that form the 

progress of the manifestation of "Go. 

loka" are in no way defective and can 

not be identified with mundane scope. 

So human range is confined to the 

universe and the spirit of super-mind 

or soul or Over.soul is extended to an 

unlimited and uninterrupted space 

where unadulterated love reigns with 

all sublimity, beauty and in super- 

excellency. 

People who are apt to maintain 

their over.cautious sentiments drag 

along with them the idea of veneration 

which is less confidence when they 

are to come in contact with the All- 

loving God.head. If they are disregard, 

ing the hard and fast rules of venera. 

tion they might with all audacity ven. 

ture to approach God-head with a 

greater confidence and can render 

fuller unadulterated service through 

the tie and in a closer touch. This is 

love proper and there is no alloy to 

contaminate the atmosphere of love by 

foreign defective impressions which are 

inherent in this temporal plane. When 

a devotee recollects the majesty, valour 

( power ), properties, amazing beauty, 

knowledge and dispelling potency in 

his object of worship he cannot part 

with his innate veneration for Him; 

but he can bid adieu to those when 

he is confident in the all-loving prin- 

ciple of the All-lover and can easily 

shake off the demarcating line of 

veneration from closer love. The devotee 

was confined to serve his lover with 

the exoteric principle of service, but 

he finds in himself enough strength 

when his pass-port of reliance delegates 

more power than what he could imagine. 

We can in tbis position justify the 

transcendental realisation of Son-hood 

of God-head in lieu of his Father.hood. 

This Sonhood is ascribed by the savants 

who have had access to a region where 

various degrees of veneration did not 

offer derision, in the estimated poverty 

of graduation. 



The Gift of Sri Chaitanya. 

71NDER the auspices of the Gaudiya 

Math a huge meeting was held in 

the Albert Hall, Calcutta, on Sunday 

the 19th August. In it assembled people 

representing different races and hold- 

ing different religious views, namely 

the Bengalee, the Mahratti, the Marwari, 

the Gujrati, the Madrasi, the Hindu, 

the Mahomedan, the Parsee etc. 

Pandit Sreepad Sundarananda Yidya- 

vinode b. a., the Editor of the Gaudiya, 

delivered his third and last lecture on 

the above subject, l^he meeting was a 

grand success. Never before a reli- 

gious* discussion attracted such a large 

audience, and never before a lecture 

was attended with such rapt attention. 

The eloquence and the lucid exposition 

of the subject-matter kept the audience 

spell-bound for more than three hours. 

The famous leader Srijukta Pandit 

Shyamsundar Chakravarty was elected 

president. The following notabilities 

Were among the audience —Mr. W. C. 

Banerjee, Babu Satish Chandra Bose, 

Babu Haridas Haider, Babu Sris 

Chandra Yidyaratna, Babu Dinanath 

Dutta, Prof. Surendra Nath Bhatta- 

charya, Babu Charu Chandra Bose, 

Mr. S. C. Ray, Mr. J. B. Dutta, Babu 

Narendra nath Seth, Babu Pulin Behari 

Haider, Mr. Abdulla Jayraj, Mr. I. N. 

Kundanji. 

After the two opening kirtans had 

been over, the lecturer rose amidst loud 

acclamations to speak. The substance 

of his speech is as follows. 

The gift of Sri Chaitanya, said the 

speaker, in one word means the gift of 

freedom. It is Chaitanya Deva who realis- 

ed it and taught one and all how to seek 

it. The word 'swadhinata'is compounded 

of two words 'swa* and 'adhinata'. This 

'swa' means 'atma' and 'adhinata' means 

subjection'. 'Swadhinata' then means 

subjection to Atma. This Atma mani- 

fests Himself as two entities, of which 

one is Paramatma or the whole and the" 

other the Jivatma, the part. This part— 

atma is the Jiva. They being two are yet 

one. Their relative position is a matter 

of realisation and not of speculation. 

They have their own characteristics. 

The part is ever subject to the whole. 

Subjection is its freedom. So long as a 

jiva owns his Lord, he is free. This is 

his true and perfect freedom. This is 

natural condition. 

In matter there is no freedom. Jivas 

have not embraced this mundane life 

out of their own sweet will, but have 

been compelled to accept it under 

punishment. This world is a prison- 

house. The freedom that we seek 

within the limits of this prison is not 

freedom. It is merely changing of rooms. 
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Abandonment of one subjection leads us 

to a greater subjection. We always 

remain dependent. But one who owns 

his allegiance to his Lord—in the 

language of Upanishad—STTStH?! 

3njW?f *SKIts4, enjoys freedom. When 

Yama offered Nachiketa the sovereignty 

of the world, the latter rejected it, and 

prayed for the service of his Lord. One 

was bondage and the other was freedom. 

He knew the difference between what 

appears to be good and what is really 

good. 

Sri Chaitanya Deva taught the world 

the easiest means of achieving this free- 

dom. The means which he suggested are 

not different from the end. Krishna'- 

Kirtan is His means and Krishna.Kirtan 

is His end ; or in other words, service is 

His end and service is His means. He 

has eschewed all other means to regain 

freedom, as imperfect and insufficient. 

Weapons are not to be used and blood is 

not to be shed to gain this freedom. 

Loving you gain love and serving you 

gain service. Krishna-Kirtan is this 

love. In it we'get full manifestation of 

freedom. This is His gift—the greatest 

of all gifts that were hitherto promised 

by any. 

Soon after the disappearance of Sri 

Chaitanya Deva Bengal again sank into 

rank materialism. In abuse of this free- 

dom people began to misinterpret His 

message. Misinterpretation led to mis- 

conception. Things went on in this way 

till the last vestige of truth was lost. 

Now there is no semblance of truth in 

what His so-called followers practise and 

preach. None of them now know the di- 

ffe rence between love and lust, gui- 

dance from knowledge and guidance 

from blood, religion and profession, fol- 

lowing and imitating, physical changes 

due to feeling and those due to motive. 

Thirteen evil doctrines such as 'aul', 

'boul' 'sabajia' etc. have come to be in- 

corporated with the doctrine of Sri 

Chaitanya. The once sacred relation 

between the preceptor and the. disciple 

has come to be confounded with that 

between a master and a servant. This 

is nothing but a slave industry as was 

once prevelant in the western countries. 

The followers of these sects say what 

Sri Chaitanya never said, and do» what 

He never did. Corrupt practices, igno- 

rance, deception, and, above all, irra- 

tionality has completely arrested the 

current of Chaitanya's teaching. 

Soon after the disappearance of Sri 

Chaitanya six Goswamis stepped into 

His place and preached His doctrine 

with unabated zeal. After them came 

Srinibash Acbarya, Narottam Thakur, 

Shyamananda and Rashikananda who, 

under the leadership of Srijiba Goswami, 

began to preach this doctrine of freedom 

in Bengal and Orissa. This however 

did not prevent speculation which 

favoured admittance of alloy into the 

doctrine. Adwaitacharya could foresee 

this adulteration and gave a hint to ; 

Mahaprabhu in the form of a riddle— 
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'Rice did not sell in the market'. The 

disappearance of this band of preachers 

namely, Srinibas, Narottam, Shyama- 

na id Ganganarain Chakravarty, Ram 

Krishnacharya and Rasikananda made 

adulteration complete. The last vestige 

of His doctrine was lost sight of. That 

is a dark era in the history of Vaisnava 

religion in Bengal. 

At the time when Raja Rammohan 

Ray laid his hand on Hindu philosophy, 

there were none among the Yaisnavas 

who could give him any inform ition 

about this doctrine. Vaisnavism then 

«/-ame to be taunted as the religion of 

the women, the weak and the wicked. 

The learned men from the west noticed 

this picture of Vaisnavism in all ifs 

nakedness and dared cast many severe 

sarcastic reflections on it. 

This state of things continued for a 

very long time, when Thakur Bhakti- 

vinode made his appearance on the 

scene. With great vigour and energy 

he began to preach this doctrine of free 

dom. He wrote many books and made 

many speeches, and himself followed it 

with great eagerness and sincerity. 

This was a landmark in the history of 

Vaisnavism in Bengal. By preaching 

the doctrine of Sri Chaitanya he showed 

that Vaisnavism is for the weak to 

become strong, and for the bound to 

become free. 

Following the leadership of this 

Acharya the devotees of the Gaudiya 

Math have undertaken to preach, the 

gospel of freedom from village to 

village and from door to door. The 

determination that characterises their 

every effort, and the noble zeal that 

they display for the cause fill my heart 

with pride and make me declare that 

it will soon be accepted as the uni. 

versal religion. The flood of love will 

soon inundate the hearts of the ad. 

miring world, and, fulfil the prophecy 

of Sri Chaitanya Deva which runs as 

follows— 

In all the village, that are qn the earth 

Will My Name be preached. 

In India let those who are born as men, 

Prove life worth the name doing others 

highest good. 

An Appreciative Letter. 

The Rowoms 
Balrall Common Coventry 

England. 
Sep. 12 th. 1928. 

Dear Sir, 
Please accept my thanks (or kindly sending 

me a specimen of the Harmonist. It is full of in- 
teresting matter and has my good wishes (or its 
success in its harmonising mission. 

Yours faithfully, 
J. H. Muirhebd. 

[ True Copy ] 
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The Bhagabat : Its Philosophy, its Ethics and its Theology. 

[ A Lecture by Thakur Bhaktivinode in 1869. ] 

(Continued from P. 62, August, 1928,) 

I 'HE voluminous Bhagabat is nothing more than 
a full illustration of this principle of continual 

development and progress of the soul from gross 
matter to the All-perfect Universal Spirit who is 
distinguished as personal, eternal, absolutely free, 
all powerful and all intelligent. There is nothing 
gross or material in it. The whole affair is spiritual. 
In order to impress this spiritual picture upon the 
student who attempts to learn it, camparisons have 
been made with the material world, which cannot 
but convince the ignorant and the impractical. 
Material examples are • absolutely necessary for the 
explanation of spiritual ideas. The Bhagabat be- 
lieves that the spirit of nature is the truth in nature 
and is the only practical part of it. 

The phenomenal appearance of nature is truly 
theoretical, cilthough it has had the greatest claim 
upon our belief from the days of our infancy. The 
outward appearance of nature is nothing more than 
a sure index of its spiritual' (ace. Comparisons are 
therefore necessary. Nature as it is before our 
eyes, must explain the spirit, or else the truth will 
ever remain concealed, and man will never rise 
from his boyhood though his whiskers and beard 
grow while as the snows of the Himalayas. The 
whole intellectual and moral philosophy is explained 
by matter itself. Emerson beautifully shows how, 
all the words in moral philosophy originally came 
from the names of material objects. The words 
heart, head, spirit, thought, courage, bravery, were 
originally the common names of some corresponding 
objects in the material world. All spiritual ideas 
are similarly pictures from the material world, 
because matter is the dictionary of spirit, and 
material pictures are but the shadows of the spiritual 
affairs, which our material eye carries back to our 

spiritual perception. God in his infinite goodness 
and kindness has established this unfailing connection 
between the truth and the shadow in order to 
impress upon us the eternal truth which he has 
reserved for us. The clock explains the lime, the 
alphabet points to the gathered store of knowledge, 
the beautiful song of a harmonium gives the idea 
of eternal harmony in the spirit world, to-day and 
to-morrow and day-afler-lo-morrow thrust into *yi 
the ungrasped idea of eternity and similarly material 
pictures impress upon our spiritual nature the truly 
spiritual idea of religion. It is on these reasonable 
grounds that Vyasa adapted the mode of explaining 
our spiritual worship with some sorts of material 
phenomena, which correspond with the spiritual 
truth. Our object is not to go into details, so we 
are unable to quote some of the illustrations within 
this short compass. 

We have also the practical part of the question 
in the 1 1 th book of Bhagabat. All the modes by 
which a man can train himself up to 'Prem fBhakti 
as explained above, have been described at great 
length. We have been advised first of all, to 
convert ourselves into most grateful servants of Go(j 
as regards our relation to our fellow brethren. 
Our nature has been described as bearing three dif- 
ferent phases in all our bearings in the world. Those 
phases are named Sallwa ^ ), Raja ^ ), 

Tama ^ 3JI )■ Satlwa Guna is that properly in 
our nature, which is purely good as far as it can 
be pure in our present state. Raja Guna is neither 
good nor bad. Tama is evil. Our Probrittu or 
tendencies and affections are described as the main 
spring of all our actions, and it is our object to 
train up those affections and tendencies to the 
standard of Sallwa Guna, as decided by t 
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moral principle. This is not easily done. All the 
springs o( our actions should be carefully protected 
from Tama Guna, the evil principle, by adopting 
the Raja Guna at first, and when that is effected, 

man should subdue his Raja Guna by means of the 
natural Sal/Wa Guna which is the most powerful 
of them when cultivated. Lust, idleness, wicked 
deeds and degradation of human nature by intoxi- 
cating principles are described as exclusively belong- 
ing to Tama Quna, the evil phase of nature. These 
are to be checked by marriage, useful work and 
abstinence from intoxication and trouble to our 
neighbours and inferior animals. Thus when Raja 
Guna has obtained supremacy in the heart, it is 
our duty to convert that Raja Guna into Sallula 
Guna which is pre-eminently good. That married 
love, which is first cultivated, must now be subli- 
mated into holy good and spiritual love, r. e, love 
between soul and soul. Useful work will now be 
converted into work of love and not ol disgust 
or obligation. Abstinence from wicked work will 
be made to lose its negative appearance and con- 
verted into positive good work. Then we are to 
look to all living beings in the same light in which 
we look to ourselves, i- e., we must convert our sel- 
fishness into all possible disinlere;ted activity towards 
all around us. Love, charity, well-doing and devotion 
to God will be our only work. We then became 
the servants of God by obeying His High and Holy 
wishes.' Here we begin to be (Fjhaklas and we 
are susceptible of further improvement in our spiri- 
tual nature, as we have described above. All this 
is covered by the term Jlbidbeya ( the 
second cardinal point in the supreme relig'ous 
work, the Bhagbut We have now before us, the 
first two cardinal points in our religion, explained 
somehow or other in the terms and thoughts ex- 
pressed by our saviour who lived only four centuries 
ago in the beautiful village of Nadia, situated on the 
banks of the Bhagirathi. We must now proceed 
to the last cardinal point termed by that great 
Reestablisherer "iwloH" or prospects. 

What is the object of our spiritual devolopment. 

our prayer, bur devotion and our union with God ? 
The Bhagabal tells that the object is not enjoyment 
or sorrow, but continual progress in spiritual holi- 
ness and symmetry.* 

In the common-place books of the Hindu religion 
in which the Raja and Tama Gunas have been 
described as the ways of religion, we have descrip- 
tions of a local heaven and a local hell ; the 
Heaven as beautiful as anything on earth and the 
Hell as ghastly as any picture of evil. Besides 
this Heaven we have many more places, where 
good souls are sent up in the way of promotion I 
There are 84 divisions of the hell itself, some more 
dreadful than the one which Milton has described 
in his Paradise Lost. These are certainly poetical 
and were originally created by the rulers of the 
country in order to check evil deeds of the ignorant 
people, who are not able to understand thb con- 
clusions of philosophy. The religion of the Bhagabat 
is free from such a poetry. Indeed, in some of the 
chapters we meet with descriptions of these hells 
and heavens, and accounts of curious tales, but 
we have been warned somewhere in the book, not 
to accept them as real (acts, but as'inventions to 
overawe the wicked and to improve the simple 
and the ignorant. The Bhagabal, certainly tells 
us of a state of reward and punishment in future 
according to deeds in our present situation. All 
poetic inventions, besides this spiritual (act, have 
been described as statements borrowed from other 
works in the way of preservation of old traditions 
in the book which superseded them and put an 
end to the necessity of their storage. If the whole 
stock of Hindu Theological works which preceded 
the {Bhagabal were burnt like the Alexandrian 
Library and the sacred {Bhagabal preserved as 
it is, not a part of the philosophy of the Hindus ex- 
cept that of'the atheistic sects, would be lost. The 

•Roop Gossami, one of the disciples of Mahaprabhu 
Chaitanya says :— 
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Bhagabal therefore, may be styled both as a reli- 
gious work and a compendium of all Hindoo history 
and philosophy. 

The fBhagabat does not allow its followers 
to ask anything from God except eternal love to- 
wards Him.* The Kingdom of the world, the 
beauties of the local heavens and the sovereignty 
over the material world are never the subjects of 
Vaishnab prayer. The Vaishnab meekly and 
humbly says, "Father, Master, God, Friend and 
Husband of my soul ! Hallowed be thy name ! 
1 do not approach You for anything which 
You have already given me. I have sinned 
against you and I now repent and solicit Your 
pardon. Let Thy Holiness touch my soul and 
make me free from grossness- Let my spirit 
be devoted meekly to Your Holy service in 
absolute love towards Thee. 1 have called You 
my God, and let my soul be wrapped up in ad- 
miration at Your greatness I I have addressed You 
as my master and let my soul be strongly devoted 
to your service. I have called You my friend, and 
let my soul be in reverential love towards You and 
not in dread»or fear ! I have called you my husband 
and let my spiritual nature be in eternal union 
with You, for ever loving and never dreading, or 
feeling disgust- Father I let me have strength 
enough to go up to You as the consort of my 
soul, so that we may be one in eternal love I Peace 
to the world." !!! 

Of such a nature is the prayer of the Bhagabal. 
One who can read the book will find the highest 
form of prayer in the expressions of Prohlad to- 
wards the universal and omnipresent Soul with 
powers to convert all unholy strength into meek 
snbmission or entire annihilation. This prayer will 
show what; is the end and object of Vaishnab's 

•In the third Skandha of the Bhagbat Kapila tells 
his mother :— 

SWT: n 
God offers all sorts of happiness to his servants 

but they do not want them except His Holy Service. 

Life. He does not expect to be the king of a 
certain part of the universe after his death, nor 
does he dread a local, fiery and turbulent hell, 
the idea of which would make the hairs of young 
Hamlet stand erect like the forks of a porcupine I 
His idea of salvation is not total annihilation of 
personal existence as the Buddhists and: the 24 
Gods of the Jains procured for themselves ! The 
Vaishnab is the meekest of all creatures devoid of 
all ambition. He wants to serve God spiritually after 
death as he has served Him both in spirit and matter 
while in life. His constitution is a spirit and his 
highest object of life is divine and holy love. 

There may be a philosophical doubt. How 
the human soul could have a distinct existence from 
the universal soul when the gross part of the human 
constitution will be no more ? The Vaishnab can I 
answer it, nor can any man on earth explain it The 
Vaishnab meekly answers, he (eels the truth but 
he cannot understand it. The T^hagabal merely 
affirms that the Vaishnab soul when free from gross 
matter will distinctly exist . not in time and space 
but spiritually in the eternal spiritual kingdom of 
God where love is life, and hope and charity and 
continual ecslacy without change are its various 
exhibitions. 

In considering about the ■ true essence of the 
Deity, two great errors stare before us and frighten 
us back to ignorance and its satisfaction. One of 
them is the idea that God is above all attributes 
both material and spiritual and is consequent^ 
above all conception. This is a noble idea bQi 
useless. If God. is above conception and without 
any sympathy with the world, how is then this 
creation ? This Universe composed of properties ? 
The distinctions and phases of existence ? The 
differences of value ? Man, women, beast, trees, 
magnetism, animal magnetism, electricity, landscape, 
water and (ire ? In that case Shankaracharyya 
Mayavad theory would be absolute philosophy. 

The other error is that God is all attribute, /. e. 

intelligence, truth, goodness and power. This is 
also a ludicrous idea. Scattered properties cak 
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never constitute a Being. It is more impossible in 
the case of belligerent principles, such as Justice 
and Mercy and Fulness and Creative Power. Both 
ideas are imperfect. The truth, as stated in the 
Bhagabal is that properties, though many of them 
belligerent, are united in a spiritual Being where 
they have full sympathy and harmony. Certainly 
this is beyond our comprehension. It is so owing 
to our nature, being finite and God being infinite- 
Our ideas are constrained by the idea of space and 
time, but God is above that constraint. This is a 
glimpse of Truth and we must regard it as Truth 
itself : often, says Emerson, a glimpse of truth is 
better than an arranged system and he is right. 

The Bhagabal has, therefore, a personal, all- 
intelligent, active, absolutely free, holy, good, 
all-powerful, omnipresent, just and merciful and 
supremely Spiritual Deity without a second, creat- 
ing, preserving all that is in the Universe. The 
highest object of the Vaishnab is to serve that 
Infinite Being for ever spiritually in the activity of 
Jlbsolule Love. 

These are the main principles of the religion 
inculcated by the work, called the 'Bhagabal, and 
Vyasa, in his great wisdom, tried his best to explain 
all these principles with the aid of pictures in the 
material world. The shallow critic summarily 
rejects this great philosopher as a man-worshipper. 
He would go so far as to scandalise him as a teacher 
of material love and lust and the injurious principles 
of exclusive ascetism. The critic should first read 
deeply the pages of the Bhagabal and train his mind 
up to the best eclectic philosophy which the world 
has ever obtained, and then we are sure he will 
pour panegyrics upon the principal of the College 
of Theology at Badrikasram which existed about 
4,000 years ago. The shallow critic's mind will 
undoubtedly be changed, if he but reflects upon 
one great point, i. e. how is it possible that a spiri- 
tualist of the school of Vyasa teaching the best 
principles of Theism in the whole of the Bhagabal 
and making the (our texts quoted in the beginning 

as the foundation of his mighty work, could have 

forced upon the belief of men that the sensuaV 
connection between a man with certain females is 
the highest object of worship I This is impossible, 
dear Critic ! Vyasa could not have taught the 
cammon Vyragi to set up an flkhra (a place of wor- 
ship) with a number of females ! Vyasa, who could 
teach us repeatedly in the whole of Bhagabal that 
sensual pleasures are momentary like the pleasures 
of rubbing the itching hand and that man's highest 
duty is to have spiritual love with God, could never 
have prescribed the worship of sensual pleasures. 
His descriptions are spiritual and you must not 
connect matter with it. With this advice, dear 
critic, go through the Bhagabal and I doubt not 
you will, in three months, weep and repent to God 
for despising this Revelation through the heart and 
brain of the great Badarayan. 

Yes, you nobly tell us that such philosophical 
comparisons produced injury in the ignorant and 
the thoughtless. You nobly point to the immoral 
deeds of the common Vyragis, who call themselves 
"The followers of the Bhagabal and the great 

Chaitanya". You nobly tell us that Vyasa unless 
purely explained, may lead thotfsands of men into 
great trouble in time to come. But dear critic I 
Study' the history of ages and countries I Where 
have you found the philosopher and the reformer 
fully understood by the people ? The popular 
religion is fear cf God and not the pure spiritual 
love which Plato, Vyasa, Jesus, and Chaitanya 
taught to their respective peoples I Whether you 
give the absolute religion in figures or simple ex- 
pressions, or teach' them by means of books or oral 
speeches, the ignorant and the thoughtless must 

* Vyasa himself apprehended these stupid critics 
and with a view to prevent degradation of his spiri- 
tual principles, he gave the following text to the 
mouth of Kapila in the third Skandha :— 

The company of a woman or that of a man who 
cultivated friendship with woman, with an immoral 
heart, is very injurious to the msn of a religious 
temperament. 
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degrade it. It is indeed very easy to tell and swift 
to hear that absolute truth has such an affinity with 
the human soul that it comes through it as if in- 
tuitively. No exertion is necessary - to teach the 
precepts of true religion. This is a deceptive idea. 

It may be true of ethics and of the alphabet of 
religion, but not of the highest form of faith which 
requires an exalted soul to understand. It certainly 
requires previous training of the soul in the ele- 
ments of religion just as the student of the fractions 
must have a previous attainment in the elemental 
numbers and figures in Arithmetic and Geometry. 
Truth is good, is an elemental truth, which is easily 
grasped by the common people. But, if you tell 
a common patient, that God is infinitely intelligent 
and powerful in His spiritual nature, He will con- 
ceive a different idea from what you entertain of 
the expression. All higher Truths, though intuitive, 
require previous education in the simpler ones. 
That religion is the purest, which gives you the 
purest idea of God, and the absolute religion re- 
quires an absolute conception by man of his own 
spiritual nature; How then is it possible that the 
ignorant will ever obtain the absolute religion as 
long as they are ignorant ? When thought awakens, 
the thinker is no more -ignorant and is capable of 
obtaining an absolute. idea of religion. This is 
a truth and God has made it such in His infinite 
goodness, impartiality and mercy. Labour has 
its wages and and the idle must never be reward- 
ed. Higher is the work, greater is the reward 
is an useful truth. The thoughtless must be 
satisfied with superstition till he wakes and opens 
his eyes to the God of love. The reformers, out 
of their universal love and anxiety for good work 
endeavour by some means or other to make the 
thoughtless drink the cup of salvation, but the 
latter drink it with wine and fall into the ground 
under the influence of intoxication for the imagina- 
tion has also the power of making a thing what it 
never was. Thus, it is that the evils of nunneries 
and the corruptions of the Jlkhras proceeded. 
No, we are not to scandalise the Saviour of Jeru- 

salem or the Saviour of Nadia for these subsequent 
evils. Luthers, instead of critics, are what we want 
for the correction of those evils by the true inter- 
pretation of the original precepts. 

Two more principles characterise the Bhagabat, 
Viz. liberty and progress of the soul through-out 
eternity. The Bhogabat teaches us that God 
gives us truth and he gave it to Vyasa, when we 
earnestly seek for it. Truth is eternal and unex- 
hausted. The soul receives a revelation when it 
is anxious for it. The souls of the great thinkers 
of the by-gone ages, who' now live spiritually, often 
approach our enquiring spirit and assist it in its 
development. Thus Vyasa was assisted by Narada 
and Brahma. Our Shastras, or in other words, 
books of thought do not contain all that we could 
get from the infinite Father. No book is without its 
errors. God's revelation is absolute truth, but it 
is scarcely received and preserved in its natural 
purity. We have been advised in the 14lh Chapter 
of the Ilth Skandha of the ^a^afiaMo believe 
that truth when revealed, is absolute, but it gets 

the tincture of the nature of the receiver in course 
of lime and is converted into error by continual ex- 
change of hands from age to age. New revelations, 
therefore, are .continually necessary in order to keep 
truth in its original purity. We are thus warned 
to be careful in our studies of old authors, however 
wise they are reputed to be. Here we have full 
liberty to reject the wrong idea, which is not sanc- 
tioned by the peace of conscience. Vyasa was not 
satisfied with what -he collected in the Vedas, 
arranged in the Paronas and composed in the 
Mahabharata. . The peace of his conscience did 
not sanction his labours. It told him from inside 
"No, Vyasa! you can't rest contented with the 
erroneous picture of truth which was necessarily 
presented to you by the sages of bygone days ! 
You must yourself knock at the door of the inex- 
haustible store of' truth from which the former ages 
drew their wealth. Go, go up to the fountain-head 
of truth where no pilgrim meets with disappoint- 
ment of any kind. Vyasa did it and obtained what 
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he wanted. We have been all advised to do so. 
Liberty then is the principle, which we must con- 
sider as the most valuable gift of God. We must 
not allow ourselves to be led by those who lived 
and thought before us. We must think for our- 
selves and try to get further truths which are still 
undiscovered. In the 23rd text, 21st Chapter 

1 1th Skandha of the Bhagabat we have been ad- 
vised to take the spirit of the Shastras and not the 
words. The Bhagabat is therefore a religion of 
liberty, unmixed truth and absolute love. 

The other characteristic is progress- Liberty 
certainly is the father of all progress. Holy liberty 
is the cause of progress upwards and upwards in 
eternity and endless activity of love. Liberty 
abused causes degradation and the Vaishnab must 
always carefully use this high and beautiful gift of 
God. The progress of the Bhagabat is described 
as the rise of the soul from Nature up to Nature's 
God, from Maya, the absolute and the infinite. 
Hence the Bhagabat says of itself :— 

fqcfrt WiNci whioW 

gfr ti 

l,lt is the fruit of the tree of thought, mixed 
with the nectar of the speech of Sukhdeva. It is 
the temple of spiritual love ! O ! Men of piety ! 
Drink deep this nectar of Bhagabat repeatedly till 
you are taken from this mortal frame !" 

Then the Sharagrahi or the progressive Vaishnab 

adds :—• 

WTlfsR: 

"That fruit of the tree of thought is a com. 
position, as a matter of course of the sweet and the 

opposite principles. O ! Men of piety, like the 
bee taking honey from the flower, drink the sweet 
principle and reject that which is not so." 

The Bhagbat is undoubtedly a difficult work 
and where it does not relate to pictures description 
of traditional and poetical life, its literature is stiff 
and its branches are covered in the garb of an 
unusual form of Sanskrit poetry. Works on philo- 
sophy must necessarily be of this character. Com- 
mentations and notes are therefore required to 
assist us in our study of the book. The best com- 
mentator is Sreedhar Swami and the truest inter- 
pretor is our great and noble Chaitanyadeva. God 
bless the spirit of our noble guides. 

These great souls were not like comets appear- 
ing in the firmament (or a while and disappearing 
as soon as their mission is done. They are like 
so many suns shining all along to give light and 
heat to the succeeding generation. Long time yet 
when they will be succeeded by others of their 
mind, beauty and calibre. The texts of Vyasa 
are still ringing in the ears of all theists as if some 
great spirit is singing them from a distance ! Badri- 
kasram! What an awful name f The seat of 
Vyasa and the selected religion of thought! The 
pilgrim tells us that the land is cold ! How mightily 
did the genius of Vyasa generate the heat of 
philosophy in such a cold region ! Not only 
heated the locality but sent its ray far to the shores 
of the sea t Like the great Napolean in the 
political world, he knocked down empires and 
kingdoms of old and by-gone philosophy by the 
mighty stroke of his transcendental thoughts ! This 
is real power ! Atheist philosophy of Shankho, 
Charbak, the Jains and the Buddhists shuddered 
with fear at the approach of the spiritual senti- 
ments and creations of the Bhagabat philo- 
sopher ! The army of the atheists was composed 
of gross and impotent creatures like the legions 
that stood under the banner of the fallen Lucifer ; 
but the pure, holy and spiritual soldiers of 
Vyasa) sent by his Almighty Father were 
invincibly fears to the enemy and destructive 
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of the unholy and the unfounded. He that works 
in the light of God, sees the minutest things in 
creation, he that works the power of God is 
invincible and great, and he that works with 
God's Holiness in his heart, Bnds no difficulty 
against unholy things and thoughts. God works 
through his agents and these agents are styled 
by Vyasa himself as the Incarnation of the power 
of God. All great souls were incarnations of this 
class and we have the authority of this fact in the 
Bhagabat itself :— 

"O ! Brahmins ! God is the soul of the prin- 
ciple of goodness ! The incarnations of that principle 
are innumerable I As thousands of watercourses 
come out of one in-exhaustible fountain of water, 
so these incarnations are but emanations -of that 
infinitely good energy of God which is full at all 
times." 

The Bhagabat, therefore, allows us to call 
Vyasa and Narada, as ^hakfycrvesh Avatars 
of the infinite energy of God, and the spirit of 
this text goes far to honour all great reformers 
and teachers who lived and will live in other 
countries. The Vaishnab is ready to honour all 
great men without distinction of caste, because they 
are filled with the energy of God. See how uni- 
versal is the religion of Bhagabat. It is not intended 
(or a certain class of the Hindoos alone but it is a 
gift to man at large in whatever country born and 
whatever society bred. In short Vaishnabism is 
the Absolute Love binding all men together into 
the infinite, unconditioned and absolute God. May 
its peace reign for ever in the whole universe in 
the continual development of its purity by the 
exertion of the future heroes, who will be blessed 
according to the promise of the Bhagabat with 
powers from the Almighty Father the Creator, 
Preserver, and the Annihilator of all things in 
Heaven and Earth. 

Sri Krishna-Chaitanya is Godhead Himself. 

TN regard to the proposition as to whether 
Sri Krishna-Chaitanya is Godhead Himself 

the only evidence that is admissible is that of 
the Veda, the only function of which is to 
proclaim the Godhead to all jivas. The Veda, 
the Word of God, is identical with God Himself 
The Word exists eternally in the form of the 
transcendental sound that is always revealing 
God, i. e. Itself, to those who are privileged to 
hear. There is no other way of knowing 
God open to sinful jivas. What they see, hear, 
taste, smell, think, are relative and limited and 
impermanent phenomena known as material 
objects. The sceptics are right in holding 
that it is not possible for any one by means of 
his (materialised) mind to have any knowledge 
of the Absolute. Revelation is properly enough 

objected to on the ground that the limited 
mind of the jiva is constitutionally incapable of 
receiving the unlimited. Such is the unanimous 
testimony of all empiricists who are the present 
leaders of thought in regard to the phenomena 
of this world. They are quite consistent in 
refusing to speculate on the Absolute. 

But the Word of God is as a matter of fact 
not heard by the organ of hearing of sinful jivas. 
There are also sinless persons whose ears 
possess the power of catching the transcendental 
sound and who have recorded the Word of God 
for the benefit of fallen jivas. The Word is 
there in the books but its meaning is not 
intelligible to us. All we can do is to take it 
on trust provisinally and listen attentively. If 
we do this, say the Scriptures, the meaning will 
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in due course dawn upon our emancipated under- 
standing. But we must not try to understand the 
Word of God in the light of our worldly know- 
ledge, If we do so we are sure to misunderstand 
everything. We must agree to believe that the 
plain meaning of the Word is the true meaning 
However fantastic it may seem to us at lirst sight. 

So there is a p\ain meaning of the words of 
the Veda which is the only testimony we possess 
in regard to the proposition which we shall 
endeavour to establish. This is not dogmatism. 
It is not anybody's unsupported opinions which 
the reader is asked to accept blindly. It is the 
experience of a minority of the best people of 
this world which he is asked to believe to be 
tfue as experience and to accord to it his serious 
consideration. It will not go against any of his 
beliefs or practices because it refers to things 
of another world. It is worth listening to as 
this minority of the people claim that it is the 
Absolute Truth which is ordinarily believed to 
be either non-existent or unattainable. 

Once the right formula is known we can 
verify its truth by application. If it can actually 
give us what it promises we might admit its real 
existence although we may not be allowed to 
reach it by our own efforts. We can also obtain 
thereby a view of the relative value of our own 
synthesis, if any, at least in regard to this world 
which happens to be the limit of our vision. 

But we claim a much larger measure of in- 
dulgence from our readers than mere tolerance. 
Because there is no explicit Vedic evidence in 
support of the proposition that we have under- 
taken to prove with its help.- We have, there- 
fore, to depend also on the candour and un- 
biased judgment of the reader. There is no 
Vedic text which says directly that Sri Krishna- 
Chaitanya is the Godhead Himself, The reader 
must not understand by Veda only the present 
Vedic Samhitas. By Veda he is to understand, 
as the rishis themselves understood, something 
much wider. The Puranas, according to their 

12 

own authority, explain and supplement the Veda 
and are, therefore, a part and parcel of the 
revealed literature. One who has taken the 
trouble of carefully studying the Puranas knows 
very well that they are not really opposed to 
one another and are graded into three distinct 
groups. One of these groups treat mainly of 
the transcendental reality. The Srimad Bhaga- 
bata is the most elaborate work of this group. 
I have said that the Veda does not explicitly 
stale that Sri Krishna Chaitanya is the Godhead 
Himself. This omission is, however, deli- 
berate. In the SrimaJ Bhagabat Prahlada says, 
'Krishna, Thou maintainst in this manner the 
realms ( lokas ) of men, tiryaks, rishis, devas, 
fishes, etc., etc., and destroyest the enemies of 
the world. Thou, Great Person, wilt Thyself 
proclaim the dharma of the kirtan of the holy 
Name which is appropriate for the Kali Age 

by concealing Thy identity. It is for this reason 
that Thy Name is Triyuga ( belonging to the 
three ages ), Thou art so named because no 
Shastras make this ' Thy hidden appearance^ 
known explicitly. In the Adi Parana God Him- 
self says, 'This My Form, which I keep concealed, 
is eternal. Hiding My identity I Myself ever 
protect all the lokas by establishing the 
dharma, assuming for the purpose the form of 
the devotee of Myself.'' 

The above texts of the Puranas, and there 
are a few more, point to the promulgation, 
in the Kali Age, of the kirtan of the holy Name 
by God Himself Who assumes for the purpose 
the form of the devotee of God concealing His 
own identity. Under the circumstances we cannot 
expect to find in the Veda anything more than 
overt references to this particular appearance of 
God. In the Mundaka Upanishad (3/3I we have 
the following,—'When one beholds the Lord of 
the world, the Person Who is the source of the 
universe, of golden complexion he attains to the 
state of purity and equanimity by virtue of the 
transcendental knowledge which washes away 
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all conceptions of good and evil that are the 
products of the un-spiritual worldly experienc.' 
There is no«otlier form of the Supreme Lord 
possessing the golden complexion. The epithet 
Mahaprahhn which was for the first time applied 
to Sri Chaitanya by His associates appears as 
the designation of God in the Svetasvataru 
Upanishad ( 3/12 ). 

In the Veda the reference is to Sri Krishna, 
as being the Godhead. The Rhagabata Parana 
identifies Sri Chaitanya with Sri Krishna. The 
explicit identification is contained in the follo- 
ing slokas of the Bhagabata,—'All persons 
possessed of good judgment worship by the 
sacrifice of the samkirtana the Great Person in 
Whose mouth there are always these two letters 
viz. 'KrV and 'shna', whose beauty is non-dark 
(i. e. yellow). In this manner they worship 
Him in the company of His angas (limbs), 
upangas (minor limbs), astras (weapons) and 
fxirshadas (associates) by whom He is always 
surrounded' ( Bhag. i'-5-33). And again,— 
'This son (Krishna) of yours (Nanda) assumes 
the hues of white, red and yellow in the other 
three Ages. At present ( i. e. in dvafrara ) He 
has assumed the dark colour'. 

This much as regards the direct testimony. 
The indirect evidence is abundant and this is 
only natural as God chooses deliberately to 
conceal His identity in this case. This in- 
direct testimony also appeals far more strongly 
even than direct evidence, to people in this 
speculative Age. Sri Krishna-Chaitanya taught 
the religion of un-conventional love for Sri 
Krishna which forms the central subject of the 
Srimad Rhagabata According to the Bhagabata 
}here does not exist any higher religion than 
the love which characterized the milk-maids 
of Braja. No Avatar of the Supreme Lord, is 
capable of conferring this love of Rraja. Even Sri 
Krishna Himself in His HI a of the dvapara Age 
did not bestow it on the undeserving. The uncon- 

ventional love for Sri Krishna of the milk-maids 

of Braja would have temained for ever un-attain- 
able to the fallen jivas but for the cause-less 
mercy of Sri Krishna-Chaitanya which made 
Him bestow it on those who did not deserve it, 
In other words the supreme excellence of the 
dvapar lila of Sri Krishna would have been of no 
benefit to the sinful world but for the teaching 
of Sri Chaitanya which thus forms the necessary 
supplement of the other. Sri Krishna Chaitanya 
is, therefore, none other than the Supreme Lord 
Himself concealed in the guise of His devotee 
appearing in the Kali Age to promulgate the 
samkirtana of the holy Name which is identical 
with the un-conventional love of Braja. He is 
not the Avatar of Sri Krishna. He is Sri 
Krishna Himself. Because no Avatar of Krishrn 
can confer the un-conventional love for Him- 
self,—it being the highest, the fullest service 
which is necessarily the exclusive due of the 
Godhead Himself, the Source of all Avatars. 
Such love cannot be inspired by any except Sri 
Krishna Himself. Sri Krishna did not, how- 
ever, exhibit this activity in His dvapara lila 
as He chose to appear on that occasion in the 
undisguised form of the Godhead Himself, the 
Object of the highest devotion of all jivas. 
There is no limit to the power of God. But He 
has given perfect freedom of choice to the jivas 
and accepts only their voluntary service. The 
fallen jivas owe their plight to their natural 
disinclination to serve the Supreme Lord. Ths, 
terrible consequence of this abuse of their free- 
dom of choice was that they failed to recognise 
the Supreme Lord when He actually appeared 
in their'midst in this sinful world in His own 
eternal form and without disguise. The direct 
method of the dvapara lila thus failed to re- 
claim the sinners. Sri Krishna then laid aside 
His form as the Godhead and assumed the guise 
of the servant of God, Devotion to Himself was 
not valued by sinful jivas because they had 
lost all memory of it through sensuous existence 
of countless ages. God chose to appear in thdfr 
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midst as the Teacher of the eternal religion 
that had been forgot and for this purpose 
assumed the exterior of the greatest of all His 
devotees viz. Sri Radhika, the premier milk- 
maid of Braja. No one can be a teacher of 
religion, say the Shastras, who does not practise 
the same himself. God is the supreme Teacher 
of religion. His eternal form as Teacher of the 
religion is that of the ideal devotee viz. Sri 
Krishna-Chaitanya. God as Teacher is the 
most devoted of His servants, appearing as 
worshipper by concealing His identity as the 
Object of worship. The ideal devotee is respected 
by sinful jivas on account of his humility. He 
does not claim their service for himself and this 
pleases their vanity and disarms their hostility. 
■Jiy this clever ruse God makes sinful jivas un- 
consciously forget their aversion to Himself 
(disguised as devotee). He demonstrates to 
them by His own example which melts the 
stoniest of hearts, that in the case of the jivas 
the privileg'e of rendering service to God is 
infinitely higher than the privilege of receiv- 
ing any service and that the service of God is 
superior to the unreal lordship coveted by 
sinners over material nature. The jiva soul is an 
infinitessimally small fraction of the spiritual 
power of God. It has no affinity with God's 
material power. The jiva soul is superior to 
matter because the spiritual power of God is 
superior to His material power which stands to 
the former in the relation of shadow to subs- 
tance. This is quite opposite to what their rela- 
tion seems to be to our perverted understanding. 
If the jiva soul wants to rule over the spiritual 
power of God to which it is subordinate by 
constitution it falls into the clutches of the 
illusory, i. «. material, power of God and be- 
comes 'Subject to all the miseries of a false ex- 
istence. The jiva can never be God. But God is 
simultaneously great and small. In Sri Krishna- 
Chaitanya the small face of the Divinity which 
the jivas can recognise is exposed to them, God 

in this manner shows to the jiva the jivals own 
ideal form which is also eternally part and parcel 
of Himself, The jiva can be great not by the 
assertion of his native littleness but by agreeing 
to serve the Great. This is the teaching by pre- 
cept and example of Sri Krishna-Chaitanya. 

God as Teacher of religion is Sri Krishna- 
Chaitanya. As Sri Krishna-Chaitanya He is the 
eternal world-Teacher Whose words are to be 
listened to and obeyed. Sri .Krishna-Chaitanya 
followed His own teaching in order to teach us 
how to follow Him. By following Sri Krishna- 
Chaitanya we would attain to the loving service 
of the milk-maids of Braja, and not by imitating 
the transcendental gopis. This is the highest 
form of service. The worship of Sri Krishna by 
the milk-maids o) Braja cannot be realised in 
the sinful state. It can be realised only after 
all sin has left us. There is no way of attaining 
to this perfectly pure slate except by following 
the teachings of Sri Chaitanya as exemplified 
by the practice of Himself and His associates 
and specially the latter. This is the purpose of 
Sri Krishna's appearance as Sri Krishna-Chai- 
tanya in the Kali Age. 

No Avatar or prophet has bestowed on sinful 
creatures the free /o^fw^service of the Godhead. 
The highest they did was to leach sinful jivas 
the service of God that is characterized by dis- 
tant reverence, the only form of service which is 
least likely to be grossly misunderstood in the 
sinful slate. But mere reverence is not acceptable 
to Sri Krishna Who always dwells in the 
transcendental realm of Braja full of eternal 
bliss where reverence itself is subordinated to 
love. This loving service of Braja is the gift of 
Sri Krishna-Chaitanya to all the sinful jivas of 
this world and He guarantees it to all who 
sincerely follow His teaching. These consi- 
derations explaining as they do the significance 
of the appearance of God in this world, as testi- 
fied by the shastras. supply the indirect evidence 
of the Divinity of Sri Krishna-Chaitanya. 



The Special Characteristics of the Acharyya 

[ By Piiof. Nishi Kanta Sanyal, m. a. ] 

(Continued from, F. 63, August, 1928.) 

OUP the ample gift-basket filled with 
the ripe fruitage of eternal well- 

being that had been brought down 

into this world from the Divine Tree on 

high would never have been unpacked 

and the life-giving fruits would have 

remained un-tasted inside the sealed 

baskets of the immortal works of 

Thakur Sri Bhakti-vinode if the task 

of their dissemination had not been 

bequeathed to a successor worthy of 

shouldering the high responsibility. 

Sri Siddhanta Saraswati Thakur is 

verily the manifestation of the goddess 

of pure learning engaged in expound, 

ing the "Word of God at all time. Hail- 

ing from Sri Purusottama Kshetra in 

Utkal, the place of his auspicious 

appearance in this world, this best- 

beloved of Mukunda, in fulfilment of 

the prophecies of the scriptures that 

'the pure religion will spread from 

Purusottama in Utkal', and 'the holy 

Name of Sri Gaursundar will be 

preached at all places', is successfully 

occupied in the superhuman work of 

carrying to all parts of the world the 

priceless gift of the non-harm-producing 

mercy of Sri Bhakti-vinode Thakur 

which renders accessible (o all jivas 

the shoreless Ocean of bliss. He has 

disclosed to the astounded vision of 

humanity the substantive form of a most 

wonderful edifice of universal harmony, 

crowned with the triumphantly waving 

banner of victory reared with complete 

success on the broad base of preaching 

of the holy Name and love of God 

securely laid by Thakur Sri Bhakti- 

vinode. 

Thakur Sri Siddhanta Saraswati, 

like the great Acharyyas of former 

times, has set before us the ideal of 

carrying out the wishes of Sri Chai- 

tanya by the same four.fold method 

that was so suceessfully adopted by 

themselves as has already been stated. 

To this Divine task he has wholly 

consecrated all his super-human energies 

that are never satiated by their cease- 

less efforts to serve Krishna in alt time, 

—recalling the ardour of Sri Rupa who 

prayed for a billion.fold increase of the 

senses to enable him to realise the 

sweetness of the service o'f the Lord. 

Whenever Srila Siddhanta Saraswati 

Thakur happens to journey to a new 

place the very first thing that Jie pro- 

poses on arrival is the establishment 

of printing presses for the publication 

of devotional literature and its wide 

circulation among all classes of tl>e 
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people,—the object bein^ to prepare 

the way for the descent of the transcen- 

dental sound by silencing the vocal 

efforts prevailing in the worldly atmos- 

phere. The same purpose marks the 

attempt that he is making to cause the 

seat of spiritual learning long vanished 

to reappear at Graudapur. If the pliant, 

inquisitive, serving child is afforded an 

opportunity of realising at that early 

stage the identity of the transcendental 

sound with the object denoted by it by 

the process of the conveyance of the 

direct meaning of such sounds to the 

spiritual understanding the thirst for 

the whole time Kirtan of Sri Radha- 

Govinda is likely to be aroused in him. 

The prevalence of in-harmonious efforts 

which are the offspring of the meaning 

directly conveyed by worldly sounds 

to the perverted intellect, which are 

the parents of fears, selfish enjoyments 

and malice, are the obstacles in the 

way of the Kirtan of Hari which is 

possible only when one is enabled to 

realise that the only function of his 

proper self is the service of Sri Guru, 

deva, i. e. of Krishna and His devotees, 

in the realm of the spirit. 

Srila Siddhanta Saraswati Thakur 

has vindicated the high position of the 

true Brahmana and Yaishnava by the 

propagation of the pure Kirtan of 

Krishna. He has proved the freedom 

of all activities of the Yaishnava guru 

from all defects due to their complete 

permeation by the will of Krishna. 

This synthesis has been acoompanied 

by the most decisive refutation of all 

current un.spiritual views that are 

opposed to un-alloyed devotion ;—such 

as masked psilanthropism ; smarta 

views upholding materialistic activities; 

psilanthropism proper which attempts 

to effect a compromise between the 

perfect, spiritual effort which is iden- 

tical with the object to be gained and 

the defective, un.spiritual methods 

conceived as means to an end which is 

different from itself ; the view that the 

spiritual is the product of the material ; 

the view which gives rise to the vanity 

that leads those who belong to the 

status of disciples or are even unfit 

for discipleship to pass as spiritual 

preceptors ; the fatal error that is res- 

ponsible for laborioudy artificial efforts 

to imitate the transcgndefital conduct 

of the paramahansas. He is ceaselessly 

employed, as Acharyya of the eternal 

religion, in defending the method of 

auricular transmission of the transcen- 

dental sounds {Srauta path) ; Krishna ; 

the devotees of Krishna ; the objects 

employed in the worship of Krishna ; 

the expansion of Krishna's own Form 

in the shape of His holy realm [dham) ; 

—against the attacks of the enemies 

of Krishna who is identical with the 

knowledge Absolute that admits of no 

alternatives {advaya jnana). 

In pursuance of these efforts this 

transcendental Acharyya has apparent, 

ly exposed himself to the risk of being 
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maligned, insulted, persecilted and en- 

dangered in countless ways, like Sri 

Nityananda and Thakur Haridas in 

similar circumstances, at the hands of 

the world which is opposed to Vishnu 

to the points of its hair and the tips of 

its fingernails ; but he has firmly per- 

severed in the most vigorous prosecu- 

tion of all his beneficent activities. His 

attitude has been misunderstood by 

the atheists as one of unmitigated 

arrogance. But where are we to look 

for another person who has shown a 

higher ideal of the service of the de- 

votees of Glod ? 

The insatiable desire of Srila Sid- 

dhanta Saraswati Thakur for worship- 

ping and honouring the Vaishnava 

Acharyyas has been shown by his com. 

prehensive tour a few years back of 

Gaudamandal, by. his journeys all over 

India for the purpose of visiting per. 

sonally and doing homage to the holy 

sites sanctified by the activities of the 

former Acharyyas. He has in course 

of his tours visited Udupi Kshetra of 

Srimad Madhvacharyya ; Kanchi and 

Perambedur of Srimad Ramanuja- 

charyya ; Nimbagram, Selimabad etc. 

of Srimad Nimbacharyya ; the gadi 

of Galta immortalized by the victory of 

the author of the Govinda Bhasya. 

He has unearthed numerous records 

regarding Sri Vishnuswam'1. He has 

visited all those places that were trod 

by the holy feet of Sri Gaursundar in 

His exhibition of the Ula of the 

Acharyya and has made definite pro- 

vision for the preservation of the memo- 

rials of the Lord's visit to the different 

places and for reviving the teachings 

of the Acharyyas. He has instituted 

the worship of the Acharyyas at Sri 

Chaitanya Math in Sridham Mayapur, 

the place of advent of Sri Gaursundar. 

He has arranged for the due celebra- 

tion of the appearance and dis-appear. 

ance anniversaries of the Acharyyas 

at all the Maths that he has established 

in different parts of the country. 

The nature and value of such service 

will be brought home to the reader if 

he remembers that practically no one 

hi Bengal was aware of the very exis- 

tence of Srimad Madhvacharyya before 

Srila Prabhupad made him known to 

this country. It will be no exaggeration 

to state that the philosophies of Srimad 

Madhvacharyya and Srimad Hamanuja. 

charyya have been made familiar to 

the people of Bengal by the exertions 

of Srila Siddlianta Saraswati Thakur. 

These are among the proofs of his whole, 

hearted worship of the Vaishnava 

Acharyyas. 

(To be continued.) 



Sree Sree Chaitanya Bhagabat 

(Continued from P. 72, August, 1928.) 

CHAPTER IX 

Summary :—In this Chapter are described the childish pastimes of Sriman Nityananda, up to 
his twelfth year, in iraitatiou of ch; Divine activities of Sri Krishna, Rama, Vamana and the other Avataras 
of Vishnu, and his subsequent pilgrimages which lasted till the twentieth year of his age. 

By command of Sri Gaur-Krishna Sri Anantadeva had already made his appearance in the village 
of Ekchaka in Radh. Nityanandachandra issued like the Moon from the sea of the womb of Sri Padmavati, 
the consort of Haro OJha, dispelling by his auspicious appearance all the ills that afflicted the land 

Sriman Nityananda as a child played constantly with the other (fflildren imitating in all his pastimes 
the doings of Sri Krishna. At one time he formed the assembly of the gods at which on petition for relief 
from the pressure of evils being made by one of the children dressed as the Earth groaning under the heavy 
weight ot demoniac oppression, Sriman Nityananda, taking with him the distressed Earth and the children 
who were the members of the assembly of the gods, repaired to the river bank and there addressed God 
resting in the Kshiroda ( Ocean of milk ). Thereupon one of the children from his hiding place un- 
observed by the others acting as the Reposer in the Kskirod replied, T shall shortly be born in Mathura- 
Gokul to lighten the burden of the Earth.' 

Nityananda then imitated the various ZiZas of Sri Krishna of the Duapara age vis. the marriage of 
Vasudevaand Devaki, the birth of Sri Krishna in the prison, the journey of Vasudcva to Nanda-Braja 

carrying Krishna, Vasudcva's return from there taking back, in lieu of Krishna, Mahamaya who had 
appeared just then as daughter of Yasoda, the slaying of Putana, the breaking of the cart, the thefts by 
Krishna of the butter of milk from the homes of the millcmen, the slaying of the Asitras Dhenuk, Aglia and 
Baka, pasturing the cows, the holding aloft of Gobardhan, the theft of the cloths, Krishna's mercy to the 
spouses of the sacrificing Brahmans, the tendering of secret counsel in the guise of Narada to Kamsa and the 
killing of the elephant Kubalaya, of the wrestlers Chanur and Mushtika and finally of Kamsa himself. 

Nityananda sometimes played at deceiving, in the form of the Dwarf, the great King Bali, bridging 
the ocean by his army of boys acting as monkeys in imitation of the lila of Sri Kam chandra, as Sri Laksh- 
man bow in hand repairing to Sugriva, as Sri Raghava breaking the pride of Harashuram, as Lakshman 
killing Indraj it, feigning to swoon as Dakshraana hit by the powerful dart of Ravana, having medicine 
brougfit by Hanmnan and undergoing recovery from unconsciousness on the administration of medicine by 
Hanuman etc., etc, 

Sriman Nityananda spent twelve years in this kind of pastimes. He then sanctified by his visit to 
those places the holy tirthas of both Northern and Southern India under the pretext of going on a pilgrimage. 
He was occupied with such journeys till he attained his twentieth year when he came to Nabadwipa to his 
juwn Lord, Sri Gaursundar. 

In course of his pilgrimage Sriman Nityananda met Sriman Madhabendra Puri, Sripad Iswara Puri 
and Sripad Brahmananda Puri. Nityananda passed some days in the bliss of Krishna-talk in the company 
of Sri Madhabendra Puri and his disciples. He then visited Setubandha. Dhanutirtha, Mayapuri, Avanti, 
GodaVari, Jior Nrisingha, Devapuri, Trimalla, Kurmakshetra etc. etc. and at last arrived at Nilachal ( Puri ) 
where tlie sight of Sri Jagannathdeva moved him most profoundly. From Srikshetra ( Puri ) he returned 
again to Mathura. 

The Chapter closes with an explanation of the abstinence of Lord Nityananda who is identical with 
the mighty Baladeva from manifesting during this period the ZiZa of preaching the holy Name and love of 
God and an account of his greatness. 

I All glory to Sri Krishna Chaitanya, 3 Glory to Biswambhar, son of Jagannafh 

of Radh. 

Ocean of mercy 
All ^lory to Nityananda, the friend of 

the helpless 

2. Glory to the heart's treasure,—the life 
of Advaita chandra 

Glory to the support ofSrinibash and 
Gadadhar 

4 Ere this, by command'of Chaitanya, 
Lord Ananta 

Had appeared in Radh for the Divine 
drama. 

and Sachi ! 
All glory to the Beloved and Follower of 

the company of His devotees j 
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5 His Hther bore the name of Haro Ojha, 
his mother was named Padmavati ; 

Ekchaka, the village where he appeared, 
was in the territory of the king of Gauda.— 

6 From infancy possessed of a cool disposi- 
tion an excellent judgment and all good 

qualities, 
In him dwelt all the graces. In beauty 

he surpassed million-fold the god of love. 

7 From that moment there forthwith 
appeared in the realm of Radh every 

form of well-being, 
And famine, poverty and all distempers 

were removed. 

8 On the day that Gourchandra made 
His appearance at Nabadwip, 

From Radh Nityananda acclaimed with 
a mighty voice. 

9 The measureless orb was pervaded by 
the sound of 'hum', 

And the whole world seemed bereft of 
consciousness. 

io Many a person said, 'The thunderbolt 
has descended on the Earth.' 

Many realised the occurrence of a 
mighty disturbance. 

U Some said, 'We know the cause of it. 
The Lord who rules Gauda spoke in 

thunder.' 

12 In this manner different persons gave 
out different opinions. 

By the force of the illusory power of God 
no one recognised Nityananda. 

13 Thus, concealing all manifestation 
of himself, 

Joyously played Nityananda in the 
company of children 

14 In all the games that the Lord played 
with the children 

There was to be found nothing save the 
activities of Sri Krishna. 

15 With the children the Lord holds the 
assembly of the gods. 

One of the children acting the part of the 
Earth presents the petition. 

t6 Thereupon all of them betake themselves 
along with the Earth to the river-bank 

Where all join in a fervent prayer. 

17 One of the bo3Ts who is in hiding then 
speaks with a loud voice, 

T will shortly be born in the cowherd 
settlement of Malhura'. 

18 Another day in the company of the 
children during night 

He celebrates the marriage of Vssudeva 
and Devaki. 

19 Having built the pr.son-chamber, at 
dead of night 

When no one is awake he brings about 
the birth of Krishna. 

20 He builds the cowherd-settlement and 
takes Krishna thither, 

Deceives Kamsa by bringing away the 
goddess of illusion and placing her 

in the place of Krishna. 

31 He dresses up a certain child as Putana 
While another boy climbing his body 

suckg at his breast. 

22 Another day having built a cgrt of reeds 
With the help of the children he breaks 

the same. 

23 At the dwellings of the milkmen of the 
neighbour-hood 

He commits thefts at the head of the 
children. 

24 Those boys never leave his compaTiy nor 
return to their homes, 

They play night and day in the company 
of Nityananda. 

25 Neither those grumble whose sons they are, 
But all hold him to their bosom with 

affection. 
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26 All declare ' VVe have never beheld such 
goodly pastimes. 

How, indeed, has the child learnt all 
these activities of Krishna ? 

27 One day having made serpents of leaves 
of trees 

He conducts the children to a pool of 
water. 

2S One of them plunges into the water and 
remains motionless. 

Whereupon Nityananda restores him 
to his senses. 

29 Another day taking the children into 
a wood of tal trees 

Feeds on the tal fruit after killing Dhenuk. 

30 Proceeding to the pasturage he there 
plays many a game with the children ; 

And after making the asuras Baka, Agha, 
Batsa, kills them, 

31 With his followers he returns home 
in the afternoon, 

All the while blowing the horns with 
all the children, 

32 One day he exhibits Krishna's lila of 
holding aloft Mount Gobardhan, 

Another day after building Brindaban 
there he plays. 

33 He steals one day the clothes of the 
milkmaids, 

One day he pavs a visit to the spouses 
of the sacrificing Brahmans ! 

3^ One of the children acts as Narada 
with a beard, 

Gives counsel to Kamsa sitting with 
him in a solitary place. 

35 One day one of the boys in the guise 
of Akrur 

By command of Kamsa takes away Ram 
and Krishna. 

13 

36 He himself cries in grief in the mood 
of the milk-maids ; 

A stream flows from his eyes in the view 
of all the children. 

37 No one recognises, overpowered by the 
illusory power of Vishnu. 

All the children thus play in the company 
of Nityananda. 

38 Building Madhupuri he roams in it, 
with the boys,— 

Some of them turn gardeners, some put 
on the garlands. 

39 He dresses up one of them as Kubja and 
gets himself perfumed by her ; 

Making a bow he breaks it with a 
thundering noise, 

40 After slaying the elephant Kubalaya and 
the wrestlers Chanura and Mushtika 

He drags away by the hair some one 
who has been made Kamsa and fells him 

to,the ground. 

4 ! Having killed Kamsa he dances merrily 
with the children ;— 

The pastimes of the boy make all the 
people laugh. 

42 In this manner he imitates in his pastimes 
The activities of all the Avatars. 

43 One day Nityananda acting as Vamana 
and making another child King Bali, 

Deceives him into making a gift of the 
world. 

44 One of them in the guise of an old man 
as Sukracharyya forbids the gift ; 

The Lord after accepting the alms of Bali 
mounts on his head. 

45 One day Nityananda builds the bridge 
across the ocean, 

All the children acting as monkeys. 
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46 He chops veranda plants and casts them 
into the water, 

The children shouting in a chorus, 
'Victory to Raghunatli !' 

47 Assuming the form of Sri Lakshman 
the Lord himself. 

Bow in hand, makes his way to Sugrib 
in a fit of anger,— 

48 'Thou wretched monkey, my Lord is 
distressed ; 

If I am, indeed, to spare thy life hasten 
thither with all speed. 

49 'My Lord is weighed down with grief 
on Mount Malyaban, 

And thou rascal makest merry with thy 
females !' 

50 Another day in anger to Parasuram,— 
'Bipra, I am not to blame if thou dost not 

flee at once !' 

5 I In the mood of Lakshman the Lord < 
does so ; 

The children in their ignorance take 
it for play j 

52 Some of the children roam about as the 
five monkeys. 

Being himself Lakshman the Lord asks, 

53 'What are ye, monkeys, who roam the 
forests ? 

Tell me ; I am the servant of Raghunath.' 

54 They say, 'We wander thus through fear 
of Bali. 

Show us Sri Ramchandra, we take the 
dust of your feet.* 

55 Taking them into his arms he leads them on 
And falls prostrate at the feet of Sri Ram. 

56 One day he kills Indrajit ; 
Another day as Lakshman he himself is 

beaten by him. 

57 Having made one of the boys Bibhishan 
he leads him to the presence of Ram ; 

He installs him as the King of Lanka. 

58 A child shouts, 'Lo ! Here I come as Ravan ; 
I discharge my mighty dart, let Lakshman 

parry the blow !' 

59 With this he hurls at him the lotus flower. 
The Lord drops senseless in the mood of 

Lakshman. 

60 The Lord has swooned away in the mood 
of Lakshman, 

The boys try to rouse him but he does 
not rise. 

61 There is no sign of life in any part of 
his body ; 

All the children put their hands to their 
heads and cry. 

62 Hearing their cries the father and mother 
hasten to the spot ; 

They find that there is no life in their child 

63 . Both of them drop down on the ground 
senseless ; 

All the people gather and gaze on the 
scene amazed. 

64 The children narrate all that has happened 
One from the crowd says, M now under- 

stand the cause. 

65 'An actor in old times in the mood of 
Dasarath 

Gave up his life on hearing of the exile 
of Rama to the forest,' 

66 S^ys another, 'The boy is only acting his 
part. 

He will recover when Hanuman adminis- 
ters the medicine.' 

67 The Lord had already told so to the 
children, 

'As soon as I fall down all of you make a 
circle round me and cry ; 
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68 'After a short interval send away Hanuinan ; 
My life will return if the medicine is 

applied to my nose. 

69 No sooner, however, the Lord in his 
proper mood became unconscious, 

The children were much upset at the 
occurrence. 

70 They lost their judgment and no one 

could remember his instruction ; 
They only cried and called aloud,'Brother, 

get 

71 The bystander's remarks make them 
remember the advice. 

One of the children now walks off as 

Hanuman. 

72 Another child as an ascetic puts himself 
in his way 

And greets Hanuman with offer of roots 
and fruits. 

75 'Tarry a while, dear, to bless my humble 
retreat ; 

By great good fortune one obtains the 
company of such as yourself;' 

74 Says Hanuman, 'The work is urgent, I 
must make all haste, 

I cannot stop, I needs must bid adieu.' 

75 'You must have heard of Lakshman, the 
younger brother of Ram, 

Ravan has struck him senseless by his 
m^/i-dart. 

76 'Wherefore I am hastening to Mount 
Gandhamadan ; 

His life will be saved on my fetching the 
proper medicine.' 

7 Says the ascetic, 'If you must depart 
Resume your journey after bathing and 

eating something.' 

78 The child says all this as schooled by 
Nityananda ; 

All the people look on in astonishment. 

79 At these words of the ascetic Hanuman 
makes off to a tank to bathe, 

Another child catches hold of his feet 
from under the water. 

80 In the guise of a crocodile he pulls him 
into the water 

The child who is Hanuman drags him 
to the bank. 

8 f The crocodile is worsted in the fight. 
Then Hanuman encounters a more 

formidable foe. 

82 One of the children in the guise of a 
Rakshasha 

Runs after Hanuman and threatens to 
eat him up. 

83 'You have beaten the crocodile, now try 
to beat me. 

Who will restore life to Lakshman if I eat 
you up ?' 

84 Hanuman answers, 'Your Ravan is a dog, 
I hold him utterly worthless. Take to 

thy heels aad begone.' 

85 In this manner the two begin the quarrel 
Till each has the other by the hair, and 

the fist comes into play. 

86 Having conquered the Rakshasha by this 
sport which lasts awhile 

Hanuman makes his way to Mount 
Gandhamadan, 

87 There the boys turn up as gandharbhas 
With whom there is free fight for 

some time. 

88 After defeating the whole troupe of the 
gandharbhas 

Hanuman brings away Mount Gandha- 
madan on his head. 

89 One of the children acting as physician 
Recollecting Sri Ram applies the medicine 

to the nose of Lakshman. 
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90 The great Lord Nityananda at once 
starts to his feet ; 

At this the parents and all the people 
laugh. 

91 Hadai Pandit takes him into his arms 
And all the boys make merry. 

9a All ask, 'Dear, whence did you learn it ?' 
The Lord laughinglj-answered,'They are 

my Divine pastimes.' 

93 In this morning of life the body of the 
Lcrd was most delicately fair ; 

No one wished to part him from his bosom. 

94 All loved him more than they loved 
their own sons. 

By Vishnu's illusory power no one could 
recognise him. 

95 In this manner from infancy Nityananda 
Had no other pleasure save rehearing 

the pastimes of Krishna. 

(To he continued.) 

Gaudiya Math Temple Foundation Ceremony 

( Quoted from "Benga 

On Wednesday last, the 26th ultimo, the cere- 
mony for laying the foundation of the proposed 
Temple for the Gaudiya Math, Calcutta, was 
performed with great eclat. The plot of land at 
16, Kali prosad Chakfavarty Street, Bagbazar, 
recently secured for the Gaudiya Math, was very 
beautifully decorated with a pandal in the middle. 
At 7 A. M. the big procession with Sank'irian from 
the present .Math arrived on the spot under the 
lead of Pandit Kunja Behari Vidyabhusan, whose 
whole-hearted labour brought the whole (unction to 
a successful end. Large number of people from 
various parts of Calcutta had already assembled 
there and the whole plot was overcrowded- His 
Divine Grace Paramahansa Sri Srimad 
Bhakti Siddhanta Saraswati Goswami Maha- 
raj entered the pandal amidst hearty cheers of the 
whole assembly- At the auspicious moment the 
necessary Puja and other ceremonials were duly 
performed. Sree Paramhansa Thakur solemnly 
laid the foundation-stone in the midst of loud and 
prolonged cries of ' Haribol", The ceremony being 
over Pandit Sundarananda Vidyavinode, B. A- 
delivered an interesting lecture tracing out therein 
the History of the Gaudiya Math since its inception, 
its aims, objects and its special line of activities as 
distinct from other Institutions of the kind in doing 
real and eternal good to the humanity at large- In 

lee" OS. 4lK 1928. ) 

course of his speech he went on to say that the 
Gaudiya Math implores the whole people of the 
world without any distinction whatsoever to suspend 
their present activities in all forms, to halt for a 
while in their breathless race only to listen for a 
moment to the message of the Math. The Math has 
taken upon itself the task of solving all problems 
in connection with it in the light of the Sanafan 
Shastras and to remove all possible doubts and mis- 
givings that stand in the way of accepting the 
message of the Math. This is how the Math has 
arranged to do eternal good to one and all—good 
not only of the present life alone, but of the 
eternal lift for all time to come. His Divine Holi- 
ness Sri Srimad Bhakti Siddhanta Saraswati 
Goswami Maharaj in a neat little speach ex- 
plained the significance and value of the activities 
of the Math-members, who are engaged in 
preaching the true teachings of Sriman Mahapravu 
Sri Sri -Chaitanya Deva, who alone has kindly 
chalked out the royal road to eternal good for 
every being—which fact was so long not only 
unknown to the world but was perverted in its 
entirety- 

Everybody present showered cordial benedictions 
upon the benevolent donor Jagatbandhu Datta, who 
was garlanded by Srila Paramhansa Thakur 

Himself- 
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Monotheism. 

TT is a common belief prevalent 

* among the uninfot-med circles that 

the Vedantms are all monotheists, but 

flie critics can demarcate the line of 

distinctioTi between monotheistic ved- 

kntins and henotheistic vedantins. 

Some are apt to confound that the 

henotheistic thought of Impersonality 

of Godhead has created the view of 

personal Godhead. They are surely 

mistaken. Monotheism strictly dis- 

misses the idea of henotheistic view of 

different mundane figures of the Im- 

personality, the subjective existence 

o! Which is no other thing than sym. 

bolisation of the Infinite Impersonality 

Within the cavity of human senses by 

material Components. The henotheistic 

idea has misguided the true conception 

14 

of monotheism which has to establish 

the Unity and Personality of Godhead 

together not in the mundane but in 

transcendental sphere whereas, the 

Impersonalists differ from the former by 

assuming the idea of abstraction from 

concrete matter. This particular turn 

of mind of the latter misunderstands 

the true figure of Godhead beyond 

phenomena and wants to accommodate 

the figure of the Absolute Truth into 

something inconceivable and indistinct. 

The distinctive monism has shown 

clearly that the indistinctive nature of 

concocting the subjective existence of 

the Personal Godhead is rash and 

foolish. 

The impersonal idea of monism 

being a part and parcel of the mundane 
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idea of unending Space and Time has no 

locus standi when numerical difference 

is not welcome and by his meddling 

with numerical difference, he has for- 

feited the chair of his unalloyed monism. 

The supreme fountain-head has got 

the potency of manifesting His Nature 

in temporal and perpetual existence's. 

The indistinctive view of monism has 

explained the phenomena in non-realis- 

tic Idealism. In the Chicago Parlia- 

ment of Religions held a few years 

ago one henotheistic calling himself a 

pioneer of Hindu Preachers had cut a 

good figure which had been appreciated 

by the then congregational community. 

This propagation work on the opposite 

side of the globe has detddedly got a 

footing in everyday talk of India's ad- 

varteement^ in philosophic speculation. 

But the idea of monism has been dis- 

torted to some extent by the said 

messenger of Bengal. He had not done 

full justice to or the theory 

of inconceivable simultaneous difference 

and non-difference advanced by the 

Supreme Lord Sree Chaitanya Dev 

whose line of interpretation is quite 

contrary to the alleged ideas of the 

indefinite absolute school that start 

their arguments from sensuous philo- 

sophical speculations. The preacher of 

unalloyed absolute monotheism had a 

different line of progress from what 

is maintained by the sensuous argu- 

mentators. His Bpistemolngy has been 

traced to Vedic source instead of free 

admission of challenging everything, 

be it Absolute or flickering. Many a 

monist under the shelter of henotheism 

has more or less exposed himself to 

a point which may pass as 'polytheism', 

the henotheists though declaring 

themselves to be monotheists in their 

final reach. 

Now what did the henotheist prea- 

cher alleging himself to be a mono- 

theist give Vhich was considered by 

the Chicago Assembly as the highest 

gift ? What did he speak which made 

the nations of the world respectful to 

Hinduism of which they had known, 

very little a little before and which 

they had looked down upon with great 

contempt ? It was the so-called Vedant. 

ism of the Mayavadi school expounded 

by Sankaracharyya and not the true 

Yedantism warranted by the shastras 

which is explained by the Vaishnava 

Acharyyas. We have already pointed 

out that the theistic sages of by-gone 

days condemn the pantheistic philo- 

sophy of Sankaracharyya which ig- 

nores the fundamental distinction be- 

tween God and His servants. It has 

also been explained in these pages that 

Vaishnavism is not sectarianism as is * 
wtongiy supposed by people in generaL 

Hinduism simply means the religion 

of some particular local community viz. 

Hindus. It is not the universal religion. 

Whereas Vaishnavism means, literally 

as well as in fact, the service of Vishnu, 

the all-pervading Supreme Lord, by 
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all eternal individual souls. It is not 

the religion of Hindus only but of all 

manifested beings of the world",—a 

Universal religion in the true sense of 

the word. It embraces Christianity and 

Mahommadanism as well. He whom 

Christ and Muhammad desigmate as 

God and Allah respectively is essentially 

a partial concept of Sri Krishna, But 

the naTnes God and Allah which are 

symbols to designate the unmanifested 

Reality do not belong co the same 

category as the Name by which He 

manifests Himself, The Name Krishna 

is the actual Name of the Ultimate 

Reality or the IVsitive Absolute, and 

not a mere designation like God or 

Allah. Whoever is actually privileged 

to hear and see God, hears and sees 

Him, as Krishna.- Those who have 

not seen God and therefore, do not 

really know Him, strive to designate 

Him by any names in their vocabulary 

that they imagine to ba sufficiently ex- 

pressive of the unknown Reality. Thfiae 

man-given designations are changeable 

as regards their form and import but 

the transcendental vocabulary in which 

the denizens of the spiritual realm 

speak and which is identical with the 

Name Krishna possesses eternal and 

indivisible form- and import. Hence the 

Name Krishnalike the Personality "bf the 

Godhead is the unchangeable Reality 

both of them being identical, a relation- 

ship which is Unconceivable to the em- 

•phioist and possible only in the Ab- 

solute. Christ and Muhammad did not 

see or hear God, Both of them convers- 

ed with Him through a medium. This 

medium in the case of Christ was the 

Holy Ghost and it was Zebrail in the 

case of Muhammad. Zebrail mercifully 

took up Muhammad on the back of a 

borak (a species of animal ?) and made 

him see the 'Nur Elahi' or the Light of 

God. At the sight of this 'Light of God' 

Muhammad fainted and could not see 

what was there in the Light. Our scrip- 

tures say that in tbe Light there is 

Krishna. He is discernible only to 

the eyes chastened by willing selfless 

service of His most loving devotees. 

The service of the unknown G^d is 

necessarily vague and devoid of that 

real love and life which characterise 

the service of the concrete Absolute 

viz. Krishna. This real love of Krishna 

which is the highest and only duty is 

self-manifest as the eternal function of 

the individual souls. The Christian and 

the Muhammadan have, therefore, no 

cause to differ from the Vaishnava. 

Every being, be he Christian, Muham- 

medan or Hindu, man, woman, tree or 

cat, is potentially a Vaishnava. 'The 

only difference between»one individual 

soul and another consists in the greater 

or less degree of realisation of love to- 

wards the real, personal God viz. Sri 

Krishna. None need then quarrel with 

a true Vaishnava. All apparent reli- 

gious differences are truly adjusted in 

Vaishnavism. What the true Muharm 
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madans and Christians find in the 

Koran and the Bible is fully and pro- 

perly realised in the transcendental per- 

fection of the religion of the Bhagabat. 

All. those historical religions will one 

day admit that they are approaches to- 

wards the fully manifest eternal reli- 

ginn embodied in the Bhagabat only a 

glimpse of whose distant reflection they 

have been enabled to attain. 

The Bhagabat proclaims Sri Kri- 

boa as the Supreme Lord. 'Hari 

or Krishna is the Lord of Maya or 

the phenomenal world, whereas Siva, 

Sakti and the other gods and goddesses 

are comprised within the created 

world.' 'As watering at the roots of 

a tree nourishes its trunk, branches 

and twigs, and as food offered to the 

vital principle bring about the nourish, 

ment'of alljihe senses, so only by the 

worship of Krishna all the gods and 

goddesses are properly served.' This 

is corroborated by the Geeta. 'Krishna, 

is the sole Lord and Enjoyer of sacri- 

fices. Those who think of other gods 

as His rivala and as existing independ. 

ently of Him, do not really know Him 

and fall into error.' 'Those who wor- 

ship loyally other gods and goddesses 

worship, indeed, Krishna, but in a 

wrong way. Such worship enables its 

votaries to attain the transitory regions 

of those gods and goddesses. It does 

not lead them to the spiritual and 

eternal realm of God.' The Rik Veda 

says, 'The transcendental suris ( seers ) 

always see-Vishnu manifesting Himself, 

just as the sun is vissible in the sky'. 

'Krishna', says the Brahma Samhita, 

'is the Supreme Lord, His. form eoar 

sisting of the principles of existence,, 

cognition and bliss, and is the cause 

of all causes.' All this is summod 

up by the Chaitanya Charitamrita, 

'Krishna is the Lord of all, the Supreme 

Ruler of the world - the other gods, 

and goddesses, are His servants.' 

Quotations can be culled from all 

the Shastras to prove the scripturail 

unanimity regarding the absolute overs, 

lordship, of Krishna. The existence 

of the holy hierarchy of the gods and 

goddesses does not desecrate the monek 

theistic doctrine of true Vs(tautism.oz 

Vaishnavism any more than the pie- 

sence of the Son, the Holy Ghost and 

a hierarchy of angels in the case o£ 

Christianity or that of Nabis, Zehrafl 

and a host of Ferestas in the case «£ 

Muhammadanism demolishes the; laoni*, 

tic character of those religions. 

The Shastras furnish, us, with a 

connected history of the worehip of 

Krishna.through the Ages. The Soiipy- 

tures divide a cycle into four yugmti 

viz. Satya, Treta, Dwapar* and Kalk 

We live in the Kali yuga. In thai 

Satya. yuga there was no distiacbxm of 

caste or varna. There was only om homo- 

genous community the name of wbiioh. 

was 'hansa'. Vishnu was the only God 

worshipped by this community whoee 

spiritual guide went by tba name "bf 
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'Paramahansa'. Towards the latter part 

of this yuga the tastes of the people 

in matters spiritual came to difler. 

Some in quest of material prosperity 

began to worship other gods and god- 

desses. This deviation gave rise to the 

terms 'daiva* and 'asura\ "The de- 

votees of Krishna were designated 
<damh'' aaid those who did not worship 

Hhn were called '■asura" ( —Padma- 
purana). Thus while Prahlad is called 

a 'smV i.e. one belonging to the 'daivd' 

class, his father Hiranyakasipu is named 

'(mm' for his hostility towards Vishnu 

( Krishna ). In the Treta Age this 

variation of tastes became wider and 

gave rise to the division of the four 

vamas of Brahmana, Kshatriya, Vaisya 

and Sudra. The Brahmanas were those 

who worshipped only Vishnu (Krishna). 

Those people of the'other vamas who 

developed this tendency to strict mono- 

theism were also freely admitted into 

this class. Thus the Brahmana Vasistha 

admitted the Kshatriya Viswamitra 

into his class when the latter showed 

Brahmanic tendency. The ^sura or 

'dttfm' class of the Satya yuga now 

came practically to be represented by 

the Brahmana varna. In the Dwapara 

ynga, this progressive variation of 

tastes became still more extensive in 

consequence of which the different 

castes and creeds had their origin and 

there appeared sub-groups within the 

class of the Brahmans also. Charvakaj 

a Brahmana by class, held non-Vaishna. 

vite ideas for which he was contempt- 

uously called by the other theistic 

Brahmanas as an Atheist or rakshasa 

(a demon). This scornful epithet was 

also given to Ravana in the Treta 

yuga for his enmity towards Rama Who 

is same as Krishna. Due to this de- 

gradation of the Brahman class very 

few even of those who called themselves 

Vaishnuvas retained the characteristics 

of the original 'hansa' community. 

The mass of the Brahmanas ceased to 

designate themselves as Vaishnavas 

and to be the repositories of the Vaish. 

navite tradition. Thus we find Rajjaa- 

har-'an and his son Suta, not'Refeditary 

Brahmans explaining the Bhagabata 

to a huge assembly of leading Brahmans. 

Ir, is very difficult "now-a-days to find 

a Vaishnava possessing the pure mono- 

theistic religion of the original 'hansa' o o 
community, although there are crores 

of people in India at the present who 

profess hereditarily to believe in the 

overlordship of Krishna, the Positive, 

Ultimate, Absolute Reality, Knowledge 

and Bliss. 



Sri Krishna is the Ultimate Principle (Para-tattva ). 

QRI Chaitanya Charitamrita has the 

V following transmitted word (amnaya) 

regarding Sri Krishna (Madh. 20-146), 

—'The Vedas everywhere expound 

Krishna only, sometimes directly, some- 

times indirectly, in some parts by the 

synthetic or positive method elsewhere 

by the differential or negative method, 

—but they always expound Krishna 

and nothing except Krishna.' And 

again (Adi 2—106, 65, 24-26), 'Krishna 

is Godhead Himself. Krishna is the 

support of all. Krishna is the Supreme 

Lord. This is the declaration of the 

Shastras. In His own proper self 

Krishna is non-bifurcial {advaya) know- 

ledge "and-ftko the Entity that is the 

Object of knowledge. Brahma ( the 

Great), the supreme soul (paramatma) 

and Bhagaban ( God as Possessor of 

supreme power and majesty) are His 

three different forms. The Vedas, 

Bhagabat, Upanishad and Agama de- 

clare Him to be the complete Object of 

Knowledge, Who has no equal, Who 

is seen by devotees by the process of 

loving service in the same manner as 

the sun's own form, as distinct from 

its rays and the luminous ball, is visible 

to the devas. Those who worship 

Krishna by the methods of yoga and 

empiric knowledge realize Him as the 

Supreme Soul (paramatma) and Brahma 

(the uudifferentiated Great One) res- 

pectively. 

The following texts of the shastras 

bear out the above statements of the 

Sri Chaitanya Charitamrita regarding 

the characteristics of the Supreme. 

Lord. The Svetasvetar Upanishad (5-4 

mantra) says 'that He is worshipped 

by all. He is present as the supporter 

of existence of every entity that has 

birth.' Whence in the Bhagabat 

(1-3.28) we have it that 'the Avatars 

whose activities have heretofore been 

described are some of them fractional 

parts of Maha-Vishnu Who reposes 

in the causal Ocean (karnarnaba), 

while the others are manifestations 

by Divine superimposition. But Kri- 

shna, the Son of Nanda is the God- 

head Himself.' The Geeta (7-7 & 15-15) 

says, '0 Dhananjaya, there is no 

one higher than Myself.' 'I am the 

Object of knowledge of all the Vedas.' 

Sri Gopal-tapani Upanishad (Purba. 

tapani mantra 21) declares that 'there- 

fore Sri Krishna alone is the Supreme 

Lord." Such is Krishna. Meditate on 

Krishna, chant only His Name, serve 

and worship Him alone. Krishna Who 

is all-pervasive, is the Lord of all, 

should alone be worshipped by all. 

Although He is one yet He manifests 

Himself in many Forms such as the fish, 
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Tortoise etc., Yasudeva, Samkarshan 

etc, the Purusha of the Ocean of cause. 

He of the ocean of conception etc. 

Those equable personages, like Suka- 

deva, who worship God's holy Image 

resident in His proper realm are alone 

enabled to attain the state of eternal 

bliss. None of those who worship 

Brahma ( the Great ) or Paramatma 

(Supreme Soul) obtain such bliss.' This 

is still further explained by the Karika, 

'Sri Krishna alone is the only Lord of 

all lords. The supreme soul is a frac. 

tional part of Him. Brahma is the 

glow of His body. Narayana, the Lord 

of para-byom, is the manifestation of 

His Majesty as the Sovereign para- 

mount. There is not the least doubt 

regarding this as it is specifically de- 

clared by the Yedas and the shastras.' 

The Taittiriya Upanishad contains the 

following (2-1),—'Brahma is the Truth 

Itself, the spiritual and limitless prin- 

ciple. The Paramatma is the Entity 

that always abides in the innermost 

recess of tlie heart as seer of the heart. 

Narayana is located in parabyom or 

Vaikuntha (i. e. the transcendental 

realm). One who knows this attains 

all blessing in the presence of Bipas- 

chit (possessed of superior knowledge) 

Brahma f i. e. Sri Krishna Who is the 

superior ( or, literally, 'versed in the 

Divine lore, erudite') Brahma]. This 

possession of superior knowledge or 

learning is one of the principal of the 

sixty-four qualities of Sri Krishna. 

This list of His qualities is given below. 

( Bh. Eas. Sin. D. B. 1L, 11-17 ) : 

'The hero Krishna is (1) of a most 

pleasing appearance, (2) possessed of 

all auspicious features, (3) very beautiful, 

(4) possessed of force of personality, 

(5) strong, (6) in the first bloom of 

youth, (7) versed in various and strange 

languages, (8) truthful, (9) agreeable 

in speech, (10) skilled in speech, (11) 

a good scholar, (12) intelligent, (18) 

possessed of genius, (14) full of humour, 

(15) clever, (16) skilful, (17) grateful, 

(18) very firm of resolve, (19) acquaint- 

ed with the nature of the place, time 

and person, (20) possessed of the shas- 

tric vision, (21) pure, (22) the master 

of His senses, (23) calm. (24) self-con- 

trolled, (25) forgiving, (26) profound 

(reserved), (27) patient (persevering), 

(28) impartial, (29) generous, (30) pious 

(3l)heioic, (82) merciful (33) ready 

to honour others, (34) open-handed, 

(35) gentle, (36) bashful, (37) the 

supporter of His dependents, (38) 

happy, (39) friend of His devotees, (40) 

liable to be won by love, (41) the pro- 

moter of the happiness of all, (42) aWe- 

inspiring, (43) possessed of fame, (44) 

beloved of the people, (45) partial to 

the good, (46) winner of the hearts of 

females, (47) worshipped by all, (48) 

opulent, (49) superior to all, and (50) 

possessed of kingly magnificence. 

The above qualities are found in 

Krishna in vast measure. Barely they 

are also found to exist in jivas but in# 
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a very, very small degree. All of them 

are fully manifest in Krishna. There 

are five other qualities which are found 

in Siva and others who possess par- 

tially Divine natures, in addition to 

the above fifty. These five ultra quali- 

ties are (I) the characteristic of always 

existing in one's own proper condition, 

(2) omniscience, (3) perpetual newness, 

(4) the possession of the full concen- 

trated blisses of existence, self-con- 

sciousness and joy, and (5) control over 

all success. In addition to the above 

fifty-five qualities there, are five more to 

be found in Narayana viz. (I) incon- 

ceivably great power, (2) a body that 

accommodates'billions of worlds, (3) the 

germ from which spring all the Avatars, 

(4) the power of bestowing salvation to 

slain enemies and (5) the capacity of 

attracting ttiose who are contented with 

the joys of their own selves. There are 

four more wonderful qualities in Krishna 

viz. (I) the surging ocean of the most 

wonderful and exquisite pastimes, (2) 

the circle of His beloved ones hallowed 

by matchless, delicious love, (3) the 

profuse strain of the music of His flute 

that draws to itself the minds of all 

the dwellers of the three worlds, and 

(4) the beauty of His form that has 

neither equal nor superior and which 

is the greatest marvel to all things 

animate and inanimate. The difference 

between Narayana and Sri Krishna is 

indicated by the epithet 'bipaschit' 

in the passage of the Taittiriya quoted 

above. Krishna is 'bipaschit' Brahma. 

He is superior to Brahma who is iden- 

tical with the immensity of the praises 

of Krishna that lights up ewery place 

in the form of transcendental bright- 

ness. For this reason Brahma is speci- 

fically defined in the same passage by 

the qualities of truth, knowledge and 

infinitude. Brahma should not also 

be identified with the Paramatma (the 

Supreme Soul) which is differentiated 

by the words of Sri Krishna Himself 

in the Qeeta (10-42), *0 Arjuna, what 

more need I say ? A part of Myself 

entering the boundless universe exists 

as the Supreme Soul.' The Supreme 

Soul is the internal, self-conscious regu- 

lating principle of the universe. It is 

one aspect of Sri Krishna. That 

Brahma is the radiance emanating from 

Krishna is stated explicitly in thu 

Brahma Samhita (5-40),—*1 worship 

the primal Person Govinda from Whose 

radiance has sprung the un-specificable 

Brahma of the Upanishads who appears 

as the unified, infinite, endless principle 

as different from the billions of crores 

of shining manifestations that are com- 

prised in the great sphere of the uni- 

verse.' The Karika commenting OB 

this says, 'In the holy form of Sri 

Krishna which comprises, existence, 

self-consciousness and bliss there exist 

no such differences as those between 

the body and the inhabitant of the 

body, between the quality and the 

possessor of the quality, that are found' 
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in the case oijivas with material bodies. 

In the Person of the Absolute knowledge 

the Body is the same as the Possessor 

of th3 Body, the Quality is identical 

with the Entity to which it belongs. 

Krishna's own proper Self notwith- 

standing its specific location and medi. 

um dimension, exists everywhere in all 

its fullness.' The last point is affirmed 

by the Brihadaranyaka (ch. 5, 'Purna- 

madah etc'). 'From the plenary Source 

of avatars the avatar himself makes 

his appearance who also possesses the 

quality of fullness. By such appearance 

of the avatar who is fully divine from 

the full Source of avatars in fulfilment 

of the lila of the Divinity the Source 

is not depleted of Its plenary character 

in any way but retains the quality of 

undiminished fullness. Similarly on the 

cessation of the transcendental acti- 

vities of the avatars there is no in- 

crease in the quality of fullness of the 

Source.' The Narada-Pancharatra con- 

tains the following, 'God has a holy 

Form of His own which is lull of the 

qualities of freedom from defect, omni- 

science, etc., etc. The Body of God 

is not devoid of self-consciousness like 

physical bodies, nor is It characterized 

by the triple conditions of birth, life 

and death. On the contrary His Body 

is self-conscious, free from all material 

qualities, transcendental and full of 

spiritual bliss, or in other words, every 

Limb of His is unmixed joy itself. 

All through there exist no differences 

as between the body and its pos 

sessor, quality and substance, self 

and non-elf, being Itself the Supreme 

Soul'. 

It will appear from the above that 

the scriptures declare Sri Krishna to 

be possessed of a Body of His own 

which consists of the principles-of ex 

istence, cognition and bliss. He is the 

Supreme support of Brahma and He 

is the Lord of all those who possess 

any authority. 

(To be continued). 

The Solar Eclipse at Kurukshetra. 

•"pHE vast scale on which the celebrations on 

'the occasion of the Solar Eclipse at Kuru- 
kshetra have been organised would appear to many 
persons as a huge and unpardonable waste of the 
none loo sufficient resources of the poorest country 
of the world. The Solar Eclipse as an astronomical 
phenomenon has been fully explained by science 
and no one in this twentieth century can be par- 

15 

doned if he seriously pretends to be ignorant of 
its real explanation. 

The observance of bathing in the sacred pool 
of Shyamanta Panchak on the occasion of the Solar 
Eclipse is an ancient pan-Indian institution. It rests 
on a wellknown legend. The Brahma Kundu was 
formed by the blood of Kshalriyas who were ex- 
terminated, for their ambition to dominate over the 
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Brahmanas, by Parashurama one of the secondary 
Avatars of Vishnu who also did not scruple to 
kill his own mother in the cause of the eternal 
religion. For this reason the pool possesses the 
quality of freeing the bathers from all sin. It is not 
a question of astronomical explanation of the occur- 
rence of the solar eclipse, which changes with the 
growing empirical knowledge of man. It is invested 
by the will of God declared in the Shastras in 
defiance of all wordly logic, with efficacy to free 
from sin. All who believe in the shastras—the 
elevationists {Karmakandins or Smartas), the Sal- 
vationists (such as the Panchopasakas and Fogis), 
and the theists (Vaishnovas)—have honoured the 
holy custom by its pious observance from time im- 
memorial. 

The vast gathering on the occasion of the Ec- 
lipse provides a great stimulus to trade and industry 
and to propaganda of all kinds besides affording an 
opportunity, which is to be deploied, to a host 
of perfectly worthless people for exploiting the 
credulous superstitions of rich and poor alike in the 
name of tciieion Modern Economists^are so wholly 
occupied in regarding everything exclusively from 
the point of view of Pound, Shilling and Pence and 
are so proud of their wisdom in doing so that they 
would feel scandalised if they are told that the 
so-called superstitious masses assembled for the ex- 
piation of their sins by a dip in the water of the 
sacred pool of Brahmakunda are no less profoundly 
or purely economic in their instincts than they them- 
selves profess to be. 

The Karmakandins or Smarlas hope for secur- 
ing the enjoyments of Heaven as the reward of 
their pious acts The Shastras declare that those 
enjoyments are more pleasant than anything which 
is procurable by love or hard cash in this miserable 
world- The yogi* and the panchopasakas in their 
turn are not content to be mere passive recipients 
of favours from God but cherish the bolder hope of 
becoming God themselves and as such the possessors 
by proprietory right of all the good things of this 
and all other worlds. Both of these also believe 

firmly that these extraordinary advantages can be 
purchased at a comparatively trifling cost in the shape 
of a dip in the holy pool. Nor is such apparently 
irrational faith altogether foolish as the worldly- 
wise may hastily suppose it to be. If God chooses 
to invest a thing with a quality that happens to 
perplex our limited reason who can question the 
competence of the Supreme Lord in such matters ? 
If the Economists choose deliberately to shut their 
eyes to possibilities that lie beyond the scope of this 
temporary existence and disbelieve in the clear 
promise of the shastras tfiey have to thank only 
themselves and their want of faith in the word of 
God for losing -a capital opportunity of enjoyments 
that they would not otherwise forego- 

No impartial judge can fail to be struck by the 
superior logic of the Smarfas and the Yogis, and for 
the matter of that the Epicurian religionists of any 
age or country and admit the baselessness of the 
charge of superstition pure and simple that is 
unconditionably brought against them by the grosser 
materialists who rely wholly on present expedients 
for procuring enjoyment now and here. The two 
methods do not really differ from one another as re- 
gards their ultimate object and should be regarded 
as supplementary to each other. Scientific researches 
that are already in progress hold out a reasonable 
hope of effecting this reconciliation in the long run 
between the two methods and indicate the wisdom 
of the ancient sages of India in the quest of enjoy- 
ment without upsetting the plans and prospects of 
the most rabid economist of this selfish Age- The 
Economist will be wrong if he. supposes that the 
Karmis (elevationists) and the Jnanis and Yogis 
(Salvationists) care entirely, or even partially, for 
any truly spiritual issue any more than they them- 
selves- All the three aim at the enjoyment of all 
good things and unmixed happiness in the worldly 
sense which is miscalled spiritual by those who 
either deliberately or unconsciously choose to 
believe that there is no hard and fast line of 
demarcation between the spiritual and the material, 
or confound the changing conclusions of mental 
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speculations of men with the absolute Truth. The 
difference that divides these schools is only one of 
method and degree. The purely economic, or 
frankly worldly, attitude may, therefore, logically 
enough claim to be a more definite and more sincere 
pursuit of selfish worldly enjoyment which very 
thing passes by the ambiguous name of religion 
among the superistitious sections of the people 
referred to above who profess elevationist or 
Salvationist principles- The Economists can hardly 
be blamed if they cherish the hope that all those 
superstitious people will one day frankly admit a 
unity of purpose with themselves and adopt their 
methods at least for the purpose of securing and 
multiplying the opportunities of present and pros- 
pective enjoyment in this world. The deep pre- 
judice that rightly prevails among the cultured 
classes against the so-called spiritual claims of these 
religionists rests on this disengenuous attempt on 

the part of the elevationists and Salvationists to 
use the scriptures for the furtherance of ' the scope 
of selfish enjoyment. They are perfectly within 
their rights in objecting to recognise a distinction 
that does not really exist. 

But it is one thing to blame or define the charac- 
ter of the practices of particular sects or individuals 
and quite another thing to hold the view that the 
Shastras have, therefore, nothing new to teach 
or that there is no such thing as spirit or soul as 
distinct from matter or body which is located 
beyond the ken of our present limited experience. 
The theists proper claim that the Shistras contain 
much information on the subject of the soul and 
matters pertaining to the soul. If- we want to make 
a real attempt to think rationally on the subject it 
would be necessary in the first place to know what 
those have really to say who have formed their 

views by a careful study of the scriptures verified by 
practice ; although it must be admitted at the same 
time that it is difficult to find a person who strictly 
follows the spirit and the letter of the shastras in 
actual practice. 

The account of the Shyamanta Panchak Tirtha 

and 'the neighbouring pool' is found in the Puranas. 
Bathing in the Brahmakunda during an eclipse 
of the sun is declared in the Mahabharata to have 
the effect of conferring on the bather whatever 
he desires- Periodical visits to the holy tirthas 
have their communal value in the non-sectarian 
sense as directing the mind to great personalities of 
the past and providing thereby a bond of fellow- 
ship with those who once trod the same path of 
pious observances. They further serve to keep 
alive our faith in the holy scriptures. All this 
would be good and reasonable if we could be sure 
that it is worth our while to believe in and follow 
the Shastras. 

There are very few persons who are of the 
opinion that the whole body of the Shastras of this 
ancient land deserves to be suppressed wholesale. 
Certain exceptions are allowed even by persons who 
hold the most decided views on the subject. But 
the codification of the vast mass of the Shastras on 
truly rational lines is no easy task and would seem 
to be hardly practicable. To name a few of the 
difficulties that stand in the way of such an attempt, 
—most of the Shastras appear to agree about 
fundamentals ; they have to be understood by 
reference to one another ; it is neither feasible 
nor desirable to proscribe a work that explains 
the practices of any existing sect before the prac- 
tices themselves are reformed or suppressed. Des- 
pite these apparently insuperable difficulties a codi- 
fication of them was actually carried out in the 
past by Sri Vyasadeva. His great work the Maha- 
bharata has been universally recognised as the 
Encyclopaedia of the religious beliefs and practices 
of India. But Sri Vyasadeva was not a mere 
mechanical compiler of the Shastras. The Maha- 
bharata, read between the lines, offers a brilliantly 
successful theistic rehabilitation of the religious opi- 
nions and practices of that period. In this respect 
Sri Vyasadeva resembles the French Encyclopaedists 
who were animated with the opposite spirit. Sri 
Vyasadeva also attempted a direct synthesis by 
an impartial and exhaustive examination of all the 
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facts collected by his labours. This synthesis is 
put in the middle of the body of his great work 
and is known to all the world as the Bhagabata 
Geeta. In the Geeta Sri Vyasadeva makes Sri 
Krishna explain to His devotee, Arjuna, how 
all the different practices and theories treated in 
the body of the work possess simultaneously a wrong 
and a right aspect and how the realisation of the 
right view solves all opposition and inconsistency- 
The Mahabharata is not a collection of a large body 
of mutually hostile opinions and practices. Its 
version of them successfully harmonised the differ- 
ences that divided the various sects. 

The conclusion arrived at in the Geeta may 
be summed up in a few words. 'The right way 
of doing anything is to do it in order to please 
Sri Krishna.' It is not necessary to trouble about 
any other thing except pleasing Sri Krishna- This 
conclusion is established by an exhaustive rational 
exposition of all the current opinions and practices. 
The wrong view according to the Geeta is that 
which considers an act as possessing any value 
for tne 1 self independently of reference to Sri 
Krishna. An act can be performed only in one 
of two ways Vfe. (0 either in order to please Sri 
Krishna, or (2) to please oneself- It it be performed 
in order to please Krishna it is spiritual or religious. 
If it be done in order to please oneself it is an 
worldly act or sin. Complete submission to Krishna 
is the key to the spiritual world. The Geeta 
stops at this point. It does not proceed further to 
tell us wherein the pleasure of Krishna actually 
consists- It directs all those who are really anxious 
to know to the good preceptor and learn from him 
by the methods of humble submission, loyal 
questioning and by actual service. 

From the above it would not be unreasonable 
to infer that Sri Vyasadeva himself did not regard 
any of those practices and theories that he had 
described in the body of his great work as consti- 
tuting the religion proper- What he had done 
was simply to warn the different schools against 

leaving out or minimising the reference to Krishna 
in anything they might undertake- 

But the subject does not admit of any compro- 
mise. The wrong view positively shuts out the right 
view. In the great battle of Kurukshetra Sri Krishna 
contrives the total destruction of the forces of the 
different pseudo-religious creeds who are opposed 
to such unconditional submission to Krishna. Sri 
Krishna Himself has thus described His work at 
Kurukshetra,—'Whenever, O Arjuna, religion, 
which is one, declines and atheism comes to prevail 
I make My appearance in this world of My own 
free will. I come down into this world in every 
Age for the purpose of completely delivering My 
devotees and for effecting the destruction of evil- 
doers.' 

To please Krishna ;and Him only is the whole 
duty of man. If the Shastras are rightly interpreted, 
says the Geeta, they would yield this meaning as 
the only significance of all prescribed rituals. It 
was on the battle-field of Kurukshetra that Sri 
Krishna Himself taught this eternal and only religion 
of all individual souls to Arjuna and also, by the 
agency of the five Pandava brothers who were 
His servants, brought about the utter destruction 
of the powerful adherents of all other rival creeds. 

The Mahabharata and the Geeta led up to 
the Srimad Bhagabata which gives us from the 
pen of Sri Vyasadeva the connected history of the 
Avatars of Vishnu and the transcendental activities 
of Vishnu and His devotees. The central theme 
of this greatest of all theistic works is the account 
of the deeds of Sri Krishna in the Dvapara Age. 
The method of treatment of the subject in the 
Srimad Bhagabata is strikingly different from that 

of the Mahabharata. Sri Krishna is undoubtedly 
the Hero of the Mahabharata. But He appears 
there in the character of the ideal statesman, 
warrior, king, the Terror of all evil-doers, the 
friend of the good, the Establisher of civic order 
and the Harmoniser of religious discord. The 
beneficent motive of these activities can be 
grasped, at any rate to a certain extent, by the 
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reason of man although particular acts and ways 
may not always meet with his approval. The 
transcendental character of the activities of the 
Divinity when He chooses to appear on the plane 
of this material universe is more or less latent in 
the Mahabharata. This reserve was adopted by 
Sri Vyasadeva in order to secure a hearing from 
those who are not sufficiently spiritually enlightened 
to accept without opposition the plain story of the 
deeds of Sri Krishna. This reserve is thrown off 
in the Srimad Bhagabata which presents us with 
the unambiguous narrative of Krishna's transcen- 
dental deeds in which His pastimes in boyhood 
and early youth in the cowherd settlement of Braja 
occupy the place of honour. The highest form of 
fhe service of the Lord is that of the cowherds and 
milkmaids of Braja who worship the youthful Son 
of the chief of Braja by the method of perfectly 
pure unconventional, selfless love. Krishna Who 
is All-love and All-holiness and accepts no other 
service than that of the denizens of Braja. The 
other modes of service do not reach the level of the 
Divinity, and that which does not reach Krishna is 
not the eternal religion {sanatan dharma). They are 
lacking in the quality of that perfect self-surrender 
to Krishna which is the sine qua non of the service 
that is acceptable to the Supreme Lord. In other 
words Krishna can be really served only on the 
highest level of the spiritual plane which is abso- 
lutely free from all self-seeking. Anything which 
lacks the absolute perfection of the pure spirit 
nnds no admittance into the realm of spiritual love 
which is the eternal dwelling place of Krishna. 
Everyone is capable of attaining the service of 
Krishna if he seeks for it by the method of com- 
plete reliance and submission. Thus we see that 
the Geela which sums up the teaching of the 
Mahabharata forms the stepping stone that leads 
into the realm of Braja where Krishna is eternally 
se rved by all pure souls by the method of exclusive 
and self-denying lovfe. 

Sri Krishna was also served lovingly at Dwaraka. 
but love at Dwaraka was of the conventional kind. 

Sri Krishna was served at Dwaraka by parents, 
elders, sons, consorts, friends and followers. They 
loved and served Him as in duty bound. This 
plane of dutiful love was reached also by the 
Acharyyas such as Sree Ramanuja, Sree Madhava, 
etc. But love characterised by reverence and the 
sense of duty which involves the idea of obligation 
for favours received or expected, is not altogether 
free from selfishness and falls short of the ideal. 

The Srimad Bhagabata has preserved in a short 
chapter the account of a meeting between the 
denizens of'Dwaraka and those of Braja on the 
plains of Kurukshetra whither Sri Krishna and 
the Yadavas had repaired for the purpose of ablu- 
tion in the holy pool of Shyamanta Panchak on the 
occasion of a solar eclipse. This meeting with 
Sri Krishna after long separation for which the 
cowherds and the damsels of Braja had longed 
when it actually took place fell short of their ex- 
pectation. They sorely missed at Kurukshetra 
the atmosphere of pure, unconventional love of 
Sri Brindaban. Kurukshetra appeared to them 
in spite of the Yadavas a dreary waste where «et- 
fishness masqueraded as loving service under the 
cover of form and magnificence. The Brajabasins 
felt that Sri Krishna who accepts no service except 
what is spontaneously offered by the perfectly pure 
and loving heart that is free from all taint of self- 
seeking, was left really unserved in the midst of all 
that show of devotion- This pained the cowherds 
and milkmaids of Braja who were accustomed to 
the unreserved service of Krishna. 

This episode was adopted by Sri Chailanyadeva 
as the basis of His practice and teaching. His 
condition as the ideal devotee was that of the 
damsels of Braja pained at meeting Sri Krishna 
surrounded by the pompous show of worship at 
Kurukshetra. The ;'iva-soul which by its consti- 
tution can be satisfied only by whole-hearted service 
of Krishna finds itself constantly thwarted by the 
barriers and misunderstandings of this world- 
Krishna is not served by the physical body and 
materialised mind. He can be consciously served 
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only in the spirit. Those who succumb to the fatal 
charms of the flesh lose sight of Sri Krishna. This 
is the normal condition of all fallen souls. In their 
delusion they think that Knshna can be served by 
gross or subtle forms of worldliness. They think that 
it is possible for the worldly-minded to understand 
the nature of the service of the denizens of Braja. 

Sri Chaitanyadeva taught and practised the 
religion of love and by His practice and teaching 
made it comprehensible to (alien souls like ourselves. 
It is not possible to understand the eternal religion 
of all souls unless and until we choose really to 
listen to His voice. The practice and teaching of 
Sri Chaitanyadeva reveal to our blinded under- 
standing the real meaning of the scriptures and 
the theistic philosophy of Sri Vyasadeva. The life 
of Sri Chaitanya is the living commentary of the 
Srimad Bhagabata, which those who run may 
read. Those who think that the stream of revela- 
tion ever ceases to flow are sadly mistaken. Those 
who suppose that this life and its concerns are all 
in all to man disbelieve in the perennial exercise of 
K rishna's mercy to wean us from the quest after 
sensuous pleasures that are by their very nature 
elusive and transitory. The jrua-soul is the eternal 
servant of Krishna. By its very constitution it can 
never be master on its own account. Those who 
refuse to serve Him voluntarily are deluded into 
the belief that this world ' has been created by 
Krishna for thtfir enjoyment. In the attempt to 
lord over the universe they are unconsciously but 
pitilessly driven into the depths of sin and ignorance. 
The mock homage that is paid to the Divinity by 
the Elevationists and Salvationists is a terrible self- 
deception. They do not want to serve Him but 
pray to Him that He should serve them. If 
Krishna is fatuously supposed to have the power 
providing all sorts of enjoyment, He need not 
be supposed ] as lacking the power of supplying us 
with that sincerity of understanding that is both 
willing and able to distinguish between the func- 
tions of the servant and the master and prefer the 
former. 

Sri Krishna is always present everywhere. We 
do not see Him for the simple reason that as the 
Supreme Lord He does not submit to serve any- 
body. Those who want really to serve Him can 
never lose sight of Him. But the mere pretence of 
service is never acceptable to Him. In order really 
to serve Him it is necessary to submit to be en- 
lightened by Him. This is the path of revelation. 
Sri Vyasadeva explains this method in his immortal 
works- Sri Chaitanyadeva in our age practised the 
religion of loving service revealed to Sri Vyasadeva 
and unambiguously recorded by him in the Srimad 
Bhagabata. The unenlightened can follow Sri 
Chaitanyadeva without the chance of missing the 
real significance of the inspired words of Sri Vyasa- 
deva. The teachings of Sri Chaitanyadeva and 
His own practice have been faithfully and minutely 
recorded for our benefit by some of His most 
eminent associates and followers. But the teach- 
ings of Sri Chaitanyadeva Himself have also (alien 
into neglect and have been grossly misrepresented 
by ignorant and interested persons. The current 
practice of His so-called ! followers does not corres- 
pond to His real teaching. Anyone who is anxious 
to find it out should read the original works of 
His associates comparing them with those of Sri 
Vyasadeva. The Sri Chaitanya Math has been 
established at Sridham Mayapur, the birth place of 
Sri Chaitanyadeva, for the purpose of giving the 
widest publicity to the real teachings of Sri Chai- 
tanya Who is undoubtedly the greatest practical 
theistic exponent of the Sanalan Jharma in this age. 

The denizens of Braja came to Kurukshetra on 
the occasion of a solar eclipse ostensively for bath- 
ing in the holy pool of Shyamanta Panchak but 
really to have a sight of Sri Krishna. The pure 
devotees of Braja set no value on any gain for 
themselves in this world or the next. They had 
no other thought than to please Sri Krishna. The 
people of Dwaraka who accompanied Sri Krishna 
on that occasion to Kurukshetra bathed in the holy 
pool with the prayer that they may thereby be 
enabled to attain to devotion for Sri Krishna. 9ut 
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the conventional love of the people of Dwaraka 
and the reverential homage paid to Sri Krishna by 
the assembled people from all parts of India did 
not appeal to the taste of the denizens of Braja- 
The formal atmosphere of Kurukshetra with all 
its pomp and protestation was lacking in the essem- 
tials of the highest form of service, viz. freedom, 
spontaniety and exclusive love which characterized 
the devotion of the Brajagopis. Such devotion cain 
only be properly practised in the absolutely pure 
and selfless atmosphere of Sri Brindaban The 
Brajagopis, therefore, v/anted to take Sri Krishna 
back to Sri Brindaban where alone He is properly 
served- Sri Krishna Who is All-love and All- 
holiness does not accept anything short of this 
inghest service that can be rendered only by the 
perfectly pure heart which is found only on the 
plane of the Absolute. 

This episode forms the basis of the worship 
that was practised by Sri Chaitanya and His 
associates and explained by them in their numerous 
published works for the benefit of all souls. Sri 
Krishna can only be truly served in the spirit. In 
the spirit He is served in two ways Viz. (1) 
directly or by the method of union and (2) in- 
directly or the method of separation. The meeting 
at Kurukshetra made possible a third method 
which is higher than the two former viz. the 
realisation of separation in union. There is no 
more exquisite form of loving worship than this. 
But as it is the highest form of worship it is also at 
the same time the least susceptible of misunder- 
standing even in the sinful state. Sri Chaitanyadeva 
teaches us that Sri Krishna can only be worshipped 
in this world if we eschew all desire of our own 
happiness and never try with the physical body 
and wordly mind to imitate the pastimes of the 
Brajagopis. The -pastimes of Sri Brindaban can 
only be properly realised in the form of pure 
spiritual longing for union with Sri Krishna Who 
is All-love and All-holiness, which is not possible of 
actual realisation in this corrupt world. The highest 
worship that is possible in this world is therefore 

essentially negative in character Viz. abstention from 
all selfish enjoyment and submission to the good 
preceptor in order to obey the theistic scriptures 
which are unintelligible to our worldly intellect and 
which enable our souls to realise the nature of the 
only form of worship that is acceptable to Krishna- 
No one in this corrupt age need be considered 
a fit spiritual preceptor who does not himself follow 
with all his heart the practice recommended by 
the shastras as interprete:d by the mercy of Sri 
Chaitanyadeva, Who has made it intelligible even 
to fallen souls who care to know. 

The devotees of the Vyas Gaudiya Math 
accordingly undertook to celebrate the Re-union 
of Sri Radha-Govindaji which is situated in the 
premises of the Math on the bank of the Lakshmi- 
kunda on the auspicious occasion of the ensuing 
Solar Eclipse, and explain its significance to the 
pilgrims assembled at Kurukshetra (or bathing in the 
holy pool of Shyamanta Panchak. They earnestly 
invited all sincere souls to favour them with a visit 
to the Sree Vyas Gaudiya Math and not to miss 
the opportunity of joining them in brincifv^ .oout 
the Re-union of Sri Radha-Govindaji and listen 
(o the exposition of the ultimate purpose of all holy 
observances viz. the realisation of the union of 
Sri Radha-Gobindaji under the lead of the Braja- 
gopis. No observance that is not performed for 
promoting the happiness of Sri Radha-Govindaji 
has any spiritual value. The realisation of this 
will establish the peace of conscience by harmoni- 
sing all sectarian differences that distress the world. 
Real harmony is the inseparable quality of the 
pure spirit whose eternal and only (unction (Sanatan 
dharma) is to promote the happiness of Sri Radha- 
Govindaji under the lead of the Brajagopis who 
follow Sri Radhika the Embodiment of the spiri- 
tual Power of Sri Krishna- The tiny soul of the 
jiva is enabled to serve Sri Krishna only when it 
realises the necessity of absolute submission to the 
confidential agents of the Spiritual Power of Sri 
Krishna Viz, the Braja-gopis by whom alone it 
can be initiated into the loving service of the 
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Absolute Personality. The devotees of the Vyas- 
Gaudiya Math have dedicated their lives for the 
purpose of enabling everyone irrespective of age, 
sex, caste, creed or colour, to realise the absolute 
truth of this eternal religion of all pure souls 

which may be defined as fh~ unconditional loving 
service of Sri Radha-Gobin Nji, the concrete, 
absolute Personality manifes'cd as the Divine 
Pair in order to receive the service of all 

jiva-souls. 

The Special Characteristics of the Acharyya 

[ By Prop. Nishi Kanta Sanyal, m. a. ] 

f Continued from F. 94, September, 1928.) 

truly great Acharyya has been 

* indefatigable in bis efforts for the 

establishment of the daiva society. The 

present asura samaj is so grossly de. 

luded by the fatal charms of the filth 

of selfish worldly enjoyment that it is 

altogether unable to understand the 

mercy of the Acharyya who is trying 

to lift it out of the sink of sensuous, 

ness. On the contrary it is rather in. 

clined to regard him as its enemy, and 

justifies its attitude by charging him 

with the sinister design of a deliberate 

attempt to disturb the social order. 

Marvellously great, indeed, is the 

power of the illusory energy of God 

that guards with such perfect certainty 

the jewel of the Truth against all 

approaches of sinful persons. It is not 

possible for any except tliose who 

have truly submitted to the spiritual 

guidance of this Acharyya to realise 

properly the ideal of the spiritual 

society in which everything is conse- 

crated to the eternal worship of the 

Supreme Lord. The ideal is no less 

perfectly incomprehensible to the 

renunciationists than to the elevation- 

ists. Unless society is prepared to obey 

sincerely the rules of conduct laid down 

in the Sruti, Smriti, Puranas and 

the Pancharatras its present disorders 

can never be cured, nay they are 

bound to multiply, by the adoption of 

every other method including that of 

zeal to serve God in accordance with 

the dictates of one's own corrupt fan- 

cies. This transcendental Acharyya is 

most vigorously employed in laying the 

solid foundations of the spiritual society 

which is sure to guide in due course all 

the peoples back to order and safety 

from their present chaotic social condi- 

tion. Not till after the accomplish- 

ment of this much.needed reform shall 

we be enabled to realise the bene. 

ficent purpose of God's special mercy 

that is manifesting itself in the mani. 

fold efforts of this great Acharyya for 

the real and lasting uplift of fallen 
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humanity ; and then, when it may al- 

ready be too late, we may perhaps be 

roused to a clear perception of our foul 

ingratitude towards the truest friend 

of all humanity and repent that the 

opportunity of beholding and honouring 

him had been so callously missed. 

Sri Siddhanta Saraswati Thakur is 

the only preacher of the religion of 

service to the transcendental Godhead 

in this degenerate age. He alone really 

follows the Bhagabat, which expounds 

pure devotion to God as the eternal 

religion of all jivas, as explained by the 

former Acharyyas. His own contribu- 

tions to the elucidation of the suddha 

sanatan dharma constitute a distinct 

literature which marks a definite and im. 

mense advance of the general position. 

He is the sole propound er of real theism 

in this age of almost universal atheism 

often masked under the profession of 

various selfish and worldly aspirations. 

His efforts attain the ideal of conduct 

that is actuated by complete submission 

to the teachings of Sri Rupa, Sanatan, 

Raghunath and Jiva, that is to say, to 

those who were specially authorised 

by Himself to carry out the wishes of 

Sri Krishna Chaitanya. 

All this presents a most wholesome 

contrast to the perverse and impious 

efforts of certain persons of these days 

who, led by the vanity of speculative 

instinct, do not hesitate to assign a 

higher place than that of God Himself 

to the man of their individual choice or 

Maya. There are^ to be found in our 

very midst persons so utterly deluded 

that that they feel no scruple in main- 

taining the most profane views e. g. that 

their gm-udebs {?) are greater than Sri 

Chaitanya and the Goswamis in as 

much as Sri Ohaitanya merely maHe 

men dance but their gurus can make 

even the grass and creepers to do the 

same,—Sri Chaitanya delivered only 

India but their gurus have delivered the 

world,— Sri Chaitanya attains His full, 

ness on being joined to Nityananda and 

Advaita but their gurus are Gaur,lS!itya- 

nanda and Advaita combined in one 

and are, therefore, greater than Maha- 

prabhu for which reason they style 

themselves as maha-maha.prabhus !— 

etc. etc. No one need quarrel with these 

people who are so badly misinformed 

about the nature of the issue itself and 

also choose, for reasons of stupidity, 

vanity or malice, to remain ignorant. 

The pity is that they are not content 

to keep these blasphemies to them- 

selves but have a knack of zealously 

spreading them among innocent, 

thoughtless people. Strangely enough 

these agents of maga succeed wonder- 

fully well in preventing the generality 

of people from understanding, or even 

giving their serious attention to, a sub- o o * 
ject that is so indispensable to their 

well-being. 

{To ke continued) 
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Sree Sree Chaitanya Bhagabat 

(Gontinned from P. 100, September, 1928.) 

Chapter IX—( Conid. ). 

y6 All the children giving up parents and 
home 

Were constantly at play in the company 
of Nityananda. 

97 Manifold obeisance at the feet of all those 
boys 

Who thus played with Nityananda. 

98 Such were the pastimes of great 
Nityananda ; 

From infancy nothing pleased him except 
the li/a of Krishna. 

99 Who has power to describe the sports of 
Ananta ? 

Of their own accord they manifest them- 
selves by his mercy. 

100 Nityananda stayed thus at home for the 
space of twelve years, 

Then he went on pilgrimage. 

101 As pilgrim he wandered about till his 
twentieth year. 

Thereafter he at last appeared before 
Chaitanya. 

102 Listen, in this First Part, to the account 
of the pilgrimages of Nityananda, 

The Lord whom wicked, sinful pashandas 
slander ;— 

103 The selfsame Lord who delivered the 
whole world ; 

Who is the ocean of mercy, like whom 
there is no other ; 

104 By whose mercy I know the truth 
regarding Chaitanya ; 

By whose means the greatness of Chaitanya 
has been proclaimed. 

105 Listen how the best-beloved of Sri 
Chaitanya 

Travelled to all the holy tirthas. 

106 The Lord went first to the tirtha of 
Bakreswar, 

And from there all alone to the grove of 
Baidyanath, 

107 After visiting Gaya he repaired to Kashi, 
the seat of Siva, 

Where the current of the Ganges flows 
northward. 

108 Nilyananda-rai was gladdened by the sight 
of the Ganges,. 

He bathed in the Ganges and drank its 
water and knew no satiety. 

109 He performed the morning bath at Prayag 
in the month of Magh, 

Thence he went to the place of his 
previous birth, Mathura. 

110 Having sported in the water of the 
Bisramghat of the Yamuna 

The Lord roamed delighted over Mount 
Gobardhan. 

in He wandered over Sri Brindaban 
And all the twelve woods one after another, 

112 The Lord saw the house and settlement 
of Nanda at Gokul ; 

And sitting down on the spot cried very 
much. 

113 Making his obeisance to Madan-Gopal 
The Lord journeyed to Hastinapur, the 

home of the Pandavas. 

114 On beholding that seat of devotees the 
Lord shed tears, 

While the dwellers of the tirtha for want 
of devotion did not understand. 
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115 He bowed at the sight of the glories of 
Balaram at the city of Hastina, 

Exclaiming with rapture 'May the Holder 
of the plough deliver us !' 

116 Then Nityananda made his way to Dwarka 

Where he bathed in the sea and was happy. 

U7 He went to Siddhapur which is the seat of 
Kapila ; 

And at the tirlha of the fish gave away 
cooked rice at the great festival. 

118 Nityananda visited Siva-Kanchi and 
Vishnu-Kanchi ; 

And laughed witnessing the bittei strife 
that divided their followers. 

119 He went to Kurukshetra, Prilhudaka, 
Bindusarobar, 

Prabhash and Sudarsana Tirtha. 

no After paying a visit to the great tirtha 
of Tritakup he went to Nisala, 

Thence to Brahmatirtha and to Chakra- 
tirtha. 

121 The Lord then went to Pratisrota near 
which is Saraswati of the west ; 

From where the magnanimous one 
travelled to Naimisharanya. 

122 Then Nityananda proceeded to the town 
of Ayodhya 

And cried much on beholding the birth- 
place of Rama. 

123 Then he went to the kingdom of Guhak 
Chandal, 

Where Nityananda sank into a profound 
swoon 

124 At recollections of Guhak Chandal, 
And was unconscious for the space of 

three days. 

125 In all those woods where revered Ram 
Chandra had stopped 

Nityananda rolled on the ground in the 
agony of separation. 

126 He repaired to the bank of the Sarayu 
and bathed in her stream, 

Thence he went to Koushiki and from 
there to the retreat of Poulasta, sacred site. 

127 After bathing in the lirlhas of Gomali, 
Gandak and Son 

He climbed to the summit of Mount 
Mahendra. 

128 Having made obeisance there to Parasuram 
He proceeded to Haridwar, the place of 

birth of the Ganges. 

129 He then visited Pampa, Bheemrathi and 
Sapta-Godavari 

After bathing in the tirthas of Benva and 
Bipasa. 

130 The great Nityananda then had a view 
of Kartika 

And went to the Mount of Sree where 
dwelt Mahesha and Parvati. 

131 In the forms of a Brahmana and his 
consort both Mahesha and Parvati 

Resided on the top of the Mount of Sree. 

132 Both of them recognised theit tmn 
cherised deity 

Who thus journeyed to the tirthas in the 
guise of super-ascetic. 

133 Both highly rejoiced on beholding their 
guest ; 

And the goddess with her own hands 
joyfully cooked his food. 

134 Then those two offered him their alms 
of food with great regard 

Lord Nityananda smiling did obeisance 
to both. 

135 The confidential talk which they held 
among themselves is known to Krishna. 

Then Lord Nityananda went off to Dravida 

136 After visiting Venkatanath, Kamakoshthi- 
puri 

And Kanchi he arrived at the famed 
stream of the Kaveri. 
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O? Thence he repaired to the holy site of 
Sri Ranganath ; 

And from there made his way to Hari- 
kshetra. 

138 He went to Mount Rishava, to south 
Mathura, 

Kntamala, Tamraparni and northward 
to the Yamuna. 

139 He visited the home of Agastya on Mount 
Malaya, 

Those people were filled with joy on 
beholding the large hearted one. 

140 Their hospitality was accepted by Nitya- 
nanda ; 

And from there he travelled with pleasure 
to Badrikasram. 

141 Nityananda stayed for a while in the 
abode of Nara-Narayan 

And passed the time in the greatest 
seclusion. 

142 Thence he journeyed to the residence 
of Vyasa 

Who recognised the mighty Balarama. 

143 Appearing in a visible form Vyasa wel- 
comed his guest ; 

The Lord prostrated himself in obeisance 
to Vyasa. 

144 Then Nityananda travelled to the seat 
of the Buddhists ; 

Where the Lord found them sitting 
together in company. 

145 He questioned but no one made reply. 
Being angered the Lord kicked them on 

the head. 

The Buddhists with laughter scattered 
in a flight ; 

Nityananda roamed the forests undismayed. 

J47 Then the Lord arrived at the town of 
Kanyaka, 

And after visiting Durga Devi travelled 
to the Southern Sea, 

148 Thereafter Nityananda went to the town 
of Sri Ananta 

And thence to the pond of the five 
dancing nymphs. 

149 The Lord next visited the temple of Siva 
called Gokarna. 

He wandered from door to door over 
Kerala and Trigartha, 

150 After beholding the honoured spouse of 
Dvaipayan 

Nityananda-rai travelled to Nirbindhya, 
Payoshni and Tapti in course of his 

Divine activities. 

151 He visited Reba, the town of Mahismati 
and Mallatirtha. 

Then the Lord turned westwards journey- 
ing by way of Supparaka. 

152 Nityananda-rai was devoid of all fear. 
On his travels he was never afraid of 

any one. 

153 His body was rendered listless by reason 
of ceaseless absorption in Krishna. 

He laughed and cried at intervals. Who 
can understand his moods ? 

154 Such was the travels of Lord Nityananda. 
He now met Madhabendra quite by 

accident. 

155 The body of Madhabendrapuri was 
surcharged with love for Krishna ; 

He was accompanied by all his disciples 
who were full of love for Krishna. 

156 Madhabendra tasted no other food except 
the mellow quality of Krishna- 

Madhabendra's body was the arena of 
manifestation of the pastimes of Krishna, 

157 The Great Advaita Acharyya was his 
disciple 

Than which there cannot be greater 
praise of his love for Krishna. 
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i58 No sooner did Nityananda behold 16S Holding Nityananda in a close embrace 
Madhaba Puri Madhabendra Puri, choking with love. 

Than he fainted away overpowered by could utter no words of reply, 
love and remained motionless. 

169 In liis joy Madhaba Puri had no wish 
iSQ No sooner did Madhaba Puri see To release Nityananda from his bosom. 

Nityananda 
Than he fell down senseless ijuite oblivious I70 Iswarapuri, Brahmanandapuri and all the 

Of himself. other disciples 
Felt the irresistible attraction of Nityananda 

160 'Madhabendra is the first propounder 
of pure devotion/— lyj In no one of all the renowned saints they 

Thus Gourchandra declared time and again. had met 
Any of them had ever noticed any sign 

161 Each fainted away at the sight of the other of love for Krishna. 
While Iswarapuri and all the other disciples 

cried. jyz By greeting those bad people they had 
gained nothing but grief ; 

162 After recovering the power of external Wherefore had they sought the refuge 
v's'on of the forests. 

Each began to cry clasping the neck of 
the other. 173 They were mutually relieved of all their 

sorrows 
163 The two teachers rolled on the sand in Qn beholding in one another the manifest- 

the ecstacy of love ; ation of loy^ fo* Rfishna. 
And wrought by love for Krishna ejaculat- 

ed with a voice of thunder. 174 For days Nityananda travelled in the 
company of Madhabendra, 

164 The stream of love flowed in the eyes of Revelling in the pastime of Krishna-talk. 
the two prabhus ; 

The Earth was drenched and appreciated The story of Madhabendra is a wonderful 
the blessing. narrative ; 

He fainted at the sight of the clouds. 
165 There was no end of shivering, tears, 

horripilation and loving agitation ; jyg Night and day intoxicated by love for 
Lord Chaitanya sported in the frames of Krishna, like a drunkard, 

both. He laughed and cried, raved and shouted 
for grief. 

166 Said Nityananda, 'This day I have obtained 
The complete fulfilment of all the pilgrim- Nityananda, drunk with the potion of 

ages that I ever performed. Govinda's sweetness, 
Tottered, often fell arid laughed haughtily. 

167 As my eyes have beheld the feet of 
Madhabendra ; 178 On beholding the wonderful mood of both 

My life is glorified by witnessing such love The brotherhood of disciples constantly 
as his.' chanted the Name of Har, 
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179 By the sweet taste of love no one knew 
when it was night or day ;— 

A long time elapsed but no one was aware 
of the passing of a moment. 

180 The talk that the Lord held with 

Madhabendra 
Who knows ? Krishna-chandra is the 

witness. 

181 Madhabendra could not bear to part 
with Nityananda. 

He revelled in the constant company 
of Nityananda. 

182 Madhabendra said, 'I found love no-where. 
There are all the iirthaJJor me where such 

love as yours is found. 

183 'I now know that Krishna is merciful to me 
Having obtained the'company of such 

a friend as Nityananda. 

184 'Whatever the spot where the society of 

Nitynanda is obtained 
Contains all the tirthas with Vaikuntha. 

185 'If one only hears of such a devotee 
as Nityananda 

He is sure to attain to Krishna-chandra. 

186 'Who cherishes the least aversion to 
Nityananda 

Is never loved by Krishna, even if he be 
His devotee.' 

187 Madhabendra declared thus to 
Nityananda night and day 

And served him with love and attention. 

188 Towards Madhabendra the great 
Nityananda 

Cherished only such thoughts as were 
proper towards the guru. 

18) Thus employed the two great souls 
did not know 

When it was night or day for love of 
Krishna. 
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190 After passing some time with Madhabendra 
Nitynanda set out on his journey to the 

Bridge of Rama. 

191 Madhabendra went off to visit the Sarayu. 
Neither of them remembered aught of 

himself being possessed by Krishna. 

192 Thus was life preserved in that agony 
of separation. 

Can one survive such parting if external 
consciousness remain ? 

193 Whoever listens to this account of 
Nitynanda and Madhabendra 

Obtains the treasure of love for Krishna. 

194 In this manner Nityananda wandered 
about in the ecstacy of love ; 

A nd^after some time had passed arrived 
at Rama's Bridge. 

195 After bathing in the Dhanu tirtha 
he went to Rameswar 

From there he came to Vijaynagar. 

196 Having visited.Mayapuri, Avanti and 
Godavari 

The Lord arrived at the seat of Jior 
Nrisinghadeva. 

197 He visited Trimalla and^the sacred shrine 
of Kurmanath, 

And at last set out for a sight of the 
Moon of Nilachal. 

198 No sooner did hejenter the city of the 
blissful Lord of Nilachal 

Than he fainted at the'sight of the banner 
of the Lord. 

199 He then bheeld Jagannath,—in the 
four-fold form, 

Fully manifest in all His joyousness with 
the whole body of His servitors. 

THE HARMONIST 
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203 He was bereft of consciousness by joy 
at the sight, 

Recovered and lost it many a time. 

201 Shivering, perspiration, tears of joy, 
violent falls, thundering ejaculations,— 

And other perturbations of Nityananda 
who can describe ? 

202 After spending some lime in this manner 

at Nilachal 
The Lord resumed his journey and with 

zeal visited the place where the Ganges 
meets the Ocean. 

203 Who can fully describe all his 
pilgrim journeys ? 

Some of them I have recorded by his grace. 

204 After visiting the lirihas in this manner 
Nitynanda returned to Mathura again. 

05 He took up his residence at Brindaban 
and stayed there all the time ; 

And being absorbed in thoughts of 
Krishna knew neither night nor day. 

206 He ate nothing and drank only milk rarely 
If anyone gave it un-asked. 

207 'Gaurchandra is staying concealed at 
Nabadwip,' 

Thus mused Nityananda-Swarup, 

208 'When the Lord will choose to manifest 
His glory 

I shall go there and do my part of 
His service.' 

209 Having formed this decision 
Nityanahda-rai did not go to Nabadwip 

nor leave Mathura. 

210 He sported unceasingly in the water 
of the Kalindi 

And played in the dust of Brindaban 
with the children. 

211 Although Nityananda possesses every power 
He abstained from bestowing on any one 

devotion for Vishnu, 

212 When Lord Gaurachandra would manifest 
Himself 

Then would be time by His command 
for the pastime of dispensing devotion, 

2 i 3 No one ever does anything except by 
the command of Chaitanya. 

By such conduct the greatness of the 
servants of the Lord is nowise reduced. 

214 Whether it be Ananta, Siva, Aja or any 

other god— 
They are destroyers, rulers, mainlainers by 

Chaitanya's command. 

215 Those sinners who are grieved in their 
minds by this 

Are altogether unfit to be seen by a 
Vaishnava. 

Lo, in the direct view of everybody of 
this tripla ahiverse 

All persons obtained the treasure of love 
by means of Nityananda 1 

217 Nityananda-rai is the first of the devotees 
of Chaitanya 

On whose tongue is treasured the glorious 
praise of Chaitanya. 

218 The Lord discourses on Chaitanya night 
and day. 

By serving him devotion to Chaitarnya 
is gained. 

219 All glory to Nityananda-rai, primal god 1— 
By whose mercy the glories of Chaitanya 

find expression. 

220 Attachment to Nityananda is the gift of 
the mercy of Chaitanya. 

For one who knows Nityananda there, is 
no danger anywhere. 
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221 Who wishes to dive in the ocean of 
devotion bj' crossing the world 

Let him serve Nitaichand. 

222 Say some/Nityanaiula is Balarama himself 
Say others, 'He is the abode of the love 

of Chaitanya.' 

223 Whether Nityananda be ascetic, devotee 
or sage,— 

Let them say whatever they like,— 

224 Whatever Nityananda be to Chaitanya,— 
May his lotus feet remain ever implanted 

in the heart. 

225 I have exhausted every form of vindication : 
—if there be such who slanders him still 

Then do I kick such sinner on the head. 

226 Certain followers of Chaitanya speak of 
Nityananda 

In seeming disparagement which is 
really praise. 

227 All the Vaishnavas are ever pure and true; 
Their seeming strife is but sport 

228 In which if any one taking a side 
Slanders the other he must suffer ruin. 

229 By following only those who deprecate 
all slander of Nityananda 

Gaurachandra is attained. 

230 Will that day ever be when I shall obtain 
the sight 

Of Chaitanya and Nityananda encompassed 
by the brotherhood of devotees ! 

231 May Nityananda be my master in 
every way 1 

May I serve Gaurachandra being loyal 

to Nityananda ! 

232 May I read the Bhagabat at the feet 
of Nityananda 

In every successive birth! This be my 

faith. 

233 All glory to the Supreme Lord, 
Sri Gaurchandra 1 

Thou gavest, Thou didst also take away, 

Nityananda ! 

234 Yet may Thou great One vouchsafe me 
this only favour 

That my mind may remain ever attached 
to Thee and to him. 

235 Nityananda-rai is Thy greatest devotee 
Unless Thou givest no one may attain 

unto him. 

236 Nityananda roamed over Brindaban 
and the other places 

Till Gaurachandra manifested Himself. 

237 Whoever listens to the account of the 
pilgrimages of the Nxtyananda-Swarup 

Gains the treasure of love. 

238 Sri Krishna-Chaitanya is the life of 
Nityananda-chand 

At whose twin feet sings Brindabandas. 

Here ends Chapter Ninth entitled 'The Narrative of the lila of childhood and Pilgrimages 
of Sri Nityananda' in Part First of Sree Sree Chaitanya Bhagabat. 

(To be continued.) 
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fqrngc^q^q q^qq qRTq| i qqqg%g^ 

^gfqqqrg qnqrg ^grnq^fq j qsJ 

^Rjqnqfcqq ^iqicqqioifcqq qq qqfq I qrt 

is^t^qqw c^fg aTTcqqnrmfnqqm^q i 

q^ fq^mfq^q feqiq q eWTTsq^ I SRqT- 

^TO^qrqfsrqf^r .ftqfsq sqrq%gT Prorr 

qqfq q^qq fqtq-fq%J^^q qqhqfi^ sqrq- 

fqqqcqwg i q ^ qqtqqai fepqq sqrqg i 

qfcoS Pq^qirMlc?qq ^ ^tqqfq | 

q^fq^fq qqqt{i|?q qrfel qqiqf qg^sq-qn^ 



§TfiT¥!rTO^ 

^rfq «R^ 

qR^cqi^rigqirfq 

j ?fem- 

^5t g IpifgRprrgi^rt ^ifef | fijgoi: 

^fsg^foTjRfir-gp^g ST^q j m, vti- 

"<31?^ ^ qsiT ?iTq m i 

|j?R»T«5 feWT JTtft, ^ ^ || 

f% ^>5!^, f% 30^, fejT 5mK^ | 

srsfst*? fer ^j, ^ n" 

^ ^rr, Tm qra?^ s^^f^Riwfq j 

arferat srr JTW sit, ^ffirHiag m, 

qra-gqf^r ^r, ^R- 

wferfN; | W rf'Tt SRffef^, 

qr ^r, l^wrsr^n srrfq 

jtih ww g wi% i TW f^sfq sftsim fq^pr 

qf?: qsqs t5^ n{?igi^ii%<#'Ji^ smitq, ^i- 

junf^s^r'w:, arl^T^ l-scpiT^PTr 

Hc'Ti. pr^t f^if^qH, ^mqrrqR 

a-ifiR, ar^m^if w|frR^q, sr^rwq- 

riita^TqrraP!. ,—IT ^ j afi 

^%rr; ^t: s 

sftrpracit nteaR^T %?TV 

^N» — 

"sfraro^rR: ^sit fe ^3a%- 

T^^riqqr feifei; ^P;5| n wim i 

Prni# m ^qr spmsTmrfq 

^i^pift^ra^i.fiT^Fr; u" 

qwirref^rj ^nrf^n .'^TiwfT srtg^TT- 

li stq^cq m 3Ti?flR: 

JOtRq: ^fsiiq%T: i stsi vivTsrargir 

g^q#JT^ irrfq^ i JT-msqjmRr^ sft- 

qsiRrffi sn^q-rm-iT g g^tr^i i 

sTin^iinJi sT^rTqirrfq^qirTRi rfsi sr^-qwirflrr- 

irkrifii | gwirnffl; STTFW: stfeprsictl- 

Smw^Ti I g^qjrrag stc^sB Pisqf: ^ISPI; 

^rafi^I gwciqr ^ f?Tll^t: I g 

3ISR gRJIRT. | 

sftsntf^qq «ft?feTrrer srf^- 

i ng: sfar^R^: «ft?R^T^rKi 

Jtmrgicff i sttstrn^#^-jrsra%TT ro 

^MU^ci^mgrngqir ^ferr^t ^ sfTga^rfe 

"WEc# snunpjlf ^rfq ?feint * 

# i q^sg ifa fspiR^ft^TrsiTf^—suiii 

ncsn gqi^Ti ?ftRm *(&(* ^ ^qmr- 

§1% i PTiiot^loi ^qfra^ urnvm 

^rilwicR fsrf^: ! f^sg 

^{%q ^q qiiqsifoi^I T^T^sft atq^Rf m 

sftfRRTiw^T^qTsqrq-s^T- 

^wrFa^TR^^T * f^fsa^fq 
c\ 

qT%R^! ^^-srrq-q^Rqqqsif- 

s^Tf^m^r^TT^pl q? ^rfq qR^rawmrq- 

ppq 51 q^T% I qfewq^ sftqt- 

^TTTJI: | qcqqt sT^-nncqqTi 

?fiRmqa[T!T5qr^R irarq^M faisrc^T, ^ g ^ 

^urifqifRcST m^s ^ l ^ ssftq^ft- 

^P^Rqifq BTT€|TSq?RTqtPT?rT | q^ ^ftrRtfT- 

agojT fnrn^Tsq^^n qfegrcq ei sftqr 

^q^ii: "qfifeiTc^i ^pEWrsrcqf^qi qr qrc- 

nr^j^rqi q^rqqRt flrqw n «Btsfq wz**. 



[ ^*1: TO: 

I ssgcw-g qK3Tpj^T5rT^3 g^nRrsnc^i 

| BTf^Ti; era ffp:3T- 

f^nrituN 5(ram?^wt3f33ra^ i sft^rn- 

3^3 33T S^,«4d»3*ifi,ei I «jci3 ^13^3 Wlf33l^| 

TOT f|— 

"5T^q^ a3Sftffl^mT3H^; 3313.1 

33I53?Rrai^ 3 r3T3f3!g3iftTOL ll"^: II 

* * * 

^ 3f, 3335 tft |" 

« « * 

313^ ^3T 3ibl 333 K 1 

5^3 qfe3 33k 3f 3^333 It" 

33i*33 3Sc33335*3 3^c3 3^32^, 

^3 3333: *13^ 3iT3®33f33!T3T3F qfe3T- 

3T3T3T 3f33T53 3^3131^5^35- 

33333*1.1 

^kjpng2l3*-3'jf3TT3*3 ^fcnTT 3 

i3)353, 3)3g!^)^I3*3 3Tf3^R 

^*3X0031^*5)3 3 *Wf33g. I 

f^5XT03T*353: ^*13X3^ 3!T3)sf3 

siks^k^ra^o 5T*3 ^3^1* 1 sftofsisiR^)- 

S033*$5$kX5X %i,l4-s,K«idS* RIv-jc^3 qR^^td- 

3T3. | O^TOO133*0055^ 3^ ^IddX 3X3- 

SX3T^ ^13 g*qT, riS3WXT033Tf30)3qTf3^ 3^1 

5^3)3^3x355^? 3>RlS3T'X33X33XX?7f3f3^ 

5^ 3^3)3^13; ^*3X 3*ft3s3 |f3 qRf^Dq I 

33!|31*5 3 3*k35$3^3X; I '3X3^3^3 

khfiSq q^j 3!X^ 5*Ii3yoIOc3*3 Rw: soxNxwx 

330 3 «3^T 1 sN) qrqirg:%3) ^ f®- 

axxfyot 51X3^, 303ra snxoig^gfqsx; sg' 

^Wqj^oxfksfxra 3*^, 355x^51 qfkxwx^xe^ 

3)393: ^ftoof »^si*X3XX3eI 5E3%«l!*i) g^3^ | 

$rt^3qS$qi5c3X^V HRRXXOTX 33c%3 3 

sng 3353x3x3.1 33X f? aks ^qifhsxfo- 

3X33— 

"353^*1 i^re^fd-fogqxfq 

Rx3X^T0X3xf3 f33X 3 3)3; 1 

3Xqf3 3X3*5*0)3 3*) 

nx*B3 353)3 11" 

3*53KX3^)3fW513?l*3X^3Xfq 3^31*^1354- 

35*5 3X3 3X 503 3T 3to f33X 3 Pi^nB d**T^ 

f§ 3335)X3*5*on^3 *X533l SX^gkld 

3^: qHriMeik^: 1 

33 <!i)(«h3Iji^cm 333^^X31 «f)3555xf3" 

33e3-^c3-33xf33*dcdl^3»gqe4iai^ 33Xfq 

35^3 53^X3; ^5: I 335*)^ 5*^3 3^I3g35X; 

%3*5 3^ 30T^3I«3>4^3, ^3X^3 3*$33X 

qxk^dXSS, df?' aXJ^qf fd*c*TI?: *3x5 I 3X3; 

^xHx'Wid. soirn^tfsfqRxc^xqx 9335x55x3^5 

qmkx^x^ofsq 3)3131 ?3^3*igi 33^ 

331 g^qxfedt 'jskRifijidxai vkofi a^q 

*x3)S3qx33nr:: 3rf*of) 35)^)3 333.1 

g)«Xl^ 3033 *X*TT3 | 

3TffXT?3T 3353 *X3k 3k 3X0) (| 

^ 5% 3353 3133k 1 

3f5T* SRO% *5^ 3)3X3 Rl*ck II" 

- ^; m: axxf^ ?$ 

q*IX35T*fora) »T03Xg 95531^ 3VIJ3X3; 

?xk^ ^1) 5:^ ^ *xg^x3x w=il«^ 1X3^ I 33 

^ 5% 3 3353)533*^) 33 k 3*3 5WX3X^ 

*5^13)513 «I«RI f3*3raft'fii *03; 1 



S:^ • a^jat 5rT^ 1 s(l«H(^ ^W: | 

Pwm >»iiPni, it »fN$5$Tf^nro 5^-?^ ** htio^ 

fwmvy ^ jit sn^ i f? erNpftS sna: 

»n n" ?fa i mr3 aaa siwit ^ ac^5$ ^aar^R^a 

«4nriR*t 5:^ y<ii^d, era 1 

'TOT tjMM'dWM'^rdHiRdiRfd ^TcT fel^* TOTfan^o^ af? a^a ai^^fa 

sn^ 1 fews^reg ^a^ snaPa 1 ^it- fw^; 1 

d CK 

[ sfta^fefaaN-a^^-fadaan ] 

( 

'ihro^: siarifTpi ^snaRr,— 

wi#hT#r q<i^fiti- 

RhqtfiMaEspq^r \\\w 

 [ >dT- 

aHararg »idm^adi<)(H ttoh: ^S^PJI «WT % afero^afe^,— 
_ _ . „ <l -v aaaaariaaiTTOa arai wflaarara 1 

aqiaa^; aai^ita 1 5faa ^roqan aimara 

aar afa^T^afep^,— 

) 

vTTat3if*KaT ^ a tiers 

a^jra ^aiaaaw g^rp^n 

aar ^jrat^rfaaiaa,— 

aa TraraaracaicJiiRreqaT^ 1 

<n^aa ^nTsar to aahq^Ra^a^ 11 

aa^sligTOTaTn* 1 

a^RifiaTOTT^aa^ft ara aro^ 11 

srifaaa aal'ja^ asiaft TRwviaiH 1 

aa»nR?TTfir aiTOnai sror^aa^ 11 

to^ito qaar^ ^laaa,— 

a^fin^ fti a a^r^a aparr 

qRpiro a^rf^a 1 

toi sniaaaai 

afro^igafro^ wft^rfaaTaa,— 

sferfajfaTO^sarr a^^ifa 1 

fsReg arfa faf^^a^ aarafa 11 

JTO ^TTat^iPiaiaa,— 

to aRu^gaai^Tfaar ar a^sif^TO 1 

^aTTOnggi^0! fasia: n 

aar ^ro^afroal,— 

%aT%c^fa^Tai sja^ 

afpfam^ccaaRaisg g^a <?«! 5%; 11 



[ s^n.* mgi 

cw g n1di<4i — 

JTfTriiR^g m TW t^ff si^fawta: i 

ITTr^T IJfTT^nSq^ ll 

•HCKI S^TRRrt m ItlRy ff^cTT: I 

m JRRT f^q^rRT II 

3T5 ^<>4^ sro^ to: ^ stto^ i 

5% H?^T m fan mro^^cTT: n 

wfror q^snm ^Hn^r; qwKH I 

^MM*rn3 TI (ncti 3^^ ^ iHpd g || 

^7 TOcigtRRf TOST I 

^ || 

^T^ITg«RT«W§W5R3f cW: | 

sn!?RTRTcJWT^Rt JTTRcfT II 

fl^TTO^ ^TT^^o^pT R^PR,— 

R a«IT <^4 ^ flT^ITO^RT ERT II 

R7T ^ — 

R Tif^T jg-^: yytorrfeoRiyfl^; || 

<WT f? (tiwjyciul, f^dliiid,— 

Rrqfy^eg 11 

SRRS RTH^ 9RR^>rd,— 

SRof 't^'d'f ^TOJT | 

ySERTOto^m t| 

RFT^ RRgcwt— 

^^cr^TT •nfef^TR ?I5TR ^ I 

aj^^kR^TR 5^»ft3ra II 

TOR^ ^Nwqf SR^R sife RRSP^,— 

?ic^T ^cRTRWRTORT^ I 

TOUcRTR 3IIT?!; J^RRIcRfR ^ifq RT^. II 

RRT jfrcTPTT — 

=R5qgd^RicRld ^sq^frfq I 

RNtg^TcRT ^RR HR^^: II 

^5q^(«R Rf Rf RTR^cRRlftR: I 

ySRRT ^■dHMlsfq ^ Rhqt R^l «»n^ 1] 

3^ cIRR, - 

^R>S? R ^ st^rtsfe! R fqq: i 

^ RRffR 3 Rt TORT Rft ^ ^3 RnR5H.n 

3RSJ 3RR gTR%^T^,— 

i^Kl ^RJJRTRi C^flS^R fdSfd ( 

^IRR3 ^cR^RT^I RSRtRST^r RTRRT II 

R^R ?F!«i R^ ^eRRi^R RTO | 

RcTOT^T?TCi RRR SR^7% WI^RRI^ II 

sftj^RIR^ 3?0RWR TOtRNyT«n) 

Rifq^RRTRRi— 

3T5 ^oqg gpg J^lTcRTRftra; ^T | 

RRRRTR RI RcR: ^R^S^fRSiFRRg || 

Rt RT 5iSR3 g^3 ^RfRTrRTRRt^H I 

feRrat R5^ ^RRI^R^R l^tfR ^T; II 

f^RRr qr^T^ Rt RTiRRt fiw^tR; I 

g^3 R?[RTRT R RR: SRlPd^^fe II 

375g^lTRRJ[ oR: IthRRtdWRTSR^ | 

RR S^S^dtiRlRi gdfllRIRRlfdR: II 

RTRR ^5^ ^l^^hRRf^RH II 

RicRR^ qriRrrfq R: RvcHR^I^T:^ I 

fro^rt gcgfR^R RRgsRU^ n 



tyfN'sn ] 

m m waicHuf 

sfrlcPT^^TSlS — 

SPrT: ST^TT^fgr Jdtwfff^TTf^ 

TTt^^ 3^T% W JSR^SFTJ^ | 

^ra: 

^Tfff ^f^qm-¥I«F^flcpg q^TTIT^ 

sp^q sgrafa — 

^«r qq: qt^fqf'S.q- 

q^rpR: 11X^11 

[3^ ^ qq vi tcRftferqi?!; W: 

^TRfwi sf^r^ntfipcqi^; 1 if^nf^i ?qr; 

pr^RT5!^qTri; ?? ^sft sftq 

^rfiiacfqqq^sq, artcqR ^Bnf?- 

smr^i PTf^sppR^q^TTqhwfgnar- 

"T3gf^r^T?tqT^4-|r^MMMIJlIc^^T UrtTT" 

SRif SRqif^^f, S^IH- 

^<wr ifp iftmqr^ 1 ] 

qit^q^qfg[ — 

PTcWT scfefr filfe: St I 

ff^fg rpf: sr^q ^ 11 

iiP^lfrl I 

STTr^f^qq^^ 5Tf#qigqqtfqoi; || 

q^g fqpRqrg 3fTqfq ITTOT ^T^T | 

a^I^qifui q^rrfq ?=T^qr & w^: 11 

  

fqinq^^iq^g w.-qq^qi^: 1 

^S«qq: qT?:qnTtf?r q^!j>; q^ q^ u 

'ftclTqi,— 

qc^TTsq: qtcq^ ^fR q^qtir^fq ixj^R J 

^Tiqqg qtq^f q; q^q% e q^7|% |, 

qjfqnq^cq q: qs^^foi g q^ q. j 

^ 'FT gqj: || 

^fTra: q;f^q)q^[ fq:5qq^Tq;jig^ | 

cpft^g ^f^TfRIRrTcqjf^qtqt fqf^j^q^ || 

rr^rqigt ^.'^qrcgfrqtiR; 1 

q^qgqjt' gfqq fi q ^airfqqsg^i n 

5WT f| qtcTrqf,— 

q^tq^q^ f%Tr fq?^" q)q^fqqr | 

qp ^qrcqqicqR q^qvrirqfq gnqfq 11 

^Hlcqf?qqf qn^f^JITUqcft^q^ | 

ti% qp q ^qrq feciaaosfq q^qq; nJ 

$m q^q,— 

g^N ^rqicqiJf qfrft fqqq^qq; j 

^q ssmq^mRqirq gqro^gB n 

^Tqqrg iftqrqr qjsqqfq,— 

qtfqqrqfq ^rsqqf rr^^qTRTTcqqi 1 

P^rqig flqq q^ qf ^ ^ g^qqt qq; u 

, gqsr qqq,— 

^qrq^qqq qiq qqrqf ^q^mrq 1 

^ Sp^qN^xKT qpf^ qj jgpqT: n 

qqq^qrqt qweq^ 

qq:^ 'tq 

?T^g qc^uq^' qf^qq^ 1 

aq^fq Hc^jfosi fq^cPT 

qtqV qt wqgqfq u 

  (qwn:) 
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An Old Paper on the Attibaris of Orissa. 

OEOPLE who are interested to study 

' the Attibaris of Orissa will get light 

if they go through the following letter 

published in the "Progress" on the 18th 

August 1871. The word Attibari indi- 

cates that they are a set of people who 

care very little for their preceptors 

with their following and who entertain 

an idea quite independent of the pre- 

vailing sanctity though they base their 

thought on antique principles. In 

Bengal the epithet Attibari is given to 

the followers of one Rup Kabiraj who 

happened to kave quarrelled with the 

following of Acharyya Srinibas on so ne 

eligious practice which deviated him 

17 

from the Srauta method. The Attibaris 

of Orissa in some places have identified 

themselves with their provincial cause 

of nationality but we entreat them to 

refrain from doing so for the sake of 

comparative significance of religious 

views which are common properties of 

all nations. The system of Bhakti has a 

special characteristic which should 

never be ignored in furthering a nation- 

al sentiment of a particular province. 

The patient inquisitive readers will find 

substantial material when they go over 

this article for their future guidance; so 

we cannot resist culling it here in toto. 

—Ed. H. 
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To the Editou, Progress, 

Dear Sir, 

There is a class of" men in Orissa 

who pass by the name of Attibaris. 

They say that they are Vaishnavas but 

in fact they are quite opposed to the 

principles of Vaishnavism. This sect 

originated with one Jaganath Das who 

flourished at the time when Mahaprabhu 

Chaitanya Deva of Nadia entered 

Puri with a view to propagate the 

genuine principles of the Vaishnava 

creed. Jaganath Das was indeed a man 

of great acquirements in the Sanskrit 

language. He translated the Sreemad 

Bkagabata into Uria poetry as also the 

Bhagabat Geeta, the most instructive 

book in the Hindu literature. The 

translations are, however, free and 

contain more things than the original 

works themselves. The Urias, especi- 

ally those who are below the Brahmins, 

are very fond of reading these tran- 

slations. As a citizen of Calcutta you 

mght have several times heard the 

Uria bearers reading these translations 

in the'r Palkee Addas in the City 

of Palaces. 

Th'ough the translation of the 

Bhagabat by Jaganath Das is generally 

liked by all classes of the Urias, yet 

there is a special class.of men who con- 

sidered themselves as spiritually led 

by him. These men are the Attibaris. 

Most of them belong to the lower 

classes. 

The Attihari is both a religionist 

and a politician like the Mohammadan 

fanatics that go by the name of Waha. 

bees. In religion they occupy a very 

curious position. They say that they 

worship One Great God who is without 

any form whatever. They appear and 

have no conception about the Spiritual 

Personality of the Deity, nor do they 

believe that the human soul las^s in 

distinction from God after salvation. 

In iact, they hold a similar idea 

with the great commentator of the 

Vedanta Darshana, I mean Sankara- 

charjea, the leader of the Adwaitavadis. 

But they at the same time believe that 

the Jaganath in the Temple at Puri is 

the highest ideal of God. In fact they 

worship the idol as if it were the un- 

conditioned Deity himself. They do 

not believe all the Shastras but they 

attempt to choose out principles out 

of them. They believe, however, that 

they are the highest class of religion- 

ists in the world and the Absolute Truth 

is alone with them. They several times 

profess that they are true Brahmagyanis 

and I hat the present Brahmas are but 

Ctiris'ians, the name Brahma being 

a misnomer with them. The Attibarjs 

like the old Ro nan Catholics in the 

Middle Ages still receive revelations 

from the Deity and speak sometimes 

face to face with him. For this reason 

every learned Attibari is a prophet, and 

has his Maliha or a series of revelations. 

Go to one of them and he will tell you 
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in which year and under wiiich circum- 

stances the world will end ! They some- 

times perform some ceremonies of the 

Yoga philosophy, ami attempt to work 

physical wonders. They are addicted 

to the smoking of G mja and taking of 

opium, and it is when they are under the 

influence of these intoxicating articles, 

that they are in the habit of receiving 

revelations ! Most of them are married 

men living in their own houses and dis- 

like the life of ascetics. They are often 

very.bold and address other people in 

mysteriously awkward terras. In fact, 

those of the Urias who are intelligent 

enough to understand matters but have 

received no good education, turn out 

Attibaris. In whole of Orissa, I believe, 

there are about 15,000 men of. this 

class ! We understand it on very good 

authority that they have a sort of 

brotherhood like the Free Masons, 

amongst themselves which unite them 

in a strong affection towards each other. 

They often keep communication 

amongst themselves in mysterious ex- 

pressions and signs, and thus the Atti- 

baris at Balasore are often kept in. 

formed of what is going on with the 

Attibaris at Puri which is about 8 days' 

journey from the former station. 

We would have been led to compare 

this class of fanatics with Bowls of 

Bengal, had there not been another 

characteristic to distinguish them from 

the latter, I mean the political charac- 

ter of the Attibaris The main object 

of the class is to brin f about some poli. 

tical revolution in the province by 

means of circulating false rumours in 

the shape of revelations. Their Malilcas 

(as the revelations are called by them) 

generally declare the period when there 

will be an incarnation of the .Deity to 

destroy the present ruling authority. 

By mysterious words they advise their 

fello n brethren to be ready for the 

time and eagerly to wa;t for the Avatar \ 

These circulations are not solely to be 

attributed to the ganja to which they 

are addicted, but to a desire which they 

foster in them to enjoy money and 

women belonging to the credulous fools, 

that live far from the light of edu- 

cation. An Attibari is looked upon in 

the interior as one saint of Heaven to 

deliver the souls of sinners and to give 

them worldly aggrandisement when 

necessary. People sometimes visit th^jn 

with a view to get rid of chronic di- 

seases and women generally solicit the 

favour of their giving them children 

and domestic comfort. The trials of 

a couple of cases in criminal courts at 

Puri and Khurda have brought to light 

a great deal about the doings of the 

Attibari impostors in the muffosil. The 

Khurda case has disclosed that one of 

them turned out to be an incarnation 

of Balaram and prophesied to the 

people that he had come to make a poli- 

tical revolution in Orissa, the chosen 

place of the Deity. By this false ru- 

mour he acquired a great reputation 
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and corrupted a number of females be. 

longing to the higher classes of the 

inhabitants. He was worshipped as a 

God and was surrounded by thousands 

as a Baja ruling his own realm. He 

continued to send out his Malikas and 

to increase the number of fanatics till 

the Deputy Magistrate, Mr. Tailor 

tried him and sent him to imprison- 

ment ! The other impostor was work- 

ing his way near the Temple of Bhu- 

baneswar in a small village not even a 

mile from the Jaganath Road. He 

was also being worshipped as an incar- 

nation of Mahavishnu. Females from 

surrounding villages came to worship 

him in the dead of night and he de- 

clared his Mahaprasad as sacred as 

that of Jaganath. He continued in 

tJiis way, till some of the aggrieved 

Brahmins of Bhubaneswar came to 

him and asked him the authority under 

which he was thus acting. He plainly 

declared to them that the authority of 

the British Government was about to 

cease and a Dulbehara of Khurda was 

to be the ruler for Orissa. All those 

who would oppose his practice were to 

suffer in a short time from his divine 

wrath. This terrified those who came 

to enquire but the matter was communi- 

cated to the authorities by one of them. 

Babu Kedar Nath the Deputy Magis- 

trate, was deputed to enquire and sub- 

mit a report. It was through the exer- 

tions of that officer that the impostor 

was brought to trial and punished !! 

It was rumoured that a large num- 

ber of impostors of this class rose simul- 

taneously in several parts of Orissa, but 

when they heard of the trials of the 

two alluded to above, they got afraid 

and kept silent. 

Such is the character of the Atti- 

baris! How horrible they are ! We 

would advise the Cuttack Editors to ex. 

pose these characters and try to correct 

them. If they want to be patriotic, 

they ought to save their motherland 

from the hands of the Attibaris and 

Alluks. With all the attempts for im. 

provement, Orissa will never rise till 

these wicked and designing members 

of the Attibari class are converted into 

'Honest Citizens'. 



The Erotic Principle and Un-alloyed Devotion 

' I 'HE transcendental amorous pastimes of Sri 

Krishna with the spiritual millc-maids of Braja 
constitute the highest platform of service of the Di- 
vinity. This is the sum and substance of the teachings 
of Sri Chaitanya. This teaching is set forth in the 
Srimad Bhagabata Purana which offers the concrete 
and unambiguous exposition of this religion of love. 

The principle of love is not supposed by any 
body as necessarily implying the reference to sex. 
Amorous love which involves the sexual reference 
is, however, regarded as a dangerous subject. It is 
difficult to understand how amorous love can be 
made to survive the complete elimination of the sex- 
ual reference as appears to be the hypocritical 
dream of a certain type of empiric poets and religion- 
ists, The empiricists take strong objection to the 
sexual element that enters most prominently and in 
its most repugnant form of polygamous adultery into 
the narrative of the pastimes of Sri Krishna. The 
unconventional amorous love of Braja with its frank 
sexual abandon is regarded by moralists and socio- 
logists a too strong dose especially (or boys and girls 
of a tender age, if not also for adults who do not 
possess a cultured taste and imagination. The idola- 
try of ribald sexual passion is a most mischievous 
religion and is a survival of the ideal of promiscuity 
of the savage state out of which humanity has hard- 
ly yet emerged fully despite the concerted labours 
of countless generations. No sane man can, there- 
fore, contemplate without a shudder the prospect of 
being hurled back again into the condition of primi- 
tive savagery and sheer animalism. Any doctrine 
that leads or tends to lead, either directly or indi- 
rectly, humanity back into an ideal of promiscuous 
sexualism, therefore, stands self-condemned. 

In the paragraph just penned I had been trying 
candidly to realise the position of the anti-erotist and 
have not scrupled to use very strong language on 

his side. I may also mention that he can truly 
point, and he has not (ailed to do so, to ugly (acts 
in support of his apprehensions. The almost open 
debaucheries of the dregs of so-called followers of 
Sri Chaitanya have been asserted by more than one 
respectable writer who have not even scrupled to 
attribute their degradation to the teachings of Sri 
Chaitanya. The fact of the wide prevalence of sex- 
ual corruption among certain sections of people, who 
pass themselves off as the followers of Sri Chaitanya 
is so painfully true that I consider it as both unneces- 
sary and dishonest to play the role of an apologist 
(or such persons and shall not stop to discuss the 
view that the charge is an exaggeration which it 
possibly is. 

The sexual relationship which is now-a-days ordi- 
narily sought to be regulated with the help of the 
principle of morality is not so far as I am aware con-, 
demned as wholly impure by any of the writers who 
object to the pernicious tendency of the teachings of 
Sri Chaitanya and the Srimad Bhagabata. They 
should, therefore, be surprised if they are informed 
that sexuality itself is condemned in the most unam- 
biguous terms by the Srimad Bhagabata, Sri Chai- 
tanya and His associates and eminent followers. 
The difficulty that confronts me in this discourse is 
not due so much to the onus of proving that they do 
not condemn, but to the much more bewildering fact 
that they do condemn the very principle of sexuality 
as the most harmful of all the delusions to which we 
are subject in the state of sin. 

The moral principle of empiric ethics is based 
upon an ideal of human personality which consists in 
the harmonious development of all the (acuities and 
instincts inherent in the human race. According to 
this view no instinct or quality is useless or immoral 
in itself. The proper use of every faculty is that 
which tends to improve its range and quality. If 
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this method of improvement is applied to sexual ins- 
tinct we obtain the principle that it is not only justi- 
fiable but necessary to exercise the sexual function 
under proper safeguards which will ensure the 
increase of sexual power and scope. This ideal is 
being actually realised, under the lead of empiric 
ethics, by the various aesthetic and scientific activities 
of poets, novelists, painters, artists, physicists, che- 
mists, biologists, eugenists, etc. etc. on a consciously 
organised and exhaustive plan especially in modern 
Europe. The teaching of the Srimad Bhagabat has 
been found fault with by the empiric moralists and 
their followers on the grounds of crudity, grossness 
and want of worldly wisdom. Even the superiority 
of the religions of Christ and Mahammad is held by 
religionists, who are under the sway of empiric 
ethics to consist, at any rate partly, in their social 
principles, in their wise handling of the sex problem 
by condemnation of sexual excess and promiscuity. 
The principle of total sexual abstinence which is also 
recommended by those religions is supposed to be 
an error on the less dangerous side. 

Sri Chaitanya following the Srimad Bhagabata 
rejects the above ideal of human personality. The 
development of the powers of the body and mind, 
according to him, has no connection whatsoever with 
the soul, the human self proper, which is located 
beyond the scope of all the activities and experiences 
of our present delusive existence- The mind is an 
organ of the soul which in this existence happens to 
be under the thraldom of matter with the acquies- 
cence, of its master. This unnatural and seemingly 
impossible union between spirit and matter is the 
mystery which has baffled all the efforts at expla- 
nation of empiric science. The principle of causa- 
tion which forms the basis of the inductive method 
does not apply to this fact of the first magnitude. 
The spirit is found meddling with matter with which 
it has nothing in common and is also convinced for 
all practical purposes that all its affinities are with the 
limited and the unconscious, that is the unspiritual. 
All the schemes of empiric science have avoided this 
problem for the plain reason that it is incomprehen- 

sible to the known resources of our present reason or 
experience. But their ignorance of this subject con- 
tinues nonetheless to be the fatal deficiency that 
vitiates all their conclusions at their source. If a 
material state has been supposed to be the ideal of 
human personality by empiric ethics it is due to the 
assumption that the mind with its present out-look 
is the undeveloped human soul which is capable of 
finding its way to the summit of perfection by con- 
tinuing to increase its capacity and inclination of 
meddling with matter or in other words that its 
union with matter is a permanent fact of its very con- 
stitution. But as a matter of unbiased reasoning, the 
spirit need not be supposed to have any material 
requirements for the simple reason that it is the spirit. 
Sri Chaitanya holds that the spirit is eternally and 
wholly separate from matter. In the state of sin it is 
under the false inpression that it has an intimate con- 
nection with matter. Anything which tends to con- 
firm this wrong impression prevents its reversion to 
its natural condition of unlimited existence. By any 
attempts to increase the sexual power which aims at 
stabilising the material connection the state of delusion 
will be prolonged. The sexual power has no value 
for the soul. If the sexual suggestion is allowed to 
pervade literature, science and art, those subjects 
do not thereby attain the proximity of the spirit. If 
one can lift a mountain does it prove that his soul is 
great ? Matter or any capacity or instinct that derives 
its value from material effect or possibility of mate- 
rial effect, is of no concern to the soul. Spirit is 
eternally and categorically different from matter. 
The ideal of human personality according to Sri 
Chaitanya is that of the soul freed from its incarcera- 
tion in "matter and functioning on the plane of the 
Absolute to which it belongs by constitution. The 
faculties and instincts of our present minds are a 
perversion corresponding to the analogous principles 
of the soul in its pure state. It is therefore, not only 
unnecessary but positively harmful to try to increase 
the possibility or scope of our present misguided 
activities. The true ideal demands the deflection 
of their direction from material objects towards the 
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spiritual. We should therefore, desist from the 
attempt to increase the power and scope of our 
present sexual instinct and try to reclaim it from 
misdirection towards any ideal that is derived from 
our experience of this world by turning it back upon 
itself thereby enabling it to find its true objective. 

Sri Chaitanya is no advocate of gross or refined 
sensuality or of total sexual abstinence. He is 
opposed to all such positive and negative connection 
with matter. He wants the emancipated soul to 
find its own ideal. He does not consider it possible 
to ascertain the (unction of the free soul by the prin- 
ciples of their false existence. 

If this radical difference between Sri Chaitanya 
and empiric moralists in regard to the ideal of human 
personality is kept well in view it should be possible 
Lot to misunderstand His attitude towards the sexual 
principle. Sri Chaitanya takes sex in the same way 
as He does any other phenomenon of this world, 
viz- as offering a double (ace to our unbiased reason. 
It may be regarded either as a part and parcel of 
our eternal nature or as an adventitious factor which 
has no connection with our real self. The empiri- 
cist holds the former view. Sri Chaitanya opposes 
and refutes it and establishes the truth of the latter 
view. The sex according to Sri Chaitanya is a pass- 
ing affair and belongs as such to this changing exis- 
tence. It happens to be in our way in one form or 
another so long as we are subject to this worldly 
existence and it is of course necessary that we should 
have a principle of conduct in regard to it. That 
principle should also be consistent with our ideal of 
the human personality. If the soul (reed from the 
shackles of matter be our ideal we should so con- 
duct ourselves towards sex that we may not there- 
by strengthen our present unnatural hankering (or 
a certain form of material activity. For this 
purpose the very first thing that we have to do is 
to try to realise clearly that the world as it is 
presented to us by the material senses is not the 
world with which our souls are concerned. The 
soul has its own separate world. The soul is not 
ay abstraction nor is the spiritual world a figment 

of our material imagination. Rather the opposite 
of this is the real truth. This material world is 
only the perverted refleftion of the spiritual 
world. It is the shadow, the abstraction, of the 
spiritual world. which is the real substance. Our 
soul which is a denizen of the spiritual world has 
somehow lost all real recollections of the substan- 
tive world. But the features of the spiritual world 
are reflected in a distorted manner in this material 
world. It is that very same world which is present- 
ed in this distorted and unintelligible form by our 
present defective senses. The soul itself is respon- 
sible (or this distortion. It is the inevitable result 
of the wrong use of the faculty of free reason 
which is the constituent principle of the soul. The 
soul is free to choose to serve the Truth. It is 
equally freaJo follow the opposite course. The 
proper (unction of the free reason is to serve the 
Truth or in other words to be prepared to recognise 
its natural limitations and submit to the guidance 
of a higher reason whenever the latter makes its 
appearance. The reason of (alien souls refused 
deliberately to recognize its own native littleness 
and renounced the guidance of the Higher Reason, 
In (act it set up (or itself in order to build a world 
of its own with its own paltry resources. The 
present world is the result of this disloyal activity. 
We have put our neck deliberately into the noose 
that holds us fast in its iron grip and the same 
original perversity still persists and prevents us from 
reverting to our constitutional position. So long 
as this irrational perversity continues we are doomed 
to grope in ignorance and reap the reward of the 
wilful abuse of our free reason in the form of this 
petty existence of sin and death. It is also under the 
lead of this perverted reason that we have built 
up the empiric science of conduct. The empiric 
sciences which are the outcome of the efforts of 
the reason to get rid of the consequences of its 
folly are really the fetters forged by itself which 
bind it all the more securely to a false existence. 
The very first step that has to be taken in the right 
direction is to try seriously to realise the nature of 
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this perversity or sin. Once this perversity is 
clearly perceived the very sciences which have till 
now served to confirm our ignorance will be found 
to be of the utmost help in freeing us from the 
bondage of the world. There is nothing to be 
lost by the change of front and everything is to be 
gained in the only true sense. 

Srimad Bhagabata and Sri Chaitanya tell us of 
this transcendental existence in which in spite of 
analogical resemblance everything is different from 
those things with which we are familiar in this 
world, even as the substance is different from its dis- 
torted shadow. The amours of Sri Krishna are 
categorically different from the sexual performances 
of the debauchees of this world because they are the 
eternal verily of which the latter form the unwhole- 
some, perverted reflection. It is our lernal duty 
to have much to do with the one and nothing at 
all to do with the other. We are freed from the 
delusion and snare of sexuality through the reali- 
sation of the spiritual amours of the Divine Pair. 
The knowledge of the spiritual amours of Sri Sri 
Radha-Krishna are the medicine of the diseased 
soul afflicted with the malady of sexuality. The 
amours of the Divine Pair are the highest Truth 
and the last to be realised on the path of spiritual 
endeavour. This is the leaching of the Srimad 
Bhagabata. 

We have to reach this goal by graduated stages 
of progress. It is first of all necessary to listen to 
the tidings of the spiritual world from the lips of 
those who have actually realised the life eternal. 
Such persons alone can properly expound the Sri- 
mad Bhagabata. Sri Chaitanya is the ideal ex- 
ponent of the Srimad Bhagabata. His life is the 
Bhagabata reduced to the terms of the duties of 
every-day life of this world to enable us to really 
understand and realise the Truth. Any one who 
reads with an unbiased mind the illuminating 
volumes penned by His associates and eminent 
followers with the object of transmitting to all 
succeeding generations the particulars of His life and 
teachings, can never fail to realize the imperative 

necessity for everyone of us to follow in His fool- 
steps. We are thereby enabled to understand that 
the spiritual world really exists, that it is the realm 
of the concrete Absolute, that it connol be attained 
by our own unassisted efforts for the reason that 
the Absolute refuses to reveal itself to our self- 
asserting tiny soul, that it is necessary to approach 
the Reality by the method of submission, that this 
method of submission to the Absolute has to be 
learnt, also by the method of submission, from those 
who have actually realised the Absolute and that 
there actually exist among us such God-sent teachers 
of the religion. Once this necessity of submitting 
to the spiritual preceptor is clearly realised one is 
thereby enabled to find out the right kind of pre- 
ceptor. This is the first manifestation of the Ab- 
solute Truth to the sincere seeker. The next stage 
of progress consists in attentive listening to the 

words of the good preceptor simultaneously carrying 
them out into practice to the extent that they are 
understood, that is to say approved, by our reason. 
It is only after undergoing a complete course of 
training that we are enabled to reach the goal viz., 
a right understanding of the narrative of the trans- 
cendental amours of the Divine Pair. 

The spiritual pupilage is indispensable and is 
the key to the situation. Those who profess to 
understand the Bhagabata without having passed 
through the complete course of such training by the 
method of sincere submission to the good preceptor 
are denied all access to the real meaning of the 
narratives of the Bhagabata. There are many pro- 
fessed followers of Sri Chaitanya who ignore the 
necessity of following His teaching. They reap 
only sin and degradation by their study of the 
Bhagabata. Their misrepresentations or depraved 
conduct need not stand in the way of our honest 
enquiry into the actual doctrines of Srimad Bhaga- 
bata in the light of the practice and teaching of Sri 
Chaitanya and His associates and sincere followers. 

Sri Chaitanya has declared that Sri Krishna is 
served properly only by the denizens and specially 
the milk-maids of Braja. That it is not possible 
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for anyone who is not perfectly free from sin to 
realise the nature of such service. It is necessary 
to pass through a regular course of spiritual training 
under a good preceptor to be able to understand 
what it really is and to be able to practise it. By 
attaining such service we realise the eternal function 
of our souls. This service cannot be performed by 
means of this body or mind. It is performed by 
the pure soul which is absolutely free from all 
wordly hankerings including the sexual. This service 
is a matter of spiritual realisation and not of apish 
imitation with the help of our present ribald imagi- 
nation. By sincere, that is to say convinced, sub- 
mission to the rules of spiritual pupilage as laid 
down in the scriptures and expounded by compe- 
tent teachers one is enabled to attain to such perfect 
purity of mind. The Absolute Truth manifests it- 
self of its own accord, for it has the power of taking 
the initiative, to the mind that is thus purified in the 
sincere effort of seeking after itself. Absolute 
purity of the mind is attainable. Relative purity is 
a delusion and a snare and will not serve the purpose 
at all. The Bhagabata should never be read with- 
out bearing in mind these warnings of the scriptures. 
Otherwise there will be the absolute certainty of 
confounding the spiritual with the material and being 
punished with the acquisition of a positive repug- 
nance for the medicine which alone can heal the dis- 
tempers of mortality or misapplying the same to one's 
utter ruin. It is not the counsel of intolerance or 
Superstitious faith but the highest conclusion of 
the unbiased reason in its effort to be absolutely 
loyal to its own constituent principles- The above 
position has bfeen reached by the proper exercise of 
rationality which is the one unerring guide of our 
real self. 

The spiritual milkmaids of Braja serve Sri 
Krishna with all their senses and for His satisfac- 
tion alone. 'Sri Krishna is a real Person. He 
is the sole Proprietor of everything. We are His 
property. Our senses are also His property. He 
tas got senses like our souls which are made after 
His Image. Our present material senses are an 

18 

unwholesome perversion of the reality. At present 
we want to serve ourselves by means of our senses. 
What we actually do, although we are not fully 
conscious of this, is that we only serve our senses 
because our souls are so constituted that they can 
offer, but cannot receive, any service. As we 

cannot serve ourselves if we also do not Want to 
serve Sri Krishna we are thereby reduced to the 
necessity of self-delusion. In this deluded state we 
wrongly suppose ourselves to be the proprietors of 
our senses that is to be like Krishna. This applies 
equally to either sex. The males as well as the 
females of this world equally regard themselves 
as the owners of their senses and their senses as the 
means of self-gratification. In this sense all of us 
irrespectivetof sex are males, i.e. masters or enjoyers 
in the spiritual sense, although this is a delusion : 
because by constitution we are not masters but 
servants. Krishna is the only Master of everything 
including our souls. This fact is reflected in a 
perverted way in the principle of sex- We belong 
to the category of property to which our senses 
also belong. Hence it is practicable to identify 
ourselves with our senses in the deluded state of 
sin and mistake its supposed pleasure as that of 
ourselves. But as a matter of fact in the spirit 
there is no dividing line separating the soul from 
its senses as master from property. All this is only 
very faintly perceptible to our present reason. In 
the fallen state we suppose that the senses, con- 
ceived as different from ourselves, are pleased if 
we follow their dictates, again conceived as separate 
from ourselves, in the exercise of our function of 
self-consciousness. The milk-maids of Braja are 
the property of Krishna and are fully conscious 
of this relationship. This attitude is expressed by 
saying that they are females. In Braja the males 
are those who are less spiritual that is to say who 
are still under partial delusion although in touch 
with Krishna. The milk-maids of Braja are neither 
the masters nor the slaves of their senses as We 
want to be. They are not like our speculative 
moralists who are engaged in chasing the shadow. 
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They are the only realists. They know which 
none of us really knows, that everything belongs 
to Krishna, serves only Krishna and that everything 
is also privileged to realise that Krishna is its master. 
This is the purely spiritual state. The milk-maids 
of Braja alone possess this perfectly pure vision. 
Therefore they alone are truly females, that is to 
say, servants of Krishna, realising as they do that 
nothing including themselves belongs to themselves 
but that everything, themselves as well as their 
senses, belongs to Krishna. The empiric moralists 
overlook the fact that our senses are not really 
ours. We cannot make our eyes see or our noses 
to smell. They do not obey us. They obey their 
real Master to whom alone they belong. Every- 
thing is subordinate to Krishna. Everything really 
ministers only to His pleasure. It is not inconsistent 
with but the complete fulfilment of the moral prin- 
ciple. The female principle in the form of subor- 
dination to the male is a real fact of our spiritual 
existence. Krishna is the only Male, all the rest 
of us are females. This is the exact opposite of 
tke current ideal viz. that we are the only males 
and everything else is female that is to say intended 
for our enjoyment. The soul functions freely in 
the realm of the Absolute where it is conscious of 
its real relationship with Krishna. Its function is 
crippled, thwarted and distorted the moment it 
chooses to set up as master on its own account, 
that is to say wants to play the role of a male. 
This perverted activity is stopped on all sides by 
the resistance of the Absolute Truth. It falls out 
with everything as soon as it falls out with Krishna- 
In its attempt to enjoy everything it is punished by 
those very things which serve to lure them to deeper 
depths of ignorance by a delusive response to their 
frantic attempts after sensuous gratification. In the 
normal state those very objects help them in serving 
Sri Krishna. To sum up the soul retains its natural 
condition as long as it serves the Absolute with all 
the resources of the principle of self-consciousness. 
But its will is free. It may not like to serve the 
Absolute. This is the abuse of its free choice 

in as much as it is an offence against the principle 
of pure reason which also is part and parcel of 
its eternal nature. In consequence of its choosing 
deliberately to act in opposition to the dictates 
of reason the delusion that it is an entity existing 
independently of Krishna takes iirm possession of 
it. It now finds itself exiled from the realm of the 
Absolute and functioning in strict subordination 
to the delusive or material power of Sri Krishna. 
In this new world the fallen soul tries to please 
itself with the help of its reason on which it has 
deliberately put various limitations. Thus is evolved 
the principle of the false ego ( Ahankara ). 

We are all egotists. When we read the Bhaga- 
bata we, therefore, necessarily regard Krishna Him- 
self as an egotist like ourselves seeking after matei) 
rial, sensuous enjoyment by means of His superior 
powers. To the egotist the service of the milk-maids 
of Braja, therefore, appears in the guise of the sad 
lot of the imagined victims of his own unprincipled 
lust. But the egotist never wants to be the object 
of another's enjoyment. This is true both of the 
female as well as of the male- The suffragettes are 
not false to their sex. They are only trying to shake 
off the unnatural domination of persons who do not 
themselves like to submit to be enjoyed on the pre- 
text of sex. The real fact, however, is that both 
sexes like to enjoy and not to be enjoyed. They are 
all males. There are no real females or objects of 
enjoyment in this world but only a universal hanker- 
ing for enjoyment. In the spiritual realm Krishna 
is the sole Enjoyer and everything else an obj ect of 
His enjoyment. But this arrangement is not the 
distortion or denial but the fulfilment «f all the real 
wants of the true selves of every object. 

As Krishna is the sole Master He is also the 
only Servant. In the Absolute all ends meet. It is 
Krishna Who serves Himself and no one can serve 
Krishna except'Himself. It is, therefore, not possible 
for us either to be masters or servants independently 
of Krishna. We are Krishna and yet not Krishna. 
We are of His essence but are not the source of the 
essence. But although we are of His essence we 
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are liable to be deluded by another power which 
also belongs to Krishna and which is called by our 
scriptures by the name of Maya ( L e. by which 
everything is measured, the principle of limitations). 
The soul in the pure state is subject to no limitations 
although it is only a small fraction of the Divine 
spiritual essence because in the spirit there are no 
such hard and fast dividing lines enabling it to be 
measured like material phenomena. This, however, 

is also liable to be misunderstood- The human soul 
is a tiny part of the Divine spiritual essence function- 
ing in the realm of the Absolute which is free from 
limitations but liable to be expelled from the spiri- 
tual world if it ever forgets its own littleness and 
abjures the guidance of Krishna. So long as it 
chooses to be guided by Krishna it is free from limi- 
tations or ignorance. 

( To be continued) 

The Supreme Lord S 

(Continued from P. 

'PHE Supreme Lord having accepted 

Sannyas ( renunciation ) in the 

bright fortnight of the month of Magh 

took up His residence at Nilachal (Puri) 

in the mouth of Falgun following.- At 

Puri the Lord witnessed the swing fes. 

tival of Krishna and delivered Sarba- 

bhauma in the month of Chaitra. He 

started for the South in Baisakh. The 

Lord proposed to go alone on His jour- 

ney but allowed Himself to be persuad- 

ed at the special request of Nitya- 

nanda to take with Him a Brahman, by 

name Krishnadas, who happened to 

possess a nature of great simplicity. 

Sarbabhauma supplied the Lord with 

four sets of clothing, the lower as well 

as the outer pieces, worn by an ascetic 

and requested Him to meet on His way 

on the bank of the Godavari, Eama- 

nanda Rai who was residing there at 

the time. Nityananda and some of 

the devotees accompanied the Lord up 

i Krishna-Chaitanya 

65, August, 1928.) 

to Alalnath. From Alalnath the Lord 

separated from His companions except 

Krishnadas and began His memorable 

journey reciting continuously as He 

went the word 'Krishna' in a passion of 

over-whelming love. 

On hearing the Name of Hari from 

the lips of the Supreme Lord all the 

people of those parts began forthwith to 

recite the holy Name. Infusing the 

power of the spirit in all those who 

threw themselves at His feet the Su- 

preme Lord effected the spiritual con- 

version of the entire population of the 

South by means of the disciples of those 

favoured persons. The glory of the 

mercy of the Lord manifested itself in 

the South in even greater measure than 

at Nabadwip. Moying forward in this 

manner the Lord arrived at Kurma- 

kshetra. There He accepted the wor- 

ship of the Kurma-Brahman and bes- 

towing on him His mercy commanded 
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him to preach the Name of Krishna to 

others. The Supreme Lord commanded 

everyone to preach the tidings of 

Krishna by practising what he was to 

preach, or, in other words, to become 

an Acharyya. In the temple of Kurma 

the Lord showed His mercy to a Brah- 

man of the name of Yasudeva who was 

afflicted with leprosy of a malignant 

type, and freeing him at once from the 

diseases of body and mortality made 

him an Acharyya. For this act the Lord 

became known as 'Vasudevamritaprada' 

(Dispenser of the nectar, or immorta- 

lity, to Yasudeva). 

The Supreme Lord next visited 

Jior-Nrisingha. At Vidyanagar He 

met Ramananda Rai by accident on 

the bank of the Grodavari where Rai 

had come for his daily bath.- Rai Rama- 

nanda begged the Lord to stop at 

Vidyanagar for a few days to preach the 

tidings of Hari, The Lord acceded to 

his request and stayed for sonle time at 

the house of a Vaidic Brahman. When 

in the evening Rai Ramananda present- 

ing himself before the Lord in the garb 

of a humble suppliant made his prostra- 

ted obeisance the Supreme Lord com- 

manded him to read out a few slokas 

explaining the object (prayojan ) of 

spiritual endeavour. 

Thereupon Ramananda having brief, 

ly referred to the Varnasrama Dharma 

which was followed by all good people, 

read a number of slolcas bearing respec- 

tively on the offering of all work to 

Krishna, on work without worldly at. 

tachraent, on devotion adulterated with 

empiric knowledge and lastly on devo. 

tion unalloyed with such knowledge. 

The Lord recognised the last as the true 

end. He then asked Ramananda to 

tell him of those subjects that belonged 

to a still higher stage of endeavour, 

Rai Ramananda then launched on a 

memorable discourse taking his topics 

in the following order of excellence viz. 

loving devotion in the form of unalloy- 

ed attachment for Krishna, love as that 

of a servant, love as friendship, love as 

paternal affection and' love as embodied 

in the idea of the lover which last he 

declared to be the Supreme object of 

spiritual endeavour. Rai also dilated 

on the various aspects of amorous love 

to prove how it constituted the very 

highest end. The Lord having denied 

that it was the limit of the end Rai 

next described the love of Sri Radhika 

Rai Ramananda then launched out into 

a description of the natures of Krishna 

and Radha and the principles respec- 

tively of rasa (rapturous quality) and 

love. 

Thereafter in response to the requi- 

sition of the Supreme Lord Ramananda 

Rai recited a song composed by him- 

self which is surcharged with the mood 

in AVhich the mistress identifies herself 

with the object of her love in the des- 

truction of separation and which express- 

es itself in loving activities in keeping 

with the strong persuasion of such mis- 
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taken identity with her lover. Lastly 

the all-important subject of the absolute 

necessity of loyal submission to the 

guidance of Sri Radhika's female confi- 

dantes of Braja as the means of attain, 

ing the highest object of spiritutl 

pupilage viz. the direct loving service 

of Radha-Krishna, was treated in detail. 

After several successive nights had 

been passed in Krishna discourse the 

Supreme Lord showed Rai Raraananda 

His Form as Shyama Who reigns sup- 

reme over the realm of rasa ( rapture 

that melts the soul ) and as Gaura Who 

is the highest Love Itself. The sight 

of the Form Divine caused Rai Rama- 

nanda to faint for excessive joy. After 

a few more days had passed the Lord 

commanded Rai Ramananda to proceed 

to Puri giving up his post as an officer 

of the king and resumed His journey 

southwards. 

Starting from Vidyanagar the Lord 

visited successively Gautami Ganga, 

Mallikarjuna, Ahobal Nrishingha, 

SiddhaBat, Skandha-Kshetra, Trimath, 

Briddha Kasi, Bauddhasthan, Tripati, 

Trimalla, Pana-Nrishingha, Siva- 

Kanchi, Vishnu-Kanchi, Trikalsasti, 

Briddha-Kol, Siyali-Bhairabi, Bank of 

Kaveri, Kumbhakarnakapal and arrived 

at Sri Ranga.Kshetra. 

By the mercy of the Supreme Lord 

attachment for Krishna manifested it- 

self even among elevationists (Karmis), 

Salvationists (jnanis), worshippers of 

Rama, professors of knowledge as end, 

Sri Yaishnavas and other sects, or in 

other words, all the inhabitants of South 

India. At Bauddhasthan the supreme 

Lord refuted the casuistries of the 

learned A.charyya of the Buddhists, 

Enraged by his discomfiture the 

Buddhist teacher laid a plot and caused 

desecrated food to be offered to the 

supreme Lord as mahaprasada, when a 

great bird made its appearance and 

snatched away the impure food together 

with the dish in which it had been serv. 

ed. The dish then descended on the 

head of the Buddhist teacher and cut 

into the skull. The luckless savant was 

rendered senseless by the violence of 

the blow. The Buddhists on wit- 

nessing the fate of their preceptor at 

once submitted to the Supreme Lord 

and by command of the Lord chanting 

the Kir tan of Krishna were turned into 

Yaishnavas along with their Acharyya, 

The quondam Buddhist teacher there- 

upon recited a hymn in praise of the 

Supreme Lord Whom he recognised as 

Krishna. The Lord also enabled the 

Saivas to awake into Vishnavism or 

consciousness of the real self. 

During the four months of Ghatur- 

mashya the Lord stayed in Sri Ranga. 

Kshetraat the house of Venkata Bhatta 

who was a native of the place and a 

Vaishnava, being a follower of Sri 

Ramanujacharyya. The Lord converted 

Venkata Bhatta with his whole family 

who had been worshippers of Lakshmi- 
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Narayaua, into devotees of Krishna. The 

three brothers Tirumalaya Bhatta, Ven- 

kata Bhatta and Probodhananda Sara- 

swati obtaining the refuge of the feet of 

the Supreme Lord attained the eli- 

gibility of realising the intoxicating 

sweetness of Eadha-Krishna. Sri Pro. 

bodhananda Saraswaty the brother of 

Venkata Bhatta, was an ascetic with 

the triple staff {tridandi). He is uncle 

and spiritual preceptor of Sri Gopala, 

Bhat'a, son of Sri Venkata Bhatta. 

During the period of His stay at the 

house of Venkata Bhatta, Gopala Bhatta 

had an opportunity of beholding and 

serving the Lord. 

On his arrival at Rishava Parvat 

from Sri Rangam the Supreme Lord met 

Sri Paramananda Puri. Puri Goswami 

then proceeded toNilachal (Puri). The 

Supreme Lord started fur Rama's Bridge. 

At South Mathura being touched by 

the grief of a devotee of Rama the 

Lord consoled him with the assurance 

that transcendental Seeta Devi is the 

mistress of Vaikuntha and is beyond 

the scope of the polluted touch or sight 

of the worldly Ravana. Later the Lord 

procured from Rameswar certain slokas 

of the Kurma Purana that corroborate 

His statement and showed them to the 

delighted Brahman. • The simple mind- 

ed Brahman Krishnadas, who accom- 

panied the Supreme Lord, having fallen 

into the clutches of the Bhattatharis of 

Malabar the Lord rescued him from 

his degradation thereby teaching this 

lesson as a warning to everybody that 

the thraldom of the illusory power is the 

inevitable result of the abuse of one's 

freedom of will and that this terrible 

calamity is sure to overtake one who 

forgets to serve Krishna even for the 

space of a single moment. 

The Lord secured on the bank of 

the Payaswini river the fifth chapter 

of the Brahma Samhita, an authorita- 

tive work on the principles of the Vaish- 

nava religion. From there He went on 

to Sringeri Math and Udupi. The 

Supreme Lord did not esteem the dis- 

courses of the then Madhavacharyya of 

Udupi who was an upholder of the doc- 

trine of knowledge as the end and a 

supporter of devotion adulterated with 

empiric knowledge. The Madhavacharyya 

being afterwards vanquished in contro- 

versy recognised the greatness of the 

Supreme Lord. At Pandarpur the Lord 

received the tidings of the disappear, 

ance of His elder brother, Biswarup, 

known as Sankararanya, from the 

lips of Sri Rangapuri. He secured the 

work 'Krishnakarnamrita' on the bank 

of the Krishnavenva river. Retracing 

His steps to Vidyanagar and there once 

more -visiting Rai Ramananda the 

Supreme Lord returned to Puri by way 

of Alalnath. 

On his return to Puri the Lord took 

up his residence at the house of Kashi 

Misra. Sarbabhauma introduced to the 

Lord all the Vaishnavas who resided at 
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Sri-Kshetra. Kriahnadas was sent to 

Nabadwip. On learning from Krishnadas 

the tidings of the Lord's return to Sri. 

Kshetra the Gaudiya devotees prepared 

to come up to Puri. Sri Paramananda 

Puri arrived there by way of Nabadwip 

bringing with him the Brahman Kama la. O O 
kanta who was a disciple of Advaita- 

charyya. Sri Purushottam Bhatta- 

charyya, a native of Nabadwip, after ex- 

hibiting the lila of accepting sannyas from 

a preceptor of the name of Chaitanya- 

nanda at Benares and becoming thereby 

known under the appellation of Swarup 

without assuming the saffron robes now 

presented himself at the feet of the Su. 

preme Lord at Puri. Govinda who was 

a disciple of Sri Iswarapuri also made 

his way to the Supreme Lord after the 

disappearance of Puri Gossain and in obe- 

dience to the command of his preceptor, 

and was employed in attendance on the 

person of the Lord. The supreme Lord 

with great skill made Brahmananda 

Bharati give up his skin garment. 

Kashiswar Pandit, disciple of Iswara- 

puri, also arrived at this time. 

(To he continued.) 

The Special Characteristics of the Acharyya 

[ By Pkop. Nishi Kanta Sanyal, m. a. ] 

(Continued from P. 117, October, 1928.) 

IT is not the purpose of Srila Sid- 

* dhanta Saraswati Thakur to push the 

prevailing selfishness in the direction 

of further self-indulgences by the 

method of sensationalism that quickly 

evaporates. He is not trying to lead a 

mass that is characterised by material 

inertness towards a spell of worldly ac- 

tivities to last for five hundred or a 

thousand years to the furtherance of 

the designs of King Discord. He is 

absolutely free from any such ambi- 

tions. On the contrary he is making an 

effort to found the theistic age that will 

have no taste for earthly hankerings 

of even the subtlest kinds. He has 

been sending forth in all directions 

with a voice of thunder the message 

of the religion of pure devotion of the 

Srimad Bhagabat which is the com- 

plete dedication of the ;i«a-soul to the 

service of the transcendental Divinity 

and absolutely free from all duplicity 

and pre-occupations, in an Age over 

which King Discord {Kali) reigns with 

un-challenged supremacy, in which the 

demon of the creed of materialistic 

work is expectingconfidently to swallow 

up everybody and the demoness Putana 

of pseudo-liberalism that pretends to 
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ignore the eternal distinction between 

spirit and matter is working havoc with 

spiritual infants, and in which con- 

summ.ite cunning is upheld as the 

model of sincerity and civic virtue and 

unbridled license passes under the 

name of toleration. 

This great preacher of the Word of 

God neglects no method for making 

his gift available to persons of all 

degrees, sex and condition. His search- 

ing mercy reaches everybody with 

the sole exception of the scoffers and 

slanderers of the servants of God,— 

those who deliberately shut the doors 

of their houses in the face of the Vaish- 

navas. With the exception of these 

enemies of God all persons are being 

vigorously canvassed by every form of 

persuasion to listen to the holy Word 

of God from the lips of sadhus and 

therwby obtain eternal deliverance 

from the bondage of this unspiritual 

world. He wants to force everybody 

to listen to the Word of God against 

one's will where this is practicable. 

He attracts greedy persons by the lure 

of delicious dishes to mix in the society 

of sadhus, listen to Hari.Katha from 

their lips and join in the perambulation 

of the place where God resides with 

His own (Sridham). Ths roaring of the 

Lion will one day arouse all the sleep- 

ers of the world except those who 

pretend to sleep in order not to hear. 

He has carefully graded the worship 

in accordance with the fitness of the 

worshipper. For those who are not 

aware of the potency of the Divinity 

of the transcendental sound the 

Acharyya has provided the opportunity 

of serving God by means of the gross 

and subtle material bodies by worship- 

ping His holy Image, by perambulation 

of the Sridham and the performance 

of various physical activities conducive 

to the service of Hari, and studies 

tending to devotion ;—the object being 

to gradually excite the inclination fog 

the worship of the transcendental sound. 

For those who belong to the' inter- 

mediate stage he has provided the 

opportunity of employment as preacher 

of the Word of God in order to enable 

them to realise the body as the temple 

of God and to bring about the descent 

of Vasudeva in their pure spiritual 

essence. While he himself as the best 

of devotees, in performance of the func- 

tion of the spiritual preceptor delight- 

ting in the society of devotees, is 

employed in promoting the appearance 

in all places of the association of de- 

votees which is the transcendental pas- 

turage where Krishna loves to take 

His'rambles and enact His pastimes. 

His preachings and performances are, 

therefore, a matter of rejoicing for the 

whole animate world. 

{To be continued) 



Sree Sree Chaitanya BKagabat 

(Continued from P. 124, October, 1928.) 

CHAPTER X 

Summary;—In this chapter are described the displays of Biswambhar's learning in the Academy of 
Gangadas Pandit, merry controversies with Mukunda Gupta, espousal of Lakshmi Devi, daughter of Sri 
Bullavacharya and various manifestations of supernatural power witnessed by Sri Sachi Devi consequent 
on the joint presence of her son and daughter-in-law in the house. 

After performing His daily devotions of early morning Nimai Pandit proceeded to the Academy of Sri 
Gangadas Pandit and took His seat there in the company of all the pupils. He slighted the opinions of 
these students who did not care to learn their lessons from Himself and impres ed on them the bad consequence 
of pursuing their studies independently of Him. Murari Gupta did not submit to Him and was jocosely ad vised 
by Nimai to give up the study of Yyakarana and betake to the thoughts of patients. After a sharp trial of 
learning Murari at last agreed to be taught by Nimai Pandit. 

Nimai Pandit now set up His own Academy in the Chandi Mandap of Mukunda Sanjaya who was 
a native of Nabadwip. Here He used to expound the texts and also criticise the views of the other teachers 
denouncing the so-called Bhattachciryas (leading teachers) of the Kali Age as being devoid even of the ele- 
mentary knowledge necessary for compounding the syllables. He frequently declared that no contemporary 
scholar of Nabadwip possessed the knowledge to solve His hoaxes. 

Mother Sachi began to contemplate the marriage of her Son Who was now of the proper age. Lakshmi 
Ilevi, daughter of Sri Ballavacharya one day met her Lord Gaur-Narayana by accident at the bathing ghat 
of the Ganges and mentally greeted His feet. That very day Banamali Ghatak, match-maker, appearing 
before Sri Sa:hi Devi proposed the marriage of Lakshmi Devi with Sri Gaursundar to which Sachi Devi did 
not pay any serious attention. Bana l ali fell in with Nimai Pandit as he was returning discomfited from 
his mission and on being asked by Nimai Pandit told Him everything. On arriving home Sri Gaursundar 
gave His mother a hint of His willingness to accept the hand of Lakshmi Devi whereupon Sachi Devi at 
once settled the match waiving all demand of dowry as Bullavacharya was too poor to be able to offer 
any. The nuptial rites were duly celebrated and Nimai -eturning with His bride was welcomed into the 
house by Sachi Devi in the company of a great many Brahman matrons. From this time Sachi Devi noticed 
various supernatural manifestations in the house such as celestial light, exquisite fragrance etc. etc. from 
which she concluded that Sri Lakshmi Devi herself, the eternal Consort of Sri Narayana, dwelt in the 
person of her daughter-in-law. This thought made Ijer very happy. Asa matter of fact the house of Sri 
Sachi Devi was transformed into Vaikuntha by the actual residence therein of Sri Lakshmi Devi and Sri 
Narayana in the persons of her son and daughter-in-law. But no one at the time knew that it was so. 

I All glory to Gaurachandra, Greatest 5 Listen, brother, to the narrative of 

Glory to the eternal Form loved of 
Nityananda ! 

of the gods ! Chaitanya in this First Part 
Wherein the Lord displayed the pastimes 

of learning. 

3 All glory to the Son of Jagannath, 

2 Glory to the Lord of Sri Govinda 

Glory to the congregation of Thy 

May Thou bend Thy auspicious glance 

King of the Brahmanas ! 

the keeper of the gate ! 

holy devotees ! 

on all jivas ! 

6 In the aforesaid manner Sri Gaffrsundar 
was occupied night and day 

Tasting the sweetness of learning 
and had no leisure. 

7 Finishing His devotions at break of day 
the Lord of the gods 

In the company of all the students 
went out for study. 

8 Arrived at school, He took the central 
seat in the assembly of Gangadas, 

And engaged in a constant round of 
defence or refutation. 
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9 Those who did not take the help of 
the Lord in construing the texts 

Drew upon themselves volleys of censure 
from the Lord. 

id After doing His own lesson the Lord 
explained the texts to others 

All sat round Him in a circle with 
their respective followers. 

n Murari Gupta did not submit to be taught 
by the Lord. 

Wherefore the Lord often poked him. 

12 Wearing His cloth tight in the style 
of jogapatta 

The Lord took His seat in the posture 
of warrior in the middle of the assembly. 

13 The iilaka mark of sandal, pointing 
upwards irradiated His forehead. 

The sheen of His beautiful teeth scorned 
the brightness of pearls. 

14 Gaurangasundar's dress bewitched 
the God of love 

The Lord was in His sixteenth year 
in the first bloom of youth, 

15 In learning He seemed superior to 
Brihaspati himself. 

He laughed to scorn all those who dared 
to construe the texts without His help. 

16 The Lord said, 'If there be any 
who knows better 

Let him come forward and refute 
My exposition, 

17 'But there are those who although lacking 
even the knowledge of compounding 

syllables 
Make a show of understanding the texts 

by themselves only to gratify their vanity. 

18 'People thus grow stupid by reason of 
vanity and for this ill luck 

Miss to learn the right explanation 
from those who know', 

19 Murari Gupta heard this challenge 
to combat 

But concentrated on his work and 
said nothing. 

20 Yet the Lord often teased him ; 
The sight of His servant gladdened 

the heart of the Best of the Brahmanas. 

21 The Lord said, 'Physician, why dost 
thou study this subject 

Betake thyself to healing patients by 
means of creepers and leaves of plants. 

22 'The science of Vyakarana is the most 
difficult of all. 

It does not contain any recipes for cold, 
bile and indigestion. 

23 'How wilt thou understand it by cogitating 
in the mind ? 

Go back to thy home and import strength 
to thy patients.' 

24 Although Murari's nature was most keen 
being derived from Rudra, god of 

destructio'.'k, 

Yet he never felt angry at the sight 
of Biswambhar. 

25 He replied, 'You boast much, 
being Brahmana, 

You challenge everyone and brag 
a good deal. 

26 'With all Thy pouring over sutra, britti, 
panji, tika, 

Dids't Thou ever fail to get reply by 
questioning tfite ? 
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27 'Before putting any question Thou say'st 
'What do you know ?' 

As Thou art a Brahmana to be reverenced, 
what can I say to this ?' 

28 The Lord said, 'In that case be pleased 
to expound what you have learnt to-day'. 

Gupta construed and the Lord opposed. 

29 Gupta made out one meaning, the Lord 
contended for another : 

Master joined issue with servant and 
neither could beat the other. 

30 Gupta was a great scholar by the grace 
of the Lord 

With delight the Lord listened to 
the exposition of Murari. 

31 Being pleased the Lord placed on 
his body His own lotus hand. 

The whole frame of Murari was thrilled 
with transcendental joy. 

32 Murari Gupta thus thought within himself, 
'This superior Person is never a mortal man. 

33 'Is such learning possible in man ? 
My body feels a strange joy being touched 

by His hand ! 

34 'It is no shame to learn from Him. 
There is no one in Nabadwip possessed 

of such judgment.' 

35 The best of Vaidyas spoke with great 
alacrity, 

'Listen, Biswambhar, I will study 
under Thee.' 

36 The Lord after indulging in such pastimes 
Proceeded with all His company to bathe 

in the Ganges. 

37 The Lord returned home after finishing 
His bath. 

In this manner the Supreme Lord revelled 
in the sweet taste of learning. 

38 Most fortunate was Mukunda Sanjaya 
Whose house was the scene of this 

display of learning. 

39 The Lord Himself taught Mukunda's son 
Who also was wholly devoted to the Lord. 

40 There was a most spacious Chandi Mandap 
in the house 

Which on its different sides accommodated 
a great number of students. 

41 There the King of Brahmanas taught 
His classes. 

That place was the seat of the learned 
society of Gauranga, 

42 In countless ways did He explain the texts 
and refuted other interpretations 

Constantly giving vent to regrets at the 
incompetence of other teachers. 

43 Said the Lord, 'Those who do not know 
how to compound syllables 

In this Kali Age are styled Bhattacharyas. 

44 'Let them solve My hoaxes. If they succeed, 
I shall recognise the titles of 'Bhatta' and 

'Misra' of them all.' 

45 The Lord of Vaikuntha enjoyed thus 
the sweet taste of learning 

And was not recognised by any of 
His servants. 

46 His mother noticing the appearance of 
youth in her son 

Began to revolve in her mind the thought 
of His marriage. 

47 There dwelt at Nabadwip a most 
worthy Brahmana, 

Equal to Janaka, of the name 
Ballava Acharya. 

48 He had a daughter who was the very 
image of Lakshmi herself. 

The Brahmana was anxious to secure 
a worthy husband for her. 
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49 One day as Lakslinii went to bathe 
in the Ganges 

By chance Gaurchandra happened also 
to be there. 

50 Gaurchandra smiled on recognising 
His own Lakshmi, 

Lakshmi also greeted with her mind 
the twin lotus feet of the Lord. 

51 Having thus recognized each other both 
returned to their respective homes. 

Who can understand the pastimes 
of Gaursundar ? 

52 By the will of God a Brahman by name 
Banamali 

Repaired to Sachi Devi on the self-same day. 

53 After making his obeisance to the mother 
the good Brahman 

Accepted the seat offered by Sachi Devi 
who received him with cordiality. 

54 Thereafter Banamali-Acharya thus 
addressed the mother, 

'Why do you not think of marrying 
your Son ? 

55 'By family, excellence of disposition, 

virtuous conduct 
Ballava Acharya leads a blameless life 

at Nabadwip, 

56 'His daughter is like Lakshmi herself 
in beauty, disposition and dignity. 

It is open to you to form this connection 
if you like.' 

57 The mother replied, 'My Boy is fatherless. 
'Let Him first live and finish His studies 

when there will be time for other work', 

58 Discouraged by these dry words of 
Sachi Devi 

The Brahman with a dejected heart took 
leave of her. 

59 On his way by accident he fell in with 
Gaursundar. 

The Lord on beholding the Brahman 
embraced him in a merry mood. 

60 The Lord said, 'Tell Me where 
you have been.' 

The twice-born replied, 'Even to greet 
Thy mother. 

61 'To her I actually proposed your marriage. 
She did not take it seriously, I do not 

know why.' 

62 The Lord was silent on hearing his words 
And having taken leave of him with 

a smile returned home. 

63 Laughingly He thus spoke to His mother 
at once, 

'Why did you not receive the Acharya 
kindly ?' 

64 Sachi was delighted on receiving this 
hint from her son 

And, sending for the Brahman the following 
day agreed to his proposal. 

65 Sachi said, 'Brahman, the match that 
you proposed yesterday 

Be pleased to arrange without delay, 
I am agreed.' 

66 The Bfahman took the dust of the 
mother's feet 

And proceeded immediately to 
Ballav's house. 

67 As soon as Ballavacharya caught sigth 
of him 

He accosted him with great respect 
and offered him a seat. 

68 The Acharya said, 'I crave your attention 
to what I say. 

Settle immediately an auspicious day for 
the marriage of your daughter. 
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69 'The son of Purandar Misra by Name 
Biswambhar, 

A great scholar, full of all good qualities, 

70 'Is the bride-groom Who is worthy 
of your daughter. 

I propose this match, accept if you think 
proper.' 

71 Hearing this Ballavacharya replied with a 
glad heart, 

'Only by great good fortune such a husband 
can be obtained for one's daughter. 

72 'If Krishna is well pleased towards me. 
Or if Kamala and Gauri are kindly 

disposed to my daughter, 

73 'Only then can I have such a Son-in-law. 
Exert your best to arrange the marriage 

without delay. 

74 'There is only one matter which I feel 
ashamed to mention, 

I am poor. I have not the means to offer 
a dowry. 

75 'It is only my daughter whom I shall give 
away and five myrobalans. 

On my behalf beg for this permission from 
them.' 

76 The Acharya having obtained the consent 
of Ballava Misra 

Came away highly pleased with the success 
of his mission 

77 And presenting himself before Sachi Devi 
imparted to her the glad tidings. 

'The match is happily settled, you may now 
fix the auspicious day for the happy event. 

78 On hearing this joyful news all the rela- 
tions and friends were filled with gladness. 

All of them turned up and busied 
themselves in the preparations. 

79 On an auspicious day they duly celebrated 
the adhibas ceremony 

With dance, song and various music played 
by the company of practised dancers 

80 On all sides the twice-born recited the 
Veda. 

The Jewel of Brahmans shining like the 
Moon took His seat in the centre. 

81 The Brahman kinsfolk performed the 
adhibas ceremony 

In an auspicious moment by offering to the 
Lord garlands and perfumes. 

82 All the assembled Drahmans were 
propitiated 

By gifts of excellent perfumes, sandal-paste, 
betel and garlands. 

83 Ballava Acharya also duly presented 
himself 

And after joyously performing the adhibas 
ceremony went back to his house. 

84 Rising at dawn the Lord bathed, and after 
making charitable gifts. 

Worshipped the ancestors with due honour. 

85 Then there arose a great auspicious sound 
of mingled dance, song and music 

And the uproarious noise of 'give' and 
'take' was heard on all sides. 

85 There were present many a loyal matron 
And well-wishers, friends, Brahmans and 

good people without number. 

87 Mother Sachi greeted the matrons 
By offering fried rice, plantain, vermilion, 

betel, oil. 

88 The gods and their consorts in the guise 
of mortals 

Merrily joined in the wedding of the Lord. 
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89 In this fashion with a glad heart 
Ballavacharya performed 

In due order the rites pertaining to the 
gods and ancestors. 

9° Thereafter at the time of twilight in an 
auspicious moment 

The Lord setting out from His home 
arrived at the house of Misra. 

91 No sooner did the Lord arrive than the 
minds of Misra 

And all his kin were filled with 
transcendental joy. 

92 Having respectfully offered him a seat 
in due form 

Misra helped his Son-in-law to the same. 

93 Till at last, having decorated her with 
every ornament, 

Misra brc ught his daughter Lakshmi to 
the Lord. 

94 All the people recited the name of Hari 
.And lifting Lakshmi from the earth they 

held her aloft. 

95 Then Lakshmi circumambulated the 
Lord seven times. 

And making obeisance with her hands 
joined in submission placed herself 

in front of the Lord. 

9 'j Then last of all there was throwing of the 
garlands at each other 

And both Lakshmi and Narayana were 
highly pleased. 

97 Placing the beautiful garland at the feet 
of the Lord 

Lakshmi then made the surrender of 
herself by making obeisance. 

98 On all sides arose a mighty chant of 
glorification of the Name of Hari 

In a storm of jubilation that drowned all 
other sound. 

99 After performing in this fashion the 
ceremony of beholding the beautiful 

face of the bride 
The Lord resumed His seat wrth Lakshmi 

on His left. 

100 The Lord was in the first bloom of youth 
surpassing in loveliness the god of love 

As Lakshmi occupied her seat on His left. 

101 The splendour and happiness that reigned 
in the house of Misra 

Who has power to describe ? 

102 At last for the purpose of making the 
gift of his daughter 

Ballava occupied his allotted seat like 
Bhishmaka. 

ioj On those lotus feet of the Lord by 
washing which 

Sankara and Brahma were enabled to 
create the world 

104 The worthy Brahman poured the water 
in due form. 

And after decorating the body of the Lord 
with clothing, garlands and sandal-paste, 

105 He made the gift of his daughter. 
The Brahman was completely immersed 

in the boundless ocean of joy. 

106 Then the loyal matrons 
Performed the customary rites of the family. 

107 The Lord stopped at the house of Misra 
during that night 

And on the next day in the company of 
Lakshmi proceeded to His own house. 

jog As'the Lord and Lakshmi mounted in 
the dola moved along the road 

And the people ran out to have a sight of 
Him. 

jog And both Lakshmi and Narayana shone 
resplendent 

In perfume, garland, ornament, crown, 
sandal-paste and collyrium. 

( 7b de continued) 



Taking Refuge in God ( ) 

(Cont inued from P. 72, August, 1928.) 

[ XXIII ] 

1 By the act of self-surrender all my vanity is gone, 

I shall not try to provide for my safety. 

2 Thy precious possession Thou wilt protect I know. 

By Thy company I know those cattle that Thou maintain'st. 

3 Thou, Madhaba, wilt pasture them on the bank of the Yamuna, 

And call them softly by the music of Thy flute. 

i Thou wilt provide full security by slaying Agha and Baka, 

Kan of the settlement of cow.herds ! 

5 Knowing certainly that Thou wilt protect 

I shall drink the water of the Yamuna. 

6 Thou wilt destroy the effects of all contamination by the serpent Keliya— 

Thou wilt purify the water of the stream and foster hope. 

7 Thou wilt defend me by eating up the forest fire. 

Thou art named Gopala and Govinda ! 

8 Wishing to destroy the malice of the king of the gods. 

Thou, Holder of the mighty mount, wilt save from shower. 

9 And when the four.faced one commits theft,— 

Thou, Hari of the cowherd.settlement, wilt protect. 

10 Bhakativinode is Thy property of Gokul, 

Him Keshaba will protect with care. 

[ XXIV ] 

1 I give up the vanity of the error that I am a male (purusha ). 

This day, O Kan, I become Thy hand-maid pledged to do Thy bidding. 

2 In the groves of Braja in the company of her confidantes 
I will serve the Lord of Radha. 

3 I will make the garland of flowers 

In which the tulasi will be the jewelled pendant. 

4 In the hands of the confidante I will place it with care, 

And she will hold it in her hands with loving regard, 

5 She will place it round the necks of Ye both ; 

And I shall watch from a distance with solicitude. 
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6 The confidante will say, 'Listen, fair one, 

'Do you stny in my grove as my attendant. 

7 'And daily you shall'weave beautiful garlands 

To chmn Radha and Krishna. 

8 'The charge of your maintenance is mine : 

My cottage in the grove is yours. 

9 'When I serve Radha.Krishna 

Toil will attend behind me. 

10 'Making up the betel and fetching the camphor 

You will reach them to me knowing 1 am yours. 

11 Bhakativinode hearing these words 

Makes obeisance to the feet of the confidante. 

[ XXV ] 
1 Thy world, 0 Ke,shaba, is so strange ! 

As the result of selfish acts 

Compelled to roam the wilds of this universe 

1 have beheld many a curious sight, 

i Fcrgetfnlness of Thy feet, 

Which is suffering unto death. 

Burns me with its scorching pain. 

Kapila, Patanjali, 

Gautama, Kanada, 

Jaimini and Bauddha hasten to my aid. 

3 Every one of them declares his own opinion as Thine 

And making offers of enjoyment and salvation 

Sets man}' a trap for me. 

All those deceivers 

Being opposed to Thy service 

Are a source of fatal danger. 

4 For the purpose of deceiving the ungodly 

Everyone of them is most cunning" 

And is provided with many a tempting bait. 

J'lhakativinode from afar 

Makes his obeisance to them 
Regarding as essential the refuge of the feet of Thy devotees. 

{To be continued) 
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feifq^Ian^iatfi^aiaq:?a ggr^r^tRaar snfaaRnsaq i ar^a^a^a g g^r^ma qiaaiar 

aa?gqiara*fTqRiJ- sd^rafaTaa^Tmi awa- araf^ajN aftaft^an I ^arig ^Rirup^af- 

mawfeaiai qiqaa^TSEnafaatTftmi arfaa^ai a^aqaarfa sald^iRffl^f "qrarar^- 
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I ?TT^- 

MH1*^ ITS^ 

m i "^r" sfls^r % ^sq^rff 

Rrfk^ | ^3»fT: ^JTTrlkg %?irRT*n^T- 

4<HKMi<mfeui: Jtr^i^k^^rrs^T i 

qiTg f^iTsn^n i ^ rrm- 

f^f'ipilCR'JI I feigoiMtRT: ^TBbl^; 

^ sssff^ruiRt gifprnsn R 

qk?Z0l i 

3l?H^5I ^STIT^^C JflTSir^ 3J5H- 

#f^«T?TTf^ <TTcqc»TJig»TfrTami g H^I- 

^ H§ioft5!Tcic^ aT?ioic«mfiT g ^l^?;55- 

aTgi3tci^^^?iTfrTflk> w 

?w qft^ftncin. I wrfq cT^i^^TJif 

TOf^NsaT^?: I sfk- 

si^^g qkq^q *iqf?i i 

^sgqr Sfffl'lc^sfq ^fetircrc^q ^njcq^q | 

yr^q^^RFrnflfq sftqnit ar^o^gfe: 

?T^P7^ I sm^qfqdfqpWTWratTTSIM^J^: 

«55T^rTqfq qr ^^ncqf qr qr 

^TT.- ^'sqrcftci^T^TRggr^ 

qkf^qr^sfq q qnfec^lii'sgfa: ^wrrsq^ i 

awtrt^^wi^fi^ciTSTi ^rfq a fq^i^rqr: 

qft- 

q^arl I H^TVU^lkffl^ign^i^I^^rfq S^SR- 

5oi?;i^3nc!q^f^n:qiTf^i>w!Tcq- 

i ^sqfsra^qgsnt qg^iqicic^rcJ?- 

wrcft d^sfq q^^qrgfe: strict 

| ^K^lHlT 3iq?ITtiHl'5riw+*)«»1 ^553 ^qi- 

q*4WMNH«^^ nfafScWLI ^qf 

q§qt qr JTmqcTkrsfq'n^qi'. "* 

*I5|5^q3!TJ|ffcT WRI^ gqi: q?F^q" 

*ITqqcI SRiqiqiq^sig H^qif^cl^l clfm^+ 

fesm^siaT^oia^qTqqTHm^R^cR^ qi^r- 

5!fqiwJq5cf%fe3g qqisncm^cs qn^qqfq 

^TrRg^qTSiqjRT fqSf^WTqW^I^^ **' 

c^rfq q fq^koftqui qr^q- 

qirTT^T^g 5^R|- 

5RSlTqg55cqT?^fecnqT a^qTiSmRTHT^iq^- 

qftq?: ^pTcq^qn^ fqcT^q qft- 

cs^q^ l ^ sni^TaicN^qfq^f^raqi %q5i 

5n5%qq Rcfk^qq^ 

^HinmmRi^fqirq qfiSTR- 

<3^ i nrSsfqqqTSwmvji q^rfq 

a^ioicft qr mnqcicq qr qifvprsgn?^ i 

snr^q g grgiui-^RT-wnrRTRq^ ^TS^T 

srf5ifq®i^j ainira^qi: fq(^- 

RFR tR jjt^raq^nqcra qg fqq^rrrqr #Tq^ j 

qiTg ar^aiqtRi-flnra^RTrrqW sf ^ifq 

^rgF^R i fq^fv^ 

qtiiR^g ^T?I T^q JTRt>M)'i ic3Hqr H^rn^qcq- 

jTfvrrsaf^ i aiSaTura q>kfiTqkq^^fq 

fqq^uRT aufrRi^qtnra si^q^ i WT^T- 

s^qisr arfPn^Tgrrc^q ^cq^qr'KrRiq? 

^r^rciRgar mfa i 

ST^T sTqqmqrqrq^ qkq? 5^qk qfirw' 

q^ q^Tiqifeq) n^rfq^qr: ^mxikf fq^K- 

q?RTT ^tqq^gr^T^ qfqfscT^qTST qq s^^nRi- 

qiimRnqi: I ^fg^Tgqr arfq fqqn:^r% 

^rvfr^q^TO^ qrfei^i: i ^^qn^iqq?q 

JTRTqif^qtRT^nqq^sfq a^tcRqei^qxt;, 
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mfmtargBigpsig^Tc^grfToTTi^ qfT^fea 

frfef I fim- 

%5i^ si^ifsRifeir ^nra^T- 

9lcq$33IT5ri I 

ar^rm ^rwr^r!; i sf^grn^rnfd^s^wrf^ir- 

•Ksg g 3^IT^CWq" ^WTT3^ I 

u^ismkigjiegq srg^ ^Tg^rgf CITT^ 

ARcrgq ^grajf ^RTqmgT^rg^ q^fi^nfi 3^- 

qfisru!mrfeRpft5RTcqiTSqiq5t?:q^T?nq^qTaB 

^55^q^qq^ wrswlq ^tq^sw^ I 

5 grgnclq qR^ramrncg^n^ q^qngr^rrW 

y^qlytHimiKfeid sTtqgwq^iiTin cT^qrjg- 

^i^sfq ggrf rrf fgfei, Rrqm- 

^Rrfq 

3T?t fqqmqj qd^q^r ^JnqTc^qH I 3I?t 

qift^qgRfqiqu.! ararfq ftfsrq>^wr' ^ftar- 

^Tci55q%jnq^ qr^qRiRT n 

«>j rv "* 

[ sftqgRRiqgt^ ] 

() 

vrnrq^ ji^idiwq q^%cf afg 

gTjftq^:, — 

37? g?i qr qm gjir? qw q^ i 

qq HfO^q qicrtTqnicR^qrqTq n 

^Hn gyq* qr^ f^qigq: i 

g ?«pqR7 fq^qg ^qurcfR: n 

jftqiqf jprqigqiq, - 

s^RTd; Mtiwicw q q qirs^fq i 

^m: 7|^3 I^RR 5W§ qu^ n 

srqaqrqjf qfq qirasq^:,— 

BTVqr^S^M^wfskr HcWlTq^qt qq I 

q^qqfq qgqfRi Ijsqq Rrfkqqicqjfk || 

aroq^ygstfe q*^' q^qhrorfsiq: I 

qq: qqiegqiq. n 

qg "qrqrf^^" ?fq ^fqfk^r'qfefeq^t 

snqqqjqqr arrRqqqq^ fqiTTq^qqi^qftRq* 

q^nrari sftgarasn::,— 

HfqFgfe: mRI^qq u 

g^;: spqqgfe: qrqifsqq^Tqrsg^qiqra q«l: 

^7T?q«qq qq^Tsm: I q qwnfq ^iq- 

q qrqq" ?fq srwqi q^qq^sAqqqqtqin' ] 

fq^HI^^oqi qrRqqi^q fk^K7:,— 

"a7?t skit, ^q f^', q^r ^q qi qqr^c# ? 

3rw7 i^q^dfqfq ^ti^«» qifef mrriTTTTTqT^ i 

g^5:*qTf^ jq: Kdi^M^qqr yrtRqir-. 

qfqqq, sni^qq^f^fq ^rqfqq i 
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^3«qsg ^TfR^TrTcc^f^ gjjsg I 

^miT^ Jl^JTRKiThUflT- 

fwn: ii 

55^ l> 5^1 sj?i" 

«ftrnTR^T^T%nn n^f,— 

swrafii?f<"en:uw"i: ^ri^iJiui ^Ft 

jftfe: nmRunRrf?! ^it 1 

3T1WT cIFT ^ 

^ ^cf Qtrt ?r ^RT' 11 

fl»raj(^ir?n ^sn- R*, rk, RR ^T^T:,— 

ys^glrm 5Fi: 5^3 ^ T^JT l 

gsfeRl ?J3> ^TRI ^ fein tl 

Hi^iiT Hg^hl H^TSlt Rt I 

^TcR R Sjf?l3IT^ feftsfe R II 

^oiqvRT^. qfeq^ RT^f Wi" RJT I 

*15 cRt ^cri^Rt^^RrsRTfR m n 

g^THRRrRl i^i^jSTTR; — 

FIiqr^'^7 \\\=. 

[ ggmnRfeRi jjThM^MT^T^i ^nnF^rra- 

RRirtr: I RTFR fgjRra 

k^Id | 5Tne|ii»41 RTR <?;55TJ!T^ *! 

g ^paiT^rgqT^ q^jrf^Ri ^pgr^^grsf 

<FRT^ sftRTft #EIRV3fRgRR;, "SPITRlrR: 

«RWfw5 Rn?a? frd% q: 1 ^r g 

qRft%"9n^tRr qgfq jftqiqimrRi 5?aiiRi 1 

q^gqcRq 3 nsgfRi- 

KWH+MK* rjW RVZRCT'qRiRl awf^lRl I 

awqq I S(q cRR^ ^dcqww" 

f?rr%T^;, "e ^CRT ^rarer "^pf qq wwss 

5^3;", "fRWITgR; 5T qtdT- 

] 

?WT% RRh<yifi3Rirvfi srteqift^ifRdi*4;— 

sjiq%^dqi i^r 1 

qfeqpft q^Rq IwiJ 11 

cFrrq ifUiiMi.— 

Riqcreq g RRRTR: qpRoit jftqqg^ 1 

qfeq^refTRR: qfi^^q: 1 

gi^fRc^q qc^rRT qrrqpf^iRqiRq^ 1 

®?qT tjir cqm qq fqiRRja n 

qqrq RRiq^ g^^rrsqi^ Rrq^rqq,— 

q dqqfq Rf q>Rt R VRR qq g 1 

r ^TSRqwq^qRft q ^f^pqr n 

qqrf? qtqnt,— 

qnqqRic^q RCRRR fqq^ feq^ssrq 1 

cMtcqr q^5qq R cqiq; RiRrqqrt rr; D 

q % ?wq cq^ qRRfoqdqq; 1 

q^g qRRRwScqrjft 5T cqnftcqRwtq# II 

gq^ qqq fqq^q^,— 

cqtcqr qJTRqj^TR^ (qcqgq) (n<,i«4'-<: | 

qRRiqfRRffftsfq qqifqtf^?qvdfq r; 11 

RlRJfftqql^TTTrRTicqqjRsqqfel^: | 

?!Rtt SFRR f^qqirRtfq ftlfeqqct. II 

sriqq,— 

gqjt^T^RfCRFq gqs^^q RPR^ I 

gqj^RiqqHifq qtqt Rqfq 5:^5111 

qqt fqfqqrf fq^R ic««^q iqfna^ | 

fq^I5: 'Bsqqji^qt 3^ f^qq^ q^r 11 

— ( WTO: ) 
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Initiation into Spiritual Life. 

'PHE ceremony of diksha or initiation 

* is that by which the spiritual Pre- 

ceptor admits one to the status of a 

neophyte on the path of spiritual endea- 

vour. The ceremony tends to confer 

spiritual enlightenment by abrogating 

sinfulness. Its actual effect depends on 

the degree of willing co-operation on 

the part of the disciple and is, therefore, 

not the same in all cases. It does not 

preclude the possibility of reversion of 

the novice to the non-spiritual state, if 

he slackens in his effort or misbehaves. 

Initiation puts a person on the true 

t^ack and also imparts on initial impulse 

to go ahead. It cannot, however, keep 

one going for good unless one chooses 

to put forth his own voluntary effort. 

The nature of the initial impulse also 

varies in accordance with the condition 

20 

of the recipient. But although the mercy 

of the good preceptor enables us to have 

a glimpse of the Absolute and of the path 

of His attainment, the seed that is thus 

sown requires very careful tending un- 

der the direction of the preceptor, if it 

is to germinate and grow into the fruit- 

and-shade.giving tree. Unless our soul 

of his own accord chooses to serve 

Krishna after obtaining a working idea 

of his real nature, he cannot long retain 

the Spiritual Vision. The soul is never 

compelled by Krishna to serve Him. 

But initiation is never altogether 

futile. It changes the outlook of the 

disciple on life. If he sins after initia. 

tion, he may fall into greater depths of 

degradation than the uninitiated. But 

although even after initiation temporary 

set-backs may occur, they do not 
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ordinarily prevent the final deliverance. 

The faintest glimmering of the real know- 

ledge of the Absolute has sufficient 

power to change radically and for good 

the whole of our mental and physical con. 

stitution and this glimmering is incap. 

able of being totally extinguished except 

in extraordinarily unfortunate cases. 

It is undoubtedly practicable for 

the initiated, if only he is willing, to 

follow the directions of the preceptor 

that lead by slow degrees to the Abso- 

lute. The good preceptor is verily the 

saviour of fallen souls. It is, however, 

very rarely tliat a person with modern 

culture feels inclined to submit to the 

guidance of another specially in spiri- 

tual matters. But the very person sub- 

mits readily enough to the direction of 

a physician for being cured of his bodily 

ailments. Because these latter c.mnot be 

ignored without consequences that are 

patent to everybody. The evil that 

results from our neglect of the ailments 

of the soul is of a nature that paralyses 

and deludes our understanding and pre- 

vents the recognitions of itself. Its 

gravity is not recognised as it does not 

apparently stand in the way of our 

worldly activties with the same direct- 

ness as the other. The average cultured 

man is, therefore, at liberty to ask ques- 

tions without realising any pressing 

necessity of snbm tting to the treatment 

of spiritual maladies at the hands of a 

really competent physician. 

The questions that are frequently 

asked are as these ;—'Why should it 

be at all necessary to submit to any 

particular person or to subscribe to any 

particular ceremony for the purpose of 

realising the Absolute Who by His 

Nature is unconditioned ? Why should 

Krishna require our formal declaration 

of submission to Himself ? Would it 

not be more generous and logical to 

permit us to live a life of freedom in ac- 

cordance with the principles of our per. 

verted nature which is also His creation ? 

Admitting that it is our duty to serve 

Krishna, why should we have to be in- 

troduced to Him by a third party ? 

Why is it impossible for one to serve 

Sri Krishna directly ? It would no 

doubt be highly convenient and helpful 

to be instructed by a good preceptor 

who is well.versed in the Scriptures in 

understanding the same. But one 

should never submit to another to an 

extent that may furnish a rascal with 

an opportunity of really doing harm. 

The bad preceptor is a familiar charac. 

ter. It is inexplicable how tho?e gurus 

who live in open sin contrive neverthe- 

less to retain the unquestioning 

allegiance of the cultured portion of 

their disciples. 

Such being the case, can we blame 

any person who hesitates to submir ua- 

conditionally to a preceptor, whether he 

is good or bad ? It is of course neces- 

sary to be quite sure of the bona fide 

of a person before we accept him even 

tentatively as our spiritual guide. 
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A preceptor should be a person who 

appears likely to possess those qualities 

that will enable him to improve our 

spiritual condition. 

These and similar thoughts are like- 

ly to occur to most persons who have 

received an English education, when 

they are asked to accept the help of 

any particular person as his spiritual 

preceptor. The literature, science and 

art of the West, body forth the principle 

of the liberty of the individual and de- 

nounce the mentality that leads one to 

surrender to however superior a person 

his right of choosing his own course. 

They inculcate the necessity and high 

value of having faith in oneself. 

But the good preceptor claims our 

sincere and complete allegiance, The 

good disciple makes a complete surren- 

der of himself at the feet of the pre- 

ceptor. But the submission of the dis- 

ciple is neither irrational nor blind. It 

is complete on condition that the pre 

ceptor himself continues to be alto- 

gether good. The disciple retains the 

right of renouncing his allegiance to 

the preceptor the moment he is satis- 

fied that the preceptor is a fallible crea- 

ture like himself. Nor does a good 

preceptor accept any one as his disciple 

unless the latter Is prepared to submit 

to him freely. A good preceptor is in 

duty bound to renounce a disciple who 

is not snioerely willing to follow his 

instructions fully. If a preceptor accepts 

as his disciple one who refuses to be 

wholly guided by him, or if a disciple 

submit to a preceptor who is not 

wholly good, such preceptor and such 

disciple are, both of them, doomed to 

fall from their spiritual state. 

No one is a good preceptor who has 

not realised the Absolute. One who 

hns realised the Absolute is saved from 

the necessity of walking on the worldly 

path. The good preceptor who lives 

the spiritual life is, therefore, bound to 

be wholly good. He should be wholly 

free from any desire for anything of 

this world whether good or bad. The 

categories of good and bad do not exist 

in the Absolute. In the Absolute every- 

thing is good. We can have no idea 

in our present state of this absolute 

goodness. Submission to the Absolute 

is not real unless it is also itself 

absolute. It is on the plane of the 

Absolute that the disciple is required 

to submit completely to the good 

preceptor, ^n the material plane there 

can be no such thing as complete sub- 

mission. The pretence of complete 

submission to the bad preceptor is 

responsible for the corruptions that are 

found in the relationship of the 

ordinary worldly guru and his equally 

worldly-minded disciples. 

All honest thinkers will realise the 

logical propriety of the position set 

forth above. But most persons will be 

disposed to believe that a good 

preceptor in the above sense may not 

be found in this world. Ttiis is really 
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so. Both the good preceptor and his 

disciple belong to the spiritual realm. 

But spiritual discipleship is neverthe- 

less capable of being realized by persons 

who belong to this world. Otherwise 

there would be no religion at all in the 

world. But because the spiritual life 

happens to be realisable in this world it 

does not follow that it is the worldly 

existence which is capable of being 

improved into the spiritual. As a matter 

of fact the one is prefectly incompatible 

with the other. They are categorically 

different from one another. The good 

preceptor although he appears to belong 

to this world is not really of this world. 

No one who belongs to this world can 

deliver us from vvorldliness. The good 

preceptor is a denizen of the spiritual 

world who has been enabled by the 

will of Grod to appear in this world in 

order to enable us to realise the spiri. 

tual existence. 

The much vaunted individual liberty 

is a figment of the diseased iraagina- 

tion. We are bound willingly or un- 

willingly to submit to the laws of God 

in the material as well as in the spiri- 

tual world. The hankering for freedom 

in defiance of his laws is the cause of all 

our miseries. The total abjuration of all 

hankering for such freedom is the 

condition of admission to the spiritual 

renlm. In this world we desire this 

freedom but are compelled against our 

will to submit to the inexorable laws of 

physical nature. This is the unnatural 

state. Such unwilling for forced sub- 

mission does not admit us into the 

spiritual realm. In this world the 

moral principle, indeed claims our 

willing submission. But even morality 

also is a curtailment of freedom necessi. 

tatecl by the peculiar circumstances of 

this world. The soul who does not be- 

long to this world is in a state of open 

or court rebellion against submission to 

an alien domination. It is by his very 

constitution capable of submitting will- 

ingly only to the Absolute. 

The good preceptor asks the strug- 

gling soul to submit not to the laws of 

this world which will only rivet its 

chains but to the higher law of the 

spiritual realm. The pretence of sub- 

mission to the laws of the spiritual 

realm without the intention of really 

carrying them out into practice is often 

mistaken for genuine submission by 

reason of the absence of fulness of 

conviction. In this world the fully 

convinced state is non-existent. We 

are, therefore, compelled in all cases 

to act on make-believes viz. the 

so-called working hypotheses. The 

good preceptor tells us to change this 

method of activity which we have learnt 

from our experience of this world. He 

invites us first of all to be really and 

fully informed of the nature and laws 

of the other world which happens to be 

eternally and categorically different 

from this phenonenal world. If we do not 

sincerely submit to be instructed in the 
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alphabets of the life eternal but go on 

preversely asserting however uncons- 

ciously our present processes and so-call- 

ed convictions against the instructions of 

the preceptor in the period of novitiate 

we are bound to remain where we are. 

This also will amount to the practical 

rejection of all advice because the two 

worlds have nothing in common though 

at the same time we naturally fail to 

understand this believing all the time 

in accordance with our accustomed 

methods that we are at any rate 

partially following the preceptor. But 

as a matter of fact when we reserve the 

right of choice we really follow our. 

selves, because even when we seem to 

agree to follow the preceptor it is 

because he appears to be in agreement 

with ourselves. But as the two worlds 

have absolutely nothing in common we 

are only under a delusion when we 

suppose that we really understand the 

method or the object of the preceptor 

or in other words reserve the right 

of assertion of the apparent self. Faith 

in the scriptures can alone help us in 

this otherwise inpracticable endeavour. 

We believe in the preceptor with the 

help of the shastras when we understand 

neither. As soon as we are fully 

convinced of the necessity of submitting 

unambiguously to the good preceptor it 

is then and only then that he is enabled 

to show us the Way into the spiritual 

world in accordance with the method 

laid down in the shastras of that 

purpose which he can apply properly 

and without perpetrating fatal blunder 

in as much as he himself happens to 

belong to the realm of the spirit. 

The crux of the matter lies not in 

the external nature of the ceremony of 

initiation as it appears to us because 

that is bound to be unintelligible to us 

being an affair of the other world, but 

in the conviction of the necessity and 

the successful choice of a really good 

preceptor. Wo can attain to the 

conviction of the necessity of the help 

of a good preceptor by the exercise of 

our unbiased reason in the light of our 

ordinary experience. When once this 

conviction has been truly formed Sri 

Krishna Himself helps us in finding 

the really good precepter in two ways. 

In the first placte he instructs us as 

regards the character and functions of 

a good preceptor through the revealed 

Shastras. In the second place Ho 

Himself sends to us the good preceptor 

himself at the right moment when we 

are at all likely to benefit by his ins. 

tructions. The good preceptor also 

comes to us when we reject him. In 

such cases also it is certainly Krishna 

Who sends him to us for no reason 

what-so-ever. Krishna has revealed 

from eternity the tidings of the spiritual 

realm in the form of transcendental 

sounds that have been handed down in 

the records of the spiritual Scriptures 

all over the world. The spiritual 

Scriptures help all those who ar 
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prupared to exercise this reason for the 

purpose of finding not the relative but 

the Absolute Truth to find out the 

proper instructor in accordance with 

their directions. The only good prece- 

ptor is he who can make us really 

understand the spiritual sciptures and 

they enable us realise the necessity and 

the nature of submission to the processes 

laid down in them. But there is still 

every chance of foul pHy. A very 

clever man or a magician may pass him. 

self off as a person who con properly 

explain the Scriptures by means of his 

greater knowledge or deceptive arts. It 

is very important, therefore, that we 

should be on our guard against such 

tricks. The Scholar as well as the 

magician pretend to explain the Scrip- 

tures only in terms of the object or 

happenings of this world. But the 

Scriptures themselves declare that they 

donot tell .us at all of the thing of this 

world. Those are liable to be deluded 

liy the aits of pervert yoyis who 

persuade themselves into believing that 

the spiritual is identical with the pre- 

version, distortion or defiance of the 

laws of physical nature. The laws of 

physical nature are not unreal. They 

govern the relation of all relative exis- 

tences In our present state it is 

therefore, always possible for another 

who possesses the power or the know- 

ledge to demonstrate the merely tenta- 

tive character of what we choose to re- 

o-ard as our deepest convictions by 

exposing their insufficiency or iuapplica- 

blity. But such surprises as they belong 

to the realm of the phenomenal, have 

nothing to do with the Absolute, 

Those who have an unspiritual parti, 

ality for scholarship or for magic fall 

into the clutches of the pseudo-religion- 

ists. The serious plight of these 

victims of their own perversity will 

be realised from the fact that no one 

can be delivered from the state of 

ignorance by the method of compulsion. 

It is not possible to save the man who 

refuses on principle to listen to the 

voice of reason. The empiric pedants 

are no exception to this rule. 

The plain meaning of the 8hastras 

should, therefore, be our only guide in 

the search of the good preceptor when 

we actually feel the necessity of his 

gird nice. The Scriptures have defined 

the good preceptor as one who himself 

leads the spiritual life. It is not any 

worldly qualifications that make the 

good preceptor. It is by unreserved 

submission to such a preceptor that we 

can bs helped to re-enter into the realm 

that is our real home but which unfor- 

tunately is veritable terra incognita to 

almost all of us at present and also 

impossible of access to one body and 

mind alike which is the result of the 

disease of abuse of our faculty of free 

reason and the consequent accumulation 

of a killing load of worldly expriences 

which we have learnt to regard as 

the very stuff of our existence, 



The Erotic Principle and Un-alloyed Devotion. 

(Continued from P. 135, November, 1928.) 

IN the realm of the Absolute the little soul 
functions free from all limitations under the 

guidance of Krishna Himself. His function is to 
serve Krishna. Service implies a knowledge of the 
wishes of the Master. It also implies a difference 
or possibility of difference between the wishes of 
the servant and those of the master. The wishes 
of the master have, therefore, to be communicated 
to the servant who cannot otherwise know it In 
this world such wishes are conveyed imperfectly 
through the medium of some material substance. 
The command is clearly distinguishable from its 
source. In the spiritual world there can be no 
such difference- The servant knows the whole 
of the command that is Krishna Himself. Therefore 
it must be Krishna Himself Who always makes Him- 
self known to His servants in the realm of the Abso- 
lute by means of His commands. Bat Krishna as 
Master cannot be known to the servant. That would 
eliminate the difference between the Master and 
servant. If He wants to be known to the servant He 
must make Himself known to the latter in the Form 
in which the latter can also recognize his Master. 
For this purpose Sri Krishna becomes His own 
servant in whose heart He appears as Master. This 
concept, to use a worldly word, is communicated 
to us by Krishna as servant. This serving counter- 
part of Sri Krishna is called by our Shastras Sri 
Radhika. She is the female or serving principle and 
the inseparable and eternal Counter-whole of Sri 
Krishna Himself. She is the premier milk-maid of 
Braja. For serving Krishna she expands herself into 
the other milk-maids of Braja. She is the Power of 
Krishna and every power is of Her essence, even 
the principle of limitation itself. 

The milk-maids of Braja never forget Krishna 
because they are the direct spiritual power of 

Krishna. On the other hand Krishna Himself is mani- 
fested, or in other words becomes fit to be served, by 
their means. The Power of Krishna at Her source 
is one. The principle of limitation or ignorance is 
also in Her but without power over Her. The 
human soul is a tiny part of the spiritual essence 
delicately poised between the two forces "viz. the 
Spiritual power of Krishna and Her material 
shadow. So the human soul must serve Krishna 
under the direction of the pure Spiritual power 
diversely represented for Her comprehension by 
the services eternally performed for His benefit by 
the milk-maids of Braja. The service of the little 
soul cannot be offered directly. This constitutes 
the eternal difference between Himself and the 
milkmaids of Braja Sri Radhika alone directly serve® 
Krishna. She is helped by the other milk-maids. 
Sri Radhika and Her companions are, therefore, the 
direct servants. The little soul can also only serve 
in a subordinate position. The object of the other 
milk-maids is not direct dalliance with Krishna 
which is the right reserved of Sri Radhika but 
to carry out the orders of Sri Radhika in Her 
service of Krishna. The object of the human soul 
is to carry out the orders of Sri Radhika and Her 
companions in their service of Krishna. This is the 
arrangement of Braja The sex idea loses all its 
unwholesomeness when it is applied to Sri Radhika 
in as much as She is Sri KWshna Himself in the 
guise of His only Love or Sweet-heart. The un- 
wholesomeness of sex in this world is due to the 
desire of dom nation of one over another each one 
of whom is by constitution really independent of 
the other. The basis of this unwholesomeness is 
eliminated in the case of the amours of Sri Radha- 
Krishna- 

In the realm of the Absolute- therefore, Krishna 
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is eternally served by the pure spirits who are alloted 
their respective (unctions by His Counter-whole Sri 
Radhika without whose help the contact with Sri 
Krishna that is necessary for serving Him cannot be 
obtained. Sri Radhika and the milk-maids of 
Braja are the direct or subjective constituents of Sri 
Krishna Himself. Our souls are the tiny constituents 
of the spiritual power of Krishna represented in its 
fulness by Sri Radhika and located on the margin of 
the spiritual realm contiguous to the borders of this 
world, the realm of Maya. Maya herself is a 
constituent part of Sri Radhika serving Krishna not 
directly but indirectly and from a distance. We 
are perpetually exposed to the pulls of Braja and 
Maya at the two ends and we are free to choose 
between them- 

The pastimes of Sri Krishna with the milk-maids 
of Braja as explained by the Srimad Bhagabata are 
neither history nor allegory. They are not history 
because they are transcendental whereas our so- 
called history is only a record of our experiences of 
this world in terms of the egotistic principle. They 
are also not allegory (or the reason that they happen 
to be the actual concrete Reality of which this world 
is the perverted reflection. As a matter of fact it is 
this world and its happenings that are really allegori- 
cal and impossible of comprehension except relatively 
to the Real and symbolising the Reality. Our souls 
have really nothing to do with this allegory which 
misrepresents our function and deludes us into the 
acceptance of this perverted existence. The proper 
function of our souls is to serve the Absolute in 
obedience to the commands of Himself conveyed 
through Himself in the form of His devotees. 

The sexual principle is a misunderstood symbol 
of the Reality. It can no more be banished from 
our consciousness than the consciousness itself. The 
male and female forms are also not the sole and 
distinctive possessions of this world. There is a 
Reality behind them as well. The soul has a body 
which is symbolised by the female form and which 
is absolutely free from any unwholesome material 
association. Our present objection to the female 

form iso due to the egotistic principle which for the 
same reason does not object or rathet, ieadily enough 
adopts the male form as more properly represent- 
ing the pure little soul. This repugnance to the 
female form prevents us from unprejudiced examina- 
tion of the position and (unctions of the milk-maids 
of Braja. The recognition of the female sex is a 
necessary factor of our conception of amorous love. 
This amorous love is the highest subject of human 
poetry and the most powerful (actor in all human 
activities. Its worthlessness is not established by the 
mere refusal to recognise it as a part of our nature. 
It would be much more to the purpose to try to 
understand what it really is. The Srimad Bhagabata 
is the only book that furnishes a satisfactory answer 
to this all-important question. 

The only kind of answer that we require to 
such questions and one which will remove our 
doubts and difficulties must needs be absolutely true. 
The empiricists pin their faith on tentative truths. 
They seem to believe that by progressive movement 
they will attain the goal. But the goal which is 
attainable by a process of advance is an illusion. It 
is like the ever receding rim of the horizon that can 
never be actually reached. The Truth is not deter- 
minable in terdns of progress. He is fixed and im- 
mutable. It is subject to obscuration due to 
defects of the observer. These defects are also 
material which alone can stand in the way of the 
Absolute Truth who is Spiritual. The real 
progress towards Truth consists in the endeavour to 
improve our faculties of observation. We can- 
not realize the Absolute by extending our so-called 
knowledge of the relative. It is moving in the 
opposite direction. The greater the number of 
limited objects that crowd into our brains the greater 
is the difficulty of discovering their_uselessness for our 
purpose. And in fact it is our own hankering for 
half-truths and seeming truths that is also really res- 
ponsible for such. overcrowding. We create the 
fog that obscures our vision. By this endless process 
of rejection and election of material objects we can 
never reach the goal. We must stop and reflect 
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on the cause of our perpetual and utter failures If 
we do so sincerely we make the real discovery with 
Kant that we cannot know the truth by means of 
our present (acuities. But we need not, therefore, 
give up the quest as hopeless. We are to question 
again and then we shall get the true answer. That 
answer will be that the Truth for Whom our souls 
hanker is not a dead thing or relations of dead and 
limited things or thoughts but Something Who is 
akin to ourselves- He is something that is living or 
self-conscious. He is also spirit like our souls. The 
next question that will arise in our minds will be, 
why cannot we see Him ? The answer will be, 
'Because He does not show Himself to us'. If we 
ask again 'Why does He not appear to us' ? We 
hall be told that He is so because we do not 

seek for Him. We never seek for the Truth but 
always seek (or the half-truth. That is the disease. 
The real Truth himself comes to us the very instant 
we seek for it. And we seek for Him only when 
and as soon as we really understand His nature. 
This is the vicious circle. At present we have no 
real idea of the Truth and so whenever we seek 
(or anything'that thing is necessarily un-truth. Then 
at last the conviction dawns on our understanding 
that the whole process hitherto pursued requiries 
to be reversed and we begin to understand the 
mystic words of the scriptures. 'Give up once for all 
the empiric quest for the Truth and wait for Him 
to take the initiative- You cannot go up to Him. 
When you try to go up to anything of your choice 
you go away from it. So you must submit to be 
enlightened. He has the power and the will of 

making Himself known to you.' 
At this stage one naturally asks, 'Shall I then sit 

idly and do nothing ?' And now Truth answers in 
a definite manner, 'No, let your mind and body do 
what appears to them to be their proper (unctions 
but you yourself stand apart and do not identify 
yourself with them, but wait for communications 
from Me. Rely wholly on Me and I shall guide 
you to the goal which is Myself,' 

Thus faith is kindled in the doubting heart and 

21 

we are in a position to profit by the instructions of 
the good preceptor whom Krishna sends to us the 
Ihoment we really seek to be enlightened in perfect 
humility. Then we are also able to understand the 
words of the good preceptor as being indentical with 
the words of the scriptures. Being now convinced of 
the real ability of the good preceptor to guide us on 
the path of the Absolute we take hold of his hand 
that is ever extended to us and submit to be led with 
hesitation and much questioning at first. As we 
gradually learn to walk in the path of service our 
vision slowly clears up and we see the truth for our- 
selves. Then only we understand what it really is. 

The empiricists although they seem to recognize 
the necessity of being taught and trained in the affairs 
of this world are unduly sceptical in regard to 
such training in spiritual matters where its necessity 
is very much greater because we happen to possess 
absolutely no knowledge of it- In the 'terra incognita' 
of the spirit it is indispensable to have a guide unless^ 
indeed, we persist to confuse the spiritual with the 
material and retain our faith in empiric efforts. But 
as a matter of (act all predilection (or the limited 
shuts out the unlimited not partially but radically, 
not quantitatively but categorically. Srimad Bhagabata 
asks those who really want to serve Krishna to fore- 
go all thoughts of any advantage in the worldly sense 
the conscious or unconscious, direct or vicarious, 
pursuit of which is the cause of all impurity and 
ignorance- This reform of life is the indispensable 
preliminary condition for obtaining any real knowledge 
of the Absolute and the nature and imperative neces- 
sity of such reform and also its practicability are,clear- 
ly realised by close spiritual association with the 
good preceptor. 11 cannot be realised so long as we 
retain an iota of egotism. It cannot be realised unless 
and until one agrees with the sincerity of real convic- 
tion to receive it at his hands as a favour to which he 
ca^lay no claim on the strength of any worldly merit 
or demerit. It is only by such reasoned submission of 
the will to the process of enlightenment from above 
that our clouded vision can be cleared up. The 
gara is not a mortal, erring creature like ourselves. 
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He is the eternal servant of Krishna whom He 
sends into this world (or the deliverance of fallen 
souls. He comes into this world on this mission oi 
causeless Divine mercy in order to help us to rise out 
of the depths'of sin to-our natural state of absolute 
purity by methods which are perfectly consistent 
with the principles of our really un-biased reason. So 
long as we refuse to listen to him we are doomed to 
misunderstand everything. 

By the process of abstraction we are bound to 
obtain only a negative result. In our present sinful 
State the sex suggests the idea of sensuous impurity 
because our present outlook itself is sensuous. The 
Sense of impurity is really nothing but that of incon- 
gruity of any material, limited, unconscious substance 
with the nature of the human soul. We are not 
on the same plane with the object of our thoughts 
but are yoked to it in a most unnatural way. This 
is the feeling of impurity or repugnance. So long 
as we continue to look upon sex with an eye of long- 
ing we can never think of it in any other way. But 
this longing is also part of our present acquired nature 
and cannot leave us till we are enabled to lay aside 
this secondary nature, itself. With this reform of 
nature our relation to the principle of sex also 
Undergoes a complete transformation which is, 
however, otherwise incomprehensible to our present 
understanding. The female form of the human soul 
is not a material form. The relation between the 
human soul and Sri Krishna is not the relation be- 
tween the material female form and its correspond- 
ing mile form. The amorous pastimes of Sri 
Krishna with the spiritual milk-maids of Braja are 
Uot the amorous pastimes between male and female 

of this world. The amours of Sri Krishna are not 
a Concoction of the diseased brain of a sensualist- 
The amours of this World could have no existence 
unless the substantive principle exists in Sri Krishna. 
But no one denies the existence and importance of 
the principle of amour in this world. Why do they 
imagine that it does not exist in the realm of the 
Absolute in the perfectly wholesome form ? 

It is because we choose to regard as material 

the female form of the soul that we are shocked at 
what wesuppose to be the shameless sensuous procli- 
vities of the transcendentalists. This is inevitable 
so long-as we deliberately choose to nurse the error 
that the sex of our experience is the real entity and 
not its perverted reflection and imagine that we 
have been able to solve the problem of sex by 
transferring our sensuous activity from the body 
to the mind and by condemning as impure the 
excesses of the external sexual act on no consis- 
tent principle. Such bungling philosophy has not 
convinced and will never convince anybody of 
the real nature and purpose of the sexual act. This 
is so because the sexual act is the eternal concomi- 
tant in this sinful world of the highest (unction of 
the spirit which can, therefore, be never minimise4 
or abolished by all our empiric endeavours but the 
right understanding of which can alone save us from 
the terrible consequences of our present suicidal 
sexual follies. 

All the misunderstanding on the subject is due to 
our deliberately confounding the medicine with the 
disease, the Truth with His perversion, the substance 
with the shadow. The Srimad Bhagabata has 
offered us in an unambiguous form the medicine 
knowing full well that it will be wilfully misunder- 
stood and misrepresented by its so-called friends 
and foes alike- But the medicine is, nevertheless, in- 
dispensible for our well-being. No religion which 
has overlooked this necessity of the human race can 
afford us the relief of which we stand most in need. 
It is (or this reason that the Srimad Bhagabata which 
is so much maligned by all diseased persons, that is 
to say by practically every body of this world, has 
been declared by. the greatest teachers of the religion 
in this country as being the only book in the whole 
world that'offers the (Host Unambiguous exposition 
of the whole Indivisible Truth a right understanding 
of which alone can really save us (ronTsin and con- 
sequent misery. Sri Chaitanya and His associates and 
followers have explained the religion of the Srimad 
Bhagabata by their teachings as well as conduct. 
They tell us that the Truth must be lived in order fo 
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be realised. If He be not lived but merely professed 
He ceases to be the Reality and degenerates into the 
worst form of His materialistic caricature, doing infinite 
mischief to His professor and His followers. The right 
application of the medicine is absolutely necessary 
for curing the disease of ignqrance. One who (ails 
to take the medicine administered by a competent 
physician will never be cured of ignorance. If the 
blind man pretends to be able to see he may be be* 
lieved by the blind but cannot escape detection by 
those who really see. Neither can he guide others 
aright on the narrow path of righteousness. Unless 
and until we choose to actually give it our most seri' 
ous attention being urged to such a course by real 
necessity and find our way to its acceptance our 
irrational perversity will continue to bar most effec- 
tively its ingress to our benighted undertsanding. 
We must know that the realm of the Absolute is 
self-protected against the intrusion of all guile 
and imperfection which are the parents of self- 
deception. 

As a matter of fact we are required by the 
Srimad Bhagabata, if we want to realise the true 
nature of amorous love by which alone Krishna can 
be properly served, to be ready to make the supreme 
sacrifice of discarding once for all and uncondition- 
ally all sexual hankerings and prospects. We are 
perfectly free to choose this course. But no choice is 
a real choice unless it is of the nature of conviction 

based on actual experience. The discourses regard 
ing the truth help us to such conviction. After the 
conviction is producd we (eel naturally disposed to 
accept the guidance of the scriptures as expounded by 
real devotees. There are carefully graded stages on 
the path of spiritual effort which have to be travers- 
ed before we can reach the goal. It is only when 
the goal is reached that we can actually realize the 
truth underlying the principle of sex. It is realised 
last of all although the sexual hankering is cured 
on the threshold of spiritual endeavour- There 
are people who mistake this elimination of the 
sexual desire for the goal. Those who choose 
to be content with the relief which such elimination 
seems to afford (or the time being and allow 
themselves to be dissuaded from the search of the 
truth by the attainment of a means of self-gratification 
unconsciously begins the retrograde journey by a side 
path- One should not stop till he gets the final 
answer to the question.'What are we to do with our 
senses ?' It is the positive attitude. We cannot de- 
sist from making some use of our senses- It is there- 
fore, necessary to know their right use. It is by 
persevering in this selfless search for the Absolute 
truth that we are enabled by and in the Search 
Himself to realise the object of our Search who is 
identical with the means itself that is really adopted 
for His Search. 

Nabayan Das Bhakti Sodhakau, m. a. 

How to Approach Absolute Knowledge. 

[ By Acharyya Jadunandan Adhicabi, b a. ] 

CHAPTER I. 

"THE very first stepping stone to enter "Rise up ( from elevationism), awake 

into the world of Absolute Truth (from s ilvationism) enlighten (free from 

is initiation in some form or other, ignorance and misappliance) after ac- 

-Bvery great (spiritual) teacher has re- cepting (boon) from the-Absolute." 

cognised this fact in all ages. The The sublime truth of the TJpanishads 

Vedas are plainly emphatic about it ; was handed down through ages 
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from the preceptor to the devoted 

disciples. 

"Unto him alone is the Absolute 

revealed by sages who has supreme 

faith in, and are devoted,, equally, to the 

preceptor and God-head". None else 

can gain it. 

In a supremely serene tone the be- 

hest of the Vedas comes to us : "With 

Samit (preparatory ingredients) in thy 

hand dost thou approach the true pre- 

ceptor—one thoroughly versed in the 

Vedas and given to the practice of them, 

for he has dedicated himself unto 

Brahma—indetermined or .Personal 

Absolute". 

Lastly there is the authority of the 

Geeta. In a quite clear voice has the 

command of the Lord been communicat- 

ed to the humble disciple—"You can 

know about the Absolute only from 

those who are acquainted with the 

primal causes of things, provided you 

attend them with confidence bonafide 

enquiry, and serving mood." Thus Sri 

Krishna spoke to Arjuna. 

But egoism will stand up in stern 

opposition to such a spirit, or ignorance 

will pervert it. Base self-seekers are 

not wanting—ready to turn it into a 

kind of spiritual (?) profiteering. So 

a right understanding of the principle 

of spritual initiation is necessary for the 

regeneration of the individual soul. 

Initiation is (also) an outstanding fea- 

ture of Indian philosophy and religion.^ 

Our purpose is to have a thorough and 

shifting enquiry into the matter free from 

all national, local or social bias and 

consider the obstacles that hinder us 

from accepting it. Then we shall be 

able to understand the true character 

of the preceptor as it ought to be. 

Egoism is the worst hindrance. Egois- 

tic philosophy in some form or other 

prevails in every land. Its keynote is the 

exaggerated assertion of individualism 

as opposed to the authority of the 

sacred scriptures :—although certain 

schools of Indian philosophy like that of 

Mayavadins have tried to veil such a 

spirit under a lip homage to the Vedag. 

But what can be at the root of such an 

assertion ? The true character of egoism 

has been plainly shown in the Geeta. 

"Carried away by egoism do men 

often perform dreadful, difficult penan- 

ces and acts, extorting admiration 

from others and go against Shastras in 

their pride." This egoistic philosophy 

has given birth to utiliterianism and has 

transformed itself into pantheism of 

various types. Its history elsewhere is 

interesting. Descarte started with the 

data—"I think, therefore I am" and 

this thinking ego is the basis of all 

knowledge. In his deep disgust for the 

then prevailing mode of religion special- 

ly Catholicism, did he discard every- 

thing from his philosophy that savoured 

of authority and started with the above 

data. But that is carrying things to 

extreme. Let us examine the data a 

little and notice its development. 
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Yes, one can assert the existence of 

the self and therefrom of all knowledge 

through its thinking capacity. 

But every man thinks in his own way. 

Whst guarantee is there that my 

thoughts reflect the true nature of 

my soul or self ? Then when variety of 

thought in different persons is inevitable 

how can I assert the identity of Self or 

soul in all beings ? And how can I know 

its true natme as it is in essence ? The 

high priest of modern western philoso- 

phy admits of his failure. Kant says 

that we cannot know "a thing in itself." 

All knowledge is possible only through 

such categories as time, space, etc. them- 

selves, as they now are, are but refrac- 

tions of thought. In our land more clever 

thinkers have cut this G-ordian knot in 

egoistic philosophy rather drastically. 

In trying to find out the true nature of 

the soul or self through this process of 

thinking, they have ultimately denied 

any positive existence to it. And thus 

Mayavadins and his school have practi- 

cally become preachers of spiritual 

nihilism as Kant was an agnostic, of 

necessity. Then comes the question— 

♦Is the soul an isolated phenomenon in 

creation ? If not what then must be 

its relation with things or that which 

exists ? And how can we know that 

relation ?' This question remaining 

unsolved, the problem of the relation 

between spirit and matter has remained 

an yawning gulf in the world of 

Western philosophy. The Sankara school 

has made a short cut of this problem. 

Unable to find any positive existence of 

the self, they have denied absolute exis- 

tence to anything knowable. And all 

botherings as to the true relation among 

things have been sedulously silenced. 

Perversions of this egoistic trend 

of thought pre vail in India in their most 

rank and monstrous forms. For here 

philosophy does not remain satisfied 

within its speculative region but impera- 

tively requires to be translated into 

action. And abuses crop up initial- 

ly round the selection of the spiritual 

preceptor. This cult of ego.worship 

is given either to the exaltation of pas. 

sion and sentimentality or to the muti- 

lation of the senses as false asceticism. 

It has tried to pollute and obscure 

pure theism in many ways. 

We notice its influence also on mod- 

ern Indian literature and on the out- 

look of the educated Indians of today. 

Our present day literature is satu- 

rated with pantheistic ideas. In an over- 

indulgent mood literateurs, in this 

country, take everything as object for 

the gratification of their aesthetic sense. 

Even God Himself does not escape the 

invasion of this attitude—which is attri- 

buted to their anthropomorphic strivings. 

Their shamelessness knows no bounds. 

Carried away by carnal, though exqui- 

sitely aesthetic propensities, they do not 

scruple to exploit the snpersensuous 

beauty of the Divine Lila and degrade it 

into means of gratification of theK 
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sensuous literary tastes. As for example 

certain poets in Bengal have tried to 

drag down the divine events of Braja- 

lila into the mire of their intensely 

sensual aesthetic revelry. Inherently 

materialistic in life and aim, they can. 

not know that such unlicensed indul- 

gence of poetic imagina tion constitutes 

the most objectionable prostitution of 

the true sesthetic faculty. Enslaved by 

nature, with things of three demensions 

they cannot know the supersensuous. 

So is it not wise that they should know 

their limitations and remain satisfied 

within them ? But in the height of 

their egoistic folly they try to pass off 

as the spiritual guides of the nation and 

servitors of the Absolute Truth, by 

giving their unholy interpretations of 

the scriptural texts. Sincere souls often 

fall an unconscious prey to their subtle 

insinuations, specially when they make 

sweetly smoothing protestations of piety 

and Divine Love. But such notes 

must jar on the ears of those who 

have heard the Name of Sree Krishna 

from the lips of the transcendental 

expert ; however palliative they may 

ring to the deluded e ir. Nevertheless a 

pantheist if he be sincere, may one day 

learn to really love God provided he be 

fortunate enough to approach the feet 

of a real Bhakta and discard his sensu- 

ous egoism. 

There is another type of pantheists. 

They are more grossly base and ob- 

noxious. For they work not in the field 

of literature or art but presume to usurp 

the kingdom of religion. We find ex- 

amples of this type amongst certain 

privileged classses and castes in the 

society of Bengal. They are very proud 

to trace their descent from some great 

spiritual and religious presonality of 

yore such as Sree Brahma and his 

descendants, Sree Nityananda Pravu or 

Sree Adwaita Pravu. Yes, they can 

justly claim some social distinction as 

the lineal descendants of such godly 

personalities; although the genuineness 

of such claims are often to be doubted. 

But is it not ridiculous when they claim 

spiritual efficiency as well, because an 

Avatar or a Mahapurusha once graced 

their line by his birth generations back ? 

They have become gurus by right of 

heredity. Too much conservatism of 

Indian societies is a notorious fact. So 

it is not strange when we see people 

flocking to their doors to. buy spiritual 

life with hard cash and these hereditary 

dealers in initiation carry on a brisk 

trade all over Bengal and in certain 

parts of India. Ah ! Easy going egotists, 

fie on your lust of lucre ! For a base far- 

thing you do not hesitate to sell the 

good name of your glorious progenitor ! 

Would your great ancestors ihave stood 

such nonsense ? People are quite blind 

to the immense harm these persons are 

doing to society. Under the ^guidance 

of these pseudo-preceptors ajciaty 

has become stagnant and spiritual- 

ly dead. AH kinds of sins and 
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sufferings have cropped up like rank 

vegetation. 

Men nourish ego-worship in a hundred 

other ways and spiritual prostitution 

grows. Tiiere are, specially in Bengal, 

hybrid sects of illiterate rogues given 

to the lust of flesh of which they make 

cults and try to pass off as Marieoides 

or Khlyprs under the illustrious names 

of some great masters of the Vaisnava 

world. A true Vaisnava hates to utter 

the names of such sects as—Aul, Baul, 

Kartavaja Darvesh, Shai^ Sakhiveki, 

Gournagari etc. Ignorant out-siders 

mistake these to be genuine Vaisnava 

sects. There prevails among these sects 

Guru worship of a sensual kind. These 

base carnal egotists are strongly attach- 

ed to their so-called Guru as he abets 

th6m in the gratification of their sensual 

appetites and also satiates his own 

through them. These roguish pretenders 

taking advantage of distorted texts of 

the scriptures do not scruple to pass 

themselves off as God Himself amongst 

their self.duped disciples and work havoc 

in their lives. The religious history of 

Bengal abounds in nauseating tales of 

their devilish tyranny and yet a cultured 

race like the Bengalees has not fully 

awaked to the gravity of this horrible 

evil. We have dwelt upon these various 

aspects of ego-worship only to bring 

home to the religiously minded people 

that they should be on their guard 

against the deep designs of the profes- 

sional gurus and avoid the pitfalls pre- 

pared by their consummate ingenuity. 

Let Them seek for the right man in the 

right place ; otherwise disaster is sure 

to overtake them in the most vital 

affair of their lives. The Narada Pan. 

charatra says :— 

3^? it 

'A wise Guru is strong enough to 

save his disciple from sins and sufferings 

of the world, but if he be himself weak 

and inefficient how is that possible ?' 

(To be rontinned.) 

The Special Characteristics of the Acharyya 

[ By Prof. Nishi Kanta Sanyal, m. a. ] 

(Continued from 1J. 140 November, 1928.) 

pOR the purpose of establishing in this of love and pseudo-appreciation of the 

world the Truth un-contaminated by mellow quality of service, show of emo- 

any trace of self-seeking this great tionalism and asceticism, etc. etc.,— 

Acharyya has utterly renounced such because his mission is not one of malice 

methods of winning the applause of against the whole world, to exploit it 

worldly people as the practice of egoistic, for the purpose of winning fame for 

solitary devotion, pretended displays himself. But his hankering for the 
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applause of Vaishnavas is insatiable,, 

although in pursuance of the Vaishnava 

ideal he eraplovs constantly crores of 

tongues and billions of sense-organs in 

'cent percent' service of Sri Hari. His 

unbridled ambition in the service of 

Vishnu perpetually deludes the atheists 

in as much as they are ignorant of the 

real meaning of spiritual endeavour, 

while it serves at the same time to 

iStirnulate no less effectively the zeal 

of those who are really inclined to serve 

the Supreme Lord and Hisservants. 

This great Acharyya has never 

presented the ideal of regarding his 

disciples as providers of his selfish en- 

joyment as is the practice of the pseudo- 

gurus, professing elevationist ( Karmi ), 

Salvationist (jnani ) and ijogic (magical) 

principles. On the contrary he has 

endeavoured to convert every submissive 

heart into the transcendental pastur- 

age (gostha) of the pastimes of Krishna. 

He has always maintained that the 

Vaishnava Acharyya never makes any 

disciples because he beholds everywhere 

the manifestation of the power of the 

guru. He explains the function of the 

Vaishnava Acharyya when he enacts the 

part of initiating any person by refer- 

ence to the analogical case of Maharshi 

Bhrigu. The apparently impious act 

of Bhrigu who durst place his foot on 

the breast of Krishna for testing His 

patience is explained by Thakur Brin- 

daba ndas ( Ch. Bh. IX.383-4 ) as done 

on the initiative of Krishna Himself to 

enhance the glory of His devotee. We 

have not heard of another Acharyyar W ho 

labours so indefatigably for the well- 

being of his disciples by mixing inti. 

mately with them at all time without re. 

garding them as occupying a position of 

subordination by reason of their being 

disciples, by associating them in all his 

activities, by affording them every 

facility of close personal touch with him. 

seif, by presenting them with the ideal 

of the constant service of Krishna, by 

constantly chanting the Kirtaii of Hari. 

The example and preachings, ins. 

tinct with fiery life, of this great Achar- 

yya have enabled all persons who pos. 

sess the least inclination to serve the 

supreme Lord to grasp the significance 

of the difference between Rai Ramanan- 

da and the junior Haridas,—how the 

one in exercise of the natural function 

of the immaculate soul performed the 

highest service of God by washing with 

his own ban Is the ordinarily un-touch- 

able limbs of the females in attendance 

at the Temple of Jagannath, while the 

latter, in the role of ascetic, committed 

the gravest offence in the apparently 

innocent act of obtaining by begging 

from a most pious and aged lady a 

small quantity of rice for offering the 

same to the Lord Himself. 

The insolent display of the vain 

riches of the elevationista has ever 

failed to produce any effect on the 

conduct of this teacher of spiritual 

religion. On a certain occasion having 
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bean specially invited for the purpose of 

performing Hari.Kirtan he had to put 

up at the palace of a wealthy Raja reput- 

ed to be a great Vaishnava. By orders 

of the said Raja Brahman cooks speci- 

ally appointed for the purpose supplied 

him daily for his meal a rich variety of 

prasad. Although he had to stay at the 

place for three days in the performance 

of Hari-Kirtan he chanted the Kirtan 

of Hari continuously all that time with, 

out touching any eatables except a 

single leaf of the tulasi which he accept- 

ed as his only food on one of tlmse 

days. On the same occasion there had 

also gathered numerous persons bearing 

the name of Vaishnava from all parts 

who gladly availed of the sumptuous hos- 

pitality amply provided by the munificent 

nobleman who had offered this Acharyya 

the very highest place of honour in the 

matter of hospitable welcome. 

This great teacher of spiritual reli- 

gion has expounded the real nature of 

the infinite manifestations of the 

delusive power of Krishna,—all the 

innumerable captivating shifts of in- 

sincerity,—by such masterly analysis 

that his words have seemed to all of us 

to be almost diametrically opposed to 

all our previous notions on the subject. 

The ftashAight of his illuminating dis- 

sertations has exposed to view the 

vipers of worldliness snugly hidden 

away in the deepest recesses of our 

apparent selves, and has enabled us to 

avoid mortal injury to the real self from 

the poisoned fangs of unsuspected 

delusions deeply cherished and warmly 

recommended by our secondary worldly 

natures. 

No one who leaves out Bhaktirasa- 

mirita-Sindhu can lay any claim to 

the character of devotee of Sri Gaur. 

sundar. In the-e days there is no lack 

of persons who although utterly obli- 

vious of the very existence of the 

principles enunciated in that most 

wonderful book, feel no scruple in 

proclaiming by beat of drum their 

allegiance to Sri Gaursundar. They 

style themselves Bhaktas by right of 

conduct that happens to be in direct 

violation of the most fundamental prin- 

ciples enshrined in such well-known 

slokas as 'SWrfvTeSrft^T^l'...' 'devotion 

characterized by absence of hankering 

for any other object save itself, 'WTT- 

'devotees un.attached 

to the things of this world', 'HTliiSfWTr- 

misled by empirical judgment', 

'who are obsessed by 

considerations of wealth, disciple, etc.', 

'aidfaWWraW...' 'which is loc Red 

beyond the reach of empiric thought', 

etc., etc. But we have been happil3r 

enabled to realise from the transcend- 

ental conduct of this great Acharyya 

the true import of these familiar texts 

of Bhaktirasamrita Sindhu. 

(To be continued.) 



Sree Sree Chaitanya Bhagabat 

(Gonlinued from P. 

Chapter ] 

110 All the people acclaimed as soon as they 
caught sight of them, 

And specially the ladies experienced a 
great perplexity, 

111 'Long, ihdeed, this fortunate person must 
have served Hara and Gauri 

Artlessly and with unstinted devotion ! 

Ill 'Is such Husband obtainable by a maiden 
less fortunate ?' 

'Who knows but they may themselves be 
Hara and Gauri', said some, 

113 Said others, 'They are Indra and Sachi or 
may be Rati and Madan'. 

Some of the ladies declared, 'The3- are 
Lakshmi and Narayana', 

114 Some said, 'They are even as Rama and 
Seeta, 

And withal most charming to behold being 
mounted on the dola.' 

115 Thus the ladies spoke in many different 
ways 

And cast their propitious glances on 
Lakshmi and Narayana ! 

1x6 In this manner with the tumuli of dance, 
song and music 

The Lord returned to His own home in the 
evening. 

llj Then Sachi Devi taking the Brahman 
matrons along 

With joy fetched the daughter-in-law into 
the house. 

118 The twice^born and the other castes, the 
dancers and musicians 

All of them she satisfied by the gift of 
money, clothing and sweet words. 

46, November, 1928.J 

—( Contd. ). 

119 He who listens to the sacred narrative of 
the Lord's marriage 

Verily escapes the bondage of the world. 

120 Lakshmi took her piace by the side of the 

Lord. 
The home of Sachi shone with 

transcendental light 

121 Roth within the house and outside Sachi 
noticed constantly 

Most wonderful radiance that was not 

visible to the eye. 

122 One moment she saw a tongue of fire by 

the. side of her Son 
That vanished as she turned to see. 

123 She constantly smelt the fragrance of the 

lotus flower. 
And the astonished mother continually 

revolved them in her mind. 

124 The mother thought, 'I can understand the 

cause. 
Kamala herself abides in this maiden. 

125 'It is for this that I see the light and smell 

such fragrance 
And there is not now such pinch of poverty 

as in the past. 

126 'This daughter.no other than Lakshmi no 
sooner enters the house 

Than an abundance of all tilings pours in 
from no one knows where.' 

12] Thus the mother talked often and 

variously. 
Being thus manifest the Lord still refraine 

from making Himself known, 
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128 who hns power to understand the will of 

Lord 
In what manner He chooses to sport and 

when ? 

13° This is the dedaiation of all the S/tastras, 
the Vedas and Puranas— 

That he alone whom the Lord favours can 
know Him. 

129 If the Lord does not make Himself known 
Lakshmi herself has not the power to 

recognise Him. 

131 Sri Krishna-Chaitanya is the life of 
Nityananda-Chand 

At whose twin feet sings Brindabandas, 

Here ends Chapter Tenth entitled, 'The narrative of the marriage of Sri 
Lakshmipriya' in Part First of Sri Chaitanya Bhagabat, 

CHAPTER XI 

Summary;—In this Chapter are described the display of learning of Nimai Pandit, the chanting 
of the Kirtan of Krishna by Mukunda at the gatherings of the Vaishnavas at Advaita's, the pastimes 
of Nimai with Mukunda, the God-less state of Nadia, coming of Iswarpuri to Navadwip, the meeting of 
Puri with Advaita Prabhu, Puri's acceptance of the alms of food and discourse regarding Krishna at Sn 
Gauranga's, Puri's teaching Gadadhar Pandit 'the Krishna-lilamrita' composed by himself and the episode 
of Nimai Pandit's refusal to point out the defects of that work, the pastimes of Krishna-talk with Puri 
and other matters. 

Sri Gaursundar was wholly occupied with the pursuit of learning and roamed over Navadwip in the 
company of numerous pupils. There was no scholar at Nadia with the solitary exception of His own 
teacher Gangadas Pandit who could fully understand the interpretations of Nimai Pandit. The ordinary 
worldly people viewed Nimai differently according to the nature of the particular disposition of each. 
To the FOshandas He appeared terrible as death, to females He looked surpassingly beautiful resembling 
the god of worldly love. The scholars regarded Him as the equal of Brihaspati. While the Vaishnavas 
looked foreward to the time when He would turn out a devotee of Vishnu. A large number of Vaishnavas 
from dififerent parts had settled at Navadwip which possessed the advantages of beine situated on the 
Ganges and possessing exceptional facilities for scholastic pursuits. These Vaishnavas gathered together 
every afternoon at the house of Advaita. Mukunda sang the Kirtan of Krishna to this assembly of the 
devotees. For this reason the Lord in His heart, was very well-disposed towards Mukunda. Whenever 
Nim.ai chanced to meet Mukunda He put him puzzles of Logic to solve and engaged in a loving contention 
of teaming. Nimai Pandit also put similar questions to Sriisash and the other devotees when He happened 
to meet them. For fear of His puzzles they all made it a point to avoid meeting Him by timely flight as 
they did not like to waste their time in un-godly discussion, neither could they induce Nimai to put up 
with any talk regarding Krishna. 

One day as Nimai was proceeding along the streets Mukunda catching sight of His approach 
h dted so as to avoid being seen by Him. The Lord noticing this asked His servant Govinda who happened 
to be in attendance the reason of Mukunda's conduct. He then told Govinda that He would become such 
good Vaishnava in the future that even those who now shunned His company would be glad to associate 
with Him. Even Brahma and Siva would wait at His door. 

The author next describes the deplorable irreligious condition of Navadwip. The very sound of 
Kirtan made the people lose all patience and they ridiculed and scoffed at the devotees especially at Sribash 
Pandit and his three brothers whenever they sang the Kirtan. When the Vaishnavas assembled at Advaita's 
communicated to him the blasphemies of the atheists Advaita Prabhu would promise that he would 
assuredly make Krishna Himself appear at Navadwip in a very short time. These enconraging words 
of Advaita allayed the sorrows of the Vaishnavas. 

While Nimai Pandit was thus passing His time in the pleasures of study to the delight of Mother 
Sachi, on a certain day Sri Iswarpuri made his appearance at Navadwip and presented himself at the 
house of Advaita. Advaita Prabhu was struck by the force of personality of Iswarpuri and recognised 
him as Vaishnava Sannyasi. When Mukunda sanjj a song of Krishna at Advaita's assembly it at once 
set into motion the surging current of love for Krishna in Puri's heart. Nimai Pandit met Iswar Puri 
by accident as he was returning home from his teaching Work. Iswar Puri struck by the graceful appearance 
of Nimai enquired about His family and the subjects that He taught. This discussion led Nimai Pandit 
to invite Puri to accept his meal at his house and accompany Him thither, ^achi Devi cooked the offering 
for Krishna and gave the offered food to Puri. Iswar Puri lost all control over himself as he launched 
into a discourse with Nimai regarding Krishna. Iswar Puri stayed for some months at Navadwip 
at the house of Sri Gopinath Acharyya. Nimai saw him there daily. Iswar Puri undertook of his own 
accord of teach his own work Sri Krishna-lilamrita to G^dhadhar Pandit being much impressed by the 

tter's natural love for Krishna. Iswar Puri once asked Nimai Pandit to point out the defect of his work. 
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The Lord replied that 'those who preteud to be able to detect any defects in the words or writings of a 
pure devotee offend against Krishna Who accepts only the offering of the heart behind the words.' When 
Nimai Pandit on a subsequent day humorously declared that a verbal root had been wrong declined Puri 
contended that his form was correct, After spending sometime in this manner in the pleasures of learned 
discussions with Nimai Iswarpuri took leave of Navadwip and started on his pilgrimage to the different 
ttrthas. 

1 All glory to Gaurachandra the Supreme 
Ruler of all great powers 1 

The centre of all display of learning in 
His childish pastimes ! 

2 In this manner the King of the twice-born 
lived concealed. 

He had no other work save study. 

3 His beauty which stole all hearts surpassed 
that of millions of gods of love 

Every limb was set forth by incomparable 
grace. 

4 With arms reaching to the knee, eyes 
resembling the lotus 

With betel between the lips and arrayed 
in most beautiful garments, 

5 And ever the Embodiment of arrogance 
confident in the power of His learning, 

The Lord walked the streets escorted by 
thousands of students. 

6 The Sovereign of the triple universe thus 
roamed all Navadwip 

With His beloved goddess of learning in 
His hands in the form of books. 

7 There was no one at Nabadwip among 
all those styled Pandits 

Who professed to understand the 
expositions of the Lord 

4 Save only one, the most fortunate of them 
all Gangadas 

To whom the Lord confided His learning. 

9 'Most worthy of praise', exclaimed all the 
worldly people on beholding the LoSd, 

'Is the person poor who has such Son ?' 

10 All the ladies beheld Him as equalling 
the God of love. 

The fiashandas viewed Him as impending 
Death. 

11 All the scholars recognised Him as the 
equal of Brihaspali. 

Thus everyone saw Him differently 

according to one's disposition. 

u All the Vaishnavas as they beheld 
the beautiful form of Biswambhar 

Being saddened in the midst of their joy 
thus thought within themselves. 

13 'Such beautiful form to be so void of 
any taste for the sweetness of Krishna ! 

What will learning avail if Death prevails ? 

14 All the Vaishnavas were under the spell 
of the delusive power of the Lord 

No one could recognise although 
they saw Him. 

15 Some of them when they saw Him 
spoke to His face,— 

'Wherefore dost thou waste thy days 
in the delusions of learning ?' 

16 The Lord laughed as He listened to the 
words of His servants, 

As He replied, 'I am, indeed, fortunate 
to be taught by you'. 

17 In this manner the Lord passed the time 
in the pleasures of learning. 

His own servants failed to recognise Him, 
how could others know ? 

18 From all directions the people flocked 
to Nabadwip. 

One got the true taste of learning by 
studying at Nabadwip, 
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19 iMany natives of Chatigram were 

also to be found. 
The Vaishnavas pursued their studies and 

dwelt by the Ganges. 

*u They had all been born by command 
of the Lord. 

All of them were un attached to the world 
and wholly devoted to Krishna. 

31 After their studies were finished joining 
together 

They discoursed on Govinda in privacy 
by themselves. 

32 Mukunda was the beloved of : U 
the Vaishnavas 

Mukunda's song melted the hearts of all 
holy persons. 

33 From afternoon all the devotees began 
to gather 

At the place of asserftbly at Advaita's house 

34 As Mukunda began the song of Krishna 
They all fell prostrate on the ground 

without regard to place or time. 

35 Some cried, some laughed, some danced, 
Some rolled on the ground in dishabille. 

t6 Some exclaimed with a deep voice and 
tucked up their clothes, 

Some went up to Mukunda and clasped 
both his feet. 

37 In this form appeared the happiness of 
transcendental bliss. 

The Vaishnavas no more remembered 
their sorrows. 

28 In His mind the Lord was very well 
pleased towards Mukunda 

And caught hold of Mukunda whenever 
He met him. 

29 The Lord put to him His riders and 
Mukunda had to explain, 

To which the Lord said 'No' which 
started the controversy. 

30 Mukunda w as a great scholar by the 
power of the Lord 

He contended with the Lord defending his 
own views and opposing those of the Lord. 

31 On recognising His servants the Lord 
in this manner 

Asked them to solve His riddles and 
all failed. 

32 When He met Sribash and other devotees 
He spared them neither. 

All fled at His approach unwilling to waste 
their time in idle talk. 

[ To be continued. ] 

Taking Refuge in God ( ) 

(Continued from P. 148, November) 1928.) 

[ XXVI ] 

That which maintains as duty aversion to Thy service 

I will assuredly discard with the utmost care, 

I will not cultivate the society of those who refuse to serve, 

I will not see the faces of those who oppose Gauranga. 
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3 L will uevor dwell at the place that ohatrnct* my devution. 

1 have uo relish for work that contravenes the service of the Lord. 

4 [ will never read the hook that is opposed to devotion, 

Nor ever listen to interpretation that forbids Thy service. 

5 I will never regard as sacred any spot from which Grauranga is banished. 

I hold as trivial the work and knowledge that hinder devotion. 

6 I do not esteem the season that stands in the way of Thy service ; 

Those kindred who are disinclined (o serve I hold as strangers. 

7 I will give up every desire that hampers devotion. 

I will not touch the food that is offered by atheists. 

8 Whatever I know to be contrary to devotion 

I will carefully avoid, this I do strongly affirm. 

9 Bhakativinode falling at the feet ot the Lord 

Begs for strength to give up everything opposed to devotion. 

f'/'o be continued) 

Navadwip Dham Parikrama, 

INVITATION LETTER. 

Sir, 
The members oj the Visma-l^aishnab-Raj- 

Sabha solicit the favour of your esteemed compart" 
at the Jollowing celebrations 

(а) Congregation of devotees from different 
parts of India. 

(б) Religious discourses and open discussions, 
(c) Highly instructive lectures by specialists on 

religious subjects. 

{d) Recitation from standard sastras. 
(a) Melodious Kirtan by renowned singers. 
(/) Social, musical, theatrical and various other 

entertainments. 
(#) Distribution of Sri Mahaprosad to one and 

all present,— 
on the auspicious occasions of the :—. 

I • Advent anniversary ceremony of Sri . Sri 
Nityananda Prabhu on Thursday the 21 February, 
1929 and three successive days. 

2. Annual circumambulation ( Dham Pari- 
krama ) ceremony in huge procession, of the nine 
different constituent parts (Dwips) of Sridham 
Nabadwip commencing from Saturday the 16th 
March to the 24th March, 1929. 

3. The 443rd Advent anniversary ceremony 
of Mahaprabhu Sri Sri, Chaitanya Deva on Mon- 
day, the 25th March, 1929 and on four successive 
days,—to be held at Sri Mayapur (old Navadwip), 
the Holy birth-place of Sri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu, 
and performed under the auspices of the devotees of 
Sri Chaitanya Math of Sri Mayapur. 

Yours truly, 
Kunja Behary Vidyabhusan, 
Atul Chandra Bandyopadhyaya, 
Nishi Kanta Sanyal, M. A., 

Secretaries, 
Viswa- Vaishnah-Raj-Sahha. 

Gaudiya Math, 
1, Ultadinoi Junction Road, Calcutta 

N, B.—Every arrangement for your conveyance and accfpmniodation will be made on your intimation. 
All remittances should be addressed to the Secretaries or paid to the a ithorised collectors of the. 
Viswa-Vaishnba-Raj-Sabha only on obtaining receipt. 



Propaganda Topics. 

Reprinted front The Indian Daily Telegraphy 

Luck now, Tuesday, 18th December, igsS. 

UNIVERSITY LECTURE. 

Under the auspices of the Lucknow Uni- 
versity Union a lecture on the 'Mission of Life1 

was delivered by Swami B. H. Bon, a disciple 
of Paramahansa Bhakti Siddhanta Saraswati 
Goswami Maharaj of Bengal in the Physic 
Theatre at 5-15 P. M. yesterday. 

The learned lecturer observed that the 
philosophers will always differ if their object 
of pursuit and the platforms upon which they 
stand be flittering, but a single, harmonious 
"Darshan" is possible only when the observers 
and the obseived are eternally existing. As the 
Absolute Truth has reserved the right of not 
being exposed to human senses no inductive 
procedure or attempt could ever lead on to a 
transcendental conception of God. But the self- 
effulgent truth manifests itself in a pure heart 
only. As man has been given the special privi- 
lege of realising God as distinguished from 
other animals who are not allowed to enter 
into the Kingdom of God in this life, the 
mission of life will be in the transcendental con- 
ception of God. 

GOVERNOR INTERVIEWED 

His Holiness Tridandi Swami Srimad Bhakti 
Hridoy Bon Maharaj, a learned disciple of His 
Divine Grace Paramahansa Srila Bhakti 
Siddhanta Saraswati Goswami Maharaj of the 
Paramhansa Math, Nimsar had a long interview 
with His Excellency Mr. Lambert who is 
appointed Governor of the United Provinces. 
,Mr. Lambert expressed deep sympathy for the 
Mission of all Love as , propagated by Lord Sri 
Chaitanya Deva Who based His philosophy on 

the Srimad Bhagabatam "which was originally 
preached and taught by Srimad Suta Goswami 
to sixty-thousand saints at Naimisharanya, the 
historic site of the present Paramhansa Math, 
Mr. Lambert started discourses saying that 
as our knowledge is limited God cannot be 
known to us. But on heaiing from Swamiji he 
was highly convinced of the Vedic principles that 
Self-effulgent Absolute Truth may be realized in 
a pure heart only when humbly approached 
with all submission, even though human em- 
piricism fails to challenge God like an object 
of scientific research. Attempts cannot show 
the sun at the dead of night while the very sun 
can be easily seen with its own light. 

At last Swamiji congratulated his Excellency 
Mr. Lambert on his being appointed Governor 
of the United Provinces and His Excellency 
added that it was all the more pleasing to him 
to receive congratulatious from religious prea- 
chers like the Swamiji, 

Next the Swamiji interviewed the Chief 
Secretary Kumar Jagadish Prosad, Hon'ble 
Raja Bahadur Kushalpal Singha, Education 
Minister and the Hon'ble Minister tor Self Go- 
vernment, Maharaj Kumar Amrita Lai Singh of 
Kapurtala and Hon'ble Mr. Justice Gokarnanath 
Misra, all of whom expressed great sympathy 
with the Mission the Swamiji represented. 

Friday, Zist December, igzS 

Paramahansa Bhakti-Siddhanta Saraswati 
Goswami Maharaj. 

One of the holiest and most learned of our 
Vaisbnab Philosophers and teachers, the accept- 
ed "Acharyya" of the present day, is re-estab- 
lishing the true tenets of the "Vedic Scripture" 
to distinguish between the apparent rind Abso- 
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lute Truths by sending his learned self-sacrificed 
disciples in different quarters, some of whom 
are presently preaching in Lucknow The 
Anniversary of His Holiness comes off on 28th 
February next. 

RELIGIOUS PREACHERS. 
On the 17th of December last, Tridandi 

Swami Tirtha Maharaj of the Nimsar Param- 
hansa Math explained portions of Bhagabatam 
in lucid Bengali in the house of Mr, S. C. Sen, 
Principal of the Shiah College. Swamiji showed 
from the life of Takur Haridas,a disciple of Lord 
Chaitanya how one can triumph over all tribu- 
lations and difficulties of life only by uttering 
the name of God and that as Name is identical 
with the Lord, it can lead one to Divine reali- 
zation. The preachers were engaged with the 
Hon'ble Mr. Justice Gokarnnath Misra at his 
bungalow on the 18th last when the old 
mother of the Hon'ble Justice listened to Swami 
Bon how one can overcome the bondage of 
Maya by giving his life to the service of true 
devotees. The Swami also told by the way 
that similar things are not always identical—a 
cup of milk and a cup of liquid lime, though 
similar in colour are not the same. Hence a 
true seeker after the truth must be on a 
guard to distinguish between a geniune and a 
seemingly professing Sadhu, A Sadhu must 
have the capacity to cut asunder the fetters 
of Maya and lead his disciple to a transcendental 
realisation of God in His subjective existence. 
The . Sadhu or Guru must himself be a self 
realised soul. 

After the speech of Swami Bon, Aprakrita 
Bhaktisaranga Goswami explained the objects 
of the Nimsar Bhagabat Pathshala, started by 
his Grace Paramahansa Goswami Bhakti 
Siddhanta Saraswati Maharaj of Bengal, the 
accepted "Acharyya," of the spiritual atmos- 
phere, to the members of the Hon'ole Justice. 
The meeting ended with a short Harinam 
Sankirtan by Brahmachary Trailokyanath. 

Saturday, 23nd December ig28 
Yesterday morning bwami Bon of the Nim- 

sar Paramhansa Math had an interview with 
Mr, W. S. Cassels I. C S., Commissioner. Mr. 
Cassels was very much inquisititve to look in- 
to the Swami's several papers of recom- 
mendations. 

By way of explaining the mission of his 
Guruji, Paramhansa Saraswati Goswami Maha- 
raj, Bon Maharaj told Mrs, Cassels that it will 
never be wise to pour water on the leaves and 
twigs of a tree, but if water is poured at the 
root, the whole tree will be fed ; similarly human 
attempts in different capacities will be all useless 
if they are not directed to the eternal service of 
the Absolute who is the root of everything, 
though there is no denying the fact that human 
activities may bear some temporary fruits 
only. 

"Back to God and back to home" is the mes- 
sage of the Swamiji. Lastly Bon Maharaj sought 
the sympathy of the long experienced and cul- 
tured brains like Mr. Cassels and others so that 
he might have his proselytizing mission in 
U. P. for the uplift of the spiritual standard of 
the country. Mr. Cassels was very much 
pleased to meet Swami Bon, and more specially 
to see the photo of his great Guruji. 

On the 19th December last, Swamiji had a long 
philosophical discussion with Rev. J. W. Pickett, 
Editor, "Indian Witness". According to Rev. 
Pickett any mundane attempt or mental con- 
coction may further one's spiritual progress, 
but the Swamiji retorted that spirit alone can 
approach spirit and matter can embrace matter : 
as mind is material it has no right to realise 
God, but only the innate nature of every 
individual soul, which is lying dormant at 
present, when awakened, can realise Godhead 
transcendentaly. But Mr. Pickett could not see 
what difference there could be between mind 
and soul. It seems, the two preachers were 
moving from two opposite angle?. 
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cl 

'I 14^ ^r^:- spn^n^t, 

^ Tf^T I qRw^r^RKT^, 

suftt mynyiw^T fufei ^sif^r m ^rwrr^ i ^ g 

tj sr^T^nw? I ^^rg- ^g^rgn^r sn^mmnr^qfi^irj?::^ goi 

TRRTT^: |n[?!^nic^RT^T%?m I ^wsnrsnjrateRBi irm'tnrJf qR 

qroassf^ftoriT i ^rtra^^fj fTHfrT: ^ g ^TSRVRT f^fnr 

g ifNF7 ^r^itfnirni^^TJ^^s'T- ^rms^rf^r ^sf^r ia[3»r%- 

i ^lyi^iTRt f^g^f ^rrng^i^ffl 

g^JTca^Tifngrir:, ^r^r m, ^ ^qjn: 

^fPinfflaiTRn i |i3['am^5t g - i 

snfoHi^ ^Tmfq %5Tr^^r^5i spmfir- f^sft 

^nl ^ftraisg^T^i^iKflt, 'H n^Ri tur^q: n" 

, yRrmrg^^^.. q^rfasR- ^Timm^erT^nrT^ ^c^rs^ni^WT: 

?rai qi^grRi smqNrcoiqcfy grgjirr ^q^Rn^or qjq^i: 

j^TTpq^K: qq^f I q^fg qifors^ ^fq^f^, «qi^q^T: ^^"irqi grRqqfirsftq?^ i 

^tq^iqq^, g^f5^, *x- n^fqqrfqqiK^Tmtq ^qf y'^Rxrf?^ 



f^Hl ^THq, | 5^ 

^gr qRstR ^i i T^fg 

3^ cPsjfTTfifgg^: SHUT 

nRfffl: "^c^l" sTR Rim SRSlfs^cllRl^K- 

qT^RTTrgq^^^ I ST^cqsIfJlt 

^tnjqqi qtnqfrsTRTVnqT^^T^^ frTqa' 

g qfiq: ^TO^qiflfiq: qR^q^f I 

q^dta n^mgtqi^qrq jnraicqor 

^q^fqfqq^rqrq^T^ q^nn^ qr^orilvrq^ 

fi^T^^^qqRwq qR?5%q^ i srqr^g ?:^T- 

q^q^f %q^ITfnRTT?Rq: fR? ffq I q%gT?:- 

g^TT ^fqqqqqqtTWq ^ qft^q: I CTM- 

qqr^t ^"^h! <drq I ffl'qTq Rq«iantg5%S(q RRR- 

jnrrg wsq^s^RT^qRwqq&^Jn^RTcq- 

qqiRl^^qfirfq ^rgqq; jqi^q^q fq^^Td | 

q?rg isftq^TflRqf^^fqqrfl^n^f^Tcqqq^- 

e*q^q^?iqTfl[TqT^q 

wrasra^oj siT^mRqs'Tsq fqqqqR^ra^ncqq- 

RTgqfqq^njT^ ^TIKl^TRiqicq I 

a^fTrfq^freqafanrmqi ^qq^qtq^ iftqr- 

?n?qq Ri?pr smg^qq qqmq«RqT¥i%qi^ i 

^qTRRi q^gqq^qqiqRT^ qiSTiycrisjTrrqfiR- 

fqqRcRcqT^ TRiq^q ^IT^fqi^qTRRflf 

q^qrq qrfei I ^fafq^rqqHr^m^RiRqqq?: 

^ftqc^qirRqtRrRiqT^q 

qR ^nwq qife^q^qtraq- 

RraK^rrfegr ^Tfqqr ^m^qrq^q ai^'R- 

^Wfqqg^q sfRsq: q^iqr^fq^^ni ^qqiw 

flTP5^ I 

^tq^mqq q?TqT?R 'tn?qq q^nq-^ITcqq- 

^qrRr^TTtq ^§Rq%fq55mrRq^T 

q^jqr ^rfqui^qq, qrg q^qrq^^qqqtjj- 

qriq^qfefq^q^q; ^ff5i?Rr^q>qq>RrqqT sft- 

^Rqfefq^Te^gfqRq^rcq^, qqi f? ^^q^f 

^■ ?^?^iq^rfqfqniq^q^-:j q | 

eicqqq^^emRqfg ^qmg^fq^qfefqqnqr- 

qfq q fefeqqqRrgiHRi q^Rr gsfq^TRf 

qi e^qq^qr fq^r^^iT 

U^cqrdqqqre^g ^q^T^qrqTf%tqr?gqa^q 

I 

q^qr^gjq^^q snraqcqfcrfqqw fqqr 

q;5!q^ feqfq I 

«ftqgrqq^q g—qr Rrgr 

^T fpi; qRqftf^q" Icgqjq., 37q> ^^tqfl^g- 

^t^rr^fq ?i^q fqfqif^g n^Tfiicqwnqq- 

q:Tgqr3RRi qifesRt^qgaic^qq qqjsq 5% q 

q^qr^qqqqrq^rq^q fttfi^fq qqq^q iq^R^ i 

sriqq ^ qiqcqifeqrr^qqRqrqqf^^q'^T?:- 

qqT^TcqRRTcJqRqqqnRf^q ^q^q qrq^- 

q^crtq— 

rR; a^joir: ^fe^nqqi: | ' 

^qrqTqqqmq qrqqcqqi n" 

?qR7%rcu q^ q qf^qift ^rrth 

qifqiq^l qr^nlq^qTqr^iqiqrfqtq qtiqqr- 

55TRT^^T«qq^ qq^Rqt =q qjqqRqqq?;: 

nqq^ i 3^ qq?q qi^sRfq^hn?1^^ %q?5- 

sqrqq^ qoirqrRqq RT^TRRqq^RRRq; qq- 

qqq, qq^ q^fqq^qqqr Rj^oi q^rggiqiqi 

^qyqT^qRqwrTqrqTRT^rTRiqq^qq^fq^qT- 



sift stem ] 

| q?if%q^ q»^ ^%^g- 

%iqf^q>^q^qTcRrq ^rftr^Tfe^q q?qi;q 

?^T ^qt STOR^ffqqq^rfqq^ ftlfq^T firer^r: 

qfef^ni sftift^qqquqrgicqqrf- 

qm^q^jg^cq fq^R'Tizq qqifeqg I qr^ 

nftRi^^rqi^ir^q ^r'^Rgqi: ^rfirqrqr 

eftq ^ft^'^iT^jqwr *ra{% i 

fiqfef^jnnqrfqf^qgugqTqt qqTfqvnqrqT^ 

iq^qqi qcqr^qgqq^qrqt qqiqfqqmqfq 

qr^rfq^^'^r^g arqwrfqqg i vftftqq^g 

qifg^TT^qfqqiy^iTrRqq^TMrftqi !nrar;tTftq 

^U^fqvTMt ^qqqqr^^r^ • qq>3lftqrfe! I 

cR g sftwfrqrgsTrgicqf^ qrqg^qr sftq^- 

qTgqT^qqr^qTnqqmTiiqqfft ^rgq^q^— 

nvftqRrf^^T^T^'^Kr^rftqqr- 

gHNqMiMqr?i'7q"fqfft, qqi^RftqrqrT^qfft, 

q Sqrrg^qcft ^q.-, q^q q!nq?q?qwr qisrer^q- 

jqiMiqvftqqiqr: qrrrqrqqrf^ g^ft^qftnii qqr- 

giqrf^ fsqft . ft gq; ^rftiqqgq^q 

ngSl qqVqi^qTftq^Tqq^%fq%qTftq ^cqr- 

ftsic^fefircig fsftft, ftsfq ^nqigsft^qq 

qqrq^gfqgqRT q wqr^q qjBftqgsrqi^ 

qifToqrfq^qqf^, aqfftqiqfq q^jnuqifftf^wft 

qgaR^fHTusn^^n^r'^fq i ^f^i-d jq^rnqr- 

fqf^ftqqqqrf^^ irfq^tq qr^rfq^^ngq 

a^NraKui-^rerR- -gniqqqtqi^Twif^^q 

q^qjq ^qjR[^5q ^wrqa^inqT ^c^qiqiT^rf: 

^■^q?Bl i q^sg qT^q^qrq^tqiqnftq qqt 

Incqqcuftq I 

sft^ftqrafq-^T^^gfq^r^rgqr^q qqr - 

t;g^q fq^g^r^t fq^^qrqft qi:: i 

ftqd^qr^q^q: II" 

qiifq ^sqqrftq sftqi^aqr gqqjqraqTcqq;- 

fqqr^grqqcqrc^Siq q^qr^qrfq ^iqfq^g- 

qq fr^iggrqqraqqi:! fqeq fq^g^r 

f^qrqr "qqijq" Wfiqriftq^ | ft gqrqlR^ 

qc% q-dHiqr fq^g^qr^^qreBi ^qqqqqcqqrq 

q^q^f: | ^ f? gjTqftqT^oiT^fqqrqq?"! 

q^qq qfqfgqr i sfwwqqr^g^*- 

•qrsqgqqT?:Tqoi^f§qTqqqftqTq qm^ q^qqr - 

"srqftqqqfq^g: q^ciq^g ^q^q. i 

^ieft g qmqrqq qqqi^gsqai §ft:: H" 

qqq^TTqqT^q: qftqcq «ftq^Tqqq 

qg^i: n^feqq^ i qq qqq^tsq^ qftqrg" 

'<q3rirqqwqoiTg-?ft^qT''fqfqrf^5ftifiqsqT55>gq- 

qq qqqnfqjqq | ?ftqsftqqterrftqr^TCg q?I- 

^^qrftqrrql q^r^qqqq^r'^KT^fg sqqqrr- 

qqrqrg: I q^^T^iqq^ft^rqr: ^^ftqitqq qq 

qq^^qRqrqr sqRqrqf q^q Rqqqtrrfft- 

qnfeq a^qg^ i qr^fiqqj^vri^q 

^t^qrqi ^inqrftftq q^H^Rfqfftqrlqrqtg^- 

^fq qqr aifjucq ^qsitq^q i ag%- 

amrg^TftftnrqW^g qf^qjiggrftq qun- 

a^5iq%rgqqq mrqqq^ftqq^. qWT^qfq: qw- 

^gi^i^fqi^raftq q^q^r'^KrqiqhfT^ftsqftq 

aq^qftq, q^g q^qr^qiftirt jR^Tft stifq- 

HTOTsqrqqTt'n q^qjaift^qq): ^rirqgf^" 

fq^qrfq I H qgqi—grqqq^qr "q SJIRfqi:- 

aifft feftq q^Wq^qq^qifq^ii^rg^T^ » 



?rt*P! trg | ?T^ ?Tf^5^ 

^^^j^R^K^KirmT^TTisq 

q^r^i rmTcqciTr^rjTr^lvRrT^3 

eiqt3»ff?raraT?q[g^qT i 

qyfq 3'FfliQ,iw-i<:«:3»i: wrl^fq Evf^rrfer 

cwrlq f^qi%: I 

q^rRt^rfqcqsg q!tfi=»>Tq.« itrtwci, q^g w- 

•! q^rfq qs^q^f^PxTTqRr i 

erem^q a^qq>^TpiqT^«fq5^Tgcife«fT 

*lTf55l»l(qqqciqT — 

qf^r qrfq qr feqr feqq I 

^fi^qigf^q ^it qnsqr n" 

q^sgflfyqg^r: ^rq^^f^rriq^T^onsqr 

jfeqqpqg^ q^gfq yftiq^f^rqpctqBtqrcqqi 

^qmqnwi'Tgjwcq I q % ^toi- 

J'jqqqT f^U^rq?^ flqqg^HT (qsq^T^qqig 

sqiqi^ig mq^qicMqTqqKq^T I JTnqgqiT^g 

q^5 ««^fq>^g qi ?K^g ^R^qrqicqcq^qt 

f^r^T, q^g g5i^^qq^%q{qqT^oi sufq^n^nq 

^T^qiq^q^rTt q^qiT^qTfq'JS^ff'rl I 

' ^sqqvrg q ^r ^ q AtRT STRT^" |fq 

qrqqrqqTtqqqh??^ !!qr?r^s?" ^fqq^sf" 

"q^qtss" t:?R[>S?" "qHqicqf" 

"mwmfsw" ^fficqfq qf^eq- 

qmRlc^a ^rm^cq jfficmfqqifrajm^ mqq: 

srnq^Rqt srfrfiiqrqq^iT^Rfiqi'^i fqrNi- 

g?ii^raqf^«RcTmqt'qqTy wrq i crem^q «rt- 

qf^tjiiigqi iftq^^qq^ ^jsqqr^q qq^rq 

fqfqoifqq., aifq qr ^q ' qif fqqt q q q??T%"- 

fteqr^ ^qqqqi^g^ qri qq qiq^yvrntrqi- 

5ftq^5 qftqiqq, I ^ g q?- 

sftqi: STtq^kg^q f^qrfqqiqrqqqqT^ 

qqjjqTqTsqfqgtfqq: ^qi^f^q qT^rq^iq- 

qq %q55 qn^qqqrqf qi^^qiqirqiq yqqqf^q 

q % MKMi^qi qqjjqrqi q^fq^ q qqq^f i 

qrgnfqq^rnqrlq srlqFqqqgqjqrqr qrq 

qsrqrfqqiTftxqqfq ^fqfqqfq?:T^q sitrR 

qqr— 

"^q sifq^iq: gM qr^q: yq^: l 

qjg^ ^fenqr^i fqsf^q ^CT U" 

shg^qr^Rinq sftqrqqyqq gqqq q^qqr^ 

qqpq^fte^q ^tf^Rl^q ^i*q*3?q ^q gjq^ I 

^g q^qvnloi ^jqRq^qqfqgq?: ^qqqm^ 

gqgf^'h^qfqqqt qTqq^iqiwr q^rr^qqjq- 

^qr^OItqigrftoff ^qqoir^JMsrfqg^T^ ^qg- 

qioqrtiFqqnqi qirq^qq^jqqrqr 'EFqnqqqq 

sqq | ft^qrqt qoTq^r^fq^rfeq gq- 

^qTqq^qsqg | q^q^gqiqr qF5I<nq?raTqT- 

q^?;qqzqTgqqqqiq^ «oq»5fq fqq^rFq^i 

qrq^gq^^ qwq^ q^r osq^uqicqyilwqTqT 

qq^sqqf qr qq^s^qiFi^TOlq qf^qna^r- 

^rFiqqt q qj^qrfq fqqr^: i af?rq- 

^qq q^?rTqTFqq»m?KqTcq^fw5qT?q?»qhTTFi- 

qfR: ^rqq I yqqqfqt ^ ^sqq^gq; ^qr- 

fqqrqqNqcq qqr qfeqc^raqr qferTq?qqfq- 

q^!q i ^fqqt q^q: 55) sqqTfqft 

qgrqr^ qrf^wfkqt qr?!^ qs^rfq swqqt 

qqqgqwqrqf ^qrfqqq^ q qqfq 1 q?" qq 

qrqicq^t qiqrquq^g qrq; qrsrqcqrafqqr^q 

fqgoiqrff q^wiq? fq%qfq 1 



] fTRTTfggTt: 

| 5ft?l^Tq^4oTT^5!qfefe^«Jqf^g^ 

qT5ft% i ?T^q cf^q srnfq 

q^qcq^HTqw:: ^rqgf i 

c^q^qft^q^-flqq^^-qrfein-fq^ fq^ qqi^'sq 

aq^qt^Tt^rgi^^ i ^WIT q%- 

STHcn qtHT'Tqoie^Tfljg^qf^ I c^T^RTcRR: 

^nai^^qra ^eqq^gqR^q^ RRTTF qq^r | 

jm^TTcqcqTqqqm^fqtnFfg imRT^^ra- 

^TqqqTon: q^qa^UiMTJNiqt- 

^R^qnaqra^ i imw wt qr ^rqj^ot 

%q55qfqqqc%qq ^WT'tT: ^t^qR^mRR^ 

qfaS^Bq^ q qclRTilT; qtqrqqrqTS^rTT 

qqffq I 

"q^qq^rrf^q ncqr qnrqrf qs" |tq^q 

ytqq^q^q^^lTgq^ g^JRfqg^T: JflhR- 

5R^q q^RRRTTT 37I5fTqq i <>q<.qTRnTrf2^^5 

qftqrwqT | qsr f^rgp^; 

^jTic^qqi sntqqrr^qr^q^nt vrmqqfqgTR^i- 

qfq fq^qcq^ i "q^rfqcq"- 

qyicqi q^Tfqqt !^rw^5 Rt^Tfqq^ 

if^T^ qVrfqrqqr^qqfR I q^qT^qq 5 

^feqi^fqjniqTqT 3Tfq!%rq;Tfen fq^q^R: 

^qjfqqcqrfqqr^q q^trciq^q^qrqRrr ^TW 

q^fwfq^qrfqq^^l I q^q?:r^rqT^-qTq%^- 

3^qT^-«T^qqfqq^iqi?T5[>rt ^Rq^ra^n 

^qiftwtqqltfnqTTf^qqfq fq^gqq, 1 s^jqr- 

cRcq ^qqtq qft^qqiqqfq q^fq^^iRffe- 

^rifq Rc^ q^jjqrqrcqqq fqf^qqfe 1 

^tf^qirg q^qt: ^'^RT^^TpqTTqTfq^ 

qi^^lcq q^Plcq^ ^RRT^T qsqqfrn qq 

qq^q 1 q^qr^Tcqqt qwicq spsqrq^ sqqfqqt 

q ^^q;q I q?»g ^qfrnqqigsnT^qT^q^nqn^' 

^cqqTqqT^qrq^rqqwt-qqi^q q prf^qt 

q^Jqqfel | ^ q q^qiqiqi: 

^qq^fq^TqqrrcfqTcqrq ^oqfriq^q q^qqiHT 

qi^qq^q qqf q qi^rfq qqijqn^c^l ^nq«q 

^rqqqtq q%q; | sftqiqiqq ^qcqir feqrf^qt- 

qqlqqi^l^O ^qrqrq^rqfe^qq q^T qf^ 

q^q^g ^q^qq^qrq'q'^qc^q qii^qmqdqq:- 

jp?%qq qcqq^qfq ( 

qfefqg^q g^t^cqirr^q q^q fimnr- 

qifqq: ^^qfeqiq qq !gqn*q fe^q^q yrq^cqq 

q^cqq 1 qqo^^^cq)q55l®qq^oi q^T 

5ffq STTcqiq fqcq^t^RT^qrc-q^gqc^qrqq^jfq 

q^r 5tftq^Tqq3^qq"5qTqq^mi^'frrqftgrrq- 

S^fq^jqr^q fqg^qq i ^ g qgrqTf ^wqisr- 

qnq^T^f^i^Tg qr^'Jia^qf^T^fqf^ qniqifq^- 

gr^jtiq^ af^jgq || 



a?jn^;v3f 

■qwr: ^igcT: q^ri q; i 

frtfqr^ ?:Ri sjq qq % 11 

Uiqq^q qiqfqiqtqT.eqq I 

fnq^q VTW^FT^q ^ITJl^Tfliq % II 

^f^qq^fqosmt qrqqr i 

sftqpr qcqfiffTT^T qt*if qqit? ^wlvi: n 

sn^nit^TfFiqTqq, — 

arqi^^q fqqqT^ qqi^gw^q: i 

fM?1*: 5^5 q^Tiqg^qq II 

r^qqi^q qjq^q ^ ^ ST^OTq 

^qif^qr^i^q qqqfq, - 

q^lfq^FR ; Wiqcq- 

T%?rqTq qrq:qqqq 1135.11 

[ "jqffRqcqr^Trt qyyvqa: qn 

¥r%q qqrfq qraiqqjf fltKiqf 

qiw»T<jTif qiflSTfunfuq sraiqfH WIWT srowqr 

qr q s^Trj;, q^qiir^r^ 

cHtT »T^3cft"f5! qtaiq^Trj; I ] 

srqqq jftqraiqq,— 

qra qrgq fqqrsn^^ fq?jq 1 

qfi| qieqTaiScqjfkf cHc! q^fa 11 

37qq.q qlciiqi qi^qq.— 

snq; ^^tqqr i 

STTcTOW qq; ^cqr q fqif^qfq V-*^ i) 

qq) qqr fq^^fq qq^q^qrw^ i 

qq^rqt fqqrqq^rcq^q «Ri q^ 11 

qqr qtqrqf, — 

goqr^qt^q qqq fsprqq aq^rtsfq ^r: 1 

fe^qgrfcr qtq^q ^l^qgrrfdqTid || 

q^fq. - 

^cqj>?2^j ^pj qT{^ qm: ^qi^q^JT I 

3^'- 

*tt gfTfig%q;mrq^5[i Hfeni^qqi^ i 

K&t ^wq^qi q:q mqqcft ?:%: n 

sr^qirfmfqsqr^ ?:rq^^»iR%q: 1 

JTtqiqqqyl^qqfafqiq^: II 

mqt^qmqmqrfq ^mgm:Tqq: | 

aTDTTFTqrg ^iq^fqqHTq^qqmfq 11 

ii^on 

[qgw^: qftgRI frq^3?TqT- 

qr?—Urqi^fq 1 q?^r?n:^q ^s^ir srwim- 

qftq q^rRrr^q^q q^q^^R^gqr qqfe 1 

swqq; ^TTvpf qrq: ^TVHrf^qqq q%qNw 

qqfq qqq qrqrcaqqqq qcqi^KM^^ur ^qr 

^Trft qrqqRnMH^Hi qqnlc^q: | wnyft'tq 

qq> "mfq^jra ^q^q" # ■o 

qqpnq^ 1 ] 



stefT ] 

^TTVR qm: slnr %% i 

^f^n®TT j^newr^i er i 

^Tffr II 

sra1^ v^tVi^i^,— 

^HIT^Rlf^JTT^ra'MT^+PirJ^fR | 

MlsH^Mc+K^igmiwr H 

5^ — 

3^1 vtzj ?ici: *T3rq%qT i 

r!rl>Sq«lftf^lT ^qirlcit f^BT ^^TrJ: II 

HT^HWr qnyi: ^c^rn: n 

irriq^f 351101^ Jqqr^qq I 

RTOf ^fq^Ktr' ^Jgfqiqq " 

qEcqgicq 3^r q^ qf^qrq, ^q^rfaq; 1 

qftq^ ^JST^T^ ^TT^ri^^^Rifqqs; || 

STT^T^hTq^^ ^5q%5T!TT^rm?:; I 

»7Tr3T%7oiT TO ^fqqqi %ql qqr: 11 

q qrg' 55^ qqi fqqr f^jrg^c^q 1 

^jq^TTOq^.^TTOmt « qq^ 11 

^n:3Tf|3iqTO^qrc^TW^FKqT q % I 

qrwq?^ qc^cq" qcHKfqfq q;q=tq^ n 

qq qqt qqtft^f? qs:ff%'=3 fqqqr | 

qf«5Tq ^T?TSqr5f :FTP£qqfq fg^qfq n 

fqq: ^TO^T^Tqt fqq^rq^^Rnm 1 

^Tcqqi PTJq^iqrqmq^ q^q^q^ 11 

qr-qr^nf^^T^Tqi qit-qtq srq^q?: | 

qqifq q?qr ^ffq qrulqsrq^fiqq: II 

^iq^rqigdsfrs;! qrrccqTirrqqtsrT qr 1 

^fsTqi^pqisj ^nrfli^qqr qqr 11 

^qgtRT: H^r^q-aqqq | 

qqi ^^cqfqi^m^ 1 

qqrfq qr'qrwrnf g^qqqiftoirq 11 ] 

5 ^qsq ffq §?q ^.p 

fq^t q^£q qn ^qmr q 1 

qqrqcr 35^ q^q?.- 

qml^tsqsqq^: 11 

f^jrq;5q> sqrqrcq fq^qf s^qrfqqfqfq 

^qqw^'^qrlq qcjqiwqrfq rrsqrfm Jni^rnft- sp] q^t qqr q^^qfqrol 11 

?qq: 1 <!5Rq: ^Tqrfq 5Jf^" 5r%^ qqrf? crq»T^!fI^q qnqgjfqq,— 

q^qr^q^wFUT^nqq" sfo 1 "WT^qtfq- qn^q qir q^q qroftq ^%qT 1 

fqi"^^ q^qq^n an^TT^c^q fq^fqq^ I jprfr aunt qttRr qwff q^r q^Tcq^K: u 

fq^qq^iH 

Hiqqjq^r f| 'sqq: 

^iqqjfq 11^ in 

[ qg qiqi^^s qiqrqqqT^qi qrqrfqq- 

fe^r^qfT^rqq q;q^qj ^^ifqqrfsieq q^si^r- 

qtqqqr qqqi sftqiqi ^q^q aq: 5qr(e-wi%q 

qcqTTJrrrflfeqfeT^ ?Fq ^1, ^fe^^rqr- 

q^wqqgq sftqrq^qqffq^qif^f^Rfq afq- 

qr^M q^r qq^'nqrwq s^qqqr: - irrq^tq 

?tfq 1 f? q^ fqaqqi^ Igqiq* qr 1 sftqrqr 

^qrfe^rrq^q ^q: sir^qeqic^qqiTOcqT^ 

3i?iTq«qT'r!viq^qjcqTc^qfqqqtTsnqicqra 1 q^q 



s*! irtTRt H»t5 ■j^sjsrPTOT I 

rfrft II 

^wr: fcnpi^cg^T I 

qg'sm: ^jiywicni: n 

f«F ^T: Jfim fiR^TT^q: I 

si^?rt T:3f:gr5Rn)g?i: n 

'JTfiTn^r^ ^jTT^T TcW^TT | 

q?JT Sl^ffl f^T^T^; ?T^T f§ II 

rrg n^gf^qr^jfll | 

qr^p^^n ^qr%?iTq^q^sq^ n" 

sqgvqa fgffirn ?iT^¥q: fisn^ I 

qi3>q^q^,— 
3Tfq?JTqWrt^ q^WRT: 

sjfcr qfeq rpqqrqi: | 

^qniqi: qftqfcl gfT 

a?fqqq qtqqrqr qqr^Jl: ll 

•qmql,— 

"^fwdsq fq^qt cq^qq fqg^ft ^ i" 

srq^q qtqqrftigaf^ ^qrwr q^grq afq 

q^rfrf^qiqq, - 

l^q qr^nfq q>qq qq^t f^qqi^qi^ | 

#73" ^rf^qj^rr q^rfqsqioi fqf fq: n 

sftq^iq^ qtq^ ^K^rlt ^5$tqi5q 

s^qji "qqrq^q: fq^sqfqftrwq srfqqi q 373- 

qqccqrqtqiq; I 37Tc$q %cq "Jsq^qr^f^Ri 

fq? SfTT^qq frqra^IT?,—^qfqfq I q«qqic$- 

qrgqq: qqicq^TT^q q q^gqq: fqpg 

qqq^ frq^^ncqqccq^r^Tcqrr^-qH^qrfqqr- 

qwrqgqTqqilRqiiraq ^qi qil^qq^sTt qr^ft- 

c^q ^q qfqw" %%?qfe^rrji^qrfq qrrfqsqfoi- 

fqf fciwNrUTqccqtJTqijcM'jfa Rqqtfq %q««i5- 

5RT ^qqwqVrqqq: qr^qj^fRcqq: || ®N 
gqsr qqq,— 

apqqr qqqrfirs I 

qqfqufqRTITR q>^5^fq q fq^ %: u 

iaRqqq^q q^tqt fW^qi 

^qq^s RI1!: II^^U 

[ qg£ q: w^rlqfqgr^q q^ qrorarcq: i 

q %f^Rqm>fq q q qrt qfq"ftf?f 

qtqiqqqRTOT^q ^TT^qr^f^fqfq s^PToqr 

sftqrqf Rf#: ^TT^ilrqfqqRT^[qccqrcq;q ^TT^I- 

fqfq fqqt ^q: ^qr^tqq^iqmT?,—^IT^TfT^- 

^psqfq I 37^5 ^q:fe^frrq^q5^3 37qtrq 

fqfq^qqrqi ^q ST^qq^ 31^5 ^T?q" q^q 

q5!qrrt fqqiR^q, I fq^feqr ^R^^fTTq- 

^mRIRRtrq RrTR^q^rfqfq ^qqiRt ^q 

^nRscqfqf^iqrqr qqq; I q fqqrR^ 

q ^rreq^Rq r^rttT : 1 ^qf 33- 

JJR^q ^R:ftT?[SrTq5q RTRcqi^l ^q ^rqifo! 

^11^7rfq 37{ifcl7qf5qqqRqlfR Wt^q^Ti^TRT^^ 

^qs^q, q^T "q: ^nsifqfqgc^s^'lei wiqaM 

Rc^^q: ^rq^FTTRi ^g^Rqr fqfq^qRRt- 

fr^Hf jRF^Tiqfq^qqtqRqT fqqRT^qRfeRra- 

fqfR ZPJZl JRF^TRfq 37?nfeRjftR7qt ^IT^rqro- 

fqsqqqq 37^7qT ' q^T ^ Rt^fe^j f^sqRl- 

Rfi"^q% 1 R^T qjmfe fq=q< ^rstpt WR^qq 1 

qiprq fqqqit^T fqfqijTTq) flqrsfq" | ^qrf^ 

Rqqfq^^Tqr: qq^qiqrl: sr^RfRfq^R^w 1 ] 

  ( RFRJn: ) 
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Energy of God-Kead. 

TT is asserted by all God-loving people 

*■ that God.bead being the Fountain- 

head of all energies displays His Eter. 

nal Manifestations both in transcenden- 

tal and mundane regions. In the phe- 

nomenal existence. He is targe tted as 

Nature or the Dependant Fountain-head 

of the Supreme Authority God-head. 

The phenomena represent her service 

to a sensuous agent who is sometimes 

considered as a part and parcel of 

phenomena. The different attributions 

that are to be found in matter have got 

different denominations from their 

essence or spirit. So, the spirit is con- 

sidered to be non-transformable. God. 

23 

head being the Fountain-head of all 

energies has had the authority of dele- 

gating an inconceivable power to retain 

the eternity of the Spiritual Kingdom 

opposing to the conception of the in- 

vestigators of temporal world. In deter- 

mining the energy conferred on pheno- 

mena, we find the three different phases 

of quality. And this quality is fully 

restricted in quantitative reference and 

liable to be intermixed with one another. 

The qualities are known in three differ- 

ent aspects, when we take into account 

the question of time. Prior to the exist, 

ence, along with existence and after the 

existence are the three different stages 
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of the said quality. This quality when 

projected in space, we get two dividing 

lines which form the four walls of a 

particular object. So the question of 

limitation is an invariable factor inhe. 

rent in matter. In the Spiritual Realm 

the questions of time and space have 

no separate identification to purturb 

the peaceful monistic view, though such 

monism does not prevent the variety 

of Eternal Manifestation. In pheno- 

menal observation time and space prove 

to intercept the idea of numerical 

monism ; whereas, in the Transcen. 

dental Region of Spirit they offer no 

resistance or discordance in reference 

to finiie shortcomings. The decent or 

the vulgar, the ribald or the non-ribald, 

the high or the low, the wide or the 

narrow have got contrary aspects which 

prove detrimental to our desired facili- 

ties in this world. But on the other 

hand, when we are carried^to the Region 

of Peace and Harmony, these qualitative 

functions offer us ample facilities jibing 

the frailties of natural products. 

The quality of Transcendental Nature 

is known to us as proper Eternal Power 

of the Property which is identical with 

the Proprietor Himself. That transcen. 

dental Power or Energy is classed in 

three divisions ; viz. the Energy proper 

of His own, the Energy of His physical 

possession and His Energy lying in the 

demarcated position between the former 

two. When we are brought to view His 

own, we see in Him three esoteric 

aspects of His own Potency viz. His 

All-harmonising Power, His All-know- 

ing 4?ower and His All-pervading and 

permeating Power. The All-harmonis- 

ing Energy acts to keep up the relation 

of Existence with knowledge. His 

Pervading and Permeating Energy 

acts as the Cementor between two speoi. 

fied Energies i.e., Knowledge and Har- 

mony. And His All-knowing Energy 

acts as identifying the equal distance 

of Existence and Harmony. So all en- 

ergies in Him are not contending with 

one another, but serving as friendly 

dependents of the Supreme Authority. 

But the case is otherwise in mundane 

phenomena. The qualities prove to 

be contending with one another in 

order to keep up their respective 
properties. 

The School of Pantheists differs 

from the Devotional School, when it can- 

not distinguish between the energies 

found in phenomena and different 

phases of eternal energies that create, 

transform and oonduct the material 

world with that of his own where 

Harmonising Power brings all in monis- 

tic order, This monopoly of Hod-head 

is wrongly viewed by the fiendish 

spirits who revolt against the Fountain- 

head of all harmony. They ignore the 

Existence, Perfect Knowledge and Har- 

mony of G-od-head and try their level 

best to accomodate the All Energetic 

Personality into their cavity of finite 

but wrong observations. They are 
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prone to reconcile the different tracks 

of theism and atheism into agnosticism 

and scepticiam. Their attempts fail 

when they want to justify to identify 

the mundane energy with the trans, 

cendental in as much as the latter—the 

subject of their inspection is not cover, 

ed up in their present predicament. 

Even a most thoughtful reader is 

found to err when he states that even 

associated counterparts are in the same 

category with that of fettered souls. 

His clear idea of difierent energies of 

God-head cannot but agree with 

our view when we are confident of 

different phases of energies and their 

manifestations. The erring aptitude 

can equally chalk out his path of 

confounding Krishna with Karshna 

when he can acquaint himself with the 

distinctive phases of manifestations 

due to the Energetic Q-od-head and His 

energies. 

If we compare the erotic principle 

and unalloyed devotion in the estima. 

tion of Energy and their different 

graduation, we should never be led 

to mistake in our attempts to compare 

the different associated counterparts of 

One Integer, the Personal God-head. 

The amatory love towards God-head 

has no doubt, got a higher place than 

filial love, friendly love, love between 

the principal master and dependents 

as well as a love of cherishing a face 

of neutrality. 

We are so much aveise to render 

our service to the All-knowing Over- 

soul that we claim our existence in an 

atmosphere surcharged with common 

errors. The very expression 'Absolute 

Truth' is sometimes followed by a pro- 

noun indicating the neuter conception 

of Godhead in lieu of His unlimited 

Power of initiative organisation. The 

word 'Absolute Truth' when used in 

neuter gender in our present-day atmos- 

phere, is meant for the mundane biblio- 

graphy and not intended for Spiritual 

Realm. In the case of Absolute Truth, 

the pronoun 'he' or 'who' should be used, 

instead of 'it or 'which', as we must 

not deviate from the Eternal Exis- 

tence of Personal God-head and His 

Spiritual manifestation void of any 

mundane discrepanioes. If we ignore 

the Power of All-mightiness in God- 

head, we would prove ourselves to be 

aloof from the eve [ .existence, ever- 

manifested Spiritual Kingdom. 



How to Approach Absolute Knowledge. 

[ By Sj. Jadunandan Adhicabi, b. a., ] 

(Gontinued from P. 163, December, 1928. J 

CHAPTER TI 

Now what is Initiation ? And who 
is the fit person to give it ? 

I 

SltfRT : || 

It is that process by which Sree 

Gurudeva admits one into the enlight- 

ened region of Absolute Truth i. e., of 

the soul. Let us study the matter a 

little deeply from the philosophical 

stand.point. 

We have seen the utter futility of the 

egoistic process of thinking to know the 

true nature of the self or soul. But 

wherein lies the crux ? 

Egoistic philosophy starts from a false 

data. Is not one's self-knowledge being 

always obscured by the interposition of 

four kinds of errors due to ignorance, 

misconception, misdirection and incapa- 

city. No human being, as he is at 

present is, free from them. So when- 

ever he tries to understand truth in 

an inductive way i. e., through his 

experiences some one of these errors 

must creep in. It is unavoidable in 

his present state of existence when 

he is subject to the cycle of action and 

reaction, suffering or happiness and 

is being tossed about on the waves of 

changing circumstances. So however 

great a thinker might one be in the 

wordly sense of the term, he can 

never get beyond his ego ( i. e., baser 

self ) if he keeps himself hide bound 

within the limits of sense preceptions. 

Absolute Truth must remain a sealed 

book to him. All his knowledge must 

receive egoistic colouring. Then is eter- 

nal ignorance the lot of man here be. 

low ? Is he an insect to crawl and 

chirp for a while in the dark and then 

to be heard no more ? No ! From be- 

yond this troubled region of doubts 

comes floating the message of truth and 

hope from Sree Gurudeva. Listen if 

you have ears ! He says—Truth exists 

apriori otherwise your own self-existence 

is endangered. Of course knowledge 

of Absolute Truth is possible when your 

self-existance is admitted. But your- 

self, as it is at present, is not a thing 

self-sufficient and free, although you 

always aspire to be so. For a higher 

power, that of Maya, works on you. 

The world of Maya is too much for you. 

You remain engrossed in its phenomenal 

varieties; you groan under its tyranny. 

And in this trance, as it were, you forget 

that there can be anything beyond the 

senses. Yet, all this time and ever you 

live, move and have your being in Truth 
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eternal as its organic part and parcel. 

The all-sustaining, all comprehensive 

Absolute exists. But by the very nature 

of your existence you only forget to 

recognise them being hemmed in by 

your measuring tendency through limits 

of senses. But in His infinite mercy 

God reveals Hiraeelf as He did to the 

first created being, Brahma.— 

snT i 

T alone was in the beginning ; 

everything that is or is not should not 

be identified with Me and after the 

final dissolution of this creation I alone 

will remain.' 

In the Katha Upanishad we find that 

"One eternal all pervading Over Soul 

dwelleth as the Lord, in every ■ indivi- 

dual. The One through the manifesta. 

tion of His power has become many. 

Those who have got peace and repose 

in their souls can behold Him and attain 

to eternal bliss but not others who 

are given to inferior pursuits." And 

RTOTT tiodhnq" fonf?r i 

"Everything created receives life and 

light from Him ?" 

So the true nature of your self or 

soul is to be seen in the light of the 

Absolute Truth and in relation to Him. 

Then you will know its complete nature. 

But is Absolute Truth to be identi. 

fied with His creation as the pantheist 

in his too engrossing attachment to * 

phenomenal nature would at once jump 

to such a conclusion from the above 

texts ? No ! The answer is emphati- 

cally in the negative. The Upanishad 

itself has given us the meaning of such 

texts. Meanwhile let us see what the 

Srimad Bhagabata says, God says to 

Brahma — 

JWT HellPd Wflft I 

Mfcgl-MUfamfcrWT ^ It 

'Just as the elements do at the same 

time pervade creation and remain out 

side of it so all things exist in Me and 

I in them. But thereby I do not become 

identified with them and lose My se. 

parate identity.' 

In one of the most glaring and 

solemn passages of the Swetaswatara 

Upanishad has thist rpth been clearly 

proclaimed to the world.— 

'Hear me ye sons of light eteroal, 

living on earth and in other illuminat- 

ed regions ! Verily there exists that 

one eternal Personality, self-effulgent 

like unto the sun, beyond this dark 

region of death and ignorance ! By 

knowing Him alone do ye gain salvation 

and enter into the realm of bliss. No 

other means exists to conquer death.' 

As to how you can know Him the 

Upanishad says 'You cannot have the 

knowledge of the Over Soul by means of 

reasoning, erudition or studying of the 

Yedas ; only through mercy does He 

reveal His own person unto him whom 

He does accept as His own.* 

Sreemat Bhagabat is more clear. 

Brahma, when praising Sree Krishaa 
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on the occasion of His so called seeming 

birth says— 

'We have heard that You manifest 

Yourself in perfectly pure form here 

below ( no gross material qualities 

touching it so that people might obtain 

the fruition of their religious pursuits 

just as sacrifice; yoga, penance, medita. 

tions etc.) by offering worship unto that 

Body of Yours. For the fulfilment of 

all religions lies in Your worship.' 

But too much accustomed as you are 

to sense preception, and so to the in- 

ductive process of thinking you cannot 

at first rely on this revealing process of 

Truth which is deductive. You think 

that your body along with your mind is 

the self, the senses are the only sources 

of knowledge and hence all knowledge 

must be sensual. Herein lies the root of 

all errors. Sri Sri Mahaprabhu Himself 

has said. 'Misconception of soul lies in 

body and mind.' But how is it possible 

for you to know that you are spirit and 

discard this original error for good ? It is 

possible only when you come into con. 

stant vital contact with one who lives in 

spirit and in truth. Sri Gurudeva does 

so. He is the manifestation of Absolute 

Truth on earth. For there exists 

■supersensual and purely spiritual 

variety in God-head uncontaminated by 

any material quality. He knows God for 

he is God in that form. In essence and 

in spirit he is identical with Him but 

in action as manifested here below and 

in Baikuntha he has differentiated him- 

self from Absolute Truth in a supersen. 

suous way as the eternal servant of 

God. Bhagaban Krishnachandra says to 

Uddhaba— 

'Know that I Myself appear as the 

Preceptor. Do not take him as human 

and resent his authority as such he is 

full of the glory of all the gods.' 

Sree Gurudeva remains on earth as 

the devotee and servant of God-head 

Krishnachandra. All his activities, 

his body, mind and soul are, constantly 

engaged in His service. No worldly 

extraneous work however exalted from 

a mundane point of view, can make him 

deviate, from this one all engrossing 

Divine duty. And whatever he does, 

he does not as anything super-imposed 

by the world but as the natural out- 

come of his own divine character. His 

mind, his senses, his limbs are concrete 

embodiments of Godly service. 

There is a class of thinkers in India, 

mainly followers of Shankara, who iden. 

tify the Over Soul if any, with the indi- 

vidual human soul. They do not believe 

in the independent identity of God. 

head and eternal specification of souls 

free from matter. After salvation the 

individual soul or the imperfect idea 

of it becomes the fullfledged God. "We 

do not here enter into any criticism of 

this school of thought. But according 

to this theory Sri Gurudeva can have no 

absolute existence. He is something 

ephimeral and terrestrial so any service 

rendered unto him cannot have any 
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permanent value. He Can be resorted 

to as a temporary expediency for the 

so called spiritual advancement. So 

when this class of thinkers preach faith 

in their so called Gurudeva they do so 

either in self deception or in ignorance. 

But a true theist regards his Gurudeva 

as the most beloved one of Krishna 

Chandra—an Eternal and Absolute 

oounter-part like him. In his highest 

mature state of spiritual life he only 

aspires to become a co-worker with Sree 

Gurudeva in the service of God-head 

which is the eternal function of the 

individual soul. 

From what has been said above it 

is quite clear that no consideration of 

so called worldly caste or colour can 

enter into the consideration of this 

question. Sree Gurudeva alone is the 

true Brahmin for he knows and serves 

Parabrahma with all his body, mind 

and soul. No social prejudices should 

be forwarded to lower him by the pri- 

vileged self-seekers. That will only be 

beating against the rock—the rock of 

Truth. For the caste of the servant of 

God is fixed by Bhagaban Krishna 

Chandra Himself as He has said in the 

Gita. 'Woe to the individual or society 

who grudge this Divine dispensation. 

But know it for certain ye caste-privi- 

leg© hunters, that it is in His infinite 

mercy to society tbat Sree Gurudeva 

condescends to come into the designa- 

tion of any caste. You must know 

him as God's manifestation on earth 

although he likes to call himself His 

servant.' 

Now, what is Initiation ? God is 

All Embracing, Absolute Spirit. He is 

to be worshipped in spirit and in truth. 

Initiation which introduces the devotee 

into the realm of this worship is essen. 

tially a spiritual function. So-called 

professional Gurus turn it into a social 

or family rite. But that is the worst 

abuse of a divine rite. True sincere 

seekers after truth must not be blinded 

by them. No kind of sin attaches to 

him if he renounces such a false pre- 

ceptor and goes to the right person. 

That will rather be a great merit on 

his part. Sri pad Jiva Goswami Prabhu 

has enjoined it. 

"The true preceptor is to be resorted, 

to even by discarding a customary one.' 

But now-a-days, specially in Bengal, 

a class of amateur religionists has 

cropped up. These men aim at making 

a name for themselves under the pre- 

texts of religious practices. They re- 

sort to this kind of sham Gurus for the 

purpose as these hired preceptors are 

always ready to pamper their material 

propensities and do not disturb their 

egoistic life of enjoyment. 

But with true intiation the disciple's 

past life begins to dwindle away. A 

sincere devotee dedicates himself whole 

heartedly to Krishna at the time of his 

initiation through Sree Gurudeva and 

becomes himself spiritual like unto his 

God and Lord. 
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^ ancH^WTOi I 
f^jj cTT^ ^ STIrTCm II 

'At, intiation the disciple surrenders 

himself completely at the feet of Sree 

Krishna Chandra Who accepts him and 

makes him like unto Himself ? There is 

nothing material in the relation between 

Sree Gurudeva and his disciple whose 

life now takes a new shape. He is 

reborn in spirit. In his inspired vision 

the disciple perceives his true relation 

with God. No more does he run after 

Maya whose influence begins to dimi- 

nish henceforth. God Says, in the'Gita, 

'My insurmountable energy which is 

manifested in measurable senses of man 

cannot be overcome by human effort 

until he resigns himself fully to me and 

this is effected by initiation only. So 

the Shastras say. 

'One becomes a Brahmin through 

initiation.' 

The first sign of this new life is 

that all his activites are turned to. 

wards the service of God ; consciously 

he can do nothing that goes against 

it. And this is Bhakti.yoga. This 

yoga is practicable only under the 

constant guidance of Sree Gurudeva. 

As Baladeva Bidyabhusan Prabhu says 

in his annotation of the Gita, 

Ted Thft n 

Because every Jogi sticks spont- 

aneously to the instructions of his guide. 

Religious dyspeptics who in their pride 

of egoism think that they ca n obtain this 

yoga even without bowing their head at 

the feet of anybody in flesh and blood, 

though he be God's own, only deceive 

themselves. They can never succeed. 

So it has been said by God Himself. 

''Those who worship Me but do not 

pay due regard to My Bhaktas are never 

themselves My devotees. But whoever 

worships My Bhakta are really devoted 

to Me." 

Such futile attempts only lead to 

intellectual or sentimental egoism or 

too much ritualism that being also 

another form of ego-worship. 

So a sincere seeker after Truth should 

beware of a hundred and one pitfalls in 

his way to the lotus feet of Sri Gurudeva. 

The way to Truth is beset with diffi- 

culties. But no brothers S There is no 

cause for despair! True this is Kali, Iron 

or Imperfect Age. Yet like God Him- 

self, Sree Gurudeva also comes down to 

you in his infinite mercy. Have you not 

the good fortune only to say unto Him—. 

"My Lord ?, hold Thou my hand." Ah, 

don't you mark the signs of deep sym- 

pathy for your difficulties on earth,on his 

face beaming in its eternal effulgence ? 

He is love and mercy embodied. 

My Master ! Your divine solicitude 

and anxiety to free society from its per. 

versions of ignorance and to reinstate 

man to his divine heritage-as the servant 

of Krishna Chandra melt my heart. Let 

me wash your path with grateful tears. 

May I not prostrate myself in the dust 

you tread with your lotus feet and kiss it ? 



The Supreme Lord Sri Krishna-Chaitanya 

(Continued from P. 139, November, 1928.) 

ARBABHA.UMA. Bhattacharya hav- 

ing made an attempt to bring about 

an interview of Maharaj Prataparudra 

with the Supreme Lord He peremptori- 

ly refused to entertain the proposal on 

the ground that it is contrary to the 

injunction of-the Shastras for a Sannyasi 

to look npon the face of worldly people. 

The Lord in the role of a Sannyasi 

adopted this line of conduct in order 

to teach the duty of a Sannyasi by 

His own practice. Rai Ramananda 

came to the Lord at Puri at this time 

giving up his office in the service of 

the King. The attitude of the Lord 

towards the King underwent a change 

When Rai Ramananda narrated to Him 

the good qualities of Prataparudra 

befitting a Vaishnava. 

The Supreme Lord betook Himself 

to Alalnatli during the period of anaba. 

sur when no one is permitted (o have a 

sight of Sri Jagannathdeva. On His 

return to Puri from Alalnath the Lord 

joined Advaita and the other devotees 

who arrived from Grauda ( Bengal ). 

Prataparudra arranged residence and 

mahaprasad for the Gaudiya devotees. 

In the evening a great congregational 

hirtan was chanted in the Temple of 

Sri Jagannathdeva by dividing the 

Vaishnavas into four separate parties 

24 

corresponding to the four traditional 

communities ( Sampradaya ). 

The devotees led by Nityananda 

communicated to the Supreme Lord 

the great anxiety experienced by 

Prataparudra for having a sight of the 

Lord. Lord Nityananda deemed it 

advisable for the consolation of the 

King to send him a piece of cloth that 

had been worn by the Supreme Lord 

as outer covering. Thereafter as the 

result of the eagerness of Ramananda 

the Supreme Lord embraced the King's 

son who was allowed to approach His 

person and whom the Lord took to 

be Krishna. By the touch of his son 

who was inbubed with the divine love 

the King was enabled to obtain the 

mercy of the Lord and love for Krishna. 

On the eve of the Gar Festival the 

Supreme Lord in the company of 

His devotees manifested the lila - of 

cleansing the gundicha. In the midst 

of the function one of the devotees 

from Gauda having drunk the water 

touched by the feet of the Lord He 

made Swamp Damodar the head 

of the Gaudiyas to turn him nut of the 

Gundicha in order to make it knpwn 

to all persons as "World Teacher that 

it was an offence in respect of Divine 

service for a jiva to allow his feet 
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to be washed inside the Temple of 

God. 

The Supreme Lord with His devo- 

tees next witnessed the Festivity of 

Juvenation of Sri Jagannath. As the 

Lord was engaged in watching the 

ceremony of Pandu—Vijaya of Sri 

Jagannath ( leaving the Temple pre- 

paratory to mounting the Car ) He was 

very much pleased towards Pratapa- 

rudra on finding the King in the act of 

performing the humble service of 

sweeping with a golden broom the path- 

way over which the cars were to pass. 

Then Sri Gaursundar formed the party 

of kirtan organised in seven groups and 

danced in their midst in front of the 

Car as they chanted the kirtan mani- 

festing His Divine powers. When the 

kirtan was concluded as the Lord was 

resting in a fit oi love in the Balagundi 

Gardens Prataparudra attired as a 

Yaishnava applied himself to tending 

the feet of the Lord. On hearing from 

the King's mouth certain Slokas from 

the Bhagabat that we e in keeping with 

the occasion the Supreme Lord clasped 

him in His embrace. The Lord had been 

softened towards the King by noticing 

his zealous service of the Vaishnavas 

and thereafter regarding him no longer 

as a worldly minded person but as a 

servant of the Vaishnavas vouchsafed 

to best His mercy on him. 

As Sri Jagannathdeva took up His 

station at Sundrachal the transcenden- 

tal activities of Brindaban manifested 

themselves to the Supreme Lord. 

During the festivity of the Nine Nights 

the Lord stayed in the Jagannath- 

ballkva Gardens and after He had 

witnessed the Hera Panchami lila on 

the fifth day thereen sued a prolonged 

confidential discussion between the Lord. 

Sribash Pandit and Sri Swamp Damo- 

dar regarding the nature of Lakshmi 

and the milk maids respectively. At 

the conclusion of the kirtan and other 

devotional activities in connection with 

the return of the Cars the Supreme 

Lord commanded Satyaraj Khan and 

Ramananda Basu of Kulingram to bring 

with them every year a supply of silken 

ropes for the Cars. 

On the conclusion of the Car Festi- 

val Sri Advaita Prabhu worshipped the 

Supreme Lord with offering of flowers 

and tulasi by the mantra 'Whoever 

Thou art, Thou art He' 

After this on the invitation of Advaita 

the Lord dined at his place. On the 

Nandotsab day the Lord with His 

associates dressed as cowherds indulged 

in various rejoicings. On the Bejoya- . 

dasami day He decked out His devotees 

in the garb of the army of monkeys 

while He Himself in the mood of 

Hanuman gave vent to His great joy. 

Having witnessed all the other festivals 

the Lord commanded those devotees 

who had come from Gauda to return 

thither. He also despatched Lord 

Nityananda to Gauda-desa with a party 

of Vaishnavas consisting of Ramdas, 
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Das Gadadhar and several others. The 

Lord commanded Advaita to bestow 

on all persons down to chandalas devo. 

tion to Krishna and told Nityananda 

to preach the message of Divine Love 

in the country of Gauda without let or 

hindrance. He then sent clothing etc! 

which had been offered to Jagannath 

and many humble greetings per Srivash 

Pandit to His mother Sri Sachi Devi. 

He then took his leave of Sri Raghaba 

Pandit, Sri Vasudevadatta Thakur, 

the devotees of Kulingram and all the 

Vaishnavas by expatiating on the 

many good qualities of all. 

In reply to the questions of Rama- 

nanda and Satyaraj the Supreme Lord 

laid it down as the function of house- 

holder Vaishnavas the duty of serving 

those Vaishnavas who were well estab- 

lished in chanting the pure Name. Sri 

-Gaursundra thereafter declared the 

greatness of the Vaishnavas of Khanda 

and settled their form of service, 

commanded Sarbabhauma and Vidya- 

vachaspati to worship Brahman in his 

watery and wooden forms and after 

explaining the nature of Murarigupta's 

devotion to Sri Ramchandra established 

the conclusion, in conformity with the 

prayer of Sri Vasudevadatta Thakur 

which was wholly worthy of a Vaish. 

nava, that Krishna possessed the power 

of delivering the world with ease. 

At the time when the Lord was 

taking His meal at the house of 

Sarbabhaumi a certain perversion of 

judgment having manifested itself in 

Sarbabhauma's son-in-law Araogh he 

was attacked with cholera the following 

morning. The Lord mercifully freed 

him from the malady and imparted to 

him attachment for the Name of 

Krishna. 

Sri Advaita and the other Gaudiya 

devotees were helped by Sivananda Sen 

to come up to Nilachal in the third 

year for having a sight of the' Supreme 

Lord. A devoted dog accompanied 

them on this occasion. The dog dis- 

appeared after it had seen the feet of 

the Lord and honoured the remainder 

of His tasted food. On this occasion 

also the Supreme Lord displayed the 

activities of dancing in front of the 

car of Jagannath and sweeping the 

Gundicha. He manifested the lila of 

the cow-herds on the eighth day of the 

dark fortnight, the birth-day of Sri 

Krishna'. In answer to the questions 

of Satyaraj and other devotees of Ku- 

lingram the Lord declared that one who 

chanted the Name of Hari at intervals 

is a Vaishmva, one who continuously 

chanted the holy Name was a Vaish- 

nava of a superior orrler and the best 

of-Vaishnavas was one the sight of 

whom made the Name of Hari manifest 

Itself on the lips of beholders. 

After the devotees had left the 

Supreme Lord announced His definite 

resolve to proceed to Brindaban adn 

He set out on the journey on the 

Bejoya Dasami day. Ramananda Rax 
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accompanied the Lord up to Bhadrak. 

G-adadhar Pandit preferred to follow 

the Lord in violation of the rules of 

asceticism which require that an ascetic 

who has once taken the vow of residing 

in the holy iirtha which happens to be 

the Abode of the Divinity must not give 

up the service of continuous and zealous 

residence in the tirtha. Tne Supreme 

Lord by a threat of His displeasure 

sent Pandit G-oswami back to ^ri Puru- 

shottam from Katnk in the company of 

Sarbabhauma and parted from Rama- 

nanda at Bhadrak. Subsequently on 

reaching the frontiers of the country 

of Odra He made His way by boat to 

Panihati escorted by a Mahammedan 

officer. From Panihati where the Lord 

put up at the house of Raghaba Pandit 

He made His way to the home of Sribash 

at Kumarhatta and from there He went 

to Sivananda's which was not far from 

the place and thence to the house of 

Vachaspati at Yidyanagar from where 

He came secretly to the village of Kulia 

where He procured the absolution of 

the offences of Devananda Pandit and 

Ohapal Gopal at the feet of Sribash 

Pandit. 

The modern town of Nabadwip 

occupies the site of the old Kulia or 

Koladwip. For the reason that the 

Supreme Lord obtained at this place the 

pardon of those persons guilty of offence 

against a Yaishnava the locality has ever 

borne the famous appellation of 'the 

place of absolution of offence' (ajqTT*- 

Tra). Although Devananda Pandit 

undoubtedly possessed the greatest scho- 

larship, high social position and purity of 

character and although he was famous 

as an extraordinarily convincing ex- 

pounder of the Bhagabat he happened 

to harbour the pernicious notion that 

the book Bhagabat was different from 

the devotee of G-od who is also called 

Bhagabat. This led him to offend at 

the feet of Sribash Pandit and it was 

for this that one day the Supreme Lord 

Himself in great anger appeared at 

the place where Devananda was at the 

time engaged in expounding the Bhaga- 

bat and severely censured him declar- 

ing that his reading of the Bhagabat 

was absolutely useless. At the present 

day mercinary readers of Bhagabat 

who appear to be always bent upon 

offending against the Vaisnavas are 

unworthy of obtaining the reward of 

the mercy of the Supreme Lord's 

punishment. 

(To be continued.) 



The Special Characteristics of the Acharyya 

[ By Pro*. Nisei Kanta Sanyal, m. a., ] 

(Continued from F. 165 December. 1928.) 

IN days prior to the time since we 

have had the rare good fortune of be- 

ing brought into contact with him we 

used to entertain most strange ideals re- 

garding the conduct of a, real devotee 

(SadhuJ. In those days of unchecked 

mental speculation we confidently 

supposed the type of asceticism denoun- 

ced as superficial (phalqu) by Bhakti- 

rasamritasindhu as the indispensable 

and characteristic mark of saint-hood. 

At that time in our futile endeavour 

to think out concretely the probable 

nature of a person who in this life is 

free from the bondage of the. world 

(jivanmukta) we employed our foolish 

imagination in the concoction of diverse 

unreal images. "We sometimes thought 

that such a person might possess tens 

of hands and feet, be always seated in 

the posture of Yoga with uplifted eyes, 

live a dumb life eschewing the use of 

speech, be employed in lifting his body 

unsupported to the height of several 

cubits from the ground or walking on 

the waters or divulging the thoughts of 

our minds or leaving on air or curing 

mental and bodily distemper by the 

force of his breath or sometimes ruining 

the worldly prospects and belongings 

of a person by his curses or ou the other 

hand making one a multimillionare in 

course of the night by patting him on 

the head or heading the list of success- 

ful candidates in an open competitive 

examination in Ganja smoking or 

managing to live naked in the snowy 

caves of the Himalayas by adopting the 

mode of life of the ajagar serpent with- 

out causing any disturbance to any.body 

and being in his turn completely ignor- 

ed by the so-called civilized world  

But the picture drawn by the pen of 

the author of BhaktirasararilasindhUjSri 

Rupa, assuming a visible form in the 

whole conduct of our revered preceptor 

by smashing all those concocted idols 

of our mental speculations has provided 

us with the living ideal of the person 

who is really free even in this life. In 

the immortal language of Sri Rupa, 'a 

person is styled free in this life' who 

endeavours to serve Hari by all acts, by 

mind and speech, in all circumstances. 

That asceticsim is proper (yukta) which 

uses all objects of this world in the way 

in which they are related to Krishna 

with-out coveting them for any selfish 

purpose.* 

# i. fer "wiwr ftn I 
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Another special characteriitic that 

we notice in this Acharyya is that he is 

ever successful in carrying out what 

he once resolves to accomplish. For him 

there i-1 no such word as impossible', 

and no one considers it worth his while 

to confront him with the plea of impos- 

sibility. He is sure to carry to its con. 

elusion whatever he undertakes despite 

all difficulties, that seem to ordinary 

people to be insuperable, standing in 

the way of ihe progress of his efforts, 

he is privileged to view as inevitable 

what appears to those wlio are ignorant 

of the real truth as wholly impossible. 

In predicaments in which we are 

reduced to despair and are unnerved 

by apprehensions of utter futility 

he piles up what appear to our judg- 

ment further mountains of the impos- 

sible in order to transform all that 

formidable means of accumulated im- 

possibilities into the golden mountain 

ranges of smiling possibilities. 

Not one of the resolves that he has 

ever conceived has been found to have 

remained unexecuted. In this respect 

he is comparable to the fine head of a 

titanic figure of embodied divine service 

the fertile germinating soil of a peren- 

nial succession of springing shoots of a 

never ending chain of the most perfect 

resolves of the service of the Lord. 

Those who are unable to cany to their 

2. SRTORRCT fimR twrigq^; I 

fruition those conceptions, or who hap- 

pen to lag behind, fail to preserve any 

further connection with the wonderful 

cap id. Those limbs that prove unfit to 

serve the head can never continue to 

share its life. This remarkable fact is 

noticeable in connection with every act 

of service resolved upon with consum- 

mate skid by this great Acharyya. He 

never believes that the worldly can 

serve the transcendental, (hat utilita. 

rian activities are of any help in the 

service of God. He never believes 

that the spiritual religion can be pro- 

mulgated by means of money or by 

the heroes of worldly achievements. He 

maintains that by the spirit of serving 

the transcendental alone all that is 

worth gaining is realised. Where such 

spirit of service is lacking the value 

of all the riches of this world is less 

than a bad brass farthing. If the 

zeal for serving the transcendental be 

absent the hero of action is as useless 

as a dead man. He, says that it is 

possible for one to continue to be a 

preacher of the religion just so long as 

his inclination for such service remains 

in tact. In the absence of the pure 

spirit of service the magnificent edifices 

fail to retain their character of temples 

of God and the dwellings of His devotees 

and inevitably degenerate into the brot- 

hels of Ganja smoking rascals. He says 

that the sacred monastery (Sri Math) is 

the only place of pure Kirtan. The 

.place where the service of the Lord in 
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shape of pure Kirtau that is free from 

all mundane quality is wanting, will 

be automatically transformed either into 

the hermitage (asrama) for the practice 

of austerities prompted by the desire of 

self-seeking as opposed to service due 

to the preponderance of the force of the 

adulterated Sattva (rational) quality or 

by the prevalence of the rajosilc (active) 

quality will degerate into the comrau. 

nity of the village in other woHs the 

sacrificial settlement for the practice of 

of the sexual function, or by the 

predominance of the tamasik (ignorant) 

quality be converted into the dens of 

gambling, rjanja smoking and other 

dissipations. It is for this reason that 

he is not in favour of accumulation of 

riches in any Math. He maintains that 

if the accumulated wealth tall into the 

hands of persons who are disassociated 

from God such Maths are sure to degen- 

erate sooner or later into places of this 

world which is the realm of unspiritual 

activities instead of retaining their 

character as places of Kirtan that is 

free from all mundane quality. 

(1 'o be continued.) 

Sri Mayapur and Places of Interest. 

MRI MAYAPUR, the most prominent part 
^ of the famous city of old Nabadwip stand- 
ing on the eastern side of the Ganges is well 
known as the holy birthplace of Sri Chaitanya 
Mahaprabhu. Considerable portions of the old 
city were washed away by the Ganges in later 
times ; nevertheless the original site of Sriman 
Mahaprabhu's birthplace, the house of Jagan- 
nath Misra at Sri Mayapur, still stands to our 
great fortune. Here the Sri Vigrahas ( images ) 
of Sri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu and of his devo- 
tees are regularly worshipped. An off-shoot of 
the ancient Nim tree under which Mahaprabhu 
was born is still to be seen there and the soil 
under this Nim tree is considered highly sacred. 
Big Dharmasalas are being built here for the 
accommodation of growing influx of pilgrims. 
It is on this very site that the Advent Ceremony 
of Sriman Mahaprabhu is celebrated every year 
with great eclat during the Dol Purnima and a 
Mela is also held there at that time. 

Near about this site are still to be seen the 
following notable places and things of great 
religious and historical importance ;— 

1. Madhayer Ghat—Where Jagai and Ma- 
dhai after their redemption constructed a bath- 
ing place on the Ganges under the directions 
of Mahaprabhu A bath at this place, as 
vouchsafed by Mahaprabhu, is believed to ab- 
solve one of all sins. 

2. Barkona Ghat—Where Mahaprabhu 
defeated Pandit Keshab Bhatta, a prodigious 
sch lar of world-wide fame and victory who 
later on became a disciple of Mahaprabhu. 

3* Ganganagar—Mahaprabhu in his child- 
hood had his primary education in the Tol 
of Pandit Gangadas of this place. 

4. Khol-bhanga-danga—Where the San- 
kirtan party of Mahaprabhu's followers were 
forcibly prevented and assaulted by the then 
Mahomedan Governor Kazi Maulana Sirajuddin 
( commonly known as Chand Kazi ) whose m«n 
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broke away the Khols ( musical instruments ) of 
that party and hence the part of the locality 
gained this name. 

5- Sreebash Angan—The peaceful and 
sequestered house of Sribash bandit, even now 
looking as a hermitage grove, where Maha- 
prabhu used to participate in Sankirtan with his 
selected intimate disciples. 

6. Adwait Bhavan—The site of the famous 
Tol of Sti Adwait Prabhu and the place of his 
residence m the old city of Nabadwip. 

7. Nrishingha Mandir—A temple where 
the Sri Vigraha of Sri Nrishingha Deva, in 
which form Mahaprablru chastised the opposing 
and persecuting Kazi, is worshipped. 

8. Gour Kunda—The big holy tank in 
front of Mahaprabbu's house the waters of which 
are believed to have the potency of redeeming 
man from all ills which flesh and mind are 
heir to. 

9. Chandra Seakar Bhaban—The house 
of Chandra Sekhar Acharyya, a favourite dis- 
ciple of Mahaprablm, where Mahaprabhu with 
His selected disciples most successsully staged a 
drama, for the first time in Bengal, over 4 cen- 
turies ago long before Shakespeare was born. 
It is at this place that Mahaprabhu determined 
to turn a Sannyasin {mendicant). Now the 
famous Sri Chaitanya Math is located there. 

10. Radha Kunda—The ancient tank 
before Chandra Shekhar Bhaban an abolution 
in which is believed to saturate one's heart with 
Love of God Krishna. This Kunda is identified 
with the Radha Kunda in Sri Briudaban. 

11. House of Jayadeb—The site of the 
residence of the famous devotional court poet 
of King Lakshman Sen of Bengal. 

12 Bharadwaj Tila—The place where the 
great saint named Bharadwaj Muni had his 
Asrama (hermitage). 

13. Kazi House—The palace of Sirajuddin 
or Chand Kazi, the Mahomedan Governor of 
Nabadwip during the time of Maharprabhu, 

14- Kazi Samadhi—The tomb on the 
burial ground of the famous Chand Kazi who 
was chastised and favoured by Mahaprabhu. 
A magnificent Champa tree over 4 centuries old 
still stands on the cemetry and this tree is per- 
haps the oldest of its kind ever seen. 

15 Sretdhar's House—The dwelling place 
of Sridhar, a most favourite disciple of Maha- 
prabhu, from whom Sri Chaintanya Deva was 
delighted to receive Khola ( barks of plantain 
tree) and other vegetables for allowing Sri- 
dhar an opportunity of service. 

16 Old Rallies—( Different wards or divi. 
sions of quarters of Sri Mayapur ) various an- 
cient Pallies { localities ) existing in the time of 
Mahaprabhu and visited by Him on various 
occasions to save the rural folks, are still found 
to exist near Sri Mayapur. 

17. Ballal Dighi—A vast lake-like Dighi 
( tank.) about 1000 years old named after the 
then Hindu King of Bengal, 

18. Ballal Sen's Palace—The ruins of the 
Palace of the famous Hindu King Ballal Sen of 
Bengal, who had his capital in the ancient city 
of Nabadwip. This place has been preserved by 
the Government of India for archaeological 
explorations. 

19- Lion Gate—The magnificent high 
gates before Mahaprabbu's house ( under ccns 
truction ). 

20. Sri Chaitanya Math—the original 
Math or centre of religious activities in modern 
times for purification of various abuses in reli- 
gion and for ■ propagation of true Sanatan 
Dharma or the eternal religion of the Absolute 
Truth for all beings. The renowned Gaudiya 
Math of Calcutta is the preaching centre of this 
Math, This Math owns a large number of bran- 
ches all over India, numerous publications in 
various languages of the standard Shastras with 
harmonious interpretations, four periodicals and 
newspapers devoted to this cause, and a number 
of learned Sannyasins ( missionaries ) carrying 
its Mission of Harmony and Love to every door. 
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21. Twenty nine-domed Temple—A very 
Big temple with nice architectural pattern quite 
unique in the whole of India is there at Sri 
Chaitanya Math containing Sri ,Vigrahas 
( images ) of Sri Radha Gobindaji, Sriman 
Mahaprabhu and of the Acluryyas of the four 
theistic Sampradayas ( sects ) in India. There 
is a very spacious Natmandir ( assembly hall ) 
just in front of the Temple. 

22. Para Vidyapith —A free residential 

institution where students of all sects and creeds 
are given true Shastric education by specialists 
on each subject free of all costs and with free 
boarding, lodging and medical help. It is 
managed by the devotees of Sri Chaitanya Math. 
This peaceful place is like a sequestered colony 
where one feels the influence of a Tapoban as 
soon as one goes there. The students are trained 
to form an ideal and self-reliant life which is 
mostly needed at present. 

Taking Refuge in God ( ) 

(Continued from P. 170, December, 1928.) 

[ XXVII ] 

1 One intoxicated with worldliuess and he ,vho regards everything as 
illusion, 

Both live in vain being void of devotion to Thee. 

2 At Thy feet I pray that I may never have cause 

To associate with either of thera. 

3 , Yet is the worldling rather the better of the two, 

I never covet the company of the mayavadin. 

4 If by chance the hearts of worldly persons come into contact with Thy 
devotees 

They easily attain to devotion to Tnee by the mercy of the devotees. 

5 The heart in which the offence of illusionism once enters 

Is turned hard as thunder.bolt by sophi-dries. 

6 Devotion itself, its object and possessor alike 

Are declared to be transitory by the illusionist. 

7 Fie to his pretence of serviie, listening to and chanting of Krishna ! 

His prayers smite the body of Krishna with blows more cruel than the 
thunder.bolt. 

8 Mayavad is altogether opposed to devotion, 
And for this reason I never covet the society of the mayavadin. 

9 Bhaktivinode casting away illusionism 

Abides in the society of Yaishnavas under the shelter of Thy Holy Name. 

25 
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[ XXVIII ] 

I, indeed, am denizen of the grove called the pleasaunce of the joy of my 
own self, 

A hand-maid tending the feet of Radhika and Madhaba. 

I rejoice at the union of the Divine Pair 

And die by grief at separation that parts them. 

I never cast my glance on the place of pastime of the maidens who are 
their confidential associates ; 

I am reminded of Shaibya whenever I behold the site. 

My heart is smitten with grief as I see those 

Who are the confidantes of Chandra opposed to Radhika. 

She wants to take away Hari of Radha 

Causing the grove of Radhika t> be overcast with the darkness of gloom 1 

I never see the faces of those 

Who are opposed to the joy of the union of Sri Radha.Grovinda. 

Never do I find any pleasure 

In greeting those who are opposed to Radha. 

[ XXIX ] 

Whatever activity is favourable for devotion to Thee 

I will most surely practise with the utmost care. 

For all things of this world that tend to devotion 

Will I cherisli liking by way of the portals of the senses. 

With care will I listen to Thy word, 

I will fully employ my eyes in beholding Thy dwelling place. 

I will nourish my body with food provided by Thy grace, 

I will smell the perfume of the tulasi of the offering. 

With my hands I will serve Thee always, 

In the place where Thou dost abide will I ever dwell. 

My desire I will employ in Thy service, 

I will show my anger to those who are hostile to Thee. 

May all my faculties and th.nights in this manner, 

Augment their influence by serving Thee. 

May I esfeem what-so-ever I do in pursuance of Thy service 

As it tends to devotion to Thyself. 

Bhaktivinode knows neither good nor bad, 

May all his activities subserve devotion to Thee. 

{To be continued) 



Sree Sree Chaitanya BKagabat 

(Gontinued from P. 169, December, 1928.) 

Chapter XI—( Concluded. ). 

33 Preferring the taste of attachment to 
Krishna all of them were unworldly 

by nature, 
They relished no talk except Krishna 

discourse 

34 So soon as He met them the Lord only 
made them explain His puzzles 

And as no one could solve His riddles 
He made merry at their discomfiture 

35 If any of them noticed from a distance 
the coming of the Lord 

They took to their heels for fear of being 

asked to solve His puzzles. 

36 They all loved only to hear Krishna talk. 
The Lord asked nothing but to solve 

puzzles. 

3j One day as the Lord was passing along the 
streets 

In the company of His pupils and with 
every mark 0/ overweening arrogance. 

38 Mukunda who was proceeding to the Ganges 
for bath 

Catching sight of the Lord slipped off to a 
hiding place at some distance. 

39 The Lord noticed this and enquired of 
Govinda, 

'Why did the fellow bolt on seeing Me ?' 

40 Govinda answeredi 'Pandit, I fail to 
understand, 

He may have gone the other way for some 
reason or other.' 

41 The I^ord said, 'I know the reason of his 
flight. 

It is never fit to accost one who is averse 
to God. 

42 'That fellow pours over the Shas Iras of the 
Vaishnavas 

While 1 only expound the panji, britti and 
tika. 

43 'No discourse regarding Krishna is possible 
by talking to Me. 

It is for this reason that he bolted on 
seeing Me.' 

44 The Lord thus denounced Mukunda with 
great satisfacton 

And declared His own nature under the 
guise of such slander. 

45 The Lord continued, Hallo, let them wait 
for a few more days, 

He will not then avoid Me by flight.' 

46 He smiled as He went on, T will study for 
some time more 

And then wilt thou recognise the signs of 
the Vaishnava in Me. 

47 'And I will be such a Vaishnava here in this 
world 

That even Brahma and Siva shall attend at 
My door-steps. 

4S 'Hear all, brothers, these words of Mine 

I will become such a Vaishnava that I will 
excel every one else. 

49 'And all those who now flee at the very 
sight of Me 

Will be pleased to sing My praise and 
glory.' 

50 Saying this the Lord went off laughing 
And made His way home in the company 

Of His disciples. 
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51 Thus sported the great Biswambhar. 
Who can know Him if He does not make 

Himself known ? 

52 Thus lived on the community of the 
devotees at Nadia. 

But all Nadia was mad with the taste of sons 
and riches. 

53 They scoffed whenever they but heard the 
sound of kirtan. 

Some said, 'It is all for the filling of the 
belly.' 

£4 Some asked, 'By discarding the path of 
realisation by knowledge 

To dance like a mad man, what conduct 
is this ?' 

55 Some said, 'We have read the Bhagabat 
many times over, 

We could find in it no such method as 
dancing and cryig- 

£6 'It is on account of the four Sribash brother 
That we, brother, have to forego our sleep 

after dinner 

57 'Is there no merit if the Name of Krishna 
is uttervd with a low voice ? 

What benefit accrues by dancing, singing 
and vociferating ?' 

$8 In this manner blasphemed the whole 

community of sinfull pashandis 
Whenever they chanced to meet the 

Vaishnavas. 

59 Their words gave gre pain to the 
Vaishnavas 

^nd all of them cried unrestrained calling 
upon Krishna, 

60 'When will all thi^ sorrow have an end ? 
Make Thyself manifest, 0 Krishna-chandra, 

to the world I 

61 All the Vaishnavas assembled at Advaita's 
Laid before him the talks of the pashandis 

62 At their complaints Advaita looked terrible 
as Rudra 

And thundered, T will destroy them all. 

63 'My lord, the Holder of the Chakra, is 
coming soon. 

You will see what will happen here in 
Nadia. 

64 T will make Krishna Himself visible to every 
eye 

As I bear the name of Advaita, servant of 
Krishna. 

65 'Brothers, wait for a few more days ; 
You will witness even at this very place all 

the manifestations of Krishna.1 

66 Hearing these words of Advaita all the 
devotees 

Forgetting their sorrows chanted the kirtan 
of Krishna. 

67 And now there arose the chant of the most 
blessed Name of Krishna 

And all of them, even Advaita himself, were 

convulsed with rapture. 

68 All the pain inflicted by the words of 
pashandis was dissipated. 

Such was the happiness that the town of 
Nabadwip experienced. 

69 Lord Biswambhar immersed in the sweet 
pleasures of study 

Was a constant source of ever-increasing 
happiness to His mother. 

70 At this time Sri Iswarpuri came to Nabadwip. 
His costume made him most difficult to 

recognise. 

71 The high souled Puri was most heedless by 
reason of Krishna-bliss. 

He overflowed with kindness and was the 
best beloved of Krishna, 

7a No one recognised him in the costume he 
wore 

As he made his way by accident to Advaita's 
house. 
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73 Where Advaita was engaged in the act of 
worship 

He seated himself in front of him with great 
timidity. 

74 The fiery quality of a Vaishnava is not 
hidden from the view of a Vaishnava. 

Advaita looked at him repeatedly. 

75 Advaita asked, 'Who art thou, father ? 
You must be a Vaishnava sannyasi, so it 

seems to me.' 

76 Iswarpnri answered, 'I am the vilest of 
Sudras. 

I have come here to have a sight of thy feet.' 

77 Grasping the truth Mukunda with loving 
ardour 

Began to sing an episode of the activities 
of Krishna. 

78 No sooner did he catch the sound of 
Mukunda's song 

Iswarpuri tottered and fell prone on the 
ground. 

79 The steam that gushed from his eyes 
Did not cease and its flow increased apace. 

80 Advaita with tender concern lifted him into 
his arms. 

His body was bathed in tears that poured 

in a flood. 

81 The manifestation of love could not be 
checked but constantly increased 

With joy Mukunda recited the verses 
in a raised voice 

82 As they witnessed the perturbations of love 
Incomparable bliss possessed the minds 

of all the Vaishnavas 

83 Then all of them recognised Sri Iswarpuri, 
At the sight of his love all of them recol- 

lected and chanted the Name of Hari 

84 Thus Iswarpuri moved in the town of 
Nabadwip 

Eluding the notice of everybody, and no 
one could recognise him. 

85. On a certain day as Sri Goursundar chanced 
To be returning home after teaching. 

86 He met Iswarpuri on the way 
And made obeisance on seeing His servant. 

87 Most inexpressively beautiful is the Lord 
of our worship, 

Possesed of all good quality, surpassing all 
in every way. 

88 Although no one was aware of his real 
nature, 

Yet all people behaved with deference when 
they met Him. 

89 Iswarpuri surveyed the form of the Lord, 
Supremely unconcerned like one who has 

realised the Divinity 

90 He asked, what is Thy Name, great Bipra ? 
What books dost Thou teach, study ? 

W here is Thy home ? 

91 Thereupon the people said, 'He is Nimai 
Pandit. 

'Art Thou indeed He ? He exclaimed much 
pleased. 

92 The Lord invited him to accept the alms of 
food, 

And escorted him to His home with loving 
courtesy. 

93 Sachi betook herself to the preparation of 
offering for Krishna 

Having accepted the alms of food offered to 
Krishna he came to Vishnu's room and 

there took his seat. 

94 He then began to descant on Krishna topics 
And as he went on talking of Krishna was 

rendered oblivious of everything. 

95 The Lord was pleased witnessing the mood 
of such extraordinary love. 

The Lord did not yet manifest His own by 
reason of the bad luck of the people. 

96 Iswarpuri stayed at Nabadwip for some 
months. 

At the house of Gopinath Acharya, 
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97 All were highly gladdened by the sight of 108 The foolish say ' Vishnayd1 1 Vaishnava1 say 
him, the wise 

The Lord v.sited him daily. ^ equal as janardana 

93 Noticing that Gadadhar Pandit was moved accepts cnly the homage of the mind. 
to tears by love of Krishna, Iog w^0 gn(js fauit with this conclusion is 

All the Vaishnavas cherished a great . . lf , e himself worthy of censure 
affection for him, Krishna is ever pleased with the words of 

99 His mind from infancy had a great aversion His devotees. 
to the world, ]i0 Wherefore what person will dare impeach, 

Iswarpuri began to regard him with aflection The narrative inspired by love such as yours 

100 He taught Gadadhar Pandit Krishna- m Iswarpuri listened to the answer of the 
lilamrita, 

A work composed by himself. Lord, 
His whole frame was infused with nectarine 

101 In the evening at the close of his study and bliss. 

teaching 
The Lord went to pay his respects to 112 He laughed as he repeated, 'Thou wilt not 

Iswarpuri. be Suilty of any offeace' 
Thou must surely tell me the faults Thop 

loa Sri Iswarpuri experienced a great happiness mayst detect' 

on seeing the Lord. 
His gladness knew no bounds although he 113 In this manner every day for hours together 

did not yet recognise him as his Lord. The Lord held pleasant discourse with him. 

103 He said laughing, 'Thou art a great scholar, 114 One day after the Lord had listened to his 
I have written a book about the deeds cf verses, 

Krishna. He smilingly took exception saying, 'This 

104 'Will you be pleased to tell me what faults verb does not suit.' 

3'0u find in any part of it, jjj The Lord observed that the particular verb 
It will, indeed, be a great pleasure to me to was not 

know.' ^nci having made this remark left for home. 

105 The Lord said.'He who pretends to find _ . 
fault 1 Iswarpuri was master of all the Shastras, 

With the words of a devotee describing ' And had a sPecial deliSht in discussing the 

Krishna, proves thereby his own sinfulness.' inellow <luality of learning- 

106 'Whatever the quality of the verses made I17 After the Lord had left he closely attended 

by a devotee may seem to be, t0 ,;',e veidb 
They undoubtedly afford complete satisfac- And reached various conclusions in regard 

tion to Krishna' t0 

107 An unlettered person says 'Vishnaya' one 11 ® He made out that the verb was really ^ 
who is careful says Vaishnava 

Mighty Krishna accepts both forms of the And when the Lord arrived on the lollowing 
word, day explained. 
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n9 'The verb which You declared at Your He set out on his travels again to sanctify 
departure to be the earth. 

I have correctly declined as 3llcUr)(J(jV >• . . .> • .i r n i^i I2^ Whoever listens to the pious narrative of 

120 The Lord was most highly pleased on Isvvarpuri, 
hearing the explanation. Dwells where also abide the lotus feet of 

He blamed no more to ensure the victory Krishna, 
of His servant, 

125 All the love that infilled the form of 
121 The Lord ever augments the triumph of Madhabendrapuri, 

His servant. He gladly bestowed on Iswarpuri. 
Such, all the Yedas declare, is His nature. , r* , • . , , 

126 Having obtained the bequest of the love of 

122 In this manner in the company of Gaur- his preceptor by the grace of Krishna, 
chandra, Iswarpuri travelled about in perfect 

Iswarpuri passed the days in the pastime of unconcerned. 
teaming. ^ gri Krishna Chaitanya is the life of 

123 Restless by dint of devotion, never stopping Nityananda-chand 
long at any place, At whose twin feel sings Brindabandas. 

Here ends Chapter Eleventh entitled meeting with Sri Iswarpuri in 
Part First of Sri Chaitanya Bhagabat. 

(To be continued.) 

Sri Navadwip Dham Parikrama. 

Series of Grand Festivals at Sri Mayapur. 

The public are cordially invited by the 
members of the Viswa-Vaishnab-Raj-Sabha to 
join the holy ceremony of Sri Navadwip Dham 
Parikrama to be commenced on Saturday 
the 16th March 1929, from Sri Mayapur ( old 
Navadwip ), the birth place of Sri Chaitanya 
Mahaprabhu, on the Eastern bank of the 
Ganges. The party of pilgrims will tour, in 
big processions in the 9 holy Dwips of Nava- 
dwip throughout 32 miles in 9 successive daj's. 
The devotees of Sri Chaitanya Math of Sri 
Mayapur will make, free of charge, every ar- 
rangement of conveyance, accommodation 
and feeding of all the pilgrims throughout the 

journey. Separate anangements are made for 
ladies and specially respectable gentlemen. To 
avoid all troubles, previous intimation for all 
necessary requirements is solicited by the Secre- 
tary, Gaudiya Math, Calcutta. 

Sri Mayapur is about 60 miles to the North of 
Calcutta, near Maheshganj Railway Station Via 
Krishnagar City on the E. B. R. The other 
important Ceremonies to be held there about 
this time are—(i) Advent anniversary of Sri 
Nityananda Prabhu from the 21st to 24th Febru- 
ary 1929, and—(2) the 443rd Advent Anniver- 
sary of Mahapravu Sri Chaitanyadeva from the 
25th to 29th March, 1929. 



Review of a Review. 

The Torch Vancouver, British Columbia 
We have received the January and February 
number of'The Torch' Vol. 4, No 6 sent to this 
office regularly in exchange for "The Har- 
monist". In it we find a review of our jour- 
nal by the Editor. We thank her for the very 
kind notice she has taken of this one of the 
oldest papers in Bengal unique in its kind 
being solely given to matters religious. 

However we beg to draw the attention of 
the learned Editor to one thing,—that she, in 
her review, has half-quoted a sentence from an 
article 'The Temple of Jagam.ath at Puri' in the 
July 1928 number of our paper and consequent- 
ly the line of thought of the writer has been 
suppressed. Thus she has also failed to catch 
the spirit of the writer. For her proper edi- 
fication let us quote the whole passage. 

It runs "God accepts the worship of all those 
who worship their highest ideal whether it be 
Form, Formlessness or Spirit, and it is under 
some regular processes that the idea of God he- 
comes purer and purer in every soul and not by 
fits and starts Had she not omitted the latter 
portion of the passage and quoted half of it 
merely, and read the whole para a little 
minutely with its references she might not then 
have been led to think so of the alleged 
criticism which her Christian brothers might 
not welcome. If blind faith can be brought 
under same observation we have every hope 
that every true Christian will come forward to 
accept the above view of the writer of 'The 
Harmonist' and will agree with the view of 
toleration in faith—when the imperfect ideas of 
erring humanity cannot possibly pick up the 
true phase of the scriptures. Though every 
reader of an alleged scripture consider his view 
of receiving the same in true light, yet the case 
may prove otherwise if the hasty impressions 
drawn by a lesser merit are allowed a latitude 
of exactly suiting the demands of the scriptural 
objects. 

The Editor remarks that devotional religion 
is decidedly a departure from her conception of 
Vedantic philosophy. We quite agree. For 
she is finally at liberty to form her own con- 
ceptions. But we do not perfectly follow the. 

editorial surmise when she says that people of 
North America can admire the Vedantic philo- 
sophy in as much as the western mind is 
constructive. By her statement are we to 
understand that Vedantists are all mental spe- 
culationists ? But if she ever had the great 
opportunity of reading Vedanta at the feet of a 
true teacher of it then she would have known 
that speculations of the mind have nothing 
to do with it. Vedanta itself discard them 
categorically. The scriptures offered by the 
true Vedantists are not mere hypothetical 
constructions of a mental or material specula- 
tionist prone to all sorts of halucinations. But 
they are built upon the Concrete Absolute. And 
a true devotee never relies on speculations but 
he is firmly assured of the Absolute Truth on 
which he revels his devotional activities 

The question of West and East and their 
peculiar turns of mind are no considerable factors 
when a devotee of Absolute Truth march on- 
ward towards his or her eternal object of wor- 
ship all the time keeping pace with perfect and 
true harmony. The speculationist might crave 
sympathy or welcome from an imperfect one 
of his own school of the West, North or South ; 
the true devotee never keeps any idea of 
challenging any fleeting mood of a mundane 
thinker. 

However the Editor must be thanked for her 
liberal attempts to take notice of our paper 
which can be done properly after a bit of initial 
training. We think we shall fail in our duty 
if a word or two be not said in exchange. The 
Torch we see, is mostly devoted to Astrology. 
The notoriety of a certain portion of Indian 
Society .as being given to mystic Astrology is a 
well-known fact. So we have enough of astro- 
logical speculations here in India in a society 
who care very little for Absolute devotion to- 
wards the Absolute Truth. As all earthly aspira- 
tions and degradations are meant for a definite 
time ; when the heavenly planets and stellar 
constellations set a soul free from their clutches 
the victim finds himself iiberated from the 
sentence for his or her perpetrated actions. 
The love of God is pure and love for non-God 
has hardly any position with the real eternity. 

[ Ed. H. J 
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My First Appeal to My Countrymen. 

Deab God Loving Bhothers, 

LLOW me to intrude on your valu- 

able time with an Appeal craving 

your co-operation in my tiny respectful 

attempt to restore the pristine glory of 

my country where our Supreme Guide 

displayed His Transcendental Foot- 

steps with a view to persuade us to pro. 

ceed towards our Eternal march. I do 

not know how far my entreaties from the 

core of my he n t will meet your gene- 

rous approval. But as an Eternal ser- 

vice holder, T venture to approach you 

with all humility, endurance and surren- 

dering appreciation. India as well as 

countries abroad have admitted many a 

God-loving soul to tread upon their soils 

in order to impart glory of the Transcen- 

dent Who li& in a dormant predicament 

28 

in His Exoteric manifestation. The 

Supreme Guide lias g^t a different 

denomination from His innumerable 

manifestations who are recognised by 

people of million predilections. This 

Supreme Guide has been determined from 

His class to be the fountain-head of all of 

them. And hence He has established 

as His highest superiority in the true 

conception of all Emmanent and Trans- 

cendent. This unequalled Guide of 

all guides is unquestionably targetted 

by imp irtial servants who have a lov- 

ing heart for the Fountain head of all 

love. The manifestation of all love is 

viewed partially by angular sight which 

does not permit to approach the Ah. 

solute Truth and hence a difference of 

opinion among dislocated groups. This 
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Unique and Supreme Guide has not di- 

vulged a covered truth that would not 

disturb the peaceful speculation of neu- 

trality with a wrong desire to incorpo- 

rate all ignorance to pass as a wholesome 

Absolute Truth. 

My dear countrymen, you by your 

angular sight parcel out physical land 

and gross perception of matter aa your 

respective country. But my Spiritual 

Guide has brought me to light to 

see the Supreme Guide in Sree Krishna 

Ghaitanya. My Spiritual Guide con- 

descended to appear before me to ahovr 

me a track, which He holds over 

me to vouchsafe my sojourn to regions 

Emmanent as well as Transcendent. 

Infinitesimal as I am, and Infinite as 

is my Spiritual Guide who is apart 

and parcel of the Grandest Master, the 

Supreme Guide in His country where 

there is no 'barring by limitation.'' 

The fourth order of things can easily 

accommodate the first, second and 

third order and proves to be identical 

as when Integer is raised to seme power 

from zero to unlimited enumeration. 

The region of the fourth to infinite di- 

mensions is one with the present mani- 

festation whose fragmentary parts are 

designated as countries which have 

been in love to one another. 

My dear Countrymen, you are all 

associated counterparts of that One 

Whoso diverse manifestations may lead 

you to Him as well as throw you off 

like a shooting star. When my country, 

men prefer to run through a track of 

a parabolic curve and two opposite pol- 

es of hyperbola, I consider then miss- 

ing from the closer touch of the One 

but that very deviation cannot possib- 

ly undergo a repulsion, tven if they 

consider themselves to be dislocated 

parts. 

But nevertheless they are integral 

parts ; they cannot give effect to dis- 

sociate their connection from the unit 

even if they consider themselves to be 

multiples of the same. Just as in the 

case of uninterrupted One, the fractions 

as well as multiples cannot dissociate 

from the One, so they are also the 

associated counterparts of the One. 

When they give vent to their mental 

speculation in dislocations of numerals, 

their angles of vision, lead them to 

multiplicity and fraction. These nu- 

merical difficulties of Monism, Mono- 

theism, Polytheism, Dualism, Distinc- 

tive Monism, Undifferentiated Monism 

have ail been cemented by His Incon- 

ceivable Assimilation of the Contend, 

ing positions of numerals. The interpre. 

tation of has pacified the 

speculative dance of mind in regions 

of knowledge, power, sympathy, apathy, 

supremacy and glory. 

My dear Countrymen, would you 

not prefer to help me when I am in- 

terested to the elevation of your society 

setting you free from mundane affinity 

and supplying the most keenly felt 
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wants which you cannot possibly give 

an expression to save to the Absolute 

Truth. 

Dear countrymen, your present at- 

mosphere has abundance of treasures of 

subtle and gross importance. But the 

greatest importance is not properly 

attended to. So you easily facilitate to 

victimise yours Ives to the cruel jaws of 

reciprocal interest. You will be saved 

from the clutches of your temporary 

appetite, if you mind to mend the 

course of your mind in order to ad- 

vance towards the Region of uninter- 

rupted Love which you seek from the 

core of your hearts. If you be 

sympathetic to any perishable object, 

if you mind for engaging yourselves in 

temporal things, you will surely be 

deluded like the following of a Will o' 

the Wisp or hunting after water to 

quench your thirst in the direction of a 

mirage in a desert. 

Your problematic quest will be 

finally settled if you examine yourselves 

and His Eternal Activities by following 

the footsteps of the Supreme Guide and 

to do an umlloyed service which is 

Pure Love for Him and Him alone. 

You will then know the True Supreme 

Guide and join His Banner to tide over 

the thorns of difficulties laid through 

animosity and a malevolent spirit. 

Love Sree Ghaitanya and His Math 

alone. This will serve the best pur- 

pose in your life here and after. 

The Real Acharyya and Our Duty. 

[ By Brahmachari Kirttanananda j 

AS truly said in the Bhagabata, one must, in 
order to know and realise the Absolute Truth, 

first of all serve and worship the Holy Feet of the 
Real and True Master ( Sal Guru ). 

To truly worship His Holy Feet, one must be 
nearest of Them, and to be nearest is to transcend 
Maya, or all mundane existence- This is a condi- 
tion which is absolutely indispensable, but most 
difficult of fulfilment (or fallen beings. For the 
Real Master ever lives by the inscrutable Will and 
Power of Personal Godhead in the Transcen- 
dental Region of Eternal Existence, Knowledge 
and Bliss, although simultaneously He seems 
or appears, in our materialised perception, to live 
and move in this phenomenal world of ours as 

a mortal man in material form. This is due to 
the misfortune of fallen souls embodied in matter 
when their spiritual form with spiritual senses lies 
hidden by their finer and grosser material forms. 
As they transcend matter and discover their 
spiritual eternal forms, their true perception and right 
worship of the true master with their spiritual senses, 
—and through Him that of Godhead,—commences. 
People in their fallen and ignorant state cannot pro- 
perly understand and realise this transcendental cha- 
racter of the Vaishnava-Acharyya—the Nearest and 
Dearest Constant Servant of the Supreme Absolute 
Lord Sri Krishna the Personal God-head, and 
His Messenger, Preacher and Messiah in this world 
lor the time- Docs not then the worship of people 
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fettered by Maya reach the Holy Feet of Sat 
Guru ? Yes, surely there is hope for them, and 
that a most encouraging one- For the Sat Guru 
comes down (or them, and in His unbounded 
mercy He does accept their worship, however low 
and imperfect- and by His most gracious acceptance 
He purifies and makes it perfect,—only when 
they quite sincerely seek after and take refuge in 
the Holy Feet of the Acharyya and completely 
sgrrender themselves to His mercy. 

Full resignation again is a thing most difficult and 
inconceivable to people, worldly ignorant and wise- 
acres alike. For, in matters spiritual, they are both 
equally ignorant. They, in their empirical wisdom, 
are apt to reason that such surrender is nothing but 
foolish slavery and therefore self-strangulation ! To 
submit to the absolute mercy and control of a Guru, 
another human being (?), is but to impede all free- 
dom, and hamper all onward progress of a man : 
it is the lowest depth of degradation and is nothing 
short of living death ! Ah ! the illusion of Maya ! 
Ah 1 the darkness of Ignorance !! Here lies the 
crux of the whole thing. Here is the question to live 
or to die. This is how Maya or Nescience wages 
her eternal war against transcendental knowledge. 
But the Messiah of Harmony i. e. Sat Guru ever 
comes down when the world needs Him most, 
and He always comes down in the hour of its 
extreme need, to save lift and redeem the fallen 
people from the clutches of pedantic Ignorance, 
and to announce most emphatically once again 
to the world the Message of the Eternal Absolute 
Truth,—"That Maya or Illusive Power of Godhead 
is insurmountable by men by themselves ; it is 
only when they take shelter in the Eternal and 
Transcendental Feet of Godhead that they can 
overcome her. That the question of submitting or 
not to an Acharyya that confronts a man is but 
the acid-test put by Maya to test the sincerity 
or otherwise of the man under her control who 
wants to free himself from her bondage to return 
back to his Eternal Home, and to live the eternal , 
life of unalloyed bliss- That submission to a Guru 

or Acharya is no suicide,—it is but seeking to live a 
true and eternal life free from all misery, and full 
of permanent and ever-increasing transcendental 
Joy-in-Service." 

Without submission to His transcendental light 
and guide, and without His assistance, how else can 
one dispel the gloom and travel the way ?' Even in 
this finite material world within the reach of their 
senses, people can hardly learn anything without 
any help of some sort or other from another, and yet 

how much little they know of the vast Nature ! To 
think and to say that one can make his way, inde- 
pendently of any extraneous help, from matter to 
spirit, from this finite mortal to the infinite immortal 
region beyond the range of the material senses, and 
can know and perceive Godhead Who is the Dis- 
closer and Protector of the Infinite Universe, is 
certainly preposterous and sheer arrogance- 

It is only the exceptionally fortunate that realise 
the necessity of approaching or taking initiation from 
the Sat Guru and believe in His spiritual character. 
But this fortune is not the one of piling up riches 
and of beastly enjoyment in the material world. 
It is the fortune of sincere belief and reliance in 
the Personal God-head and His dear Devotees,— 
in the Supreme Lord Vishnu and the Vaishnavas,— 
a fortune earned by truly selfless and devotion- 
inspiring deeds in the past. In short, it is a 
fortune of true theism or belief,—a rare treasure 
in this world where atheism in deluding garbs of all 
descriptions boldly treads all over. 

But the Acharyya comes down to free the world 
from this all-devouring atheism which is nothing 
but a trap beautifully and temptingly spread out by 
Maya to catch the unwary, and the psuedo-theistic 
masters and servants- He declares and preaches 
most assuredly and emphatically that theism proper 
consists of the belief in the Absolute Supremacy 
of Krishna, the Concrete Personal Absolute God- 
head, His Eternal and Spiritual Name, Form, 
Qualities and Pastimes—all identical One Whole, 
as quite different from and opposed to material 
names, forms, qualities and actions of this worl d, 
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which are different from one another, as well as of 
the complete submission and unconditional selfless 
service to God-head through perfect and implicit 
obedience to the Guru or Acharyya Who is the 
Trusted Representative of the Supreme God-head 
on the earth. And again lip-deep belief is no belief ; 
it must be a living faith inspiring and moulding the 
whole life and all actions of the believer. Anything 
falling short of this standard in whatsoever degree 
will be a mixed thing and no true belief. 

To be a master and to enjoy the world ie-, to be 
served and not to serve, in whatever way if may be, 
is atheism pure and simple. To serve and not to be 
served is in the very constitution of a Jh>a, and if is 
when he forgets his real nature that he proceeds to 
usurp the function of a proprietor and enjoyer of the 
world. In other words, he then becomes a master 
of the world or plays the role of Lord Krishna 
and tries to enjoy the world by means of his senses 
in all possible ways. But the world as well as he 
is, in substance, God-head's possessions or properties 
and a possession or properly of His has certainly 
no right to claim and enjoy it as his own.. And yet 
enjoyment is not his lot- In his fancied enjoyment 
he only becomes an all-bound slave of the world 
of Maya. The more he strives after lordship 
and enjoyment, the deeper and worse becomes 
his bond of servitude. But alas I No amount of 
reasoning and admonition will deter the poor Jiva 
from the wrong path ; for his perversion and 
ignorance clouds his vision. 

A seeker of the Absolute Truth has another 
great barrier to encounter. If he ever realises 
by the Grace of the Lord the supreme necessity 
of a true Guide to the Kingdom of Godhead— 
the Realm of the Absolute, where and how is 
he to find Him out ? There is no dearth of 
so-called pseudo-Gurus in the world—particularly 
in India, the land of Dharma or Truth, where the 
noblest office of the Guru—which is at the same 
lime the highest service of the Absolute Godhead 
and benevolence to all beings,—has been abused 
to the extreme and exploited for mean selfish 

ends by imposters and ungodly persons. Intelligent 
people have seen through the game and lost all faith 
in the institution. 

At this crisis the Real Guru comes down to 
rescue people from this distrust, to open their 
eyes to the sure characteristics of a true Guru, and 
to kindle their dormant faith in Him. He does not 
only leach and preach but demonstrates practically 
in His own actions that the true Guru is the truest 
and dearest servant of the Absolute Godhead and 
His Pararpharnalia ; He faithfully acts up to what 
He preaches ; He thinks, speaks and acts in terms of 
pure unalloyed theistic service of the Absolute God- 
head only ; He breathes in Devotion and Service, 
and His very Life is a living and animated example 
of all-round ideal and perfect Service of the 
Supreme Godhead and His Owns alike, for every 
moment of His Eternal Life here and after. Such 
service premises a true and perfect knowledge of the 
Personal Godhead and constant presence before 
Him. So He is well conversant with the Absolute 
God-head and His Word, and is quite competent to 
dispel all darkness of ignorance and clear up all 
doubts of a sincere seeker, and to carry him along 
to the Holy Feel of the Absolute Godhead. He 
admits, acknowledges and honours the supreme 
and only authority of communion with God-head 
viz. the Vedas i. e., the legacy of transcendental 
Knowledge of God-head which has originally 
emanated from Himself, and has been preserved 
perfectly and uninterruptedly through the long 
unbroken undivided chain or line of accredited 
Gurus or Acharyyas from lime immemorial down 
to the present day. When this true significance 
of Tradition and Guru unfortunately for the fallen 
sinks into oblivion, the Acharyya or Sal Guru 
resurrects it for their eternal good and benefit. 
Indeed the Acharyya or Sal Guru is truly an 
embodiment of the correct traditional knowledge 
of all Siddhantas or Principles. 

Here loo the seeker's long chain of obstacles 
does not terminate. It has been very truly observed 
—"The path of True Devotion towards and 
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Disinterested Service of the Supreme Lord Krishna 
is beset with millions of thorns." And it is 
said only in the fitness of the thing ; for, we all 
know that a precious treasure is most cautiously 
guarded. Maya, the Illusive Power of the Absolute 
God-head and His ignored maid-servant, i. e. His 
lower Energy zealously protects the path of true 
devotion against casual intruders—those who are 
averse to the selfless service of Godhead, although 
she is ever a ready help to an earnest and sincere 
servant of her Master, the Supreme Lord Krishna. 
She will thrash out even the least and last of all 
impurities, /. e. selfish desires of the fallen lying 
concealed or disguised in their innermost recesses 
of mind escaping all human detection. 

The ever-kind heart of the Acharyya moves to 
see their plight, and He goes out personally to 
redeem and lift them up all without any 
distinction of rank, colour, caste, creed or sex. 
With this end in view He sends out in different 
directions preachers in different bands who are 
His trusted followers. They go from door to door 
and deliver to all ears, willing or unwilling, 
by entreaties and persuasions, the message of the 
Great Lord Sri Chaitanya-Deva — that all mani- 
festations, both animate and inanimate in this world, 
are in substance eternal servants, possessions or 
properties of the Supreme Lord Sri Krishna, and 
belong to His Eternal Kingdom ; sincere and all-time 
service of God, and un interrupted singing of His 
Transcendental Name — Hari, Krishna, Rama, all 
identified with His Person or Form—is the eternal 
and only function of all souls, and therein lies their 
Supreme Good and Bliss. Whenever this Message 
becomes long forgotten, and it loses its import 
where not forgotten, and is darkened with filth of 
abuses, the Sat Guru or Acharyya comes down to 
purge it of all impurities, and re-instate it in its real 
true colour and eternal glory. With this object in 
view He is advised to re-establish a really theistic 
mission for preaching the True and Eternal religion 
of Love and Harmony and establish under it 
many preaching centres for missionary activities at 

different places of the Globe. He often invites one 
and all and affords them opportunities to listen to 
inspiring and animating discourses, religious, pat- 
riotic and philosophical, to chant and sing uninter- 
ruptedly the Hari-Nama or to listen to the same, 
and to partake of the dftaha-Prasada- For the 
same object He brings out publications of religious 
and scriptural books, and scatters broadcast the 
Holy Message of Peace and Harmony, of Devotion 
and Service to the Supreme Personal God-head 
in as many languages as possible and thereby 
affords ample opportunities to the people at large 
all over the world to hear, sing and realise God- 
head. In short, all His energies and efforts are 
constantly and solely directed towards rendering real 
undying and non-evil-producing service to humanity- 

The ignorant but pedantic world's belief —of 
course due to perversion and ignorance,—is that the 
religion of sacrifices to various gods, that are to be 
found in the Vedas, is the true Vedic and Sanatana 
Dharma ; that Vaishnavism like others is but 
a sectarian religion, and is an offshoot of much 
later growth of the Vedic Religion, if it is at all 
Vedic ; further, that it is a religion advocating 
corruption and immoral love, and prevails in the 
uneducated lower class people 1 People would 
sneer at the very name of Vaishnavism and at 
the sight of a Vaishnava. This is surely a great 
obstacle in the path of true devotion, for people 
generally ignorantly identify pure devotion of pure 
Vaishnavism with its prevalent perverted corrup- 
tions. Hence, even true Bhakti was quite at a 
discount in comparison with Karma, Yoga and 
Jnana. Under the circumstances there are very 
few people who would lake to Bhakti and will- 
ingly court derision. 

But the preachings, teachings, writings and pub- 
lications, and the last but not the least of all, the 
soul-inspiring example of the real and true Acharyya 
gradually dispel popular ignorant notions of pure 
Vaishnavism, the Religion oj transcendental Devo- 
lion. Love and Service to the Supreme Lord Kri- 
shna. The Acharyya explores all the Shastras or 
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Scriptures and particularly the devotional ones ; He 
often brings out their true significance and proper 
relation with one another, and puts them before the 
intelligent public. He shows and proves beyond 
cavil that the Eternal Vedic Religion is the Religion 
of Pure Unalloyed Devotion to and selfless service 
of Vishnu, or in other words, it is Vaishnavism. 
Vaishnavism is no offshoot but the main root. It 
is ihe Real Theism and absolutely pure mono- 
theism The Vedanta, the cream of the Upani- 
shads, expounds and establishes it. Corruptions are 
corruptions, and are but the sequence of illiteracy 
and immorality of ignorant people. Vaishnavism, 
the Religion of Pure Unalloyed Devotion and 
Selfless Service to the Absolute Personal God-head 
Vishnu is furthest above all such impurities 
ol the earth,—it is the religion of purely divine 
and universal love. It does not tolerate the 
least of corruption and immorality of any sort- 
Where there is even a shadow of them, there 
is no Ualshnavism. It is no sectarianism,—it is 
the universal religion without the least distinction 

of time, space and individuals. It is the religion 
of all souls alike. For it is not created or built 
up by any human being upon empirical reasoning 
and imagination. It rests entirely on the transcen- 
dental realisation and observation of the Absolute 
which is soul's infallible unerring reasoning. 
Vaishnavism is the panacea of all maladies and 
disturbances of the world. When the whole world 
will lake refuge at the Holy Feet of the Supreme 
Lord Shri Krishna-Chaitanya, and His Holy 
Name will be sung on every lip in every house- 
hold of all towns, villages, and countries of the 
world, then and not till then, the Kingdom of 
Himself will come on the earth, if it is ever to come. 
Shri Chailanya-Deva Himself prophesied that His 
Name would spread throughout -the length and 
breadth of the world. He therefore sends His 
Own—His Associated Counterpart, the Holy 
Acharyya with the Mission and Message to 
fulfil His Prophecy. We with fervent hope 
look forward to that day when His words will 
be fulfilled ! 

Vaishnava and Vaishnavism. 

\7AISHNAVISM is pre eminently the 

religion of transcr-ndental Love. It 

embodies the essence of all philosophies 

nay it is the highest of all. It is a 

religion of total self abnegation and of 

absolute self-snrrender to that Supreme 

God-head in Whom "we move, live and 

have our being.". It is the realisation 

of the sub.imest aspirations of the soul. 

"Srimad Bhagavatam is the genuine interpretation 
of the Vedaa and the Vedanta, and the Bhashyas of 
all the Bhagavata schools acknowledge and follow 
its supreme authority and line of unchallengeable 

interpretation. 

By embracing Vishnavism and by 

living up to its noble precepts, a man, 

whatever be his caste, creed or colour, 

reaches the highest goal by slow but 

sure and sometimes unconscious steps. 

And what is true of man is of course 

true of woman too. Nay, Vaishnavism 

is peculiarly adapted to even the soft 

and tender nature of woman. For it is 

essentially a religion of loving tender- 

ness, sweet love, and celestial mercy. 

A man must entirely kill the beast in 

him and thoroughly divest Himself of 
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his awkward masculine sternness or 

feminine hashfulnessi before he can he a 

true Vaishnava. It is indeed the high, 

est privilege of man to he ahle to call 

himself a Vaishnnva. To be a true 

Vaishnava is to see God, to love God 

and to enjoy holy and blessed com- 

munion with God in his own eternal 

nature. A VaishnaVa stands to God in 

the most endearing of all relations. In 

the highest stage of Vaishnavisra, the 

devotee approaches his Beloved One, 

not as the servant approaches his mas- 

ter, nor as the son approaches his parent, 

nor as the disciple approaches his pre. 

ceptor, nor as the friend approaches hk 

friend, but as the bride approaches the 

bridegroom or as the sweetheart approa 

chesthe lover with all co ifidence. 

To a Vaishnava Godhead is the 

nearest and dearest of all beings. A 

Vaishnava is never happy unless and 

until he beholds the cherished idol of 

his heart face to face and indeed in 

all things apparently ureat and small, 

in all matters seemingly momentous 

or trifling. To a Vaishnava his Lnrd 

is the only doer, the only giver and 

the only saviour. He is the cause of 

all causes, the fountain of all delights, 

the life and light of all he sees. A 

Vaishnava knows and believes that from 

one stand.point God Almighty is Im- 

manent within nature and that nature 

has no existence apart from that of 

God. He is the indwelliug spirit of all 

for the benefit of the physical and 

mental exertion of the people of the 

world and even what is called matter 

is but a gross manifestation of the 

pure and supreme Divine Essence. 

From another stand point, he sees 

that God is extra-cosmic and though 

nature or this phenomenal universe is 

liable to be annihilated, as is the case 

at "Mahapralaija" or at the time of 

universal destruction, He, although full 

of bliss Himself eternally rejoices in the 

company of His beloved devotees in the 

abode of supreme bliss, called in mystic 

language the <iGololca.,, It does not O O 
matter whether " Gololca'he a particular 

locality or peculiar state of conscious, 

ness. For, in both cases, the happy 

transcendental consummation is one 

and the same. 

'Brindaban' is another terra used to 

denote the fascimili of Gololca on the 

eaith and the mystic dance of the 

Gopees with Sree Krishna, notably 

known as the Rasa Lila. typifies the 

blissful communion of the Harmonising 

Energy followed by unfettered little 

souls in the form of milkmaids with the 

Divine Spirit. What thai "Rasa" or 

blissful communion is can never be con. 

ceived by one unless one attains the re. 

quisite amount of spiritual culture. 

Suffice it to say, that the Vaishnava 

delights in calling his God.head, Sree 

Krishna. He knows that Sree Krishna 

is properly speaking, One Who attracts 

towards Himself the minds of all. 

Thus Sree Krishna is the Universal 
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Spirit Win lives in and thr >Uirh Eter- 

nd nature. A Vaishnava, however, 

knows full well that God-head i-i not 

merely a spirit, but is the loveliest of all 

beings, the most charming personality, 

ready to satisfy the reciprocal yearn- 

ings of those who long to serve Him as O O 
the Entity. The Vaishniva affirms 

this Charming God-head to be Sree 

Krishna. Ordinardy, however, Sree 

Krishna is considered by p ilanthropists 

as the Embodiment of the highest per. 

fecti ms representing in the most strik- 

ing manner the seemingly harraooious 

but really incompatible blending and 

developaient of ':Jnan" ( knowledge ), 

"Karma" ( work ), "Joga" ( spiritual 

communion) and "Bhakti" (devotion or 

love ). He is the central figure in the 

famous Hindu Epic, the Mahabharata, 

as well in Sreemad Bhayabatu gather- o o 
ing round Himself all the interest con 

tained in those grand works of "Veda- 

Yyasa". This Sree Krishna, is- the 

ideal of true Vaishnavas, though the 

books differ in their opinion when they 

take up different aspects of Rasa. Sree 

Krishna the highest spiritual King, Sri 

Krishna the highest spiritual Hero, Sri 

Krishna the transcendental Imperial 

Autocrat or Despot, Sree Krishna the 

Expounder of the Universal Religion 

embodied in the Geeta is the God of the 

trne Yaishnava. To a true Vaishn .v.a 

Sri Krishna is also exquisitely charm, 

ing as being the darling of "Nanda" 

and "Yasoda" as being the playfellow 

27 

of Sudam' "Sreedam" and others, as 

being the sweet lover of Sree Radhica, 

and a host of other confideutal Gopees. 

To a true Yaishnava, Sree Krishna is 

all love, all smile, all bliss, to see 

Him, to love Him and to make a total 

self surrender to Him for time and 

eternity. To enjoy the beatific vision 

of this God of love, the devotee must 

eschew as a meddler and enjoyer all 

earthly desires, all consciousness of 

knowledge, strength or power all mun- 

dsne and transitory. 

In seeking his beloved God, the 

Yaishnava must forsake not only his 

own Bkulcti or enjoyment, but also 

Mulcti or salvation. His love of God- 

head must be love for His sake, wholly 

independent of any selfish motive or 

object. The highest embodiment of this 

love refined and "Free from Passion's 

dross" is Sree Radhica, the mystic con. 

sort of Sree Krishna, representing the 

Ananda or Harmonising Energy of 

Him. It is by virtue of this "Hladim 

Shakti," otherwise called Sree Radhica 

that God-head is capable of being pleas- 

ed and pleasing others in their trans- 

cendental substance. 

To separate Sree Radhica from Sree 

Krishna is to separate fragrance from 

the sweet rose, beauty from the lovely 

rainbow, and radiance from the mild 

moon. It does not matter whether 

Sree Radhica according to the wrong O O 
ideas of philanthoropists merely typifies 

the progress of the human soul, or thstt 
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she is an historical personage or ima- 
ginary entity. All thsst we are to remem- 

ber N that she is the embodiment of 

pure and unselfish Divine Love and 

that She has everything to do with the 

Supre ne Lord Krishna and His depen- 

dants as His sole Supreme Energy. The 

stories generally extant about Her do 

not do full justice to Her deep and mys- 

tic joy in Sree Krishna. She represents 

as has beon already said, in the fullest 
measure the aspect or blissful- 

ness of Godhead. The highest aspira- 

tions of the Vnishnava in his eternal 

female nature is to be allowed to tread 

in one particular track in the footsteps 

of Sree Radhica and to identify her 

soul in the eternal female form with one 

or other of her numerous maids. The 

Vaishnava in fact, seeks to make a 

total surrender of himself to his be. 

loved God.liead and to assist in the 

service towards the Divine couple con. 

nected by the ties of supremely rap. 

turous love. 

A Vaishnava naturally considers 

himself even more insignificant than a 

straw, more humble than a tree and 

makes it his business to sing the glory 

of his Beloved, never seeking worldly 

honour himself, but ever conferring 

honour on others. This is what is 

Vaishnavisim from the Yaishnava's 

point of view. There arc indeed, many 

sects or sub-classes of Vaishnavas wor- 

shipping either Vishnu or Ramchandya 

but our present business is to set right 

the foolish and blasphemous ideas that 

creates difference between Vishnu- 

Vigrahas and help others to follow this 

Vaishnavism which is also professed and 

practised by the followers of Sree Gpur. 

anga Who is Krishna Himself and the 

Saviour of mankind, Who appeared 

more than 443 years ago and Whose 

teaching exemplified by His own prac- 

tice were cheifly characterised by uni. 

versal spirit of toleration, by kindness 

to all animate beings by maddening 

love for the sweet names of Hari (God) 

and by loving service to humanity, 

especially the saints and devotees. 

The Vaishnava's love for Godhead 

or His Dependants is not, however, a 

sickly sentimentality. It is an essen- 

tial function of His eternal nature. In 

relation to God, this love manifests it- 

self in deep spiritual communion in 

beatific vision and in prolonged trance. 

In relation to man and other animals 

it displays itself in loving acts of 

charity and kindness. 

The reason why the Vaishnava love 

to serve his God not as his supreme 

father, mother or friend, but even as the 

sweet heart loves and serves her lover, 

is obvious to the thoughtful reader. In 

perfect love there is no fear, no sense 

of restraint. We ail know how we 

sometimes find it difficult to nnbosoto 

ourselves to our parents and even to our 

most intimate friends, being preventel, 

as it were, by a sense of modesty or 

restraint. Moreover the depth ann 
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inteosity of the love that a mistress 

displays for her lover is certainly the 

greatest that 6an, under ordinary condi- 

tious, be conceived by the human heart. 

There is another "reason why" the 

Vaishnava re-iorts to Madkur bhab ( i. e. 

love between the sweet heart and her 

lover) in preference to any other mode 

of worship. In the science of love, five 

bhabs or transoeudental sentiments are 

genarally recognised. The first is the 

shanta Rasa the chief", characteristic of 

which is nistha or devotedness. The 

second is Dasija Rasa whose chief chara- 

cteristic is service plus devotedness. 

The third is 'S^khya Rasa" whose chief 

characteristic is implicit faith, plus 

service and devotedness. The fourth 

is "Bats dya Rasa'' whose chief charac- 

teristic is affection, plus, faith service 

and devotedness. The fifth, or the 

quintesence of love is termed "Madhur 

Rasa" which contains in itself all the 

different characteristics peculiar to 

each of the modes of worship detailed 

above plus one supreme characteristic 

which is the summum bonum of re- 

ligious life—I mean self surrender. 

Hence the superior Vaishnavas al- 

ways prefer to "Madhur Bhab" or the 

relation of the mistress to the lover, to 

any four forms of divine worship. It, 

should, however, be always borne in 

mind that there is nothing like sensual 

passion in the Vaishnavas' love for his 

(godhead. With reference to the lan- 

guage used by the Vaishnava, in the 

worship of Godhead, His transcenden- 

tal images are often worshipped, 

though they appear to apparent obser- 

vers as gross and material, but those 

images are not to be considered as only 

symbols but to be recognised as the 

fountainhead of all deep spiritual 

truths and ideas. On the other hand 

the apparent and seeming features that 

are subject to our senses are not to be 

considered as symbols but to be rn. 

cognised as the fountainhead of all deep 

sp'ritual truths and ideas, who is but 

the Absolute Godhead. Moreover, it 

is only the select few or the higher 

initiates that are permitted to use this 

form of worship. Ordinary mortals 

are strictly enjoined to have recourse 

to any one of the under.mentioned 

forms of worship. 

A Vaishnava should first of all con. 

fine his attention to rendering willing 

and unselfish service to holy men, and 

by degrees, as he advances, to all 

animated beings apparently men and 

beasts and indeed all forms of life 

taking care all the while not to confine 

himself to any gross outward percep- 

tion of things. In other words, he 

should always adopt the "Dasya Bhaba" 

already referred to above. It should be 

distinctly noted here that a particular 

servant of the transcendental Absolute 

Godhead need not shift his position 

from Santa, Dasya, Sakhya, Batsalya 

or Madhur Rasa in order of gradation, 

but can prove himself qualified in a dif- 
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ferent ram which is innate in his soul. 

It rarely falls to the lot of ordinary 

Vaishnavas to be worthy devotees for 

the practice of "Madhura Bhaba",which, 

we regret to observe, has been much 

abused in these days of sensuality and 

corruption and which is first of all 

promptly embraced, more from dictates 

of passion, than from true spiritual ins- 

tincts, by any and every man at the 

present day in order to profane Vaish- 

navism and therefore scarcely do they 

deserve the name. 

This, in short, is Vaishnavism, 

This pure form of transcendental wor- 

ship was preached by Sree Chaitanya, 

the great Prophet of Nadia, more by 

His life than by any precepts or 

sermons., 

The life of Sree Hhaitanya is an 

edifying st/udy in itself. To understand 

Vaishnavism thoroughly men must 

carefully and reverentially study the 

Holy life and Character of this Divine 

Personage, We can hardly conceive 

what Sree Krishna or Sree Radhica is 

except through the divine light 

graciously vouchsafed unto the benight- 

ed world by that Divine Teacher, I 

mean, Sree Chaitanya Who, the Vaish- 

navas believe is identical with Sree 

Krishna, though displaying a distinct 

Lila of His own or more properly, the 

Embodiment of Sree Krishna and Sree 

Radhica in One. All true Vaishnavas 

draw and will continue to draw their 

inspirations from Him, as from a living 

fountain. His exalted mission of uni- 

versal love was truly something Divine 

and the immense boon He has conferred 

on the fallen race of humanity, by His 

glorious Advent into this mortal world 

in an age of dry rationalism and lifeless 

dogmas, in an age of sensual rites 

and nefarious ceremonials, will be more 

and more appreciated as mankind ad- 

vances in knowledge, fa'th, love and 

spirituality. 

The Christian reader may trace out 

points of similarity in the lines and 

teachings of these two great Saviours of 

Mankind—Sree Chaitanya of Nadia and 

Jesus of Nazareth, but the parallel does 

not indeed go very far. Faith, all-ab- 

sorbing faith, faith which is the "evi. 

dence of things unseen, the substance of 

things hoped for," forms indeed the turn, 

ing point—the main charac'eristic of 

both Christianity and Vaishnavism. But 

blind faith is not meant or referred to 

as psilantbropists mean in as much as 

the faith in the Absolute is quite diflfer. 

eut from a blind faith due to ignorance in 

imaginary things. But the theism of 

Ohristiauity is pre-eminently the religion 

of piety where ethical principles have got 

a predoraiuance over the Absolute Truth, 

whereas Vaishnavism, as we have al- 

ready pointed out, is strikingly the reli- 

gion of Love or unadultered causeless 

service. In its lowest stage, however, it 

inculcates Service as well as knowledge., 

But Vaishnavism in its highest stage 

is only Love, pure and simple—a kind 
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of Love that may be called sublime, 

aupersensuous, high and transcenden- 

tal. It is something beyond the ken 

of the ordinary run of human beings. 

A true Vaishnava is therefore, the 

much talked of "salt of the earth" or 
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the ''light of the world" and true 

Yaishnavism is verily the "fulfilment 

of the law". 

Bishwkshwar Das, b. a., 

Emeritus Head Master, 

Shantipur Municipal H. E. School. 

The Supreme Lord Sri Krishna-Chaitanya 

(Continued from P. 184, Januanj, 1929.) 

'THEN from Kulia.Nabadwip the 

site of the absolution of offence, the 

Lord made His way to Eamkeli. At 

this time Husain Shah was the in- 

dependent King of Gfauda ( Bengal ). 

Dabir Khas and Sakar Mallick were 

the two right-hand men of the King 

in conducting the government of the 

country. Dabir Khas and Sakar 

Mallick became subsequently known 

as 'Sree Rup' and 'Sree Sanatan' res- 

pectively. 

Husain Shah was informed by 

Dabir Khas of the greatness of the 

Lord and was convinced that the Lord 

was really the Godhead Himself. The 

Lord had with Him at Eamkeli Nitya- 

nanda, Haridasa, Sribasa Gadadhara, 

Mukunda, Jagadananda, Murari, Bakre. 

shwara and other devotees. The Lord 

with all His devotees accepted as His 

own Sri Rupa and Sanatana who are 

indeed. His eternal servants. In 

compliance with the advice of Sanatana 

giving up for the present His inten- 

tion of proceeding to Brindabana the 

Lord returned to Santipur by way of 

Kanai's Natshala. 

The Lord stopped at Santipur for 

seven days at the house of Advaita- 

charyya. He consoled His mother 

who obtained this opportunity of seeing 

Him a second time and who was sorely 

stricken with grief at separation from 

her Son. The Lord also met here 

Raghunath Das, Son of the famous 

Gobardhan Das of Saptagram. Sri 

Raghunath Das is the eternal servant 

of the Lord. He was at this time 

pining for an opportunity of joining 

the Lord by renouncinif the world. 

The Lord, however advised him to 

conceal his ardour and return to his 

father's house and there lead a life of 

detachment from the world the object 

of the Lord being to teach the people 
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the difference between superficial and 

real detachment by his example. 

Prom Santipur the Lord returned 

to Puri taking with Him Balabhadra 

Bhattacharyya and Damodar Pandit. 

After spending a few days at Puri ac- 

compained only by Balabhadra Bhatta- 

charyya the Lord set out for Brindabana 

and journeyed to Kashi by way of 

Jharikhanda. While the Lord was 

making His way through the forest He 

indulged in the pastime of making 

the tiger ami the deer Hance and chant 

the Kirtan. 

On His arrival at Benares tlie Lord 

bathed in the Manik^rnika and after be- 

holding Bishweshwar and Bindu-Madhaba 

in the company of Tapan Misra went 

the latter's house and put up there. 

Raghunath ( subsequently Sri Raghu. 

Nath Bhatta Goswami ) the son of 

Tapan Misra thus obtained an oppor- 

tunity of tending the feet of the Lord 

and honouring the remains of His 

meals. During the four days of His 

stay at Benares on this occasion Tapan 

Misra and a certain Marhatta Brahman 

expressed their great sorrow to the 

Lord at the unfortunate condition of 

Benares which was wholly in the grip 

of illusionism ( mayavada ). They also 

regretfully informed the Lord of the 

slanders against Himself which were 

diseminated by Prakashananda, the 

leader of the mayavadi Sannyasis. The 

Lord manifested an attitude of indiffer- 

ence towards the activities of this maya- 

vadi Sannyasis and having accepted the 

Marhatta Brahman as His own left for 

Prayaga. 

At the sight of the Yamuna at 

Prayaga in the excitation of the Braja 

lila the Lord plunged into the water 

of the stream and was rescued by 

Balabhadra. The 1 yord stayed at 

Prayaga for three days and then pro- 

ceeded by alow stages towards Mathnra 

along the Mathura road dispensing the 

Name and love of Krishna. 

At Mathura the Lord accepted the 

alms of food cooked by a Sanoria 

Brahman who was a disciple of Sri 

Madhabendra Puri. Sanoria Brahma na 

lie under the ban of untouchability, 

have no social standing and all inter, 

course with them is avoided by other 

Brahmans. By His action on this oc- 

casion the Supreme Lord laid down the 

principle of the conduct of a Vaishnaba. 

The Lord visited the different sites 

of the Brindabana lila. The Lord per- 

formed the lila of chanting the holy 

Name and instructing the people in 

regard to the same till midday sitting 

under the tamarind tree of ihe Age of 

Krishna that stood near the Chira Ghat. 

The Lord showed His mercy to Krishna, 

das, a Rajput who became thence 

formed a constant campanion of the 

Lord and His Kamandulu bearer. The 

people got up a rumour to the effect 

that Krishna Himself had appeared in 

the Kaliya Lake, mistaking the acti- 

vitives of a fisherman at night. The 
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simple minded Balabhadra Bliatta. 

charyya also felt a strong desire of 

visiting the subject of the false rumour. 

The Lord removed the error of Bala. 

bhadara. By this lila the Lord made 

it clear that it is extremely difficult 

for a tiny jiva to escape the tricks of 

the illusory power which seeks every 

opportunity of beguiling the unwary 

So great is the power of Maya that 

a person who happened to be in the 

very presence of Krishna Himself 

could be deluded by her into mistak 

ing her trick for Krishna. 

Noticing that His stay at Brindabana 

had the effect of producing excessive 

loving excitement in the Lord Bala- 

bhadra Bhattacliaryya deemed it ad. 

visable to coduct the Lord back to 

Prayaga. Having made up their mind to 

proceed to Prayaga after performing 

the bath in Ganges at Soro Khetra 

Krishnadas the Rajput, the Sonaria 

Brahman of Mathura, Balabhadra Bhat. 

tacharyya and a Brahman who had 

accompanied Balabhadra from the start, 

set out on the journey with the Lord. 

On the way noticing the cows in the 

act of grazing and hearing tire sudden 

strains of a flute sounded by a cowherd 

the Lord swooned away due to excita- 

tion of the memories of the Braja lila. 

Just at this moment there arrived on 

the spot a body of ten Pathan horsemen 

who finding the Lord in an unconscious 

state and suspecting that His compa. 

nions had caused the fit for robbing the 

Lord of His property, at the instmce of 

their leader, Bijali Khan, the Pathans 

bound them with chains mentioning 

their suspicion as the reason of such 

procedure. As the external conscious- 

ness of the Lord returned He had a talk 

and religious discussion with a Mou. 

lana who happened to belong to Bijali 

Khan's party. Tire Lord proved from 

the Koran itself the superiority of 

devotion to Krishna. Whereupon the 

Moulana sought the shelter of the feet 

of the Lord Who after absolving him 

from his sins bestowed on him the 

name of Ramdas. Bijali Khan and 

the other horsemen also surrendered 

themselves at the feet of the Lord 

and turned into devotees of Krishna. 

They were subsequently known as "the 

Pathan Vaishnabas." 

After performing the bath in the 

Ganges at Soro Kshetra the Lord reach- 

ed the triple confluence of tire rivers 

at Prayaga. There at Dasasvamedha 

Ghat the Lord met Sri Rupa who arrived 

there after enacting the lila of renoun. 

cing the service of the King and wealth 

and family. In the meantime Sri 

Ballabh Bhatta invited and took the 

Lor d to his house at the village of Arial 

situated on tire opposite side of the 

Yamuna. There the Lord accepted the 

alms of cooked food. Sri Ballabh Bhatta 

with all his kindred accepted water 

touched by the feet of the Lord and 

worshipped His holy feet. The Su- 

preme Lord introduced Sri Rupa to 
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Ballnbh Bhatta. Subsequently on the 

arrival of Raghupati Upadhyaya from 

Tirhoot the Lord had a prolonged 

mellow conversation with him. 

The Lord stopped at Prayaga for 

ten days at the Dasasvamedha Ghat. 

Here He secretly infused His power 

into Sri Rupa and teaching him the 

principles of amorous devotion in the 

form of aphorisms commanded him to 

write "the Rashamritasindhu". Then 

the Lord despatched Sri Rupa to 

Brindabana and Himself returned to 

Kashi where He took up His residence 

at the lodging of Chandra Shekhara. 

Sri Sanatana having got rid of his 

official connection with the King with 

great skill longing for a sight of the 

feet of the Lord made his way to 

Benaiesand presented himself at the 

doorstep of the house of Chandra 

Sekhara. The Supreme Lord,. Knower 

of all hearts, causing him to be brought 

from the gate.way into the interior of 

the house commanded him to be made 

cleanly. After Sanatana had gone 

through the lilaoi being made hhadra he 

put on koupin and bahirbas (inner and 

outer sheets worn by one who has re- 

nounced the world) made from a piece 

nf old cloth obtained from Tapana Misra. 

The answers embodying the substance 

of all spiritual truth- which were given 

by the Supreme Lord Himself to the 

questions addressed to Him in the right 

spirit of enquiry by His eternal servant 

Sanatana, regarding the nature, duty 

and object of tha jiva are known 

collectively as 'Sri Sanatana Siksha'. 

(To be continued.) 

The Special Characteristics of the Acharyya 

[ By Pbof. Nishi Kanta Sanyal, m. a., ] 

(Continued from F. 187 January, 1929.) 

"FHB special chai acter of the langu- 

age of Sri Siddhanta Saraswati 

Thakur constitutes one of the most 

remarkable peculiarities of this great 

Acharyya. Language is fashioned by 

thought. Language is the external 

manifestation of the inner mental state. 

The mind of this Acharyya transcend, 

ing the tracks of all mundane thought 

is perennially alit with the mood of 

spiritual service radiant with the light 

of pure cognition and the whole com- 

pass of his thoughts wears the fresh 

charm of the constant endeavour to 

minister to the pleasure of the senses 

of Krishna. It is to be expected that 

the language of such a person should 

correspond to this unique characteristic 

of his thought. 

Everyone is in a position to realise 
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for himself the unbridgeable gap that 

completely separates the language used 

by this great Acharyya from that which 

prevails in the ordinary literature and 

intercourse of the world. The direc- 

tion of thought and of ideal of the 

world of today is towards selfish 

mundane enjoyment. The nature of 

such enjoyment is often liable to be 

misunderstood for the reason that it 

possesses a double aspect. There is 

the attempt to enjoy positively or 

directly by means of the senses all the 

visible and conceivable objects of 

phenomenyl Nature. And secondly 

there also exists the endeavour after 

indirect or negative enjoyment of those 

very objects. And both of these possess 

this respective gross and subtle forms. 

This louging for worldly enjoyment in 

its positive and negative forms assumes 

a visible shape in the literature of 

the Age. 

If we care to analyse with ever so 

little attention the tendency of all 

current linguistic efforts we should be 

able to make the discovery that with 

the instrumentality of speech the lin- 

quists are madly riding in every direc* 

tion on the wild quest of enjoying Nature 

in countless ways. The consuming fire 

of lust whetted by the enjoyment of 

woman who is after all only an infini- 

tesimal part of Nature in her infinite 

vastness, directs its billion flaming 

tongues on the Arch-Enchantress her- 

self for the gratification of its unex- 

28 

tinguishable thirst for selfish enjoy- 

ment, in the shape of the vocal efforts 

of the modern world. It is the old 

pertormance of the builders of the 

unfinished tower of Babel. 

This literary passion has not been 

content to remain confined to the enjoy- 

ment of the inexhaustible delusions 

so amply provided by the ingenuity 

of physical Nature. In its ribald fury it 

has imagined the possibility of enjoy- 

ing the Divine Power itself alter the 

fashion of Havana in his attempt to 

abduct the Divine Consort of Sri 

Ramchandra. 

The literary efforts of today have 

not remained confined within the ample 

limits provided by the thoughts and 

objects of, the phenomenal universe. 

There is a widely prevalent endeavour 

to drag down into the arena of the 

sensuous efforts of the mundane Muse 

such subjects as the Brindabana lila the 

love of Rai—Kami, Chandidas and 

Vidyapati. 

The same heroic pride that animated 

Vajrangaji Maharaj himself in sternly 

opposing the vile intention of Havana 

and making him realise that his abduc- 

tion of Sri Seeta Devi was nothing but 

sheer suicidal folly encouraged by Her 

illusory form, also inspires the sustained 

efforts of this great Acharyya who is 

vigorously cutting away by the dignity 

and power of his transcendent language 

the tangled knots that have been so 

cunningly devised by the misdirected 
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energies of the atheistical world to 

bind itself in an eternal thraldom to 

the most degrading drudgeries of the 

senses by the consolidation and perpe- 

tuation of a false literature fostering 

the lust of worldly enjoyment. 

Another speciality of his language 

consists in the fact that it neyer submits 

to cater to the pleasures of those persons 

who are in any way tainted with the 

virus of sensuous inclination. These 

unhappy people naturally fiaht shy of 

his language which measured by the 

standard of sensuousness appears to 

them to be 'dry' and 'un.intelligible'. 

But the language which is the ex- 

pression of the Absolute possesses such 

wonderful beauty that each single 

word of this Acharyya serves to lay 

bare an inexhaustible mine of the most 

precious truths and helps as a compass 

to determine the direction of the 

supreme pleasure of Krishna Himself. 

Another special feature of the lan- 

guage of this extraordinarily merciful 

Teacher is to be found in the fact that 

his vocabulary is wK lly incapable of 

bearing any secondary meaning which 

may be attempted to be imported into 

it by the designing wickedness of any 

sham interpreter who is bent upon 

wilful distortion by reason of any selfish 

purpose of his own. The flow of his 

language is ever straight and easy. 

Its course is so well guarded on both 

sides that no knave can approach its 

life giving current from either dbection o 
for the purpose of causing the least 

defilement to its holy water in which 

Krishna Himself delights to sport. 

The golden stream of his composi- 

tions begins to sweep majestically over 

the world, and the masses of the 

wreathed lightening of truths in unison 

with the dread mutterings of an endless 

succession of words that speak in 

thunder unceasingly manifest themsel- 

ves most remarkably of all specially at 

those moments when an adversary 

betrays the arrogance of making an 

attack on Vishnu and the Vaishnavas 

or on the path of eternal revelation 

through the medium of the transmitted 

transcendental sound. 

On yet another occasion the sources 

of the billion fountain heads of Truth 

and his transcendental literary skill 

are found to open when the assembled 

people pour out without guile tlmir 

all for the fulfilment of the wishes that 

lie behind the mind of Sri Chaitanya. 

The disposition of his vocabulary 

is verily the faultless display of the 

rich treasures of Vaikuntha in which 

every single word is an indivisible 

Koustava jewel. 

(To be continued.) 



Sree Sree Chaitanya Bhagabat 

(Continued from P. 195, January, 1929.) 

CHAPTER XII 

Summary :—In this chapter have been described mainly the wanderings of Sree Gauranga in the 
town. His expositions of the Shastras onithe bank of the Ganges and various manifestations of His Divine 
power. 

No Scholar or Professor of Nabadwip was able to maintain or triumph in discussions with Nimai. 
The Lord moved through the Town with His disciples with the state of an Emperor. One day accidentally 
meeting Mukunda in the streets the Lord refused to allow him to proceed till he had made Him wiser. 
Mukunda with the object of defeating the Lord in controversy put Him the most difficult ijuestions of 
rhetoric supposing that as a mere Teacher of Vyakarana Nimai would be unable to answer them. He was 
completely undeceived and was filled with the highest admiration for the Scholarship of Nimai on finding 
Him tackling the problems of rhetoric with a mastery that baffled all competition. Mukunda mentally 
regretted the necessity of having to avoid the society of such an extraordinary intelligent Person by reason 
of His lack of devotion for Krishna. Another day in course of His rambles Nimai having similarly met 
Gadadhara asked him to define emancipation (Afukfi.jGadadhara who was a student of the Nyaj a philosophy 
defined mukti as the final destruction of sorrow. The Lord took exception to his explanation, Nimai daily 
expounded the Shastra on the bank of the Ganges in the afternoon. 

The expositions of Nimai were altogether unique and pleased the Vaishnavas who listened to His 
discourses from a distance. They expressed their appreciation by blessing Him wishing that He might have 
attachment for Krishna. Nimai made obeisance to Sreebas and other devotees whenever He happened 
to meet them. He showed by such conduct that devotion for Krishna can be obtained only as the result of 
the blessings of His devotees. Different persons viewed the Lord differently in accordance with their parti- 
cular mental dispositions. Even the yavanas experienced a great affection for the Lord at sight of Him. 
Nimai as professor taught His pupils Vyakarana in the Chandi Mandap of the house of most fortunate 
Mukunda Sanjaya. 

On one of these days the Lord manifested all the perturbations of loving devotion under the guise 
of symptoms of nervous malady. On His recovery shortly after the citizens of Nadia who were very much 
attached to Him freely distributed clothing etc. as a substantial mark of their joy at the event, 

At midday the Lord sported with His pupils in the water of the Ganges and after bath having wor- 
shipped Vishnu and made the offering of water to tufasi, ate the food served by Lakshmi Devi. Then favouring 
the goddess of sleep for a short time the Lord went out again for His Professorial work and coming into the. 
Town engaged in a variety of entertaining pastimes with the citizens. One day thus presenting Himself 
at the dwelling of a weaver Nimai asked for and accepted valuable clothing from him without paying any 
price for the same. Another day He chummed with milkmen and thereby obtained a good supply of the 
Dest milk, curd, etc. from them for love. On other days He similarly received perfumes, garlands of flowers 
and betel from the respective tradespeople. One day He got the present of a conch from a conch-dealer who 
also demanded no price. These events proved the reality of the sentiment of affection which all classes of the 
people cherished towards the Lord. 

Another day the Lord appeared before a fortune-teller at the latter's house and asked him to calculate 
His previous births. No sooner did the fortune-teller, after reciting the mantra of Gopala, apply himself to 
his calculations that he was favoured with a vision of the various manifestations of the Divinity. The for- 
tune-teller was utterly bewildered but understood nothing and thought that some celestial being in the form 
of a Brahman was playing those tricks with him. 

On a certain day the Lord presented Himself at the dwelling of Sridhar and asked him the cause of his 
utter poverty although he happened to be a worshipper of the Lord of Lakshmi. His poverty, the Lord 
observed, was all the more remarkable as other people who worship "the goddesses of Chandi and Bishahari 
were found to be rolling in wealth. Sridhara said that although a King dined on the choicest dishes and 
slept on costly bed and birds passed the night on bare tree tops there was really no difference between the 
two as regards happiness the difference in their circumstances being due to different quality of work performed 
by each in their previous births. The Lord thereupon disclosed the greatness of the devotee of Krishna to 
Sridhara speaking in a jokose mood and also forced him to promise the Lord a regular daily supply of the 
soft core of plantaintrees, plaintain, radishes etc. free of cost The Lord also told Sridhara that He 
Himself was only a cowherd and not a Brahman at all which also Sridhara took to be a joke. The students 
who had accompanied the Lord to the dwelling of Sridhara returned to their respective homes after the Lord 
reached His own house. 

One day at sight of the full moon the mood of the Moon of Biindabana was aroused in the Lord and 
under its influence He began to produce sounds of the flute unheard before. This sound was audible to no one 
except Sachi Devi. On hearing the ravishing strain Sachi Devi came out of her room and found her Son 
seated at the door of Vishnu's room. On her arrival there she could no longer hear the music but found 
the shining orb of the moon on the breast of her son Sachi Devi had such daily visions of the manifestations 
of the Divine power. 
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On a certain day as the Lord met Sribas Pandit the latter admonished Him saying that He was was- 
ting His time in useless studies and teaching and told Him to betake Himself to the worship of Krishna with 
out which all His learning was but vanity. The Lord replied that as the Pandit who happened himself 
to be a devotee of Krishna was so kind to Him He was sure of attaining to devotion for Krishna. 

In the closing verses the author gives vent to his grief in the mood of humility for his sad lot which 
deprived him of the privilege of witnessing those events for not having been born at the time of their occur- 
rence. But he prays for the boon of being enabled to retain and cherish at every birth the memory of those 
events and of being granted the chance of becoming a Servant of Goursandara and His associates whenever 
Gaursundara and Nityananda with their associates manifest their pastimes. The author prays for nothing 
else save this. 

I All glory to the Supreme Lord, Sree 
Gaursundara 

Glory to all the followers of the Lord ! 

3 In this manner at Nabadwipa 
Sri Gaursundara played constantly with His 

books, 

3 The Lord challenged all the Professors, 
But no one could answer His questions, 

4 He taught only Vyakarana 
But entertained no regard even for the 

Bhattacharyyas. 

5 He moved about the Town wrapped in 
His own delight 

In the company of His disciples who were 
most fortunate. 

6 Once on His way the Lord by accident 
met Mukunda 

And taking him by the hand spoke these 
words 

7 "Why do you fly at the sight of Me ? 

Today you must not get away without 
solving My doubts. 

8 Mukunda thought within himself, 
I must defeat Him by any means today. 

He is practised in the knowledge only of 
Vyakarana 

9 "I will silence Him by asking questions on 
rhetoric this day. 

That He may not again bother me with 
His boastings." 

10 In course of the discussion that now ensu- 
ed between the Lord and Mukunda 

The Lord tore to ghreds all the statements 
of Mukunda, 

11 Mukunda said "Vyakarana is fit for the 
study of children. 

Children alone find it worth their while 
to discuss it, 

12 I will have a debate with You on rhetoric." 
The Lord said, " Ask as you like." 

13 Mukunda asked the Lord to elucidate 
the rhetorical qualities 

Of passages that he read out containing 
the most obstruse displays of poetics 

14 Gaurchandra Avatar is omnipotent. 
The Lord found fault with all the rhetori- 

cal embelishments in detail 

15 Mukunda could not rebut his objections. 
But the Lord spoke laughingly— 

16 "Go home today and with care look up the 
texts. 

Tomorrow turn up early as I shall expect . 
your answer." 

17 Mukunda went away taking the dust of 
His feet. 

The wondering Mukunda thought within 
himself— 

18 ^Is such scholarship possible in mortal ? 
There is no Shastra of which He is not 

master 

1 g One endowed with such excellent judgement 
if He were but a devotee of Krishna 

1 would not then forego His company for 
a moment." 

20 In this manner another day while out on 
His rambles tasting the sweets of learning 

The Lord chanced to meet Gadadhara, 
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21 The Lord laughed as He caught him by 
both hands and held him back. 

"You read Nyaya I will not part with you 
till you make Me understand the same. 

22 Gadadhara spoke in reply, ' Ask any 

questions" 
The Lord asked, "Tell Me the definition of 

Emancipation " 

23 Gadhadhara explained in accordance with 
the Shastras. 

The Lor J protested, ''you do not know 
the explanation." 

Gadadhara said ''Emancipation is the final 
destruction of misery. 

The Shastra declares this as the sign of 

emancipation" 
25 The Lord, Master of the goddess of learn- 

ing opposed the explanation in many ways 
There was no debater able to hold His 

ground against Him. 

3 ■' There was no one who could contend 

with the Lord. 
Gadadhara thought within hniself, 'I shall 

indeed be g'ad to escape today.' 

27 The Lord said, "Gadadhar a return home to 
day. 

Tomorrow meet Me early and explain." 

28 Gadadhara made his obeisance and went 
home 

The Lord traversed all quarters of the town 

29 All recognized Him as a very great pandit 
All showed unbounded respect on meeting 

Him 

30 In the afternoon with ail His pupils 
The revered Teacher held His learned 

sessions on the bank of the Ganges 

31 The form of the Lord served by the 
Daughter of the Ocean, 

Is incomparable in the three worlds for 

bWityi that excites amorous Jpye 

32 The students sat round Him in a circle 
As seated in the centre the Darling of 

Sachi explained the Shastras. 

33 On the approach of evening all the 
Vaishnavas 

With gladness went to the bank of the 
Ganges and sat down there 

24 From a distance they listened to the ex- 
position of the Lord 

With sad pleasure all of them reflected in 
their minds 

35 One said "He possesses extraordinary 
beauty and learning 

If He donot serve Krishna they are of no 
avail" 

36 All said,"Brother, at the very sight of Him 
I take to my heels for fear of being 

required to solve His hoaxes" 

37 Some said, 'Tf He but sees He never lets 
one escape. 

But is sure to detain him with the autho- 
rity of a tax-collector," 

38 Someone, said "The Brahmana possesses 
Superhuman powers 

It seems He may be some great Saint 

39 Although He happens to explain only 
riddles and that incessently 

The sight of Him nevertheless makes one 
happy 

40 I have not seen such profound scholarship 
in any mortal, 

It causes great pain that He does not 
serve Krishna." 

41 They all mutually exhorted one another— 
May all ol you say this benediction that 

He obtain attachment for Krishna. 

42 They all fell prostrate in obeisance to the 
Ganges, 

And all the devotees pronounced this 
blessing— 
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43 "Vouchsafe, O Krishna, that the Darling 
Son of Jagannath 

Be intoxicated with Thy sweetness. 
giving up all other inclination. 

44 May He serve Thee constantly with loving 
devotion. 

Vouchsafe to us, Krishna, the society of 
of such a One" 

45 The Lord, knower of all hearts, is aware 
of thoughts of everyone. 

Whenever the Lord met Sribas and the 
other devotees He always made His 

obeisance to them 

46 The Lord received the blessings of the 

devotees on His head. 
By the blessings of the devotees alone 

devotion to Krishna can be obtained. 

47 There were those who spoke out in the 
face of the Lord, 

'"For what purpose dost Thou pass Thy 
time in the delusions of learning" 

48 Some one would say, "think well on it, 
Nimai Pandit. 

What does it really profit to be learned ? 
Serve Thou Krishna without further 

dely." 

49 What do people study for ?—even for the 
knowledge of devotion to Krishna 

11 that is not gained what purpose does 
learning serve ?" 

50 The Lord said smiling," Great indeed is my 
good fortune 

That such as you thus teach Me the 
necessity of serving Krishna," 

51 "This is clear to My mind that he alone is 
truly fortunate 

Whosp well-beujgis desired by such 

as you." 

"I have a mind after working a little while 
longer as a Teacher 

To betake Myself to a good Vaishnava 
from conviction" 

Saying this the LorjJ. Lughed with His 
devotees. 

No one could know the Lord by virtue of 
His illusory power. 

In this manner the Lord stole the hearts 
of all. 

There was no one who did not seek Him. 

The Lord thus passed part of His time on 
bank of the Ganges. 

Sometimes He wondered over the 
different parts of the town 

No sooner did they catch sight of Him 
Than all the people greeted the feet of 

the Lord with the greatest ardour. 

As the ladies beheld Him they said. "He 
indeed, is the god of love. 

May woman obtain the blessing of such 
treasure at every birth," 

The scholar viewed Him as the equal of 
Brihaspati. 

The aged vied with the rest to do obeisance 
at His lotus feet. 

The yogis said Him as One possessed of 
the realised body 

The wicked saw Him as most dreadful to 
behold. 

One whom the Lord accosted even fOr a 
single day 

Became His captive and wore the collar 
of His love. 

Despite the boasts of learning in which 
the Lord so much indulged 

All persons who heard it all were still 
most,amicably disposed towards the Lord. 

( 7o be continued) 
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Faking Refuge in God 

(Continued from P. 190, January, 1929.) 

[ XXX 1 

1 In Godrumadham, favourable to service, 

Equalling Sri Nandisvar in Mathura,— 

2 Inside the same, in the groved cottage of Surabhi, 

I'll dwell on the bank of the celestial stream, 

3 Clad in the garb that is dear to the devotee of Gaura, 

Adorned with tilaka and garland of tulasi, 

4 By planting Charapaka, Ba-kula, Kadambaj Tamala,—- 

I will make an extended grove, 

5 On them I will put Madhabi and Malati creepers, 

And so make the mandapa for shade; 

6 I will plant the grove with ranges of flowery woods,— 

The yuthi,jati, malli will put forth their charms to adorn, the place 

7 I will make Empress Tulasi take the seat of honour on. the terrace, 

I will procure all the requisites for Mrtana and place them there 

8 I will sing the Name in the company of the servants of the Vaiehnavas, 

Glory to Godruma ! Glory to the abode of Gaur! 

9 Bhakativinode is favourable to service, 

Glory to the grove in blossom and'the bank of the divine stream ! 

[ XXXI 1 

1 The particle of dust of the feet of the pure devotee conduces to devotion, 

To serve the devotee is the supreme success, the root of the tender 

creeper of love 

2 The tithi of Madhaba, mother of devotion, I serve with care ; 

The abode of Krishna I prefer with all my heart as my dwelling place 

3 All those places whither my Gaura travelled for pastime, 

I will visit in the company of loving devotees 
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4 The mind ever longs for opportunity of listening to the music of the 

mridanga 
The heart dances with joy on hearing the kirtana ordained by Gaur 

5 I experience the gre .test happiness as I behold the Images of the 

Divine pair 
The world is overcome by honouring the prasada 

6 Goloka flashes in the house every day when I notice there the service of 
Krishna 

My happiness knojvs no bounds on seeing the Ganges, that stream of 

nectar issued from the divine feet 

7 My life is soothed by the sight of the tidasi knowing that she ministers to 

the pleasure of Govinda, 

1 find life worth living by honouring the shalca (leavesjthat is loved 

of Gaura 

8 Whatever Bhakativinode chances to have that is favourable for the 

service of Krishna 
He accepts daily with the greatest joy. 

[ XXXII ] 

1 The groved cottage by the side of the pool of Radha, 

The Gobardhan Mount, the Bank of the Yamuna 

2 The Kusuma Tank, the Manasa Ganga, 

The Darling Daughter of Kalinda of mighty current, 

3 Bansibata, Gokula, Dhir-Samira, 

The water that serves the trees and creepers of Brindaban, 

All different species of Birds and Deer, the Malaya Breeze,. 

Peacocks, Black Bees, the Diversions of the Flute, 

5 Cane, Horn, Poet-prints, Wreaths of Clouds, 

Spring, Moon, Conch, karatala,— 

6 Knowing these to accord well with the blissful sports of the Divine pair 

I.cherish as excitants of the resurgence of the Divine pastimes 

7 I go nowhere leaving these, 
Llose my life if I give them up 

8 'Listen, 0 Kan, says Bhaktivinode, 

'My life is an excitant of Thee'. 
(To he continued) 
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The 443rd Advent Anniversary of Sri Krishna-Chaitanya. 

tVEVOTlONAL ob?prvances on a. 

^ grand scale extending over a 

month in commemoration o£ the four, 

hundred and forfcj-third anniversary of 

the airspicious advent of the Lord ins- 

tituted originally about forty years ago 

by Srila Thakur Bhaktivinode in co- 

operation with many wise persons who 

established, the worship of Sri Sri Gaur- 

sundar and Vishnupriya on the site 

of the residence, of Sri Jagannath Misra 

which ha,d been identihed by Sri Jagan- 

nathdas Bahaji at Sridbam MJayapur, 

the place of advent of the Supreme 
Lord, under the auspices of the Sri. 

dhatn Praqharini and Sri Vishwa Vai- 

shnava Raj Sabhas also established by 

Thaknr ^haktivinode, have been rapid- 

ly developed to. their present enormous 

dimensions by the exertions of Param- 

hansa Mt^baraj Srila Bhakti Siddhanta 

29 

Saraswati Thakur, the Organiser.in- 

Chief of the Gaudiya Mission which has 

its head.quarters at Sri Chaitanya Math 

at Sri Mayapur. Hundreds of thousands 

of devotees hailing from the most dis- 

tant parts of the country have thus 

been afforded an opportunity of paying 

their homage to the holy Birth-site and 

the Birth-tithi of the merciful Saviour 

of this Iron Age of strife and discord. 

It has a great significance for the 

future of this country and of the 

world. 

The pious observances include the 

circuraambulation, instituted by Srila 

Bhakti Siddhanta Saraswati Thakur, 

of (he Nine Islands constituting Sri. 

dham Navadwip, in a huge procession 

of the assembled devotees preceded by 

the congregational chanting of kirtan. 

The circuraambulation is performed in 
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regular stages, as laid down in the 

works of the former Acharyyas, extend- 

ing over nine days, one day being 

devoted to each 'island' so as to allow 

time for a thorough inspection and 

discussion, under the -guidance of Srila 

Bhakti Siddhanta Saraswati Thakur 

and the Tridandi Sannyasi Maharajas 

of Sri Chaitanya Math, of the principal 

sites hallowed by the transcendental 

activities of the Lord. 

The centre of this comprehensive 

propaganda work is the Sri Chaitanya 

Math at Sridham Mayapur, the head- 

quarters of the Gaudiya Mission, with its 

newly established University of ajdii. 

tual learning, its Printing Press and 

Offices of the Nadiaprakash—-the daily 

Vernacular organ of the Mission and 

its lofty Temple of Sri Sri Gandharbika 

Giridhari and Gaursundar with the 

founder-Acharyyas of the four great tra. 

ditional Vaishnava-samprndayas, whose 

twenty-nine staples proudly dominate 

the whole landscape,—all of it being 

the visible fruits of the unremitting 

labours of Srila Paramhansa Thakur 

and his associates and followers. Sri 

Chaitanya Math itself stands on the 

site of the residence of Sri Chandra. 

Sekher Acharyya at whose house Sri 

Chaitanya appeared in the role of the 

Divine Shalcti in a dramatic perform- 

ance, the first of its kind in Bengal and 

in the Bengali language, staged by the 

associates of the Lord. A stage for 

the performance of spiritual dramas 

is going to be set up at the Chaitanya 

Math in memory of the event. 

The Yogapilha or the house of Sri 

Jagannath Misra situated at the centre 

of,Sridham Mayapur is of course, the 

cynosure of all eyes. The jubilations 

attain their climax just as the full, 

moon of the month of Falgun begins 

to climb the eastern horizon, the hour 

when the Supreme Lord manifested 

His appearance in this world four hun. 

dred and forty three years ago. At 

the hour of Nativity every inch of the 

Yogapitha, its spacious yard—'Sachi's 

yard'—and the open grounds all round 

the house with the tree-tops, is occupied 

by an eager And reverent assemblage of 

pious devotees hailing from all parts of 

the country. The function begins with 

singing in chorus of the narrative of 

the Birth of the Lord led by the Tridandi 

Sannyasi Maharajas and Brahmacharis 

of the Sri Chaitanya Math, every word 

of which is listened to with wrapt atten- 

tion by the attending crowd as the 

Holy Images receive the usual worship. 

At the conclusion of the function the 

vast assembly spontaneously prostrates 

itself at the feet of the new-born Babe 

The Neem Tree under which the Lord 

was born and the lying-in .'room of Sri 

Sachi Devi at the foot of the Tree re- 

ceive the profound homage of all hearts. 

The whole night is passed in joyous 

exhortations and in the unstinted dis- 

tribution of a rich variety of maha. 

prcLsada to the assembled people. Th 
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devotees now break their fast. The 

three following days are devoted to 

the annual general meetings of the 

Sridham Pracharini and Sri Vishwa- 

Vaishnava Eaj Sibhas, reviewing the 

past year's work, in appreciative re- 

cognition of services rendered by the 

workers in furtherance of the wishes 

of Sri Goursundar and in settling a 

plan of work for the ensuing year. 

All this tangible manifestation of 

the_growth of a mighty-system of wor- 

ship on the abandoned forgotten site 

•of a far away Bengal village in this 

Age of scepticism and irreligion, is in 

itself an event of the first magnitude 

that has already drawn to itself the 

attention of most people of this country. 

In this materialistic Age the value of 

a .movement is often measured by its 

physical magnitude and visible results. 

But the externals of. an institution 

may nevertheless fail to convey a pro- 

•per idea of its internal character. It is 

this which is the cause of the prejudice 

that is aroused in many persons by all 

external manifestations especially in the 

sphere of religion which is supposed to 

be particularly an affair of the heart. 

Such a view, however, makes no allow- 

ance for external manifestation that cor- 

responds to the internal character of a 

movement and which in fact constitutes 

its necessary, natural and inevitable 

outward expression which is not less 

important, or less an integral part of the 

aveuty than the internal aspect itself. 

The external face of a phenomenon 

of this world gives no clue of its real 

nature. Empiric science is a persever- 

ing attempt to find out this so-called 

truth of an event which is hid from our 

view and which is conceived of as dif- 

ferent from the visible part. But as 

a matter of fact it is neyer possible 

to find out the final or true character 

of any worldly phenomenon by the 

'analysis' of the external face. Those 

who are aware of" this are necessarily 

sceptical of the advertised truths of 

this world. Such hbei al-rainded people 

are prepared to accept a revision of all 

current ideas. This open-mindedness 

is the true sign of genuine liberalism. 

They should be able mentally at least 

to distinguish between the pursuit of 

their selfish temporary interests and the 

pursuit of the Truth for its own sake. 

Those newspapers that identify them- 

selves with the local and limited inter- 

ests of particular groups or countries 

necessarily fail to take an unbiased 

view of the Truth. The devotional 

functions at Sri Mayapur in connection 

with the anniversary of the Birth of 

the Supreme Lord have been noticed 

in the columns of newspapers represent, 

ing the different 'sectarian' opinions 

in this country and elsewhere. Their 

treatment of the subject cannot be ex. 

pected to shed much light on the super- 

sectarian, spiritual, or eternal aspect 

of those events. 

A detailed account of devotional 
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actiTities from 'the pen of an impartial 

observer and participant need not be 

nndervalued on the ground that it 

presents the external as distinguished 

from the internal or real aspect. Such 

distinction between the external and 

intern 4 faces does not exist in any 

function that is really spiritual. The 

objection to external manifestation 

applies only to conduct which bears 

two differing faces. Those who hold 

the view that so-called external mani- 

festation is out of place in worshipping 

the Absolute are reduced to the impos- 

sible task of worshipping the non. 

manifest. The worship of an abstrac- 

tion of our materialized thought is a 

most dangerous, because subtle, form 

of idolatry. It is merely a round-about 

method of admission of the impossibility 

of realizing the Nature of the Divine 

Personality in terras of our mundane 

experience. 

Krishna is the only real Person and 

the Source of all dependent personality. 

"He transcends the abstract, no less 

than the concrete, notions of our limited 

thought. The abstract and the concrete 

cease to quarrel and are easily and 

harmoniously accommodated within the 

ample spiritual realm of the Divine 

Personality although this may seem 

impossible and unnatural to our paltry 

reason. Because Krishna is the "Su- 

preme Person ( Purusottama ) therefore 

it is possible for our tiny personalities 

to "have any relationships with Him. 

The so-called personal relationships 

of this world are the delusive face of 

this real and only form of personal 

relationship. Our preaeot psendo-par- 

sonal existence has its real futfilmeut 

in the realisation of the nature of the 

Divine Personality and His relation to 

our tiny personality. Perfection of 

love -requires exclusive devotion to One 

Supreme Person by all. There would 

be no variety in Divine service without 

the existence of an infinite number of 

serving individuals. 

We need not, therefore, dismiss the 

•manifestation of devotional activities 

on a grand scale at Sri Mayapur -as 

unworthy of our most serious atterttion 

merely by reason of their pompous 

display which only serves to bring o\lt 

the manifestation of the Reality on -a 

scale suited to the apprehension of 

•diverse mentalities. That which alone 

it is worth our while to inquire into 

in connection with the festivities of the 

Nativity is how far they are really 

spiritual, or, in other words, are con. 

ducted wholly by persons who are them- 

selves free from all taint of worldly 

guile and self-seeking and fitted to 

serve Krishna by complete dedication 

of themselves to the spiritwdl service 

of the Absolute. 

But even if the devotees of the "Sri 

Chaitanya Math happen to be real 

Servants of Krishna in accordance with 

the 8 has trio test referred to above it 

would not be possible, on the fassuranoe 
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of the same high authority, for one 

•ho is not himself free from all taint of 

workUiness by reason of his whole, 

hearted devotion to Krishna, to recog- 

nise their Teal character. The worldly 

person is not privileged to have a sight of 

■the real nature of a devotee. A worldly 

person views other persons as actuated 

fby worldliness. He cannot get rid of 

itbis defect till he reforms h'mself. 

There is only one way open to the 

un-initiated for being able to under- 

stand the nature of devotional functions 

when they manifest themselves in this 

world. We should be fully prepared 

to exercise real liberalism of out-look 

and avoid forming any hasty conclu- 

sions till we have actually given a 

patierit and unprejudiced hearing to 

the -paHy himself. The true method 

as well as the object of a great move, 

ment is properly learnt from those 

agents who ace authorized by the move- 

ment itself to speak on its behalf. If 

the Absolute Truth be given a real 

hearing It will take the initative Itself 

and disclose Its real nature to all sin. 

cere souls by removing their doubts 

and difficulties in course of a patient 

hearing. 

Those who have the opportunity of 

actually joining in these devotional 

activities are in a position to realise 

their proper nature in proportion as 

they choose to submit to be enlightened 

by the methods of responsible discussion 

and sincere co-operation with the 

devotees. Those who are disposed to 

take the concrete or abstract material- 

istic view are likely to benefit least by 

their experience. Devotion is not an 

abstraction of worldliness, neither is it 

worldliness in its unrefined grossness. 

It is super.mundane or spiritual. It is, 

however, realisable in this life by the 

spiritualized understanding which is 

the reward of serving the devotees. 

The festivities at Sri Mayapur afford 

an opportunity to all persons to asso- 

ciate on the closest terms with sincere 

devotees of Krishna in the performance 

of devotional acts initiated and controll- 

ed by the latter. The factors of time 

and space have no power over spiritual 

events although they seem to us to be 

dominated by the laws of physical 

Nature when they choose to manifest 

themselves in this world. But these 

events although they seem to us to be 

limited by time and space by reason 

of the defect of our vision are not, as 

a matter of fact, really so. The shastras 

bear testimony to the truth of this 

contention. The truth becomes clearer 

by the practice of spiritual activities 

in the shape of listening to the discourses 

regarding the Truth from the lips of 

sadhus and by carrying out the princi- 

ples of the Truth in practice under 

the guidance of the sadlms. This is 

the spiritual apprenticeship and no one 

can acquire the spiritualised under, 

standing without going through this 

preliminary training in a sincerely 
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submissive and humbly inquisitive 

mood. 

Even the most casual observer of 

these festivities, provided he is really 

un-prejudiced, cannot but be struck 

with the obvious fact of the wonderful 

correspondence of the external demons- 

trations with the internal spirit and the 

prevalence of a unanimous attitude of 

active, submissive and willing loyalty, 

on the part of one and all, to the lead of 

the organizers that characterizes every 

detail of these prolonged functions re- 

quiring the close co-operation of tens of 

thousands of persons of both sexes,young 

and old, infants and children, belonging 

to all grades of sochty and hailing from 

different provinces and countries. Those 

who have once realised the perfect (not 

mechanical or forced) conscious internal 

•harmony produced by the universal 

'spirit of unselfish service that pervades 

the whole of these complicated proceed- 

ings from start to finish, cannot lightly 

ignore the contention that these festi- 

vities furnish the effective means of im- 

parting to masses a real experience of 

the working of a spiritual society and 

demonstrating to impartial observers the 

feasibility as well as the desirability of 

its actual establishment now and here. 

The, Birth of the Lord, the Time 

and Place of His appearance, are eter- 

mal categories. The celebration of the 

anniversary of His Advent at Sridham 

Mayapur by His devotees belongs to 

the same eternal category and need 

not be wilfully or maliciously compared 

with the similar observance of the an. 

niversaries of the birth of the high and 

mighty heroes of this world. These 

festivities manifested by the mercy of 

the Lord possess the power of blessing 

all who serve them in any way with 

the faculty of the transcendental vision 

that alone is privileged to behold them 

as the lila of the Supreme Lord that 

is being eternally enacted on the spiri- 

tual plane. Such enlightenment is 

tantamount to the permanent and radi- 

cal cure of all the ills that flesh is heir 

to. Those who wilfully and perversely 

disbelieve these assurances of the holy 

Scriptures and maliciously or ignorant- 

ly oppose, obstruct, condemn or belittle 

the doings of the servants of Krishna, 

are punished by the perpetuation of 

their ignorance and want of faith in 

the Absolute. The slander of eadhus 

is an offence that is never pardoned 

by the Lord. The absolution of such 

calumniative offence can be obtained 

only by sincere repentence and 

humble submission at the feet of those 

devotees against whom the offence is 

committed. This law of Krishna, which 

is perfectly justifiable by the principles 

of unbiased worldly liberalism, honesty 

and sincerity, h^s a significance that 

is deeper, more permanent and more 

fatal than is conceivable to the per. 

verted judgment of sinful man. 



Vaishnavism & Civilization. 

fT^HE claim that Vaishnavism embodies the 
eternal and only function of the jiva soul 

in his eternal State of perfect rational existence 
may appear at first sight to be opposed to the 
experience of this world. Vaishnavism is no 
doubt represented by a vast and varied litera- 
ture in almost all the languages of India and all 
persons are in a position to appreciate more or 
less the devotional fervour and aesthetic quality 
that are the special characteristics of this litera- 
ture. But in spite of the admitted sweetness, 
gentleness, beauty and fervour that permeate 
every part of the Vaishnava literature and 
make it, in the opinion of many competent 
persons, perhaps the most glorious heritage of 
India, there seems to be lacking any historical 
evidence to prove that the community profess- 
ing the Vaishnava faith has been able to attain 
any signal, social, political or economic success. 
On the contrary there are not wanting hostile 
Cfitics who do not hesitate to regard Vaishna- 
vism in some of its forms as a main cause of the 
backwardness of India which they attribute to 
the influence of Vaishnava teachings and prac- 
tices involving, in their opinion, the virtual de- 
nial of the ordinary principles of moral life as 
well as the most elementary needs of advanced 
material civilization. The apostles of Purita- 
nism and Activism are not likely to accept a 
creed which may be suspected of a partiality 
for sexuality, passivism, childish ceremonial and 
credulity and which declares all secular effort 
whether moral, social, political or philanthropic 
as utterly powerless for the amelioration of the 
lot of man,— nay which regards them as the 
root-cause of all the troubles that afflict this 
miserable world. 

Modem India has failed in achieving any 
striking success in her efforts for the betterment 

of the material condition of her people. In the 
resources of material wealth and political 
power India is the most bankrupt of all among 
the modern nations of the world. Is not this 
a proof that something is wrong with her very 
civilization ? Does it not go a long way to prove 
that modern India is spiritually inferior to all 
the other countries ? 

Before we attempt an answer to such ques- 
tions it is necessary to pause and try to realise as 
clearly as possible the nature of the relationship 
if any, that may subsist between religion and 
material civilization. 

The ordinary view on which the questions 
mooted above are based is that religion is the 
'inside' of worldly civilization, that the material 
civilization is the 'result' of a pure religion, 
that the decline of material prosperity is a 
proof of the decay of religion. This connection 
between the two is sought to be established by 
means of the principle of 'virtue', 'goodness' or 
'morality'. Pure religion makes a man moral. 
Morality consists of those qualities that make 
their possessor successful in worldly affairs. 
The possession of virtue makes man superior 
to brutes by making systematic and collective 
effort possible. There can not be any civilized 
society without virtue. 

The view set forth above may be said to re- 
present with tolerable fairness the philosophy 
of life underlying civilized life in every Age. 
Virtue, therefore, must needs be cultivated by 
social man in as much as it appears to form the 
-very basis of human society. To the social 
and political man, it is worth while to worship 
God if such worship make them virtuous. It fs 
believed that without faith in God it is not 
possible to have that disinterestedness which is 
the essence of virtue. Man is selfish by nature 
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in this world. Redgion in the pure form is be- 
lieved to make him disinterested. Worldly 
prosperity is the un-sought reward of disin- 
terested virtue which never yields to the seduc- 
tions of selfishness. Disinterested virtue can 
alone promote impartially the well-being of 
everybody as it makes a man brave, enterpris- 
ing, patient, meek, steady of purpose, unselfish, 
eager to know, to improve and to help others 
to improve, Is there any human being who does 
not covet these qualities ? What is universally 
recognised as desirable appears to be necessarily 
true. This therefore, seems to be the practical 
and living side of religion. Faith in God 
makes a man virtuous for the sake of virtue. 
If a man attempts to be virtuous from a consi- 
deration of its social or worldly results he or 
she is bound to fail. By such reliance on one's 
own utilitarian judgment, one is sure to be 
turned into an opportunist. But there can 
well be no worse form of association than a so- 
ciety of moral opportunists. It is the special 
merit of virtue that worldly prosperity is not 
coveted by the virtuous for its own sake. 
Religion is valued because it is supposed to 
confer on an individual this 'inner' state of 
which his or her worldly prosperity is the 
external result. 

In this way by means of the principle of 
morality a causal connection is sought to be 
established between religion and worldly prospe- 
rity. In accordance with the view set forth above 
material prosperity must needs go hand in hand 
with spiritual well-being. It thus becomes 
aU easy task on this basis to prepare a compar- 
ative table of spiritual values of individuals 
and communities of a particular Age. By such 
test India of to-day of course is found to occupy 
the very bottom position, I am not sure that 
this test has been consistently rejected by any 
of the Indians themselves of this Age. It is 
subscribed to, in one form or another, in their 
pronouncements by high personages who are 
chimed to represent at the present day the 

spiritual life of India. The Non-Co-operators, 
Swarajists, Responsivists, Liberals or Moder- 
ates, the Minor as well as the Major Communi- 
ties, would be alike untrue to the basic prin- 
ciple of their constitution if they object to 
accept this causal connection of mind with 
matter by means of the principle of virtuous 
conduct rendering possible co-operation for 
general material well-being. 

Western Psychology boasts of its superi- 
ority to the Indian in having been apparent- 
ly able to establish by careful observation, in- 
trospection and experiment the above invari- 
able connection between mind and matter and 
thereby demonstrating the superfluity of the 
'assumption' of the existence of a 'soul' apart 
from mind. The 'soul-theory' of India ig 
sought to be explained away as a survival of 
primitive, crude, 'materialistic' conception of 
the mental principle. The notion of an im- 
material mind as identical with the soul is 
claimed as the original product and distin- 
guishing mark of modern scientific thought. 
According to this view the aggiegate of our 
present mental states is the soul ! It is this ex- 
clusive and ultramentalism which passes as 
'spiritual' with almost all current schools of 
western and eastern thought. 

Western empiric Psychology is appported 
by the Indian transcendentalists in its view 
that the mental has a close correspondence to 
the physical. The mental body according to 
the Indian spiritual point of view is the subtle' 
material case which envelopes the maya-fetter- 
ed soul when observed from mundane platform 
and is itself enclosed by the gross physical body. 
The mental body is no less material than the 
gross body. Both are allied to the physical 
world by their similarity of substance. This 
kinship of the mind and body with physical 
nature is realised by living beings in the cons- 
cious form. The mind is the meeting ground 
of the principle of consciousness and the gross 
material world. Through the. medium of tha. 
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mental body which is a subtle form of the ex- 
ternal physical body the self-conscious vital 
principle is made to realise its present connec- 
tion with the inanimate physical world. This 
realisation is effected, according to the Indian 
point of view, by the conscious principle volun 
tarily identifying itself with its physical mind 
and body and becoming a conscious partner in 
the vicissitudes of the double material body. 
These physical organisms also seem to possess 
the properties of growth and initiative as long 
as they remain joined to the vital principle. 
This process of growth and apparent initiative 
in its substantive aspect is wholly material and 
is also realised as such by the conscious prin- 
ciple itself. But nevertheless the conscious prin- 
ciple or the knower always wilfully chooses to 
confound itself with the processes of knowing 
and the objects of knowledge, both of which 
are really foreign to its nature. The self-cons- 
cious principle is held by Indian transcenden- 
tal philosophy as forming the substance of the 
soul proper and as capable of existing indepen- 
dently of any connection with matter in its 
subtle or mental and grosser physical forms. 
In the state of freedom of the jiva soul from 
material connection the Knower, the Knowledge 
and the object of Knowledge belong to one and 
the same Spiritual plane. 

Material civilization in its external forms 
is the 'outside' of material thought which is its 
'inside'. They belong to the same category 
and are located in the same plane each being a 
species of the genus matter. Matter is inani- 
mate. It is categorically diflferent, not from 
mind which is substantially material but, from 
the conscious principle which from an alto- 
gether different plane chooses to contract a tem- 
porary unwholesome and unnatural connection 
with matter in its double form of 'thought' 
and 'object of thought'. The conscious prin. 
ciple itself is different from the substance of 
thought. The mentalists suppose that the 
substance of thought is identical with the 
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principle of consciousness. . But as a matter of 
fact the conscious principle or the soul transcends 
both 'thought' and 'object of thought'. The 
thought itself does not think. The maya fetter- 
ed soul as observed thinks in terms of matter. 
This is the inconceivable combination. The 
soul proper has nothing to do with matter 
as it belongs to an altogether different and 
superior plane. The mind is the organ by 
means of which this unnatural connection is 
rendered possible. But the present mind Is 
not the soul or at any rate it is not the soul 
in its speculative state. The mind represents 
the soul imp.isoned in a double material case. 
The growth and seemingly self-initiated activi- 
ties of living organisms are but pervertedly 
materialised reflections of those spiritual activi- 
ties that are natural to the soul in his freed state, 
such perversion of the natural function of the 
soul is the unspiritual concommitant of the 
material civilization of this world Activities on 
the material plane cannot be congenial to the 
soul. Material energy is not a healthy trans- 
formation but a gross perversion of the spiritual 
energy. Material en-rgy cannot act without 
the initial impulse which it can have only from 
conscious energy. It acts in a strictly subordi- 
nate position. The real energy is self-conscious 
energy and is related to the material energy by 
way of transcendence. The mentalists are there- 
fore rightly called materialistic by the Indian 
transcendentalisls. 

Has the material civilization been built up 
by the working of the Soul and does it, in its 
turn provide the means of spiritual progress ? 
If the reply be in the affirmative there would 
be an assumption of non material origin of 
matter which is opposed to the theory of material 
causation on which the whole structure of 
empiric philosophy stands and which also forms 
the basis of all those activities that underlie 
the structure of material civilization itself. If the 
answer be in the negative it is no less unsatis- 
factory as it would necessitate the unconditional 
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abandonment of all worldly activities, a line 
of conduct which would be equally destructive 
of material civilization. The empiricist is aware' 
that he is really between Scylla and Charibdys 
and makes a virtue of necessity by according 
a certain measure of assent to either in keeping 
with external circumstances although he cannot 
but be convinced that the two views are logically 
irreconciliable and can never co-exist in either 
pure or mixed form. 

The ordinary view that the progress of 
material civilization depends on and in its turn 
conduces to spiritual progress of the individual 
Soul is, therefore, inadmissible according to the' 
canons of logic although such hypothesis appears 
to be plausible at first sight and also seems to 
be in accordance with the experience of most 
people engaged in ordinary worldly pursuits: 
The principle of consciousness which actuates 
the Soul is declared by Indian transcendentalists 
to be capable of taking the initiative. ThWe 
undoubtedly exists such a principle in us 
and it is the same principle which also' 
supposes itself to be the lord and Originator 
of those activities which promise to supply its 
needs by the multiplication and elaboration of 
facilities for meddling with physical nature Oh" 
the part of the soul although such meddling 
happens to be radically foreign to the nature 
of the Soul and, therefore, not likely to satisfy 
its real needs. 

Vaishnavism rejects this ordinary view of 

the relationship between the little Souls and 
the material universe. Vaishnavism says in 
effect that the Soul who is an embodiment of 
the principle of pure consciousness cannot func- 
tion properly in this material universe for the 
reason that here he finds himself dislocated from 
his own proper plane and banished from truth 
and happiness. Its misery is due to the fact that 
he confounds himself with a material body and 
mind and the relationship of the said body and 
mind with the material universe as the relation- 
hip between himself and his surroundings - The 

mateiial body and mind in which he is at 
present doubly encased are a part and parcel' 
of this world and as such are subject to the 
laws of this material universe. But the Soul 
is hv a state of perpetual rebellion against the 
thraldom of nature and tries to dominate the 
laws of inanimate nature. He thinks that he 
can attain this mastery over Nature by making 
use of the laws of Nature against herself.' 
He is confirmed in this view by the experience 
of material growth and his activities are stimu- 
lated by the fear of material death and dissolu- 
tion. He also tries to- attain control over the 
material body and mind which he regards as 
his properties and thinks that it is his duty to 
make the proper use of them by extending and 
developing the scope of his relationship with 
the material environment by their means." He 
thinks that he would be happy if he succeeds in 
such effort and that he would be miserable if 
his efforts donot yield what he regards as success 
or what he wants to have for being happy. 
It is not, however, possible to define the nature 
(if the happiness that is desired by man in terms 
of material conditions static 0r dynamic. The 
power of being happy and miserable belongs to 
the animate Soul alone. He being self-for- 
gotten wants perpetually to have certain things 
and is unhappy if he is in a state of want 
This makes unhappinesS his normal condition 
in this world, The physical body and mind 
have no conscious wants of their own. They 
donot possess the power of initiative which be- 
longs only to the Soul, But the wants of the 
soul are never satisfied by any worldly facilities 
because these facilities being out of his plane 
have no real relation to himself. The phenom- 
ena of growth and decay which seem to be 
identical with life are really external, and mate- 
rial though apparently invariable, concomitants 
of and have no relation with, the vital ptincipTe 
itself. They are merely states of the body and 
mind. The Soul confounding himself with the 
body and mind in search of his proper function- 
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regarding tlie phenomena of growth and decay 
of the body and mind as dependent on a certain 
combination of material conditions chooses to 
identify himself with all such activities of the 

body and mind that take place in strict and 
passive obedience to the laws of physical 
Nature. 

( To he continued. ) 

The Mahaprasad or 'the Great Favour*. 

/RATING is supposed to be a physical 

or mundane affair and to have no 

connection with the soul. I set forth 

below certain considerations that under- 

lie this ordinary view regarding eating. 

We eat to live. It is necessary to 

take the proper quality and quantity of 

food in order to remain in sound health 

and have strength of* body and mind. 

A sound mind in a sound body enables 

us to perform our duties in the proper 

manner in this world. It is of course 

not possible to be strong and healthy 

by mere regulation of the diet. Other 

factors e. g. temperate and regular 

habits, cheerfulness of mind etc. etc. 

are also involved. The whole,matter 

belongs to the jurisdiction of the medi- 

cal science. We expect to be healthy 

and strong by obeying the principles 

of that science. The medical science 

itself is a codifica'tion of the experience 

of the race confirmed and elaborated 

by experiments. But its theories are 

constantly changing and much more 

rapidly than probably those, of any 

other science. It ' may, therefore, 

be . described as at once the most 

progressive and the least satisfactory of 

the science?. 

:The researches of medical science 

have failed to find out the real nature 

of the vital principle in terms of mate- 

rial causation. Our mind understands 

nothing but matter. It, therefore, takes 

it for granted that life is the result of 

material conditions and then proceeds 

to find out those conditions with the 

help of experience, observation and ex- 

periment. It similarly tries to find out 

tbe cause of diseased and healthy states 

of the body and mind. But it has 

failed utterly to find any causal connec. 

tion between the material conditions 

of the body and the states of health 

and disease. It has failed to find out 

the material cause of birth, death and 

life. 

We may therefore, pertinently 

enough ask, "Why are we required to 

place any reliance on the medical science 

at all ?" A diseased person naturally 

seeks relief. Medical science contains 

our experience on the subject of disease 

and its proper treatment. If we are to 

attempt to render any help at all to 
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a person afflicted with disease it is 

reasonable to avail of such experience 

although it is admittedly and extremely- 

defective. We are not even su'e 

whether the medical science is even on 

the whole a help to us. 

The part of the science that deals 

of diagnosis of disease is no less un- 

satisfactory than that which treats of 

the treatment of disease. We do not 

know the relation of the medicine to the 

disease even when a cure is apparently 

effected by it. The medicine cannot 

be correctly administered for uncertainty 

as regards diagnosis. Patients are too 

often given the wrong medicine and 

even when the proj er medicine is given 

the cure is wholly uncertain. There ex. 

ist analogous uncertainties in the matter 

of food. The growing tendency among 

physicians is to leave the choice of diet 

to the judgment of the patient himself 

except in very exceptional circuras- 

tances. In the case of persons in nor- 

mal state of health the scientific advice 

is to be guided by one's own experience 

in the choice of articles of food and the 

method of taking it. So in. regard to 

food at any rate one gets practically 

no help from science and is compelled 

to use his own judgment on the basis of 

past experience. Certain principles 

are found to be almost generally appli- 

eaWe. It is found harmful to over-eat 

or to eat when one is not hungry 

etc. etc. 

Then there is the important 

cullinary aspect. How is the food to be 

prepared ? Is it necessary to make it 

palatable ? On this subject opinions 

differ most widely. 

There is another point. Does the 

moral disposition of a person depend on 

the quality of the food ? This is closely 

connected with the religious aspect in 

the opinion of those who consider reli- 

gion to be identical with morality. 

The conclusion to which it is possi- 

ble to arrive is that hunger is appeased 

by taking food. If food is not taken 

when one is hungry he feels unco nfort- 

able and prolonged starvation is pro- 

ductive of disease and even death. 

The body is maintained and grows 

apparently by taking food. The growth 

of the body is accompanied by the de- 

velopment of the mind. A sound body 

appears to be a necessary condition for 

the existence of a sound mind. One 

who is anxious for the well-being of the 

mind cannot ignore the body. One who 

confounds the soul with the mind cannot 

ignore these apparent needs of the body. 

Empiricism which does not admit the 

existence of a soul apart from the mind 

should not, therefore regard eating as 

irrelevant or unimportant in the prac- 

tice of religion whicK according to it 

aims at securing the welfare of the 

mind. But although he may be com. 

polled by logical necessity to almit the 

importance of the subject of eating the 

empiricist has not been able to find out 

any definite principle for the regulation. 
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of taking food in such manner as to be 

beneficial for the mind in all cases. 

The mind is uncontrollable like the wind 

and defies all the efforts of empiric 

thinkers for its spiritual reform. The 

etnpiric speculations on this as on every 

other subjeict are thus found to end in 

describing the proverbial vicious circle 

which termin-ites after a long sojourn 

at the point from where the start was 

made and make us no wiser than we 

were. 

The proved futility of all empiric 

effort for the ascertainment of the truth 

should incline us if only for this nega- 

tive reason to lend our ear to the re- 

presentations of the transcendentalists. 

Let us assume that the soul has a real 

existence and that it is categorically 

different from the body and the mind. 

Then let us hear what the transcen- 

dentalists have to say in answer to such 

questions as the following. Is the soul 

benifitted by eating ? Are the activi. 

ties of the body and mind of any con- 

cern to the soul ? Is a strong and 

healthy body or a sound mind un- 

desirable ? 

The transcendentalist looks at the 

whole question from an altogether 

different point of view. He declares that 

all jivas in the state of bondage to the 

Illusory power live only to eat, sleep 

and gratify other needs of the body 

through the mechanism of the mind. 

There is and can be no other pur- 

pose of life regulated by the mental 

speculations. All mental speculation-has 

its root and its termination in the pur- 

suit of material needs which is regarded 

by the mentalist as identical with 

spiritual activity. As a matter of 

fact it is not possible for the mind to 

conceive of anything else except the 

tangible, gross physical body in terms 

of its relations with the mundane world 

of which it is a constituent part. The 

Soul as categorically different from 

matter cannot be a subject of empiric 

thought. Matter in the subtle form of 

thought is the condition of the substan- 

tive existence of the mind. Mind is 

the producer of thought which is ottly 

a subtle form of matter and the com pie. 

ment of its gross form. The conscious 

principle itself is incapable of being the 

substance of mental thought. The mind 

has no idea of an immaterial, conscious, 

eternal principle except by way of 

abstraction or denial of the positive 

aspect of matter and material thought. 

The spiritual claims of the abstractist 

is the hollow vanity of a rabid obscuraft-' 

tism absurdly proud of his utter ignore 

anca. As the soul does not practically 

exist there can be and is no duty to- 

wards it. ThL is the true position of all 

bound jivas who identify themselves 

with the mind and body. 

But can a rational being be really 

satisfied with an ideal of life consisting 

exclusively of the perishable and 

mechanical activities of eating drinking 

sleeping &c. &c. ? It is no doubt 
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fashionable to say 'No'. But there are 

very few persons, indeed, who according 

to the view set forth above are capable 

of doing anything else. In order to avoid 

making a confession of this unpleasant 

fact even to themselves they turn ab- 

stractists or deni ilists. They maintain 

that there exists an undefinable and in- 

expressible sphere of spbitual activities 

which are not material but mental. 

This is of course, self contradictory. A 

mental activity should be fully capable 

of being described in terms of matter 

as the two are really identical. But 

as the generality of cultured mentalists 

consciously or unconsciously belong to 

the class of denialists they affect to 

be surprised when they are asked 

to believe that the act of taking 

food can and ought to be no less 

a spiritual function than any other 

form of activity. If it be possible to 

prove really that eating is incapable 

of being a spiritual function then it 

should be impossible by parity of argu- 

ment to prove that any activity can be 

spiritual. This is, in fact, the conclusion 

to which all mentalists needs must to 

be driven by the pitiless force of their 

own logic. If they look down upon 

eating, drinking etc. and pretend to 

hold that they are not a part of religion 

they thereby deny the principle of exis- 

tence itself wich is the proper defini- 

tion of atheism. It is not without a 

very good reason that atheism has 

been eupheuistically termed free-thin- 

king or thinking freed from the condi- 

tions of rationality. 

The transcendentalist admits the 

real existence of this world as well as 

of the Soul. He says that the soul is 

not a thing of this world but has a 

substantive existence of its own on a 

different plane to which the mind has 

no access. The fallen soul Wrongly 

identifying itself with the mind embarks 

upon a course of activities for extending 

the scope of mental speculation which 

it supposes to be its proper function. 

These speculations mislead the soul in- 

to the futile attempt to establish, conso. 

lidate and exten I its supposed relation, 

ship with the material worlds The body 

enab'es the Soul to come into apparent 

tangible con^ct with the gross physical 

world. The body and mind thus join 

in a conspiracy to prevent the Soul from 

realising that it has no real affinity 

with them or with their naturalistic 

or material activities. Once the soul 

awakes to a perception of the real 

truth it easily gets rid of this unna- 

tural domination of body and mind. 

It now becomes the master in its turn 

and compells the mind and body to 

obey itself. Under these circumstances 

the mental and bodily activities of the 

jiva undergo a radical change and 

become spiritualised or dominated by 

the soul. 

(To be continued.) 



The Supreme Lord Sri Krishna-Chaitanya 

f Continued from P, 212, February, 1929.) 

7ITITH the object of delivering the 

sannyasis resident in Kashi who 

professed the doctrine of illusionism 

( mayavad ) the Lord at the request 

of the devotees by the manifestation 

of humility and the power of enforcing 

universal obedience drew unto Him- 

self the hearts of those sannyasis and 

their guru Prakasananda assembled at 

the house of the Marhatta Brahman. 

Thereafter and in reply to questions 

addressed to Him by Prakasananda the 

Lord pointed out all the defects of the 

view of Sri Sankaracharyya by expos- 

ing the baselessnes of the mayubad 

position and expatiated on the great- 

ness of the holy Name of Krishna. 

The sannyasis of Kashi obtained deli, 

verance by the mercy of the Lord from 

the all-devouring jaw of the demoness 

of mayavad. 

On a certain day at Henares when 

the Sixpreme Lord in the company of 

His devotees began to chant the hirtan 

in the temple of Hindu Madhab, Praka- 

sananda arriving there with his dis- 

ciples fell down at the feet of the Lord 

passionately denouncing his own past 

conduct and enquired about the princi- 

pie of devotion conformably to the 

conclusions of the Yedanta. The Su- 

preme Lord after describing the princi- 

. pies of devotion as established in the 

Brahma Sarapradaya made it known' 

to him that the Srimad Bhagabat offers 

the only un ambiguous exposition of 

the Yedanta philosophy. After this 

the Supreme Lord sent Sanatan to 

Brindaban and Himself set out for 

Nilachal. 

Sri Hup Goswami Prabhu arrived 

at Puri from Brinbaban and stayed 

with Thakur Haridas. The Supreme 

Lord freely gave vent to His delight oh 

seeing the famous verses composed by 

Sri Rup beginning with fsp?; ( 'the 

self-same Darling ' ). Another day 

the Lord listened with great satisfac- 

tion to the prefatory and other 

verses from Sri Rup's dramas 'Lalita 

Madhab' and 'Bidagdha Madhab'. 

In order to establish in the world 

the ideal of conduct for one who has 

renounced the world and as a warning' 

to hypocritical psilanthropists the Lord 

forbade the junior Haridas entry into 

His house and finally disowned him 

altogether for the offence of sensuous 

association with females. The junior 

Haiidas had procured by begging a 

quantity of raw rice to be used for pre- 

paring the Lord's meal, from an aged 

matron, Madhabi Devi, at the instance 

ofBhagaban Acharyya who acted the 

part of the immature devotee. After 

•waiting for a year in the vain hope of 
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being pardoned the junior Haridas 

gave up his body in the triple con. 

fluence at Prayag. The Supreme Lord 

on learning this declared that it was 

the only proper expiation for a pseudo- 

Bairagi who chooses to associnte with 

females. 

The fallen jiva during the period 

of spiritual novitiate must not be sup- 

posed to be on a level with the parama 

liansa who has attained self-realisation 

or with the Godhead Himself. In 

order to make this clear the Lord ex- 

hibited the lila of sending back Dmno- 

dar Pandit to Navadwip in consequence 

of the latter having warned the Lord 

Himself against unpleasant consequen- 

ces that might follow His allowing the 

handsome boy of a youthful Brahman 

lady to terras of intimacy with Himself. 

By the exhibitions of the appearance 

of the uncouth disease of itching sores 

all over the body of Sri Sanatan on 

his arrival at Puri from Mathura and 

the consequent resolve of Sanatan who 

was the embodiment of humility to 

saorifice his body under the wheels of 

the Car of Jagannathadeva, as also by 

explicit declarations to the effect that 

the transcendental body of Sanatan was 

the chosen instrument for the fulfilment 

of the purpose of the Supreme Lord 

Himself and by such other activities 

the Lord taught those who are guided 

by the speculative instinct of their sin- 

ful natures that the practice of hollow 

asceticism is not the method of attain- 

ing to Krishna thereby establishing 

the transcendence of the body of the 

devotee who makes a complete surren- 

der of himself at the feet of the Lord. 

The Supreme Lord made Sanatan stay 

at Sri Kshetra during the year, com. 

manding him to proceed to Sree 

Brindaban at its close. 

When Pradyumna Misra of Srihatta 

expressed his wish to listen to dis- 

courses about Krishna from the lips of 

the Lord Himself the Supreme Lord 

directed him to Sri Ramananda. Pra- 

dyumna Misra's regard for Rai Rama- 

nanda, however, gave way and he re- 

turned disappointed on learning the 

occupation of Rai who in exercise of 

amorous devotion which is the function 

of the greatest devotees and^flrama- 

haasas, taught the female attendants 

at the Temple of Jagannath the art of 

dramatic performance. The Supreme 

Lord after explaining Rai's nature 

which is incomprehensible to fallen 

souls sent Misra back, for the purpose 

of being instructed in the principles 

of the Absolute Truth, to Sri Rai 

Ramananda, the chanter of the kirtan 

of Krishna, who although appearing in 

a family belonging to non-Brahman 

caste by seminal descent, was the guru 

of all the Brahmans. 

The Lord could never tolerate to 

listen to any propositions opposed to 

the principle of Truth or charged with 

the unwholesome quality of sensuous 

sentimentalism. The Lord consented to 
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ITten only to such books as had under- 

gone a previous and searching examina- 

tion at the hands of Swamp Damodar 

as 10 the author's views regarding primd. 

pies of devotion and had been passed 

by him as being worth listening to. 

In the state of acutely-felt 

separation exhibited at Nilachal by 

the Supreme Lord, Swarup and 

liamananda alone ministered to 

Him. 

(To be conlvnned.) 

The Special Characteristics of the Acharyya 

[ By Puof. Nishi Kanta Sanyal, m. a., ] 

(Continued from F. 214 February, 1929.) 

THE whole character of this trancen- 

* dental teacher ol the eternal religion 

to the view of empiric knowledge, wears 

the terrible aspect of the dreadful club 

in the hands of the mighty Bhima. No 

sooner does empiric knowledge make 

an attempt to flaunt its haughtiness in 

its presence than it is unceremoniously 

punished like its prototype Durjodhan 

by having its thighs broken by the ir- 

resistible blows of the pitiless club. 

Whenever any one intoxicated with 

the pride of worldly wisdom has en- 

deavoured to gauze tlib character of 

this superhuman servant of the trans- 

cendental Lord such attempt has in- 

variably recoiled back on itself and 

broken down hopelessly. Empiric 

knowledge has been always deceived 

by its utter incapacity to under- 

stand the ideal of the transcendental 

service of Krishna by all the senses, the 

unquenchable longing for the service 

31 

of the Divinity, the billion-mouthed 

hunger of the search for Krishna, of 

this gieat teacher. 

An outstanding characteristic of the 

Acharyya is his uncompromising repu- 

diation of all association with evil. It 

is his firm resolve to seek Krishna, 

the Truth, by discarding, till the last 

breath of life, all communion with 

un-truth. It has often seemed to us 

that the special object of his appearance 

in this world has been to teach the 

strictest avoidance of every form of 

worldliness. His character is the living 

embodiment of the words of the great 

seer, M will never allow the enemy 

to enter the ludy precincts of the 

dwelling of the Lord, but ever keep him 

out of its bounds.' There is absolutely 

no chance of foisting upon him any 

plan of pseudo harmony by compromise 

between what is and is not true. He 

is wholly opposed to the ideal of the 
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abnormality of the combination of 

'biting the humble ftraw' and 'plying 

the dart' methods described in the 

Chaitanya Bhagabat which is so popular 

with the present hypocritical generation. 

He has dug a deep trench which so 

effectively separates the real from the 

unreal, the servant of the real from the 

servant of the unreal, the Vaishnava 

from the non-Vaishnava, that no one 

Calling himself his follower can pass 

the same with impunity. It is one 

ot (he most striking characteristics 

of this Aclmryja that he effectively 

maintains, the separation of the true 

from the false by an un passable 

distance. He affords every facility to 

the false to be converted to the Truth 

but never permits Prolambasur or 
the jackdaw in peacock's feathers to 

perform in his dancing halls. Such is 

the great force of his personality that 

people of that description, those who 

are out on the quest of other things 

than the Truth viz. the hypocrites and 

Prolambasurs, are made quickly to show 

themselves in their true colours and 

cltased into their proper holes by the 

mere operation of the power of unalloy. 

ed Truth. 

Another prominent characteristic of 

this Achavyya consists in this, that no 

matter how arrogant or intoxicated, 

with the pride of empiric knowledge or 

sophistically inclined a person may be 

and even when such a person confronts 

him with all the resources of his arro- 

gance egotism, perversity of judgment, 

violence and malice he is forced to 

lower his erect head by being enabled 

to realise in his heart of hearts the 

worthlessness of his brittle, counterfeit 

ware the moment it is in contact with 

the fire of hia divine energv. Amono1 

such persons those who are hypocri- 

tical, despite their unwillingness to 

confess their inferiority, are betrayed 

by their pale faces which bear teil-tale 

testimony to their actual condition. 

Another distinctive characteristic of 

this great teacher is his desire to make 

a gift of the full Truth to all. As the 

living embodiment of the proposition 'he 

beheld the Divine Person in His fullness 

with the deluding power relegated to 

an obscure corner' he detects the overt 

presence of Maya in everything that is 

not full or has an appearance of being- 

part of the whole. Wherefore being bent 

upon making a gift of the full substan. 

tive Truth he always preaches to all 

persons without distinction the tidings 

of the complete service of Hari. He 

is not satisfied by any specious proposi. 

tions of partial service. He preaches 

to everybody the all-time service of the 

Divinity. He tells everyone to open 

without the least reservation one's full 

receptive faculty for receiving the full 

gift. He directs everybody to offer 

one's all at the lotus feet of Krishna. 

(To be continued.) 



Sree Sree Chaitanya Bhagabat 

(Gontinued from P. 218, Febnary, 1929.) 

Chapter XII—( Concluded. ). 

6/ Even the Yavanas showed signs of great 
affection on beholding Him. 

Love towards everything is the nature 
of the Lord. 

63 The Lord of Vaikuntha taught in the 
town of Nabadwip 

At the gateway of the house of fortunate 
Mukunda Sanjaya. 

64 Defending, opposing, establishing, refuting 
the Sutras 

The Darling Son of Sachi explained them 
in endless ways. 

65 The fortunate Mukunda Sanjaya with 
his family 

Swam in a current of bliss but could not 
know the reason 

66 The Lord relumed home after the learned 
triumphs of each day. 

Thus did the Hero of Vaikuntha revel in 
the me'low quality of learning 

67 One day under the pretext of nervous 
malady 

The Lord manifested all the perturbations 
of amorous devotion. 

68 All on a sudden the Lord began to utter 
unearthly sounds, 

Rolled on the ground, laughed, smashed 
the house, 

69 Roared and thundered, tucked up His loin 
cloth, 

Beat whomsoever He found near- 

7° His whole body every now and then 
turned motionless as a marble pillar, 

He fell into such swoon that all were 
frightened by the sight. 

7' His friends learnt of the derangement 
wrought by the malady 

They quickly appeared on the spot and 
applied various antidotes. 

72 Buddhimanta Khan and Mukunda Sanjaya 
Came over to the house of the Lord with 

their families. 

7 3 They applied to His head medicatjd oils 
named after Vishnu and Narayana 

And busied themselves in devising every 
method of cure as suggested to each. 

74 The Lord performs all diverse activities 
by His own will. 

How can He be healed by medical measures? 

75 There was shivering in every limb ; the 
Lord moved violently ; 

His thundering ejaculations terrified 
every body. 

76 The Lord said, ''I am the Ruler of all, 
I sustain the Universe whence My Name 

is Biswambhar. 

77 I am That. No one is able to know Me." 
With these words He ran and caught hold 

of all persons. 

78 Under the pretence of nervous malady 
the Lord thus made Himself manifest, 

And yet by the force of His illusory power 
no one understood. 
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79 Some said, He is possessed by a Danaba ; 
Others opined, 'It is the deed of witches, 

80 Some explained, 'He has to talk con tantly. 
I am sure the excess of hum.rur is the 

result of much talking.' 

81 In this manner all the people discussed 
Disabled to know His real nature by the 

illusory power of Vishnu. 

82 They applied various medicinal oils to 
His head 

And besme.ire 1 His body with oil, placing 
Him in an oil-vat. 

83 The Lord laughed out-right as He lay 
floating in the oil-vat, 

As if great insanity had really established 
its power over Him. 

84 Having thus by His own will indulged in 
these pastimes 

The Lord became normal throwing off 
the disease. 

85 Then there arose the glad sound of the 
Name of Hari from all the societies of 

the people 
Who were the persons that gave away 

clothing, who received those gifts, 
no one knew. 

86 All the people were glad on hearing the 

tidings 
All said, "Long live the great Pandit." 

87 The Lord of Vaikuntha made merry in 
this manner. 

Who can know Him if He does not make 
Himself known ? 

88 Thr community of the Vaishnavas on 
seeing the Lord 

Said, "Dear, serve the feet of Krishna, 

89 This perishable body, my Dear, ceases 
to be in a moment. 

Need I tell this to you who possess such 
cool judgment ?" 
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93 The Lord smilingly making His obeisance 
16 them all 

Went off to the work of teaching accom- 
panied by His countless pupils. 

91 At the house of the pious Mukunda Sanjaya 
The Lord taught in the Chandi Mandap. 

92 A person of pious deeds applied the sweet- 
scented medicinal oils to His head 

As the I.ord expounded the Shastras. 

93 On every side were seated a shining 
assemblage of pious disciples, 

And in their midst the Lord, the Life of 
the world, explained the texts. 

94 I find no words to express the glories of 
of that beauteous scene ; 

Nor do I find anything by which to 
compare. 

95 It seemed as if Sanaka and other disciples 
Sat in a circle round Narayana. 

96 Verily it is those very persons whom the 
Lord taught, 

It is the same lila that was enacted by the 
great Gaur. 

97 This Darling Son of Sachi, know for 
certain, 

Is the same Narayana Who dwells in 
Badarikasrama. 

98 Wherefore He chose to indulge in these 
pastimes with His disciples. 

The Lord of Vaikuntha revelled in this 
manner in the pleasures of learning. 

99 After the work of teaching was finished 
and when it was mid day 

The Lord went with His disciples to bathe 
in the Ganges, 

100 They sported for a while in the stream 
of the Ganges. 

Returning home the Lord worshipped 
Sri Vishnu. 

THE HARMONIST 
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Xol And, offering water to iulasi and 

circumambulating her, 
The Lord sat down to meal repeating the 

Name of Hari. 
102 Lakshmi served the food, cooked by her ; 

the Lord of Vaikuntha ate ; 
The mother beheld this sight to the 

utmost power of her vision. 
103 Chewing betel after meal was finished 

The Lord lay down for rest and Lakshmi 
tended His feet. 

104 The Lord favoured the power of sleep 

with His glance for a while ; 
And thereafter went out again with His 

books. 

'OS Arrived into the town the Lord indulged 
in diverse pastimes, 

Accosting all persons with a smile. 

106 Although no one knew the truth regarding 

the Lord 
Yet were all filled with awe on seeing Him 

107 The Darling Son of Sri Sachi roamed over 

the town ; 
All the people had a sight of Him Who 

is with difficulty attainable by the gods. 

108 The Lord now entered the dcor-way of a 
weaver. 

On beholding Him the weaver reverently 
made obeisance. 

109 The Lord said, 'Show Me some good cloth. 
The weaver immediately brought out the 

stuff. 

110 The Lord asked, 'What price do you take 
for it ? 

The weaver replied, ' The same as Thou 
pay'st ?' 

111 After settling the price the Lord said, 'I 
have no money with Me at present.' 

The weaver answered,'Thou', revered One, 
mayst pay in ten days or a fortnight. 

24! 

112 'Deign to accept the cloth ; put it on and 
please Thyself. 

Pay the price later as suits Thy convenience' 

113 Bending His auspicious glance on the 
same weaver 

The Lord repaired to the quarter where 
dwelt the cowherds. 

114 The Supreme Lord sat down at the door 
of a milk-man 

The Lord joked by the privilege of His 
position as a Brahman. 

115 Said the Lord,'Fellow, bring out your milk 
and curd. 

I have a mind this day to accept the best 
gifts of your house.' 

116 The assembled mi'k-men beheld Him as 
the god of love become visible 

With great respect they offered Him their 
very best seat. 

117 And the cow herds merrily retorted to the 
jokes of the Supreme Lord, 

They addressed Him by the endearing 
epithet of maternal uncle. 

118 Some said, 'Come along, uncle, and have a 
share of our cooked rice ' 

A certain cowherd lifted Him on his 
shoulders and carried Him to his dwelling. 

119 Said another, 'Remember'st Thou not that 
Thou once ate 

All the cooked rice that happened to be in 
my house ?' 

120 The goddess of speech spoke truly, the 
milk-man did not know. 

The Supreme Lord laughed at the words 
of the cow-herd 

12 r Milk, ghee, curds cream-sheet, beautiful 
butter,- 

All these the milk-men offered gladly to 
the Lord. 

SREE SREE CHAITANYA BHAGABAT 
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1:2 After -..•xpiC3sing His satisfaction to the 
coinniunily of cow-hunls 

The Lord perseated Iliinself at the hcuse 
of a seller of perfumes, 

123 With reverence the trader greeted Mis feet. 
The Lord said 'Hear, brother ; show .Me 

some of your good perfume. 

124 Without ado the man brought out his 
best perfumes. 

The darling Son of Sachi asked, 'What 
price do rmu take ?' 

125 The trader replied, 'Thou know'st best, 
great One. 

Is it proper to accept any price from Thee? 

126 As for this day, revered One, have Thy 
body perfumed and go back home. 

If there rennin in the body by tomorrow 
enough of the scent, 

127 And if the perfume do not leave after the 
body has been washed, 

Then may'st Thou pay whatever price Thou 
deem'st proper.' 

128 With these words, in a freak of blissful 
jollity, 

Tfiat trader, with his own hands, applied 
the perfumes all over the body of the Lord. 

129 Who is there that is not charmed by the 
sight of His beauty 

That ever draws all minds to itself in the 
recesses of every heart ? 

130 After bestowing His grace on the perfumer 
The Lord Iliswambhar made His way to 

the dwelling of the garland-maker. 

]3i The garland-maker, at sight of beauty that 
is most wondrous, 

Made bis obeisance after olTering a seat 
with great hospitahty. 

132 The Lord said, Gardener, give Me some 
good garlands. 

I have not any money with Me,' 

'33 The garland-maker noted that His body 
resembled that of a saint who has realised 

the goal of existence, 
And said, 'Thou owe'st nothing.' 

134 Saying this he placed the garlands on the 
beautiful body of the Lord 

The Lord with His pupils laughed at this. 

135 Favouiing the garland-maker by His 
auspicious.glance, 

Gauranga Sti Hari proceeded to the home 
of the betel-seller. 

1.26 The betel-dealer on beholding beauty 
that bewitches even the god of love 

Took the dust of His feet and offered a seat. 

1 37 Said that betel seller, 'I, indeed, am most 
fortunate. 

What rare fortune has thus brought even 
Thee to the door of one so base as myself ?' 

131 Having said so. of his own accord and with 
greatest satisfaction, 

. He brought out made-up betel and offered 
the Lord, Who burst into laughter. 

139 The Lord asked, 'Why did you put the 
betel-nut into it before being paid ? 

The betel dealer replied, 'The thought 
spontaneously arose in my mind.' 

140 The Lord laughed on hearing the words 
of the betel-dealer. 

And chewed the betel with great satisfaction. 

141 Excellent betel-leaf, camphor and other 
choice ingredients 

He gave with reverence and accepted no 
price. 

542 Having thus favoured the betel dealer 
Lord Gaura wandered over all the towns 

laughing. 
1. 3 The City of Navadwip is almost like 

Madhupuri. 
There dwell in it hundreds of thousands of 

people of a single caste. 
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144 For the pastime of the Lor I, long ere its 
time, 

Providence had arranged all things here 
to perfection. 

145 Just as formerly He was wont to wander 
over Madhupuri, 

The darling Son of Sachi now enacted 
the self same lila. 

146 Sri Gaursundar then made His way to 
the home of the conch-dealer 

Who bowed with awe on beholding the 
Lord. 

147 The Lord said, 'Brothc, show Me good 
conch. 

I donot know wherewith lo purchase it 
as I have no money with Me.' 

148 The conch-dealer presently brought out 
conch of a superior quality ; 

And, placing it in the beautiful hand of 
the Lord, made obeisance. 

149 'Master, accept the conch and take it 
home with Thee. 

The money Thou mayst pay hereafter ; 
it is no matter if Thou dost not pay.' 

1 £0 The Lord, pleased with these words of 
the conchdealer, 

Bestowed His auspicious glance on him 
and went off smiling. 

151 ' To the homes of all citizens of Navadwip 
The Lord betook Himself in this manner 

152 By that fortune even to this day the 
citizens of Navadwip 

Obtain the feet of Sri Chaitanya- 
Nityananda. 

153 Thereafter Divine Gaurchandra, the 
embodiment of all wish, 

Repaired to the house of an 'omniscient' 
fortune- teller 

154 The professional noticing the fiery glow 
of the Lord 

Made obeisance to Him with humble 
deference. 

155 The Lord said, T hear you are a clever 
fortune-teller. 

Tell Me what I was in former births.' 

15b 'Good', said the all-knowing professional 
of pious deeds, and began to meditate. 

As he repeated the mantra of Gopal he 
saw instantly 

157 A source of great light of dark colour, 
with four arms 

Holding the conch, disc, club, and lotus ; 
the sign of Srihatsa anil the Kanstuva 

jewel adorning His breast. 

158 He beheld the Lord in the prison-chamber, 
at night, 

With the parents in front of Him in the 

act of adc ration. 

159 And presently he had a vision that the 
father taking up his S«n in his arms 

Conveyed Him that very night to the 
cow-herd settlement where he left Him. 

160 He saw the nude, enchanting, two-armed 
One, 

With the twinkling belt about his waist, 
and butter in both hands ;— 

161 The fort une-teller had a view of all those 
features of the Divinity of his cherished 

worship 
On which he was wont unceasingly to 

meditate. 

162 Once more did he see the the triple bent 
Figure with the flute to His lips, 

Encircled by the retinue of milk-maids, 
singing and playing on various musical 

instruments. 
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i6j The all-knowing fortune-teller opened his 166 Once more he saw the Lord in the waters 
eyes on beholdingthese wonders ; of the Deluge 

And meditated over and over again, tixing The Figure of a wonderful Bear with the 
his gaze on Gauranga. Earth shining on Its tusk 

164 Said the ail knower, 'Hear, Balgopal ! 107 0nCe aSain he SaW the Lord aPPearing 
. r ,, 1 . 1 1 .u- in the world in the Form of Man-Lion, Without further deiay show me who this 

... . , , Of a most fierce aspect, immeasurably twice-born was formerly. r 

tender to His devotee. 

165 Then did he see a Figure of yellowish- 168 He saw Him again in the Form of the 
green hue as of tender grass, holding Dwarf, 

the bow; Employed in deceiving, by His deluding.. 
And beheld the Lord seated in the posture energy, at the sacrificial performance of 

of warrior. Bali. 

( To be continued. ) 

Taking Refuge in God ( ^(RGIFIT^T ) 

f Continued from P. 220, Februari/, 1929. J 

LONGING FOR SERVICE. 

[ 1 ] 
Hari ! 

1. Fallen into this world, Rendered helpless, 

I find no other way of deliverance, 

Guide of the guideless ! The Refuge of Thy feet 

I seek as essential. 

2. Capacity for work or Knowledge I have none ; 

I neither serve Thee nor try. 

Thou art full of mercy, I am destitute, indeed ; 

Thy causeless mercy I crave. 

3. The activities of speach and mind, Anger, palate, 

The stomach and organ of generation,— 

All these joining together, Casting me adrift on the stream of the world, 

Are giving me great trouble. 

4. The hope of subduing them. By using every care, 

I have given up. 

Lord of the lordless ! I call upon Thy Name. 

Thou art now the Hope. 

( To be continued. ) 
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Humbler than a Blade of Grass. 

[ n ] 

RI Qaursundar teaches us to chant 

the kirtan of Hari at all time by- 

being 'humbler than a blade of grass.' 

Those who are given to worldly 

enjoyment can never be humble. The 

soul in the state of bondnge indentifies 

itself with the physical body and the 

material mind. This error leads the 

bound jiva to have attachment for 

things of this world as being conducive 

to the well being of the body and mind. 

The blade of grass in the same • manner 

has its own humbler relationships with 

its physical environment. But it does 

not stand in the way of others but on 

the other hand submits even to be 

trodden upon without protest. The 

grasa may therefore be tnken as the 

emblem of humility among the objects 

32 

of this world. But it has nevertheless a 

locus standi of its own in this world if 

only to serve as an example of humility 

to others. But the jiva soul can claim 

no place high or low in this world. 

This fact is not realized by the jiva in 

the state of bondage. The bound jiva 

accordingly believes as true its relation, 

ships with the things and concerns of 

this world. No person can really be 

humbler than a blade of grass so long 

as he recognises the claims of his body 

and mind. He can only pretend to 

be so. 

This obvious meaning of the simple 

words of Sri Gaursundar has been gross- 

ly distorted by His pseudo-followers for 

making them serve their own selfish 

worldly purpose. Humility greater 
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than that of a blade of grass has accord, 

ingly been supposed to be possible in 

the case of those who are unduly at- 

tached to the things of this world and 

has even been eulogised as a useful and 

necessary accomplishment for establish- 

ing cordial relations with the people 

of this world. The spiritual meaning 

has thus been allowed to make room 

for one which is congenial to the tastes 

of worldly people. 

Such misunderstanding on the part 

of the bound jlva should be regarded 

as not only natural and deliberate but 

inevitable. The soul that is averse to 

the service of Krishna has necessarily 

an elaborately calculated aversion for 

all good qualities. This perversity is al- 

so not wholly unknown to its possessor. 

The jiva given to sin simulates also 

the quest of Truth and starts with the 

pretended conviction that its known 

untruth will thereby be proved to be 

true. It is accordingly deliberately 

prepared to admit nothing which does 

not serve this purpose. The perfect 

wisdom and mercy of providence per- 

mits the jiva to cut itself off from the 

Truth by such calculated perversity. 

It has to thank only itself for the origin 

and prolongation of its state of sinful 

ignorance. 

The very first step, therefore, that 

has to b.i taken by the fallen jiva if it 

really wants to know tho Truth is to 

cut itself off completely from its past 

a«d use its experience of the wrong 

method in arriving at the sincere con- 

viction that it has failed utterly to guide 

him to the Truth. Till this is clearly 

realised there is no effective desire for 

spiritual enlightenment. 

The method of learning the Truth 

is different from that of learning the 

untrui h. It is necessary in the first 

place to unlearn the unlrufh. In pro- 

portion as untruth is unlearned the 

Truth spontaneously makes its appear- 

ance. Tlie wrong method takes it for 

granted that we are capable of learning 

the Truth by our own effort. But as a 

matter of fact we find that it is untruth 

that is leatnt by such method. We lose 

faith in the method on the realisation 

of this fact. The very next question 

we ask in the moment of disillusion- 

ment is 'Is there any such thing as 

Truth ? Can it be learnt at all ? By 

what method can it be learnt ? 

This question does not occur to the 

person who is satisfied with the results 

yielded by the wrong method. The 

conduct of a worldly man is based on 

the conviction that he does not require 

any other tiling than what he is able 

to procure by his own effort. He be- 

lieves that his present condition is on 

the whole sufficiently hnppy. He has 

no doubt about it. He is of course 

prepared to listen to advice for increas. 

sing his happiness. This he regards as 

his true interest. Even if he happens 

to be told the Truth he does not relish 

what appears to be opposed to his 
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interest, does not give it sufficient 

attention and so fails to underst'uid 

his mistakes. One who believes that 

he lives su-'cessfully by his own effort 

has necessarily sufficient confidence in 

his methods and convictions. Those 

methods and convictions he regards as 

absolutely necessary for his well-being 

and even safety. He is therefore, 

seldom prepared to consider any propo. 

sal of their total abandonment. He may 

take one of two courses in regard to 

Truth. He is either openly opposed to 

it. Or he may defer to it outwardly 

without allowing it to influence his 

conduct. The ordinary worldly man 

belongs to the latter class Because 

by following this method he has not to 

displease anybody. The practice of 

such duplicity ordinarily passes by the 

names of humility and tolerance in the 

world. Sri Chaitanya did not obviously 

mean by humility greater than that of 

a blade of grass this refined duplicity 

which is practised in the world under 

the names of tolerance, liberalism ; 

humility and civility. It is absurd to 

think that by practising such duplicity 

ihe Truth can ever be redised and 

practised. Insincere absent to Truth 

is a greater obstacle in the way of its 

realisation that even open opposition. 

The chanting of the Kirtan of Hari by 

the method of smooth duplicity has 

produced those terrible results that are 

traceable to corrupt religious practices. 

The fact is that Truth has to be learnt 

by the method of submission. By the 

method of asserting oneself Truth is 

obscured. Mock humility makes the 

case worse. 

The external conduct of a person 

possessed of real humility is incom- 

prehensible to those who are addicted 

to worldliuess and can have, therefore, 

no real hankering for or sympathy with 

the Truth. A really humble person can 

alone be wholly devoted lo the Truth. 

He is in a position to serve the Truth 

always and under all circumstances. 

He can serve it with all his faculties. 

He can serve it to the exclusion of 

every other thing. He accordingly uses 

his voice for no other purpose than 

proclaiming, chanting the Truth and in 

the most unambiguous manner so that 

it may not be misled or misunderstood 

by himself and his hearers. He of course 

believes firmly that the un.arabiguous 

pre idling of the Tru'h cannot but bo 

wholly beneficial to everybody concer- 

ned in spite of any passing incon- 

venience that it may entail upon the 

preacher or the audience. 

Those who have no real experience 

of the Truth deny all this. But as a 

matter of fact untruth can do no good 

to anybody under any circumstances. 

It is not possible to dilute the spiritual 

truth by means of empiric truth. The 

two never mix. It is possible to dilute 

successfully only (he untruth. Worldly 

people base their conduct on untruth 

declaring it to be the truth and when 
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ttiis is pointed out pervesely maintains 

that it is never possible to follow Truth 

fully in this world. B,ut there can 

be no differance between half-truth and 

untruth. Whenever truth is curtailed to 

the slighte-t extent the whole acquires 

the quality of untruth. Spiritual truth 

is absolute, indivisible Truth. Empiric 

Truth is changeable and di visible. That 

which is changeable and divisible is for 

that very reason untrue and harmful. 

Absolute Truth is the only real truth 

and always wholesome and beneficial 

because it ever h^Hs good. Those who 

think that truth can do harm confound 

the Absolute with the empiric truth. 

The Kirtan of Hari is not the chanting 

of" the empiric truth and admits of no 

compromise or alternation. 

The Absolute Truth requires of its 

followers perfect loyalty to itself. Such 

complete adherence to the Absolute 

Truth is possible only for those who 

have no interest other than itself. This 

loyalty to the Absolute Truth is spon- 

taneous and irresistible. No sooner 

does the Absolute Truth makes its ap- 

pearance than it dispels completely all 

open and masked partiality for untruth 

or half-truth as being both harmful and 

unnecessary, 

The kirtan of Hari is not a strins; 

of words denoting any object, relation- 

ship or experience of this world. The 

kirtan of Hari is the constant and 

natural function of all the faculties of 

the jiva soul in the state of its freedom 

from all affinities with this changeable 

world because the Absolute Truth is 

identical with Har . 

The humility of the chanter of the 

kirtan of Hari is not the mock humility 

or duplicity of worldly people. It is 

the attitude of perfect and absolute 

submission to Hari who is no other than 

the Absolute Truth. This perfect sub- 

mission is the indispensable condition 

of serving Hari who has to be served 

exclusively, constantly and by all the 

faculties of the soul. The only function 

of the voice is to chant the kirtan of 

Hari which is indentical with and in- 

separable from the simultaneous service 

of Hari by all the other senses. One 

who does not employ his voice eonstant- 

ly and exclusively in chanting the 

kirtan of Hari has no access to the 

service of Hari by any other faculty. 

The kirtan of Hari has, therefore, 

to be chanted by being humbler than 

a blade of grass. There can be no trace 

of worldly vanity. There can be no 

seeking after any worldly advantage. 

The only object should be to please 

Hari. 

Absolute Truth is a living person 

and not an abstract principle. He has 

the power of communicating His com. 

mands to us and expressing His appro, 

val and disapproval of our activities. 

No one who does not fully submit to 

Him can understand His command. 

The Absolute Truth is not anything 

limited or partial, neither can it be 
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divided. It is not dependent on any 

condition excepting itself. It is always 

one and the same. Listening to or 

chanting of it is always and necessarily 

beneficial being the natural function of 

the soul. Any other view of its nature 

will stand in the way of that perfect 

humility the outcome of absolute sub- 

mission which is the indispensable oon 

dition of its realisation. 

A chanter of the kirtan of Hari is 

necessarily the un-compromising enemy 

of worhlliness and hypocrisy. As 

chanter of the kirtan of Hari it is his 

constant function to dispel all miscon- 

ception by the preaching of the truth 

in the most unambiguous form without 

any respect of person, place or time. 

That form has to be adopted which is 

least likely to be misunderstood. It is 

his bounden duty to oppose clearly and 

frankly any person who tries to deceive 

and harm himself and other people by 

misrepresenting the Truth due to malice 

or boiiajide misunderstanding. This 

will be possible if the chanter of kirtan 

is always prepared to submit to be 

trodden by thoughtless people if any 

discomfort to himself will enable him 

to do good to his persecutors by chant- 

ing the Truth in the most un-arabiguous 

manner. If he is unwilling or afraid 

from consHerations of self-respect or 

personal discomfort to chant the kirtan 

under all circumstances he is unfit to 

be a preacher of the Absolute Truth. 

Humility implies perfect submission to 

the Truth and no sympathy for untruth, 

A person who entertains any partiality 

for untruth is unfit to chant the kirtan 

of Hari. Any cringing to untruth is 

opposed to the principle of humility 

born of absolute submission to the 

Truth. 

Tfiat which passes under the name 

of humility in the world is to be care- 

fully avoided by the chanter of the 

kirtan of Hari. 

If a follower of un-truth pretends to 

oppose the falsehood of another he can 

do so only from malice and from no love 

of truth. The conduct of a chanter of 

the kirtan of Hari should not be con- 

founded with the conduct of such a 

person. No one who is himself ignor- 

ant of the truth is either able or willing 

to dispel the ignorance of another by 

means of the truth. The chanter of 

the kirtan of Hari is not to be confoun- 

ded with the malicious critics and cen- 

sors of this world. It is malice and 

vanity which lead worldly people to find 

fault with their neighbour and to attempt 

to impose by falsehood and cunning 

their un.truth on their victims. Such 

critics and their victims are likely to 

misunderstand for opposite reasons the 

opposition offered by the preacher of 

the truth to both for the purpose of 

doing real good to them. 

Falsehood is resorted to only by 

those who are enamoured of the enjoy- 

ments of this world. As everybody 

wants to secure the lion's share of a 
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stock of enjoyment whose amount is 

limited by its very nature it gives rise 

to a struggle inspired by malice. False- 

hood is used as a convenient method 

worthy of the cause for securing fame 

and weHlth by deceiving others pre- 

venting them from knowing that they 

have been gained at their expense. This 

is the alpha and gama of the much 

louded struggle for existence and its 

methods recommended by the evolu- 

tionists on the basis of bioligical evi- 

dence- Those who are thus fatuously 

enamoured of untruth due to their in. 

satiable lust for worldly enjoyment the 

gratification of which it seems to pro- 

mise, have necessarily no patience for 

those who may appear to stand in the 

way of the realisation of an impossible 

and really tragic quest. 

It is undoubtedly the spirit of malice 

born of competing covetousness which 

leads a worldling to set up as an 

admonisher of the faults of others. Such 

Conduct deserves to be deprecated. A 

sinner does n-T sin the less whether he 

is fully conscious of it or not when he 

undertakes the advocacy of the cause of 

truth as understood by himself and cer- 

tainly deserves to be chastised for his 

shameless insolence. 

Those wlio serve the Truth at all 

time by means of all their /acuities and 

have no hankering for the trivialities of 

this world are alway-? necessarily free, 

from malice born of competing worldli- 

ness and are, therefore, fit to admonish 

those who are actively engaged in 

harming themselves and others by the 

method of opposing or misrepresenting 

the Truth in order to attain the rewards 

of such a policy in the shape of a per- 

petuation of the state of misery and 

ignorance. The method which is em, 

ployed by the servant of the good 

preceptor for preventing such misre- 

presentation of the truth is a part and 

parcel of the truth itself. It may not 

always be pleasing to ihe diseased sus- 

ceptilities of deluded minds and may 

even be denounced by them as a mali4 

cious act with which they are only too 

familiar, but the words of truth from 

the lips of a loyal and humble servant 

of Hari possess such beneficent power 

that all effort to suppress or obstruct 

them only serves to vindicate to im- 

partial minds the necessity of com 

plete submission to the Absolute Truth 

as the only cure of the disease of 

worldliness. Humility that is employed 

in the un.arabiguous service of the 

truth is necessarily and qualitatively 

different from its perverted prototype 

which is practised by the cunning 

people of this world for gaining their 

worldly ends. The professors of pseudo- 

humility have reason to be afraid of 

the preachings of the servants of Hari 

one of whose duties it is to expose the 

enormous possibility of mischief that is 

possessed by the forms of spiritual con- 

dnct when they are prostituted for 

"serving the untruth. 



Vaishnavism & Civilization. 

( Continued from P. 

rnHIS worldly sojourn of the soul has no 
doubt been purposed by God for His bene- 

fit. He has, therefore, real and definite duties 
here while he continues to be yoked to the 
body and mind The growth, decay and dis- 
solution of the body and mind are phenomena 
of physical Nature and take place in accordance 
with her Laws. The soul cannot change or 
modify the course of Nature. The body and 
mind function in strict accordance with the laws 
of their constitution. Their activities and their 
results are predetermined and form links in an 
endless series of cause and effect. The fact 
that the soul considers himself competent to 
understand their purpose and the cause of their 
apparent succe;a and failure is an instance of 
his own subjection to the deluding cosmic pro- 
cess which uses him thus for serving the purpose 
of Providence. We shall be utterly mistaken 
if we suppose that we possess any power over 
cosmic evolution. The woild ever moves on 
using our bodies and minds . s every thing else 
on the material plane as its passive tools. In 
this matter we have no option but to obey her. 
We are being driven forward and backward 
by the iron laws of Nature. Empiric Science 
brings the working of Nature home to the 
consciousness of humanity in order to persuade 
man to submit to Nature by the realisation of 
his utter helplessness. 

But the cosmic process as gauzed in Nature 
has no power over the soul in his free state due 
to difference of plane. The subjection of the 
soul the laws of a foreign mistress is the 
result of his own deliberate choice. He can 
easily revert to the state of free existence by 

■the exercise of the same freedom of choice. But 

231, March, 1929. ) 

free existence does not mean mastery over 
others. Free existence does can mean only 
constitutional existence in the transcendent 
legion. The soul is a tiny particle of the 
spiritual substantive power of universal soul. 
By his constitution he is subject to the spiritual 
power of the Divinity of which he is a consti- 
tuent part. When he chooses to function in 
his own position in the spiritual system and 
in subordination to the laws of the spiritual 
realm he is comtilutionally free. Whenever 
he chooses deliberately not to serve the Absolute 
he thereby ipso facto loses this natural or free 
state and is compelled to submit to the Divine 
Will under pressure. This thraldom he learns 
to prefer to real freedom by the tricks of the 
illusory Energy of Godhead "Afayrt" which 
creates a world by the Will of Godhead in which 
Godhead makes Himself invisible for the benefit 
of the jiva. In this world the jiva finds ample 
scope for his atheistic activities which only 
result in ever increasing misery and disappoint- 
ment. He wants to be master but finds himself 
really powerless and compelled to serve not 
Godhead but a power that is wholly alien to 
himself. This is the only alternation to utter 
annihilation which should be the instantaneous 
consequence of his abandonment by Godhead. 
Godhead does not wish to destroy those jivas 
that are averse to His domination. He offers 
them some thing which is infinitely better than 
what they themselves want in lieu of His service 
and which completely satisfies although He is 
intended ultimately to cure their disloyal in- 
clinations. If He had . offered them what they 
themselves want it .would be their own des- 
truction. They want to be masters, or in otTier 
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words, to be merged in the Absolute, i. e, to 
cease to be ;—whereas, they are really servants 
in substance and by their constitution. When 
the jiva wants to be identified with Godhead he 
can be neither. He must be either jiva or no- 
thing at all. Godhead must mainta'in the jiva 
if he is to exist at all. Godhead does not refuse 
to maintain those jivas who do not want to be 
maintained by Him. If he did not do so, they 
would cease to exist. He allows them to im • 
agine that they are self-maintained but main- 
tains them nevertheless But as a matter of 
fact they are really unable to maintain them- 
selves without support from Godhead. This 
is recognised even by the fallen soul when he 
prays to God for his continued maintenance 
in the way that he likes. He does not want 
to be ruled by his Author or Master. He wants 
to pursue an idependent (?) course with the 
help of the power of Godhead 1 But Godhead's 
power can never act in a really subordinate 
way and hence it is necessary as the only way 
of saving his existence to produce the illusion 
in the fallen soul that he is being served while 
he is being really dominated. This is the un- 
truth which is necessary for the existence of 
jiva in defiance of Godhead. 

So long as the fallen soul pursues the goal 
of dominating the powers of Nature, he con- 
tinues on this track of self-destruction. He 
is mercifully and sternly prevented from realising 
his disloyal suicidal ambition fully. Material 
civilization is built up by the illusory power 
of Godhead to keep up this false existence of 
the jiva soul which has rejected his natural life. 
The illusory power, however, really plays into 
the hands of the spiritual power of Godhead. 
She tries to drive the jiva to seek the shelter 
of the spiritual power by his experience of the 
miseries and disillusionments of a false existence. 
The fallen soul's proper function in this world 
begins the moment he realizes this true state 
of affairs. He then agrees to co-operate with 
the illusory power for the remedy of his mortal 

disease of disinclination to serve the Absolute 
Truth, He, however, takes a long time and 
a long course of sufferings for radical cure. So 
long as the least trace of the poison of disloyal 
inclination is left in the soul the illusory power 
prevents his entry into the realm of Godhead. 
It is, indeed, impossible for the fallen soul un- 
assisted to undergo successfully the trials of the 
purgatorial process. Godheal sends His best- 
beloved Associated Counterpart into this world 
to help the fallen soul to go through this ordeal 
successfully. Obedience to Godhead's Associated 
Counterpart is the only means of liberation 
from the clutches of Maya. This spiritual 
Scriptures have also been manifested in this 
world by Godhead for the same purpose. They 
enable the fallen soul to find out and have faith 
in the spiritual guide and believe him to be 
the person sent by Godhead Himself to rescue 
him from the clutches of the illusory Power. 

It is, therefore, not necessary for the jiva 
really to go contrary to the current of this world 
if he wants to do his duty by Godhead. All 
he has to do is to realise his own fallen condition 
and to have a real desire to be restored to the 
state of grace. He then searches for the good 
preceptor to explain the method that he is to 
follow to obtain deliverance.' The good pre- 
ceptor tells him to believe in the eternal 
method represented by the Sctiptures and by 
his own example and precept enables him to 
understand and practise the life recommended 
by the Scriptures or SAasiras. This life is then 
found to accord with the real purpose of Nature 
herself although it may nbt at once appear to 
be so to those misguided people who continue 
to trust themselves and their futile speculations 
for the attainment of the goal of domination 
over her which is the product of their diseased 
imaginations. 

When an individual or community attains 
to the spiritual out-look, such an occurrence 
need not necessarily be accompanied by an 
appearance of material prosperity. All the I 
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circumstances of this world come to such persons 
as opportunities of service provided by God- 
bead Himself. They include the varying condi- 
tions of their minds and bodies among such 
circumstances. They are thus enabled by the 
grace of God so abundantly provided to rise 
above the cares and anxieties that afflict those 
who are ignorant of the substance of themselves 
and of their relationship to the things of this 
world. Those, who are spiritually enlightened, 
covet nothing of this world for their own selfish 
enjoyment. They employ their bodies and 
minds and all the circumstances of this world 
in the incessant and exclusive service of God- 
head. They are neither workers nor idlers in 
the worldly sense as they have no hankering 
for worldly enjoyment ia any form. Tbey do 
everything by reason of their connection with 
Godhead and in order to serve Him. Such 
activities although they do not belong to this 
worldly plane benefit the workers themselves 
and humanity at large in the only real s mse. 
But the nature of the activities of a Vaishnava 
is not comprehensible to the materialised mind. 

We need not suppose, therefore, that the 
prospects of material civilization will either 
gain or lose in the worldly sense by such spiri- 
tual activities. The course of this world is 
determined by the laws of physical Nature. 
Spiritual activities raise us above passive sub- 
ordination to the irresistible forces of Nature, 
as they belong to a different and higher plane. 
Their v-due or location cannot be expressed 
in terms of the changing circumstances of this 
visible world They obey a higher law which 
dominates the laws of physical Nature. The 
Vaishnavas who consciously obey the Laws of 
the Spiritual Realm also dominate physical 
Nature but not in the so called visible material 
or illusory but in the real or spiritual sense. 
Those who follow the Vaishnavas are fieed from 
the crushing slavery of this false existence by 
attaining to the spiritual service of Godhead 
and find themselves employed in accordance 

33 

with the eternal needs of their souls without 
being thwarted by the current of this world. 
From the moment they are concious of this, 
they begin to function on the transcendental 
plane. The wheels of physical Nature cease- 
lessly and relentlessly grind all those who 
pursue the objects of this world for the grati- 
fication of their minds and bodies. Empiric 
science which misleads its votaries with the 
promise of selfish worldly anvantages is, on its 
own admission, powerless to do so in the face 
of the incalculable and overwhelming forces of 
physical Nature. Empiric Science can never 
actually make us the lords of Nature. 

The mastery over Nature which is gained 
by the servants of Godhead is different in kind 
from that which is vainly attempted by empiric 
science and which is never actually realisable. 
Mastery over Nature is attainable only for the 
purpose of serving Godhead and not for selfish 
enjoyment. The material is the external en- 
veloping face of the spiritual. It is the inner, 
spiritual reality that lays itself bare to the 
vision of the devotee of Godhead who is willing 
to serve Godhead and Him alone therewith. 
To those who are lacking in spiritual vision, 
the activities of the devotees of Godhead refuse 
to manifest their real nature. On the contrary 
worldly-minded people due to the limited 
range of their perverted worldly vision are 
disappointed on finding that spiritual activities 
arc not necessarily followed by material im- 
provements in the sense desired by themselves. 

The real object of human life is not to ac- 
cumulate worldly treasures to be left behind at 
the termination of a limited existence. The 
object of all life is to serve Godhead. That 
civilization is alone real which helps its votaries 
to attain this one thing needful. The external 
form of the real theistic civilization may dis- 
please those who prefer the shadow ti substance, 
the illusory and transitory to the true and the 
eternal, death to life. But the wants of our 

*souls can never be really satisfied by anything 
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short of the Absolute Truth. We happen to 
be so by our eternal constitution, are 
under a delusion when we look to any other 
quarter for relief. Any one who may be in- 
clined to give a sincere and unprejudiced hear- 
ing to the voice of the Absolute Truth is bound 
to be convinced of the reality of its contentions, 
viz, that man can be liberated from the delu- 
sions of his false existence only by attaining 
to the exclusive service of Krishna, the Absolute 
Person,—that such service can be learnt only 
by the method of convinced, rational submis- 
sion at the feet of the servants and of the 
servants' servants of the Supreme Lord,—that 
this is the message of Vaishnavism taught and 
practised in the Age by Sri Chaitanyadeva 
for the deliverance of all fallen souls and that 
there is no other way of attaining the life 
eternal except by the method of sankirlan of 
the Holy Name recommended by the Scriptures 
and made available to all fallen souls by the 
mercy of Sri Gaursundar and His devotees. 

Sri Chaitanya teaches by precept and 
example the Pull Truth regarding the 
nature and functions of the individual soul 
and nothing that falls short of the Full 
Truth can fully satisfy the wants of the little 
soul. It is possible to serve Krishna under 
all circumstances. That individual or society 
is really blessed which uses such opportunities 
as are provided by Krishna for serving Him 
therewith. There cannot be any discord or 
want of Harmony in this world if we make up 
our minds to really serve Krishna and betake 
ourselves sincere.y to the feet of the go.d 
preceptor for obtaining the real knowledge 
of such service. It is not possible for 
u> to understand the nature of the spiritual 
service of Godhead by means of our mental 
speculations which are by their nature confined 
to a limited view of the objects of three dimen- 
sions only. This fact may not be pleasing to 
our vanity which is the cause of our present 
degradation and misery. 

The Mahaprasad or 'the Great Favour\ 

( Gantinued from P. 234, March, 1929 ) 

'THE awakened soul says in efTect 

to the mind and body, 'I am not 

identical with you. I do not want what 

you require. I have so long believed 

that I was indentical with yourselves 

and that our interests were the same. 

But I now find that I am really and 

categorically different from you. I 

am made wholly of the principle of 

self.consciousness while both of you 

are made of dead matter. Being 

matter you can act and be acted upoti 

by matter under the laws of Nature. 

Nature makes and unmakes you but 

she has no power over me. I am not 

benefited by your growth or harmed 

by your decay. You grow and decky 

by the laws that govern your relation- 

ships with this physical universe. 

Falsely identifying myself with you I 

find myself compelled to suffer pain and 

pleasure due to physical vicissitudes, 
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that overtake you. I find myself un- 

naturally- yoked la your functions 

auch as eating, drinking, producing 

thought, etc. etc and am forced to 

believe them to be my own functions 
by which I am benefited. I shall have 

of course to stay with you as long as 

it is intended by providence that I 

should and suffer the consequences of 

this unnatural alliance with you. But 

I shall from this time do nothing to 

please you. I shall permit you to do 

pnly what I consider to be necessary 

for nay well being viz. getting back into 

my natural poeition of free conscious 

existence" unhampered by the unnatural 

domination by longing for material 

etyoyment. I refuse to be any more ,a 

slave of the sensuous inclinations of 

the mind and body. 

This awaJsening ia the result of 

unconscious association with liberated 

souls who are always coming down 

into this world to help us out of the 

fetters of worldliuess. The awakened 

soul is now in a .position to listen cons- 

ckmaly to the voice of the Absolute 

Truth which is ever knocking at the 

closed portals of our offending ears for 

admission. It now believes in the 

tidings, of the spiritual Scriptures and 

also in the necessity of understand, 

ing and adopting in life the teachings 

of :tbe Scriptures. As soon as this 

disposition is sincere the necessity of 

seeking the help of a proper spiritual 

preeeptor is really felt. It begins to 

distinguish between a liberated and 

bound soul. It also realises clearly that 

it can be helped only by the former. It 

is the inevitable characteristic of the 

bound soul to deceive itself and others. 

The bound soul can never understand 

nor is ever willing to recognise its utter 

incompetence to grasp the real meaning 

of the spiritual truths recorded in the 

Shastras because they are under the 

domination of the mind and body which 

being things of this world are naturally 

unfit to understand the nature of spiri- 

tual communications. But awakened 

souls have no other function than help- 

ing the bound jiva to regain-its spiri- 

tual consciousness. The co-operation 

of the bound jiva is necessary for this 

recovery of its lost consciousness. As 

long as the bound jiva retains any 

liking for things of this world it is 

unwilling to believe the words of the 

sadhu or the real meaning of the spiri- 

tual scriptures. The sadhus and the 

shastras tell us that we have really 

nothing to do with the things of this 

world but much to do with the things 

of another world which is categorically 

diflermt from this, that it is possible 

for us to enter upon our proper function 

even in this life, that the method by 

which this deliverance from the thral- 

dom of our present false temporary 

existence can be obtained is recorded 

in the shastras but in order to be able 

to really understand the message of tbe 

holy scriptures it is necessary tto listen 
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to its exposition from the lips of a 

sadhu who alone possesses a real know, 

ledge of it. 

If we are thus convinced of the 

necessity of consulting a real sadhu we 

should be able to find him out and he 

will explain to us the mode of life 

recommended by the shastras. which 

we should lead in this world, for the 

benefit of our souls. The sadhit is a 

transcendental person whose life is 

wholly regulated by the scriptures. 

The Absolute Truth is never partial or 

less than complete. The awakened 

soul of the sadhu is necessarily and 

completely free from all touch of un- 

truth or half truth. The life recom- 

mended by the sciiptures is the life 

that is led by the sadhu. It is not 

possible for worldly people to under, 

stand unassisted the nature of spiri- 

tual living because it is categorically 

different from the life led by them, 

selves. This difference between the 

two is not confined to this or that iso- 

lated aspect. It is to be found in every 

single detail of conduct. The change 

from worldly to spiritual life is not of 

the nature of reform but is truly a 

complete revolution. 

If we now return to the question 

Ts the soul benefited by eating ?' we 

find that the holy Scriptures give a 

difinite reply. They forbid us to eat. 

They tell us that we must do nothing 

but serve the spiritual. By eating 

any kind of food which is a material 

substance only the mind and body are 

benefited and not the soul. By giving 

up eating body and mind suffer death 

which, however, has no jurisdiction 

over the soul. The body and mind, 

in as much as they happen to be mate, 

rial, cannot serve the spiritual. They 

stand in the way and prevent our soul 

from serving its transcendental Lord. 

If we allow our body and mind to die 

of starvation such process also does not 

benefit the soul because the body and 

mind is immediately renewed in some 

other form. The proper use of our 

body and mind would be their employ- 

ment in the service of God if that weie 

possible. The shastras say that tliis 

is possible if we place our bodies wholly 

at the disposal of the sadhus or in other 

words agree to a complete change of 

our present mode of life. It means 

a revolutionary change. We must 

actually give up all connection with 

this world already formed by the mind 

and body and dedicate them entirely 

for the service of the Lord which is to 

be learnt at the feet, of the sadhu who 

possesses the identical kind of life. If 

we are sincerely prepared by body, 

mind and speech to forego all mun- 

dane ambitions and to serve, nothing 

but the Absolute Truth for Its own sake 

the Lord Himself who is the Absolute 

Truth is pleased to accept our body 

and mind offered for such purpose, 

and by His acceptance makes them" fit 

for spiritual service. The change is 
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understood dimly at first by the person 

himself. The sadhus are privileged to 

notice it but the change is not really 

intelligible to bound jivas. To the 

view oi sinful persons the activities of 

the mind and body thus spir'tualised 

appear to be as much material as those 

of the material body and minH without 

being really so. 

The person who is liberated from 

the bondage of the world continues to 

perform the ordinary natural functions 

pf the body and mind apparently in 

the same way as one who is in the 

bound state. He also appears to eat 

and drink, sleep and die like ordinary 

worldly people. The process of eating 

of such a person is thus described in 

the Shastras. A person whose body 

and mind have been accepted by the 

Lord is privileged to approach the 

Lord and offer Him food and drink. 

The Lord is pleased to accept the food 

offered by such a person. By the ac- 

ceptance of the Lord the food is spiri- 

tualised in the same way as the body 

and-mind is spiritualised by their dedi- 

cation to the LorJ. This dedication of 

all food to the Lord is in the case of 

such a person truly an act of renuncia. 

tion of all material food. The food 

that is accepted by the Lord is spiri- 

tualised and in changed into maha. 

prasad or 'the great blessing'. The 

sadhu accepts the mahaprasad not for 

the purpose of appeasing hunger or 

for the acquisition of bodily or mental 

health and strength or foi any other 

worldly purpnse but with the object of 

being enable 1 thereby to avoid the 

traps laid for him during his sojourn 

into this world by sensuous temptations 

of all kinds including that of eating 

and obtain by thus honouring the maha- 

prasad the inclination for the spiritual 

service of the Lord. Honouring the 

mahaprasad is thus different from eat. 

ing although to the uninitiated the two 

may appear to be identical. The ex. 

ternal form appears to remain the same 

although the real nature of the activity 

fs radically changed. The result is 

that whereas by eating the sensuous in- 

clination is strengthened, by honouiing 

the mahaprasad gluttony and its atten. 

dant vices are radically cured. 

Mahaprasad literally means 'the 

great favour'. The benefit to the soul 

that results by honouring the maha- 

prasad is also open to the bound jiva. 

The Lord does not accept food offered 

by the bound jiva. But if the bound 

jiva honours mahaprasad his soul is 

benefited in the way already described. 

The food that has been offered by the 

sadhus to the Lord is categorically 

different from ordinary food. To take 

ordinary food is harmful for the soul. 

By honouring mahaprasad not only is 

the soul saved from the bad effect of 

eating but is positively benefited by 

obtaining the inclination for spiritual 

service. The shastras, therefore, tell 

ns to give up eating and honour the 
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mahaprasad. 'If the palate is conquered 

every other sense is conquered.' We 

can never be freed from the attraction 

of sensuous temptations until we give 

up eating altogether and learn to 

honour the mahaprasad. By honouring 

the mahaprasad our sensuousness is 

diminished and ultimately disappears 

altogether and it is only then that we 

are enabled to understand the real 

meaning of the shastras. 

The sadhu helps the fallen jivn to 

regain his natural state of freedom from 

sin. and constant service of the Lord 

by bringing about descent of the trans, 

cendental sound in the form of words 

uttered by his lips and the mahaprasad 

in the shape of food that is offeied by 

him to the Lord. The sound uttered 

by the sadhu and the mahaprasad ar 

not things of this world. They are 

not identical with ordinary sound 

or ordinary food which are onl^y 

means for the gratification of our 

sensuous inclinations and appetite^ 

The Word of God and mahaprasad 

cannot be enjoyed or in other words 

cannot be used for the gratification 

of the senses, because they are 

spiritual. Thoss who enjoy the kirtan 

or any spiritual discourse or eat- the 

mahaprasad for appeasing hunger or 

gratification of the palate are gujl.ty 

of sacrilegious acts which serve only 

to prolong the state of sin and 

ignorance of the greatest possible 

calamity that can befall the human 

soul. 

The Supreme Lord Sri Krishna-Chaitanya 

(Continued from P. 237, March, 192h.) 

^ T this time on the arrival of Sree 

^ Raghunath Das at Purusottam 

the Lord committed him to the charge 

of Sri Swarup Goswami after be8to.wing 

on him the appellation of 'Swarup's 

Raghu'. In recognition of the states 

of Raghunath, the best-beloved of the 

Lord, as the Guru of all the Brahmans, 

the Supreme Lord made over to him 

for the purpose of worship the holy 

Images of the Holder of the Mount and 

of Gandarbha, in tlie forms of a piece 

of stone from Gobardhan and the gar- 

land of gunja plant, that He used to 

worship Himself. Sri Raghunath ho- 

noured the rejected rotten remains of 

the prasad of Jugannath washing off 

the mud with which the rice had got 

mixed up. Swarup and the Supreme 

Lord were satisfied with the .spirit 

of renunciation displayed by Raghu- 

nath and one day tasted the same 
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food by forcibly snatching it from 

him. 

Sri Ballav Bhatta arrived at Pnri 

on the occasion of the Car Festival 

and availed of the opportunity to greet 

the feet of the Supreme Lord. With 

the object of lessening the vanity of 

Ballav the Lord extolled the high qua- 

lities of His own devotees which He 

declared to be superior to his. Sri 

Ballav Bhatta had written an annota- 

tion of the Bhagabat to rival the com. 

mentary of Sridharswami. On prefer, 

ring liis request to the Lord that He 

would be pleased to listen to his anno- 

tation the Lord remarked that one 

who did not acknowledge her husband 

( punning on the word 'swami, ) was 

thereby proved to be a harlot and de 

clared that the. real meaning of the 

Name Krishna is 'the Beautiful Shyam, 

the Darling of Yasoda'. Subsequently 

the Lord became favourably disposed 

towards Ballav and accepting his in- 

vitation to dinner commanded him to 

learn the meaning of the mantra from 

Gadadhar. 

Eamcliandra Puri who professed 

himself to be a devotee of Madbabendra 

Puri had been repudiated by him for 

offending at the lotus feet of Sri Guru- 

deva by self-assertiveness. Ramchandra 

Puri mistaking the Lord to be a sinful 

jiva maliciously objected to His ac- 

cepting a liberal quantity of food. 

^The Lord remained silent under the 

criticism but cut down His diet. By 

this lila the Supreme Lord furnished a 

terrible example of how as the result 

of disobedient conduct of one who pro- 

fesses to be the disciple of a good 

preceptor who is the best of devotees, 

the offence against the Guru by degrees 

touches the Divinity Himself. By this 

act the Lord sternly denounced the 

principles of the psilanthropists who 

suppose that there is no difference bet. 

ween a novice and one who has realised 

bis proper self, or between a jiva and 

Godhead. 

Gopinath Pattanaik, a son of Bhaba. 

nanda Rai, having was'ed the royal 

treasure, the eldest son of Maharaja 

Prataparudra caused Gopinath to be 

lifted to the raised platform for the 

execution of criminals in order to award 

the punishment due to such grave of- 

fence, Whereupon the Lord on being 

approached by all with a request to 

intervene in order to prevent the 

punishment of Gopinath, at first refused 

to save him expressing His resolve to 

eschew all worldly talk and the society 

of worldly people to teach the proper 

conduct of a Vaishnava sannyasi ; but 

subsequently effecting the deliverance 

of Gopinath taught him the principles 

of moral obligation by advising him 

to perform his duties to the King and 

meet his own expenses by earning 

money in a clean way. 

(To be continued.) 



The Special Characteristics of the Acharyya 

[ By Pbof. Nishi Kanta Sanyal, m. a., ] 

(Gontinued from ¥.'288, March. 1929.) 

TT SPECIAL feature of hia nature 

consists in the fact that his heart 

is at one and the same time harder than 

the flint of the thunder-bolt and more 

tender than the floweret. He is solemn 

and deep as the Ocean which is the 

home of all precious gems and possesses 

the purifying quality of the holy cur- 

rent of the celestial stream. Just as 

no one dare approach the Ocean itself 

but everyone on the contrary stows 

himself away at an immence distance 

from it in fear and trembling, in like 

manner no hypocritical person ever 

dares to trespass into the neighbour- 

hood of his undisturbable profundity 

but keeps at a long distance in fear 

and shame. On the other hand just 

as the most miserable sinner with sin- 

cere and single-hearted eagerness hast, 

ens to the stream of the Ganges for 

a touch of the current whose contact 

sanctifies the fallen, in like manner 

one weighed down with sin and misery 

may have access to the presence of 

his lotus feet by virtue of freedom 

from duplicity as the only recource. 

His hard exterior serves to with- 

hold the inner tenderness aglow with 

the pure light of perfect knowledge 

from defilement by the determined 

impious. 

A highly characteristic feature of 

his teaching, which may be regarded 

as constituting its most remarkable 

peculiarity, is his emphatic vindication 

of the supreme excellence, the highest 

importance and the most resplendent 

beauty of the holy lotus feet of the 

spiritual preoepter. The highest spirit, 

ual value and the eternal natuie of 

the service of the holy feet of the Divine 

Precepter has been taught by the 

shastras and the Goswamins, those spiri- 

tunl teachers who attained perfect con- 

trol over their senses. But w6 are not 

aware that there is to be found any- 

other person, especially in the present 

Age which is so averse to submission 

to the good precept er, who has taught 

in such a practicable way and.so clearly 

and elaborately the spiritual importance 

of the duty of the constant service of 

Sri Gurudeva. In the present Age the 

act of so-called submission to the guru 

has come to be regarded as a mere 

social and moral custom. In certain 

quarters it is the fashion to regard the 

guru (?) as a speoies of creature of this 

world, a sort of preverted ideal of the 
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Supreme Object of worship as fancied 

by the unbridled imagination of irra- 

tional religiosity. In many a place 

the method is adopted of converting 

the guru (?), conceived as a disjointed 

entity, into assorted ware exhibited 

for sale as 'my guru', 'his guru', etc., 

in order to advertise one's own mental 

tendencies as represented by the teach- 

ing and knowledge disseminated by 

the respective gurus <?). While on 

the other hand in numerous cases the 

guru U used as a convenient back-fround 

for setting off one's own fame, honour 

and aesthetic claims, or by being 

allowed a place in an obscure corner 

of the picture of one's own doings the 

guru is made to establish one's own 

supremacy. There are persons who 

regard themselves as superior to their 

igurus in certain respects. Some again 

in order to secure the reputation of 

being religious people and in justifica- 

tion of their own hypocritical conduct 

set up the ideal of ignorance as the 

idol of a guru to be worshipped and 

acclaimed by trumpet and drum for 

the space .of three nights to be there- 

after consigned to the waters of obli. 

vion. This sort of shops of pseudo- 

gurus and pseudo-disciples amply fur- 

nished with alluring trinkets of every 

variety and adorning the gateway 

that leads to the stage on which are 

exhibited the antics of the illusory 

power, were mis-engaging the hearts 

and resources of the people. This King 

of Acharyya appearing in this deceitful 

Age announced with a voice of thunder 

as a warning to all that the lotus feet 

of Sri Gurudeva is the summum bonum 

and the eternal reality which is in no 

way different from the principle of 

the absolute indivisible knowledge. 

Such disruptive and limited propositions 

as 'your guru', {my guru' etc. although 

they may be and are applied to the 

mundane bearers of the name of guru 

do not apply to the spiritual preceptor 

who is the living emhodiment of the 

principle of indivisible knowledge and 

not any limited entity. As a matter 

of fact the world-teacher (jagat-guru) 

is the only guru, others are unfit to 

bear the name. Eternal and constant 

obedience to the good preceptor is the 

exclusive function of the yiva-soul in 

the state of nature. Whenever the 

guru is conceived in a secondary or 

subordinate way, or whenever the pre- 

sence of a desire of becoming 'too greatv 

by surpassing the guru him. 

self is detected, the lotus feet of the 

Divine precepter does not manifest it- 

self but in its stead there appears only 

the riotous dance of the trivial or 

counterfiet principle or 'lag!m\ 

(To be continueil.) 
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Sree Sree Chaitanya Bhagabat 

(Continued from P. 244, March, 1929.) 

Chapter XII—( Concluded. ). 

169 Yet again dici he see the Lord in the Form 
of the Fish in the water of the Deluge, 

Pursuing acquatic sports with alacrity. 

170 The all-knowing fortune-teller of good 
deeds saw the Lord once more 

In the Form of the intoxicated Wielder of 
the plough, with the holy club in His hand. 

171 Yet again did he behold the holy Image 
of Jagannath 

With Subhadra shining in the middle and 
Balaram on the right 

172 The professional omniscient in this manner 
saw the Lord as He really is ; 

Yet understood nothing, such is the force 
of His delusive power. 

173 The fortune-teller being astonished thought 
in his mind, 

'Perchance this Brahman is highly versed 
in charms. 

574 'Or may be some deva, making himself, 
visible in sport, 

Passes himself off as a Brahman, in order 
to test me. 

175 T notice the superhuman, fiery, glow in 
the body of the Brahman. 

Perhaps he makes a fool of me for pro- 
fessing omniscience.' 

176 As he thought thus the Lord said laughing, 
'Who am I ? What is it that you see ? 

Why don't you speak ?' 

177 The fortune-teller said, 'Be pleased to 
leave me for the present. 

I will tell Thee in the afternoon after I 
have sufficiently repeated the mantra 

with an uudistracted mind.' 

178 The Lord laughed and went off saying, 
'Very welj,' 

He then made His way to the dwelling 
of His loved Sridhar, 

179 The Lord was intensely well disposed in 
His heart towards Sridhar. 

On various pretexts He used to visit him 
at his house. 

180 The Lord would stop and did not leave 
Till He had indulged in a jocular encounter 

with Sridhar for a while, 

181 As he beheld the Lord Sridhar did obeisance 
And, with loyal welcome, offered Him a seat. 

182 The ways of Sridhar were most peaceable. 
The Lord's demeanour was of over-weening 

arrogance, 

183 The Lord said, 'You constantly call upon 
the Name of Hari. 

What then is the cause of your sorrows ? 

184 'Tell Me why by serving the beloved Lord 
of Lakshmi 

You suffer want of food and clc-thing ?' 

185 Sridhar said, 'But I never really starve. 
I also wear cloth, as Thou seest, be it 

short or long.' 

186 The Lord said,'I see it patched at ten spots. 
In the matter of your dwelling I find no 

straw to the thatch. 
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j87 'What citizen goes without food and 
clothing 

Who worships Chandi and Bishahari ?' 

188 Ssid Sridhar, 'Bipra, Thou speak'st well. 
Yet the time of everyone passes all the 

same. 

189 'The King dwells in a palace of gems, has 
the best food and clothing. 

Behold the birds that dwell on the tree. 

190 'But the time of all passes away all the 
same. 

They have the fruit of their deeds, by the 
will of the Lord.' 

j9i The Lord said, 'You have much treasure 
On which you feed in secret. 

192 'The day will come when I will make it 
known to all. 

I will see to it that you may not deceive 
the people thus.' 

193 Sridhar said,'Betake Thyself home. Pandit. 
It is not meet that Thou and I fall out.' 

194 The Lord said, 'I will not leave you thus. 
Tell Me this moment what you are going 

to give Me.' 

195 Sridhar said, 'I live by selling the bark 
of the plantain-tree. 

This being so, what can I afford to give 
Thee revered One ?' 

196 The Lord said, 'The treasure that you 
have hoarded in secret 

Let that remain untouched for the present; 
I will have that later. 

197 'For the present do Thou give Me plantain, 
radishes, soft core of plantain-tree,for love. 

1 will not quarrel with you if you agree 
to give only these.' 

198 Sridhar reflected in his mind,'The Brahman 
is very turbulent. 

It is quite likely that he will give me a 
gound beating one of these days. 

199 'What can I do to a Brahman even if he 
actually beats me ? 

Neither am I able to give everyday with- 
out being paid. 

200 Yet whatever the Brahman can take 
away by force or guile 

Is certainly for myself a great good for- 
tune ; so I will give everyday.' 

201 Having thus settled within himself Sridhar 

said, 'Listen, revered One. 
Thou need'st pay no money, nor its equi- 

valent. 

202 'I will give Thee with a perfectly easy 
mind the soft core of the plantain-tree, 

plantain, radishes, plantain-bark 
So be pleased not to quarrel with me any 

more.' 

203 The Lord said 'Very well, there is no 
longer ground for any difference. 

But mind I may have good core, plantain 
and radishes.' 

204 The Lord dined everyday off Sridhar's 
plantain-bark. 

Sridhar's soft core of plantain-tree, plantain 
and radishes formed the holy soup. 

205 The gourd that grew on the thatch of 
Sridhar 

The Lord ate, seasoned with milk and 
pepper. 

206 The Lord said, 'Sridhar, what do you 
think I am ? 

Do but tell Me this and I am off at once.' 

207 Sridhar said, 'Being Brahman, Thou art 
part and parcel of Vishnu.' 

The Lord said, 'You don't know, I am of 
the family of cowherds. 

208 'You see Me as the Son of a Brahman. 
I know Myself to be even 9 coivh?r(J.' 
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309 Sridhar laughed hearing these words of 
the Lord. 

He did not recognise his own Lord, by 
the force of the illusory power. 

210 The Lord said, 'I tell you the Tiuth. 

All the greatness of your Ganges is due 
to Me.' 

2JJ Sridhar protested, 'Fie, Nimai Pandit 1 
Hast Thou no fear even of the Ganges ? 

213 'With advancing years people ever grow 
sober ; 

While Thy wantonness seems to redouble 
with age.' 

2,3 Having indulged in such merry sport with 
Sridhar, 

Gauranga Sri Hari returned to His own 
residence. 

214 Beautiful Gauranga seated Himself at the 
door of Vishnu's Chamber, 

The company of Students dispersed and 
returned to their homes. 

215 On catching sight of the rise of the 
full moon, 

The Lord experienced in His heart 
the mood of the moon of Brindaban. 

2'6 He began to blow on the flute notes 
unheard before, 

No one else could hear them except 
the mother. 

217 On hearing the strains of the flute that 
enchants the three worlds, 

The mother overwhelmed with joy, 
fainted away on the spot. 

218 Regaining her consciousness in a 
short time, composing her mind, 

She listened to the wonderful strains 
of the flute 

219 She heard the sound of the flute of bamboo 
coming from tbe direction 

Where beautiful Gauranga was sitting. 

On experiencing the strange sound the 
mother came out of her room. 

And beheld her Son seated at the door 
of Vishnu's cljamber. 

She could hear the sound of the flute 
of bamboo no more, 

She saw the moon of the firmament at the 
breast of her Son. 

She had a direct view of the orb of the 
moon in the bosom of her Son, 

The mother looked about in amazement. 

Returning to her room the mother 
sat down and.meditated 

About the cause but could not arrive 
at any conclusion. 

All the manifestations that most fortunate 
mother. Sachi 

In this manner beheld, had no end. 

One day mother Sachi during night time 
hears 

Hundreds of persons singing and playing 
on musical instruments. 

She catches the sounds of a great variety of 
music performed by the mouth of dancing 

and beating time with the feet. 
As if a vast Rasa pastime is going forward. 

One day she finds the whole house, 
room and doors, 

Everything full of light and nothing that 
does not shine. 

Another day she sees a company of celestial 
damsels 

AH of them resembling Lakshmi and their 
hands adorned with the lotus 

Another day she has a view of shining 
Devas 

She sees but cannot find as she turns 
to look again. 
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280 All these visions are not at all surprising 
for the mother 

Whom the Vedas declare as the embodi- 
ment of devotion to Vishnu. 

231 One on whom the mother is pleased to 
cast her glance but once 

Is thereby privileged to view all this. 

282 In this manner beautiful Goursundar 
Who wears the garland of wild flowers 

Passed the time without making Himself 
known delighting in the bliss of Himself. 

288 Although the Lord thus manifested Himself 
Yet no-body could recognise Him. 

234 The Lord for fun displayed such great 
arrogance 

That there could be found none so proud 
in all Nabadwip. 

235 Whenever and in whatever form the 
Lord chooses to sport 

It excels everything else and is without 
its peer. 

386 When the wish for the sport of fighting is 
aroused in the Lord 

There ceases to be the warrior who is 
equally versed in the art of war. 

237. Whgn the Lord wishes to indulge in 
amorous sport 

He conquers the hearts of billions 
of fair ladies. 

ij8 When He desires.to make a display of His 
wealth 

The homes of His subjects are filled with 
crores of precious gems. 

239 The beautiful Gaur was now so arrogant, 
"But there came a time when the self same 

Lord accepfed the life of renunciation 

240 Where is tp'he found in all the three 
worlds a particle of the self-less devotion 

that He practised ? 
Coul it be possible in arty one else ? 

ThisiaCt is. well-known to all. 

241 Thus the activities of the Lord excels those 
of all other persons 

Save that He is vanquished by His own 
servant, such being the nature of the 

Lord. 

242 One day the Lord was passing along the 
royal road 

He was surrounded by about half a dozen 
of His pupils. 

243 He appeared in public in apparel that was 
fit for a king 

A yellow robe adorned His body like 
that of Krishna. 

244 His lips were tinged with betel, His 
beautiful face beaming with the glory 

of crores of moons. 
The people said, 'Is this, indeed, the god 

of love himself in a visible form ?' 

245 His forehead was marked with the sign of 
tilak pointing upwards ; 

There were books in His beautiful hands,; 
and the glance of His lotus eyes forth- 

with delivered from all impurity. 

246 Naturally restless while in the Company 
of His pupils. 

The Lord came merrily along, swinging 
His arms. 

247 By chance Pandit Sribash also came that 
way, 

And burst out into loud laughter as he 
caught sight of the Lord. 

248 On meeting him the Lord made obeisance. 
The generous Sribash said.'Live for ever 1' 

249 Sribash laughingly spoke, 'I would like 
to know, so tell me, 

Whither Thou art bound, crest-jewel 
of the arrogant ? 

250 'Why dost Thou pass the time without 
worshipping Krishna ? 

Why dost Thou teach unceasingly night 
and day ? 
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251 What do people study for ?—Surely in- 
order to have knowledge of devotion 

to Krishna. 
If that be missed what does learning avail ? 

252 Wherefore do not Thou pass all Thy 
time in vain. 

Thou hast studied. Serve now Krishna 
and that early.' 

253 The Supreme l-ord replied smiling, 'Listen, 
Pandit. 

That also will surely be brought about 
by your grace.' 

234 Saying this the Lord passed on His way 
still laughing 

And, arrived on the bank of the Ganges, 
joined the company of His pupils. 

255 The Darling Son of Sri Sachi sat down on 
the bank of the Ganges, 

The assembly of His students seated 
themselves around Him in a circle. 

256 I cannot describe that beauty by crores 
of mouths. 

Neither do I find an analogy to express it 
by in all the three worlds. 

257 Or shall I say He was like the Moon sur- 
rounded by the assembly of the stars ? 

It is not so being spotted and subject to 
changing phases. 

258 The orb of this Lord is full at all time 
And free from spots ;—wherefore the 

parallel is left afar. 

259 Neither it is fit to offer the instance of 
Brihaspati 

Who is a partisan being a supporter of the 
Devas. 

260 The Lord belongs to all parties, is the 
Help of all. 

Therefore the example does not suit the 

case. 

261 Shall I mention the god of sensuous amo- 
rous love as a parallel ? This may not be. 

The mind is agitated as soon as he presents 
himself to one's consciousness. 

262 If the Lord manifest Himself to the mind 
all fetters are worn off 

And the mind becomes perfectly pure and 
well satisfied. 

263 Thus all examples prove unsuitable. 
There is only one analogy that appeals to 

my mind. 

264 Even as on the bank of the Kalindi the 
Son of Sri Nanda 

Indulged in every sport, seated in the 
midst of the assembled cowherds 

265 It seems as if taking with Him those very 
cowherds the self same Krishna-Chandra. 

Makes merry on the bank of the Ganges 
in the form of the twice-born. 

266 Whoever beholds the face of the Lord on 
the bank of the Ganges 

Experiences inexpressible bliss. 

267 Having noted the fiery glow of the 
extraordinary energy of the Lord 

AH the people assembled on the bank 
of the Ganges whisper to one another. 

268 Some say. 'So great power is not human.' 
Some say, 'This Brahman is a full part of 

Vishnu,' 

269 Some say 'A Bipra will be king in Gauda. 
He seems to be the same. This may not 

be disproved. 

2 7o 'I find all the signs of the soverign 
paramount of the Circle of Kings.' 

Thus say different peopleraccording to the 
measure of the power of their intelligence. 

271 Seated by the Ganges the Lord expounds 
the Shastras, 

-Adversely reflecting tin all the Professors. 
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272 He negatives the positive interpretation, 
supports what is negatived. 

And refuting all interpretations, in the 
end establishes all. 

273 The Lord said, 'Him I call Pandit 
Who may expound the Shastras with Me. 

^74 'Who has power to convince Me 
By explaining My exposition a second 

time after listening to it.' 

275 In this manner the Supreme Ruler dis- 
played His pride 

By hearing which all the vanity of every- 
one is pounded to dust. 

276 There is no end of the number of pupils 
of the Lord. 

There is no end of the groups into which 
they divide that study separately at 

different places. 

277 Everyday a dozen or a score of sons of 
Brahmans 

Arrive and make their obeisance at the 
feet of the Lord. 

278 'Pandit, we wish to study under You 
Be pleased to vouchsafe this favour that 

we may be enabled to learn something.' 

279 'Very good', were the words which the 
Lord spoke laughing in reply. 

In this way the number of pupils daily 
increased. 

280 The crest-jewel of Vaikuntha is seated 
in the company of His pupils 

Formed into a learned assembly on the 
bank of the Ganges. 

281 All the fortunate people watched on 
every side, 

All Navadwip was rendered void of misery 
by the influence of the Lord. 

282 Who can express the rare luck of those 
people 

Who had the good fortune to be spectators 
of that joy ? 

283 Even by the sight of that person of good 
deeds who witnessed the rejoicing 

The bondage of this world is cancelled. 

884 My accursed birth did take place but not 
at that time. 

So was I deprived of that happy sight. 

285 Yet, O Gaurchandra, vouch-safe unto me 
this mercy, 

That the memory of that pastime may be 
mine at every birth. 

286 Wherever Thyself and Nityananda with 

Your associates 
Perform Your pastimes, may I be there 

as Your servant. 

287 Sri Krishna Chaitanya is life of Nitya- 
nanda-chand 

At whose twin feet sings Brindabandas. 

Here ends Chapter Twelfth entitled 'The description of the walk of Sri Gauranga 
in the town and other subjects' in Part First of Sri Chaitanya Bhagabat. 

  ( To be continued ) 

Faking Refuge in God ( ) 

(Continued from P. 244, March, 1929.) 

t 11 ] 
Hari 1 

1. Gathering wealth, Striving after things of this world, 

Idle talk on topics of the hour, 
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Misunderstanding the sphere of my duties. Adherence to the letter of the 

Contriving to mix with worldly people, law, 

2. Uncertainty of principle,— Continue to enamour me still. 

Devotion to Hari is afar off. 

This heart only breeds Malice against others, pride, 
Desire for fame and cunning. 

3. All these inclinations I could not leave. 

I am ruined by my own fault. 

This birth of mine Is rendered useless 

Hari ! what now I am to do ? 

4. I am fallen, indeed, Thy Holy Name 

Is Saviour of those gone astray. 

By this relationship At Thy feet 

I take Refuge. 

[ I" ] 
Hari ! 

1. Zeal in serving, Faith in devotion, 

The treasure of patience in attainment of love, 

Devising act That conduces to devotion, 

Abandonment of worldly association, 

2. Approved devotional practice, These six good qualities, 

Lord, have never been mine. 

How worship Thy feet, 

Giving up all affinity with Thy delusive power ? 

3. Of improper activities I am so enamoured ; 

Association with sadhus I have not practised. 

Assuming the garb of a sadhu I instruct others. 

This is a funny contrivance of Maya ! 

4. In such condition I shall receive, 

Hari, Thy cause-less mercy. 

Under the guidance of the good preceptor, 0, when shall I call upon Thee 

With humble entreaty ? 
(To be continued.) 



IB:, iTj^;, irkrs^;, ^PTTScj: U^' 'SW 

^qt^fqnrRT-mmm: 

»|T|HTH ^ 17^7^1"^ f^wriTgd 

^rnnftrjc^q f^f^qBrasnrfti- *ra^r I TPR^T n^ryrmy^ir 

Ifeuniri 1 f^rarar- srrgfrfflviT^f?!, ^1^ 

^ I *$3 ^ siTcmt- ^TRrTM^r^i f^f^^^iggisi I 

ifaR%n ipwih: ^rfg^e a^i^tftRr HT^- Tci^^rfsrerair ^TTRW^ 

ITtPl- 5^^ ®TR^TWr^5 I 3THI^IT?iih- 

^1^7 ^jTH'jfn^i i^icTOmrfs.-o^cri 

qfl^mjitti I ^f^g»at ^ ^55- gg^n^^icinff n^qsn vM sj^nn 1 

Wnin-^^nT-^^^-nNTiTdc^raRmT^- ^Tf%g[T 

HTcflpi srr^^swra q;«q nr^ ^ wft. 11:53 q;wvT^s?'"fqfa qgrrTw; 

q% I ^MJJII^HW: ^sqtuqfe, oPrf^ qpjqs-qqfiR^-MfaBrfqgifjifiiiiw WB- 

mrdcq-^qr nkr^gqii^ifii^g^ I nrRldn imq^^Riqn^q qft^^gftrsgrtii 1 

qgipi^, gg^T-gg^r-fq^n^api^ ^qtirt^^Fi sRstfir- 

a^r gqqwih^ irqRr 1 "nfq g^q^r?^?!^- citcibt n qs^sq^q ^qigq^?!: 1 

tsn^fes'qra^fqf^^ g wRrq ^rgyft^r arR^q-qRunn^-qRi-sna^ i^q ^ 



efpwN, j?^?gmt fegTwr^ ^ ^S^t I 

«BT?fq^ %|W*» STH^gftfed W* ^ VRpfan ^I^IT ||" 

«f^WJ!¥4 ej^Tt^RT^- ^?:-qc^i Wicg^f^f^F?! 

^na^csi^TwRwrgTii: i I 

^IWP ti^il^i 'Bii-w#:? ft^r qr^m sgcqqiife f%^?rnfei i 

snc^ii ?!#¥t^iwrq^t w 
cW 

arfi fw^, 

qf^jn^.^^ cmro^ ^irfe % 
m^% C^wftiT^ % mi 5,^ q.sqniT ^c^fcft"% i ff^ ^r 

i ^m^Trnt vfcm- w^q ^ srr^^ g 

«rtqs^wft fq^nsi wtoqsq- 

Pn^ntq^^qT^: | 

3qt «t STTcHSJf^qjfwi! ¥!s![qft^qT: ! 

^ qfesg, ^fiwil^rrsrq tsfmi- 

wri^ qfeqss^, ^itsri ^icq^ 

qfil^sqT I [qfq 

PT$q%miioqmRRn%qT^m^i%?<!mnS ^qr- 

yprawPT^Riwfui^q^. 

p^fecit q^p i 

erd ^ f%?RR?q w mqf 

^ fsgig | sftwi^N?|cq | q^ga^g qq ^TRT ar^l ^ |% | 

^STCHTH i nkamd ^nrnKgqq^wqr ^tsfq ap 

peit mx ^5[T wf^frlfa i arfdt sfcro ?R%^- 

IRK^IUIIW q^ree^qfticrpnl p^rp^sqr; <F:-«KTg ^ i • ^tufirficq^q jp^qr- 

^qrai ^agtST sq^fer, ary^prqi^q qsTftpft- arjjfff ^5} ShftrqcqgF^* qftfaqra; 

%li I afq e ^aifii^rRqfemq | 

qqTaft^iyft^^SAiT^^lyqT^reiqT^it qiTfecftqcSKa^JeqTfq ^rqN qq 

^i8iiq,BiK %P®^snTqT^q a^rtT^ fqvfp^ | q cF^^r qNr a qr P^ir»is^- 

^^qfac%a ft^R^f^, m*fi iW#- q^jpnq; i 

s^ciFri ^f^qr^qfac^ft sfkrfeiqira^- 

fff^l qld^liic^»ii««- 

»wii??!l wmfa ^fs^riq^q g% 

^qSt ssiTiqs! w qqfa i 

WWfa qn ^T II 

^qqiKjlRf PI^flcqqiTfT^»j| 

^qq^l "Wd m$&i 8®"% fqqmg 

^frqSRfqq?! q^^qfq SfTSTra^f mfo I 

feqq^afisg wfam i^viift I 

Efi^qqrg^q^i: sm%«*r^i qftarm^ 

^f-pfa^TOifqcq m fqai ^qf- 



USflt SteTT ] 

>Tf^rif?r i tuiidirji ^n^rnquf ^i, 

^TTejviHwfyday^ r cTT§r^ 3 

*w^i 1 sf^rgg;: jri^ ^rsg^. 

fg^w^TAfrvji^dii)^ 1 

1 ^7^9 sn^JSTT^T ^ft<if|?I- 

^fTSRifrpd srtsn^- 

1) 1 ai^M 1 I: sftiTcffqH^- 

mi^II^I-^IMI ^55 ^s^»ti"yc(*i3- 

5rte^f^T13f-C^c!fTtfg'^5$teT- 

ija^i sfts- 

JTIVT^T 11% 

ri^qff^m^ ^rf^irrd I 

cTTjjng ^TTiiyn^R fli?ri g^%i 

1^%, fllfrl rrai cT^T 1533 

i fi^i^fi 1^3 

51^5131 

ifgtRt i gfe' ^iT yag^inf 

irfi^K: 11^% i ^155 %rkrfyiiM 

m 3^757* fllT 

55wi% I eras ^rife^-n^r^Riti^gdnr: 

^Tfl^Tir: 115lfl>fd«fC155T^ ^1: ^wf- 

ftRtTf-^IW, 

(goicitsgtyg,) 

3?fti^rn fl^Flt i: sn^^3l% it: I 

e 3 %q: wifyd^T %dHN53 "3^1% il^n 

STittT-ivyitg^insiRnrn uTijifrrfeitiTifeg^) ^1*123 31 ^i®^- 

ani% 1 n i53i§ci)i^pMW"sin^i?rii 1^% 1 yiure? ^rfiPTcir^ 35* 

ajrip^ 1 vir^di if^pg sngi' ?i»^ifi JPI^, 3321 

| aftl- fltHllt I^^T: sftm^lfl 

^<i3itd qaa fn^tf^irfi iTgrorrf^fiiiisin- 1155^*1^ 3^31 153353 i^ar^i^w- 

«?B» swfif?31 «riotf^i(iw: ^ % gm- ne^i infi 1 lit girsKTOr^^ ^ 



to 

^TT^TT^T^T ^^^TcW^ff^TT ^Ttf^acm^ cT^T 

f^Wlc^iW|HlTd^5(Wy*Jciai*i ^RTOfd I 'R»3 

^ snw^M^r^rn^^+M ing- 

cNigdJ ^^TTW'Wl^TtS'FTq: 

fWlldfil | «WlTsp?^- 

f^q^ga^ q6^ftqc^T sifds^ I arrf^- 

TO^gs^qr'Bq^gsi: 

^T^lwqticl | 

^ «rann5?T: 

<r^B^WT»i f^rfq 5? qa: ^55- 

sraot^q^q cT^f^sr mfqvye^IRnpTNclsfq 

ftcqcq^n- 

fqqrfticqrf ^3^ ^jcTT^T^rq^-^^- 

HT5*^qqt: ^TWi?^fr qR«iuiH 1 

rnqpN ff%5q 1 

S^a^lf^MciTWiTtl SflETq^* nvnnqirft • ts 
'wirep^^q'djja^si ^HIUU ynr^g^H 

oWci 1 q^g 

f^q fddjJn^ ^ntfqsn^q^qpqrqT- 

rHifqi.i^(s^% 1 %qq- 

JWTftl3?qT^Mq:^d^a^umq^q- 

^fvOfd I fqtq^ gftq; fqcqqJT^ 

i qq ^qgar^a^ni^jri 

q$wqqqtfqyiq ^q^sKTcstfqr ^^arftf^sq- 

STTq^qqJiqqcq q | dcW >• 
fq^qq^gq: jnq^mft^^qTqrTO fvr^fq^fsr 

fqqtqq^sqqfeqqqr ^qwrai^cqqiq quqi^r 

flqfa 1 swsf q^rqqq snqssi^i^q &ag^ 

fadaiq^i^q sqqflw^ 1 q^gq: snq^«- 

fqqT^r ys^r ^M^jg^qT 

t^qd fqg-fqfnq^«qTcJTT »fq1*mq: I 

fqqiqqq-^f^q: ^T g qqifqq: II ^ || 

fqa^fe1 

^q^qqqqrcuqf jq»4^ifqfqcq q 

^qt^rf II II >© 

snq^^qngi^q qft^sf^qr qf- 

^qqjftqqnncqifqTftqft ^^qtqT^rfq^i 

fqq^qTT q flqfq, qgaisgf^g qq qrr^ytvqqr- 

q§fq 1 q^Ji^g fqqrfq^q^q^qq^fq^qq^^q 

^qwqqtrq^i qf^nnat fqqq^r q ^wrqfq 1 

^TT q qtrs^cJ q qi fqq^qfq I q^«g 

^nf^^q^^fqnft qqfq | g^q^qqfis^T^^q- 

?riqqi fqqqcq ^q ^fqqtq^r-gfniqtsficST ster- 

nqqt^ ^qfqqr^ «TqcqHiTqT^g[q?TqT?qq>- 

^i^-^ifiqqtr^qcq^rqq* vrqfq 1 

q^qr^ fqsj^^scq^trqqiq qqqq: 

^sqanqq-cq ^sq^if%n?fcq fqgcq 'J^icq ywS- 

^rqqqeq ^^cq fq^qc^ gqdq^qWqsufil- 

f^q^l ^T q fq^qf^wi 1 q^qq^^q qfq^T- 

qfggfqsr ^frrq^swi^q (qa^rfem qqfq 1 

^-^flqtqifir^wTqTqq arqfg*- 

gqigq l^qcq-qRP^WcqqqsiqqTftlcqT^qt «mf 

qjqqsnrf I 

j^nqr^g q^iqpq q^qqqr q^q jgjnqnsn- 

ys^mqcqqfqqnpiflnAltqqsa s^^qwq fiwrq- 

qq?q ^gcqsa qqisn^q 1 q^sg ^TR- 

qqys^q q^q fqrq^sqq^gjqtq qiWT^Ilj 

qr q q qq^irqiqT^q^RSTqsaqqliq^i 

n is 11 



Utft ] 

^mT^sn%5TB fyjMiRf^ II \<i II 

«^- 

in^yhRir^irf^egc^ f^Rrftic^si •nfei I 

^cTRRcW cTFT ^ 

ganr^inf?! ^ ^ 

ci^intir^^ squ^p^ | ^TT^r^sniVWM*^ ^g- 

^ninn^fwri Miwfei^flg! ^c^s^ww^jfar 

fiRWH. I ^^TcWT^f^S' ^gfgftlr^Si 

snqfa^i^gwR i rra^ 

5Ki<i («w0^yi)ui ai^Ry^Tf^gqiwnfa^c^ 

M*PitW^gqRif?fg^?3 qrow^T%- 

sfg ^c^rw^rt i srfT- 

*T^tn (»IM«hl*,(e(T(|<|u| g 

inftgnf^sif ^TT^K-f^RT^K^t- 

*IRWI -!»iwft ii^yj(m^ W<IA^ 

^Rpngi^eRfgfNnfyR^sg^Ri ^i^r) i 3?- 

Ul^tdl*<5f^"-H<) ■aisRtTHf.MinSm 

fij^gWIT^^raT<JWWH^ 

qfon^ i era 5f*$5^g JJiR-snfiHt 

n^'ftORi I ^ Vi*i^i*\ jrrRi^feiro- 

e gj5 f5R^ ST ^5 cTR7 n ^ 

Sprl^elrnn 

ftfesf^^nTSTTOTqif STg^'-iyMWVT^ JPRRT I 

srara-^^TicgqB erf^nftirfiwfWfT- 

qfif mfR^Egfqftqg^Rsrqi^rf^^ STR^K 

smrtRr i sr^ ^sn^Tpftiq^T^hiTf sTg?%- 

sfi^i-owPcf, Rifec^-gqi-ysgffGTra-^fihqsn- 

cR $rara#tT fRr u ^ n 

51 ^ JTFT%^f^^'n Rlfe^Rrh(cA|tT5- 

Viie,vii«iiJjf;sn^Rg^ ¥RRl I eTRJ ^T^cT^TRT: 

^iT^TTsq^fvigrs# sTT^t^arn | 

5T RSI 5T5^««>l*.UI«M<q«HI RcT ^ STTgR- 

^iT^ign ^^gawraRrg^ ysgiv^ei^Rra^ 

^RSWISPira^1 cT^T^T51RR^fsi 

cWT RrafcTc^T d^?5 STtfer I 5T RRigjgfl'R 

5T R^igpgfqSI de! sft^FcRfsT 

i 5T RR grera^^ 

md«jffciai«i^j iW ettjMci uRurrafedt 

anra^^ fl^rRr, ^iRCTfiTJierarsfgcra^gRRN 

d%T^ wB^nnijgri d'Mc+i <qi«g- 

*#1; i *rag 5T ^ wratrai- 

Rfqr ■TtKuigfit«4x%sIehMR:u(ei*.Ri'«H^Rt dsg^ig- 

ETf# g ^rrn^ut srWra^c^ ^rrsnf 

n ^ ti 

((RJTO: ) 



W** ^ | ? g ^ ^ j^., 

^tRR^rfT ^|vif R^qgsj^- ^ 'Tr^ ^ qj^N srdftir n 

rrzir:,_^. 

WtT^qq I 

^ •TO-^q ijoT-sfenl^ ?Tt->.yy=h)-d^qfq 

■=13(0^^ I JTTiit % ^sqt^qtsc^ qifriqt- 

^ 5Tm^f!^i ^sqfqr^q^ 

wqnfs sftqrqt ^^cq%T^t^5qT wra- 

"I Jiqqq; j jjj {q^gq jq^qj 

jqqqi g^q-qfui^q PT^TTTlf^f 

q^Tfjnm^r 1 iftf^ntfef^i^ci- 

^TqTq^ -fll^TqeqTf^?qqmTfq ( ^q^UTcHT- 

sfqifrfq jfioRnnlf! j 

?fsi gqq- 

fl^Rrrfqqr 1 a^qqr — 

q cq^itwiwonirfesqn^n^ 1 

qqnq ^^qqoTTc^^s^sfq fqgsq^ HUKI^ |j 

^rTc q^ qfeqr^ fg^^. , ^ | 

?TTqf% ^ftrnqrfq ^f^fcTlfq q || qi^frRI%rTS^ q«T5!^!qTT|T^q^ q^qi^ | 

q,ao^i ^T'^^qqsqoi: | fejg cR qiq^q^ut qfiffwuitsfq q ?KT 
3^^^ 11 imfq^sqnwTT m afq qqqr qf&q j q^ 

w m q^R nr ^TTO q3 fiRgq I m -1 | ^q- 

qt^ra ztirnftimim „ qq armq^: , qq^ ^ , '^q^q^ 

qq ^r^rncqqiTrnrq^r | a^qn^sq^ qqc: n 

^r^qrfra ^q tjftfcq^rcaRq I 

q^iqR'qr^^ ^pq qqq qfq || 

r?q q^f q^wnqiRrrmq^; i 

q fqfq^am qqr fqqqqt sr^ nr*^ 5^: n 

flq<q^a?q^ w^fiwi 

^?fq qferla srscqr laqr qv 

>35:^ awq aKUc^m/arq n 

"ftc^ q qq anrrfq fqq^rjR sgfefi | 

ffa qq^fq a qai* qf^at^ q^q qrsfq H 

qrqfqaTrqfni: IRJRqqR-^fqq^: | 

fqq^?K>sfqqrcqqiTTTOTfq'ft; |) 
v 1 

stat sf<i»mjawif< a q^nyRifaR; 1 

^qbgil % Rq&q ^i<rii^: 0 prrf^ 



5i& * ^ i 

sg wfcVRTf^fijfsRT 5^^I ff|3TO^5 ^ Wl- 

srRffwjjrt vrf^ sr^^ R^ratqt^- 

siwfti ymrrfq y^rRid-Ji^ i q^sg ^cqxfq 

cwmmnnr^T srccgrfq awinf?! ^Trnqngq^rT- 

W*l^ljr) Sffta" sftq^q q flqfrT | y^rn 

jj^mwrn^ra^FT^ sasqf q ^TrjTqrpaT^ qfi:- 

C?q wnFTiwi ?jjraraq[ i 

SPTOVH!?^— 

"^n fa^r irrer: qwmm fecig^ 

q?T: snci rtf^rdq; I 

5? guwim^q^s 

fw few" m ias ^feraTf^q;?:: n 

g^kq^rr 

nrert q^Trj; q*q % qrqgf^: 

H fczfc ?rei ^1%: n 

V2R^qcl5qTq-|rlTf^qi^ 

^pfeqrawqqfq SWT^: I 

aist^qr^ fqg^S^sjfq^ 

qsatq^n; fjnqfTTinqTpq; n 

^cqrfq HmqiHIcW q: sftf^cf^sqq: I 

m JWif^qt qT% n" 

q^rr ^ri srsqqgrl q^rfqqsn^qcqiri;,— 

fqjg ^ q^ »iiqiq<iggq5T flq^r qfg q^nq- 

fRiq ^qi qr sqrfraqr qqi^fq^rrffqag^rfq 

fqjjmrrfq d^qciqrq^fqqi^tq fTO^qqT 

^ri l?q q^Kiy^lpq' | ^T^jqiqq qqr 

qiHTJ^q 5^tqqj^ 1 

cTifqqiqqi^Tf'Ji g n" ^ 

q^T ffTOTqu^TfliqT g-f^qT^g^ift 3JTq^ ^r 

qqi gsqlqfefeRcgq^g iRti 

( Tftfq ) 

qi^TjT55q qxoftg^nifeT | 

qrq fti^xqt gq snrftnq it 

qrq qqt Hq !n% | 

sqf? f%qt qfl w,i& fqgrn t; 

fsjqt ^rq 5iq sR^IT-qmT I 

qq ^uiq qmr n 

are q^nn m qm qf^T I 

qm ! wrq arfqq^ gimn II 

qrafl ^q q% qkr i 

qqifq fqq>^ qq§;:<q fqqfcr IRII 

qfcn^q i 

s^q; qisgr qqii*: | 

frcrq sr^q; qr^: n^R u 

mv0 qqr qqr qrq 55q | 

qq^ ^jq fqqq qif? ^qferf^ ?q n 

^iqjnfe qr^ ^ftqr Iqqrq 1 

sqqn: sfq qr^ qrft srgm IRH 

fqffq i 

| qqqq I snq^ ^tgqO fiqi q;^ qrqf^ 

#?qT qq?^ |, afkq^ qiq^fqiq^^q 

q^qft snfeqi ^ ^ 11 sffarq wn ^ 

5RT55 fq;# q^ fqqq^ 3iiq^ q^f fqjqr 

t, aiqtg q^q, ^iqq 3lk fqj(r fqjRt Rqqflf 

qrq qq;^ ^ sr^rqqrq q§!^rftti q^ 

^rj ^qqj ^qhq | fq: artqrqf «f qrtt srguq 

q^i fsq | 'qgqqiK' q^^r qqqrg^ qiq^g? 

5iq»5" 5TT^ 11 qrqqfqq? ^qRqqi, 

WH^iqqgq, ^qqfqq^ qig^q, qfe? 

sqf^ g»?q qrq 11 qqq^fira q? 

sqatq^ anfiwiqTcqq; Sim M<qicqif^ qrrrag^ 



jffni JTTR t | ^ sira- 

JTTFft^ mq atfasf^CR* ^UTR | I 

w*n3f ftfecs snfe^i »Ffi 11 

^nrq 11 

1^19g^% ^TROJ JTRltj il>fyj| 311^ ?t 

3IT^ si^^t t&n wrt ifm 11 %^T- 

fiig^TT q 11 a^fs^ufqqr, 

sfc srrq fqfqq sftqq^ 

5> sn^ sqqft ^ ^qr 11 »pqTf«- 

srfqqi^ 5Rftnq 5^ q? 

qwra ^ snqr 11 ^irq>wi% qw^ 

qq^qr^ srt^ fltnqrnrqO' 

q? fqq^ a^rgH^nq^f fqrq ^qr 11 

3i^q^^qq»T fqqiq^ t -, ^ q? 

qifqq fq(qq um^ srTq^qi^ sn^rf^q 

qqqi ^Wq 5t nqr 11 

q5 qrtft qfq sw srk qrq qraq; fqqq 

^ vm sr^qr srq^, srqq sft: 

qrrqqrq^ BTcjfn^ f^rfssq st 5^1 srqnqq^ 

snqi^q, q;^ gq qiqq^ ^qrqq^l: sra^R 

5>q I, sik smwfr qqq 11 qe wra q^ 

sft qtR 51501 qq^ I, q5 fq^ qiiWf0! q^f 

t, q^gq: qmm<iq 11 aranr^ wq^T 

sifqqiqoi qq^ gq inrGrr^i^ 3^5^^ gfeq»t 

cqr^n^ qrfeq q 5^ qq ^ 5iq srq^ q^qror^ 

^Rpq^nq^ q^r^ftq 5f qq: qiq 5T5or 

qq^ 11 qq ern qro^qqsf qqqq 

anqreqn q^q 5>qT 11 qqqq 

qma50! q^f 5^51 t, qTOWWHI* 5tqT f I 

qroTfli^ qqyqrq^ gqj ^qq 5^ 

^owf 5fi:§qT qqsNV ql»qqTq!> snqqq^ 11 

55q^ gtR gqq^qqoi 5^ fq^sr qTqq» 51501^ 

gfqq® o?m 11 q^ sftqqft 

gqfqqit ^qrc qq sftqraqsR 

SMT^qft f^T ^15 qq ^ 

argnqqji arfliq^q s^qqrr fw q^g 

5^ q^ 55^% qtqrff »Tt imqcw qqam 

11 qrmqnvi^ 5^ gq; ^qq qqrq 11 

arq^rqqq ^?Rq snq^: 8?qnv» qq^flf sifrl 

q sfore aik Rq^1 ^^51501 qq^d BifKrqqq, 

arq^r: q^f ^qr 11 qiqiqi^d g^ ftsat 

t, 37qT?5 fqqqrf^fql^ K^T 5^ 31131 t | q^- 

qqq 5V sftqrq 5^ sftq^T aif^qTR 

^qr 11 5% qcs aftqqqigq^ ^qr 

qq 5^ qfiraq ft^qx 11 gqq qm 51501% 

smrqsrsftqq^ ^q!Tf?qq: arh: aruq^rq; ^r: 

fqqqr 11 fsw wsq*: g^5 arqi^q q^s- 

551*?^ 55T5!^T fqfq 

afq qt^qqrfir'Kt qjftq fqfvrri f | 

flqqrq?^ 5?3T q qqc!Tq>Tc!% qjfaq 

qmhar^q^qit arq^r*: ^ %t i qsra^ fqfq% 

^qj^'q qrqqqJf — 

"f% qtsi^, fq»qT stnrcot, 

315^ ^mjjhw q^5 1" 

-'^qi^ q® ^ fqfe qrf? arq" 

^ftqq^rqftqi'jq^f— 

qqr qqr qrn aq I 

fqqq qifl 5q ll'^ll 

{*m: > 
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The Secret of Long Life. 

[ By Prof. Jatindra Mohan Ghose, m.a., b.l., ] 

IT is a very patent, fact that human 
A life is very short, and that too, most 

uncertain. The man who walks about 

with full vigour, hopes, and forms 

expectations of future, and without the 

least suspicion of any blast, breathes 

his last the very next moment. He 

stops for a good while on his legs as it 

were. Such occurrences are quite 

common. Yet they are hardly taken 

proper notice of, except a passing one. 

They seem to leave no impression on 

the minds of the people, as would 

appear from their usual course of 

life and modes of activities. Of 

course, life would, indeed, be miserable 

and impossible if the horror of death 

was to haunt the mind at all hours. So 

our Chanakya said,—'one should think 

35 

of the means of acquiring learning 

and wealth free from all thoughts of 

infirmity and death. Learning and 

wealth are no doubt two of the ends of 

life which can not altogether be over- 

looked, for ensuring a happy worldly life 

on this side of existence even by those 

who consider the present life as the 

only life and end of all existence. But 

the sages of India—and also her people 

—have never been so shortsighted 

They have the perspective of an 

existence beyond the ken of the present 

life,—of the true and eternal life—the 

end and ideal of which substantially 

and greatly differ from those of this 

short life. So while advocating those 

two ends of our present, temporary, 

mundane life Chanakya did not lose 
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sight of the ultimate one, nor forget to 

remind and advise at the same hrefith, 

—'lhat one should practise Dharma 

( i. e. lead a religious life for truth ). 

caught hold of by hair, as it were, by 

death'. 

But this last advice a man will hard- 

ly listen to, although he takes readily 

to the first one as being conducive to 

a life of sensuous pleasures. It appears 

from the manner of his spoiling the 

precious moments of life, as if he counis 

upon an endless tenure of life. He never 

cares, however mis-spent his time may 

be. In his eagerness for enjoyment 

of the pleasures of life he grows rather 

impatient and seems to think every 

moment that time moves very slowly. 

A boy would be eager to leave behind 

his boyhood as early as possible in 

order to live the free youthful life of his 

elder brothers beyond the tutelage of 

his parents. A youth would aspire 

after the active life of a grown-up man 

occupying a position of honour in socie- 

ty. A grown up man again would look 

forward to reach the old age full of 

ripe experience, commanding respect 

from all, to enjoy a life of retirement 

and inactivity. A usurer is busy count- 

ing the days and watching the expiry 

of the terms when interests will up his 

pockets. To an affianced the day of 

marriage would appear as too far off. 

A maiden lover would consider the 

appointed hour of meeting a full year 

off, and so on. So every body considers 

his time, and part of life as unnecessari- 

ly long—although he would consider 

the life as a whole to be too short. 

This is the way of the world. But 

will anybody stop for a moment and 

pond"r,- what are these activities and 

eagerness for ? They are for momentary 

sensuous pleasures,—for trash, which 

would leave nothing permanent, no 

trace,—behind. If so, are not so much 

time and energy altogether wasted ? 

But most people do not, and can not, 

realise this waste, for they are short, 

sighted and have no conception of the 

truer and higher life. It does not behove 

us,—rational human beings,—to be 

blind and waste the precious moments 

of life ; we should turn every moment 

into account, and live a true life full of 

worth. We boast of our wi-dom in all 

matters, but it is a pity that we are 

ignorant of what a truo and real life is, 

and how to live it. 

Such an assertion will no doubt ap- 

pear to many—to almost all—as a bold, 

arrogant and meaningless one ; for 

there are many great men who have 

made the world what it is, and have left 

foot prints for others to follow. Far 

from being ignorant of the meaning of 

life and the art of living it, it is rather 

they who have shown what a life is and 

should be. To damn them with igno- 

rance of the idea of a true life is surely 

preposterous. 

Yes, such an assertion is a very bold 

one,—but none the less true. And the 
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builders of the world are all great and 

wise men—no doubt, but in matters 

worldly only. In spiritual matters be- 

yond the range of Maya or sense-ex- 

perience, they are all as ignorant as any 

—so declares the Srimad-Bhagabat, the 

Lord of all the Puranas, the purest and 

highest authority in transcendental 

matters, and the fountain-head of all 

pure and unadulterated knowledge. 

The knowledge of the greatmen of the 

world was confined to this material 

world, and centred round their con. 

ception of the soul as being identical 

with the material body ; they had no 

conception of their real'selves (' their 

souls ) except and beyond the physical 

encasement. They were altogether blind 

in regard to matters of Yaikuntha, 

the transcendental world, lying beyond 

and above the range of material ex. 

periences of mind and body. So with 

all deference to their wisdom let us for 

once turn and listen to the words of 

the Srimad Bhagabat.— 

A truly wise man should strive 

without any delay after the 

surest and highest good of life, till 

death comes upon him ; for he has now 

obtained the life of a human being after 

innumerable births as inferior creatures 

a life which is very, very difficult of 

attainment, yet transitory and uncertain; 

but only in which the supreme good is 

attainable ; material objects of enjoy- 

ment can be had in the life of all and 

any other cfeatures. 

We are human beings and the pick 

of the creation. And our present 

life is the best and highest of all lives. 

Hence it is but rational and our 

bounden duty, to live it truly and attain 

the proper end of it. Our life is much 

more than mere animal life and we 

should not waste it away in animal 

enjoyments, viz., in eating, sleeping, 

sexual and other forms of sensuous 

enjoyment. To eat, drink and be merry 

is not, and should not be the end of a 

human life. 

And what is the span of a human 

life ? Not more than a hundred years or 

so at the longest, and that too is quite 

uncertain. So we can not afford to let 

slip this opportunity of living and 

realising the true life scorning base 

worlilly enjoyment available to inferior 

creatures. It will then really be no 

human life, but a suicide. A man 

may live even the longest period in 

material enjoyment, but that is no 

proper kind of life, and no better than 

that of a beast. Such ^ person does 

not really live. Then what to speak 

of his longevity ? A man who has not 

outlived his animal life, and lived a true 

human i. e., rational life, can not be said 

to live at all as a man. 

oWe may argue,—'let us first enjoy 

the pleasures of the senses - for some 

time, and then we shall seek to live the 

proper life. Such an argument does not 

lie in the mouth of a rational being. As 

has been already pointed out, life is 
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most uncertain and very shott too. 

What is even the fullest period of a 

hundred years as compared with eter- 

nity ? It is not even like a drop in 

the ocean and relatively speaking, no 

more than the shortest moment. Yet 

this moment is full of infinite possi- 

bility, and we can make it full of worth 

—if it is properly and timely utilised. 

For in this life of 'moment' only we 

have the singular opportunity of real- 

sing the eternal life of a Jiva Soul. 

Here in this human life only we can 

realise the supreme good, and so we can 

certainly ill afford to waste a single 

moment of this short but precious life. 

Then again, once this opportunity is 

let off, there is no knowing if it will 

come at the next turn. There is no 

guarantee whether our next life will be 

the life of a human being or of any 

other creature. We may sink down 

deeper and deeper, and it may be mil- 

lions of births before we may come up 

to the present level again. 

A mere intellectual life also is not 

the true human life in the sen^e of the 

Srimad Bhagabat. It is no doubt in a 

certain sense more rational life than 

that of beasts. And the popular notion 

is that an intellectual life is really a 

truly rational human life. But it is 

nevertheless a material life opposed to 

and quite different. from spiritual life.. 

It can never be anything but a sensuous 

life. It builds itself and rests upon 

sense-experiences. Such a life at its 

best is a life of mental material recrea- 

tion or enjoyment. Because the stuff 

of the mind is nothing but matter, 

although of a finer quality, which is 

evolved out of, and is under the sway 

of or Physical Nature. Our Scrip- 

tures say that this also is not the true 

life of a jiva : it is alflO a life within 

and under ( Prakriti ) Phenomenal 

Nature or JTPTT (the limiting or delusive 

power ). 

We should, therefore, live a truly 

rational life which is located beyond 

this world of limitalions and therein 

lies our superiority over all other 

creatures. True rationality consists in 

trying to realise, and actually realising, 

the deathless eternal life in supremely 

blissful communion with, and constant, 

selfless, loving service of, the transcen. 

dental, personal God-head, the Supreme 

Lord Krishna. Then and then only 

we would have turned this shortest life 

into^the longest one. Our life is lived and 

prolonged in proportion to our effort to 

realise the eternal life. This is the tiue 

meaning and secret of longevity. 

Our Scriptures further declare that 

a truly devotional life is the only key 

to such longevity which is an eternal 

life of supreme bliss. To seek to live 

such a long life is the science of all 

sciences and the art of all arts. It is 

the most perfect, transcendental, science 

and art. So it can not be acquired by 

acting according to individual pleasure 

and choice. 
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It has to be systematically, properly 

and thoroughly learnt from a perfect 

Master,—a true Teacher,—an Acharyya. 

Otherwise there is the surest chance of 

going astray and succumbing to grim 

death, fortunately for us such a trans- 

cendental master or Acharyya comes 

into this world and moves amongst us. 

He is never far away from the sincere 

seeker. One who has sought after such 

an Acharyya, and has completely submit- 

ed to him when found, for initiation into 

the art of proper living is really fortun- 

ate. To him the gateway to unmixed 

bliss is opened up for eternity, and all 

mystery is revealed,—so says the Srutis. 

The Principle of Vaishnavism. 

f Substance of a Speech delivered by the Editor at Goalpara^ Assam on 2y-iO-38,J 

"I ET me first of all perform the duty of 
making my obeisance of the lotus feel of 

the Vaishnavas. 
All animate beings of this world are Vaishna- 

vas or Servants of Vishnu, the all-pervasive 
Supreme Lord. All lifeless objects are also 
Vaishnavas. Those who possess the faculty of 
taking the initiative are Vaishnavas as also those 
who do not possess the power of initiative. 
The Highest of all persons Whom all these 
Vaishnavas serve, Who is the root and support 
of everything is Vishnu. 

In this world some of the objects are found 
to possess the power of consciousness while some 
of them appear to be devoid of such power. In 
our quest after the source of animate and 
inanimate objects we come across different 
views as the result of the mental speculations 
of different persons. Instead of adopting any 
conclusions that have been derived from such 
speculation we shall in the present discourse 
place ourselves under the guidance of the heard- 
transcendental word SftiTPT. 

Of those who engage themselves in the quest 
of the ultimate Reality some denote it by the 
name of the Great, ( Brahman ) some call it the 

Supreme Soul ( Paramatma ), while others des- 
cribe Him as the Possessor of all Power (Bhaga- 
ban ). By the judgment of man the ultimate 
Reality is apprehended in one of these three 
ways. The Master Himself is not many. The 
Proprietor of all animate and inanimate objects 
is but one. He is Brahma because He is the 
Greatest of all things. 

The very same Entity is Paramatma or the 
Supreme Soul in as much as He enables all ani- 
mate and inanimate objects to maintain their 
existence, from Whom all objects emanate and 
by Whom they are managed, Who is pervasive 
and nourishes all things as their mother. Or in 
other words all things emanate from Paramatma 
in Him they find shelter and support and into 
His bosom they return in the long run. 

The name of the full ultimate Reality is 
Bhagaban as He is the Possessor of all power 
on whose lap is cradled the quality of greatness 
and in the partial manifestation of Whose 
plenitude appears the function of nourishing the 
universe. He is the supreme controller of all 
who exercise any power and the ultimate of the 
ultimate. By means of His power all the 
different gods exercising authority over this 
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world manifest themselves and all the para- 
phernalia of Supreme power have become 
manifest. 

The Veda says, for Him there is no work 
nor any instruments for doing work. Nothing 
is found to he equal to or greater than He. 
The power of the Supreme is heard to be 
various and is normally three viz. Knowledge, 
Power and Work. 'He knows. But for Him' 
there is no object of knowledge or knower. 
We target Him by the terms of the fourth 
dimension ( Turiya ) or the unlimited ( Vai- 
kuntha ). He is the scorner of the knowledge 
derived from the senses ( Adhokshaja ). Such 
is Bhagaban, Who by virtue of His own 
immeasurable power without being reduced to 
a position of Subordination to the senses of 
the jiva chooses to maintain His own full in- 
dependent existence. 

We can understand the qualities of length, 
breadth and height. But the Entity denoted by 
the term Vishnu is not any of the objects inclu- 
ded within the scope of the three dimensions. 
The Entity called Vishnu has an external 
form which is a mere toy for keeping our senses 
in play. Those who possess the knowledge 
of the Reality call them who mistake as 
Vishnu any Entity of three dimensions by the 
term Illusionist (Mayavadins). The Vishnuvite 
Entity is not any of the products of physical 
Nature. That which is not apprehensible by the 
senses of man, from the fourth to infinite 
dimensions, is termed Vishnu. He possesses 
the three-fold power called bliss giving (Hladini), 
cementing ( Sandhini ) and perfectly knowing 
( Sambit) respectively. By the proposition 
that all peculiarities from ths fourth dimension 
upwards are located in Vishnu is not an Entity 
that is confined to three dimensions. 

The sensuous knowledge of man is compul- 
sorily limited to the linear, superficial and 
cubical. The empiricist can understand no 
more than the linear, superficial and cubical. 

He in Whom all supremacy, power, glory 

and the potency, all beauty are ever-present is 
alone Bhagaban. 

He is indivisible of fully knowing, Entity. 
Vishnu is not to be supposed to be only one 
more of such objects as are observable within 
the circle of the horizon. He is indivisible, 
real, full knowledge. Indivisible knowledge is 
not to be identified with partible knowledge. 
He is the basis of the principle of all renuncia- 
tion. Is there anything that can be the mea- 
sure of his detachment from selfish enjoyment ? 
Renunciation signifies the absence of pleasurable 
activity. Whatever can be touched by the 
sensuous consciousness is liable to be enjoyed. 
But no contact with the Most Excellent Person 

can be attained, no search can find 
Him in this world. In this world the indivisible 
manifestation of Vishnu is crossed by the 
divided manifestation of the creator ( Brahma ) 
and the destroyer (Rudra) Here the manifesta- 
tions of Brahma and Rudra can be understood, 
but it is not possible in this world to reach 
the manifestation of Vishnu by avoiding 
those of Brahma and Rudra. Nothing that is 
attainable in this world possesses the quality of 
renunciation of selfish enjoyment. If Vishnu 
could have been found in this world He could 
not have been declared the basis of the princi- 
ple of all renunciation. He would then have 
been reduced to a god resembling ourselves 
bound with the eightfold chain but He ever 
dominates over the limiting power. All renun- 
ciation has its support in Him. It is for this 
reason that His Name is the Surpasser of all sen- 
suous knowledge ( Adhokshaja ). This world 
is created by the external limb of Vishnu. 
Whatever has obtained a locus standi within the 
Vacuum is not Vishnu. To be a divisible part 
of Vishnu is to be His illusory power. 

Bhagaban can be served by the quality of 
devotion. If we regard Him in connection with 
abstract knowledge He is designated as Brahma. 
In connection with knowledge regarding the 
Supreme Soul we are enabled to approach close 
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to Him. If after attaining His proximity we 
engage in serving Him then the Entity Who 
is the eternal object of service is called 
Bhagaban. 

Vishnu is not a changing Entity, Vishnu 
has not sprung from any other entity that is 
different from Him. The thing which is the 
changing product of empiric knowledge or the 
processes of control over the mind is subordi- 
nated to the senses. By knowledge Brahma 
is attainable, by Yoga the Supreme Soul is at- 
tained, and by the principle of service a'one em- 
bodying full knowledge and mental control 
( Yoga ) Bhagaban is attainable. 

It is by all means our duty to restrain the 
faculties of the mind from meddling with ex- 
ternal objects. But is it practicable ? Says 
the Bhagabat, 'the soul which is being 
always overtaken by lust and greed cannot be 
tranquilized so effectively by the methods of 
Yoga such as Yama etc. as by the service of 
Mukunda'. There are bears and tigers in the 
forest. If one enters the forest with the 
resolve of making a club by which to slay 
them so soon as they attempt to bite and with 
this intention begins to cut timber for making 
the club he has to forego the chance of 
killing the tiger if it makes its appearence before 
he has finished making the club. If before the 
attainment of realisation ( Siddhi ) or the exclu- 
sive state ( Samadhi ) by means of Yoga one 
is liable to be slain by the tigers and bears in 
the shape of lust, anger etc '—the predicament 
that over-took Vishwamitra the model Yogi 
on his meeting with Menaka,—then the attain- 
ment of the wished for goal in the shape of 
the abeyance of the functions of Hhe mind is 
rendered impracticable for good. The honey 
secured on the path of wotk for worldly well- 
being attainable with so much difficulty is doom- 
ed to drain off like the honey of the lotus flower 
accumulated with arduous toil in an earthen 
pot with a hole that lets it out. By con- 
eeatrating upon the activities of the out-side 

world temporary peace of mind for the time 
being may be produced but by its means real, 
lasting happiness or the supreme peace of the 
soul is not gained. Success is not attained by 
serving the shadow or without worshipping 
Mukunda, the Reality that delivers from the 
bondage of worldly ignorance. Those who serve 
the symbol or shadow postulate the function 
of God in accordance with the requirements of 
the formula ^Iswara pranicihanad ba' or in other 
words, although they admit God in a secon- 
dary way as a minor and not a necessary means 
of attaining their object they do not recog- 
nise any relationship with or necessity of God 
for themselves ; their only object being the 
suppression of the functions of the mind. But 
those inexperienced schools do not understand 
that the surppession of the functions of the 
mind is never attainable by such methods. 
Salvation can never be gained except by the 
service of Mukunda. When we discard the 
service of the Lord we are swallowed up by 
the service of inanimate Nature. There is, 
therefore, no possibility of deliverance except 
by serving Hari. 

The question is how we can be free from 
ignorance in this life. He is called 'free in this 
life' who has an active desire to serve Hari 
by work, mind and speech in all circumstan- 
ces. If I chance to meet with the damsel 
Menaka in the midst of my activities for 
controlling the breath I am sure to be ruined. 
If I am attacked by the tiger while still busy 
in cutting the tree for making my club my 
success will no longer be possible. If Hari 
is worshipped why should one practise as- 
ceticism ? If Hari is not worshipped why need 
a person practice asceticism ? If Hari is both 
inside and outside what is the use of practi- 
sing asceticism ? If Hari be not both inside and 
outside what is the necessity of practising 
asceticism ? We find many methods laid down 
ir the Shastras but the best path is that of 
taking the Holy Name. So says Rigveda— 
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qsrol & cTr^ I' 

( Rig Veda Mi. 5.156 R K3 ) 

The Puran Shastra proclaims at the top of 
its voice the formula of the holy name 'Harey 
Krishna Harey Krishna Krishna Krishna Harey 
Harey; Harey Ram Harey Ram Ram Ram Harey 
Harey.' It says that if you want to be saved 
from the state that is normal for this age of 
discordant speculation adopt the name which 
will enable you to swim across this ocean of 
Discord ( Kali ). Between the absolute name 
and its possessor there is no such difference as 
separates the names of this limited world from 
their possessors. For those who take the ab- 
solute name there is no necessity for the per- 
formance of the daily ceremonial (Sandhya). 
Bhakti is nothing but activities laid down by the 
Shastras that are performid with reference to 
Hari. If we pretend to worship Vishnu with 
the object of filling the belly then such acti- 
vity is not devotion ( Bhakti ) but is only im- 
proper wrork ( Bikarma ) or offence ( Aparadh ). 
All endeavours for the satisfaction of relatives 
and the adventitious physical body is work 
( Karma ) not devotion ( Bhakti ). Whatever 
function happens to be of the nature of the 
search for a way out of the miseries of this 
world is not worship of Vishnu, To all exter- 
nal appearance these, indeed seem to act as 
servants of Vishnu, but as they do not admit 
at the subsequent stage the eternal nature of 
the service of Vishnu therefore, in the words 
of the Bhagabat, 'they fall headlong into the 
abyss after having climbed with great difficulty 
to the steep edge of the transcendental position 
by reason of undervaluing the support of Thy 
feet.' The sojourners on the path of work 
with the object of benefiting themselves 'enter 
the realm of death, alter their merits wear off.' 

By worldly work or worldly knowledge the 
summum bonutn desired by the transcendental 
seOrs is never gained. 

It is only if one has the good fortune of 
listening to the tidings of Hari from the mouth 
of one who serves Hari in the measure of cent 
per cent of his activities that he is enabled to 
obtain the sight of the transcendental good and 
the bonds of his heart are snapped, all doubts 
are cut through and all worldly work is worn 
off. The continuous remembrance of the twin 
lotus feet of Sri Krishna by destroying all the 
evils and dangers of the jiva multiplies his un- 
bounded well-being. By the recollection of 
His feet purification of the heart and devotion 
characterised by knowledge, wisdom and love 
attended with detachment from the world are 
gained. From the most effectual association 
with the saintly devotees ( Sadhus ), by conti. 
nually serving with love those pure words on 
which they discourse that draw the attachment 
of the heart and the ear, these will soon arise 
and grow gradually faith, then liking and 
lastly amorous devotion for Me Who am the 
Path for the stoppage of ignorance. The desire 
for one's own sensuous gratification is called 
lust. The desire for the gratification of the 
spiritual senses of Krishna is known as Love. 

Krishna is the only Enjoyer of all objects 
in their unconditional state of existence, the only 
Master of all entities, the only Friend of all 
things, the only Son of all parents, the only 
Sweet Heart of all maidens. One to whom 
Krishna manifests Himself as the object of 
worship no longer serves any other object. 

'What I am able to understand, what 
pleases me, what flatters me. I will approve 
and what is not so I will discard'—This is 
what the seeker of selfish pleasure says 1,0 
himself. What the Bhagabat says, the message 
of the- good, is like the myrobalam. The 
servants of Bhagaban ( Bhagabats ) go about 
chanting-this good tidings. For those who are 
disinclined to listen to the message of the good 
the Bhagabat has the following provision of 
imprisonment with hard labour. The God who 
executes the cosmic law of doom (Yama) 
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declares to His emissaries frustrated in their 
mission of death by the messengers of Vishnu. 
'Bring up before me for recieving their due 
punishment those sinful mortals who are always 
averse to the sweet taste of the service of the 
Supreme Lord and being constantly addicted 
to mere domestic pleasures that lead to hell 
are deprived thereby of the bliss of association 
with the Paramahansas who are free from all 
selfish desires....Bring up to me for punishment 
those worldly people devoid of the service of 
Vishnu whose tongues desist from chanting 
the glories of the Lord, whoce minds do 
not recollect the lotus feet of the Lord 
and whose heads never bend to the feet of 
Krishna.' 

Vishnu is not a thing that is located within 
the jurisdicti.ni of our senses. Brahma, the 
creator, stole the ca'ves of Krishna under the 
supposition that Krishna was one of the objects 
subject to Himself and included under h's 
creation. When Krishna broke the pride of 
Brahma by making manifest the exact visible 
figures of the identical herd of calves by the 
force of His own inconceivable power Brahma 
realising the omnipotence of Krishna addressed 
Him in fhe following prayer.—'Thou Invincible 
One, thy alone in all the three worlds can 
conquer Thee Who remaining in their own posi- 
tions with the help of their ears listening to 
the tidings of Godhead chanted by the 
mouths of Sadhus, giving up with bo ]y, mind 
and speech the desire for accumulation of 
empiric knowledge by adopting the ascending 
method of reasoning dedicated to selfish 
enjoyment, turn their faces in the direction of 
service by being, firmly disposed to submission. 
Gteat one, those who for the purpose of 
gaining an isolated existence adopt as beneficial 
the knowledge regarding worldly enjoyment 
by giving up the service of God-head obtain 
only misery. Just as a person is disappointed 
by pounding husk from which the grain has 
already been extracted by finding nothing 

36 

inside it, so also only suffering is found in the 
end to be the fruit of their labour.' 

Krishna is the only cause of all causes. He 
is the cause of Brahman ( the Gre.it), the cause 
of Paramatma ( the Supreme Soul ), the cause 
of all existences of Vishnu. 'Krishna is the 
Supreme Ruler the Embodiment proper of 
the principles of existence, cognition and bliss, 
the primal Lord without a beginning, the ul'i- 
mate cause of all causes.* 

If Krishna is supposed to be amenable to 
the canons of history there forthwith ceases 
to be any real quest of Krishna. The material- 
istic judge is thereby enveloped in the fog 
created by Krishna's delusive power 'this 
delusive power of Mine is supernatural and. is 
possessed of the triple quality of worldly 
knowledge, sensuous activity and inanition. 
Those who seek only My protection can cross 
the ocean of this illusion.' 

All the Acharjyas without exception are 
preachers of devotion which is more or less 
adulterated with either worldly activity or 
worldly knowledge. But Chaitanyadeva is the 
only preacher of pure devotion free from all 
selfish desire. . 

There is no, other method of well-being than 
His service, than listening unceasingly and with 
care to discourses about Hari from the highest 
devotee who is the best beloved of Krishna. 

At present pur eternal function in a perverted 
form is spread over a variety of objects. If we 
are enabled, as the result of obediently following 
the persons who is the greatest of a'l great 
persons and the best-beloved of Krishna, to ob- 
tain the sight of Krishna in the neighbourhood 
of the Keshi Tirtha there no longer remains in 
us any desire for seeing anything else. When 
Brahma speaking with four mouths, Amantadeva 
speaking with a thousand tongues are unable to 
complete the discourse on the Vaishnava -religion 
how little can I say of it whom so insignificant ? 
Yet may I continue to .listen to my last day to 
discourses about Hari from those who really serve 
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Hari and to chant to my last day the discourses 
about Hari, about the rel'gion of the Vahhnabs. 

Where the love of the physical senses and 
God's love are not identical it can not be said 
to be the love of God. As for instanee if the 
goat is eaten there is, indeed, realised love full 
of selfish interest of the person who is greedy 
of goat's flesh with the help of his material 

senses but by the process no love but its opposite 
is produced in the victim of such 'love'. 

He who listens to or describes with faith the 
pastimes of Vishnu with the spiritual damsels 
of Braja attains to the transcendental love of 
God-head and thereby that patient ptrson is 
quickly cured of all lust which is the disease of 
the worldly heart.' 

Student-Liie. 

TTHE universally accepted object of 

education all over the world at the 

present day is to make the student a, 

useful denizen of this world. His body 

and mind are so trained as to make 

them capable of performing in the most 

efficient manner possible the increasing, 

ly arduous duties of a worthy member 

of the swiftly progressing civilized so- 

ciety of today. The student is cnrfefully 

trained to observe and understand the 

processes of physical Nature that he 

may take his due share in bringing 

about a better adjustment between the 

bodies and minds of himself and others 

and their mundane surroundings. That 

person is considered to be properly 

adjusted to his surroundings who is in 

the position to extract from them the 

maximum quantity and quality of world- 

ly facilities in the gross as well as subtle 

forms. A person who can walk faster 

than another, can build a better house 

than another, can draw a better picture 

th«n another, can sing or dance better 

than another,, can cook, fight or do 

more of these things or do them better 

than others is regarded as the moie 

successful student. The most successful 

student is one who attains the capacity 

of enjoying the world in every possible 

way. The child, the adolescent, the 

young, the old have different capacities 

for such enjoyment. The object of 

modern education is to increase the 

range and capacity of the senses and of 

the mind at each stage for effectively 

enjoying the world. No empiric edu- 

cationist has any objection on principle 

to sensuousness. The object of the 

ordinary teacher in the school.roora, on 

the pulpit, at the bench, bar, the 

journalist's or author's desk, is to 

gild the pill of worldliness in order to 

impart to it a seductive appearance. 

The kernel of naked sensuousness, 

is however, liable to be exposed if 

only one cares to take the trouble 

of scratching off the thin coating of 

sugar provided by the cunning labour of 
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the apologists or educationsts. But as 

a matter of fact no one is seriously 

inclined to do this as the deceiver and 

the deceived have a mutual understand, 

ing of the trade. The increased grati- 

fication of the senses in diverse and 

effective ways made practicable by the 

discoveries of the physical and mental 

sciences is regarded as the promised 

attainment of the summnm bonum of 

human existence, health, wealth, long 

life, intelligence, honesty, in fact every 

good quality by this test is valued just 

in the proportion in which it tends to 

yield this result. The Student is sedul- 

ously trained to make him succeed in 

this noble undertaking. The only sinner 

in this ideal arrangement is one who 

fails to procure by honest or dishonest 

methods an abundance or superfluity of 

these so-called 'amenities' of civilized 

life—for himself and others. Everyone is 

expected to work skilfully in order to be 

enabled thereby to live or help others 

to live a comfortable, refined and ex- 

panded life of worldly enjoyment. One 

who is lacking in industry or skill is 

condemned as he is likely to Tail in 

the competitive struggle for obtaining 

the lion's share of the good things of 

this world. The supreme desirability of 

worldly success is taken for granted as 

an axiomatic truth, society grudgingly 

acknowledging its duty of helping.those 

unfortunate members from the con- 

sequences of their folly who fail to 

provide for their own livelihood, by a 

purposely niggardly arrangement of 

'poor relief that is compulsory forced 

upon them but by being left to them- 

selves they become a greater obstacle 

in the way of its own enjoyments. 

Begging or stealing had been the 

uncivilized methods by which these 

paupers had managed to live on the 

products of the labours of the well-to-do. 

But as begging and stealing have been 

found to be on the whole a far more 

uneconomical provision for paupers 

than the work-house the latter has been 

impose 1 upon them and begging for 

livelihood is now a crime punishable by 

law in all highly civilised countries. 

In India, however, the profession of 

begging as a means of earning a liveli- 

hood has'not only been not suppressed 

but the giving of alms to beggars is 

cherished as a pious obligation of every 

house-holder,—so much so that in 

Bengal poor.feed ing has come to be 

regarded as equivalent to feeding Nara- 

yana Himself ! This last undoubtedly 

is a thoughtless and sacrilegious opi- 

nion from the point of view of science 

as well as of religion but is neverthe- 

less current and popular. The existence 

of a particularly numerous body of so- 

called Sadhus who live by begging 

affords further Ample scope. in this 

country for the free exercise of the 

much prized virtue of indiscriminate 

charity. 

In India the duty of offering alms 

to the Sadhus is universally recognised 
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as obligatory on every house-holder. 

Sannyasis, Bralunacharis, peripatetic 

religious teachers, every one who passes 

himself as a Sadhu, claim that it is 

the bounden duty of the householders 

to place themselves and their property 

freely at their disposal. In the present 

article we are concerned with one of 

these classes of religious mendicants, 

viz. the students or Brahmacharis who 

live with their preceptors for spiritual 

training. 

The traditional ideal of student-life 

in this country is that of the Brahma, 

chari who is required to live as an in 

mate of the household of his preceptor 

and beg and perform menial and other 

kinds of service for his teacher. The 

Brahmachari in all cases is a celebate 

and practises spiritual living, as enjoin- 

ed by the Shastras, under I he direction 

of his preceptor. The Brahmachari may 

or may not marry and take up the life of 

a house-holder on the termination of his 

student-life. It is, however, his duty 

to he guided in this matter also by the 

ad vice of his teacher. The teacher him- 

self may or may not be a celebate. In 

the monastic system the teacher as well 

as the students are celebates the object 

of both being exclusively spiritual. It 

is strictly forbidden by the scriptures to 

earn a living by religion. The Biahma- 

charies belonging to a monastery beg 

for their alma mater but the alms thus 

obtained may not be applied to the 

punposes of worldly living including 

the maintenance of the family of the 

teacher so that the case of the house- 

holder teacher who is maintained by 

the earnings of his students is quite 

different from that of the Sannyasi who 

is responsible for the spiritual education 

of a monastery. 

Thus the monastery is the real aca- 

demy of spiritual education in complete 

accord with the principles laid down by 

the Shastras. The ideal monastery is 

free from all worldliness. The inmates 

of a monastery, teachers and students 

alike,'dedicate their lives to the exclu. 

sive service of the Supreme Lord. 

There is no service more acceptable to 

the Lord than that of rendering spiri- 

tual aid to the sinners. The inmates of 

a monastery by seeking the voluntary 

help of every householder for their 

institution serve the Lord by trying to 

associate all worldly people in the 

perfectly selfless worship that is possible 

only in the monastery. By such parti- 

cipation in the monastic service all the 

participants are spiritually benefited. 

Those outsiders who thus, participate 

in the worship of the monastery are 

soon enabled to realise the fact that 

their alms are not being given to 

beggars but really to the sole Proprietor 

of themselves and their belongings. In 

this way they gradually learn to regard 

all their worldly possessions including 

their bodies and minds as held in turst 

for the Lord to be used in His service 

and for no other purpose. This real 
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enlightenment by means of such spiri- 

tual co-operation in due course dawns 

equally upon the student and the peo. 

pie at large by the system of monastic 

education conducted under the supreme 

direction of really competent spiritual 

preceptors. 

As soon as a community is blessed 

with spiritual enlightenment even to a 

slight extant its worldly problems tend 

to be solved automatically and in a 

manner which is harmful to none. The 

soul functions perfectly on the spiritual 

plane. As soon as the awakened soul 

begins to function on its own proper 

plane it dominates without disturbing the 

arrangements of this world and perfects 

them in the process. The establishment 

of this spiritual dominion over the 

material is the outwardly invisible 

revolution which alone possssses the 

potency of bringing about real harmony 

and thereby removing all the miseries 

of this world. 

Those who are prepared to admit 

the transcendental nature of the spiri- 

tual will find no difficulty in subscribing 

to the above view. .Secular education 

misses its object and becomes a source 

of further increase of our miseries if it 

minimises the spiritual issue. All 

activities, including the education of 

the people, should be subordinated to 

the spiritual purpose. The service of 

the transcendental Lord is the one 

thing needful. The complete acceptance 

of this as the only principle of all 

conduct is the real suinvmin bonnm and 

the only cosurnmation that is worth 

striving for. 

Every one who seeks real enlighten- 

ment should ponder seriously over the 

proposition that secular education and 

worldly activity all can never enable 

one to realise th^ truth. On the contrary 

all secular education as such has an 

undoubted tendency of obscuring the 

truth just in the proportion of its sup- 

posed success. If one believes that he 

can fly about in the air, move under 

the water, analyse the rays of light 

coming from the remotest stars, predict 

the future of everything, his self-confi. 

dence is proportionately increased. He 

learns to believe in his own effort as 

the means of increasing his knowledge 

and power. But the transcendentalist 

knows that such assurance is an aggrava- 

tion of the ignorance which is the root, 

cause of all the miseries of the sinful 

state. The person who allows his 

judgment to be thus misled by the 

seductive forms of worldly facilities 

promised by empiric knowledge turns 

out the most stubborn opponent of all 

spiritual enlightenment. This is the 

danger and mischief of secular educa- 

tion and secular living. They keep up 

our belief in the necessity of worldliness 

and tend to perpetuate the delusion 

that our souls are the denizens of this 

phenomenal world and have no better 

work to do than laboriously building 

castles in the air which give no shelter 
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against the rain and the wind. If one 

really desires to escape the conse- 

quences of ignorance which is at once 

the cause and the result of all secular 

activity he must in the first place 

avoid relying on the advice of empiric 

educationists. 

I say all this with due deliberation 

being fully aware that tbe scientific 

pedagogues, will point derisively to the 

present wretched condition of India as 

the logical result of the endeavour to 

translate the spiritual ideal into actual 

practice. My reply to such opponents 

is this. The transcendentalist covets 

neither the learning nor the wealth of 

this world for its own sake. Neither 

does he absolutely object to being poor 

and illiterate. He knows that the cir- 

cumstances in which a person happens 

to be placed in this world are a neces- 

sary consequence of his worldly activities 

and are intended by Providence to 

cure him of the taste for such activities 

by the bitter experience of their 

consequences. This world is a vast 

reformatory sohool for the reclamation 

of souls that are addicted to worldliness. 

Those who are dull or inexperienced 

do not understand that this is so. It 

is only such people who seek the help 

of secular education which wholly 

misrepresents the object of life by 

recommending the pursuit of worldly 

objects for the purpose not of escaping 

but of enjoying their consequences. 

But those alone are deceived by these 

hollow promises of worldly happiness 

who are themselves unduly attached to 

the pleasures of the senses. It is for 

this reason that worldliness necessarily 

appears as the summum bonum of life 

to such persons. 

I do not maintain the opposite view 

that the absence of worldly prosperity 

is necessarily a proof of spiritual well- 

being although their co existence is 

neither impossible nor rare. But the 

oae is really different from the other. 

Worldly prosperity and worldly adver- 

sity are indeed the consequences of 

worldly activity but it has not been 

given to man to have any control over 

the results of his acts. The progress 

and decline of civilization are controlled 

by a power higher than man's. Man is 

allowed to speculate on them to his 

heart's content but the string is pulled 

by Providence and His ways have been 

and will ever remain perfectly inscru- 

table to the little brain of-man. 

But the soul of man need not wait 

for his peace and happiness, upon the 

incalculable pleasure of the power that 

marshals the phenomena of this world. 

He can make himself perfectly immune 

from the vicissitudes of this world 

by simply stepping into his own proper 

plane. As soon as he does so he finds 

everything friendly and intelligible 

including physical Nature herself. He 

also understands how he is to behave 

towards her. By their fundamental 

postulates the sciences built up , by the 
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reason of man are doomed to grope in 

the darkness of a perpetual ignorance. 

But when a mm finds his soul he finds 

himself face to face with the Reality 

which no longer hides its face from him. 

He is, therefore, automatically freed 

from the necessity of always guessing 

wrongly. He walks with perfect confi- 

dence in the light of his clear vision. 

It is this r. al enlightenment which is 

sought to be produced by the seminary 

of the monastery managed by persons 

who themselves possess the spiritual 

vision 

The Special Charadteri^tics of the Acharyya 

[ By Peop. Nisei Kanta Sanyal, m. a., ] 

(Continued from F. 261, April, 1929.) 

IN the learned societies of the present 

* Age the term 'Vedanta' had been 

used to denote exclusively works devo- 

ted to the exposition of the principle 

of undifferential knowledge. But this 

great Acharyya by the extraordinary 

genius of his transcendental scholarship 

has informed the whole world that devo. 

tion is the one subject treated by the 

Yedanta to the exclusion of all others, 

that the nectarine performances of Sri 

Chaitanyadeva are the only genuine 

and nn-adulterated essence of the 

Vedanta, that the doings of Sri Chai. 

tanyadeva and His associate devotees 

and of the whole galaxy of devotees 

in the line of disciplic descent from 

Sri Krishna Chaitanya constitute as it 

were the living form of the Brahma- 

sutra with its commentaries, or the 

Vedanta in the form which alone is 

really intelligible to the people of this 

world. We are not aware that any one 

else with the exception of this world, 

teacher of the present Age had an- 

nounced anything like this so clearly 

and resulting in such exquisite satis- 

faction for all. 

In the learned societies of the 

present Age it is the opinion of most 

scholars that the subjects and religion 

sought to be established by Purana 

works like the Srimad Bhagabat are of 

comparatively recent origin in as much 

as those works are proved to have been 

promulgated in their present form at a 

period subsequent to the Age ,of the 

Vedas. But it is the great Acharyya 

of the Age who has proclaimed in this 

generation to the whole body of scho- 

lars that the subjects as well as the re- 

ligion treated in the series of the spiri- 

tual Puranas headed by the Srimad 

Bhagabat have been current as eternal 

truths from a period which is anterior 

to the Age of the oldest books extant 
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such as the Vedic Samhitas He 

hns shown that the topics treated in 

Sriman Mahabharat .and the' Puranas 

hjeaded by Srimad Bhagabat belong to 

an Age thai is much older than 
the time of the promulgation of the 

Rik S imhita the oldest extant book of 

the world. The original works compos- 

ed in the Vedic dialect whicli formed 

the sources of the existing Puranas 

have mostly disappeared with the 

lapse of time. These works having 

fallen into neglect since after the 

compilation of the classical Puranas the 

original source books of the ancient 

history of India have ceased to be 

available. 

The promulgation of the supreme 

excellence of the Srimad Bhagabat over 

all other Shastras, in this Age which is 

30 averse to the Bhagabat is one of the 

special characteristics of the teachings 

of this great Acharyya. In order to 

safeguard the unique position of the 

Bhagabat he has not spared to belabour 

with his deadly club the malajides of 

the professionals who offend under the 

guise of serving at the feet of the 

Bhagabat. It is this Acharyya alone 

who has made it clear that the hire, 

liner ia never a devotee. The Srimad 

Bhagabat has to be served. The Sri. 
mad Bhagabat cannot be ntiiade to 

serve any body. It is one's duty to 

split the nut for feeding Lord Shalagram. 

But one must abstain from making 

Lord Shalagram into an instrument 

for cracking the nut which is to be en- 

joved by himself. 

This Divine Acharyya appears 

terrible as death to the view of the 

whole racemf psilanthropists; he appears 

as the unerring Gandiva bow to the 

hypocrites, as the holder of the rod of 

punishment to those who seek other 

tilings than Krishna,—like the visible 

form of the Sudarsan Chakra to the 

votaries of a false philosophy, as want, 

ing in the quality of mellowness to 

persons of a bad moral character,—as 

a dry intellectualist to transgressors 

againt pure taste and spiritual priaci. 

pies, as arrogant to the pseudo-Vaishna. 

vas the only disinterested sympathetic 

sharer of the griefs of others the maai- 

festation of the power of the non-evil 

producing.mercy of supremely magna- 

nimous Sri Chaitanyadeva,—and the 

only shelter of weak distressed yVras. 

Another of his special characteristics 

manifests itself in this that he has an- 

nounced propositions that appear so 

novel to this Age of empiricism that 

the whole body of scholars disposed to 

an inveterate superficiality being struck 

dumb with bewilderment are trying 

vainly ]to find the bounds of the majes. 

tic current sweeping down from the 

Himalayan ^birth-place of the sacred 

Ganges. This Gangetic flow issuing 

from the lofty source of the lotus feet of 

Sri Krishna has spread over the plains 

of this world in every direotion in or. 

der to effect the deliverance of all fallen 
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Souls. By diving in its water the jiva 

scorched in every limb with the fire of 

the triple miseries are instantly relieved 

by its deliciously cool touch. And by 

drinking of its water with the joined 

palms of,the ear the clue to the essence 

of the nectarine swe.-tness of the favour 

of Krishna is attained. It is this process 

which is preached by this Acharyya as 

the path of listening to the transmitted 

transcendental sound, or fhe process of 

descent of the Truth, as the method to 

be followed for attaning the samewtcf^T. 

Another characteristic of this 

Acharyya which is also deserving of 

special notice is this that however high 

the reputation for erudition and power 

of controversy of a person appearing 

before him may be he is unable to go 

astray on the wrong track astride the 

truths enunciated by the Acharyya if 

only he agrees to abide by. the condi. 

tions of rational discussion in regard to 

the propositions which he seeks to es- 

tablish by his truthful arguments. But 

those who through fear of impending 

defeat by the truth of his reasoning 

corroborated by the Shastras try to seek 

the help of any nefarious method by 

giving up the path of honest and reason, 

able discussion are sure to stumble 

ignominiously into the blind hole of 

absurdity being off the track of the 

Truth. Many a person possessing the 

reputation of widest empiric scholar- 

ship have made the unreserved confes- 

sion that no one possesses the power 
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of holding his ground in honest discus, 

sion against this Acharyya. The fra. 

grance of arguments resembling the 

odour of sweet-smelling flowers, issuing 

from the pure lips of this great 

Acharyya augments the joy of all 

lovers of the Truth. 

This Age so hostile to Vishnu from 

the tips of its finger nails to the points 

of its hair has raised everywhere, in 

imitation of the real Truth Vishnu, 

after the precedent set by the fallen 

angels, a perennial crop of novel Incar 

nations of sinfnlness. It is this lion of 

a loyal teacher of unalloyed Truth 

who alone in this sad predicament has 

been echoing with a voice even more 

powerful than that of Thakur Brindaban 

Das the protest hurled by the latter 

against the whole gang of pseudo. 

Avatars in words that still continue to 

ring the note of warning into the ears 

of the unwary. "There is a class of ras- 

cals who giving up the congregational 

chanting of the holy Name of Krishna 

make the people sing them as Namyana. 

It requires no ordinary shamelessness 

for an insignificant wretch whose condi- 

tion changes with every change of the 

day in the view of us all, to have him- 

self sung as God-head. But far worse 

is the plight of that wretched sinner who 

submits to address as supreme Lord any 

one else than Sri Chaitanya Chandra." 

At a time when in lieu of the pious 

attachment for the Kirtan of Krishna 

formulated by Sri Gaursundar doggrels 
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transgressing against all rational prin- 

ciples of pure devotion and (hrowing 

to the winds all canons of spiritual 

taste began to be manufactured when 

spiritual seers of the high standing of 

Srila Jagannath and Thakur BhaUti. 

Vinode and other great devotees were 

content to ignore those offenders, due 

to the hopelessly grave nature of their 

offence against the holy Name, it was 

this great Acharyya overflowing with 

causeless mercy for all fallen souls, who 

accepted the task of bringing down the 

stream of the unalloyed Kirtan of 

Krishna in an overwhelming flood like 

the descending current of the celestial 

Mandakini after laying bare as a "preli- 

minary to the comprehension of all 

the real nature of the offences against 

the principles of Truth and spiritual 

taste of those apostates and deserters 

of the unalloyed Kirtan of Krishna laid 

down by Supreme Lord-Gauranga. 

In this Age so averse to Krishna all 

persons are busy in diverting those ob- 

jects intended for ministering to the 

senses of Krishna the offerings for the 

worship of Krishna to the gratification 

of their own senses. This fell epidemic 

spreading in every direction had been 

plunging weak jivas into the vast ocean 

of self-inflicted misery. This great 

Acharyya opportunely making his ap- 

pearance at that critical juncture made 

it known that all objects are intended 

to please the senses of Krishna and by 

their nature, are incapable of yielding 

any enjoyment to us, that if sinful and 

ineligible persons following the method 

of securing the bunch before beginning 

to climb, try to imitate artificially, for the 

gratification of their own senses, those 

Kirfau songs resembling the beautiful 

lotus flowers that hang down from the 

ears of Krishna which are chanted for 

gratifying the senses of the Divine 

couple indulging in the bliss of trans- 

cendental amours or other modes of ser. 

vice natural only in the perfectly pure 

state of the soul and practise 1 by those 

who lead the unfettered life of emancip- 

ated souls thai is absolutely free from all 

taint of sinfulness, such rank psilanthro. 

pists will be swept from the deep sea 

of evil in which they are already im. 

mersed into the deeper abyss of utter- 

most misfortune. In the societies of the 
pseudo-Vaishnavas of today, among 

the hirelings in the assemblies of people 

averse to their own well-being in the 

fairs and market places, in literary 

gatherings, on festive occasions, on the 

stage, in yatra performances the orgy 

of the rite of sensuous gratification 

is not concluded except by singing the 

song of Rai-Kanu. But this Acharyya 

with the voice of the lion startled those 

revellers in the midst of their profane 

dissipations by dinning into their ears 

the words spoken by SukadevaGoswami. 

One who is not endowed with the Divine 

power must not imitate such conduct 

even in his thoughts ; because one who 

is not Rudra is sure to be killed if he 
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swallows through fatuity the poison 

churned from the Ocean. 

Another of his striking characteristics 

is noticeable in this that he makes a 

Gaduda of a crow, an orator of a dumb 

person and a mountain olimber of the 

imbecile by bestowing upon every jiva 

the eligibility of cha'nting'.the Mr tan of 

Krishna. This is not mere idle talk. 

Many who ate installed on the high 

pedestals of this world do, indeed, invent 

a counteracting device of rendering 

their own high places safe against the 

attacks of their inferiors by holding out 

the tempting bait of conceding to the 

latter a slight amelioration of status. 

There are some who pass in this world 

as persons of great magnanimity if they 

but successfully caricature to any slight 

extent the ideal of the words of the 

Geeta that the wise see Narayana in all 

things. But it is only the p.nver of 

mercy of Sri Chaitanya Chandra that 

is competent to make a GaUuda of a 

crow and view every liva as the mani. 

festation of the greatness of the Divine 

Teacher Himself. We behold in this 

great Acharyya the full manifestation 

of this extraordinary peculiarity. 

Not being a deceiver he is the great- 

est of deceivers to him who wants to be 

deceived. Ceaselessly showering on 

all the stream of mercy without reser- 

vation he is a deluder to those who 

wish to be deluded. Mahatma Bansi- 

das Babap Maharaj, the great Bhagabat 

undeluded by any taint of worldliness 

dropped a hint of this in conversation 

with a certain gentleman. It is for this 

reason that although a great seer and 

Paramahansa he has chosen to display 

sundry delusive activities by the as. 

sumption of the staff and by indulging 

in opulence and luxury for deceiving 

the enemies of Krishna Chaitanya Deva. 

He is deluding the psilanthropists op- 

posed to Krishna Chaitanya by a display 

of self-inflicted penance the assumption 

of the triple staff, saffron robe etc., 

appropriate for Sannyasis in the fourth 

Asrama stage by conducting himself 

as a servant of the Yaishnavas, By 

showing himself perfectly continent and 

possessed of the purest moral character 

he is deceiving the upholders of empiric 

morality by preventing them from un- 

derstanding his real nature as the best, 

beloved of Gaur.Mukunda. He serves 

those who want to deceive him, after 

their own fashion. Those who choose 

to misunderstand the corrective pun. 

ishment inflicted by him due to 

malice and not as his mercy, or those 

who noticing any manifestion of h:s 

affection for themselves try to de- 

ceive by exploiting the same, are alike 

doomed to be utterly deceived. Those 

who in lieu of trying for the exclusive 

fulfilment of the wish of the mind of 

the Acharyya will seek to stow away 

in an obscure corner of their own plan 

of self aggrandisement any improper 

desire on their own separate account are 

also sure to be deceived. Those who 
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marking hia activities for the estab- 

lish men t of the University of spiritual 

learning and similar institutions instead 

of endeavouring for the realisation of 

spiritual enlightenment or the spread 

of devotion will cherish any desire for 

the gratification of any selfish desire of 

their own, will attempt independently 

to lay by something on their own pri- 

vate account, will be surely deceived. 

Those who will go through the show of 

assuming the sacrificial thread, triple 

staff etc. without being roused to the 

natural function of the soul in the form 

of the service of the Vaishnavas, the 

only proper vocation of a true Brahman 

and out of a desire for worldly prosperi- 

ty in some form in lieu of the sincere 

wish to constantly penalise body, mind 

and speech at the transcendental lotus 

feet of Krishna, will also be deluded. 

Those who failing to realise the spiritual 

identity of this great Acharyya with 

the six Goswamis, with Thakur Bhakti 

Vinode and Srila Gaur Kishore continue 

to be opposed to uudifferential know- 

ledge will also be deceived by sue- 

cumbing to the stratagems of Maya. 

Let this be our only prayer at his holy 

feet that we may be engaged in gather- 

ing offerings for the worship of this 

saintly world-teacher who never de- 

ceives, by being ourselves sincere. 

Just as the fly cannot accommodate 

the mountain in its tiny mouth, in like 

manner our little mouths are incapable 

of holding even a small part of the 

glories of the endless excellences of this 

truly great, personage. Yet once the 

tongue launches out on the chant of the 

inexhaustible praises of Srila Prabhupad 

it becomes possessed with an irrepressi- 

ble urging to sing on for ever. And 

when tasting the elixir of the articula- 

tion of the praises ot transcendental 

personality and being intensely moved 

by the chant of his glory, the tongue 

flings open the lid of its heart and the 

judgment is sorely perplexed in the 

attempt to pick and choose among the 

priceless gems of the inexhaustible 

treasuries that burst on the view on all 

sides, then these words of the first poet 

continually whisper their refrain in the 

secret places of the heart. Sri Baladeb 

forges a head to gain the shores of 

the Deep saying to himself, 'forward 

and succeed' but the Ocean of the 

glories of Krishna offers no bounds and 

expands evermore. 

Gnat Acharyya, standing on the 

shore of the endless expanse of your 

glory we are feeling only the desire of 

making repeated prostrated obeisances 

at your holy feet. May you be pleased 

to dispense your causeless mercy 

to U". 

"Obeisance to Sri Gurudeva by 

whom the eyes sealed with the 

gloom of ignorance have been opened 

with the spike of the collyrium of 

knowledge." 



Sree Sree Chaitanya Bhagabat 

(Gontinued from F. 267, April, 1929.) 

CHAPTER XIII 

Summary :-In this Chapter are described the victory of Nimai Pandit over a great scholar pjffed 
up with vanity by his successes, by the boon of the Goddess of Learning, in controversies with the Pandits 
of all parts of the country and the deliverance of the vanquished Scholar. 

At the time when Nimai Pandit adorned Xabadwip as the crest-jewel of its Professors their arrived 
in the city a Great Scholar who had vanquished all other Pandits in every part of the country in learned 
controversy through the boon of the Goddess of Learning ; —who came thither with the purpose of defeating 
the Pandits of Nabadwip. The news of his arrival filled all the professors of Nabadwip with anxiety. 
The information was only conveyed to Nimai Pandit by His Students. The Lord remarked that the 
Supreme Lord never tolerates any excess of vanity as is proved by the humiliation of all who had been 
inordinately proud of their success in the world. He felt sure that as the vanity of the Conqueror of all 
quarters ( Digvijoyi) had reached its climax his downfall was not far off. 

As the Lord was engaged in discoursing to His pupils that very evening seated on the bank of the 
Ganges the Conqueror of all quarters turned up on the spot and being informed about Nimai Pandit by 
His pupils made His way into the presence of the Lord. Nimai Pandit received His visitor with honour 
and begged him to favour and sanctify tha assembly by reciting to them the praises of the Ganges. 
To the amazement of all his hearers the Conqueror at once thundered out a noble hymn in praise of the 
Ganges, of a hundred Slokas composed impromptu and displaying in every part the perfection of beauty 
?nd learning. At the conclusion of the feat the Lord requested the Conqueror to explain to them one of 

he Slokas. But no sooner did he begin to explain than the Lord took exception to the grammatical and 
rhetorical qualities of the verses, pointing out defects in every part. The Conqueror was unable to return 
any sensible reply to the criticisms of the Lord and his reputation was thereby badly damaged. The 
students of the Lord making a gesture of derisive laughter at this ridiculous discomfiture of the Conqueror 
the Lord prevented such a demonstration and soothed the Conqueror with gracious words suggesting 
that as the night was far advanced he should retire to his lodgings for rest; 

The Conqueror feeling sadly distressed at heart on arriving at his lodgings began to ponder over 
the cause of his discomfiture and imagining it to be due to neglect of the worship of his tutelary deity, 
songht her in prayer to enlighten him regairdiug the cause of the withdrawal of her favour. The Goddess 
Saraswati appeared to her votary in his dream and told him that he had been worsted by no less a Personage 
than Narayana Himself,—The Same Whom he had supposed to be a Brahman Youth. She accordingly 
advised him to submit to the Lord and seek His mercy. The Goddess also informed him that she herself 
as the presiding deity of worldly learning is too base and false to dare fo appear in the presence of the 
Lord but has always to keep out of His sight and that he, therefore, need not take his defeat to heart 
but on the contrary regard it as his real reward for having served her so long in as much as he had now 
obtained the sight of the Supreme Lord, his great reputation for scholarship which he had previously 
achieved being really no boon but punishment. 

The Conqueror rising from bed forthwith made his way to the Lord and with many protestations 
of humility apprised Him of the purport ofhis dream. The Lord of the Goddess of learning thereupon 
instructed him regarding the superiority and beneficence of spiritual khowledge deprecating the exclusive 
pursuit of secular learning which is harmful and has its root in the desire for worldly fame etc. The Lord 
declared the acquisition of a steady attachment to the lotus feet of Krishna as the sole legitimate object of 
all learning, and scholarship aiming exclusively at the service of Vishnu as the one thing needful. The 
Lord then dismissed the Conqueror after forbidding him to divulge to any one what he had learnt from 
Saraswati. By the mercy of the Lord the qualities of Devotion, absence of attachment to things of this 
world and the real knowledge manifested themselves simultaneously in the person of the Conqueror of all 
quarters.and he became 'humbler than a blade of grass.' 

The author concludes the episode by observing that the haughtiest of persons, vain of their wealth, 
power and learning, are humbled to the dust on receiving the blessing of the mercy of Sri Gaursundar ; 
and even Kings give up the pomp and pleasure of sovereignty preferring the life of a recluse in the wild 
forest. Those who obtain the mercy of the Lord are thereby enabled easily to make a sacrifice of all 
things that are ordinarily coveted most by the people of this world, even when the most fascinating 
objects of enjoyment are available to them in the greatest, abundance. The devotees of Krishna hold as 
trivial even the bliss of salvation from the sins and miseries of this world, not to speak of such pleasures 
as those of Kingship etc. that are available on this earth. 

After Nimai Pandit had in this manner vanquished the Conqueror of all quarters all the Pandits of 
Nabadwip in acknowledgement of His wonderful powers jointly proposed to decorate the Lord with the 
bonorofic title of'Lion of controversy' ( Badi Sinha ) and His fame spread in all directions. 
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t All glory to Gaur-Chandra, the Lamp 
of the community of the twice born 1 

All glory to the Bliss of the hearts of 
the brother-hood of His devotees 1 

2 All glory to the Master of Govinda, 
the door-keeper I 

O Lord vouchsafe to bend Thy auspicious 
glance on jtvas ! 

3 Glory to the Crest jewel of Professors, 
King of the Brahmans ! 

All glory to the Society of the 
devotees or Chaitanya 1 

4 In this manner abode the Omnipotent 
Lord of Vaikuntha 

Tasting the pleasures of learning and 
demolishing the scholastic vanity of all. 

5 Despite the assemblage of all the 
Pandits at Nabadwip,— 

Crores and millions of crores of Professors, 
kings of the various Shastras,— 

• 
6 Bhattacharyyas, Chakravartis, Mis is 

and Acharyyas,— 
No one having any other occupation 

than teaching ;— 

7 And although all were independent of the 
rest and each claimed his own superiority, 

Deferring not even to Brahma in the 
matter of Shastiic knowledge ;— 

8 Although all of them heard from the 
lips of others and also directly 

The deprecatory regrets that the Lord 
constantly expressed, 

9 Yet there was no person who had 
the power 

Of making the faintest protest against 
the words of the Lord. 

io Such was the awe that was inspired 
by the very sight of the Lord 

That -all made way for Hina with 
great humility. 

11 If the Lord by chance only once accosts 
any one 

That person is forthwith converted into 
one of His most zealous servants. 

12 The genius for learning of the Lord from 
His early infancy 

Was well known to all the dwellers 
by the side of the Ganges. 

13 That no one had ever been able to 
answer His questions by any method. 

This fact also remained alive in every 
one's memory, 

14 The sight of the Lord produced 
spontaneous awe and respect 

Therefore, all persons submitted at 
sight of Him. 

15 Yet such is the vain triumph of His 
delusive power 

That there is no one who is able to 
recognise Him. 

16 If He does not make Himself known 
Then no one can ever know Him. 

17 He is, however, ever graciously 
propitious in every way ; 

While all are bewitched by His 
delusive power. 

18 Deluding all persons in this manner 
Lord Gaur Chandra indulged in the 

pastimes of learning at Nabadwip. 

19 At such lime thither came a great schofar, 
the conqueror of the Pandits of every 

direction, 
Who was puffed up with the greatest 

vanity by his victories. 

ao A single-hearted worshipper ef the 
mantra of the Goddess of Learning 

He had attained an influence over 
Se^wsrv att by remtmg her 
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JU The very self of devotion, having her 
dwelling in the bosom of Vishnu, 

The mother of the world, Sarnswati is 
Rama's own self. 

22 She appeared to the view of the 
Brahman by his good luck 

And bestowed on him the boon that 
made him the Victor of the triple world. 

23 By whose kind glance devotion to 
Vishnu is instilled 

What measure of her power is the boon to 
make one 'Conqueror of all quarters' ? 

34 Having obtained the gift of the boon 
of Saraswati's visible self 

The Brahman travelled from place to place 
gaining his triumphs over the world. 

25 All the Shastras constantly appeared on 
his tongue of their own accord 

There was no one in all the world who 
could answer his questions, 

26 His mere propositions could not be 
understood by any body 

He wandered from place to place be- 
coming the conqueror of all directions. 

27 He then heard of the great fame of 
Navadwip, 

And of the countless assemblage of the 
Pandits of the great seat of learning. 

28 In high stale escorted by horses and 
elephants, 

The conqueror of all directions, after 
vanquishing all other Pandits, appeared 

at Navadwip. 

29 In every house-hold and at every 
gathering of the Pandits 

There arose a great uproar all over Nadia. 

30 'A Victor of all directions, after con- 
quering all the kingdoms and countries 

Exacting from them written acknowledge- 
ment of his triumphs, has come to 

Navadwip. 

31 'All the people have heard it that he 
is the favoured child of Saraswati 

The minds of all the pandits are filled 
with grave misgiving. 

32 'Of all places in the whole of Jambudwip 
The fame of Navadwip stands unsur- 

passed in the world. 

33 'If the conqueror of all directions depart 
victorious from here. 

The blow to its prestige will reverbera'e 
through the whole world. 

34 But where is the person who has power 
to fight with him 

On whom Saraswati herself has conferred 
her favour ? 

( To be continued. ) 

Propaganda Topics 

THEIR Holioesses Tridandiswamis Srimad 
Bhaktivivek Bharati and Srimad Bhakti- 

Sarbaswa Giri Maharajas of Gaudiya Math, 
Calcutta, with a party of Brahmacharis from 
Sri Sachchidananda Math, the Cuttack branch 
of the Mission, accompanied by Professor 
Nisikanta Sanyal, Senior Professor of History 
of the Ravenshaw College, paid a short visit 
to Dhenkanal Garh about the middle of May. 

There was kirtan, expounding of the Srimad 
Bhagabat and discourses on the Sanatan Dharma 
in the temple of Sri Sri Kunja Kantaji on the 
invitation of Raja Sahib and Rajmata. The 
party was honourably received by Raja Sahib. 
The Rajmata highly satisfied with the object 
and actual work of the Mission earnestly re- 
quested the Swamiji Maharajas to visit the other 
states of Orissa. The hospitality accorded to 
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the preachers and the intelligent and active 
interest evinced by the spread of the real 
teaching of Sre Chaitanya all over Orissa by 
the cultured Dowager Rani Saheba of Dhenkana! 
have left a deep impression on the minds of 
their Holinesses, May she live long to work 
for the spiritual uplift of the Dhenkanal State 
and of Orissa, the high object that she has set 
to herself from her infancy. 

Athgarh State. 

The Raja Sahib of Dhenkanal p'aced his 
motor bus at the disposal of their Holinesses for 
conveying the party to Garh Athgarh where 
their Holinesses were received on arrival with 
utmost cordiality by. the minor chief on behalf 
of the Rajmata. The youthful Rajasahib who is 
of the age of twenty and has just returned from 
successful completion of his studies at the 
Raipur Princes' College appears to have inheri- 
ted from his pious father a natural taste for 
pure religion which is so un usual in these 
days in the average cultured young men of his 
tender age. He applied himself enthusiastically 
to organise a series of devotional functions and 
their Holinesses had an opportunity of expound- 
ing the Srimad Bhagabat and delivering lectures 
on the eternal religion preceded and followed 
by kirtan in the Temple of Sri Sri Radha 
Govindaji which forms the most prominent 
feature of the palace, at all of which the 
Minor Chief and the Dowager Rani Sahebas 
attended from beginning to end. In his 
private conversations with their Holinesses 
the Prince showed a surprising grasp of the 
general purpose of the Mission and. an active 
disposition to forward the same by all the means 
at his disposal.. Practically the whole body of 
people of any standing resident in the Garh 
turned up to listen to these illuminating dis- 
courses on the Sanatan Dharma delivered by 
their Holinesses in noble and simple language 

and the leading Pandit of the place, himself 
the author of several learned works on religious 
subjects, spoke the general sense of appreciation 
of the local Shasan Brahman community by 
giving vent to his conviction in the open 
meeting that His Holiness Srimad Bharati 
Maharaj is undoubtedly 'holder of the power 
of Chaitanya, ^ )• The Swamiji 
while appreciating the piety of the speaker 
gently discouraged the opinion declaring 
himself to be an humble servant of the servants 
of Sri Chaitanyadeva ^ ) The 
arrangements made by the late Raja Sahib, 
whose great piety is well-known all over.India, 
f: r the daily worship of Sri Sri Radha Govindaji 
are on a most sumptuous scale and the variety 
and delicacy of the mahaprasad of Sri Sri 
Govindaji with which the party was literally 
overflooded pass all description. The Minor 
Chief treated his saintly guests with the utmcst 
regard and the perfection of cOttftesy taking 
their Holinesses constantly in his own car to the 
different shrines and ■ institutions, connected 
with the memory, of his beloved father. The 
Dowager Rani Sahebas were behuid alt rthesc 
hospitable activities and the Court of Wards 
Superintendent whose religious convictions are 
well-considered and genuine also appreciated 
in private conversation the beneficial and bona- 
fide nature of the activities of the Mission and 
attended at all the lectures and discourses with 
real interest. The people availed of the instruc- 
tions of the Swamijis to purify and reform 
the formula and method of singing the kirtan 
Substituting the mahamantra 'Harey Krishna 
Harey Krishna Krishna Krishna . 'Harey Harey, 
Harey. Ram Harey Ram Ram Ram. Harey 
Harey\ as enjoined by, Sri Chaitanyadeva in 
conformity with the teaching of thevShastras, 
in .place of new-fangled formulas, that are 
opposed to the principles and : injunctions •' of 
the Sanatan-Dbarma. 
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